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MRS. FREEMAN SCANS FUTURE IN TALKS HERE

Youth Seen Hope ’ in Highway Drive
Wuhin the next ten to 20 year*
the number oí cars in this
country will have doubled; as
will the miles of highways.
These facts were poirAcd up
Monday by Mrs. Orville Free
man. wife of the U. S. Secretary
of Agriculture and member of
Mrs. L. B. Johnson's Beau
tification Committee, to approxi
mately 350 women at a luncheon
meeting at Oglebay's Glcssncr
Boom.
Mrs. Freeman, addressing tho
37Lh annual convention of W. Va.
Garden Clubs. Inc., stressed
that more and more emphasis
me't be put upon beautification,
and particularly conservation,
in our country.
Complimenting the many pro
gressive W. Va. Chibs and their
work, she proposed that success
ful projects may be curried out
with tho help oí our young
people.
In looking ahead a decade, the
charming and beautifully-spo
ken Mrs. Freeman said that is
imperative our highways must
be made safe, and more pleasent.
“Highway beauty has a dis
tinct effect upon the driver's
mental attitude" she pointed
out. "And it is important that
we cooperate with young
people’s groups in this’work,”
the added.
Young people must be trained
now. The Íicld.<o( beautification,
recreation, anti litter campaigns
arc wide open. And projects
6i»ch as these help combat juve
nile delinquency, school drop
outs; Itorcdom.
As a member of the First
Judy's Speakers' Bureau. Mrs.
Freeman made mention of sev
eral youth projects which have
proved successful in the Wash
ington. D. C. area. She ex
pressed amazement at the vari
ety of successful projects in this
state; the Conservation Camp,
soil conservation in general; 100
per cent club participation in
civic improvement projects. She
remarked that West Virginia is
the first state to call a second
beautification conference as fl
follow-up to the White House
.ene. She stressed also tho fact
that W. Va. Senator Jen nines
Randolph has been a staunch
importer of tho beautification
bill, and that we, as voters,
should encourage him in tbi*
cirwrt.

A. R. Purchase
Division Engineer
Montpelier, Vermont

The Rutland Daily Herald
Rutland, Vermont
« July 4, 1967

Appeal Sign
Law Ruling
Micalite Firm Asks State
Supreme Court to Over
turn Decision.

Mrs. Freeman was welccihca
to Wheeling and formal intro
duced by Charles Ihlcnfeld,
Wheeling mayor. Greeting her
on behalf of Oglobay was Park
Superintendent Earl Gaylor who;
expressed his pleasure that the!
8100 members of state Garden^
Clubs had chosen Oglebay Park!
for this conference. The mayor
also pointed out that Oglebay,
with approximately 120 build
ings on 1.200 acres of beautiful
land, is perhaps the outstanding
municipal park in tho United
States.
This conclave, with a theahe
‘‘Planting Seeds for Progress",
concludes tomorrow morning
with an executive meeting. The
installation banquet takes place
this evening with state president
Mrs. C. Manning Smith presid
ing. Mrs. Gene Combs, regional
director from Kentucky, will io-|
stall new officers.

Mrs. Orville Freeman (left),
member of Mr«. Lyodoa Johnson'» Speakers’ Bureau for
Beautification, is pictured
with Mrs. E. H. Poiaek of
Wheeling, as she arrived at
Oglebay's Wilson Ixxlge to address members oí W . Va. Garden Clubs. Mrs. Polack i<
chairman of this 2"th annual
convention, currently being
held at the Park. Greeting the
two is Earl E. Gaylor, super
intendent of Oglcbky Park.
(N-R Photo — Muhleman)
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Junkyard Law to Be Enforced,
Oakes Tells Highway Agency
The Highway Department is
now drawing up the regulations
for the junkyard's.
"Unless a person has both a
certificate of approval for loca
tion and a license to operate a
junkyard business, such a;
business is unlawful,” Oakes,
said about the new state law.
|
Under the new law even when
the junkyard operator has a li
cense all yards must be screen
ed by a fence at least six feet
high or vegetation which hides
the bulky, rusty objects.
"It is a matter of personal
knowledge to undersigned, as it
is to anyone traveling the
highways of Vermont, that a
small percentage of the
junkyards so defined are in
compliance with the’law,” the
attorney general said in his let
ter.
Oakes also told the committee
that in view “of the serious im
pact continued violations of the
A. R. Purchase
law will have on the economic
Division Engineer
growth of the towns of our
Montpelier, Vermont state, may we suggest that you
set a series of deadlines for
compliance with the acts so as
to proceed promptly with the
enforcement of the law in the
most flagrant instances o f
abuse.”

(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — Atty. Gen.
James L. Oakes has told the
Highway Department that he
intends to enforce the new state
law which gives the Highway
Department authority to make
rules and regulations for Ver
mont junkyards.
The 1967 Legislature turned
the control of Vermont
junkyards over to the Highway
. Department. It will have
authority ’ to license
the
1 junkyards.
"This office takes a very
strict view of the terms of the
legislative mandate. We think
the Legislature means business
and meant the law to be \ en
forced,” Oakes wrote to the
Beautification Committee of the
Highway Department.
The new state law became ef
fective last Saturday.

Submitted by:

(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — The first
legal test of Vermont’s new
anti-billboard law is being car
ried to the Vermont Supreme
Court.
The Micalite Sign Corp, is ap
pealing a decision of Superior
Judge William C. Hill in de
nying an injunction prohibiting
the state from removing a
billboard advertising the Tavern
Motor Inn here.
The appeal was taken to the
high court on Friday. It
probably won’t be argued before
the court until the October term
and a decision won’t be ren
dered.until the January term.
The Superior Court judge only
ruled on the merits of the peti
tion dealing with the state’s
right to rip down the large sign.
The case was heard several
weeks ago in Washington Coun
ty Chancery Court.
The judge refused to rule on
whether the state should pay
compensation to the sign com
pany once the sign comes down.
The state contends that it
doesn’t have to pay com
pensation because it can
remove signs under the police
powers of the state. This was
decided as a result of1 a 1941
Vermont
Supreme
Court
decision.
Since the judge didn’t rule on
the compensation section and
since the appeal has been taken
of the removal order, the
Micalite ' Sign
Corp.
of
Westmoreland, N. H., can leave
its sign up until the matter is
settled,
One section of the new
billboard law the state
Legislature
approved this
spring, says that all off-premise
signs must be taken down if
they are visible from either
Interstates 89 or 91.
This new provision doesn’t apI ply to on-premise signs — those
located on the property they are
advertising.
Thus, a billboard in Bolton
advertising the Bolton Mountain
Ski area, which is visible from
Interstate 89, is legal, according
to an interpretation by the
secretary of state’s office.
The sign is legal because it is
located on land owned by the
Bolton Ski Area. The land is
also contiguous with land where
the ski facilities are located,
even though it’s five miles
away.
. ..______
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lhe Burlington Free Press
Burlington, Vermont
July 12, 3/967
Submitted by:

^u<A.r»<jlonz VT.

Haiti
A. R. Purchase

Although All Perfectly Legal ‘

Division Engineer
Montpelier, Vermont

Stale Highway Board Begins

Enforcing New Junkyard Law;
*1

MONTPELIER
The Vermbnt Highway Board started its giant task;
Tuesday of enforcing the state’s new junkyard law by defining an unzoned¡
J.-I____
-- ____ _ ¿11. i___
__ ...¿i. 1.1.
_ ______J
¿i
industrial area as one with two industries within a quarter-mile stretch of
highway.
The stringent definition was approved on the recommendation of Atty.
Gen. James L. Oakes after {,rees, hedges or natural growth. will hammer out any regula
the Board conferred with However, it allows junkyards tions necessary to this enforce
Asst. Atty. Gen. Louis P. in zoned or unzohed industrial ment, but they did not deny it
areas. The law was written to would be a mammoth job.
Peck.
give the Highway Board au
There are an estimated
The junkyard law — passed thority to . define an unzoned
8,000 junkyards in Vermont,
by the 1957 Legislature in an industrial area.
attempt to preserve Vermont’s The hoard also defined an! all of which must be licensed
natural beauty — prohibits industry as one engaged in the; at a $25 annual fee, under
junkyards and automobile manufacture and assembly of 1 the new lawA
graveyards within 1,000 feet of
High-way Department is
an interstate or primary high products to be used off the!
premises
and
it
excluded
food
way. It also prohibits junkyards
charged with the responsibility
farther away if they are visible from those products.
of completing a survey of all
from the highway and it makes Members of the Highway the junkyards in the state by
It mandatory for all existing ¡Board made it plain they intend Jan. 1, 1958.
junkyards to be screened by Ho enforce the new law and The law .requires every
junkyard owner — and this
includes any person with three
or more junked cars on his
property which are visible from
the highway — to furnish the
local selectmen or zoning board
with information on the location
Er
-"
■;
by Sept. 1 and to pay the
license fee of $25.
Failure to do this will result
in a fine of from $1 to $10
daily.

An Important First

Being first among the states to sign a billboard
control agreement with the federal government is
a distinction that suits Rhode Island in view of its
interest in highway beautification.
The signing also provides early assurance that
the state will suffer no loss in federal highway funds
for failing to adopt an acceptable control program
by Jan L the deadline set by Congress. Fiscal and
physical tidiness in this case harmoniously go hand
in hand.
Now the job for the state Department of Public
Works is to bring about gradual elimination of nonconforming billboards,

That will be the real prize.

' *

Hoff Urges Removal
Of 3 Road Billboards

Unioned Industrial Área Defined

Free Press Capitol Bureau

My \9L7

MONTPELIER — Gov. Hoff issued personal appeals Monday to three
Vermont business concerns asking them to remove “on-premise” billboards
along Vermont’s highway
stretch between the Waterbury
system.
•
A BurlingtonhfPrtu
interchange and the Village of
CAPITOL bureau
Stowe than there are on all
The appeals were matfe to
the Bolton Valley Corporation nesses, and although, it Is the highways in Grand Isle and
Essex Counties, combined,” he
which has a large billboard on legal to have on-premise said.
jts property beside Interstate signs, Gov. Hoff observed
Secretary of State Harry H.
89 in Bolton; to the “25,000 rigid public enforcement is Cooley had planned to take
Ciff«
Harffni-H ”
anH fn
Gifts Af
of Hartford,
” and
to Bin
the crucial to the implementation legal action to have the Bolton
Mobil . Oil ■ Co. which has of the new state and federal Valley billboard removed.
petitioned for a sign-' in highway beautification regula
However, Assistant Atty.
tions.
Weathersfield.
Geu. Louis P. Peck ruled the
The fitst such appeal, made sign was perfectly legal even
The signs are all on
property owned by the busi- by Gov. Hoff last summer to though it is seven miles from
a New York firm, was success the ski development because
ful. The firm quickly removed it is on land owned by the
a large billboard on Interstate corporation, and this land is
89 in Waterbury advertising contiguous to the ski develop
Ausable Chasm. The billboard ment.
was legal since it was situated
on an unzoned commercial area Indeed, the corporation owns
in Waterbury, even though it almost half the land in the town
faced Interstate 89.
of Bolton with its property
stretching from the interstate
“I respectfully appeal to
highway over to the town of
you, as Vermonters, t o Huntington.;
; 1
consider our state’s natural
Hoff praised Andrew A.'
beauty and your own inter Titcomb of Perkinsville, the
ests, as businessmen, in pre billboard
administrator o f i
serving this wonderful Weathersfield, for his skill andi
attribute,” said Hoff in each firmness in negotiations with
of the three letters.
Mobil.
He also noted a proliferation He’ noted 74 Verm on t:
of signs in many areas of the communities, most of them in¡ I
the central and south central
state.
section of the state, now have
“I am advised, for example, billboard
administrators.
there are more signs along
Vermont 100 in the seven-mile

The Highway- Department
W3S designated as the state
agency to enforce t h e
junkyard law. -

•At' the same -time it was
given the responsibility and
[power
...to make
, . up rules
,, andr
:fectiveness of screening and
’conduct a continuing survey of
¡the status of junkyards.

; compensate junkyard
’jfor
u K in
' screening
costs 'incurred
and for removal of junkyards
which cannot' be screened to
make them invisible from the
highway.
The law also provides that
any junkyard which cannot be
¡effectively screened from sight
j of the highway must be
moved by July 1, 1970.

(W TAfM ma si h/j
SUMMER RESORT

Gov. Hoff has appealed to the Bolton Valley Corporation for removal of
this billboard which is visible from Interstate 89 in Bolton.
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osrd Law Rsvisions
said he is in favor of smaller
secondary i New York Thruway which signs despite the fact he ha
pn the high- advertises Vermont as the two large controversial bill
best route to Expo 67.
boards, himself.- •
.
967 Legisla- Mrs. Harold A. Mayforth of He explained he has been pu
' to* get rid Burlington, past presiden of in the position of fighting back.
they are the Federated Garden Clubs, “I think limiting the size of
mg out busi- nointed out not one singl
the signs is good, but it is
Vermont - based advertising
itate should company advertises on bill dirty pool to limit the distance
they can be placed from the
ireas along boards in the state.
w signs in “It is vital to the motel and highway so they can t be read,
in other hotel trade to have more ad he said.
/ay.
vertising on the highways,” sai
;ady erectireas. Why Elmer Premo of Burlington,
he ask- president of the Vermont Hotel
and Motel Association, and
of Shafts- owner of the Redwood Motel.
of bill
Robert Condon, president of
to task, theTo
-«intei
„ . -’d,1 side
5 zi p Advertising
s suing the 'Committee oí. the
th Vermont
Vermont
„ keep
Hotel and Motel Association,
'eet in area declared directional signs are
this State- the lifeblood of the small
businesses in Vermont.
velopment
And Borden Avery of
verely cri- Montpelier, chairman o
he
Marjorie
legislative committee of me
aven, who Hotel and Motel Association,
ign on the
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GM to Study ‘Mapless’
Highway Routing System
By ROBERT W. IRVIN
Detroit News Automotive Writer

The motorist of the future
may travel to his destination
without using maps or road
signs, taking instructions in-X
: ••;

stead from automatic commu
nications equipment inside the
car.
This is the goal of a new
highway route and guidance
system under study by the

MINBATURE ROAD MAP - A traveler's road

maps in the future may be compressed into micro
modules like the one held by Nancy Monteith, a
General Motors stenographer. An automatic system
built up from such electronic modules is one ap
proach to vehicle routing which the GM Research
Laboratories will explore under a federal contract.

General Motors Research Lab
oratories.
Dr. Lawrence R. Hafstad,
vice-president in charge of the
laboratories, said the Federal
Highway Administration has
has awarded GM a one-year
$493,000 contract to develop
hardware for and to evaluate
such a system.

display inside the car — trans
mits the proper routing in
structions to the driver.
Hafstad said the roadside fa
cilities also could perform sev
eral other useful functions,
such as recording traffic counts
and collecting data on vehicle
destinations.

“ROUTING experiments will
be tailored to answer such
questions as whether a routing
system would decrease travel
time, driver stress and traf
fic problems in general,” GM
said. “Both rural and urban
traffic networks will be con
sidered in the study.”
GM explained how the sys
tem might work.
At the start of a trip, the
driver dials his destination
code into route guidance
equipment inside the car. The
vehicle then automatically
transmits the code to roadside
equipment at key points along
the way.
After processing the code,
the roadside equipment —
either by voice or by visual

“EQUIPMENT for individ
ual intersections could eventu
ally be connected to a central
traffic control offering com
puter-operated route guidance
and up-to-the-minute traffic co
ordination based on existing
conditions,” GM said.
The project is the latest in
a series of highway communi
cation programs conducted by
GM.
Several months ago, the GM
laboratories demonstrated an
experimental Driver Aid, In
formation and Routing system
which guides the motorist to
his destination from a display
panel on the dashboard. Delco
Radio also has developed sev
eral experimental systems and
will take part in the new
project.

Pros, Cons Heard on Billboard Law Revisions
MONTPELIER—A Leg
islative Council Commit
tee studying the state’s'
billboard regulations
heard testimony here
Monday from antibill
board spokesmen who
urged tighter restrictions
? gainst outdoor . advertis
ing and from businessmen
vzho argued for liberaliza
tion of the regulations.
At its first public hearing to
gather information on the need
for changing the state’s bill
board regulation law, the
legislative Council committee

Burfinglon Free Prest
CAPITOL BUREAU

heard-'conflicting testimony.
However, the need of some
revision in the law was em
phasized by Atty. Gen. James
L. Oakes who said unless soma
loopholes are ¡plugged by the
¿Legislature the Vermont land
scape will be dotted with highrise signs.
Oakes said the following re
visions are needed:

—Limiting the height of on
premise signs so high-rise signs
which can be seen from the
Interstate system are not erect
ed by owners of businesses on
nearby routes

-.J ■

—Limiting the size of on
premise signs. The 1967 Legis
lature prohibits all billboards
visible from the Interstate High
way and all signs within 750
feet of the primary system but
it makes an exception for signs
located on land owned by
business people. Some of these
on-premise signs are huge bill
boards.
—Increasing the 750 feet
distance from highways. Oakes
said advertisements appearing
on hillsides on Interstate .91 in
Brattleboro are not within the
750-foot limit, but are cluttering
the landscape.
- .
—Some regulations to stop
Vermont firms from placing
sings across the Connecticut

Z

.

I-

'

River on the river bank in New
Hampshire where the billboards
can be seen from. Interstate
91. '
_A tightening of the
regulation which designates an
unzoned commercial or
industrial area as one with
three or more b usin esses
working on a year-round basis
and located within a 1,000-foot
stretch of highway. Billboards
are allowed in such unzoned
areas.
Proposals for changes in the
law submitted by the probill
board and antisign groups were
taken under advisement by the
council committee.

Former U.S. Sen. Ralph

Z,/’

Barber of Bennington, called
for equipping each gas station
with a classified advertising
board.

Flanders, R-Vt., of Springfield,
president of ¡the Vermont Road
side Council, proposed a
Vermont directory of services
and products -be compiled. He
said it would be distributed to .
all travelers at service stations
and welcome centers, and
would list all businesses on all
highway routes in the state.
“I am dubious about com
pletely writing a new law.
We’ve been in trouble every
time we have done it. It would
be better to improve the old
law,” Flanders said.

She said the advertising board
would be placed outdoors well
back from the road where it
could be consulted by the driver
buying gas, but where it would
not obstruct nor divert the
vision of the driver on tha
highway.
She suggested space on the
advertising board be made
available to all businesses and
sold by the oil company.
“The Federation feels there
is no need for complete revision
of our present law. In fact,
we oppose throwing the law

A proposal worked out by the
Vermont Federation of Garden
Clubs and offered by its legisla
tive chairman, Mrs. Norton

z

z

I

open to wholesale revision,
which in our opinion would be
an unnecessary and destructive
step. We can appreciate that
those who wish greater freedom
to clutter our roadsides with
advertising v/ouZ-d be happy to
convince this committee the
present law is confusing and
unenforceable and in need of
total revision,” Mrs. Barber
said.

However, Flanders’ proposal
and that of the Federated
Gardens Club were opposed by
the spokesman for the Green
Mountain Motel Association and
the Roadside Advertising Comng Committee: of the Vermont
Hotel-Motel Association.
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GM to Study ‘Mapless’
Highway Routing System
By ROBERT W. IRVIN
Detroit News Automotive writer

The motorist of the future
may travel to his destination
without using maps or road
signs, taking instructions in-

stead from automatic communications equipment inside the
carThis is the goal of a new
highway route and guidance
system under study by the

MINIATURE ROAD MAP — A traveler's road

maps in the future may be compressed into micro
modules like the one held by Nancy Monteith, a
General Motors stenographer. An automatic system
built up from such electronic modules is one ap
proach to vehicle routing which the GM Research
Laboratories will explore under a federal contract.

General Motors Research Lab
oratories.
Dr. Lawrence R. Hafstad,
vice-president in charge of the
laboratories, said the Federal
Highway Administration has
has awarded GM a one-year
$493,000 contract to develop
hardware for and to evaluate
such a system.

display inside the car — trans
mits the proper routing in
structions to the driver.
Hafstad said the roadside fa
cilities also could perform sev
eral other useful functions,
such as recording traffic counts
and collecting data on vehicle
destinations.

“ROUTING experiments will
be tailored to answer such
questions as whether a routing
system would decrease travel
time, driver stress and traf
fic problems in general,” GM
said. “Both rural and urban
traffic networks will be con
sidered in the study.”
GM explained how the sys
tem might work.
At the start of a trip, the
driver dials his destination
code into route guidance
equipment inside the car. The
vehicle then automatically
transmits the code to roadside
equipment at key points along
the way.
After processing the code,
the roadside equipment —
either by voice or by visual

“EQUIPMENT for individ
ual intersections could eventu
ally be connected to a central
traffic control offering com
puter-operated route guidance
and up-to-the-minute traffic co
ordination based on existing
conditions,” GM said.
The project is the latest in
a series of highway communi
cation programs conducted by
GM.
Several months ago, the GM
laboratories demonstrated an
experimental Driver Aid, In
formation and Routing system
which guides the motorist to
his destination from a display
panel on the dashboard. Delco
Radio also has developed sev
eral experimental systems and
will take part in the new
project.

Cól, Robert J. Gilroy of Ben
nington called on the committee
to recommend a proposal allow
ing directional signs for people
engaged in the tourist industry.'
His proposal called for:
—Four signs for each hotel,
motel, restaurant, or other
tourist industry, none at a point
greater than 15 road miles from
the place of business'.
—No sign larger than 51
square feet of surface area.
—No sign to be placed withia
200 feet of another.
—No sign to be placed within
35 feet of the center line cA
the highway.
(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued from Page l)
In addition, Gilroy proposed
the signs placed by the state
at interchanges, and saying that
food, gas and lodgings are
available, be replaced with
signs which state the number
of rooms available to those who
leave the interstate in that
interchange. It would also give
the ratings of the motels and
hotels, such as ‘ ‘ A A A, ’ ■
“Superior,” etc.

“Tourism is a major indus
try in the State of Vermont,
conducted primarily by small
businessmen, a u d consists
largely of family type opera
tions, whose livelihood is
dependent entirely upon the
success or failure of one
operation. To these persons
the ability to direct tourists
to their place of business is
of vital consideration,” said
Gilroy.
Some businessmen were not
satisfied with Gilroy’s proposal
as they wanted more flexible
billboard laws.
Only one tourist operator,
however, wanted more stringent
laws. That was Charlotte Marsh
of South Burlington, who said
only one sign should be allowed
per business — and that should
be at the place of business if
it were on a main road, oi
at the intersection of the side
road, if the place were not or
a main highway.

She said tourist operators
don’t travel enough to realize
that people stop for the night
when they are ready to stop,
and choose a place they like,
rather than one which is highly
advertised.

Denning Miller of Stowe,
representing the Lamoille
County Development group,
suggested the construction of
sign plazas '.where tourists
could stop. He proposed the
taxing of all outdoor adver
tising signs, and use of the
tax money to erect the
plazas.
A charge that the promiscu
ous placing of billboards in
Vermont will kill the goose that
lays the golden egg because
they will ruin Vermont’s rural
beauty was made by Capt. Karl
Thieme of Landgrove.
“The billboard industry is
laying claims to rights that
have no basis since it is the
taxpayers who have built x the
highways,” declared Mrs.
Robert Brogdale of Springfield,
president of the Federated
Garden Clubs of Vermont. ’

Mrs. Fayette S. Dunn of
the Manchester Garden Club
asked, “Why should business
have more right than individ
uals to the highways?”

John Terry, president of the
licalite Sign Co. of Westmoreand, N.H., suggested, billboards ¡

be banned on the- secondary
roads and allowed on the high
speed highways.
“The 1966 and 1967 Legisla
tures were trying to- get rid
of billboards. What they are
really doing is driving out busi
ness,” he charged.
He declared the state should
set aside scenic areas along
the road, and allow signs in
the right of way in other
sections of the highway.
“The state is already erect
ing signs for ski areas. Why
not for all businesses?” he ask
ed. ,
Col? Fairfax Ayers of Shaftsbury,- a leading foe of bill
boards, took Terry to .task,
saying, “Mr. Terry is suing the
state right now to keep a
billboard 240 square feet in area
not one mile from this State
house.”

New York Tliruway which said he is in favor of smaller
advertises Vermont as the signs despite the fact he has
two large controversial bill
best route to Expo 67.
boards, himself.
Mrs. Harold A. Mayforth of
Burlington, past president of He explained he has been put
the Federated Garden Clubs, in the position of fighting back.
pointed out not one single “I think limiting the size of
Vermont - based advertising the signs is good, but it is
company advertises on bill dirty pool to limit the distance
boards in tire state.
they can be placed from the
“It is vital to the motel and highway so they can’t be read,”
hotel trade to have more ad be said.
vertising on the highways,” said
Elmer Premo of Burlington,
president of the Vermont Hotel
and Motel Association, and
owner of the Redwood Motel.

Robert Condon, president of
the Roadside Advertising
Committee of the Vermont
Hotel and Motel Association,
declared directional signs are
the lifeblood of the small
businesses in Vermont.

The Vermont Development
And Borden Avery o f
Department was severely cri
ticized by Miss Marjorie Montpelier, chairman of the
Sheldon of Fair Haven, who legislative committee of the
told of the huge sign on the Hotel and Motel Association,
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1962, where this Is a principal home for
In 1961 in a special message to Con
The so-called superbillboard far re
them, and their claim has been Invali gress, President Kennedy said:
moved from the roadway yet so large
dated or relinquished, to continue to re
The Interstate Highway System was In that they are visible to the traveler was
side in their home.
tended, among other purposes, to enable not guarded against in the 1965 act. Be
It has been a tradition In the moun more Americans to more easily see more ol cause this type of billboard presents a
tain West that a private citizen may go their country. It Is a beautiful country. The problem of serious dimensions, it was
upon the public lands, to stake a mining System was not Intended to provide a large decided to include a provision in the bill
unrelmbursed measure of benefits to the
claim, and thereafter to have and retain and
billboard Industry, whose structures tend to which provides Federal control where the
a possessory interest Immune to Inter detract
from both the beauty and the safety State decides that such signs should be
ference from anyone. The power of the of the routes they line. Their messages are regulated.
Government to challenge the validity of not, as so often claimed, primarily for the
Most of the States have authority, by
a mining claim has been recognized, but convenience of the motorist whose view they virtue of their constitutions, to require
the Government traditionally has Inter block. Some two-thirds of such advertising the removal of billboards after a just
fered little, and locators and their suc Is for national products, and Is dominated amortization period without the neces
cessors In Interest have felt secure in by a handful of large advertisers to whom sity of restoring to eminent domain. The
the Interstate System has provided a great
their right to possession.
bill I have introduced today will allow
windfall.
The act provides relief where it would
the States to provide for effective control
be a hardship for these people to give up
The bill I introduce today is Intended of the erection and maintenance of bill
the homes they have constructed and to improve and simplify the Highway boards along the Interstate System and
improved over the years.
Beautification Act of 1965. It would ini the scenic road system by the method
Because the Public Land Law Review tially protect fewer miles than specified most suited to the laws of the particular
Commission Is making an extensive and by the 1965 law, but is intended to pro State.
thorough study of public land problems, tect them well and to provide a solid
There Is nothing new or radical to be
the expiration date of the proposed ex foundation and a high standard for the found
this provision. Prior to the pres
tension is designated as 1 year after the States to build upon to advance their own ent act,in some
States agreed to con
Commission makes its final report. The laws for scenic development and beauti trol billboards 25along
High
report is due by December 31, 1968.
fication of their roadsides. I believe this ways, the vast majorityInterstate
so through
As chairman of the Senate Public bill would provide the degree of roadside their police power. The doing
act pro
Lands Subcommittee it is my intention protection and scenic development and vides a 10-percent loss ofpresent
Federal aid for
to schedule hearings on the. proposed beautification that the public has been any greater use of the police
power by
amendment at an early date.
led to expect.
these States, while other States are
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
Earlier this session, I Introduced S. 539 penalized for using such powers at all.
will be received and appropriately re to remove the mandatory compensation In effect this section of the bill says that
ferred.
feature of the 1965 law. The bill I in
The bill (S. 2121) to extend the pro troduce today takes advantage of the if the States compensate for removal, the
billboards must be removed within 2
visions of the act of October 23, 1962, comments I have received concerning years
after becoming nonconforming. If,
relating to relief for occupants of cer that bill as well as comments received however,
the States choose not to pay
tain unpatented mining claims, intro about similar bills introduced in Con
compensation, the Federal Government
duced by Mr. Church (for himself and gress.
will compensate the billboard owner by
Mr. Bible) , was received, read twice by
Under the bill, the new 41,000-mile
the billboard to remain intact
its title, and referreíL-te-thu-eonwqittee Interstate System, which will be com allowing
5 years after becoming nonconform
on Interior an<±-?rtTular Affairs.
pleted in less than a decade at a cost for
ing.
\of over $40 billion, will be fully protected.
A major deterrent to effective Imple
a new highway network, and be mentation
/A' BILL' FOR SCENIC DEVELOPMENT V causeismuch
of the 1965 act will be the cost
of
It
is
yet
to
be
completed,
AND BEAUTIFICATION OF THE IN the billboard and junkyard investment involved. The Secretary of Transporta
TERSTATE AND SCENIC HIGHWAY alJng its length is relatively minimal.
tion has estimated that it will cost $558,SYSTEM
610,000 to remove nonconforming bill
yIn addition, the bill provides that each boards.
These costs would be substan
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, !< State would designate 10 percent or more tially reduced
if States having the power
send to the desk, for appropriate rj&ftír- of its total mileage of primary and sec
■^lice, a bill to improve and^implffy the ondary highways as scenic roads. The to remove billboards without compensa
tion were allowed to exercise that power.
HiglTway BooutificalluTr'flctof 1965.
scenic road system would be protected
factor in costs which should not
Mr. President, the 89th Congress en in lieu of the entire Federal-aid primary Another,
acted a bill to help make driving more system as contemplated by the 1965 law. be overlooked here is the reduction in
that would result by including only
relaxing, more enjoyable, and more safe. This approach was chosen because most costs
a portion of the secondary and primary
With this new law one would supposedly of the primary highways are several dec systems
the act, as this bill would do.
be free to enjoy the countryside unmar ades old and much of the roadsides are Althoughinless
will be controlled,
red by man’s visual pollution of the occupied by commercial strip develop it will be moremileage
effective than at present.
scenery, and he would be able to see im ments, including extensive investments
In addition, this subsection will allow
portant informational aids without the in both billboards and Junkyards. The
need for a time-consuming, frustrating, expense of relocating or removing bill the States to avoid problems of discrimi
and often dangerous search through a boards and junkyards along these road nation arising under the present act.
hidgepodge clutter of signs created for sides will not, in many cases, really Difficulties result when a State, under its
the very purpose of diverting the harried improve the roadsides since the other police powers, removes billboards from
driver’s attention. These are admirable commercial developments would remain. secondary highways without paying com
pensation, but is at the same time obliged
goals and many Congressmen hoped
Mr. President, I believe we would all
these goals would be achieved by the 1965 agree that each State is a better judge under Federal law—or lose 10 percent of
Its Federal highway assistance—to com
act.
about which of its many miles are scenic
However, there has been extensive than is Congress. Therefore, the bill pro pensate billboard owners for signs re
comment throughout the Nation that the vides that the States select highways moved along interstate and primary
1^35 law, which we all knew was not which they consider the most scenic sub roads. Suppose, for example, that a State
perfect, is indeed not workable. Up until ject to some commonsense guidelines decides to control billboards on high
a month ago, no State had yet signed an specified in the bill. Some States, par ways not encompassed in the 1965 Fed
agreement with the Secretary of Trans ticularly those well endowed by a boun eral act. The State may order removal
portation to implement the 1965 law— tiful nature, will undoubtedly designate without offering to compensate. Mean
while billboard owners with displays on
apparently two States have signed up in considerably more mileage than the Interstate
must be compensated
the last 2 weeks. This Is indication minimum called for by my bill. In this under the highways
Federal act. The result is that
enough that the law, in its present form, latter situation, the bill provides for a
billboard owners in the same State
enjoys little support—it certainly has small bonus in Federal assistance for two
receive different treatment. A serious
had little effect.
new construction.
question of equal protection arises. The
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SACRAMENTO ® — The same, things done with plastics,” he
;
kind of realistic plastic flowers said.
But so far the pseudo-shrub
and greenery you see sprouting
these days might be the coming bery isn’t wonderful enough to
fashion in freeway landscaping. be used on the road, said Don
The possibility — with an ald Van Riper. State Division of
economy-safety theme — was Highways landscape architect.
suggested by California Highway
Van Riper said the idea has
Commission member Vernon J. aiisen before but has been re
Christina of San Jose at a com
jected because the plants are not
mission meeting recently.
He proposed that the $1.5 mil yet economically feasible or
lion spent annually on watering “aesthetically convincing.” “Even Disneyland itself uses
and keeping up freeway land
live
plantings,” remarked Com
scaping might better be used
missioner Alexander Pope of Los
making high-fatality roads safer.
•/
“I’ve seen some wonderful Angeles.

“. . . 818 signs ... on the right-hand side.”
The fight for highway beautification has been joined
by an 8-year-old Fresno, Calif., boy who knows who is who
in Washington as well as his arithmetic.
The following letter was received at the White House
addressed to Lady Bird Johnson:
“Dear Mrs. Jonhson,
“I was on my way home from Bakersfield to Fresno and
I saw 818 signs all on the right hand side of the rode.
My name is Michael Reckling ...
“P.S. I think you should get rid of those signs.”
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State may find itself faced with an ex
pensive lawsuit The effect of the Federal
law is to stifle and to inhibit the States
in the exercise of their powers in the in
terest of public safety and welfare.
Much of the recent controversy over
the interpretation of the 1965 act has
centered around the Interpretation of
“customary use.”
This bill would remove the provision
in the 1965 law which requires that the
Secretary of Transportation determine,
by agreement with the several States,
the size, lighting, and spacing of out
door advertising signs in accordance
with “customary use.” The “customary
use” requirement written into the 1965
beautification law is a contradiction in
terms and an illusory goal. As I said in
Congress on March 25,1966:
If customary use had always been con
sistent with roadside safety and beauty, there
would be little need for this legislation.

Another source of dispute has been the
Inclusion of commercial and industrial
areas in the coverage of the act. These
are areas where billboards inevitably
flourish. The cost of removal to the Gov
ernment or to the owner would be tre
mendous. Furthermore, there exists the
possibility of attempted circumvention
of the law by virtue of zoning certain
areas as commercial or. industrial. This
bill proposes to eliminate all reference

to commercial and industrial areas and
provides the States with the option of
excluding all incorporated municipali
ties so long as the Secretary of Trans
portation agrees that such exclusion is
not contrary to the broad national pol
icy outlined in the act.
I hope this proposal will receive early

consideration.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that an editorial from the Washing
ton Post, together with a brief analysis
of the bill, and the text of the bill be
printed in the Record at the close of my
remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be received and appropriately re
ferred; and, without objection, the bill,
editorial, and analysis of the bill will be
printed in the Record.
The bill (S. 2122) to provide for scenic
development and beautification of the
Federal-aid highway systems, introduced
by Mr. Magnuson (for himself and other
Senators), was received, read twice by its
title, referred to the Committee on Pub
lic Works, and ordered to be printed in
the Record, as follows:
s. 2122
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That this
Act may be cited as the 'Highway Beautifica
tion Act of 1967.”
TITLE I

Sec. 101. Section 131 of title 23, United

States Code, is revised to read as follows:
5 131. Control of outdoor advertising
(a) The Congress hereby finds and de
clares that the erection and maintenance of
outdoor advertising signs, displays, and de
vices in areas adjacent to the Interstate
System and 6cenlc road system designated
pursuant to subsections (d) and (e) should
be controlled in order to protect the public
investment in'in such highways, to promote
the safety and recreational value of public
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travel, to insure that information in the spe
cific interest of the traveling public is pre
sented safely and effectively, and to perserve
natural beauty.
(b) Federal-aid highway funds apportioned
on or after January 1, 1970, to any State
which the Secretary determines has not made
provision for effective control of the erec
tion and maintenance along the Interstate
System and the scenic road system, desig
nated pursuant to subsections (d) and (e),
of outdoor advertising signs, displays, and de
vices which are within six hundred and
sixty feet of the nearest edge of the rightof-way and visible from the main traveled
way of the system, shall be reduced by
amounts equal to 10 per centum of the
amounts which would otherwise be appor
tioned to such State under section 104 of
this title, until such time as such State shall
provide for such effective control. Any
amount which is withheld from apportion
ment to any State hereunder shall be reap
portioned to the other States. Whenever he
determines it to be in the public Interest,
the Secretary may suspend, for such periods
as he deems necessary, the application of this
BUbsectlon to a State.
(c) Effective control means that after Jan
uary 1, 1970, such signs, displays, and de
vices shall pursuant to this section, be lim
ited to:
(1) directional and other official signs or
notices which are required or authorized by
law;
(2) signs, displays, and devices pursuant
to subsection (k) giving information in the
specific Interest of the traveling public and
which shall conform to national standards
hereby authorized to be promulgated by the

Conservation Fund Act of 1965 (78 Stat.
897), or proximity to scenic geographic
features such as oceans, lakes, rivers, moun
tains, or historic sites.
The Secretary may also approve the des
ignation of segments not meeting such
standards if ho finds that such segments
have scenic or recreational values.
(f) Any State may apply to the Secretary
for the exclusion from the application of
this section for segments of the scenic road
system which traverse Incorporated muni
cipalities. The Secretary may grant such ex
clusions if he finds that such action will be
consistent with the national policy de
clared in this Act. Segments of highways
thus excluded from the scenic highway
system shall not be counted as scenic road
mileage under this section.
(g) A State may control the erection and
maintenance of signs, displays, and devices
visible from the main traveled way and In
areas farther than six hundred and sixty
feet of the nearest edge of the right-of-way
along all or part of such systems, and if a
State does carry out such control the Secre
tary shall participate In such control as If
such areas were within six hundred and sixty
feet of the nearest edge of the right-of-way
of such systems.
(h) The sums authorized by section
319(b) of this title shall be utilized to the
maximum extent feasible on the scenic road
system, and the Secretary may give priority
to applications of such projects. The Secre
taries of the Interior, Housing and Urban
Development, and Agriculture are author
ized to utilize such statutory authority as
they possess to cooperate with the Secre

Secretary hereunder;

values and developing the recreational
values of land adjacent to the scenic road
system.
(i) The Secretary shall reimburse any
State for 75 per centum of the cost of com
pensation paid for accomplishing the re
moval within two years of the date that the
following signs, displays, and devices be
come nonconforming:
(1) those lawfully In existence on the
Interstate System on the date of enactment
of the Highway Beautification Act of 1965,
(2) those lawfully in existence on any
highway made a part of the Interstate Sys
tem after the date of enactment of the
Highway Beautification Act of 1965; and
(3) those lawfully in existence on any
highway made a part of the scenic road sys
tem after the date of enactment of the
Highway Beautification Act of 1967.
Such compensation, to the extent compen
sable under State law, may be paid for the
following:
(A) the taking from the owner of such
sign, display, or device of all right, title,
leasehold, and interest in such sign, display,
or device; or
(B) the taking from the owner of the
real property on which the sign, display, or
device is located, of the right to erect and
maintain such signs, displays, and devices
thereon.
(J) Any sign, display, or device described
in subsection (1) which Is not removed with
Federal assistance pursuant to such para
graph shall not be required to be removed
prior to five years from the date on which
it becomes nonconforming.
(k) In order to provide information In the
specific interest of the traveling public, the
State highway departments are authorized
to maintain maps and to permit informa
tional directories and advertising pamphlets
to be made available at safety rest areas.
Subject to the approval of the Secretary, a
State may also establish informational cen
ters at safety rest areas for the purpose of
Informing the public of places of Interest
within the States and providing such other
information as a State may consider de
sirable. '

(3) signs, displays, and devices advertising
the sale or lease of property upon which they
are located; and
(4) signs, displays, and devices advertising
activities conducted- on the property on which
they are located.
(d) Effective control is further defined to
mean that a State shall, by January 1, 1970,
designate a scenic road system consisting of
10 per centum or more of its total mileage
on the Federal-aid primary and Federal-aid
secondary systems, and In areas adjacent to
such scenic roads shall limit signs, displays,
and devices in accordance with this section.
After any such designation by a State and
approval thereof by the Secretary such high
way so designated and approval shall con
stitute the scenic road system In such State.
Notwithstanding the addition of a highway
to the sceylc road system, it shall concur
rently remain as a unit of the system (pri
mary or secondary) In which it was Included
prior to scenic road system designation.
Nothing in this section shall be construed
to prevent a State from designating from
time to time additional scenic roads pursuant
to this section and with approval of the Sec
retary. When a State designates scenic road
system mileage on new construction In ex
cess of the minimum mileage as defined In
this subsection, the Federal share of costs
payable under section 120(a) of this title,
for highway projects comprising such excess,
shall be increased by oné-half per centum
of the cost of construction above the Federal
share otherwise payable.
(e) The Secretary shall approve the des
ignation of any segment of the scenic road
system which meets the following stand
ards :
(1) a continuous length of at least twenty
miles (counting contiguous portions with
in Incorporated municipalities which may
be excluded pursuant to subsection (f)
from the provisions of sections 131 and 138
of this title); and
(2) proximity to existing and potential
outdoor recreation areas identified in the
statewide outdoor recreation plan, if any,
prepared pursuant to the Land and Water

tary and tho StateB in protecting the scenic
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SACRAMENTO ® — The same
kind of realistic plastic flowers
and greenery you see sprouting
these days might be the coming
fashion in freeway landscaping.
The possibility — with an
economy-safety theme — was
suggested by California Highway
Commission member Vernon J.
Christina of San Jose at a com
mission meeting recently.
He proposed that the $1.5 mil
lion spent annually on watering
and keeping up freeway land
scaping might better be used
making high-fatality roads safer.
“I’ve seen some wonderful

things done with plastics,” ho
said.
But so far the pseudo-shrub
bery isn’t wonderful enough to
be used on the road, said Don
ald Van Riper. State Division of
Highways landscape architect.
Van Riper said the idea has
arisen before but has been re
jected because the plants are not
yet economically feasible . or
“aesthetically convincing.” “Even Disneyland itself uses
live plantings,” remarked Com
missioner Alexander Rope of Los
Angeles.

. 818 signs ... on the right-hand side.”

The fight for highway beautification has been joined
by an 8-year-old Fresno, Calif., boy who knows who is who
in Washington as well as his arithmetic.
The following letter was received at the White House
addressed to Lady Bird Johnson:
“Dear Mrs. Jonhson,
“I was on my way home from Bakersfield to Fresno and
I saw 818 signs all on the right hand side of the rode.
My name is Michael Reckling ...
“P.S. I think you should get rid of those signs.”
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(l) A State may provide for areas within
the rights-of-way, at appropriate distances
from Intersections on the Interstate System,
and at appropriate points on the scenic road
system, on which signs, displays, and devices
giving specific Information In the interest of
the traveling public may be erected and
maintained. Such signs, displays, and de
vices shall conform to national standards
promulgated by the Secretary.
(m) All public lands or reservations of
the United States which are adjacent to any
portion of the Interstate System or the
scenic road system shall be controlled In
accordance with the provisions of this sec
tion and the national standards promul
gated by the Secretary. However, any Fed
eral agency may promulgate more strict
standards for those public lands or reserva
tions under Its Jurisdiction which are ad
jacent to any portion of the Interstate Sys
tem or the scenic road system.
(n) Any State highway department which
has, under this section as In effect on June
30, 1965, entered Into agreement with the
Secretary to control the erection and main
tenance of outdoor advertising signs, dis
plays, and devices In areas adjacent to the
Interstate System shall be entitled to receive
the bonus payments as set forth In the agree
ment, but no such State highway department
shall be entitled to such payments unless
the State maintains the control required
under such agreement to the control re
quired by this section, whichever control Is
stricter. Such payments shall be paid only
from appropriations made to carry out this
section. The provisions of this subsection
shall not be construed to exempt any State
from controlling outdoor advertising as

otherwise provided In this section provided
that any State which has entered into such
agreement need not remove any sign, dis
play, or device previously authorized by this
section as of June 30, 1965, and the national
standards promulgated by the Secretary
thereunder.
s
(o) Nothing in this section shall prohibit
a State from establishing standards or laws
imposing stricter limitations with respect to
signs, displays, and devices on the Federalaid highway systems than those establishedunder this section.
(p) Not less than sixty days before making
a final determination to withhold funds from
a State under subsection (b) of this section,
or to do so under subsection (b) of section
136, the Secretary shall give written notice
to the State of his proposed determination
and a statement of the reasons therefor, and
during such period shall give the State an
opportunity for a hearing on such determi
nation. Following such hearing the Secretary
shall issue a written order setting forth his
final determination and shall furnish a copy
of such order to the State. Within forty-five
days of receipt of such order, the State may
appeal such order to any United States dis
trict court for such state, and upon the filing
of such appeal such order shall be stayed
until final Judgment has been entered on
such appeal. Summons may be served at any
place in the United States. The court shall
have Jurisdiction to affirm the determination
of the Secretary or to set it aside, in whole
or in part. The Judgment of the court shall
be subject to review by the United States
court of appeals for the circuit in which the
State is looated and to the Supreme Court
of the United States upon certiorari or cer
tification as provided in title 28, United
States Code, section 1254. If any part of an
apportionment to a State is withheld by the
Secretary under subsection (b) of this sec
tion or subsection (b) of section 136, the
amount so withheld shall not be reappor
tioned to the other States as long as a suit
brought by such State under this subsection
is pending. Such amount shall remain avail
able for apportionment In accordance with
the final Judgment and this subsection.

Funds withheld from apportionment and
subsequently apportioned or reapportioned
under this section shall be available for ex
penditure for three full fiscal years after the
date of such apportionment or reapportlonment as the case may be.
(q) There Is authorized to be apportioned
to carry out the provisions of this section,
out of any money in the Treasury not other
wise apportioned, not to exceed $15,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1968, and
not to exceed $20,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1969.
TITLE II

Sec. 201. Section 136 of title 23, United

States Code Is revised to read as follows:
S. 136. Control of Junkyards
(a) The Congress hereby finds and declares
that the establishment and use and mainte
nance of Junkyards In areas adjacent to the
Interstate System and the scenic road sys
tem, designated pursuant to subsections (d)
and (e) of section 131, should be controlled
In order to protect the public Investment in
such highways, to promote the safety and
recreational value of public travel, and to
preserve the natural beauty.
(b) Federal-aid highway funds appor
tioned on or after January 1, 1970, to any
State which the Secretary determines has
not made provision for effective control of
the establishment and maintenance along
the Interstate System and the scenic road
system, designated pursuant to subsections
(d) and (e) of section 131, of outdoor Junk
yards, which are within one thousand feet of
the nearest edge of the right-of-way and
visible from the main traveled way of the
system, shall be reduced by amounts equal to

10 per centum of the amounts which would

otherwise be apportioned to such State un
der section 104 of this title, until such time
as such State shall provide for such effective
control. Any amount which is withheld from
apportionment to any State hereunder shall
be reapportioned to the other States. When
ever he determines it to be in the public
interest, the Secretary may suspend, for such
periods as he deems necessary, the appli
cation of this subsection to a State.
(c) Effective control means that by Janu
ary 1, 1970, with respect to Junkyards along
the Interstate System, and not later than
two years after the designation of a segment
of highway as part of the scenic road sys
tem, designated pursuant to subsections (d)
and (e) of section 131, with respect to Junk
yards along such segment, such Junkyards
shall be screened by natural objects, plant
ings, fences, or other appropriate means so
as not to be visible from the main traveled
way of the system, or shall be removed from
sight.
(d) the term "Junk” shall mean old scrap
copper, brass, rope, rags, batteries, paper,
trash, rubber debris, waste, or Junked, dis
mantled or wrecked automobiles, or parts
thereof, iron, steel, and other old or scrap
ferrous or nonferrous material.
(e) The term "automobile graveyard”
shall mean any establishment or place of
business which Is maintained, used, or oper
ated for storing, keeping, buying, or selling
wrecked, scrapped, ruined, or dismantled
motor vehicles or motor vehicle parts.
(f) The term "Junkyard” shall mean an es
tablishment or place of business which Is
maintained, operated, or used for storing,
keeping, buying, or selling Junk, or for the
maintenance or operation of an automobile
graveyard, and the term shall Include gar
bage dumps and sanitary fills.
(g) Notwithstanding any provision of this
section, any Junkyard In existence on the date
of enactment of this section which does not
conform to the requirements of this section
and which the Secretary finds as a practical
matter cannot be screened, shall not be re
quired to be removed until the end of the
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fifth year after such Junkyard becomes nonconforming.
(h) The Federal share of landscaping and
screening costs under this section shall be
75 per centum.
(1) The Secretary shall reimburse any State
for 75 per centum of the cost of compensa
tion, to the extent compensable under State
law, paid the owner for the relocation, re
moval, or disposal oí the following junk
yards:
(1) those lawfully in existence on the In
terstate System on the date of enactment of
the Highway Beautification Act of 1965;
(2) those lawfully In existence on any
highway made a part of the Interstate Sys
tem after the date of enactment of the High
way Beautification Act of 1965; and
(3) those lawfully In existence on any
highway made a part of the scenic road sys
tem, designated pursuant to subsections (d)
and (e) of section 131, after the date of en
actment of the Highway Beautification Act
of 1967.
(J) All public lands or reservations of the
United States which are adjacent to any por
tion of the Interstate System and scenic
road system, designated pursuant to sub
sections (d) and (e) of section 131, shall be
effectively controlled in accordance with the
provisions of this section. However, any Fed
eral agency may promulgate more strict lim
itations for those public lands or reserva
tions under its Jurisdiction.
(k) Nothing in this section shall prohibit
a State from establishing more strict limita
tions with respect to outdoor Junkyards adja
cent to the Interstate System and scenic road
system, designated pursuant to subsections
(d) and (e) of section 131, than those es
tablished under this section.
(l) There is authorized to be appropriated
to carry out this section, out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated not
to exceed $20,000,000 for the fiscal year end
ing June 30, 1968, and not to exceed $20,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969.
No part of the Highway Trust Fund shall be
available to carry out this section.

The editorial and analysis, presented
by Mr. Magnuson, are as follows:
Blunderbuss Billboard Law

The Highway Beautification Act, as it ap
plies to outdoor advertising,, has turned out
to be one of the most disappointing statutes
Congress ever enacted. It was known at the
time the bill was passed In 1965 that It con
tained some striking defects. Now some of the
legislators who are most Interested in pro
tecting highways from unsightly distractions
are saying that the law is worse than no law
at all. In some states it will actually create
billboard advertising where none existed
before.
One critical error was the requirement that
the states, with Federal aid, compensate the
owners of billboards to be removed. A report
by the Secretary of Transportation estimated
the cost of removing about 1 million outdoor
ads under this provision at $358.610,000.
There is no indication that Congress is ready
to appropriate that rather staggering sum.
Nor Is there any necessity for it. Some states
have been able to control billboards throughuse of their police power, and they now balk
at the Idea that thew must pay compensa-'
tlon where none would be required to effect
the desired Improvements under their own
law.
Another critical defect In the act was the
failure to make absolutely clear that the
states oould enforce stricter regulation of
billboards than the Federal statute provided.
This weakness was further accentuated by the
provision declaring It a purpose of Congress
“to promote the reasonable, orderly and ef
fective display of outdoor advertising.” This
tricky gimmick In Itself comes close to sabo
taging the Highway Beautification Act.
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SACRAMENTO © - The same tilings done with plastics,” he
kind of realistic plastic flowers said.
But so far tlie pseudo-shrub
and greenery you see sprouting
these days might be the coming bery isn’t wonderful enough to
fashion in freeway landscaping. be used on the road, said Don
The possibility — with an ald Van Riper. State Division of
economy-safety theme — was Highways landscape architect.
suggested by California Highway
Van Riper said the idea has
Commission member Vernon J. arisen before but has been re
Christina of San Jose at a com
jected because the plants are not
mission meeting recently.
yet
economically feasible or
He proposed that the $1.5 mil
“
aesthetically
convincing.”
lion spent annually on watering
“Even Disneyland itself uses
and keeping up freeway land
scaping might better be u$ed live plantings,” remarked Com
making high-fatality roads safer. missioner Alexander Pope of Los
...W
___
“I’ve seen some wonderful Angeles.

. 818 signs ... on the right-hand side.” .
The fight for highway beautification has been joined
by an 8-year-old Fresno, Calif., boy who knows who is who
in Washington as well as his arithmetic.
The following letter was received at the White House
addressed to Lady Bird Johnson:
"Dear Mrs. Jonhson,
"I was on my way home from Bakersfield to Fresno and
I saw 818 signs all on the right hand side of the rode.
My name is Michael Reckling ...
"P.S. I think you should get rid of those signs.”

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — SENATE

J4

he weaknesses of the act have come strlkely to the fore because any state which has
A compiled with Its terms by next January
1 will lose 10 per cent of Its Federal-aid high
way funds. Some states with strict billboard
control systems are thus In danger of being
penalized unless they lower their standards
in some respects and pay compensation where
they feel that It Is unnecessary.
Tire only feasible course appears to be a
general overhaul of the statute so as to elimi
nate Its Inconsistencies and reduce the ex
cessive outlays. Representative Pelly and
Senator Cooper have Introduced bills under
which the focus would be shifted from the
entire "Federal-aid primary system" to the
Interstate System and especially scenic high
ways. Because of the confusion that has re
sulted from the attempt to regulate bill
boards In commercial and Industrial zones,
this problem would be left to the cities. Con
gressman Pelly Insists that his bill would
reduce the cost of the program by 30 per cent
and produce more satisfactory results than
the present law.
In any event Congress has to act during its
present session if It Is to avoid penalizing the
states for not having conformed with what
appears to be an unworkable and unsatisfac
tory law. Certainly It should address itself to
the defects as well as extension of the time
limit. And it would doubtless be better to
create a good system of control with limited
application than to struggle along with a
blunderbuss approach that would be In
danger of breakdown because of Its com
plexities and extravagance.

Analysis or the Bill

July 17, 1967

it was estimated that commercial fisherltvas csvma
predators removed
men and natural
f nlpwive<.
about 28.9 million
Lake Michigan. At the isaI" ® U ’
A BILL TO CONTROL ALEWIVES IN from
the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries smd
THE GREAT LAKES
that there were between 3 and 5^bi111
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I Intro pounds of alewives in Lake Michig
duce for myself and the Senators from that at least 200 million pounds could
Minnesota [Mr. Mondale and Mr. Mc be profitably harvested each yeai.
Carthy], the Senators from Michigan
The goal of our efforts is to establish
[Mr. Griffin and Mr. Hart], the Sen a sound new ecology in the Great Lakes.
ators from Indiana [Mr. Hartke and Mr. The balance of nature that we are striv
Bayh], the Senator from Illinois [Mr. ing for will include alewives and a num
Dirksen], the Senator from New York ber of other species which will offer op
[Mr. Kennedy], the senior Senator from portunities to both the sport fisherman
Wisconsin [Mr. Proxmire], and the and the commercial fisherman.
junior Senator from Illinois [Mr. Percy] ,
The bill has attracted widespread, bi
a bill to provide $5 million in Federal partisan support. This problem is some
funds, to be matched by the Interested thing that concerns all of the Great
Great Lakes States, to implement ex Lakes Senators and we intend to do
isting programs and develop new pro something about it.
grams for controlling alewives.
We are not going to solve this alewife
The alewife is a small herringlike problem overnight. It can only be re
fish which originally lived in the Atlantic solved by a sustained effort over a period
Ocean, but which in recent years has of years, but it is critical that we start
moved up the St. Lawrence River into now. This year’s dieoff appears to be
Lake Ontario and then through the slowing down now but we must begin our
new control programs as soon as possible
Welland Canal into the upper lakes.
In a very short period of time the or we will have an even worse mess next
populations of alewives have exploded year.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
to the point where it is now estimated
that they constitute 90 percent to 95 sent that the bill be printed in the
percent of the total fish population in Record at this point in my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
Lakes Michigan and Ontario, and there
are indications that their numbers are will be received and appropriately re
plan for the Land and Water Conservation
Fund Act.-

increasing in the other Great Lakes, ferred; and, without objection, the bill
will be printed in the Record.
The bill (S. 2123) to provide for the
control of the alewife and other fish and
aquatic animals in the waters of the
Great Lakes which affect adversely the
ecological balance of the Great Lakes,
introduced by Mr. Nelson (for himself
and other Senators), was received, read
twitíe by its title, referred to the Com
mittee on Commerce, and ordered to be
printed in the Record, as follows:

1. Provides for effective control of outdoor
advertising and Junkyards adjacent to the This alewife population explosion has
Interstate System and the scenic portions of caused a serious disruption of the eco
other federal-aid highway systems by 1970. logical balance in the Great Lakes, par
(The present Act requires state action by ticularly Lakes Michigan and Ontario.
January 1968 with respect to all primary fed
Although the whole life cycle of this
eral-aid highways and the interstate system.) fish is not clearly understood—one thing
2. Requires the states to designate by 1970,
10 percent of its total mileage of federal-aid is clear—these fish have relatively short
primary and federal-aid secondary systems lifespans and each year they die off
as a scenic road system in addition to the in tremendous numbers. This year’s die
Interstate System. An Incentive bonus of off has been the worst ever. The great
y2 percent increase In federal construction mess that has been created by dead ale
assistance Is provided where the states desig wives piling up on the Lake Michigan
nate more scenic roads than are required.
shore this summer has created a very
3. Simplifies the present Act by more spe
cifically defining those signs which are ex serious problem.
The dieoff this year has led some
cluded from control.
4. Allows states to control the super signs people to speculate that next year the
beyond 660 feet of the right of way and to population.will be smaller. We have been
receive federal funds as if within 660 feet. told, however, that in the laboratory one
5. Allows each state to apply to the Sec
retary of Transportation for the exclusion of female alewife produces 10,000 eggs and
scenic highway segments passing through that 8,000 of them hatch.
The accumulation of dead fish along
municipalities. The Secretary has the dis
cretion to grant the exclusion consistent beaches creates a health hazard. The
with national policy.
dead fish are a serious water pollutant
6. Permits a state, consistent with na and a threat to water-based recreation.
tional standards, to designate certain areas Chicago park officials recently said that
at which signs giving specific Information In
the interest of the traveling public may be the number of dead alewives that they
have removed from the beaches and
erected.
7. Provides for reimbursement by the fed - buried would cover two football fields,
eral government of 75 percent of the cost 500 feet deep.
which Is Incurred by the state In compensat
Several approaches to the problem
ing for sign removal. Where compensation Is
paid, the signs must be removed within two have been attempted. One has been the
years after they become nonconforming. If introduction into the Great Lakes of
the state does not pay compensation for re predator species such as the Coho and
moval, the signs need not be removed until Chinook salmon. Indications are that the
plantings of Coho salmon last year were
after five years.
8 States which entered Into agreements highly successful. We must expand
under the Act, as In effect on June 30, 1965, plantings of predator species and at
need not remove signs affirmatively author
the same time continue to look for new
ized by the Act as then written.
9. Junkyards are controlled In substan species of fish which cannot only serve
tially the same manner as outdoor advertis as predators but also as resources for
the sport and commercial fisherman.
ing.
10. Requires that In designation of roads
Another way to help control the alefor the scenic road system the states con wife population is to expand commercial
sider scenic geographic or historic features

S. 2123'
A bill to provide lor the conrol of the alewlfe and other fish and aquatic animals in
the waters of the Great Lakes which affect
adversely the ecological balance of the
Great Lakes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of Amer
ica in Congress assembled, That, because of
the fact that the ecological balance of the
Great Lakes has been disrupted, the Secre
tary of the Interior is authorized, for purposes
of conserving and protecting the fish re
sources, combating water pollution, and piomotlng and safeguarding water-based recrea
tion for present and future generations, In
the waters of the Great Lakes, to cooperate
with and provide assistance to, the States
In controlling the alewife (known biologically
as “alosa pseudoharvengus"), and other fish
or aquatic animals which affect adversely the
ecological balance of the Great Lakes.
Sec. 2. In carrying out the purposes of this
Act, the Secretary of the Interior, in coopera
tion with the States, Is authorized (1) to
conduct, directly or by contract, such studies,
research, and Investigations, as he deems de
sirable, to determine the abundance and dis
tribution of the alewife and other fish or
aquatic animals which affect adversely the
ecological balance of the Great Lakes and
their effects on other fish or aquatic animals,
pollution, and water-based recreation within
the Great Lakes; (2) to conduct, directly or
by contract, studies of control measures of
the alewife and other such fish and animals;

Boy, 8, Counts Signs for Lady Bird
PETALUMA SHOPPER—11A
— Wed., July 26, 196? —
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SACRAMENTO ® — The same things done with plastics,” ho
1
id of realistic plastic flowers said.
But so far the pseudo-shrub
d greenery you see sprouting
ese days might be the coming bery isn’t wonderful enough to
sliion in freeway landscaping. be used on the road, said Don
The possibility — with an ald Van Riper. State Division of
onomy-safety theme — was Highways landscape architect.
ggested by Californiá Highway
Van Riper said the idea has
immission member Vernon J. arisen before but has been re
iristma cf San Jose at a com
jected because the plants are not
ission meeting recently.
yet
economically feasible or
He proposed that the $1.5 mil“
aesthetically
convincing.” m spent annually on watering
“
Even
Disneyland
itself uses
id keeping up freeway landlive
plantings,
”
remarked
Com
taping might better be used
missioner
Alexander
Pope
of
Los
taking high-fatality roads safer.
“I’ve seen some wonderful Angeles.

. 818 signs ... on the right-hand side.”
The fight for highway beautification has been joined
by an 8-year-old Fresno, Calif., boy who knows who is who
in Washington as well as his arithmetic.
The following letter was received at the White House
addressed to Lady Bird Johnson:
“Dear Mrs. Jonhson,
“I was on my way home from Bakersfield to Fresno and
I saw 818 signs all on the right hand side of the rode.
My name is Michael Reckling . . .
“P.S. 1 think you should get rid of those signs.”

submitted by:

A. R. Purchase
Division Engineer
Montpelier, Vermont

Sdiz IB x 11 ba„
Ban on All Off-Premises
Signs, Strict Limits for
On-Premises Eyed.
(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — Gov. Philip
H. Hoff said Wednesday that a
proposal to ban all off-premise
billboards in Vermont and stiff
regulation of on-premise
billboards is a “concept well
worth exploring.”
Rep. Theodore Riehle, R-ll-2,
of South Burlington, made the
suggestion earlier this week and
it was adopted in principle by a
Legislative Council committee.
The governor' told his weekly
news conference, between
answering two telephone calls I
and announcing a new expension for an industry in!
Newport, that “We all want to ]
get rid of billboards, but we ]
also need some sort of iden-!
tification.”.
Hoff was referring to the need i
to get motorists off the;
highways for gas,' food and!
lodging and other activities.
Riehle proposed that the
hotel-motel industry and other
services for motorists be allow
ed to erect state-owned direc
tional signs along the highway
right of way.
On these directional signs
would be symbols for gas,
motels and hotels and
restaurants, instead of words.
Riehle’s idea is patterned

Weighed

■...... aw

after the system used i n
northern Europe.
Hoff also said that former
Vermont High w a y Com
missioner Russell A. Holden
had agreed to put up some
directional signs along the right
of way as an experiment.
However, Hoff didn’t know if
Holden had actually ever put up
the signs.
The governor said Holden was
working with Robert Garside,
executive director of the Ver
mont Petroleum Association, on
the experiment. Garside was
unavailable for comment on the
arrangement with-Holden, but
Richie said Wednesday that
such an experimental sign was
actually erected on a Vermont
highway and then taken down
si.; hours later.
Riehle listed Garside as his
source of information.
No one at ' the Highway
Department Wednesday could
give any informatron about the
Holden-inspired experiment.
Holden resigned as highway
commissioner July 1.
Hoff did say that, the signs
that Holde nhad made up for
the experiment were in storage
at a highway garage, and that
he wanted to take a look , at
them.
Hoff wouldn’t say whether he
wanted to try erecting the signs
advertising gas stations on the
right of way of the highway as
an experiment.
,“It might be interesting to

try it on a p'ilbt basis,” is all
Hoff would say.
The U. S. Bureau of Public
Roads is trying ’an experiment,
in Virginia by erecting a M:ateo.wned highway directional.sign,
a d ye r t i si ng ,a gas sfat'ion by an

emblem. '
Shell Oil is advertised by a
yellow shell, for an example.
The symbols are used because
it is felt that many people
travel with credit cards. In
Vermont, directional signs on
the interstate now say “gas,
food, and. lodging” — without
naming any brands.
y¡ . The state hias said that all
billboards are banned from the
right of way of the highways. It
¡does this under the police
¡powers of the State.
. The governor also predicted
that, whatever happens to the
billboard legislation before the
1968 General Assembly, on
premise signs will be subject to
regulations.
The bulk of the ' state’s arotib'il'lboard laws deal with offpremise advertising.
While off-premise advertising
has become restricted, gas sta
tions, motels and hotels are
.trying to get around the law by
building “high rise” on-premise
signs to be seen far away.
The Billboard Committee of
the Legislative Council has
become concerned about these
signs which its expects will
proliferate if the state doesn’t
act.

Retort
(Vermont Press Bureau)
SOUTH BURLINGTON —
Rep. Theodqre Riehle, R-ll2, of South Burlington, drew
blood the other day when he
said the on-premise sign ad
vertising the Holiday Inn
here was “gaudy and
grating.” *
Rjehle is the kind of
politician who says what he
thinks even when a ft?(rwi^rds h e sometimes
wishes he hadn’t said it.
But when he said earlier
this week that on-premise
billlr/^rds in Vbrmont
should be regulated as well
a,s the complete banishment
of all oitftdoofr adveilising in
the sti?4e, he meant it.
Rfchle, who has a bit of
playboy streak in him,
always enjoys a good laugh.
After he was critical of
the Holiday Inn sign, along
with the Shersiton Motor
Inn, the big boys started
playing back.
On the Holiday Inn signs
these days there is a new
slogan;
“Discover Vermont before
Ted buries it.”
•
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* State Waits
ior Rules on
Billboards ,
LANSING — Roadside beau
tification through removal of
billboards, (he goal of Mrs.
Lyndon B. Johnson, is an idea,
not a fact, in Michigan.
It’s a slow-moving program
around the nation, according
to United Press International.
“Here in Michigan we have
had no removals of billboards
because we are awaiting fed
eral standards,” said Freder
ick E. Tripp, State Highway
Department deputy director
for administration.
“When the standards are an
nounced, we will probably have
to execute an agreement with
the Federal Department of
Transportation.
“We have state legislation on
that matter, but it probably
will have to be amended to
conform with the federal stand
ards.”
UPI said the first year of the
beautification program resulted
natonally in 1,840 billboards
being removed at a cost of
¡ $425,000, an average of $250
each.
Tripp said Michigan has re
moved certain advertising
signs within highway rights-ofway but has decided billboard
removals should await the fed
eral rules and thus avoid po
tential mistakes.
He estimated that removals,
when ordered, will also cost
about the sa^ne. xx-the national
figure, $250 each.
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STATE FACES COT
IN HIGHWAY AID

From. Our Correspondent
Sacramento

Plastic shrubs along the
highways?

The awesome thought was
suggested yesterday by state
highway commissioner Ver
non J. Christina of San Jose.

The commission had just
received a staff report re
vealing tlisf $10 million is

.© I PAffi ÁBp

spent annually on freeway’
landscaping and rn a i n t enance — including $1.5 mil
lion for watering.
It was that $1.5 million tor'
watering oleanders, etc., that’
startled Cristina the most.
‘‘Some of the most fantas-’
tic things in. the world are
being* done with, plastics
See Pcqe 12, Col. 4

! R H 0®

planted on one median strip. J
He said they stopped land-.
While on the subject, Com scaping with fruit trees after ]
these days” he said -- noting
that plastic flowers or other missioner Alexander Pope that incident.
forms wouldn’t require wa- asked Van Riper w nether
No one asked what might'
any kids had ever been poi■ tering.
soned chewing oleander! happen if motorists started'
Donald Van Riper, princi leaves along the freeways.
parking on freeways to col
pal landscape architect for
lect plastic flowers, objets
the Division of Highways,
Van Pdper said no. but a' d’arl or what not.
said his office had ”ex- voung lady once was killed i
; plored” the idea of plastic !-by a° car while crossing a* But Van Riper promised to
; installations along the high-' freeway to pick from a po-! study the whole thing furWays — but not very serious-] megranate tree the State had | ther.
i ly.
' .
From Page 1

’

Cristina suggested that
Van Riper ask manufactur
ers what they could produce

along this line.

Signs Hanging From Els on
Some Roads Violate Law
By JOSEPH C. INGRAHAM
The state faces the loss of
$23-million in Federal road aid
this year if the Transit Au
thority persists in letting ad
vertising signs dangle from ele
vated structures over interstate
expressways here, Federal and
State highway officials warned
yesterday.
According to the State De
partment of Public Works and
the United States Bureau of
Public Roads, the.signs violate
laws controlling outdoor adver
tising and the use of air space
on the interstate system. The
signs should be removed as soon
as possible so that Federal'
funds are not jeopardized, the
agencies said.
The right to authorize the use
of air space above or below in
terstate highways is reserved
to the Secretary of Transpor
tation. State approval also is re-1
quired. The transit agency has
not been authorized to install!
such signs, said J. Burch Me-!
Morran, State Superintendent of!
Public Works.
In addition, the Highway
Beautification Act bars signs
within 660 feet of the right-!
»f-way of the interstate nct-i
work except for industrial or!
commercially zoned areas.
Penalty is 10 Pet. of Aid
The penalty for either viola
tion is 10 per cent of Fedcralaid-road funds. For fiscal 1968,
starting tomorrow, thfc state’s

allotment is $229-million.
Even a single violation any
where in the state could penal-,
ize the entire state, according
to John A. Hanson, New York
division engineer for the public
roads bureau.
Mr. Hanson held that four
signs in particular were in con
flict with the law as well as
having “an adverse effect on
the safe and free flow of traific.”
According to State and Fed
eral engineers two of the signs
in violation are on the GrossBronx Expressway. One dangles
from the Third Avenue El over
all three eastbound lanes of the
superhighway. The other is on
the structure of the Pelham!
Bay line at Westchester Avenue.i
The two other “unauthorized”
signs are on the Van Wyck Ex
pressway at Jamaica Avenue
Avenue and on the Brooklyn-;
Queens Expressway at Roose-!
velt Avenue.
Says Pacts Preceded Law
The Transit Authority ack
nowledged that it had leased
space on its El structures for
the four big signs over inter
state roads but contended that
the contracts had been make
before enactment of the Federal
law controlling signs.
Therefore “we do not believe
we are violating the law,” said
a spokesman for the transit |
authority, who declined to bej
identified. The agency said itj
had six other signs over high
ways and parkways not on the!
interstate system that were!
outside the law.
The ten signs produce more
than $200,000 a year and the!
revenue is a help in preserving
the 20-cent fare, the spokesman
asserted. The authority and Mr.
McMorran agreed that the is
sue, first raised by the Auto-!
mobile Club of New York, was]
in a “gray area,” legislation,
was conflicting and the matter]
probably would wind up in the
courts.
Gilbert B. Phillips, president!
of the auto club, said the signs
'violated cardinal rules of high
way safety as they induce driv
ers to take their eyes off the
road, as well as impairing the'
highway beautification pro-]
gram.”
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Nine

Miles

of
Beauty

Can freeways be beautiful?
The State Division of Highways thinks so, and offers
these pictures as testimonial.
Shown is the newly opened, 9.3-mile stretch of Ju
nípero Serra Freeway in Santa Clara County. It runs from
Stelling Road in Cupertino to Page Mill Road in Palo Alto.
The photos depict some of the latest innovations in
building highways pleasing to the eyes. They are also
samples of what we will see at the northern limits of the
60-mile Serra freeway as it comes into San Francisco. Con
struction is now well along.
“Esthetics was the key word in design concept
Alan S. Hart, district engineer, told the dedication aud
ience as the section pictured here was opened. He called it
“the prototype of the kind of freeway we are building
today.’’
Hart called attention to such pleasing characteristics
as the slim-profile bridges, the boat-shaped decks and
piers that blend with surroundings, the split-level road
ways that hug the hills.
This 9-mile Serra link (Interstate 280) took 2V2 years
to build, cost about $21 million.
The highway men pointed out that the roads will be
even prettier when fully landscaped.
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--------- U.S. Callea
1 of Worst on
Billboards
From the Washington Bureau

Staff Photo»

Natural attractions can

advertise, although sign at left now illegal because of size

WASHINGTON - Sen. John J.
Williams, R-Del., yesterday ac
cused the federal government of
being one of the worst violators
of its own antibillboard drive.
He said that since Congress
passed a law in 1965 to crack
down on outdoor adveritsing as
part of the beautification cam
paign, the government'has spent |
$4.5 million putting at least
70,000 billboards throughout the!
country.
About 69,000 billboard's are the
signs erected by the Department I
of Transportation to tell the cost
of new highway construction.
The remainder were bought by
the General Services Adminis
tration for the construction sites
of new federal buildings.
‘They are put up so that the
voters in the next election will
understand that the building
project or road is a result of the
benevolence of one of the Great
Society programs,” Williams
said.
It’s gone so far, he added, that
some cynics think the govern
ment is about to buy 50,000 signs
to Jell the American people
about the Johnson AdministraI tion’s- violent objection to bill- J ?
boards.
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Cluster of signs greets visitor entering city on 581

U.S. Road Aid
Given to State
From the Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON - The Trans
portation Department yesterday'
released $7.347.377.51 in federal!
highway funds to finance Dela. ware road construction.
The allocation includes
$4,763,377.51 allocated a year
ago but deferred by order of
Pesident Johnson as a move to
reduce inflationary pressures.
The remainder is the regular
allocation for the first quarter of
the 1968 fiscal year, which be
gins Saturday. The money
comes from a trust fund com
posed of revenues from excise
taxes on gasoline, tires and re
lated items.
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Billboards clutter site rezoned commercial for

warehouse j
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U.S. Anti-Sign
Law Met by State
————:

;——

Vermont Law One of Few to Comply With Federal
Highway Beautification Act; Highway. Funds
Are Assured by Agreement.
(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — Vermont became one of the few states in
the nation last week to sign an anti-billboard agreement with the
federal government, thus ensuring that the state won’t lose $2.5
million of federal highway *----------------------- *----------------funds in January.
nearest edge of the right-of-way
The state agreement, signed of the primary highways.
by outgoing Highway Commis-,
The agreement also says that
sioner Russell A. Holden, means no sign shall be larger'than 300
feet in surface area.
that Vermont is now one of the square
One of the provisions in the
few states in conformity with agreement defines an unzoned
the 1965 highway beautification commercial or industrial area
act — known as the Ladybird as a place “where within a
space not exceeding -1,000 feet
bill.
along the center line of the
If the state didn’t sign the highway there are located not
agreement by Jan. 1, 1968, it less- than three places o f
would have been subject to a 10 business which conduct their
per cent penalty of its annual business activities on a yearfederal highway apportionment. around basis.”
This was the language of the
Based on expected a pportionment for next year, this 1967 law, recently approved by
would have been about $2.5 the Vermont Legislature.
Thus, if future legislatures
million.
Deputy Atty. Gen. Louis P. want to change the law and
Peck said Monday only a .few* make it-stiffer the agreements
states have signed the agree between the state and federal
government won’t be jeopardiz
ment.
“Vermont might well be the ed.
This agreement, according to
first state, but I think therd
have been one or two others Peck, doesn’t alter in any way
which have also signed,” Peck the state’s 1961 agreement with
the federal government that it
said.
The agreement contains the will receive bonus highway
provisions of Vermont’s 1967 funds if it has billboard laws
billboard law prohibiting all off- stricter than the federal stan
premise billboards within sight dards.
Since the state does have
of the interstate highway
billboard laws stricter than the
system.
" Peck said Monday he thinks federal standards, the one-half
this is one of the toughest laws of one per cent bonus payment
against billboards in the nation. will remain. Last year this
Billboard interests are totaled some $230,000 in bonus
already testing the law in the funds.
The 1965 federal billboard law
Vermont courts.
While Vermont signed the must be complied with by Jan.
agreement, the billboard lobby 1, 1968, or states lose federal
is hard at work in Washington highway funds.
However, congressional
trying to gut the provisions of
critics, spurred on by the
the 1965 federal highway act.
Peck said the Vermont agree billboard lobby, have been- at
ment, signed on June 26, would tacking the legislation saying it
be useful for the U. S . is going to cost the federal
Transportation .Department in government too much money.
Even some of the proponents
defending the billboard law
of the 1965 federal legislation
before congressional hearings.
“An executed agreement with have joined in the fight to
the state which now has one of weaken the bill.
In many states the law is
the best billboard-control laws
in the country can be helpful, I going to impose some hardships
am sure,” Peck said of the and this may be another factor
agreement and its importance in attempts to weaken it.
The federal legislation
to congressional hearings on the
regulates billboards on
billboard legislation.
The agreement with the highways — in many cases
federal government is only an outlawing many of them —
agreement of minimum stan screening junkyards and scenic
dards. Subsequent Vermont enhancement of roadsides.
The federal act is toughest on
legislatures can make stiffer
laws and the federal govern the rural - areas because it
cracks
down on- off-premise
ment will amend the agreement
to take'into account the stiffer signs.
It has been estimated that in
provisions.
The agreement contains urban areas some 90 per cent of
provisions of Vermont 1 a w the signs are on-premise signs.
which say all billboards will be
(See Page 8: Agreement)
at least 750. feet from the

Agreement
(Continued from Page One)

The law affects off-premise. 1
signs only.
The federal highway billboard
law of 1965 has created much
confusion
in
Vermont,
especially with the Legislature
The 1966 Legislature wrote
new anti-billboard control
legislation in order to comply
with the 1965 federal act.
However, it also found out
that in doing so it opened up
; some loopholes-in the Vermont

g
I

¡
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I

- 3The 1967 Legislature tackled 9
the billboard problem again an
put some more teeth in the Ve mont law - notably the no- ,
signs - visible - from - the - in
terstate section.
;
However, there was so much ¡
confusion over the billboard
laws the Legislative Council ¡
was empowered to completely
re-write the state laws.

iRieh/e Would

I

Ban

iBillboards in State
MONTPELIER - All bill
boards would be banned in Ver.
mont under a revolutionary pro
posal made here Monday by
Rep. Theodore Riehle, R-ll-2,
of * South Burlington, and en
dorsed in principle by the
Legislative Council Billboard
Study Committee.
Riehle’s proposal calls for
establishment of a state-owned
system of directional signs for
Vermont service industries,
regulation of the size and shape
of on-premise business signs,
and creation of a committee
on asthetics to supervise
. erection of on-premise signs.
The committee authorized
Riehle to work out a rough
draft of a bill to encompass
these proposals, and he will
submit this draft at an Aug.
21 meeting here.

“Vermont would lead the
nation with passage of such a
law. We could erect a sign at
the entrances to. the state,
stating, ‘Welcome to Vermont.
This is the only billboard you
will see in Vermont,’ ” said
I Riehle.
Since state law supersedes
local laws, the Riehle proposal
i would result in the elimination
of all billboards and advertising
signs in the cities and towns
in Vermont, except for on¡ premise signs.
Here is the . proposal which
! he outlined to the committee:
— Completely ban all offpremise signs on all roads,
including the interstate and pri
mary systems and the secon
dary road system and even the
dirt roads which have no route
numbers.
— Phase out present bill
boards without compensation,
giving each owner a year or
more before taking down the
sign so he could get a return
on his investment.
- — Allow on-premise signs
advertising the business which
is conducted .on-the- premises,
but regulating the size and
shape of such signs.
— Create a Committee on
Asthetics, possibly made up of
local people or- possibly a state
committe.e, .to. work ou.t the de
tails of each on-premise signs
and ms-ke other judgments in
their regard.
— Place symbol signs on the
- interstate highway system «in
place of the present signs which
announce gas, food and lodging
are available at the inter-
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change. These signs would con
tain the picture of a bed if
a motel or hotel were available;
a picture of a knife and fork
for a restaurant; and a picture
of a gas pump for a service
station.
— Allow each place of busi
ness .four state-owned signs on
the primary system. These
signs would be directional ones,
allocated one each to four dif
ferent approaches to each
tourist place, and containing
along with the symbol the
names of the available hotels
or motels. These signs would be erected
in the right of way, would do
of a uniform size, and would
be maintained by the state with^
each place of business using '
them paying an annual main
tenance fee.
“I don’t think there is any'
need for billboards in Vermont
advertising national products,”
declared Riehle.
He said apparently the people
of the state agree with him
as he has received a deluge
of mail.— all against billboards.
He said at first he receiv
mail from organized groups,
like garden clubs, but added
in the past week he .has re. ceived a quantity, of letters
against billboards from
individuals.
think

if

we

had

a

Beautification

Rep. Theodore Riehle, R-ll •2, of South Burlington explains his proposal to han billboards.
Riehle — an avowed foe of
billboards — said he wanted
to clear the highways of such
“glup.” “I think we can develop
one hell of a reputation as a
state with no signs,” he said.

referendum there wouldn’t be
a billboard left in the state,”
he said.
Riehle said on-premise signs
must be regulated because of
the high-rise signs which are
beginning to make their
appearance in Vermont.
He was particularly critical
of two signs in South Burling
ton, calling the sign put up by
the Sheraton Motel a “mon
strosity,” but adding the new
Holiday Inn« sign is even
worse.
Sen. Douglas Kitchel, R-Caledonia, chairman of the Legisla
tive. Council, suggested the
committee limit the size of on
premise signs, and leave tne
asthetics up to a local com
munity committee.

Riehle said he thought the
European symbol system which
he proposed was “a kooky
enough idea to appeal to. the
tourists.”
Committee members agreed
with Riehle the Highway
Department should probably be
designated to administer the
billboard law if such a
proposal were approved by the
Legislature,- since the symbol
and directional signs would be
state-owned and controlled.
Presently the billboard laws
are administered by the office
of the secretary of state.

A. R. Purchase
Division Engineer
Montpelier, Vermont
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Even the proponents of highway
beautification agree that the pro
gram must be kept in perspective
With a backlog of urgent domestic
problems facing Congress and with
the realization that there must be
a great deal of progress in halting
the Vietnam war before any of
them can be dealt with effectively,
the question of beautification must
necessarily rank well down on the
list of priorities.
The perfunctory manner in
which the Senate passed the bill to
extend the Highway Beautification
Act seemed
this feeling.
There didn’t seem to be much
interest in it one way or the other.
But there is plenty of interest in it
in the House—a lot of it negative.
That’s where the anti-billboard
people have been most active. The
Senate did some damage by grant
ing only a one-year extension in
stead of the two requested by the
Administration and by cutting the
monetary authorization almost in
half. But the House could do much
the greater damage by changing

tC'Tlüf iflK"

the whole focus of the program-as
it may well do.
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tion provides $5 million for b
The Senate overroc
versus beauty” objections yes : control of outdoor advertising; |
terday to pass by r. yo • vote ¡$10 million for control of junk- |
a one-year, $85 million exten yards; and $70 million for.
and
scienic ft
sion of the Administration’s ¡•‘landscaping
highway beautification pro ¡enhancement” of highways in |
ithe next fiscal year.
gram.. .
program
requires 9
Sen. Jennings Randolph (D- The
W. Va.), the Senate floor man ¡screening of junkyards and H
ager, described it as a “mini ¡regulates erection and mainte- |
mal”
authorization,
which nance of outdoor advertising 0
halved the President’s request, I signs within 660 feet of the |
but Republican critics said ! edge of interstate and primary |
I
this is no time to give priority ¡road systems.
States that fail to implement |
to “aesthetics”.
Sen. Roman L. Hruska (R- the regulations could lose 10 |
Neb.) said he is not opposed to per cent of their Federal high- ¡5
beauty—in fact he thought it way money but Transportation ¡I
“a wonderfully fine thing”— Secretary Alan S. Boyd has ta
said this penalty isn’t likely to j
but it should come low on the
be invoked until well into the n
list of wartime priorities.'
Sen. John J. Williams (R- 1969 calendar year.
Del.) said he would like to
postpone it until the Vietnam
war is over.
. But Sen. John Sherman
Cooper (R-Ky.) supported the
limited program. “We have
kept it alive and that’s all it
amounts to,” Cooper said. “If
we dropped it now, I dont’ be
lieve it ever would come back
to. life again.”
. The single-year authoriza

g

Through Secretary of Transporta
tion Alan S. Boyd, the Administra
tion has already let it be known it
will accept one of the crippling
amendments which has been pro
posed for it. This is a provision to
give the states and localities a
much greater say-so in the type of
regulations to be imposed on the
billboard interests. The question ad
mittedly is so bound up with
complexity of local zoning laws
that it may be impossible for the
Federal Government to deal with
it, uniformly, with any degree of
competence—and Mr. Boyd insists
of course that the states would not
be allowed to develop regulations
independently of his office.
One way or another, however, it
is essential that the Beautifica
tion Act remain on the books. If it
' is killed now, its death may be
permanent—and that would be a
blow to everyone who feels that
the countryside belongs to the pub
lic rather than a few special inter• est groups.

a
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rt Laws Limil-Hu I Don’t Stop-
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Signs On Interstate

/ New Rules
Make Some
Illegal
Recent laws have slowed the
proliferation of billboards on
Interstate 81-581 severely, but it
will
'three years before the
goal of largely sign-free
throughways is achieved.
Even then, there will continue
to be some billboards, legally
erected as a result of several
loopholes in the laws and
regulations.
A tour of the 581 spur into
downtown Roanoke, and of In
terstate 81 north and south of
the city reveals several score
sign boards, but most of these
are there because federal, state
and local governments were
laggard in imposing controls
.when the highway was located
land under construction.
Most could not be erected
under the present laws, which
became effective Jan. 1, and
most will have to come down
when the protection of the
‘grandfather clause expires in
1970.
Only two advertising signs
Sign too close to road and changes
have been erected legally since
Jan. 1 on the 17-mile stretch
from the Dixie Caverns inter
change to the Fincastle inter
change with U.S. 220. Another is
to be built soon.
Both the new ones advertise
motels, and both are set back
the 660 feet from the interstate
right of way required by the
new law. They also conform to
the limitation of 1,200 square
feet of surface area. One actual
ly is smaller, since its size is
further restricted by Botetourt
County’s ordinance fixing a
maximum size of 350 square
feet, but allowing two signs of
that size to be virtually blended
into one.
Signs require permits from
the State Highway Department
and D. E. Bower, of the Salem
district office, inspects their
legality.
There are oversights. A sign
for a Sunoco station was put up
without a permit near the
Fincastle interchange. After
discovering the illegal sign, the
This sign is required 660 feet
department is now negotiating
with the company either to take
¡down the sign or bring it into Signs within 100 feet of the
conformity with the law.
right of way—on premises signs
It can be brought into con only under today’s laws—cannot
formity through one of the use flashing lights, moving
several exceptions to the 660- parts or any word such as
foot ban on billboards.
stop” or “danger” tending to
Sunoco can move its nearby confuse motorists.
station to the sign. This would
¡make it an “on premises” sign, The 660-foot ban did not go
permitted within 25 feet from into effect until April 1, 1966,
¡the right of way. On premises and persons who had permits
'signs can advertise the business before then could put up nonlocated on that commercial conforming signs as late as last
property, but not a business Dec. 31.
Under the old law, signs could
removed from the site.
And the name of the business be erected in the rights of way
must be as prominent as a for country roads which once
brand name. A restaurant, for erased the path of the highway
instance, must have its name in but became dead-ends when the
letters as large as the brand of interstate was built.
the soft drink company that Bower pointed out signs on
each side of the interstate
¡erected it.
Bower also pointed out a law highway which sometimes are
which permits close-to-highway the only remaining indications
billboards advertising natural or of the abandoned roads.
historical attractions. Thus the On Interstate Spur 581 in
interstate has billboards adver Roanoke, signs were placed on
tising Dixie Caverns, all within land zoned for business before
the 16-square-foot surface limit the city’s new zoning law went
imposed. on signs for this pur into effect.
pose.

"be

will have to be made

I®

from right of way

city locations—one the office of
a welding company near Tenth
Street, NW and the second a
| tract zoned for a warehouse
which never materialized. The
planning commission had
warned that the second tract
would be used for billboards and
there are now seven of them.
| Paralleling federal law, Vir. ginia’s statute provides that
¡these non-conforming billboards
can remain until July 1, 1970.
.X
Under present law, they must
then be removed with the state
land federal governments paying
the cost.
¡ Unless the law is changed, the
removal orders will apply to
every billboard less than 660
feet from the road unless it
happens to be a sign advertising
a motel or gas station located
D. E. Bower
there.
Checks legality
Bower said commercial zones
or old roadbeds can no longer
be sites for billboards.
before Bower makes a final
Bower’s job also includes
inspection of the completed
issuing permits for signs on
federally-aided arterial high sign.
He places on each billboard a
ways.
.
The state is now preparing metal tag showing state ap
rules that will apply interstate proval and assigning a file
standards to these highways. Inumber.
But today billboards may be¡
erected near the right of way in
commercial or industrial dis
tricts along arterial highways
such as U.S. 460 and 11.
The distance is determined by
local laws, with a 25-foot set
back required in Roanoke Coun
ty and a 35-foot set-back in
Botetourt. Local law also gov-;
eras height of billboards.
The state says that signs,
must be spaced at least 300 feet;
apart on interstate roads, 200,
feet on arterial highways and.
only 100 feet on highways with a
speed limit under 50 mph.
Sign companies must submit
to the State Highway Depart-;
ment a sketch of a proposed;
sign and stake out its location.;
Bower then visits the site to<
determine whether the sign is
legal. If it is, the sign is erected
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Can freeways be beautiful?
The State Division of Highways thinks so, and offers
these pictures as testimonial.
Shown is the newly opened, 9.3-mile stretch of Juhipero Serra Freeway in Santa Clara County. It runs from
Stelling Road in Cupertino to Page Mill Road in Palo Alto.
The photos depict some of the latest innovations in
building highways pleasing to the eyes. They are also
samples of what we will see at the northern limits of the
60-mile Serra freeway as it comes into San Francisco. Con
struction is now well along.
“Esthetics was the key word in design concept,”
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Can freeways be beautiful?
The State Division of Highways thinks so, and offers
these pictures as testimonial.
Shown is the newly opened, 9.3-mile stretch of Junipero Serra Freeway in Santa Clara County. It runs fiom
Stelling Road in Cupertino to Page Mill Road in Palo Alto.
The photos depict some of the latest innovations in
building highways pleasing to the eyes. They are also
samples of what we will see at the northern limits of the
fiO-mile Serra freeway as it comes into San Francisco. Con
struction is now well along.
“Esthetics was the key word in design concept,”
Alan S. Hart, district engineer, told the dedication aud
ience as the section pictured here was opened. He called it
“the prototype of the kind of freeway we are building
today.”
Hart called attention to such pleasing characteristics
as the slim-profile bridges, the boat-shaped decks and
piers that blend with surroundings, the split-level road
ways that hug the hills.
This 9-mile Serra link (Interstate 280) took
years
to build, cost about $21 million.
The highway men pointed out that the roads will be
even prettier when fully landscaped.
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SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE REPORTS
August 10, 1967

FINAL REPORT FROM SACRAMENTO
THE 1967 SESSION IS SOMETHING OF A LANDMARK FOR THE CRC. For our victories, which
were considerable, we give credit to the Planning and Conservation League, whose
lobbyist, John Zierold, represented CRC interests, along with the allied
interests of other PCL members. We also credit and thank members of the Legis
lature who authored and worked for ’our” legislation. And we thank again our
members who sent letters and telegrams to Sacramento. The combined force of the
"Three L’s" - LEADERSHIP, LOBBYING and LETTERS - has paid off, this year, in a
record of notable success.

HERE IS THE RECORD. The successful items listed are bills passed by both houses of
the Legislature. Vie assume (in the absence of contrary evidence) that the
Governor will sign them all into law, as some already are signed.
l) THE BILLBOARD BILL, conforming to requirements of the federal Highway Beautifi,
cation Act, was passed in good and acceptable form. AB 1666 (Z’berg) - which
/\
from the start we supported - was amalgamated into SB 636 (Collier) - which, in
the form the Senate first approved, we opposed. The result, accomplished by
drastic amendments, was a good, constructive measure. Known now as the
"Collier-Z’berg Act of 1967’’, it safeguards local powers to improve on the
minimal federal regulations, and it provides an "out" in case we find the means
of avoiding the mandatory compensation requirement now still present in the
federal Act. All the dangerous features, to which we objected, were amended
out, and safeguards were written in. Technically the bill which passed bore
the number, SB 636, but actually its character was changed radically before
passage. We thank you all who expressed opposition to it in its earlier form.

Assuming that Congress does not scuttle the Highway Beautification program, our
new Collier-Z’berg Act, within five years, will cause the removal of an esti
mated 2,000 billboards in California. No small accomplishment!
2) THE CURRENT "Z’BERG PACKAGE" for highway administrative reform, AB 1667 to
1675, inclusive, was partially successful. Some items were passed, others will
have to be brought up again. With such legislation, routinely opposed by State
Highway officials, even a few forward steps each year deserve aeclaim.

THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL BILLS IN THE CRC PROGRAM WERE PASSED:
3) REQUIREMENT OF COUNTY CLEARANCE FOR STATE BILLBOARD PERMITS was established at
long last. The erection of many billboards in locations illegal under county
ordinance will be forestalled by this new law. The bill was AB 582 (Z’berg).

U) DEDICATED PARKLAND HAS GAINED NEW STATUS as presumably "highest and best use"
through the passage of AB ¿182 (Brown). One of the "Z’berg package" was similar.
By virtue of this "rebuttable presumption" legislation, if parkland is condemned
for other use (freeways, for example), a court determination may be demanded
and required. The principle involved, and its practical significance also, in
a case of threatened condemnation, are more important than may appear at first
glance. This is a milestone in park preservation when in the freeway’s path.
5) SB U6 (Collier) is another item from the "Z’berg package" now authored by still
another legislator. It requires the Highway Commission to elect its chairman
from among its members, instead of the chairman being automatically the Adminis
trator of Transportation. Potentially it could make Commission decisions more
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Federal Funds Will Help Dab State Highways Green
From the Dover Bureau
I U.S. 113 in northern Sussex He concedes that esthetics can same as, and part of, the federal Federal funding for roadside Smyrna U.S. 13 site is a haven available, Ervey said, his divi
development of state highways including covered picnic tables, sion plans to landscape U.S. 13
DOVER—Delaware highways County. The planting in this be reason enough to plant green share of building the road.
highway
beautification act of drinking fountains, and a mod from Harrington to Dover, thus
and
flowery
things
along
a
road,
will get a touch of green under case is partially for the purpose
federal-state beautification pro of providing a screen for drivers but “if we can eliminate head ONE of the next in line in this 1965, the law lobbied for by Mrs. ern building, lighted and heated, completing roadside develop
ment on the highway from Dov
grams.
against headlights of oncoming light glare, or assist in delineat program is the Christiana inter Lyndon B. Johnson. Delaware housing toilet facilities.
er to the Maryland line.
ing a change in direction in state road system interchange received $166,000 under its pro
Already scheduled for bright cars at night.
THE
original
authorization
for
Other projects planned for the
visions
for
fiscal
1967.
addition
to
improving
esthetics,
near Newport, which will have
ening is the dirty gray Walnut
outlets to Interstate 95, Inter All of that money has been the federal beautification pro future will be on dualized U.S.
Street approach to Wilmington, “I DON’T believe we should this is great.”
gram has expired. A bill to
and a roadside motorists’ haven put a plant in unless there’s a Money for roadside develop state 295, Interstate 495 and the budgeted — for the Walnut extend it has passed the U.S. 113, dualized Delaware 14, U.S.
40, and the remainder of Dela
will be built on U.S. 13 north purpose,” says Earl F. Er- ment projects has been mostly Delaware Memorial Bridge. Er- Street and U.S. 113 projects and
Senate and is awaiting House ware’s interstate system. Anoth
for
the
construction
of
the
road

vey
contemplates
the
use
of
federal.
In
the
case
of
interstate
of Smyrna in a grove of trees. vey, the State Highway Depart
action.
er rest station is contemplated
In another project, small trees ment’s roadside development highways, money for landscap some 30,000 plants on this pro side stop near Smyrna. Planned,
I for Delaware 14 near Lewes.
If
and
when
the
money
is
but
not
yet
under
way,
at
the
ject.
ing
is
90
per
cent
federal
—
the
coordinator.
and shrubs will be planted along

independent of highway officials’ predetermination.

THE ONLY ITEM IN THE APPROVED CRC PROGRAM FOR 1967 which was totally unsuccessful
was Senator Teale's hill to preserve the Old Donner Summit Road as part of the
State Scenic Highway System.

ADDITIONAL VICTORIES FOR SOUND PLANNING AND CONSERVATION contained in the PCL program
though not specifically CRC items will he also of interest to our members. Bills
establishing (a) the Open Space Conservation Study (to implement Prop. 3 on last
November’s ballot); (b) an Interstate Compact for a Lake Tahoe Regional Authority to become immediately operative; (c) extension of conservation education; (d) a
coastline conservation study under a Marine and Coastline Resources Study Commis
sion; - these and other successful items in the PCL program will be reported more
fully in the next issue of the PCL newsletter, ’’California Today". Many of you,
as PCL members, will receive this.
Others may write to the PCL.
Its office
address is the same as ours, as we share the space.
PROGRESS REPORT FROM WASHINGTON
THE MOST HEARTENING REPORT YET has just come from our representative in Washington,
Dr. Spencer Smith.
He says:
"The Business Week Magazine of June 17 stated:
’The flow of mail ... from the
pro-beauty forces by contrast is flight.’
THIS TREND HAS BEEN REVERSING within
the last six weeks. Members (of the House and Senate) are becoming more
conscious of the legislation and the issues.
One member stated:
'IF ALL THE
PEOPLE WHO BELIEVE IN A BEAUTIFICATION PROGRAM WOULD EXPRESS THEMSELVES TO
THEIR CONGRESSMAN AND SENATOR, IT WOULD BE NO CONTEST.”'

In the same mail with Spencer Smith's report, the CRC has received this statement in
a letter from one San Francisco Congressman:
"I have received many letters and postcards from residents of San Francisco
urging my support for strengthening the Highway Beautification Act." He pro
ceeds to commit himself to such support.

A few other Congressmen have made similar commitments - also on the basis of letters
received from their constituents at home.

BUT THESE ARE NOT ENOUGH. THESE FEW ARE ONLY A TOKEN. MANY MORE CALIFORNIA CONGRESS
MEN AND BOTH SENATORS ARE STILL UNCOMMITTED.
DO THEY KNOW HOW YOU WANT THEM TO VOTE?

LET’S HAVE MORE LETTERS! ... The message, you will remember, is:
"Keep Highway
Beautification standards strong and effective.
Amend out the ’mandatory compensa
tion' provisxon, which creates confusion and unnecessary expense for California."
If you wish (though this is not necessary) you can add that you approve of such
bills as those authored by Senators Magnuson and Cooper and by Congressmen Pelly,
Adams, and Evin.
(The latter tfeyee bills do nothing but delete mandatory compen
sation. )
IF YOU HAVE AUÍEADY WRITTEN SUCH LETTERS, FIND SOME FRIENDS OR RELATIVES WHO WILL DO
THE SAME.

Thank you, thank you, for your contributions to help keep Spencer Smith representing
us in Washington.
CRC members are wonderful!
Bulletin Editor, Mrs. Ralph A. Reynolds
Assistant, Miss Rebekah Young
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The highway beautification bill approved by the
Senate is not much more than a stand-by arrange
ment. It would extend the present act for only
one year and would allow only $5 million for bill
board controls, $10 million for screening junk
yards and $70 million for highway landscaping
and rest areas—a very sharp contrast to the $380million two-year extension program requested by
the President. The major question at this point,
however, is not whether the Administration’s
plans can be revived but whether the House will
approve this modest stop-gap measure.
*Some months ago there was hope of broadly
modifying the Highway Beautification Act of 1965.
Administration of the act has brought to light
a number of rather serious defects. Seveial bills
to tighten up its unsatisfactory language and to
reduce potentially astronomical costs were intro
duced. But it was soon evident that if perfecting
amendments were pressed the net result might
be to scuttle the act instead of remedying it. In
the face of this situation, the advocates of beau
tification have been content to accept a simple
extension.
The measure does contain, however, a substan
tial sum for the planting of trees, shrubs and
grass along the new Federal-aid highways. Some
of this $70 million would also go into roadside
rest areas. These patches of green, where weary
motorists on the high-speed expressways may find
rest rooms, picnic tables and welcome shade, are
> one of the finest aspects of the new interstate
highway systems. There is a powerful argument
for this program to go forward on a limited scale
despite the prospective deficit and the war in
Vietnam.
The $5-million allowance for billboard control
is, of course, pathetically inadequate. Presumably
it will cover only administrative expenses, al
though the law calls for compensation of the
owners of billboards to be removed at a cost esti
mated in hundreds of millions. But the penalty
to be imposed upon states which fail to adopt
controls will not come into effect until July 1,
1970. Meanwhile the Department of Transporta• tion is entering into agreements with at least some
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board authority to destroy or ; ■
emove signs within 660 feet of-,
a highway right-of-way “after
30 days notice,’’ and allowed (•
'entrance on private property.”*
“What lengths are we willing *,
to go to serve the expediency c
of getting a little money?” H

The Praise ©I
Nebraska’s Senator Roman Hruska
opposed the biil on other grounds. It
presents, he observed, “a curious
commentary on priorities” in view of
the' problems facing the nation. It is
time, he contended, to defer “things we
would merely like to have.” Moreover,
he said it was an odd type of priority
which would authorize spending $85
million on beautification and $20 mil
lion for highway safety.
As important as the question of
priorities is, it does not seem to he of
great concern to the Senate as a whole.
During debate on the bill no more than
six Senators wore on the floor at any
one time. When it came to a voice vote
Senators Williams and Hruska, Repub
licans both, voted “No.” Senator Jen
nings Randolph (D., W. Va.), the bill’s
floor manager, voted “Aye.” These
were the only Senators voting.
“The ayes have it,” ruled Senator
Ernest Hollings (D., S.C.), temporary
presiding officer. “The bill is agreed
to.” At that point Montana’s Senator
Mike Mansfield took the floor to say
that he wished “to thank the entire Sen
ate for the splendid cooperation”
shown in disposing of the hill. So much
for representative government.
And so much for spending priorities.
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of the states which will make a start toward re
lieving highway landscapes of their clutter. Since
Congress is in no mood for an advance in this
field, the House should hasten to approve the
Senate’s holding operation.

Without doubt beauty is “a won
derfully fine thing,” in one Senator’s
profound phrase, but there is—or ought
to be—some question as to whether the
Administration well can afford even
the pared-down version of its highway
beautification program the Senate has
adopted.
President Johnson had asked for a
two-year, $380 million extension of the
program, begun in 1965 to reduce bill
boards, screen junkyards and provide
landscaping along highways; the Sen
ate bill would provide $85 million for
only one year.
Even that $85 million looks like too
much to Delaware’s Senator John Wil
liams. Although he, too, is in favor of
beauty he said he saw no sense in vot
ing Federal money to curb commercial
billboards when at the same time agen
cies of the Federal Government, not
ably the Bureau of Public Hoads, were
spending almost $5 million to erect new
billboards.
Many of these signs are designed to
advise the public how their tax dollars
are being used. Taxpayers, argued Mr,
Williams, “are well aware” how their
dollars are used “and if they are not
aware of it now they will be by the time
they get the bill for the Administra
tion’s 10% surtax............. ”
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Although the Senate Public Roads Sub
committee approved authorization of only
$85 million for the nation’s highway beau
tification program in the current fiscal
year, instead of the $160 million request
ed, there is at least one consolation.
The subcommittee decided not to at
tempt any rewriting of the basic Highway
Beautification Act, despite protests from
businesses about government enforcement
of billboard control provisions.
On the appropriations score, however,
billboard and junkyard interests won a
victory since, in dividing the $85 million,
only $5 million is earmarked for control
ling one eyesore and $10 million for
screening the other.
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ty IVieasure I o'caLv
a by Panel; Billboard den-rels Stay

&H a Wall Street Journal Staff Reporter
I manager .o dampen the opposition con- f
WASHINGTON—The Johnson Administra- , siderably.
3 tion’s withering highway beautification proAlthough nó state had agreed to comply t
|J gram got a boost as a Senate Public Works Í with the tough original standards, five so far i
I -ubcommittce unanimously approved a bill au- i have accepted the revised ones and many more i
| thorizing $S5 million to keep the program alive j are expected to follow. Under the 1965 law, the j
I through next June 30 with its disputed billboard I states must reach agreement with the Trans- f
! portation Department on a billboard-removal I
| controls intact.
The full Senate probably will go along with program by next Jan. 1 or risk losing 10% of ’
I the measure, but the House Public Works Com- ! their Federal highway construction-aid funds. S
| rr ittee remains resistant to any further beauty , A number of states still can’t or won’t meet ¿he
spending unless it is coupled with a further dc- :" , but the ... .partment is expected to
softening of the program’s billboard-removal grant most of them an extension.
In the House, Chairman Kluczynski (D..
standards.
• Ill.j of the Public .forks subcommittee on
e $35 million approved by the Senate unit ¡roads
last spring
. d the billboard-control
I
little more than h h .he $160 million sought i law a “can of worm -" and promised a com’ by tne Adminis;:-.. .on, mainly for roadside ¡ píete rewriting of it. Although Administration ■
" sc; ping and • otection of scenic views. In i forces think that all the concessions have won
•riher show o; economy, however, the. panel i them enough votes on the House committee to 1
• denied for . ow the entire $220 million ' prevent that, they’re still pessimistic about getby the Administration for the year ; ting through a new money-authorization bill.
• next July 1.
“If our bill comes up it’s still going to get
.ig the Senate subcommittee to approve saddled with all sorts of restrictive amend- I
: oney without billboard riders attached, ments, so we’re better off to let it lie for now,"
• >v. - er, reflects an Administration achlcve- said one Administration source. The hope is g
;>i sorts in accommodating foes of the bill that by next year, all 50 states will have come F
' curbs that it had put forward earlier this to terms with Washington on billboard-removal h
-.esc administrative curbs, based on the standards, hopefully improving the legislative I
|
1.
that authorized the roadside beauty climate.
I rpe.xhng, had generated intense opposition of
Tourist attractions and roadside businesses, |
H billboard interests and many state govern- such as motels, restaurants and novelty shops, i
t mentis. For a time earlier this year, it ap- are providing most of the residual opposition to I
i; pc ared that Congress’ only action in the beauty the billboard-control law. All billboards in rural ¡ ft
-field might be to strip away much of the 1965 areas, which such establishments rely on, must ig
come down by 1973 under current law, and the ¡R
' lav’s billboard control authority.
Ey giving regulatory sway over billboards Transportation Department’s revised stan
in urban areas to municipal authorities and eas- dards granted only a limited break by permit- ' I
;<i .ir.g the controls somewhat along highways, ting more billboards in commercial or indus- ' 9
however, the Transportation Department has trial strips along the highway.
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PERSPECTIVE: THE CAMPUS VIEW

Highway Beautification: Trouble Even Comes With Beauty
(EDITOR’S NOTE: The following is
one of a series of interpretive articles
by members of the faculties of Ala
bama’s universities.)
BY DR. CHARLES T. MOORE
Professor of Marketing and
Director for Special Affairs,
University of Alabama
IN THE HALCYON days of the 89th
Congress, our representatives and sena
tors brought forth another piece of
environmental legislation which they
termed the Higlwwap-Beettüfication Act
of 1965. The act was concerned with: (1)
scenic enhancement; (2) the removal or
screening of junk yards, and (3), the
removal or control of highway advertis
ing signs.
The scenic enhancement legislation is
designed to improve, restore, and
preserve scenic beauty along highway
rights-of-way. In addition, the act provid
ed for federal participation in landscap
ing and roadside development and the
creation of safety rest areas and scenic
overlooks on highway rights-of-way.
The second major area of the act was
concerned with junk yard removal or
screening which was simply designed to
remove from highway users’ sight the
technological scrap heaps which highway
users, manufacturers, and distributors
create.
Neither of these two major areas of
the act created significant controversy
even after the employment and income

effects of the actions were intensely
investigated. Most people can agree that
junk yards (some people prefer to call
them salvage yards) are unappetizing;
and whether or not you are appalled by
the products and by-products of a
highway civilization or merely wish to
seek beauty by communing with nature,
scrap heaps simply do not aid the
process.
Although there has been some disa
greement as to the process of implement
ing scenic enhancement, most people
seem to agree that the potentials for
land use control in rural areas and for
creating desirable recreational areas
more than outweigh the cost of building

scenic overlooks or landscaping on and
off the right-of-way of a highway.
The third area of the act, however, has
created major controversy from some of
the most vocal individuals in our society.
The opposition was led by the Outdoor
Advertising Association of America and
supported strongly by other outdoor
advertising associations, lodging estab
lishment associations, oil companies,
restaurant associations, and the manu
facturers of the components of highway
signs.
(First of two parts)

The representatives of these groups
foresaw economic disaster which would
be caused by the removal requirements
of the act and the regulations of the JL*
S. B.ur.eau-«fc Public. Roads.

Highway Signs

Moore ... Beauty In Travel

located near main traveled highways in
urban areas, and these highways are
usually federal interstate or primary
roads which would come under the
purview of the act. The owners and users
of highway signs felt that their invest
ments and their promotional programs
would be eliminated by the enforcement
of the regulations suggested by the U. S.
Bureau of Public Roads.
3. The owners and users of highway
signs also have pointed out that the
decision to remove signs, especially in
urban areas, will not, in fact, contribute
significantly to the elimination of the
large amounts of industrial and commer
cial blight which pervade our cities and
towns.
The owners and users of highway signs
have provided us with a lesson in the
relationships between economics and
politics. In the congressional hearings on
the act, the persuasive voices heard
were those of the directly affected
groups. The values of free enterprise
were used as a weapon to condemn the
suggested regulations of the U. S.
Bureau of Public Roads.
Congressmen heard the words “em
ployment and income effects” and began
to count votes. The justifications of the
highway sign owners and users were
well stated and forcefully reiterated.

WHY ALL OF THIS hullabaloo about
something which does distract from
beauty, at least the beauty of nature?
The manufacturers and users of highway
advertising signs had several points
which they offered as arguments against
control and removal of advertising signs
which included the following:
1. The outdoor advertising enthusiasts
insisted that the suggested zoning re
quirements for highway signs would
result in impoverishment of economic
More Cons Than Pros
opportunity for them and a severe
THE INDIVIDUALS and groups who
reduction in income and employment,
supported the legislation were unorganiz
throughout the national economy.
2. Most of the highway signs are ed and in reality never were heard by.

our pundits. There is little question that
the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads
partially created the potential for effec
tive opposition to the legislation by their
ill-timed and ill-contrived suggestions for
regulating sign removal and control.
In addition, both sides and especially
the signboard owners and users made
“beauty” a distant’ abstraction which in
fact was unmeasured and unmeasurable.
The results of the successful opposition
to the act and to the regulations on
control and removal of signs will mean
that significant compromises will be
accepted by the Congress and executive.
Instead of the regulations applying to
federal aid primary highways and inter
state highways, signs probably will be
removed or controlled only on the
interstate highways system in rural
areas.
This means that only 40,000 miles of
the more than 300,000 miles of highways
originally scheduled for regulation will
come under the act.
, !
Most important is the fact that local
zoning authorities will control the
specifications regarding types, sizes,
lighting, and spacing of signs along our
urban and rural highways.
Although this may be a victory for
local control and determination, the
effectiveness of the regulatory agencies
at the local level can be severely ques
tioned.
Beauty is certainly good, but it must
be obtained without economic, political
or social costs.
A
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We may be on our way to
getting rid of all these junk
automobiles. The U.S. Bureau
of Mines recently announced
it will start a demonstration
program on a junk automo
bile disposal method.
The result may be a boost
for the government’s beautifi
cation program — goodness
knows junkyards are not pret
ty places—-and a boon for the
steel industry as well.
It’s been estimated that
there are 20 to 40 million junk
cars in this country The prob
lem is what to do with them.
The answer, the bureau
thinks, is to play a rather neat
trick. It involves taking some
very abundant and relatively
low grade iron ore called taconite ore and upgrading it,
with the help of junk steel, to
a more valuable material
called magnetite.

TACONITE is mined in the
Mesabi range in Minnesota.
This material is not too good
as a starting point for blast
furnaces making steel, but the
bureau has shown that a quan
tity of this crushed ore can
be mixed with auto scrap and
then heated.
In the process, some of the
oxygen leaves the low grade
ore and gets all wrapped up
chemically with the steel of
the automobile, and the result
is that both the steel and low
grade ore become magnetite.
One can then use magnets
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Junked Cars Counted By Police
city and private property on the east side
Nelson Howarth reported today
Howarth said that of the 94 iunk narc
streets in an area hnnnHoH e
fars on

Wayside Beauty
President

There is one thing that still can prevent what
hreatens to be the quiet death of the much-needed
ughway beautification program, and that is more
ublic prodding of legislators. The best way is by
■eisonal letters to the lawmakers. If you would heln
store Amencia s waysides to their natural lovelineSSP
ou aie urged to drop a note to vour cnn™«„J
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Heap Big Scrap Iron
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Realizing that Congress was bent on paring
his budget, President Johnson had requested
only $160,000,000 to extend the HighwajuBeautification Act. It was a big compromise, calculated to meet a little more than half the
estimated annual need if the nation’s roads
were to be cleared of their visual pollution.
The Senate yesterday cut that request in half,
authorizing only $85,000,000 for the piogram
for this year.
As originally conceived the bill required
removal of all billboards within 660 feet of
the highway, except in industrial or commer
cial areas. This applied to both the 41,000mile interstate system and the 220,000-mile
primary system. Any state failing to comply
with the standards imposed by the act would
lose 10 per cent of its Federal highway funds.
The big issue was billboard removal. Of the
million billboards marring roads throughout
the country, some 889,000 were to be removed
by July 1, 1970. The rest would go by Janu
ary 1, 1973. Signs could not be located too
close to a public park, forest or playground,
or scenic area as designated by the state.
The Highway Beautification Act is an am
bitious and worth-while piece of legislation,
and a pet project of Mrs. Johnson. However,
powerful forces have been at work to weaken
H among them the congressional economy
drive, and a strong billboard lobby. The Administration has already capitulated to that
lobby by permitting state and local bodies
to zone any area they choose as commercial
or industrial. But yesterday’s action by the
Senate was the cruelest cut yet. The upper
house appropriated only $5,000,000 for billhoard control, about $50,000,000 less than had
been thought necessary by the drafters of
the original bill. The Highway Beautification
Act is still alive, though it staggered out of
the Senate on its feeble legs. Unfortunately
kinder treatment of it in the House is hardly
to be expected.
' .
|
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Junk Heaps Yield
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to recover the magnetite that
has been formed (magnetite
is magnetic, while the low
grade ore is not).
The magnetite is an excel
lent feed material to make
steel. In fact, it’s so desirable
that the scrap metal in junk
cars is actually worth less
than the magnetite itself as it
is mined out of the ground.
THIS MEANS that the whole
process could be carried out
without increasing the cost of
steel one iota.

At the same time, we stand
a good chance—if it all works
right — of getting rid of those
20 to 40 million junk cars, not
to mention saving a lot of our
hard-to-find high grade iron
ore.
One of the basic barriers in
the implementation of this
whole process is the question
of just how one takes title
to a junk car.
The legal complications of
getting possession of a junk
car so you can chop it up and
convert it to magnetite seem
to be, at this moment, almost
insurmountable in many parts
of the country.
A BILL THAT would make
it much easier to de-title aban
doned and junk cars is being
prepared for submission to
Congress.
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These FDA investments are expected
to result in at least 87,285 permanent
new jobs in redevelopment areas. These
include 52,900 direct or directly related
jobs and 34,385 jobs in associated sup
port industries.
The total public and private invest
ment in EDA projects by August 18 of
this year was nearing $1 billion. In round
figures, $998 million is involved in these
projects—$575 million in EDA funds and
$423 million to be provided by' private
lenders, industry, State and local gov
ernments and other Federal agencies.
The goal of the economic development
program is the creation of permanent,
full-time jobs. Short-term construction
jobs are not a consideration in the ap
proval of projects. However, the commu
nities realize the benefits of such jobs
through the EDA program. At the end
of this month there will be 10,930 work
ers employed on construction of EDA
projects in 379 communities, and by the
time projects approved thus far are com
pleted, 25,000 persons will have worked
an average of 5 months each on con
struction.
Much credit for the success of this
agency is attributable to Ross D. Davis,
the able Assistant Secretary of Commerce
for Economic Development, who has di
rected EDA for the last year, and to the
pioneering efforts of his predecessor,
Eugene Foley. Both of these gentlemen
have had the valuable assistance of
Thomas Harvey, the Deputy Assistant
Secretary.
In fiscal year 1967, with less money
available than the previous fiscal year,
EDA approved 30 percent more public
works projects and was able to aid 18
percent more communities than in fiscal
1966. This was accomplished by reducing
the average cost of approved projects.
The Agency approved 472 public works
projects, compared to 361 the previous
year. This was accomplished with $199.7
million, compared to $232.1 million in
fiscal 1966.
The Public Works and Economic De
velopment Act recognizes that planning
is a key element in economic develop
ment. A community must organize and
plan for economic growth, assess its
liabilities and resources, and establish
priorities for actions that will bring
about that growth.
To insure that the planning process is
more effective and to deal with economic
problems that cross political boundaries,
the act provides for multicounty eco
nomic development districts and multi
state economic development regions, pat
terned after the Appalachian region. The
districts are organized by EDA in coop
eration with the States and counties in
volved. The regions are designated by the
Secretary of Commerce with the con
currence of the States, and through EDA
the Federal Government pays their ad
ministrative costs.
At the end of EDA’s second year of op
eration, 97 districts in 34 States were in
various stages of organization. Of these,
24 had been designated and were in op
eration. Five regions, embracing all or
parts of 19 States were designated. Tire
regions are the Ozarks, unner Great
Lakes, New England, Costal Plains, and
Four Corners.
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Mr. President, the funds approved for which require assistance have been re
projects through EDA are not merely ex duced by some 500 in the 2 years EDA
penditures—they are investments in the has been in existence, the recent urban
future of our Nation. Tírese projects will riots point up the continuing need for
return dividends to the Government in intensive economic research.
As we examine the problems of eco
the form of jobs, taxes, and general eco
nomic growth, and in an indirect way a nomic growth, we can see that the role
lessened expense for welfare and other played by EDA has been a significant
social costs. This is in addition to the one. Although the challenges that remain
great personal benefit each job will have are diverse, an excellent foundation has
to the worker involved and his family. been laid. As time passes, EDA continues
I will continue to support the Federal to build its knowledge and ability to deal
economic development program. While with economic deprivation.
The problems we face are enormous,
recognizing that much remains to be
done—there are still 860 areas in the but EDA has shown the leadership and
Nation that qualify for assistance—it is the imagination to get the job done. I
my belief that the accomplishments of congratulate the entire staff of the Ad
the Economic Development Administra ministration on their past achievements
tion have been constructive and mean and know that their progress will be even
ingful. I am happy on the occasion of the more significant in the future.
second anniversary of the passage of the
act to call attention to these accomplish
CONCLUSION OF MORNING
ments.
BUSINESS
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, 2 years
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
ago this week, Congress passed and Pres
ident Johnson signed into law, an imag further morning business? If not, morn
inative program designed to combat the ing bpainess is closed.
ravages of unemployment. Since then,
the citizens of every State in the Nation P
have received assistance under the pro « AUTHORIZATIONS FOR THE HIGH
visions of the Economic Development Ad WAY BEAUTIFICATION PROGRAM
ministration Act.
/ Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
Tire tools utilized by EDA are many unanimous consent that the unfinished
but their purpose is the same, to provide business be laid before the Senate.
job opportunities to put unemployed
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Americans back to work. They are as objection, the Chair lays before the Sen
varied as public works grants to assist ate the unfinished business, which the
in opening new industrial plants to Re clerk will state.
gional Economic Development Commis
The Assistant Legislative Clerk. A
sions, such as the New England Commis bill (S. 1467) to provide authorizations
sion, which plan for long-range economic from the highway safety and beauty
objectives.
trust fund to carry out the purposes
Over the past 2 years, EDA has helped of the highway safety and beautifica
bring new economic life to many com tions programs under title 23, United
munities in my State. There have States Code.
been over 30 EDA projects in Maine. The
The Senate proceeded to consider the
total EDA investment of $11.4 million bill, which had been reported from the
has been matched by approximately the Committee on Public Work, with an
same investment of local government and amendment, to strike out all after the
private capital. But of more importance, enacting clause and insert:
these funds have created hundreds of
CONTROL OF OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
new jobs for people who need them, and
Section 1. The first sentence of section
they continue to create more as time 131 (m) of title 23 of the United States
passes.
Code Is amended by adding after “section”
Maine’s projects similar to other EDA the following: “including the administrative
activity throughout the Nation are based costs thereof,” and by striking out “and”
on local needs and local initiative. They after “19662’. and by inserting before the
range from business loans for expanding period at the end thereof a comma and the
and modernizing a potato processing following: “and not to exceed $5,000,000 for
plant in Washburn and establishing a the fiscal year ending June 30, 1968.”
CONTROL OF JUNKYARDS
new sugar refinery in Easton to a grant
Sec. 2. The first sentence of section 136
for the establishment of a York County
Regional Planning Commission. They in <m) of title 23 of the United States Code is
by adding after "section" the fol
clude a loan to build a new electronics amended
“including the administrative costs
plant in Lisbon Falls, and grants to con lowing:
thereof," and by striking out “and” after
struct sewer systems in Waldoboro and “1966,”, and by inserting before the period
Thomaston.
at the end thereof a comma and the follow
EDA funds are financing a study of ing: “and not to exceed $10,000,000 for the
the extent and quality of copper, nickel, fiscal year ending June 30, 1968”.
and cobalt reserves in Knox County and
LANDSCAPING AND SCENIC ENHANCEMENT
a detailed evaluation of the tourism and
Sec. 3. The fourth sentence of section
recreational potential in the Wiscasset 319(b) of title 23 of the United States Code
area. These well-coordinated projects are is amended by adding after “subsection” tho
having a beneficial impact on the Maine following: “including the administrative
economy. Several counties have recovered costs thereof,” and by striking out “and"
economically to the point that they are after “1966,", and by inserting before the
period at the end thereof a comma and the
no longer eligible for EDA aid.
following: “and not to exceed $70,000,000 for
Despite the accomplishments of EDA, the fiscal year ending June 30, 1968.”
the problems of poverty areas continue
Mr. RANDOLPH obtained the floor.
to remain a significant challenge to our
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
society. "While the total number of areas
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the Senator yield without losing his right
to the floor?
Mr. RANDOLPH. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk pro
ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, before
I discuss the provisions of S. 1467, the
authorization for the highway beautifi
cation program, I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed in the Record a
statement which was inadvertently
omitted from page 2 of the report which
was filed on August 25, 1967, from the
Committee on Public Works, which ac
companied the bill. This statement
should follow the paragraph ending:
The Federal share of such compensation
was set at 75 percent.

There being no objection, the state
ment was ordered to be printed in the
Record, as follows:
Public lands and reservations of the United
States were made subject to the standards
to be promulgated by the Secretary.
Informational centers at safety rest areas
wero authorized.
Conus payments under the law existing
prior to June 30, 1965, would be continued to
bo honored.
States were permitted to establish stricter
limitations with respect to signs.
A procedure for appealing from the im
plementation of the 10 percent penalty was
provided.
CONTROL

OF

JUNKYARDS

Congress provided under this portion of
the Act that establishment, use and main
tenance of junkyards in areas adjacent to the
Interstate and primary systems should be
controlled. Control subsequent to January
1, 1968, was conditioned under a penalty
not to exceed 10 percent of the highway
apportionment for any State which did not
effectively control junkyards. Effective con
trol was defined to mean screening or re
moval. The terms “junk," “automobile grave
yard” were each defined. Junkyards within
1000 feet of the highways involved would be
permitted in areas zoned industrial under
Stato law or if not so zoned were used for
Industrial activities as determined by the
several States subject to approval by the Sec
retary. Removal of those junkyards which
could not be screened was not required until
July 1, 1970.
The Federal share of landscaping such
facilities was set at 75 percent. For those
junkyards required to relocate, just compen
sation would be paid. The Federal share of
such compensation was set at 75 percent.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, the
Committee on Public Works, through its
Subcommittee on Roads, began hearings
on the beautification program on June
28. Tlie hearings, at the outset were
clouded by misunderstanding and mis
interpretation regarding the meaning,
intent, and implementation of the High
way Beautification Act of 1965. One
purpose of the hearings was to clarify
and correct this situation.
Committee members felt that a failure
of communication was largely responsible
for the development and continuation of
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the situation which obtained at that entei- into agreements with the Secre
time.
tary. Of these, four have been signed—
Testimony indicated that those con Rhode Island, Vermont, Hawaii, and
cerned with outdoor advertising con Virginia. All of these States are bonus
trol, from conservation groups, to road States and the agreements initiated by
side business people, were dissatisfied these States reflect their commitment in
either with the legislation or its imple controlling outdoor advertising. These
mentation. The outdoor advertising in agreements, especially in Hawaii, Rhode
dustry and the roadside business indus Island, and Vermont, arc particularly
try were concerned that the present law stringent and it is believed that they do
was being implemented too harshly. not represent the general level of agree
Conservation and garden club groups ments which will be reached with other
were equally convinced that the statu States.
tory requirement of mandatory compen
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. Pres
sation was hindering expeditious appli ident, will the Senator yield?
cation of advertising control.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I yield.
Mr. President, advertising control rep
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Is the
resents only one-third of the program Senator discussing the billboard phase
established by the Highway Beautifica of this program at this moment?
tion Act of 1965, but most of the con
Mr. RANDOLPH. At this time, yes,
troversy concerning the program has particularly the agreements with the
been concentrated on this section of the States.
act. The committee members have given
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. To re
careful consideration to the administra strict the number of billboards to be
tion of the act of 1965, and to the condi placed along the highways. It is my un
tions which have generated rather wide derstanding that one of the purposes of
spread doubt and uncertainties regard this program is to limit or curtail the
ing this program.
use of such billboards. Is that correct?
That portion of the Highway Beauti
Mr. RANDOLPH. Yes; over a period of ,
fication Act relating to advertising in years this legislation will result in the
zoned and unzoned industrial and com elimination of some outdoor advertising
mercial areas constituted an area of con signs, primarily in noncommercial and
troversy. Administration officials in testi nonindustrial areas.
mony and in subsequent discussions
In this respect I emphasize that the
made it clear that with respect to agree purpose of this legislation is the control,
ments to control advertising in zoned not the elimination of outdoor adver
and unzoned industrial and commercial tising. The committee, in this legislation,
areas that—
as in the Beautification Act of 1965, ac
First. Initiative for such agreements knowledges that outdoor advertising is
must come from the States:
a legitimate form of enterprise and con
Second. Subject to supporting evi stitutes an important sector of the na
dence State determination of customary tional economy. Consequently, the basic
use with respect to size, lighting, and premise of the committee viewpoint—
spacing of signs in such areas will pre and one adopted by the administration
vail;
also—is that the outdoor advertising in
Third. A single establishment will dustry' should be allowed to operate—
form the basis for an unzoned industrial under controls—where other businesses
or commercial zone;
and industries operate.
Fourth. The distance from that estab
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I think
lishment will be established in terms of there is some merit to the program, and
customary use in the State and the I supported the proposal originally; but
needs of the area as determined by geo what disturbs me is that the greatest
graphic, sociological, economic, and oth user of billboards is the U.S. Government.
er factors;
For example, I was advised by the De
Fifth. With regard to zoned areas, the partment of Transportation that in the
requirements of the law will be met if past 5 years it has spent about $4,255,000
the State provides certification by the buying about 69,000 billboards to put up
Governor that local communities have and down the highways. The General
and exercise zoning authority and have Services Administration has spent an
size, spacing and lighting requirements other quarter of a million dollars.
for outdoor advertising. Discussions with
I wonder if a good step from the stand
the administrators of the act provide point of the taxpayers would not be for
clear indication that any size, any spaceK the Government to set an example for
and any lighting requirements will meet industry and stop using billboards—in
this condition.
other words, for the Government to start
To facilitate the reaching -of agree practicing what it preaches.
ments in an atmosphere conducive to
I wonder if the Senator will agree with
those agreements and devoid of external me that the Federal Government ought
pressure, Secretary Boyd, in his appear to lead the way instead of just telling
ance before the subcommittee, stated industry to stop using billboards. Should
that the 10-percent penalty provision it not lead the way and say, “We have
would not be invoked through calendar stopped; now you stop”?
year 1968 and would probably not be in
The Government’s use of billboards in
voked for a reasonable time into calendar the last several years has been expanded,
year 1969. This will give those States rather than restricted.
which do not now have the authority to
Mi;. RANDOLPH. The question raised
enter into agreements ample opportunity by the Senator from Delaware is one that
for the State legislature to meet and I know concerned him at the time we
decide what approach it is they wish.
brought the original legislation to the
To date, 19 States have authority to floor in 1965. I do not have his remarks
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before me, but I recall they were in. the
vein in which he is speaking today.
It is my feeling that, insofar as pos
sible, there is an obligation on the part of
our Federal Government to be, not a lag
gard, but a leader in the program.
It is my understanding—and I want to
be very careful on this point—that the
Federal Government must justify its ex
penditures in this regard, but such signs
are used by the Federal Government in
an effort to inform the American pub
lic where their tax dollars are being used.
I am not saying that is always a satisfac
tory situation, but that is the intent.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. There is
no question that the intent of the bill
board advertising used by the Federal
Government is to inform, but that is the
intent of all advertisers—to inform. The
bill itself was originally passed with the
idea of eliminating what was described
as unsightly billboards along the Na
tion’s highways. I do not see how the
highways are beautified by taking down
one billboard and putting up another
which says that Mr. X as President or
Mr. Y as Administrator approved this
program and telling the taxpayers how
their money is being used.
After all, every taxpayer knows that
every one of these programs is paid for
with his tax dollars, or else it Is borrowed
and will have to be paid later.
At the time the bill was passed I of
fered an amendment which was adopted
by the Senate, which would have re
stricted the use of billboards by the Gov
ernment. The amendment was elim
inated in conference on the premise that
it would not be necessary because, surely,
the U.S. Government, which was ad
vocating this program and which was
calling on all American industry to re
move these billboards from the high
ways, would not need a restriction in
the law to stop it, but that it would
voluntarily lead the way.
I went along with that argument re
luctantly because, based on my experi
ence with the bureaucrats, they do not
very often stop something once they
have started it.
Now I find my fears were justified. One
Government agency has bought 23,000
signs at a cost of $35 each for a total of
$805,000. It has bought 46,000 signs at
a cost of $75 each, for a total of $3,450,000, or a total of $4,255,000 paid under
one agency. Another agency has bought
77,000 billboards at a cost of between
$100 and $200 each a year. They have
to paint these billboards occasionally. I
do not think a billboard with the name
of a politician or a public agency is any
more beautiful than one which has a
beautiful lady on it.
If we are going to remove billboards
then let us clean up all the billboards.
Why put $70 million into a program to
remove commercial billboards on the Na
tion’s highways and then turn around
and spend $5 million for Government
billboards. I do not think the taxpayers
can afford to spend money in that way.
Will the Senator go along with an
amendment to stop putting Government
billboards on the Nation’s highways since
it is advocating that everybody else stop
the practice? Surely the President would
want to do that.

Another advantage arises from the
fact that, after all, the President’s wife
is taking a great interest in the beautifi
cation program. We would not want to
cause a domestic argument that might
arise because she is trying to eliminate
billboards while the President is seeking
to spend $5 million to provide more bill
boards. Such an amendment would pro
mote good family relations as well as
good relations with the taxpayers.
Also, I am not unmindful of the fact
that the administration appeared before
the Committee on Finance, asking for
an authorization of $2 million to buy
billboards for political advertising. So
far, the committee has resisted that re
quest. The time has come when the Gov
ernment should sériously start to prac
tice what it is preaching. Why spend
millions to remove billboards from the
Nation’s highways and then spend $5
billion to put them back?
Mr. RANDOLPH. I hope that the Sen
ator from Kentucky [Mr. Cooper] will
join with me in this colloquy.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. As I Re
call, the Senator from West Virginia sup
ported this position.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I agreed to the
amendment 2 years ago. However, the
distinguished Senator from Delaware did
not appear before the subcommittee dur
ing the hearings this year. I wish he
might have been there to develop the
subject again.
I do not desire to be critical; I am
merely saying that the Senator’s
thoughts might have helped the members
of the committee. I am not saying that
we would have gone along with the Sena
tor in committee.
I agree, certainly, that in the general
concept of the program, the Federal Gov
ernment must be a leader rather than
a laggard. I have made that statement
before; I renew it now. Signs which in
form the public of the manner in which
their funds are being expended will be
subject to the same controls as are other
official informational signs within the
rights-of-way. I realize, though, that the
Senator from Delaware goes to the point
of the dollars that are being spent. I
am sure that that is his primary con
cern in the matter.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Yes. I ap
preciate the Senator’s remarks. It is true
that I did not appear before that com
mittee, but frankly I did not think it
would be necessary. I thought the admin
istration would live up to its obligation.
I went along reluctantly, as I say, with
the deletion of the amendment in con
ference. I did not oppose the conference
report because I thought surely the Gov
ernment, in good faith, would go along
with it. It is only recently that I have
found out that the Government is not
going along, but rather is expanding its
own use of billboards.
This was called to my attention rather
sharply, as I say, when a representative
of the administration testified before our
committee and asked for an appropria
tion of $2 million a year just to buy bill
boards for political advertising. I was
amazed that that request would be made
by an administration which was saying
so much about the unsightliness of bill
boards.
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Mr. RANDOLPH. I do not wish to
break the continuity of the Senator’s
presentation, but since the Senator used
the words “political advertising,’’ would
he explain what he means by that term?
v Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Yes. This
request dealt with the so-called cam
paign financing bill, upon which we were
holding hearings. They were asking for
x dollars to be appropriated to pay for
radio and television advertising and x
amount to pay for advertising in news
papers. Included in that item was $2 mil
lion for billboard advertising in the na
tional political campaigns—for both
parties, I might say. That bill is still in
the committee. It is a different program,
but the principle of billboards is in
volved.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Yes. That form of
outdoor advertising, of course, would be
subject to the rules. We would apply
the same criteria on that type of ad
vertising as on the advertising covered
by the 1965 act. The Federal Govern
ment would be subject to all of the rules
governing outdoor advertising.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. The Sen
ator is correct; and this proposal I have
made has no special relationship to this
particular bill. It was a separate pro
gram. I merely point that out as an ex
ample of the lack of cooperation we are
getting from the executive branch thus
far. If the administration means to
eliminate all billboards except those bill
boards on which its name appears let it
say so. '
The Senator is aware that many of
these billboards are in fact semipolitical
advertising. They are in my State; they
are in the Senator’s State. We recognize
that the names of the Governor, the
President, perhaps the Commissioner, or
perhaps the head of the agency appear
on the billboards. I was rather amused
at a dispute which arose I believe in one
of the universties in Ohio, where some
one thought the President was insulted
because on a certain billboard his name
was in letters only 5 inches high instead
of 8—and absurd idea, but let us face it,
it goes to show, that these billboards are
for political advertising.
I say if we are going to enact a bill
such as this to spend millions of dollars
to remove billboards from the Nation’s
highways, at'the same time let us stop
appropriating taxpayers’ dollars to put
them back in place again.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I re
spond with this statement, with which I
am sure the Senator from Delaware will
agree, because he is familiar with the
legislation under consideration, the orig
inal legislation and this proposed legis
lation do not outlaw outdoor advertising;
they provide for the regulation of out
door advertising. Is that not correct?
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Yes, that
is correct.
Mr. RANDOLPH. The Federal Gov
ernment, in the use of this advertising
medium, will have to comply with the
standards as set forth. I do not feel that
there is inconsistency. I would agree—I
have said it twice—that I think the Gov
ernment should carefully screen its re
quests and its expenditures for every
form of advertising, whether it is out
door advertising or advertising through
television, radio, and newspapers. In
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other words, the so-called political ad the taxpayers’ dollars are paying for it.
3. 1467, as reported, would authorize
vertising would be controlled by the same They are well aware of that, and if they
criteria and standards as commercial ad are not aware of it now they will be by $85 million for fiscal year 1968; $5 mil
lion of this would be authorized to carry
vertising.
the time they get the bill for the adminis
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. What tration’s 10-percent surtax that they out outdoor advertising control; $10 mil
concerns me is that the more the Federal plan to add io their burden to pay for the lion authorized to carry out junkyard
Government screens it the more adver additional cost of running this Govern control; and $70 million authorized to be
tising and billboards we get; I am won ment. It is such duplications and unnec used for the landscaping and scenic en
dering if they have a hole in that screen. essary expenditures as this which are hancement portion of the program.
The Senate, in my opinion, will con
Mr. RANDOLPH. Is the Senator sug running the cost of Government up all
tinue its commitment to the desirable
gesting that he thinks it is a sieve rather out of proportion.
program of highway beautification if it
than a screen?
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the enacts this legislation.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. A sieve Senator yield?
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, I sup
rather than a screen.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield. pose that anyone who takes a position
Mr. RANDOLPH. I see.
Mr. COOPER. I have thought there which is critical of a bill “to provide au
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I should was one advantage to the present prac
we not include an amendment, just to tice. The signs show the cost and mileage thorizations to carry out the purposes of
remind the administration that we are of the road under construction, and thus the beautification program under title 23
not interested in appropriating taxpay give our people an idea of their terrific of the United States Code” would be con
sidered opposed to beauty.
ers’ dollars for a program to put Gov cost.
, I assure the Senate that it is not the
ernment billboards on the highways at
Does the Senator think this informa thinking, the attitude, nor the philosophy
the same time we are appropriating tax tion is of value?
of l;hc Senator from Nebraska to oppose
payers’ dollars to get other billboards oil
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I doubt if
the highways. The administration ought it has any value. The best evidence that beauty. I shall, however, make some re
to make up its mind which way it is that is not the primary purpose is that marks which are critical of the author
ization bill, not on the basis that beauty
going.
in the particular furor in Ohio about
Mr. RANDOLPH. I think the matter whether the name of the President should is objectionable nor on the basis that
really should come under each of the be in 5-inch letters or in 8-inch letters beauty should not be a national policy,
committees that have the control of nobody even mentioned the size of the but on the basis of establishing and fol
those expenditures, rather than here. numbers dealing with the cost of the lowing priorities at this time in our po
litical, military, and economic history.
But let us talk about it a little later.
program. Nobody mentioned the size of
The pending bill requests an author
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the the letters that told what building it was.
Senator yield?
And they were all smaller than those that ization of $85 million. It is to the credit
of |he Congress that the $1GO million
Mr. RANDOLPH. I yield to the Senator gave the name of the administration.
from Kentucky.
beautification trust fund was
Let us face it, we all recognize that highway
_ Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I think these billboards are political, as they have rejected.
tne subject has already been well con been under every administration.
Iii is my understanding—and I ask the
sidered, but I would like to join with my
Mr. RANDOLPH. I thank my colleague, distinguished Senator from West Vir
friend from West Virginia [Mr. Ran the Senator from Delaware, for very ginia to correct me if my understanding
dolph], the chairman of the Senate properly bringing the matter to our at is inaccurate—that administration wit
Committee on Public Works, in saying tention in the debate on the pending bill. nesses requested the following amounts,
this: The Highway Beautification Act of To continue with my presentation of S. to be drawn from the beautification trust
1.965, for which this bill S. 1467 would 1467, as amended by the committee, the fund: Control of outdoor advertising,
authorize appropriations for fiscal 1968, Virginia agreement, which is not as strict $4.2 million; junkyard control, $7.8 mil
simply deals with the regulation of the as the other State agreements which lion; landscaping and scenic enhance
locations in which advertising signs may have been signed, incorporates the rules ment, $58 million. That makes a total of
be placed, and the permissible sizes and and regulations for advertising control $72 million. Is that substantially correct?
spacing of signs.
Mr. RANDOLPH. The Senator is cor
developed by the Virginia Legislature
, I believe the Senator from Delaware is during its 1966 session.
rect. That was the amount they hoped
oojccting to the use of public funds by
As a result of the hearings and subse to get from the trust fund.
the Government for signs upon the high quent conferences with administration
Mr. HRUSKA. The pending bill au
ways, which, as the Senator says, are officials, we feel that the Office of the thorizes $85 billion however. In this day
chiefly advertising the Government’s Federal Highway Administrator and the and age, the Chief Executive sometimes
program and officials of a State.
Secretary of Transportation are at turns to the legislative branch and says:
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Cer tempting to administer the legislation “Shame on you for authorizing or ap
tainly.
with as much flexibility and reasonable propriating more money than I have
Mr. COOPER. Can the Senator from ness as the law peimits.
asked for.” Perhaps this would be the
Delaware give us information as to the
Advertising control represents only place for a little self-restraint and selfkind of signs placed upon the highways, one part of the program established by discipline or, at least, a place for holding
and by what agencies of the Govern the 1965 act. Title II deals with junk the amount within.that requested in the
ment.
yard control and title HI with landscap budget estimate. The present situation,
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. The ing and scenic enhancement. Title III in of course, is not so much a matter of the
Transportation Department or highway the last analysis represents the heart of authorization itself as of priorities.
program is the one which pays for most any beautification effort.
What about priorities? Here we have
of them right now.
Under authorizations and appropria the President of the United States call
Mr. COOPER. Are they the ones we tions for fiscal years 1566 and 1967, and ing
attention to the fact that without a
see along highway construction projects the authorization contained in S. 1467 10-percent surtax and without a budget
reading, “Your highway tax dollars are for fiscal year 1968, the major portion cut of $2 billion at least, which he de
being used,” and so forth?
of the money will be spent in landscap clared he would make, the Nation would
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. That is ing and scenic enhancement. As of the face a deficit of some $29 billion to $30
correct.
end of the fiscal year ending June 30, billion.
Mr. RANDOLPH. That is required by 1967, $128.5 million had been appropri
The President declared his intention
law, I remind both Senators.
ated for that portion of the program and
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. It would more than $123 million had been obli to cut the budget $2 billion. It is my un
be very easy to amend the law. They are gated. In addition to these authoriza derstanding and recollection—I will de
fer to the members of the Committee on
expanding their use.
tions for landscaping and scenic en
I do not think we need to tell the hancement, outside the right-of-way, the Finance—that when administration wit
American taxpayers when they see a new States have obligated another $190 mil nesses were interrogated in the commit
highway being constructed Or a new Gov lion of regular Federal-aid funds for such tee as to when and where there would
be cuts that would contribute to the $2
ernment office building being built that activities within the right-of-way.
billion reduction the replies were incon-
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elusive and vague. They certainly were
not persuasive and convincing.
Where does this authorization fall
within the list of priorities? When the
tax bill first came up and when other
budgetary considerations were first dis
cussed, there were repeated suggestions
to the Executive and to the Bureau of the
Budget that they fix a list of priorities of
spending, on the theory that if we are
spending too much and if the deficit is
too great, spending will have to be re
duced. Obviously, the way to go about
it is to delete the least important pro
grams. The request for a priority list
has not been honored, and I do not know
whether it ever will be. To the extent
that it is not, I believe we can fault the
Executive. There cannot be a consistent
position in criticizing Congress for
spending more money than the President
asks and doing nothing about a bill such
as this. In view of the national problems
we have today, this bill obviously would
fall very, very low on the list of priori
ties. We are fighting our third largest
war which costs two to two and a half
billion dollars a month.
Yet, in this bill, we are thinking in
terms of sign control, junkyard control,
landscaping, and enhancing beauty.
Again, I wish to say that I appreciate
beauty. But in my household, in any citi
zen’s household, in any of the govern
mental activities in America, there comes
a time when things that we must have
come first, and things we would merely
like to have are deferred. This is such a
time.
There is a curious commentary on pri
orities in this situation. Here we are
asked to authorize the expenditure of $85
million for an act which is entitled “A
bill to provide authorizations to carry
out a beautification program.” At the
same time, the highway safety program,
as authorized in Public Law 89-564, car
ries a House authorization for this fiscal
year of $20 million—less than one-fourth
of the appropriation provided in this bill.
That is the authorization for the safety
program in a situation when highway
fatalities amount to some 52,000 per year.
That is the current rate, and it is in
creasing all the time. A curious type of
priority, one would think, in which
beauty is valued above safety.
Highway safety, in my judgment, and
I believe in the general judgment of the
citizenry of this Nation, bears a relatively
high rating, and properly so.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. HRUSKA. I yield.
Mr. RANDOLPH. The Senator from
West Virginia and the Senator from
Kentucky TMr. Cooper] have appeared
before the Committee on Appropriations
of which the distinguished Senator from
Nebraska is a member, and we argued
for an increase in the appropriation for
the safety program. The Senator will re
call that the appropriation was cut by
$81 million in the House.
We have said on the Senate floor that
the program of safety on the highways of
this country should be one of continuing
attention and concern. Then the Senator
from Kentucky and I followed up by go
ing to the Committee on Appropriations

itself, last Monday, and asking for the
amount of $100 million.
So the Senator from West Virginia has
been, I would say, ‘‘on the job” in refer
ence to safety programs, which the Sen
ator from Nebraska properly says is the
concern of Congress and should have a
priority.
The Senator from Nebraska speaks of
beautification and scenic enhancement,
and I wish to point out that incorporated
in that program are projects to prevent
soil erosion. Such projects protect the
highway surface and subsurface from
destruction by weather. Eeautification is
the natural result of antierosion efforts.
Our report indicates that since March of
1965, the States have obligated $190 mil
lion of Federal aid funds as a part of the
normal construction for such things as
erosion control and the development of
roadside rest areas. These add to safety
as well as scenic easements.
Also, there is the screening of unsight
ly areas; and this, to a degree, is a safety
feature, as well as one which falls within
the concept of beautification.
I believe that on these two points, the
Senator from Nebraska would agree with
me, at least on the premise I have stated.
Mr. HRUSKA. If there is a relationship
between erosion and the matter of safety,
then I think erosion should properly be
categorized in the higher priority of
highway safety. But if the erosion con
trol or the erosion eradication is done
purely from the standpoint of enhancing
the beauty of the place, then I believe it
has no place in that higher category.
On the matter of screening unsightly
junkyards, for example—it is a little
difficult to reconcile that with safety, un
less the junkyards are out on the
. right-of-way.
Mr. President, it should be stressed
again that the objection to the passage
of this authorization bill is not based
upon any dispute as to its ultimate ob
jectives, but on its priority in the list
of programs for which the Congress is
asked to authorize and appropriate funds.
The administration has given us no
guidelines for reducing the budget, not
withstanding repeated declarations that
there will be a reduction in expenditures.
They have given us no priorities among
the many expenditures we are called
upon to consider. So it is up to Congress
to assert such discretion and such judg
ment as the circumstances surrounding
these requests call for.
The other aspect to which the Presi
dent has repeatedly called our attention
is the matter of the high level Govern
ment spending, adding to inflation. Over
the weekend, it has been reported that
the increase in the consumer price index
reached 116.5 in July. This is an increase
of 0.4, the biggest rise since last October.
The impact of increasing inflation is felt
by everyone, including Uncle Sam, but it
is particularly harsh and cruel to the lowand middle-income people who are being
hurt by the administration’s spending
policies.
This is the time for fiscal restraint and
self-discipline. Inasmuch as the bill
would provide for a new program costing
$85 million now and $1.3 billion even
tually, it Is one of low priority—very,
very low priority.
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This is the time to say that although
it is a good program, and something
which should be pursued, let us get to it
in due time. Let us assign a priority
which will not put it ahead of many
other things for which spending is much
more necessary.
(At this point, Mr. Hollings took the
chair as Presiding Officer.)
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, will the Senator from Ne
braska yield?
Mr. HRUSKA. I yield.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I con
cur in what the distinguished Senator
from Nebraska has said. We can suspend
or hold in abeyance such projects as this
until we have reached a solution to the
Vietnamese war or at least have gotten
the budget situation under better control.
We are told in committee that even with
the enactment of the proposed 10-percent
tax increase it will still leave a deficit in
fiscal 1968 of approximately $14 billion.
That is a little over $1 billion a month.
Unquestionably, that is why we are ex
periencing such a rapid spiral of infla
tion.
In the best interests of controlling in
flation and reducing the budget this bill
should be postponed either until after
the war in Vietnam is over or until we
have our fiscal policies under better con
trol.
I join the Senator from Nebraska in
urging that the Senate reject the pending
bill. I say that as one who would be in
favor of the program at the proper time.
I supported the project when it was
originally enacted. I was in favor of the
bill, but we are going to have to cut back
on many projects in which both the Sen
ator from Nebraska and I, as well as
others, are in favor. If we are ever going
to reduce the expenditures down to a
realistic level we have got to start some
where. This bill is still $13 million over
the budget request.
I hope that the Senate will take this
step toward economy at this time, in line
with what the distinguished Senator
from Nebraska has so ably stated.
Mr. HRUSKA. I thank the Senator
from Delaware.
By way of summary, here we have a
bill which is not objectionable on its face,
nor in its ultimate objectives, but it is
objectionable at this time.
The President is pressing for a tax in
crease. He has declared repeatedly that
he intends to cut spending by $2 billion.
We get lots of tall talk, but no action, no
recommendations, and no list of priori
ties.
The President bemoans the fact that
Congress has gone above some budget
estimates. This is one of those instances.
Thus, Congress has not sought to meet
its responsibility of asserting its own
judgment as to the priorities themselves.
The pending bill is certainly not one
of high priority. I direct particular at
tention to the landscaping and en
hancement of the beauty of the rightsof-way—something which is pleasant to
contemplate, but certainly is nothing
vital or desirable in our present state of
affairs.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will my
colleague yield to me?
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Mr. HRUSKA. I am very happy to
yield.
Mr. CURTIS. I want to commend my
distinguished colleague from Nebraska
for his remarks.
In speaking of Government spending,
it is often said that we need to establish
.priorities. Everyone agrees with this
theory but seldom carries it out. The pro
grams go on as usual.
Desirable as the beautification pro
gram might be, in time of war, in time
of heavy spending, in time of increasing
deficits, in time when there is pending
the request for a 10-percent increase in
taxes, certainly it is time to make the
theory of priorities in spending a reality.
That time is now.
I congratulate my colleague for his
able remarks.
Mr. HRUSKA. I thank my colleague,
the very valued and distinguished Sen
ator from Nebraska.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. COOPER. Mf. President, as the
.ranking .minority member of the Senate
Committee on Public Works, I have the
duty to speak of the committee’s work
in approaching its decision on this bill.
In all fairness, I would like to report on
the efforts of the committee to reduce
the authorization to reasonable terms
and yet make some progress toward the
beautification of highways, which the
Congress authorized in 1965.
When the Vietnam war is over, the de
bate on beautification will still go on,
and there is no question about that. We
will still be debating about billboards on
the Pederal-aid highways.
I have always supported the programs
for beautification, but I agree whole
heartedly that we must consider the cost
of the war and we must look at every bill
to see if we can reduce authorizations or
appropriations to meet the greatest
priority of our time—that is, proriding
for our men who fight, and providing foi’
the security of our country.
I can think of a great many programs
about which we could make reductions
in a much more substantial way. For ex
ample, great public building programs
are going on, and I have no doubt that
some could wait for 2 or 3 years. I do not
believe, however, that we will get much
support to do that, for there are so many
post offices and public buildings which
our citizens want constructed in our
cities and communities.
We also have a large pay bill for all
Federal employees coming before the
Senate. I have no doubt that there will'
be some benefits in the bill for us. We
could, perhaps, delay it for a year or so.
I doubt, however, that we will. I could
give other examples.
Now I would like to address myself to
the beautification program. The High
way Beautification Act passed in
1965----Mr. RANDOLPH. If I may interrupt
at that point, the Senator, who has given
very close attention to this legislation, is
right in stating the premise that the
committee' did exercise a sense of pri
ority. The reduction in the amount dem
onstrates that, as has also been indi
cated by the Senator from Nebraska.

I want the Record to reflect that the
basic legislation passed in 1965 by a vote
of 63 to 14, and, carnes the stamp of ap
proval of Congress upon it. We are now
carrying out that commitment at a re
duced rate. We are attempting to recog
nize the arguments which, very properly,
have been raised here today.
Mr. COOPER. I, too, think they have
been properly raised. But I would like to
state what the committee did. The au
thorization for fiscal year 1967 was for
$160 million.
The administration requested an au
thorization for fiscal 1968, the one we are
now considering, of $160 million. For
1969, it requested $220 million.
The committee considered the amounts
that had been appropriated under the
Beautification Act, and it found that last
year----Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, if the
Senator will yield, those figures will be
found beginning on page 13 of the re
port.
Mr. COOPER. For the fiscal year 1966,
Congress appropriated $70 million. For
fiscal year 1967, it appropriated $78.5
million. We did not accept the request
for an authorization of $160 million. We
fixed the figure at $85 million, a cut of
$75 million, believing $85 million suffi
cient to maintain an orderly progression
of the program.
Seventy million dollars having been
appropriated in 1966, and $78.5 million in
1967, we provided a modest increase of
$6.5 million for fiscal 1968, a total of $85
million, to support the program, to keep
it alive and moving, and yet bearing its
reduction with other programs to sup
port the burden of war.
The committee did respond to prior
ities, and it responded modestly to what
we believed was the desire of the Con
gress, and the desire of most of the
American people, to continue the pro
gram of highway beautification, which
also comprehends elements of safety.
We acted with restraint, and we acted
with full consideration of the necessity
for economy. This judgment was agreed
to by all members of the committee who
were present on both sides. I support
the committee’s good judgment.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I commend the Sena
tor from Kentucky for his explanation of
the reduction which was made by the
committee before it brought this legisla
tion to the floor. The Senator from Ken
tucky will recall that this subject occu
pied most of our discussions in at least
two meetings of the committee. We
checked the amounts very carefully. We
looked at the amounts which had been
spent and at the minimum amounts
which we felt could be spent without
breaking the continuity of the program.
We kept in mind the priorities which
have been mentioned here.
The figure arrived at was not just
drawn from the air. Every member of
the committee, Democrat and Republi
can looked at the figures. There was no
feeling of partisanship, as there seldom
is in the Public Works Committee. We
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were attempting to carry out the intent
of the Congress while at the same time
we provided funds at a level that would
make a contribution toward reduction of
Federal expenditures.
Mr. COOPER. We considered in detail
not only what had been requested, but
what had been authorized in past years,
what had been actually appropriated, ob
ligated, and spent, under the bill.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. As one
who feels that we should delay this pro
gram in its entirety until we have the
money, I concur in what the Senator
from Kentucky and the Senator from
West Virginia have said; namely, that
the committee did report the bill in a
substantially reduced form from what
had been originally requested. To that
extent they deserve our appreciation and
thanks.
However, from the standpoint of
priorities this is a program which could
be held in abeyance. That is the point I
make. The Senator from Kentucky
pointed out there are other programs
which could be held in abeyance; for ex
ample, many public works projects. I am
glad he mentioned that. I agree with
him.
I pointed out that when World War II
began, the administration, first the Presi
dent, later supported by the Congress,
froze the construction of all public build
ings and public works projects except
those which were certified as being in our
national interest or which from an econ
omy standpoint -would be too expensive
to delay.
Shortly after the Korean war broke
out President Truman issued an Execu
tive order along the same procedures
taken in World War II, under which con
struction on all projects was frozen auto
matically, even those which had been
approved and for which appropriations
had been made. He gave instructions
that they were all to be held in abeyance,
until they could be reexamined and un
less the board could certify that a con
tinuation of the project was essential
to our national welfare in time of war or
that its postponement would cause great
economic loss-. Otherwise such projects
were to be postponed and held in abey
ance until the war was over.
That order afiectcd some projects in
my State. I am sure it affected projects
in every State in the Union. I supported
the President in that position.
I regret -that President Johnson has
not taken similar steps in recognition of
the war in Vietnam, the third most ex
pensive war we have been engaged in.
He has failed to issue such an Executive
order. In the face of his failure to issue
such an Executive order Congress should
act.
I have previously proposed that all
public works projects be held in abeyance
automatically until each one is resurveyed and is certified as essential. A sim
ilar amendment will be offered again
when wc get the public works appropria
tion bills this year.
I think the Senator from Kentucky has
raised a valid point. Many post offices in
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towns in my State or in towns in his
It is not a new program when we deal ting the example, by ceasing to spend so
State can be postponed. Public works with a flood control measure. It is not a much
money for these billboards, and by
projects may be justified and they may new program when we try to meet the beginning
to curtail their use.
be needed in Ins State and my State, but cost-of-living increases by giving pay
For example, in this bill there is pro
they certainly can be held in abeyance raises to Government employees. But this
posed $5 million to help the administra
until after the conclusion of the war in is a new program, and should be con tion
the use of billboards when,
South Vietnam. After we end that strug sidered in that category. On that basis, as I control
have pointed out, the Government
gle we may need some of these public too, I would say there is an obvious dis spends
million buying billboards for
works projects to pick up the unemploy tinction, and we should take note of the its own $4.5
use. That does not make sense.
ment slack in this country.
distinction.
I realize that both the chairman of
I am glad the Senator has raised that
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I ap the committee and the Senator from
point because I wanted to emphasize it preciate the sincere and valuable views Kentucky
agree with me on this point,
again. It is not a part of this bill, but of the Senator, and I agree that there and with their
assurance that they will
I think the point very properly should is a distinction between highway beauti go along to see if
we cannot get the ad
be raised in our discussion of this pro fication and those programs which save ministration to support
this proposal vol
gram.
lives and protect property against floods. untarily I shall not oiler the amendment
Mr. COOPER. I agree with the Sena We all understand that. But both have at this time, with the understanding that
tor. If there were a nationwide policy their values.
if they do not cooperate, at the next con
that certain types of projects should be
The beautification program has been
opportunity—and there will be
deferred, I would agree. But Í do not in existence for 3 years. It took a long venient
a more convenient opportunity at a later
think it would be proper for the Public time to secure its approval. There is still date
in this session—I would offer the
Works Committee to select one program, opposition to it from some quarters. But amendment.
and decide that it should be deferred. the committee supports the program. We
RANDOLPH. Mr. President, docs
I think we made the proper judgment, kept the highway beauty program alive, theMr.Senator
from Delaware have the
saying in effect that it was not of the and that is about all this fiscal 1968 floor?
first priority, by cutting back its author authorization bill amounts to.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield
ization almost 50 percent. In the past
Our committee, and evidently the Con the floor.
month, public works proposals have been gress by its approval of the 1965 High
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
before the Senate costing over $1 billion. way Beautification Act, considered it to
the Senator from West Vir
I am sure they are needed or will be be a reasonable program, if we could ever recognizes
ginia.
needed, but perhaps they could be de realize the necessary appropriations for
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, this
ferred a year or so.
billboard removal, screening of junk
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Many of yards, and landscaping and scenic en matter, which is very properly before
the Senate, has been discussed by the
them could be.
hancement of more than a billion dol
Mr. COOPER. A proposal to defer the lars. If such an amount is finally ap Senator from Delaware and other Senabeautification program, or reduce it propriated—and assuming $70 million is ators earlier this afternoon. I wish to go
back and indicate that an amendment
sharply can obtain wide support.
appropriated each year, as it was last
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, will the year—it would take 12 to 15 years or embodying the proposal which is being
discussed this afternoon, was accepted
Senator yield?
more to realize the program of beautifi by the Senate in 1965.1 took the matter
Mr. COOPER. But to many people, cation.
to conference, and the House of Repre
and I am one of them, the word “beauti
I want to see the highway beautifica sentatives was adamant in refusing to
fication” is not a bad word.
tion program kept alive. That was about accept it. We yielded, and when we
The enhancement of the beauty of our all we were able to do, and that is about
brought back the conference report,
highways has bearing upon their safety all we can do at this time.
while I believe the Senator from Dela
and their enoyment. There ought to be
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. ware at that time was disappointed, he
more interest in esthetic values in our President, will the Senator yield?
did go along with the conferees, knowing
country—rather than the sole emphasis
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
that the Senate itself had made an ef
upon its material aspects, important as
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I assure fort in this regard.
the are. For alone will not bring the re the Senator from Kentucky that I am
I have indicated today that the Fed
sults we hope for our country.
not suggesting that we kill this program.
I yield to my friend from Nebraska.
I supported the program when it was eral Government should be a leader, not
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, I com originally enacted and would be in favor a laggard, not only in connection with
mend the Senator for having brought out of it now if we had the money to pay for expenditures for outdoor advertising,
the efforts by the committee to bring the it. But, like many items in our own but also for advertising in other media.
authorization in this bill to a reasonable household budgets—sometimes items
The Federal Government should limit
level.
which may be very much needed in our the amount it spends for advertising in
But when it comes to likening this situ homes—we simply do not have the newspapers, in television and radio, and
ation with the situation in a public money to pay for them, so we postpone in publications of one type or another.
works bill, or a pay raise bill, I see many the expenditure until some later date.
We do have an obligation to do as
bases for distinction between a public
That is all I am suggesting in this case. much as we can, in this forum, to indi
works project of the type frequently au
Mr. COOPER. I am afraid it would cate to the agencies of Government that
thorized and appropriated, where there never be brought to life again.
there is a very appropriate limit to which
is at stake the erection of flood control
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. In line expenditures should be subjected, under
projects to protect lives and property and with earlier colloquy about the Govern the umbrella of informational advertis
these esthetic values which all of us want ment’s use of billboards, I think we are ing, as to where the taxpayers’ dollars
and of which we think highly. We should pretty much in agreement with the are going, and as to the various pro
not be entirely materialistic, but as be chairman of the committee, the Senator grams of this country, including con
tween the saving of lives and property from V/est Virginia, and the ranking mi struction and development of highways.
from destruction and a matter of pure nority member, the Senator from Ken
I have talked with Senator Cooper
esthetic enjoyment, I can see a distinc tucky, that the Government should set informally this afternoon, and we feel
tion, particularly at a time in our Na the example for industry by curtailing its that we can properly address a letter to
tion’s history such as that with which we own use of billboards.
the Secretary of Transportation, Alan
are confronted now—wartime, inflation,
Perhaps, instead of offering an amend S. Boyd, in reference to this matter, and
no sense of priority, no direction from the ment at this time—because I realize this that will be done. So I can assure the
Executive—and I say we ought to assume is not the most appropriate vehicle to Senator from Delaware that it will bo
some direction. Here is a measure calling which to attach it—we could obtain the done. I am glad he brought the matter
at the outside for $1.3 billion, for beauti assurance of both the chairman and the to the attention of the Senate this after
fication, landscaping, and scenic en ranking member that they will cooperate noon.
hancement. I can see some distinction with some of us in pressing upon the
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
there.
Government the importance of its set Senator yield?
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Mr. RANDOLPH. I yield to the Sen
ator from Kentucky.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I will be
pleased to join the chairman of the com
mittee in communicating with the De
partment of Transportation.
The pending measure is an authori
zation bill. It does not deal with proposed
amendments to the 19G5 act. I see no
need, however, for large signs on the
public highways all over the country
advertising the use of tax money and
the names of the parties who share re
sponsibility for building the roads—the
names of public officials and that sort of
information. It seems to me a little vul
gar. However, it is proper that there be
some moderate signs. Not big billboards,
but modest signs located near the project
to give information regarding the cost
of the project, and the agency respon
sible.
I understand the point of the Senator
from Delaware, and I agree with him.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, add
ing to what the Senator from Kentucky
has said, this should not only be appro
priately done in connection with the in
formational signs adjacent to our high
ways, but the Federal Government
should also take another look at its policy
concerning signs in front of post offices
and other public buildings, and alongside
flood control dams and reservoirs.
I think that now would be a good time
for the Federal agencies to review the
matter of informational signs in all the
areas where the use of Federal funds is
involved.
I commend the Senator from Delaware
for focusing attention on this matter.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. Pres
ident, I thank both the Senator from
West Virginia and the Senator from
Kentucky for their cooperation. We are
in agreement as to what should be done.
I certainly appreciate their cooperation
today and on the previous occasion when
they supported this same position.
I think that, with their cooperation,
this would be the best line of approach
to the solution—to see what we can do
by way of communicating with the De
partment of Transportation.
I thank the Senators for their support.
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, in line
with the discussion initiated by the
Senator from Kentucky indicating the
efforts of the committee to reduce the
amount requested, I call attention to the
matter earlier commented upon, that
the total of $85 million authorized by
the pending bill is $13 million in excess
of what the budget estimates would have
assigned from the trust fund for the
three categories covered.
Section 131 (m) of title 23 of the Code
deals with sign control. Tire authoriza
tion bill calls for $5 million for that pur
pose, but the budget estimates call for
$4.2 million.
Section 138(m) of title 23 does pro
vide for funds in relation to junkyards.
The authorization bill contains a total
of $10 million for that purpose, whereas
the budget estimates contain a figure of
$7.8 million.
Section 319(b) of title 23 of the Code
has to do with landscaping and scenic
enhancement. The authorization bill

contains a total of $70 million, and the
budget estimate was $58 million.
The authorization bill has a total of
$85 million as compared with the recom
mendation of the President, through the
budget estimate, of $72 million. There is
an excess in the authorization bill of
$13 million.
That should bear not only on the
matter of priorities, but also on the mat
ter of remaining somewhere within the
amount called for by the executive
branch.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will
the Senator" yield?
Mr. HRUSKA. I yield.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, the
figures arc correct. The Senator from.
Nebraska has indicated the amount of
$72 million. It is a fact that we provided
for a degree of flexibility, recognizing
that costs do increase.
The Senator understands that these
costs are constantly rising.
The committee kept the program at a
minimal level. Even though he disagrees,
the Senator has commended the com
mittee for its efforts in reducing the
authorization by some 45 percent from
the level originally requested.
I assure the Senator that we will re
view the program again when we look
at all our highway programs next year.
Tliis program will be carried forward
within the limit of priorities and within
the needs of America. This country is a
nation on wheels. We have the responsi
bility to maintain the highest level of
safety for our motorists. This program,
which relates to the construction and
beautification of the highways of this
land, has a distinct bearing on safety.
President and Mrs. Johnson have
quite appropriately focused the atten
tion of the Nation on the challenge of
improving the quality of American life.
This program is one phase of that effort.
And the great majority of American
citizens have responded to the leader
ship of the First Family in this under
taking.
Mr. HRUSKA. The Senator has such
a beautiful and very eloquent way of
putting things. However, we have here a
total estimate in the budget of $72 mil
lion. The bill then asks for $160 million,
and we settle for $82 million.
We then heap self-praise on ourselves
and say that it is wonderful. The bill has
been reduced to the minimal level.
The President did not think so. The
Bureau of the Budget did not say so.
They said that $72 million was enough.
I say that is too much, particularly at
this hour. However, I do thank the chair
man of the committee for the very fine
fashion in which he states the case. He
is always so gracious and courteous.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques
tion is on agreeing to the committee
amendment in the nature of a substitute.
The committee amendment was agreed
to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques
tion is on the engrossment and third
reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
for a third reading and was read the
third time.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, with the
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passage of the Highway Beautification
Act, I think it is appropriate to address
the Senate with the following remarks.
The most controversial clement of the
act has been, and rightly so. that section
dealing with the control of outdoor
advertising. If we were dealing only with
esthetics, there would be little basic dis
agreement with the objectives of these
provisions. But, as we all know, there are
other and equally fundamental issues
involved.
Control of outdoor advertising by the
Federal Government inevitably raises
larger questions of Federal, State, and
local interrelationships. The power of
eminent domain and the issue of just
compensation are intimately involved.
And we are confronted with a further
exercise of social regulation over private
enterprise.
This is not to say that the goal of the
legislation is undesirable—quite the re
verse is true. It is not to say that the re
alization of this goal is so fraught with
difficulties that they cannot be sur
mounted. I think that they can and
should be.
But the fact that these fundamental
issues are involved must alert us to the
necessity for administering the legisla
tion with caution and with clarity.
Clarity, Mr. President, has not been the
hallmark of the administration of this
law to date. Real and substantial con
fusion has unfortunately resulted from
the initial efforts made in the execution
of those provisions dealing with the con
trol of outdoor advertising. State officials
and private advertisers have been uncer
tain about the intent of the Congress and
the intent of the Department of Trans
portation.
In January of last year, certain “draft
standards” were published by the Bureau
of Public Roads. Hearings were then held
by the Congress on the matter, after
which another set of “standards” labeled
“suggested agreement criteria” emerged
from the Bureau.
Then, on January 10 of this year, yet
another set of “standards” was officially
issued by the Bureau. This set of stand
ards, labeled “draft standards,” was
contained in a report to the Congress—
Senate Document 6—and was accorded
widespread dissemination.
It was this document that has created
the greatest confusion. The Secretary of
Transportation and the Federal Highway
Administrator have acknowledged this in
recent testimony before subcommittees in
both the House and the Senate.
On May 2, the Administrator said:
I want to make it clear that we have not
promulgated Federal standards for the con
trol of billboards. In the first place, the Act
does not call for or permit such Federal
standards.

In later testimony before an appro
priations subcommittee in the House, the
Administrator spoke of the “set of stand
ards which was published” in the report
of January 10, and then said:
These standards, we already know, will not
go into effect.

On June 28, the Administrator put his
finger on this persistent source of con
fusion in the program when he told the
Senate Subcommittee on Roads:
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delivered to the States, I think perhaps many
of them took them to mean, well, these are
the same as a construction type specification
which, of course is not intended.

I believe that the January 10, 1967,
standards have confused the Federal
highway beautification program and it
Is my understanding, based on the testi
mony by the Federal Highway Adminis
trator which I have cited here today,
that the January 10 “standards” are not
Federal standards, and are devoid of
force and effect.
Much lias been done, I think, to clarify
the situation and to lessen the degree
of misunderstanding that has prevailed.
The hearings in both the House and the
Senate have served as a forum for both
the administration and private interests
to air their differences.
While endorsing the objectives of the
act, I take this opportunity to emphasize
the need for meticulous care in the ad
ministration of the programs embodied
by it.
n. Johnson for her
EFFORTS IN BEHALF OF HIGHWAY BEAUTIFICA
TION

tribute to mrs. lyndon

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, be
fore the Senate votes on the pending
measure, I wish to praise the First Lady,
Mrs. Lyndon E. Johnson, for her strong
and abiding devotion to the development
of a highway beautification program.
The foresight and initiative displayed
by her in this endeavor has contributed
immensely to the development of a via
ble and effective plan for the betterment
of this Nation’s roadways. She deserves
a great deal of credit; her strong and
able efforts have assured a successful
beginning for a worthy and vast under
taking. So at this time I offer to Mrs.
Johnson the sincere gratitude of the
Senate for her leadership, her vision,
and her dedication.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
having been read the third time, the
question is, Shall it pass?
So the bill (S. 1467) was passed.
The title was amended, so as to read:
“A bill to provide authorizations to carry
out the beautification program under
title 23, United States Code.”
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote by which the bill
was passed.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I move
to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, pas
sage of the highway safety and beautifi
cation authorization represents another
outstanding achievement for the senior
Senator from West Virginia [Mr. Ran
dolph], the chairman of the Committee
on Public Works. Providing the appro
priate authority for more effective out
door advertising and junkyard controls,
and for enhancing the general scenic
nature of our Nation’s highways and ad
jacent land areas will prove of inestim
able value not only to this generation but
to all future generations of Americans.
Senator Randolph has joined the First
Lady in contributing to the development

of a sound and constructive program.
Ilis successful handling of this authoriz
ing legislation has added a large step in
the direction of obtaining a highway sys
tem free of distracting and often un
esthetic ornamentation. The Senate and,
indeed, the Nation is deeply in his debt.
The ranking minority member on the
committee, the distinguished Senator
from Kentucky [Mr. Cooper], likewise
is to be commended foi* his strong, and
dedicated efforts to make possible this
achievement. Both in committee and
here in the Chamber today he backed
the proposal with the same articulate
advocacy that lias characterized his
support of all proposals that gain his
endorsement.
The senior Senator from Delaware
[Mr. Williams] deserves high praise for
offering his own strong and deeply sin
cere views on the matter. I am confident
that his constructive observations dur
ing the discussion will be of great as
sistance as this program develops. Also,
the Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
Hruska] must be singled out for his con
tribution to the discussion. His views
are always appreciated. And finally, I
wish to thank the entire Senate for the
splendid cooperation exhibited concern
ing the disposition of this matter. Its
success represents a fine achievement
and a credit to us all.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I
thank the distinguished majority leader
for his gracious remarks.
Mr. President, I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk pro
ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
MESSAGE PROM THE HOUSE

A message from -the House of Repre
sentatives, by Mr. Hackney, one of its
reading clerks, announced that the House
had agreed to the following concurrent
resolutions, in which it requested the
concurrence of the Senate:
H. Con. Res. 497. Concurrent resolution
establishing that when the two Houses ad
journ on Thursday, August 31, 1967, they
stand' adjourned until 12 o’clock noon on
Monday, September 11, 1967; and
H. Con. Res. 483. Concurrent resolution
authorizing the Speaker of the House and
the President of the Senate to sign enrolled
bills and joint resolutions notwithstanding
any adjournment of the two Houses until
September 11, 1967.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Senate go
into executive session to consider a treaty
on the Executive Calendar.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and it
is so ordered.

TREATY OF AMITY AND ECONOMIC
RELATIONS V/ITII THAILAND
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
move that the Senate proceed to the con
sideration of Executive P (89th Cong.,
second session), the Treaty of Amity and
Economic Relations With Thailand.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Senate, as in Committee of the Whole,
proceeded to consider Executive P (89th
Cong., second session), the Treaty of
Amity and Economic Relations between
the United States of America and the
Kingdom of Thailand, together with two
exchanges of notes relating thereto,
signed at Bangkok on May 29, 1966,
which was read the second time, as fol
lows :
Treaty of Amity and Economic Relations
Between the United States of America
AND THE KlNCDOM OF THAILAND

Tho United States of America and the
Kingdom of Thailand, desirous of promoting
friendly relations traditionally existing be
tween them and of encouraging mutually
beneficial trade and closer economic and cul
tural intercourse between their peoples, liavo
resolved to conclude a Treaty of Amity and
Economic Relations, and for that purpose
have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries:
The President of the United States of
America:
His Excellency Graham Martin,
Ambassador
Extraordinary
and
Plenipotentiary of the United
States of America to the King
dom of Thailand; and
His Majesty the King of Thailand:
His Excellency Thanat Khoman,
Minister of Foreign Adairs of the
Kingdom of Thailand:
Who, having communicated to each other
their full powers found to be in due form,
have agreed as follows:
ARTICLE I

1. Nationals of cither Party shall, subject
Ito the laws relating to the entry and sojourn
(of aliens, be permitted to enter the territories
of the other Party, to travel therein freely,
and to reside at places of their choice and in
particular to enter the territories of the other
Party and to remain therein for the purpose
of: (a) carrying on trade between the ter
ritories of the two Parties and engaging in
related commercial activities; or (b) develop
ing and directing the operations of an enter
prise in which they have invested or are
actively in process of investing a substantial
amount of capital. Each Party reserves the
right to exclude, restrict the movement of, or
expel aliens on grounds relating to public
order, morals, health and safety. The provi
sions of (b) above shall be construed as ex
tending to a national of either Party seeking
to enter the territories of the other Party
solely for the purpose of developing and di
recting the operations of an enterprise in the
territories of such other Party in which his
employer has invested or is actively In tho
process of investing a substantial amount of
capital, provided that such employer Is a na
tional or company of the same nationality as
tho applicant and that the applicant is em
ployed by such national or company in a re
sponsible capacity.
2. Nationals of either Party within the
territories of the other Party shall receive the
most constant protection and security, in no
case less than that required by International
law. When any such national Is in custody,
he shall In every respect receive reasonable
and humane treatment; and on his demand
the diplomatic or consular representative of
his country shall be immediately notified and
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Beauty Dorm the Drain?
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Old Clunkers Help
Make New Cars

FRONT END OF A 1957 EDSEL
It may turn up in a tub

DETROIT — (UPI) — Could be your 1968 B
auto will be part 1958.
A reincarnation of old junked cars into :
new ones is taking place by a mountain of ■
old wrecks in Taylor Township, just outside •
Detroit.
:
A plant with an enormous grinding ma- :
chine breaks up bodies and frames of old j
cars into fist-size chunks of metal suitable j
lor a smelting foundry.
j
The plant, operated by Luria Brothers i
Co. has been supplying Ford with 250,000 j
tons of metal a year for iron castings such <
as engine blocks, rear axle housings and ?
crankshafts.
Trash from the broken up cars such as I
glass, upholstery and plastic pieces, is sifted ¡
out of the metal by a shaking process.
““ The product resulting from the process •
yields about 98 percent steel. This, mixed :
with pig iron, produces an ideal material for :
manufacturing cast iron parts.
•
A side benefit of the program is that it Í
will clean up the unsightly auto graveyards 5
that now dot the countryside. Luria esti- j:
mates that by 1970 its processing plant will ¡
have gobbled up all the old wrecks in auto 3
junkyards within a radius of 100 miles of ;
Detroit. It will do the same for the Cleveland I
area, where another plant is being built.
Eventually, other plants may spring up ;
around other industrial areas to salvage old j
cars for reuse in other things. Who knows? •
by 1970 your new bathtub, under its gleam- |
ing porcelain, might be an old Edsel.
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The tangle over the highway beautification pro
gram is one of the most disappointing develop
ments of the year. There is still widespread sup
port for continuation of the assault upon bill
boards and junkyards and for highway landscap
ing. But failure of the program’s sponsors to agree
upon the avenue of approach may bring the whole
endeavor to a grinding halt.
The bill passed by the Senate in August was a
letdown for the beautification sponsors. It would
provide only $5 million for billboard controls,
$10 million for screening junkyards and $70 mil
lion for highway landscaping and rest areas. None
of the weaknesses in the present act would be
corrected. The question is not. however, whether
this stand-by measure can be improved but whether
the House will accept even this means of keeping
the program alive.
Inadequate though it was, the 1965 beautifica
tion act served to get a program under way. Un
der its terms five states have reached agreement

with the Government on billboard controls.
Twenty-five states have passed legislation per
mitting agreements of this kind, and a larger num
ber have authorized junkyard controls and scenic
landscaping. Time is necessarily required to get
such a complex program into operation, and Con
gress has allowed it to expire before its worth
could really be tested.
In these circumstances, it is futile to hold out
for perfection of the program. The immediate
problem is to keep it alive in any form. Unless
the House passes some kind of extension bill, val
uable spade work in a sphere of essential controls
will be lost. Hope of relieving even our most
scenic highways of their clutter will have to be
abandoned for some years. The gloomy outlook
calls for all the forces of conservation to join with
those of esthetic improvement and good govern
ment to enact the Senate’s stop-gap arrangement
until a more satisfactory policy can be worked out.
{•''rea 2^nielíic^encef
WASHINGTON, P. C. 2030»
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"Look what I brought you back'z¿-//¿.e

OPINION OF THE V PEOPLE

___ ________________
'Signs Mar Skyline7
Concerning your Sept. 5 ed
itorial “Chicago’s Beautifica
tion Example," wherein you
state Mayor Daley's message
“that beautification of roads is
in the public interest.’' has
Mayor Daley taken a good
look at what is happening to
our skyline here in Chicago?
Has he seen that monstrous,
overly-bright. oversized sign
atop what once was a beauti
ful marble skyscraper at the
corner of State and Wacker?
It, along with many other
signs, desecrates our God-given
sky.
If Mayor Daley is interested
in the beautification of roads,
surely he should take heed to
what is destroying the skyline
of Chicago. It seems that the
insurance companies are the
biggest offenders and 1 am
wondering if the John Han
cock Insurance Co. will top its
100 story building with a sim
ilar hideous sign.
Herman Folkman

'Contribution Of Signs'
Your Sept. 5 editorial on
beautification is typical of the
mediums in direct competition
with those it would ignore
completely — namely, sign
painters. Like it or not they
are human beings.
These talented, hard-work
ing. tax-paying, law-abiding
citizens are seldom seen as
legitimate members of the
community. Many of them in
herited the interest from fa
thers or grandfathers. None

can deny the influence of signs A Selfish Tool'
on a community, the contribu
May I congratulate George
tion, the support they lend to
I.
Wirpel for his Sept. 5 letter
prosperity or their lift to sag
“
On
Tax Increase.” I’m with
ging business. To systematical
ly eliminate the sign painting George. Congratulations to
industry is foolhardy and un- you. too, for printing this.
American.
I have lived through World
To rephrase your com War I (to end all wars), World
ments: Lady Bird should take
War II (what for?) and sundry
inspiration from what is hap
pening in Rep. John C. subsequent bloody scrapes, and
Kluczynski’s home city. Chica can truthfully say that I am
go (and every other metropoli very, very tired of watching
tan area) has usually managed helplessly while young men die
to handle problems as the so that other men can become
need — real need — arises.
Another federal law, another multi-zillionaires.
What kind of zombies are
federal agency, another feder
al fund seems to be the cure- we anyway? Somebody yells,
“Charge!” and we all jump.
all nowadays. I say hogwash!
Bernie Wasmer / Patriotism is a grand and
' glorious sentiment — I don’t
'A Tragic Sameness'
like seeing it used as a selfish
George Anastaplo’s inter tool.
Dorothy Elliott
view (The Sun-Times Sept. 3)
with Greek Dictator Patakos
has given rise to an illuminat The Sanitary District
The Sun-Times is to be con
ing historical game. One need
only to replace the name of gratulated and thanked for the
Patakos in the conversation service it has performed in
with that of Perón, Salazar, exposing the latest machina
Franco, Stalin, Hitler, Musso tions of the trustees of the
lini or Castro to realize a tragic Metropolitan Sanitary District
sameness. It is obvious whose of Greater Chicago.
Consistently, through its edi
ideals and methods the junta
torials and news stories by
leaders value and use.
Basil Talbott, Jr., The SunAristotle Soter
Times has pointed out the
problems that remain unsolved
Only letters with names and
in the Sanitary District and
addresses will be considered for
the need for support of Supt.
this column. Signatures will be
Bacon.
withheld on request. Letters can
Roger £. Henn,
not be acknowledged or returned
Director,
Public Affairs,
and ere subject to editing.
Union League Club of Chicago
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Roadway Beauty Plan
The federal Highway Beautification Act of 1965,
which has been found faulty both as to effective
ness of controls and excessiveness of costs, is now
before Congress for extension.
What is really needed is a thorough redrafting
of the law to make it practical for the states to
undertake beautification programs sufficiently ade
quate to avoid penalties on their federal highway
aid. That would require, however, federal appropri
ations for beautification assistance far in excess of
what a wartime Congress, facing an anti - infla- ,
tionary tax hike and a huge election-year deficit,
can be expected to approve.
President Johnson requested a $380-million,
two-year extension of the program. The Senate
has approved only a one-year extension, allowing
pittances of $5 million for billboard controls and $10
J™lll0P for screening junkyards, plus a substantial
870 million for highway landscaping and rest areas.
The House has yet to act, but it seems useless for
the administration to try to put pressure on the
lower chamber to meet the President’s request. If
that were attempted, there is serious danger that
Congress would simply scrap the program alto
gether.
The best that can be hoped for, it would seem,
is that the House can be persuaded lo pass the
Senate s token bill which will at least keep the
program alive until conditions are favorable for its
improvement and expansion. Regrettably ground
would thus be lost in the highway beautification
effort, which is an important phase of enhancing
the national environment; but this must just be put
down as another item on the lengthening price tag
for the Vietnam war. Meanwhile Texas should con
tinue to do on its own all that it can afford to do to
make this state’s highways among the mosl attrac
tive in the nation.
1
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failed to enact controls is the united
opposition by the outdoor advertising
industry. The effect of this has been to
discourage highway departments from
coming up with specific legislation. The
beautification backers have trouble
with some of their own colleagues who
insist — with some reason — that
taxpayers’ money should not have to be
used to buy up and remove signs in
states already having, but not enforc
ing, laws to control much of the clutter.
However, the present lack of ready
funds to buy up billboards does not mean
that Delaware must remain inactive
while the problem grows. Under the fed
eral act as it stands, the state can and
should work out its own sign-control
agreement, giving all due weight to the
merits of viewpoints of roadside enter
prise and the roadside advertising indus
try. If the draft legislation now gather
ing dust needs revision, then revise it so
that its regulations can be applied now
to sections of highway between places
of business. This revision — and leader
ship — is still the responsibility of the
State Highway Department.
No responsible group in America is
flatly opposed to outdoor advertising,
which is useful in many ways, particu
larly to travelers needing service and
accommodations. But America is the
world’s only important nation that has
permitted business and commerce vast
ly greater privileges. Our highways are
too costly and the scene is too important,
as refreshment, for the trend to be al
lowed to continue as it is going. The
least the House can do, at this stage, is
to go along with the Senate’s limited fi
nancing of the act for another year.

Shadow on the Highway
Ugliness casts a growing shadow over the American highway. The flashing neon signs, the automobile 1

graveyards and the endless billboards take the joy i
out of driving and turn motor trips into a chore ,.ndl
a challenge.
The ■ chway Beautification Act of 1S85 was an |
effort to lighten the shadow of ugliness. It provided!
Federal funds to plant trees and screen junkyards ’
from view, to provide more rest areas, to do more
roadside landscaping and, most important, to remove ;
some of the billboards.
The junk industry has responded in good spirit to
ike iaw, aAer some initial grumbling, lhe billboard
industry in. another story. Only five state.-, n." e en o.cd

into agreements with the Federal Government to
esianlish regulations for billboards. The complaint has
Ibe-m that the Federal Bureau of Public Roads set rorth
criteria that were far too restrictive.
Significantly, however, the great majority of states
liave proposed no alternative standards of their own.
¡Instead, they have been content to let Congressional
¡pressure wear down the Federal regulators.

Secretary of Transportation Boyd made sweeping
[concessions on every disputed issue last June, but
¡non' the insistence is that these concessions be spelled
lout in the law. Its protests to the contrary notwith
standing, the outdoor advertising industry obviously
¡wants the Federal program quietly to die.
The program will do just that unless the House
á approves a Senate-passed bill to authorize an addi
tional $S5 million to pay for it. The bill cleared the
§ House Public Works committee by the narrow margin
I of lS-to-14 when Representative Fallon of Maryland,
¡the committee chairman, and Representative Kluczyn-

¡ ski of Illinois, the subcommittee chairman, came to
1 its rescue. They will need the support of colleagues in
Í both, parties in the House if the nation is to reduce
the lengthening shadow of blight over its highways.
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Save the American scene
To many Americans the U.S. High
way Beautification Act of 1965 was a
welcome signal that the trend toward
more and more roadside advertising and
junkyards might possibly be slowed
down or even reversed.
Today, the future of the' program
employing federal funds to buy up
billboards (in “noncommercial” sec
tions of road) and remove or screen
junkyards is in doubt. The law expired
on June 30. The Senate has enacted a
one-year extension, it’s true, but the
House shows little or no interest in a
program vigorously opposed by the
outdoor advertising industry and car
rying an $85 million price tag.
That price tag represents the Sen
ate’s cut from the Administration’s
figure of $160 million. In the face of
pressure to cut spending because of the
Vietnam war and the urban crisis, the
wonder is that the Senate went along as
far as it did for the likes of uncluttered
vistas of woods, waters, farmsteads and
villages.
Some of the law’s troubles today are
attributable, of course, to the fact that
it hasn’t been working even while alive.
Since the start of the program $142
million has been appropriated, but
most of that money hasn’t been spent.
It can’t be under the law, unless the
states enact some minimum standards
to protect the scenery visible from
highways built with billions in federal
aid. Only five states — Connecticut,
Rhode Island and Vermont in New
England, plus Virginia and Hawaii —
have made their agreements with the
U.S. Bureau of Public Roads.
The chief reason most states have
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Highway Beautificaiíoft^^\
Heads for the Rocks
tha^SOü^!¡ Connecticut has received slightly more

than $2 million in the last two fiscal years for its
pait in the federal highway beautification program
ponsored by Lady Bird Johnson, continuance of
the operationt locally as well as nationally has been
held up by the inability of the House of Represena ivesi to make up its mind whether to extend the

die a

” “* ‘’’'‘S™'

°r ‘° lct “ 1

taken^^ jS °nIy °?e Of five states that have
RhndpR dvaatage of the Program. With Hawaii,
2rSnVerm,°nland VÍrgÍnÍa’ if bas adopted '
standards to be applied for the removal of unsight• in Jthí yar<? an? b,lllboards as well as to provide

?be W°£ds Of tbe sPonsor of the legislation’
fhf IC ®nbancement of roadside trips.” Meaning
XrCh3Se and preservation of roadside beauty
Late in August, without any debate, the Sen
ate passed a bill that would extend current beautianS f°r an°ther year- legislation to do the
Si ?g 1S n°W,l0cked up in a House subcom
mittee where, in the absence of any real support
rom the White House, it could very well die.
,
pr°b em is that while almost everyone ex
cept the billboard industry is in favor of highly
eautification in the abstract, very few reallv
agree on what should be done abou/it. Conservé
tionists almost unanimously argue that exposed
ir£rn
gariSh °uWoor «IwíWng are Bad
them8 th^v 7hen 11 C°meS t0 doing something about
them, they turn against each other as they did at
the Congressional hearings last spring. Some foexample, would buy up billboard sites with federal
S?íxnss’’say,others-The "a^
them §h
d
their P° 1Ce powers t0 condemn

-Disagreement is almost as sharp on the iunkyard program. With only five states providing full
participation, with many of the theoretical supports
in disagreement and with the federal economy heat
on in Congress, it is altogether likely that the pro
gram will come quietly to an end.
P
1
A,mPerilapS in the circumstances it is just as well
Although more than $140 million had been L?Orttan ha fonhaíaíeHhr lheir locai Pr0«rams less
.rid ,f ft that?, ,’e™ spent when the funds expired at the end of June. So while beauty in the
abstract remains almost as unchallengeable as
er^m aad mother’ tbe hiShway beautification proK n •?1S
S6ems headed for the ash can.
There it it is likely to remain until there can be
wantr''nH1h6ment °n What tbe proponents really
want and how in practice it can be achieved.
7

Keep Billboards Off!
The Johnson administration has given
ground on the point of greatest contro
versy—and lobby pressure—in enfoicing
the 1965 highway beautification act.
It is abandoning efforts to require re
moval of billboards in commercial and ini dustrial areas under existing or upcoming

contracts with states.
I This can mean the kind of billb^.rtljp.uk
spreading along every new major high
way, including our own billboard row on
1-75 south, will be permanent.
Whether or not the administration’s
concession to the roadside sign lobby will
overcome some of the opposition in con
gress against extending the highway act
remains to be seen. However, at the mo
ment it seems doubtful. As the AP i eported the other day, the house public
works committee has recommended that
the secretary of transportation, Alan
Boyd, be prevented from even questioning

zoning actions by states and local govern
ments regarding billboard density and lo-,
cation in urbanized areas.
What seems in prospect is almost compíete dismantlement of that section of the
act dealing- with billboard blight in or '
near cities.
We find this indefensible.
•
It is one thing to provide motorists with
reasonable instructions on locating gaso
line stations and motels, even to permit
carefully designated and regulated areas
in cities for plant identification and prod

uct advertisement.
But the idea of opening up virtually
limitless stretches of our great new super
highways to billboards, in much the way
1-75 south has been despoiled by private
sign interests, is clearly contrary to the
best long-range interests of the American
motoring public. We say congress must in

ject it firmly and now.
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i1 Highway Beautifying Plan
Slated To Be Scrapped?
New Jersey in fiscal 1966 and
1967 amounted to $30,000 for
the biilboard control program,
$111,143 for junkyard control
and $3,148,054 for scenic en
hancement, which - at least in
terms of dollars — in the
most important part of beauti
fication. For Pennsylvania,
the figures were $45,000 for
billboard control, $857,956 for
junkyard control and $5,896,518 for scenic enhancement.
Although large sums have
been apportioned to the
states, no money actually is
spent until state legislatures
have passed enabling laws to
allow the state to make
beautifisafíon program agree
ments with the federal
government.
Neither the New Jersey nor
Pennsylvania
legislatures
have passed all of the neces
sary enabling laws. Only five
states — Connecticut, Hawaii,
Rhode Island, Vermont and
Virginia — have completed
their agreements with the
government on the standards
to be applied for billboard and
junkyard removal.
Lobby Activities
A
House
subcommittee
earlier this year took volumes
of testimony on the present
: operation of the beautification
effort. Much of it was negai'iCt ¡ tive. and even beautification
WASHW OTON. P.C. Z0801 _
proponents like the conserva
tion groups wanted some
Oihor
Edv
Freni
changes made.
Pega
PCSJ9
Pegs
Complaints were aired at
the hearings that the Bureau
boston, mass.
of Public Roa^ls. which
GL08E
administers the~"lil()5 law, was
out to abolish out
Bv Congressional Quarterly
WASHINGTON - The high
way beautification program,
one of Lady Bird Johnson's
pet projects, may be on its
way
to
the
legislative
graveyard.
Although the Senate Aug. 28
passed a one-year extension of
the 1965 highway beauty law,
the outlook for favorable ac
tion in the budget-minded
House is very uncertain.
The law expired on June 30,
and so Congress must act this
year if the whole effort is to
continue. Under the 1965 law,
programs were set up for
advertising control, junkyard
control and scenic enhance
ment of roadside strips.
Funds Alloted
Since the beginning of the
beauty programs, the Federal
Government has apportioned
a total of 8142.768.834 for all
phases of the campaign to re
store the attractiveness of
American highways. Most of
the funJsTTave not' yet actual
ly been spent, however.
Total apportionments for

|f We ll Back Up Our Talk

tising altogether. No great
THE FEDERAL highway
beaudissatisfaction was expressed
about the junkyard control t¡fic^¿yu¡iJ«íi#fiftin, like the Carlisle Pike
and scenic enhancement pro and much of Route 22, is in a despoiled
grams, however.
■ condition. It’s there, but nobody is proud
The billboard interests, '•of it.
naturally enough, would like
Highway beautification — at the fedto see the whole program die i
quietly. And the conservation | eral, state and, local levels, — is one of
groups are pushing for remov
those things Americans pay lip-service to
al of a provision in the law
which requires the govern but cannot get, or won’t.
ment to compensate sign
Congress back in 1958 passed the in
owners for the billboards terstate highway billboard control pro
removed under the federalstate agreements. The conser gram, with highway fund bonuses for
vationists argue that states al states which complied. Only abot.t 20
ready have the power to ¡states bothered to pass enabling legisla
remove the billboards, without tion — Pennsylvania was one of them.
payment, by virtue of their
But nobody is ripping down billboards
poiice powers..
on the limited-access roads. They’ve re
Outlook
Nobody, except the Bureau mained up during the Lawrence, Scran
of Public Roads itself, seems ton and Shafer Administrations.
very excited about continuing
In 1965, Congress passed the “Lady
the present program as is.
But a satisfactory compro Bird Bill,” under which states would
mise for changing it has not have to rip down billboards and screen
been worked out.
junkyards on both the interstate and
The Senate-passed bill cur
state primary roads or face the possible
rently is before a House sub
committee, which must act if loss of 10 per cent of their federal high
anything is to be done this way funds. The states aren’t even com
year. House members are plying with this law. Last year Pennsyl
known to be wary of a simple
extension bill like that the vania did pass a junkyard law, and so far
$786,000 in federal funds and $262,000 jn
Senate passed.
If the House unit does act, it State funds have been used to screen or
is likely to propose amend remove 85 junkyards — but there are j
ments to the 1965 law. The
session is growing late, how more than 600 to go.
ever, and the renewed drive
for economy^ in the face of
record budget deficits may
well force beautification advo
cates to wait until a more
favorable moment to ask a

OCT 10 1967
Grant the Billboard Vetov

Under the present state law the
state Outdoor Advertising Board can
overrule a municipality’s denial of
an application, and has often done
so. The bill would simply make this
impossible.
Opponents of the bill argue, and
with some truth, that in the bad old
days before 1935, when control of bill
boards was entirely in the hands of
the communities, their record was
not good. Billboards and signs pro
liferated. But now the pendulum
has swung back again, and the pres
sure against unsightly billboards
comes from the communities, and not
at all from the state.

Hence another pendulum has
swung back too: the outdoor adver
tising industry fought state control
in the thirties, but now wants to keep
it. Perhaps there is a connection. It
is of interest that the national indus
try favors local control. But the real
point here is that only a local veto is'
involved.

CITIZEN SMITH

The State billboard law is getting no
where, however. Right now it is lodged in j

a Pennsylvania House committee, while ■
there are an estimated 40,000 billboards I
to take care of on major roads. Mean-1
while, a city like Harrisburg refused last [I

year to pass strong regulations control- I
ling billboards within its own city limits, j
THE ONE popular part of the beau- «
tif¡cation program is scenic enhance-:
ment.* Pennsylvania has well used its ¡

many thousands of federal dollars to ¡

build roadside rest areas, plant shrubs,)

create overlooks, purchase scenic strips (
and make other improvements. But with j
all the billboards around — “highway ¡
halitosis” as Governor Pinchot used to !
call it — does the scenic enhancement J
really count for much?
The U.S. Rnreau of Public.Roads es-J
timates there are 889,000 billboards that|
could come down on the interstate and
primary roads, plus 17,500 junkyards [

that should be screened. It would cost»
$1.8 billion to do the job. Many conserva- \
tionists argue that the junkyard, bill-;
board and land owners should not be
compensated, but Congress and the state j
legislatures have not agreed so far and
probably never will.
The nation has twice committed itself j
to highway beautification. If the federal ,
programs to achieve it aren t adequate, ¡
they should'be improved. Meanwhile the
Pennsylvania Legislature — and other ■
state legislatures — should follow the example of the few states like Connecticut,
Vermont and Virginia and get effective ,
laws and programs of their own. America
the once-beautiful cannot wait much ¡
longer to begin cleaning up its highways
and preserve its scenery.
s

—By Dave Gerard

Massachusetts still has not adopted
the provisions of the Federal Highway
Beautification Act of 1965, and the
excuse is that the standards have not
yet been set. Once they are, the Bay
State must comply or lose 10 percent
of its Federal highway funds.

That should go far to minimize
or eradicate the many thousands of
roadside signs which are not even now
under regulation, and it should also
answer the objections to home rule.
Meanwhile, as a first step, the House
should at least grant local communi
ties the power to veto unsightliness.

—

Highways Can Be Beautiful

M-234,103
S-537,046

A bill (S. 1363) to give the cities
and towns a veto power over bill
boards comes up for debate this week,
after Senate passage, in the House,
which defeated a similar bill by 16
votes last June. This time, the re
sults should be different.

'

“Whatta ya mean it’s an ugly eyesore? If I’d
paid Picasso to pile it up you’d call it a WORK

NOT UNREGULATED ROADSIDE SIGNS ON SCENIC HIGHWAYS (ABOVE) BUT STANDARD BILLBOARDS LEGALLY IN BUSINES

House to Act Again on Veto for Billboards
* " By C. J. NOONAN
fjl

.Globe State House Bureau

£ A bill granting municipal
ities in the state the power
to deny applications for bill
boards is scheduled to be de
bated by the House this
.week.

i, It will be the second timethis session that the contro
versial proposal has come
before the House. Last June
the House defeated it by 16
1’Otes, 110-94.
tor..
The proposal was revived,
however, when a similar bill
won a surprisingly easy vic
tory in_ the Senate, 22-16,
last ' August. • The House
Ways and Means Committee
fe expected to report the bill
?nto the floor of the House
this week.
Í The bill, S.' 1363, was
Sponsored by Sen. George D.
(R-Westfield). It
Íiammond
rohibits the state Outdoor
.dvertising
Board
from
Issuing a permit for a bill
board if a city council or
¡ward of selectmen votes
Jgainst
the
application,
jjnder presen tstate law the
D.A.B. can overrule a mu
nicipality’s denial of an ap
plication.

•; Proponents of the bill con
tend it is simply an exten
sion of the Home Rule conbpt. under which munici
palities have been given a
greater voice in local gov
ernmental matters.

ity in the state to set its own
regulations regarding bill
boards. And since billboards
are a standard size through
out the country — in order
to run advertisements of the
same size — the industry in
the state would be ruined if
-a municipality outlawed the
standard 25 by 12 foot bill
board and limited the size
to, say, 3 by 6 feet.
Malloy also contends that
the present law in Massa
chusetts “is tougher than die
Federal law (the Highway
Beautification Act of 1965).”

(Massachusetts, like most
states in the nation, has not
yet adopted the provisions of
the Federal act because the
standards have not been de
cided on yet. Once these
standards are set, though,
states that do not comply
with them wdl lose 10 per
cent of their Federal funds
for highway construction.)
Malloy points out that
under the Federal law bill
boards can be placed in any
area that is zoned for busi
ness or industry. Under the
state law, though, the area
has to not only be zoned fcr
business but also contain
two businesses less than 500
feet apart.

“Suppose all other adver
tising media in the state —
newspapers, radio, televi
sion, and so on — were sub
¿Opponents reply that the jected to local regulations as
Massachusetts outdoor adver- to the size or length of their
industry would be de- ads,” Malloy said. “It would
Ísing
_royed if control were be an impossible situation.”
ansferred from the state to
351 cities and towns.
He also notes that before
the state started regulating
2“They (the bill’s support the outdoor advertising in
's) don’t want control. dustry 40 years ago there
Phey want obliteration — to were 17,000 billboards in the
testroy an industry,” says state. “This is when they
6e legislative counsel for had home rule. Now, with
;he Massachusetts Outdoor state control, there are about
Advertising Council, Atty. 7000 billboards.”
Yilliam F. Malloy.
To Malloy the problem is
[alloy argues that the bill not billboards — which he
fcould allow each municipal describes as tastefully de

signed and legally existing
only in business areas —
“but the hundreds of thou
sands of non-standardized
signs in the state.”

He points to Cape Cod as
an example of scenic deface
ment by illegal signs. The
outdoor advertising industry
voluntarily took down all its
billboards on the Cape in the
30’s as part of a beautifica
tion program.

There are still no bill
boards on the Cape but
there are so many other
signs it is a “mess,” Malloy
says. The reason, he argues,
is that selectmen don’t want
to go against the business
men who have erected the
signs.

Referring to the conserva
tionists who are backing the
kcal veto bill, Malloy says:
“If the ladies’ garden clubs
really want to do something,
they should go after these il
legal signs rather than the
legal billboards.”
Malloy's arguments are
disputed by Rep. Thomas C.
Wojtkowski
(D-Pittsfield),
sponsor of the House bill
that was defeated in June,
and a supporter of the Ham
mond bill.

“The bill is a very simple
one,” says Wojtkowski. “All
it says is that if a local com
munity does not want a bill
board and it indicates this to
the Outdoor Advertising
Board — after a vote by the
selectmen or city council —
then the O.A.B. won’t be
able to approve the bill
board for that community.
“There are no provisions
in the bill for a local com
munity’s setting regulations
as to sizes of billboards,” he
adds.
INCONSISTENT

Wojtkowski also cites a
report by the Legislature’s
research bureau as indicat

ing that the industry has
been inconsistent in its
views toward state control,
which it now favors.

The report, published in
March, 1967, notes that the
state outdoor advertising in
dustry challenged the state’s
right to regulate the indus- \
try in a court case in the
1930’s. The state Supreme
Judicial Court ruled in favor
of the state in a 1935 deci
sion.
According to the re- I
search bureau report, “a
striking similarity between
the principal argument ad
vanced by advertising com
panies then and that ad
vanced today is the allega
tion that new regulations !
would destroy the advertis
ing business.”

Noting that the state in
dustry now does a business 1
of over S3 million a year, the
report finds that “the adver
tising industry not only sur- !
vived but managed to pros- ¡
per as well.”
Wojtkowski says another
inconsistency is that, the na
tional outdoor advertising '
industry favors local control
whereas the state industry is
against it.

ference in the positions of
the national and state in
dustries, says: “The dual po
sition of the industry on this
issue is obviously selfserving and weakens the
billboard case on a vital
issue.”
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Score One For Billboards

Whatever happened to those federal standard
for removal of scores of thousands of billboards iron
wavq9eTdpt°íí?muCial aríeaS along the nation’s high
H tb
t the House Public Works Committee sai
The reason, Wojtkowski 1
it. the standards are no longer relevant.” In short
says, is the “arrogance” of
the Outdoor Advertising
they are not going to be enforced.
Board in overruling local i . , T^1S deyel°Pment, engineered by billboard lobby
objections
to
billboards. {
“They (the state industry) ; ists, is quite a comedown for those who feel thal
have a good thing going for ¡ sharply restricting the number of roadside signs is
them and don’t want it Í
vital step in beautifying the American scene It is
changed,” he says.
a fair guess that millions of people feel that way for
'
ft
The research bureau re- • nm^í/rgreat oatpouring of public sentiment that
port, commenting on the dif- j pface d C°ngress to pass such legislation in the first
billboard lobbyists have clearly pre^ntdw-nhe regula*ions as t0 size and placement of
signs will apply only to those put up in the future
tbinJ b.H^n °f PubHc R°ads had hoped for s°meU pr°posed enforcement standards re
quiring removal by 1973 of some 178,000 signs in
iCn01bTthrCM1 areas- Bat the public works committee
in both House and Senate, yielding to what mav
loosely be referred to as persuasion, told the DePfartJle"t °f JransP°rtati°n in effect to junk the
standards or face the prospect of having the basic
legislation rewritten and perhaps further weakened.
u-nu °
stlU have highway beautification. With
billboards.
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One Answer To
Billboard Blight
THE MASSACHUSETTS HOUSE of Representatives
is going to have another chance this week to give cities
and towns in the state a veto power over billboards.

A bill providing for this simple check on undesirable
billboards has passed the Senate and will be before the
House for debate this week. It is to be hoped that it re
ceives better treatment than a similar bill did last June
when it was killed in the House by 6 votes.

The issue is a simple one.
As matters now stand cities and towns which deny an
application for a billboard can be overruled by the state
Outdoor Advertising Authority. As we know from ex
perience in northern Berkshire, the state authority is not
at all bashful about exercising this power. Former Mayor
James A. Bowes had virtually a running battle — which
he iost — against the authority in his efforts to prevent
the erection of disfiguring signs on local streets. Other
western Massachusetts mayors and selectmen have run
into similar experiences.

The bill currently under consideration simply would
make this impossible. It would give the final say on such

matters to local officials.
It has been claimed, with some truth, that before the
state authority was created in 1935, and when local com
munities had the entire say on billboards, the experience
was not good. Most local officials were not overly con
cerned about such things as signs and billboards, and as
a result they proliferated in many cities and towns.
But the situation has now changed. Mayors and select
men are much more conscious of the appearance of their
communities, and most of the pressure against unsightly
billboards comes from the communities — with very little

■

Save the American scene
To many Americans the U.S. High
way Beautification Act of 1965 was a
welcome signal that the trend toward
more and more roadside advertising and
junkyards might possibly be slowed
down or even reversed.
Today, the future of the program
employing federal funds to buy up
billboards (in “noncommercial” sec
tions of road) and remove or screen
junkyards is in doubt. The law expired
on June 30. The Senate has enacted a
one-year extension, it’s true, but the
House shows little or no interest in a
program vigorously opposed by the
outdoor advertising industry and car
rying an $85 million price tag.
That price tag represents the Sen
ate’s cut from the Administration’s
figure of $160 million. In the face of
pressure to cut spending because of the
Vietnam war and the urban crisis, the
wonder is that the Senate went along as
far as it did for the likes of uncluttered
vistas of woods, waters, farmsteads and
villages.
Some of the law’s troubles today are
attributable, of course, to the fact that
it hasn’t been working even while alive.
Since the start of the program $142
million has been appropriated, but
most of that money hasn’t been spent.
It can’t be under the law, unless the
states enact some minimum standards
to protect the scenery visible from
highways built with billions in federal
aid. Only five states — Connecticut,
Rhode Island and Vermont in New
England, plus Virginia and Hawaii —
have made their agreements with the
U.S. Bureau of Public Roads.
The chief reason most states have

failed to enact controls is the united
opposition by the outdoor advertising
industry. The effect of this has been to
discourage highway departments from
coming up with specific legislation. The
beautification backers have trouble
with some of their own colleagues who
insist — with some reason — that
taxpayers’ money should not have to be
used to buy up and remove signs in
states already having, but not enforc
ing, laws to control much of the clutter.
However, the present lack of ready
funds to buy up billboards does not mean
that Delaware must remain inactive
while the problem grows. Under the fed
eral act as it stands, the state can and
should work out its own sign-control
agreement, giving all due weight to the
merits of viewpoints of roadside enter
prise and the roadside advertising indus
try. If the draft legislation now gather
ing dust needs revision, then revise it so
that its regulations can be applied now
to sections of highway between places
of business. This revision — and leader
ship — is still the responsibility of the
State Highway Department.
No responsible group in America is
flatly opposed to outdoor advertising,
which is useful in many ways, particu
larly to travelers needing service and
accommodations. But America is the
world’s only important nation that has
permitted business and commerce vast
ly greater privileges. Our highways are
too costly and the scene is too important,
as refreshment, for the trend to be al
lowed to continue as it is going. The
least the House can do, at this stage, is
to go along with the Senate’s limited fi
nancing of the act for another year.

coming from the state.

•

• #

*

IT MAY BE SIGNIFICANT that the billboard indus
try, which fought against putting power in the hands of
a state authority when this was first proposed thirty-odd
years ago, now is using all of its influence to keep control
in the hands of the state. Certainly all the indications are
that, in Massachusetts at least, the billboard builders have
found it easier to convince the state authority that they
should be permitted to erect billboards than they have

local officials.
But the point is that the state billboard authority will
continue to function as in the past. The only difference,
if the bill is passed, will be that a local veto is possible
when a city or town is trying to save its streets from dis
figurement. Local officials will not be able to give permits
for signs over the objections of the state — and the state
won’t be able to give permits when the community involved
officially objects. This is a good system of checks and
balances and should be put into effect.

Of course, there is one way in which the whole problem
might be solved in another way. This would be for the
state to adopt the provisions of the Federal Highway
Beautification- Act of 1965. It is to be expected that Massa
chusetts will eventually come around to adopting these
standards, as it stands to lose 10 per cent of its federal
highway funds if it doesn’t. And compliance with this
federal act should go far to eradicate or at least minimize
thousands of roadside signs which now are regulated by
no one — and it should also answer any objections to
home rule in this matter.

The billboard mess in Massachusetts needs cleaning up
¡— and an excellent first step would be for the House to
at least grant to local communities the power to veto ugly
land unsightly billboards.

I

Highway Beautification Bill
By Congressional Quarterly
(Legislative authority to con
tinue the highway beautification
program expired June 30. An
administration-backed bill to ex
THE OHIO NEWS
tend its life was passed by the
BUREAU COMPANY Senate Aug. 28. The House Pub
Cleveland 15, Ohio
FirsfCIipping Bureau In Ohio lic Works Committee ordered
the bill, with slight change, to
be reported to the House Sept.
21.)
This quiz will test your knowl
edge of the highway beautifi
Marietta Daily limes
cation program.
Marietta, 0.
1. The Highway Beaitification
Act of 1965 is administered by:
P. M. - circ. 12,757
(a) the Dept. of the Interior;
(b) the Bureau of Reclamation;
(c) the Bureau of Land Man
agement; (d) the Bureau of
Public Roads.
-G 7
2. The 1965 act established
three separate programs: (a)
outdoor advertising control; (b)
junkyard control; (c) road qual/
ity control; (d) scenic enhance
ment and landscaping.
3. To date, the largest amount
of federal funds under the pro
gram has been spent for:, (a)
outdoor advertising control; (b)
junkyard control; (c) road qual
ity control; (d) scenic enhance
ment and landscaping.
4. The uncertain future of the
highway beautification program
appears to be caused by: (a)
nt-essure from various lobby-

ists; (b) pressure to trim the
fiscal .1968 budget; (c) the press
of more urgent business; (d)
“over-selling” by the adminis
tration.
5. Conservation groups and
garden clubs in 1967 opposed
compensation to billboard own
ers for signs removed under the
law. They said removal could be
achieved by the states without
compensation through: (a) gen
eral police powers; (b) friend
ly persuasion; (c) action by
the National Guard.
6. As of August, 1967, states
which had passed enabling laws
in all three categories number
ed: (a) none; (b) 10; (c) 20;
(d) 30.
7. Lobbyist activities, both for
and against the proposed beau
tification programs extension,
were conducted by: (a) conser
vationist groups; (b) outdoor ad
vertising interests; (c) garden
clubs; (d) hunting clubs.
8. Billboard control agreements
are concerned with standardiz
ed: (a) spacing; (b\ lighting;
(c) color; (d) size of billbeards.
Answers: 1. (d); 2. (a, b &
d); 3. (d); 4. (a, b & c); 5.
(a); 6. (c); 7. (a, b & c); 8.
(a, b & d).
(Copyright 1967)
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Citizens Committee Meets

/Up Billboards,
Down Scenery
MAYBE the hurricane wiped out all the
i billboards in South Texas and 'Lady Bird
Johnson is no longer concerned 'about her
pet law on highway beautification.
¡
Whatever the reason, the billboard lobbyists have wormed their way into the
I White House and have killed off enthusi
asm for a law designed to allow the Ameri| can motorist to see America from the roads
' he builds with his taxes.
There is no longer a highway beautifi¡ cation program and a wall of sign boards
will soon shut out the scenic wonders of
Florida’s citrus groves, Arizona’s red des
erts, Maine’s rockbound coast and Minneso
ta’s lakes.
You name it, it will soon disappear
I behind the wall of billboards because the
lobbyists have gotten to Congress just as
( they have gotten to most of the state legis
latures, including Florida’s.
Only five states passed legislation for
control of the billboard industry, yet even
here the Public Works Committee in both
the House and Senate forced Transporta
tion Secretary Alan Boyd to forget about
suggested standards'*!^ highway beautifi
cation. It is ironic for Florida that native
son Boyd was fought most bitterly by Rep.
William Cramer, Republican from St. Pe-

Highway Beauty Guidelines Sought
A special 20-member citizens commit
tee yesterday was asked to help the
Arizona Highway Department write rules
governing billboards and junkyards, plus
state legislation to enforce them.
The plea was submitted to the com
mittee by William Ordway, Highway De
partment representative on the commit
tee.
F. J. McDonald, chairman of the
Governor’s Commission on Arizona
Beauty, spoke to the committee on be
half of the governor at a meeting in the
governor’s conference room. He urged
them to tackle the over-all problem of
highway beautification as a service to
the state.

Committee Chairman Lloyd J. Perper
of Tucson said the first two or three
meetings will be devoted to assembling
facts and hearing from opposing sides

on the problems of billboard and junk
yard control.
Ordway’s plea to the committee was
in the nature of outlining the task it
faces as a result of the federal highway
beautification act of 1965. The act pro
vides for withholding up to 20 per cent
of federal road construction funds from
states that do not meet federal stand
ards.

Ordway distributed copies of the fed
eral standards or rules. He explained
the U.S.. BureaiL.Qf Public Roads has
asked all of the states to write their own
rules, allowing them some variation
from the federal standards.

Several states already have prepared
acceptable rules, Ordway said, and he
volunteered to furnish the committee
copies.
The first fact-finding meeting of the
committee will be held at 1 p.m. Oct. 23.
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A spokesman for the U.S. Department of
Transportation will be invited to attend
and outline the federal position.

Hobart 0. Pritchard, director of the
Coconino County Planning and Zoning
Commission and a member of the com
mittee, said his county adopted regula
tions to govern billboards throughout the
county last month. He offered to furnish
copies to the committee.

Ted Edmundson, vice president of
Eller Outdoor Advertising Co., Phoenix,
urged the committee to resist dictation
by the federal government. He said the
problem can be narrowed down to the
size of billboards that will be allowed,
spacing, lighting, and the definition of
an unzoned area.
Ordway agreed, adding that of 12,000
billboards and signs in Arizona, “9,000
to 10,000 are out in the sticks and are
already controlled by federal law.”
“So we are talking about the remain
ing 2,000 in such areas as downtown
Phoenix, along Van Buren Street, and
such places,” he said.
Ordway urged the committee to in-j
volve the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads
in its deliberations. He suggested that if
the committee can agree on rules that
Arizona can live with and which are
acceptable to the federal agency, they
cov’ld be approved before the legislature
is asked to enact enforcement legislation.
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House ot Representatives

Both Republicans and Democrats
in Congress have admonished Presi
dent Johnson to cut back on domestic
spending to win enactment of his 10
per cent surtax. Cutting back on
domestic
spending,
however,
is
something for which Congress itself
exercises a reluctant responsibility.
Although congressmen like to
preach about lean budgets, they
seldom refuse any pork-barrel fat for
their own districts or for powerful in
terests within their constituencies.
They want budgets pared to escape
the onus of raising taxes, but they
want the President to do the paring.
The President, of course, plays
the same game, for to the politically
sensitive mind, who gets praised or
blamed for something is sometimes
more important than action, or deci
sion, or the program itself.
A current example is President
for Lady Bird) Johnson’s highway
beautification act. Under pressures
from the billboard lobbies the House
Public Works Committee has com
promised the original act by permit
ting the states to set standards for
removing billboards in commercial

areas bordering interstate highways.
The House committee reported a
bill authorizing $85 million for the
program: $5 million for billboard
control; $10 million for junkyard
control, and $70 million for landscap
ing.
Congress would do far better if it
retained
the beautification
act’s
standards but cut the act’s landscap
ing budget. Stringent controls can do
much to remove unsightly com
mercial signs and automobile grave
yards.

But to leave the setting of stan
dards to negotiations between state
officials and the businesses affected
is to return the problem to its
original, unsatisfactory conditions. .
Weighed against the mountainous
deficit of the Vietnam war, the
shocking problems of the cities and a
host of other domestic needs ob
viously more urgent, the planting of
shrubs along interstate highways is
postponable.
Growing seasons recur, but the
opportunity to establish effective
guidelines enjoys no such regularity.
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Pt-e 1-95 Eight have already been conmission on Kte. i yo,
structed, and 20 more are planned.

tHtG REST AREA in Pittsfield. Me., is typical
of those built by Maine State Highway Com-

NEW REST ROOM—Rte. 1-95 in Augj
Me., rest area. The rustic building contains

Resí Rooms, Other Amenities Envisioned

More Roadside Rest Areas Plan
.nrt trash barrels—but no fireplaces, since the departmení frowns on them for safety reasons.

By A. S. PLOTKIN
Globe Transportation Editor

A rested, relaxed driver is apt to be a safer

The first nine rest area-information centers are
planned for these areas, all near state borders:

driver.
That is why Massachusetts and the other states
embarittag on a multi-million doUar can.pa.gn
to install more and bigger rest areas in rustic areas

Bernardston, Rte 91; Longme»do«,
Sturbridge, Rte. 84; Seekonk, Rte. 105, bausm
Rte 95 Methuen, R‘o ’3; Tyngsb.ro Rte 3, Attle
boro, Rte. 95 and North Attleboro, Rte. 295.

along major highways.

The Federal government, und"
way beautification act, would pay 100 percent °t the
rn¿t But Congress has been slow to appi p
funds for fiscal 1968, and so a delay is possible.

Even the privately funded
Authority which now offers its _ customei.
eight restaurants for food breaks, hints it may em
bark on a similar program in a few years.
Thp Mass. Dept. of Public Works has for yeais
maintained numerous highway turnoff spots where
ST driver of a big truck or the family chariot could
íake a short snofze, eat a picnic lunch or simply
get out and stretch.
Now the D.P.W. has meshed gears to launch
a statewide network of more ^“^KtetiOTsiOT
rest and comfort areas and information stations io
out of state visitors.
Initially there will be nine of them,
JTP W
is in preliminary negotiations with a Falmout
^architectural firm for the design of. a colonialtype structure.

These centers would probably be open on a
vear-round basis, and offer such amenities as flush
Uts nay phones and comfortable chairs. In addMon there would be the usual picnic table sets

But there is another Federal kitty to pay for

Massachusetts’
that reason
hiehwav-aid fund. And the u.r.vv. iui m
is Reasonably confident it can go ahead
g

sional action this year or not.
An imnortant element is the creation of proper
accetaatfon^d deceleration lanes^ong enough
to comply with the Bureau_of.PuhhpRoads (BrK)
tougher safety standards.
Another will probably be the need to provide
proper maintenance and policing of the area^Petty thievery and vandalism can be a bugaboo fo
the D P.W. and all the other state and toll road

agencies. ■
The BPR has been encouraging the bigger, bet
ter rest areas. It used to urge as a yardstick a - mfnute driving interval between them.; now,it sug
gests this be reduced to 30 minutes.

The Mass. Turnpike Authority designed th
miles of its initial highway in 1954, before
gress enacted the Interstate Highway program
its progressively more demanding standard
safety
The authority made no provision then foi
areas arguing that the. Howard. Johnson restaui
(olus’its^ten gasoline «'ling stahpns)
suitable set of turnoff possibilities lor rest.
There are some, however, who feel that 11
asphalt-topped commercial areas, with tiuc
ing in and out, are hardly conducive to soot!
frayed nerves or relaxing tired muscles.

The Maine Turnpike likewise provides no :
areas but that state’s highway commission is e
ahead of Massachusetts in making strategica
located attractive rest sites available on oth «q j
Eight have been built so far, and at lea
are in the works.

An unusual aspect of the Maine sites is
shingled canopies over picnic, tables, providing si,

ter from hot sun or rain.
The New York Thruway Authority, whose 1
highway network was also priva ely-financ
claims 11 rest areas and plans quite a few
addition The new ones will be “much moie sop
ticated,”’ with flush toilets and electric lights.
The New York authority, says a spokesman
beginning to feel the “competition from the gro
is Rot already |

Open Field for Billboards
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IndR’.atfons are that the Highway Beautifica
tion Act is going by the. boards—the billboards.
It has proved to have a’dull edge in attempts
to slice federal rOad'funds from those states
not in compliance with,the law s standards for
outdoor advertising.
Under agreements of the Federal Govern
ment with five states and the District of Co
lumbia, nary a billboard now standing will
be felled. Only signs put up in the future
would be regulated.
These agreements, the first concluded since
the beautification program was launched two
years ago, are at wide variance with the in
tent of the law, which specifies the removal
bv July 1, 1970, of all signs in non-commercial
areas along interstate and primary highways.
In commercial and industrial areas, the size
and space of signs were to be regulated through
compacts with the individual states.

After passage of the legislation the Bureau
of Public Roads suggested enforcement stand
ards that called for the removal of many bill
boards, under threat of withholding 10 per
cent of federal highway funds from states not
complying.
This set up howls of anguish from billboard
lobbyists in state capitals loud enough to
drown out protests against the monstrosities.
The din also echoed in Congress, and triumph
of billboard pressure now appears almost
complete.
In a recent report the House Public Works
Committee said the suggested standards “are
no longer relevant” and that negotiations with
a state are to be based on proposals put for
ward by the state.
Judging from past performances, waiting for
strict billboard controls to come from the
states is like waiting for the signs to rot and
fall down.

County planners to hear
plea on billboard variance
Members of the Shasta Coun one acre on Old Oregon Trail
ty Planning Commission will road north of Loomis Corners,
. consider' a variance Thursday and the city’s Variance request.
'requested by the city of Red Zone change requests are for
ding to erect a billboard at In the Halpin, Lopez and Leep pro
terstate 5 and Main Street near perty in the Whiskeytown na
Cottonwood.
tional recreational area from
A variance is required be recreational to limited multiplecause Ryan Outdoor Advertis- family residential; the L. W.
I ing Co. has a permit for a bill- Nelson property of 150 acres at
j board within 1,000 feet of that Churn Creek Road and Valley
requested by the city to adver and Weeks lanes from unclassi
tise Redding’s facilities.
fied to agricultural; a lot in the
Planning Director James Her- Oakwood Estates subdivision
bert said Ryan Outdoor Adver north of Redding near Lake
tising Co. plans to erect the city Boulevard from unclassified lo
single-family dwelling; the Au' sign and lease it to the city.
In the past, planners have dia and Moore property in Cen
maintained strict restraint in tral Valley from multiple-family
allowing billboards and have dwelling to neighborhood com
softened only in the past few mercial; and the Bryan proper
months as business firms have ty on Bartel Street in Burney
complained of a falling econ from rural residential to multiple-family residential.
omy.
Hearings are to begin at 8:55
They denied • permission by
various applicants last month to on use permits requested by:
• Standard Oil Co. for a ser
erect three billboards.
vice
station and 70-foot-high sign
A public hearing on the city’s
variance request is set for 10:20 at the northwest corner of Inter
p.m. Thursday in the supervi state 5 and Oasis Road.
sors’ chambers at the court • Ryan Outdoor Advertising
Co. for a billboard in a retail
house.
The planners will begin lheir
meeting, to be held a week ear business district at Bechelli
lier than the regularly schedul Lane 100 feet south of Wilshire
ed meeting — since Oct. 12 is Drive.
• W. Jaxon Baker, Inc., for a
Columbus Day — at 1:30 p.m. to
discuss progress on design of temporary asphalt concrete hot
plant, rock crusher and gravel
the county’s general plan.
Communications and study removal operation on Stillwater
matters will occupy planners Creek about two-thirds of a mile
for the remainder of the after south of the Enterprise County
noon as no tentative subdivision ■ Disposal Area.
• Bella Vista Properties to
maps have been submitted for
■ establish a 28-space mobile
approval.
The planners will adjourn at home park in an unclassified
6, returning at 8 p.m. for public
district at Old Alturas and De
hearings on five zoning change
requests, six use permit re schutes roads.
• Seventh-day A d v e n t i st.
quests, a variance request by
,
Church
for classrooms at LawnEmil E. Tweten to create two
lots of less than the required crest Junior Academy near Ir
win Road in Enterprise.
• Walter A. Junge for a sin
gle-family dwelling and a trout
farm in an industrial district at
the south end of Eastside Road
north of Anderson.
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It. would appear again that what the
billboard lobby wants, the American pub
lic must live with — no matter how dis
tasteful. In the latest instance, the ad
ministration has been forced to back
away from its original aim of requiring
the removal of billboards in commercial
areas under the Highway Beautification
Act.
A sad fact of life it is, but the bill
board lobby, through pressure on Con
gress, has succeeded in scuttling a major
feature of the ambitious highway beauti
fication program launched with fanfare
two years ago. Under legislation setting
up the program, the Bureau of Public
Roads suggested enforcement standards
that would have required the removal of
50,000 signs in commercial areas by 1970
and an additional 128,000 by 1973.
But under threats of rewriting the legis
lation completely, congressional commit
tees forced Transportation Secretary Alan
S. Boyd to disregard the suggested stan
dards', which had been issued as a basis
for negotiating agreements with the
states. Consequently, not a single bill
board in commercial areas will have to
come down under agreements with five
states and the District of Columbia—the
only ones concluded thus far—and pre
sumably the pattern established of apply
ing regulations only to billboards erected
in the future will be incorporated in pacts
with the other states.
While law requires removal by July 1,
1970, of all signs in noncommercial areas
along interstate and primary roads, the
billboard industry, unless there is an un
expected reversal of form, also will get
its crippling licks in that area. That pro
posed appropriations for the entire bill
board control program during this fiscal
year have been trimmed to $5 million in
Congress, hardly enough to meet the
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needs of a single state let alone the entire
nation, reflects the outdoor advertising in
dustry’s power in high places and its de
termination to thwart the public interest.
That the industry has succeeded in pre
venting removal of billboards in com
mercial areas, where most of its signs
are located and where the secretary of
transportation held power to negotiate
agreements, stands as warning of what
to expect in the noncommercial province.
The tiny appropriation proposed in Con
gress for the vast control program signi
fies trouble for the administration, and
the public, in any realistic approach to
the billboard problem.
And, unfortunately, neither the public
nor the administration has been able to
get the message through to Congress on
that issue.
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Valley Highway
Suggested by Citizens Group
The State Highway Depart
ment was urged Tuesday to al
locate funds in 1968 to begin
beautification of the Valley
■i Highway in Denver from the
' Santa Fe Drive turnoff to the
j north city limits.
The request was made by
! Judge William Burnett, vice
chairman of the South Platte
Area Redevelopment Council
(SPARC), a citizens group
whose aim is to promote and co
ordinate beautification and re
development projects in the met
ropolitan area.
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The Billboard Lobby Wins Again
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The Valley Highway segment He commended beautification
is “the most seen stretch of work on Interstate 70 and add^
highway in the state, but it is ed:
“This demonstrates what cqjp
also the dreariest and, in
be done. On the other hand,! i
places, it is downright ugly,” weeds are the predominant • i
Judge Burnett said.
vegetation on the steep slopes ¡
He noted that the Highway in tbe Central Valley right of!
—
’!
Department reportedly had $385 way.”
000 for highway beautification
in 1967 under the Federal-High-:
way Beautification Act. Some
of it was spent on Interstate 701
and 6th Ave. in the Denver areaÍ
and the rest scattered over the!
state, according to Judge Bur-;

Rep. Dave N. Vigneault, D-Springfield, has made charges which cannot
be dismissed lightly in connection with
the bill to give towns and cities veto
power over billboard locations.
The bill was rejected in the House
106-103 yesterday, with Rep. Vigneault
claiming he had been “offered a bribe
by the industry” to be absent when
the vote was taken.
Rep. Vigneault. was on hand to vote
against rejection, as were Reps. James
J. Bowler, Democrat, and Frederick M.
Whitney, Republican, also of Springfield. All other Springfield legislators
«-no Wnnse voted for rejection.

eluded from Rep. Vigneault’s claim of
a bribe offer that anything less than
good conscience was involved in voles
against the billboard bill, it is still a
serious matter when a member of the
General Court is willing to air charges
with so many obvious ramifications.
Rep. Vigneault did not mean to be ig
nored, and says he gave it "a lot o
thought” before declaring in public lie
was the target of an illegal approach
on a legislative matter.
The next step should be some form
of communication between Rep. Vig-j
neault and the attorney general’s office
for proper investigation of the ugliness
tho lptnslator claims the billboard pro-
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The Billboard Lobby

L

rriHE BILLBOARD lobby has just about succeeded in its effort to kill the federal
Highway Beautification Act of 1965 befóte the
law has ever been given a real chance
though some $142 million was apportioned
under the law for the three objectives of bill
board control, junkyard screening and scenic
enhancement, little of the money had been
spent before the act expired on June M
The delay and inaction have been due latgely
to the hamstringing tactics of the billboard in
dustry in the states.
Last month the U.S. Senate approved a onevear «85 million extension of the 196» act. 1 ms
'represented a sharp curtailment of theJM)
million, two-year extension which
iden
Johnson had requested. But even the lim ted
program voted by the Senate is given little
Stance of approval in the House where the
.billboard lobbyists have succeededI in.bam
boozling members into believing
‘here
widespread popular opposition
_
control. Actually the House is being influenced
against highway beautification merely because
the self-serving and well-financed billboard in
terests have a band of vocal champions, while
the numerous public spirited supporters ot
natural beauty have fewspokesmen._______
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As a result of the outdoor advertising in
dustry’s campaign, Congressman John C.
'■ Kluczynski of Illinois, the original manager
of the 1965 House bill, is now working to re
vamp the law so as to reduce controls on bill\ boards. Under the lobbying pressure, the
Johnson Administration has signified its willI jngness to grant more latitude to the states in
1 billboard control. The hope is that this con1 cession will allow the legislation to pass the
' House Secretarv ot Transportation A an
Boyd has said he is “fully prepared to accept
sTaftT’cteterminations with respect to zoned
commercial and industrial areas” that would
be exempt from billboard controls.
I Despite the Administration’s retreat, the
I 1967 highway beautification measure is given
slight chance of final enactment. In view of
i the predicted emasculation of the bill in the
House, its demise would hardly represent a
great loss; An effective highway beautifica
tion program may have to await the time
when roads have been so obstructed and de
faced by signs that the public finally registers
yts disgust with the ruination of its scenery.
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TLJANDSOME is as handsome remembering that upwards of 50,000
-^--'■-does, the old saw would have it. Americans lose their lives each year
The same might well be said of our on the nation’s streets and roads.
fledgling highway beautification pro
Sen. John Williams of Delaware
gram.
takes a slightly different tack in
■Begun in 1965 as a controversial questioning the beautification pro
but generally praiseworthy attempt gram. What is to be gained, he asks,
to improve car-window scenery by by spending a large part of that §85
•'reducing the number of billboards, to remove billboards if, at the same
screening junkyards and landscaping time, other agencies of the federal
highway rights-of-way, it is hung up government, notably the Bureau of
now on the prosaic matter of money. Public Hoads, spend almost §5 mil
The president wants a §380 million,
lion to erect still other billboards?
two-year extension while the senate
Many of these latter signs, he
has approved §S5 million for one
says, are put up to tell taxpayers
year. In the process, individual sena how their money is being spent, a
tors have had their say.
fact the penny-pinching senator fig
Nebraska s Homan Hruska is on
ures they are all too painfully aware
record questioning any priority sys of already. And if not, he adds for
tem that authorizes §85 million for good measure, ‘They will be by the
highway beauty and only §20 million
time they get the bill for the admin
for highway safety. He has a point
istration’s 10 percent surtax.”'

i-1

i4i> commended beautification.
T
/

-M:Slate, tat it is %is demonstrates what ci
locate funds in 1968 to begin,
—
be done. On the other handbeautification of the Valley
als0 the dreariest and n
Highway in Denver from the
it js downright ugly, weeds are the predominant .
vegetation on the steep slope*
Santa Fe Drive turnoff
h j Judge Burnett said,
in the Central Valley right of
north city limits.
'
te¿ ^at the Highway
The request was made by
npnartment reportedly had $385 way.”
judge William BurneU vice
beaut»
chairman of the South Platte
Fed^HhghArea Redevelopment Counc
Beatification Act. Some •
ont w^
spent
on Interstate 70
(SPARC), a citizens group
way
_____
interstate
whose aim is to promote and co and 6th Ave. in the Denver area
ordinate beautification and re and the rest scattered over the
development projects in the met state, according to Judge B
ropolitan area.
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pers, architects
,ild involve the
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planning of
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Mr. Fred Faar
Highway Beautification Coordinator
Federal Highway Administration
Bureau of Public Roads
1717 H Street, N.W.
Room 312
Washington, D. c.
20591

Reasoning
)rt of fantastic
the federal level
with anticipation
ihing expositions
; week.
or the benefit of
an Action Cornable to make a
with Sargent
igh chief of the
ortunity Act and
am. I asked him
pecific questions
vely specific anI will develop
lay is necessary
I detailed my two
stions he kindly
) a deputy on his
have now four
oeuments memoassorted reprints
ers”. It may take
o discover exactly
I have, but I am
arc somewhere
o pounds of doculence so far ac
orn “the head of

Dear Fred:
^hJnk you for your generous donation of a
Saturday morning to NIPA Conference participants'
I apologize for not officially thanking you"
immediately for an excellent contribution to
the°sÍidirthaí16 SeS\iOnY°Ur discussion and
the slides that were shown were well received.

= ¿11 ®?Cl°^n? additional copies of the Nashville
thonShi WhlCh.Tltlons the Planning sessionthought you might like to send them to relatives!
and°?hf rhet¿n? Cynthia Chaplain and hope you
Thursday
i3” atteM the Evans dinner
of Niland
Lo^sI0” C°ntinUi^ suPP-h

nax to a busy week
y morning when
and two other
inferes and I atlip services at the
Foundry Methodist
5th Street, N.W.
a young minister,
iward W. Bauman
3 and inspiring coniisquieting ‘sermon’
ight before,
about the “gathered
d what it meant,
ed about the vivid
experiences dc“Doctor Luke”, in
f • Acts. He talked
'ire” of God-inspired
the action it must

Sincerely,

Mrs. Tina Lower
Program Associate

of tne civil rigftcs movement
completely gone.”'

k>

these are integral parts of the
“prospects and problems” of the
metroDolitan area.

The Billboard Accusation
Rep. Dave N. Vigneault is wrong. The
Springfield legislator charged Tuesday that he
had been offered a bribe to “take a walk” during
a vote on a measure that would have given local
communities veto power over billboard locations.
“There’s no ‘For Sale’ sign on my vote,” he told
legislators moments before they rejected the bill
board legislation on a 108-104 rollcall.
First, the accusation should have been made
to law enforcement authorities, not to the floor
of the House. The legislator’s action undermines
confidence in the law by giving the impression
that going to the authorities brings no satisfac
tion.

Further, the phrasing of Rep. Vigneault’s
charge implies that the legislators who voted

-

against the bill in question accepted bribes. And
the unspecific nature of the charge casts suspicion
on all who opposed the measure.

Finally, there appears to be no substance to
Vigneault’s allegation. When asked by the Attor
ney General to name those who offered the bribe,
he declined. He thus impugned the integrity of
the billboard industry without any basis in fact.
It is unfortunate that the House did not
pass the billboard measure. It would have done
much to help insure that billboards do not blight
our environment. But Rep. Vigneault’s irrespon
sible charge only caused harm, and the House
Ethics Committee should consider this effect when
it looks into his conduct on the matter next weekx
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City Hall

' 18 Men Seek Means
For Improving Cities
By DICK BATTLE
Washington, D.C.—In an at
mosphere of urgency, of deep
concern and practical appraisal
last week, 18 mem,.

irom half-a-dozen

<

;;

i

cities
searched p/
for—and found, Ik'
think—a common '1
bond of under-;'»
'
standing to ap-P-proách the dis-*:,
quieting and ur-f.
gent urban prob-?,
lem that has;;;
spawned riots; J
and burned f Pf
dreadful scars .
across a score of D'ck Bat,,q j
communities this year.
We were caught up in a shared
feeling for the necessity of'
change. For this short space
in time we were joined in brave
crusade for ‘justice’ for ‘human
dignity’ and for the right of any
man to rise to any height on
his own ability, and the need
that society must move to
make that freedom come alive
for every man without regard
to color, poverty or a place on
the social ladder’s lowest rung.
Chill To Approaches
The week’s end — Saturday
night—put a disturbing chill on
all our brave approaches.
We heard, first hand, and
smoothly wrapped in cultured
phrase and careful diction, the
thin vieled threat of violent re
volt. We heard from two young
men who are leaders among the
young black militants, the terms
and demands they make as an
ultimatum.
There is a feeling, both men
said, “nothing will be done” to
remedy without delay the prob
lems of housing unfit for human
habitation or the lack of mean
ingful and good paying jobs and
“black people feel they must
take a positive step” to get what
they want because “the hope
of the civil rights movement is
completely gone.”'

These men don’t think of riots'
as “bad” or “good.” They are,
to them, the essential part of a
revolt which they regard as an
historical necessity backed by:
precedent.
j
These men are not the spokesof a black m a j o r i t y but
they speak persuasively and
fluently. Interwoven in their
aims and purposes is the com
plete and violent overthrow of
constituted authority. Make no
mistake—there, is no compro
mise here. These calm and in
tellectual young men with welllaid plans' and violent intent
have no thought of compromise
or arbitration.
Listening you almost get the
idea they are annihilistic in
their aims. You detect a fatal
istic thread that permeates,
their argument: some of use
will die—so what. The rest of
us will gain the power we want
—if we win. If we don’t, we’ll
be dead—so what?
They said a “riot” implies
something “spontaneous,” but a
revolt is a “political act which
people have been forced into”
and they prefer to believe they
are now forced into revolt and
that if rioting serves that pur
pose, so be it.

Means Little
“The first reaction of white
i people to revolt is to call for
¡law and order. To the black
¡community that means very
little. Violence is neither right
nor wrong—it’s a way of life..
To sit sit down and talk is a
very bourqoisie attitude,
j Bieck people say we’ll talk
later.
! The black community doesn’t
'think of riots in the moral sense
j— the feeling is nothing will be
done—revolt therefore is the
only way to change history.”
Again, I have no answers. I
report some of the things heard
and some of the impressions
'and reactions gained because
these are integral parts of the
“prospects and problems” of the
metroDolitan area.

1 don’t know what the next
four days will reveal at this tre
mendously interesting sixth con
ference of the National Institute
of Public Affairs on “The Metro
politan Area.”
We have heard from planners,
from big business, from labor
leaders. We have learned of the
“new towns of Great Britain
and conjectured about the pos
sibility of utilizing something of
Englaind’s social planning in
the pattern of our urban re
newal. We have heard of both
plans and actions of guiding and
chaneling the energies and
•hopes of youth from the areas
:of poverty.
We have debated and argued
among ourselves and exchanged
views, opinions, hopes frustra
tions city by city. We have
found each problem is unique
and each is similar, and we
have found a broad range of
agreement and discovered —
among other things — that we
have much to learn about each
¡other and about our separate,
¡yet similar communities.
Communication Lags
, If I were to sum it up, so far
¡with four days more to go, I
¡would say that we have found
¡true what I suspected a week
¡ago when we began: The major
“problem” of the metropolitan
area is in the lack of com
munication within its structure.
The “prospects” of finding

lanswers—each of us matching
la particular answer to our
¡specific need—is in our ability
to establish that communication
(as 18 men, strangers a week
ago, have learned to com
municate in this brief seven
days).

We heard about the “grand
design” for a new and beautiful
Pennsylvania Avenue here in
Washington. It will take mil
lions of dollars—much of it
private capital—to achieve a
goal of sweeping beauty and
magnificent vistas.
We heard people from federal
agencies talk about the funds
¡available for “open space” de
velopment and learned the
agency “is anxious to see”
projects developed to provide
for more open space and great
er beauty within the limits of
the “inner city” as well as in
the suburbs and the rural areas.

An official from the llighwav"\
Department talked of highway
beautification and expounded
the delightful and startling pro
posal that engineers, architects
and planners could involve the
community leaders and citizens
in the actual planning of
super-highway. The way he pro
pounded the idea it seemed logi
cal and completely sensible. I
don’t know that it will ever
happen but he seemed to be
saying that it has happened at
some places in California. De
signs were even altered to leave
certain trees the people wanted
preserved and to use speeds and
stop signs based on suggestion J
of the people who use the high-/
ways.
Fantastic Reasoning
With this sort of fantastic
reasoning from the federal level
I look forward with anticipation
to other refreshing expositions
the rest of this week.
I must add for the benefit of
the Metropolitan Action Com
mission I was able to make a
'brief contact with Sargent
¡Shriver, the high chief of the
¡Economic Opportunity Act and
¡the OEO program. I asked him
¡a couple of specific questions
and got relatively specific an
swers, which I will develop
later. The delay is necessary
because when I detailed my two
or three questions he kindly
referred me to a deputy on his
staff and I have now four
pounds of documents memo
randums, and assorted reprint'
as my “answers”. It may take
a little time to discover exactly
what answers I have, but I am
'.certain they arc somewhere
within the two pounds of docu
mentary evidence so far ac
cumulated from “the head of
the stream.”
A quiet climax to a busy week
came Sunday morning when
Fred Cloud and two other
Methodist confercs and I at
tended worship services at the
153-year-oId Foundry Methodist
Church on 16th Street, N.W.
We heard a young minister,
the Rev. Edward W. Bauman
raise a sharp and inspiring con
trast to the disquieting ‘sermon’
heard the night before.
He talked about the “gathered
church” and what it meant,
and he talked about the vivid
ipenetecostal experiences de'scribed by “Doctor Luke”, in
¡the book of • Acts. He talked
¡about the “fire” of God-inspired
¡hope and the action if must

The Billboard Accusation
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Rep. Dave N. Vigneault is wrong. The
Springfield legislator charged Tuesday that he
had been offered a bribe to “take a walk” during
a vote on a measure that would have given local
communities veto power over billboard locations.
“There’s no Tor Sale’ sign on my vote,” he told
legislators moments before they rejected the bill
board legislation on a 108-104 rollcall.

First, the accusation should have been made
to law enforcement authorities, not to the floor
of the House. The legislator’s action undermines
confidence in the law by giving the impression
that going to the authorities brings no satisfac
tion.
Further, the phrasing of Rep. Vigneault’s
charge implies that the legislators who voted

against the bill in question accepted bribes. And
the unspecific nature of the charge casts suspicion
on all who opposed the measure.
Finally, there appears to be no substance to
Vigneault’s allegation. When asked by the Attor
ney General to name those who offered the bribe,
he declined. He thus impugned the integrity of
the billboard industry without any basis in fact.
It is unfortunate that the House did not
pass the billboard measure. It would have done
much to help insure that billboards do not blight
our environment. But Rep. Vigneault’s irrespon
sible charge only caused harm, and the House
Ethics Committee should consider this effect when
it looks into his conduct on the matter next week,,
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impel in the hearts of men who
know it.
And, he said, “You don’t
have to fake it, the fire will
come. . .” and well it may if
we can learn to recognize it
when it comes.
And this young preacher
echoed a theme I think the four
of us will, carry through these
last four days of searching for
the answers to our “urban prob
lems-: “We pray,” he said,
that we may give of ourselves
that they may live. . . . we pray
for peace with justice in the
streets of our cities . . . in Viet
nam and on the boundaries of
China. . .”

The Billboard Accusation
Rep. Dave N. Vigneault is wrong. The
Springfield legislator charged Tuesday that he
had been offered a bribe to “take a walk” during
a vote on a measure that would have given local
communities veto power over billboard, locations.
“There’s no ‘For Sale’ sign on my vote,” he told
legislators moments before they rejected the bill"
board legislation on a 108-104 rollcall.
First, the accusation should have been made
to law enforcement authorities, not to the floor
of the House. The legislator’s action undermines
confidence in the law by giving the impression
that going to the authorities brings no satisfac

tion.
Further, the phrasing of Rep. Vigneault’s
charge implies that the legislators who voted

against the bill in question accepted bribes. And
the unspecific nature of the charge casts suspicion
on all who opposed the measure.
Finally, there appears to be no substance to
Vigneault’s allegation. When asked by the Attor
ney General to name those who offered the bribe,
he declined. He thus impugned the integrity of
the billboard industry without any basis in fact.
It is unfortunate that the House did not
pass the billboard measure. It would have done
much to help insure that billboards do not blight
our environment. But Rep. Vigneault’s irrespon
sible charge only caused harm, and the House
Ethics Committee should consider this effect when
it looks into his conduct on the matter next week.
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CANDIDATES
DIFFER OVER
BILLBOARDS
Majority in Favor
Of Some Control
By James Risser
Most of the 34 candidates for
the Des Moines City Council say
they favor some controls by the
city on signs and billboards.
They differ greatly, however, j
on the extent to which they
would regulate them.

Some want regulations that •
would cover such things as
size, quantity and location,
while others think regulations
should be confined to making
sure that signs are not located
in such a way as to be a
traffic hazard.
The candidates gave their
views in a telephone survey,
conducted by The Register.
The present City Council ap
pointed a 15-member citizens
committee to study the problem
of signs and billboards after
some council members said
present city ordinances provide
! inadequate controls.
Wide Study
The committee is making a
broad study of such matters as
esthetics, zoning, building ma
terials used in signs and bill
boards, location, size, quantity,
j and how to compensate owners
of signs that should be removed. :•
The committee soon will
present a proposed sign and
billboard ordinance to the coun
cil.

Some candidates, while fa
voring controls on signs, said
they wanted to see the com
mittee’s report before taking a,
specific stand. Many candidates
indicated they were not aware
of the committee’s existence.
•
Primary Oct. 14
The 34 candidates will be cut:
to 14 in the primary election
Oct. 24 At the Nov. 7 general
election, a mayor and six other
councilmen will be elected un
der Des Moines’ new councilm a n a g er-ward government.]
Four of the councilmen will be
chosen from wards. The other’
two and the mayor will be j
elected at-large.
The question asked the 34
candidates:
Do you favor city regulation
of signs and billboards? These
were their answers:

Walter J. Bricker, jr., 48, 1371
Yorlr st., an airline employe:
“As a result of the work of the
sign committee, there certainly,
must evolve some guidelines
which could be a basis of a city
ordinance to be studied and
evaluated by the City Council.”
James N. Parker, 56, 821
Hickman road, a vacuum
cleaner firm operator: “Yes,
but I’m a great believer in free
enterprise and I think they’ve
overdone this thing. Of course,
where it would be defacing an
area, it (regulation) should be
considered. But let’s not be too;
tight on the businessman. These
people have to have signs to sell
their wares. It’s an important
part of our economy.”

At Large

Joseph G. Bertroche, 33, 3916
Forest ave., an attorney: “I
never favor governmental con
trol of private enterprise if it
can be avoided. I feel that, with
safeguards to protect private
enterprise, the council should
set down general guidelines for
the erection of signs in the
city.”
Michael J. Cochran, 28, 624
Fifty-sixth st., a grocer: “Just
as far as a safety hazard is all.
Beautification such as on the
interstate highways is taken
care of by the federal govern
ment. They are making signs
now that are safer.”
Lawrence A. Graves, 54, 1054
Sixteenth'st., a school employe:
“Yes, I definitely do.”
R. Johp Berard, 27, 1611 Thir
tieth st.,1 a real estate sales
man: “Yes, I definitely do. If
you drivé along the highways in
some of our eastern states, it’s
like watching the Wednesday
night movies — all advertise
ments. Signs should not be dis
tracting to motorists. They
should be regulated as to quan
tity and taste.”
Mrs. Brenda LaBlanc, 39, 101
E. Washington ave., a house
wife: “I think the city should be
concerned about them in so far
as they affect safety — blocking
the view of traffic, for example.
But from a purely esthetic point
of view, no.”
Angelo J. Mazza, 43, 1515
Twenty-sixth st., self-employed:
“As long as it doesn’t fall into
the hands of political groups
that would favor one person
over another; as long as it
wouldn’t hurt the small busi
nessman and small sign com-i
panies.”

Candidates for the two atlarge council seats:
Jens Grothe, 71, 4210 Hickman
Mayor
road, incumbent councilman and
Candidates for mayor:
attorney: “Yes, definitely. I, of
George C. Whitmer, 72,, 3104 I course, am opposed to taking
John Patterson road, the¡ any action that would result in
present mayor: “I favor some' confiscation of property unless ¡
regulation of signs and bill-I they (signs) are phased out on a'
long-term basis.”
SIGNS Leo E. Gross, 35, 224 S.W.
Continued on Page Seven
Forty-second st., an attorney:
“Signs are needed for advertis
ing but there are esthetic con
siderations for the city, too. The
committee studying signs will
make a report to the City Coun
cil. Any ordinance dealing with
restriction of signs is a big
order and I think we’re going to
SIGNShave to await that report.”
Continued jrom Page One
Earl T. Holst, 51, 2516 Fortyboards. That’s the reason the eighth place, appliance store
sign committee was appointed, operator: “Certainly the city j
to come up with something that has to regulate them. You can’t j
is a result of study by inter let individuals do anything they
ested citizens.”
want to with signs. The city has
Wardl
Thomas N. Urban, 33, 4225 j to be the enforcing agency.
Candidates for the Ward 1
Greenwood drive, a business : There is a possibility of over
executive: “Yes, I do. I think, regulating, though, to the point, (northwest) seat:
Wallace E. Buss, 64, 3005 Jef
all signs and billboards ought to: where business can’t move.”
i
be in good taste and fit in withi Mrs. Margaret Simone, 32, ferson ave., an incumbent coun
the decor of a particular arca. I j 2128 Willowmere drive, house cilman: “Yes. We have a com
do feel, however, that we should wife and real estate sales: “I1 mittee that is studying signs;
and billboards. When the com-1,
not deny the rights of busi don’t have all the facts and
mittee comes up with a recom-l
nesses to advertise their prod don’t have a full opinion yet. I
ucts. The recommendations of would have to wait until I am, mendation, the council will con-;
the committee presently study on the City Council. I will say
sider it.”
Charles W. VanderLinden, jr.,‘
ing that question will merit this, I am openminded about
39, 2904 Thirty-fourth st., a con-1
study.”
it.”
suiting engineer: “Yes. Signs,'
--------- v
—- billboards and such things as'
Forty-eighth place, apartment
house owner and operator: “I i overhead power lines should be
definitely think this is some
regulated.”
thing that should be considered
and studied. You can’t just let
them be put up haphazardly. It
has a lot to do with the
esthetics involved and this has
to be taken into consideratiom”

CANDIDATES ON
SIGN CONTROL
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Beautification Junked
Two years ago, Lady Bird John
son, with visions of a greener
America in mind, induced Congress

Act
The act called for federal-state
cooperation to get rid of some 268,000 miles of billboards and junk
yards infringing on pastoral beauty
along the nation’s major highways.
It seemed a likely project for the
First Lady.
Now, only two years later, Mrs.
Johnson’s Texas-size project has all
but ended up on a Great Society
junkheap. The plight of the high
way beautification (Mrs. Johnson
doesn’t like that word, understand
ably) project probably is as good
an index as any to the fate of the
Great Society.
With Vietnam and the cities to
worry about, Congress apparently
has decided that highway beauty is
one thing that can wait. The bill
board lobby also has wielded con
siderably more weight than had
been anticipated.
Consequently, the administration
has abandoned its original goal of
requiring the removal of billboards
in commercial sections, and only
five states and the District of Co
lumbia have signed up for Mrs.
Johnson’s project. The Department
of Transportation will retain regu

latory powers over new billboards

in commercial zones in states which

join the program.
Mrs. Johnson’s idea was worth
while. It has made the public aware

of urban encroachment on rustic
beauty. Unfortunately, the program
was too sweeping, ill-conceived and
it has fallen prey to greater, more
urgent concerns. Given the state

of the nation in 1967, beautification
must come under the heading of
luxury.

It can be hoped that the esthetics
of the billboard industry have been

improved by the skirmish.

It looks like the industry and
state and local governments will
have to carry the brunt of the beau

tification fight for the foreseeable
future.

rr ura ¿

¿ií/cnce,
Ward 3

Candidates for the Ward 2
Candidates for the Ward 3
(northeast) seat:
(southwest)
seat:
Charles Hughes, 60, 1339 W.
George J. Nahas, 49, 4614 Wa
Euclid ave., a motel operator:
konda parkway, an incumbent
“I hate to discourage the expan
councilman and insurance man:
sion of private enterprise by
“I strongly favor an effective
putting further and further and
sign and billboard ordinance
greater and greater public con which will effect a sensible ap
trols on it. As far as safety of pearance for our entire city.
the public is concerned, yes, I Des Moines in some areas gives
favor it.
the appearance of a sign jungle
Robert L. Scott, jr., 52, 2950 with no consideration to city streets and highways tend
Avenue Frederick M. Hubbell esthetics. I look forward to the to give a junky effect.”
and president of the Fair Tax report of the sign committee.” William R. Oppenheim, 31, 901
Association: “Within reasonable
Richard _E.______
Olson,7 38, ___
5115 Knob Hill drive, a builder: “I
bounds, yes. I think it is a Waterbury road, agency man-! think there should be regula
businessman’s right to advertise ager of a life insurance com-: tions against large signs and
and not be too restricted as long pany: “Yes. I think this ties in'billboards in the city of Des
as the sign and location are not with planning and zoning and; Moines and, once the regulation
too objectionable.”
laying out the city in an orderly is set, it should be enforced.”
Glen G. Potts, 45, 7101 S.W.
Earl W. Sutton, 37, 4015 Co manner.”
lumbia st., an attorney: “To
Gordon H. Buell, 60, 1134; Fifteenth st., life insurance
some extent, yes. Some controls Thirty-first st., an apartment'a§en^: ‘ In regard’ to traffic
are necessary, but as far as house owner: “Sure, there safety and the safety of pedes-'
i specific controls, I would want should be some limitations put trians, yes.”
Russell E. Reel, jr.,
to look at the proposed legisla VII
L1IVII1. VUL
UllVdlC
. 43, , 1627
on them.
But 1I lavui
favor private
enterprise and if the little shoe-' Evergreen ave., restauran p
tion very carefully.”
,.e^ ar
John W. Hill, 55, 1624 Guthrie maker wants his sign out there, i erat°r: “^es, I do
I put up in places where they are
ave., a printer and retired fire he should have it.”
dangerous for traffic, I think
department lieutenant: “Yes, I;
they should be eliminated.”
do. We should have a regulatory , Ward 4
Walter S. Trotter, 45, 2736 Des
commission set up so the busi
Moines st., stocks and bonds;
nessmen can abide by them. Candidates for the Ward 4
salesman and businessman:1
How strict the regulations! (southeast) seat:
“Here again, we’re in the area
should be will be up to the new Charles R. Baumhover, 39,
7209 S.W. Thirteenth st., an in- < of free enterprise. With a rea
council.”
,
r. -X , ,
sonable amount of control, I am
— Jin favor of regulation of signs)
Sandahl
Sandahl ave.,
ave., local
local manager
manager tor:-.
¡cionc
cirooi : and billboards.”
a life insurance company: No, ¡sl°ns inai clu,u®.r ,
511 eei
Jack P. Woods, 52, 2612 S.E.
vI don
j
’t rfavor regulating ihom ¡entrances are definitely
mnc/hoa traf-pnn_ Sixth st., music shop owner: “I
fic
hazard and must be con
That (signs and billboards) is
feel there should be regulations
trolled.”
one of the ways people make
on signs to keep them from
Chester
J.
Bell,
64,
405
McKin
money to support our taxes in
blocking someone else’s sign.
ley ave., steel plant supervisor:
the city.”
But I think sign regulation has
“Yes, I do. They’re nothing but
been overdone.”
an eyesore to the city.”
Mrs. Mary A. Johns, 34, 5009
S.W. Eighteenth st., a house
wife: “I would .favor regulation
of their location, yes, but I feel
that they are necessary to a
certain degree.”
Gary L. Larson, 31, 2417
Maple st., a machinist: “Yes, I
do, because billboards placed on
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Beautification Junked
Two years ago, Lady Bird John
son, with visions of a greener
America in mind, induced Congress
to pass the H i
a 11 ti f i c a t.i on
Act.
The act called for federal-state
cooperation to get rid of some 268,000 miles of billboards and junk
yards infringing on pastoral beauty
along the nation’s major highways.
It seemed a likely project for the
First Lady.
Now, only two years later, Mrs.
Johnson’s Texas-size project has all
but ended up on a Great Society
junkheap. The plight of the high
way beautification (Mrs. Johnson
doesn’t like that word, understand
ably) project probably is as good
an index as any to the fate of the
Great Society.
With Vietnam and the cities to
worry about, Congress apparently
has decided that highway beauty is
one thing that can wait. The bill
board lobby also has wielded con
siderably more weight than had
been anticipated.
Consequently, the administration
has abandoned its original goal of
requiring the removal of billboards
in commercial sections, and only
five states and the District of Co
lumbia have signed up for Mrs.
Johnson’s project. The Department
of Transportation will retain regu

latory powers over new billboards

in commercial zones in states which
join the program.
Mrs. Johnson’s idea was worth

while. It has made the public aware

of urban encroachment on rustic
beauty. Unfortunately, the program

was too sweeping, ill-conceived and
it has fallen prey to greater, more

urgent concerns.

Given the state

of the nation in 1967, beautification

must come under the heading of
luxury.
It can be hoped that the esthetics

of the billboard industry have been

improved by the skirmish.

It looks like the industry and
state and local governments will

have to carry the brunt of the beau
tification fight for the foreseeable
future.
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SECTION C WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25,

By Mary Wiegers
Washington Post Staff Writer

■Four freshmen
ConRon
D
, GOP eon
R
ep. Ruppe
added tha(. hg
gressmen last night criti believed that the public
cized not only President
feels that if the money is
Johnsons spending policies
collected by the government
but Lady Bird’s as well.
it will be used to spend
The Congressmen met
more, not reduce the debt.
with the League of Republi
Zion added that the White
can Women of the District House has called his office
of Columbia in a panel dis
to find out if he would sup
cussion at the Capitol Hill
port the tax increase. “I told
Club in the Congressional
them that I would if they
Hotel.
would abolish the Office of
Rep. Roger Zion (R-Ind.)
Economic Opportunists.”
charged that spending $2.2
When asked how the peo
billion to buy up billboards
ple in Indiana felt about the
all over the country through
Lady Bird’s Beautification peace demonstration at the
Pentagon here last weekend,
bill was “ludicrous.”
Zion said, he couldn’t speak
‘ ft seems ludicrous to
for all the people, but it was
spend 2.2 billion to run an
bis feeling that the peace
industry, like the outdoor
demonstrators should be
advertising industry, out of
“colored yellow.”
. business, and that’s what this
“If this was a declared
bill would do.”
war, they would be branded
Zion said that the bill
as traitors, but since it isn’t,
would spend $75 million to
I think we ought to color
buy “rock outcroppings, a
them yellow, so they’ll be
tree, a bush, a dry stream
known for what they are.”
bed.” He agreed that rocks,
REP. Steiger, who is on
trees and streams can be
beautiful, but added, “it the District of Columbia
Committee, said that he
' seems ludicrous that the
Federal Government has to learned by riding with the /
own these things for people D.C. police in a squad car at
nights, that crime in D.C. is
to look at them.
probably even higher thar^
He said that on the basis
of priorities, “It is unwise to
reported. D.C. ranks in tP.
use money to buy rock out top 10 of reported crimes'
croppings when there is a
and due to the predomi
war in Vietnam.”
nance of Negroes here, who
THE THREE other mem are also most often the vic
bers of the panel, Rep. Rob
tims of crime, much of the
ert Mathias of California,
cr
™e *sn’t reported, he said.
Rep. Philip Ruppe of Michi
If Congress, who controls
gan, and Rep. Sam Steiger
this city, can’t solve the
of Arizonia joined Zion in
problem of crime in the
agreeing that the 10 per
streets here, it can’t handle
cent surcharge tax was
crime in the streets in other
dead.
cities.”
¡ “If we’re going to do any
,, A J?uffet dinner followed
thing, first we should reduce
tne discussion sponsored by
; expenditures,” Rep. Mathias
the League’s Evening Study
t said.

Setback for Home Rule

P^ Snietkacnce, Jnc.
Frost
Pego

CÜ>er
Pass

ft

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
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Many Rural Billboards
Doomed Under U.S. Law
Thousands of signs in rural areas but only a few in urban areas must come
down under a federal-state program aimed at controlling roadside billboards and
junkyards.

That was the message given yesterday to the Arizona Citizens’ Committee on
Billboard and Junkyard Legislation by Qeoige. Mclnturff of Washington, a repre
sentative of the Bureau gf^Public Roads. '
--------- ---------- —T
Mclnturff outlined the requirements of
the federal law, but told the committee
TMES
the federal agency will recognize special
state problems such as Arizona’s long
distances between communities and lack
of rural commercial development.

Nobody Cares

HE POINTED out that the Arizona has
about 7,500 signs located outside com- j
merciaJ areas that must come down be
cause they violate' federal law by being ‘
within 660 feet of a federal interstate
or primary highway.

“As long as they come, down, it is up
1 to the state what it does about the others
in urban areas or unzoned commercial
areas,” he said.
However, he pointed out that if the
state does not adopt standards that are
in compliance with the federal standards
it will lose 10 per cent of its federal
highway construction funds.

McINTURFF SAID the bureau would
like to work with the state and help the
committee so this would not happen.

H

pie:

However, he said the federal agency
has not insisted on each state following
an exact pattern, that standards ap
proved so far vary widely as to spacing
of signs, size and the length of unzoned
areas.

OCT 19 SO.

cation battle has been lost.
Not a single group showed up to protest the
weakening of this ordinance. Earlier the Oklaho
ma City Chamber of Commerce, the American
Institute of Architects and Oklahoma City Beau
tiful had pressed the planning commission and
the city council for strong restrictions on bill
board and commercial property signs.
---Now the whole process has been reversed. In
some respects, such as the size of signs on ex
pressways, things will be more wide open than
before.
'OWEVER, it will do no good to blame offi
cials. The reason this has happened is sim-

He told the committee that a federal
Rejection by the Massachusetts and gimmickry can have on property study of the state shows that Arizona
has only five signs in urban areas that
House of the local veto on highway values.
might exceed a reasonable size limita
billboards was a slap in the face for
Perhaps by state election time next tion.
home rule and, though the margin was year most citizens will have forgotten
“OUR STUDY indicates that no matter
slim, a regressive step for the com
about the bill and the way it was treat how long you make your ‘unzoned area’
monwealth as a whole. It would be
ed by the House. (It had already been where signs would be permitted, it won’t
the more regrettable if a charge of at
passed
by the Senate.) But this is the make much difference in the signs that
tempted bribery in connection with the
have to come down.”
vote were borne out by investigation— kind of issue the voters should remem
And he expressed belief that because
ber and, in this instance, seek an ex 10 of Arizona’s 14 counties have zoning
and the investigation must come.
Meantime, there is no sound reason planation from those who spoke and in effect, the problem would be further
to believe anyone was bribed to vote voted against a most suitable applica simplified because federal rules already
as he did. Rep. Vigneault of Springfield tion of home rule. Rep. Grimaldi, a can prohibit designating an “unzoned area” i
,
was the legislator who said he had didate for mayor of this city, was where there is local zoning.
V______ ____
.
/]
been offered a> bribe—to refrain from among five Springfield legislators who
voted against the local veto; the oth
voting on the bill.
I
The proposal, which would have giv ers were Reps. McKenna, Kimball,
en communities a sorely needed veto O’Brien and Scibelli. Voting in favor
power over the location of billboards were Reps. Vigneault, Whitney and
and other highway signs within their Bowler.
WASHlNfcvoi/o. C. 2C00T
Arguments against the local veto,
boundaries, was clearly a home-rule
matter. What is fairer than giving the such as the cost of conducting local
Ffoti/
Oihsr
Pegs
towns and cities the power to keep their hearings on sign locations and Mr. Gri
Page
roadsides free of defacement? Leaving maldi's fear that “non-uniformity”
SPRINGFIELD, MASS
such control with the state’s Outdoor among communities might result, have
UNION
Advertising Authority is callous indif not been impressive. They are dwarfed
ference not only to the pride of a com by the towns’ and cities’ lack of defense
M-78,948
munity in its appearance, but to the de against unsightliness—and all its ef
pressing effect that advertising signs fects—within their own boundaries.
V

HE passage of a greatly weakened city sign

T ordinance by the city planning commission
last Thursday is a clear signal that the beautifi

The Oklahoma City public apparently just
doesn’t care.
The previous city council was willing to stick
its neck way out and pass a strong ordinance.
The Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce time^
and again mobilized support for the cause.
But there was no groundswell of support
from the general public. Even garden clubs and
similar organizations didn’t use their prestige '
and influence.

N the meantime the sign companies and

poured it on hot and heavy.
I Intheirthealliesabsence
of countervailing support !

from the public, it is not surprising that planning
officials and city officials threw in the sponge.
!
The matter still has to go before the city 1
council. But it looks as though we will have com
mercial, freestanding signs 40 feet in height
(rather than 25 feet) and 50 feet on expressways
(rather than 35 feet).
Signs will not have to be set back at least
20 feet. The new ordinance requires no set back
as long as the sign does not have street over
hang. Billboards still can be placed on lots ¡
where there are no buildings.
. The only gain is that no new billboards can I
be allowed on roofs of buildings other than those
which now exist. But none of those presently on
roofs will be removed.

KLAHOMA Cityans apparently are so used

to the ugliness and clutter along their streets
O
that they don’t care. And so a real opportunity to

do something about it has gone down the drain.
If our children ever develop a sufficient aes
thetic sense to wonder why the Oklahoma City of 1
their day lacks so many elements of the beautiv )
ful, it will be easy to answer. Just point to Octo
ber 12, 1967, as the day the beautification effort
was buried . . . and without even any mourners
present!
'rss .
. 'iff

Billboari

RUTLAND, VERMONT
HERALD
M-20,733

(Continued from Page 9)
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Rep. Riehle Expects Heavy Opposition
In Urban Areas Against Billboard Ban
By TOM SLAYTON
Billboard lobbyists will fight
a proposed billboard ban on
grounds that it isn’t workable in
Vermont’s urban
areas,
predicted the man behind the
ban Monday.
Rep. Theodore Riehle, R-ll-2,
of South Burlington, speaking to
the Rutland Rotary Club, said:
“The national billboard lobby
will
probably
attack
the
proposal by saying that it’s all
right for rural areas, but not for
commercial areas.”
He added1 significantly:
“This is one sure way to kill
the effectiveness of this plan.”
Riehle heads a Legislative
Council committee that has en
dorsed a plan to replace all
billboards in the state with
state-owned directional signs
and “sign plazas.”
He outlined his committee’s
plan to the Rotarians, predicted
the lobbyists’ attack, and urged
that commercial areas as well
as rural ones be made
billboard-less.
Riehle said that if the
billboard ban isn’t applied' to all
areas of the state, whether they
are urban or rural, billboard in
terests will attempt to get the
entire state labeled1 as com
mercial land.
“If we exempt commercial
areas in this plan,” he ex
plained, “pressure will be
brought on town after town to
zone commercial.”
Riehle cited the state of Mon
tana as an example, saying that
“practically the entire state,”
is now a commercially zoned
area.
Urban areas would be treated
differently under R i e h 1 e ’ s
billboard-banning
plan,
but
would be included in it.
Instead of racks of equal-siz
ed directional signs in urban
areas, the legislator said, “sign
plazas” could be built.
He described1 sign plazas as
all-weather structures which
would display maps of the
region dotted with the touristoriented businesses in the area.
“They should be done at
tractively and with taste,”
Riehle specified.
The racks of directional signs,
color-coded and1 grouped ac
cording to the type of tourist
business involved, could suffice
for the state’s rural areas, he
said.
The youthful-looking state

REP. THEODORE RIEHLE
representative hinted that a
large and powerful concern
would soon back his commit
tee’s proposed “tourist pack
age,” which includes the ban
on off-premise signs throughout
the state.
However, he declined to name
the concern.
Riehle disclaimed ownership
of the billboard ban and other
parts of the proposed tourist
program. “I would be the
supreme egotist if I said this
was a Ted Riehle idea,” he
commented.
Nevertheless, the program,
which will be submitted to the
Vermont Legislature in Janu
ary, has been dubbed inform
ally “the Riehle program” in
many quarters.
The idea has gathered both
strong support and strong op
position around the state.
Riehle ear ier promised to
speak in the Rutland area if in
vited. Monday was his first op
portunity.
He described the issue as one
of both “morality and money.”
He touched on the morality of
either preserving or destroying
natural beauty. But the ma
jority of his talk was devoted to
the money - oriented aspects of
the tourist trade.
“I don’t really call it
progress when we take a
beautiful field, cover it with
concrete, and build a factory on

HONOLULU, HAWAII

OB

it that belches out smoke and
pours out effluents,” he said.
Riehle said the business of
tourism — Vermont’s second
largest industry — amounts to
$164 million per year, and ad
ded:
“These tourists come here
and spend their money, and
then they take their children
back home and educate them
there. Vermont doesn’t get
stuck with the bill.
“We’ve got to guard the
state’s scenic beauty,” Riehle
said. “More than 65 per cent of
the people who come here do so
because of the state’s scenic
beauty — our history runs a
poor second.”
The South Burling on man
described his “tourist package”
as a four-faceted program to
simultaneously
clean
up
billboards while providing a
better information service to
visitors in the Green Mountain
State.
The four parts of his
“package,” as outlined by
Rieh e Monday, were:
— A statewide telephone
network, providing free tourist
information.
— A state tourism directory.
— An expanded number of
large information centers.
— The billboard ban and sign
plaza-directional sign proposal.
The telephone network would
cos: $25,000 to set up, a figure
Riehle called “peanuts com
pared to the total income we
derive from tourism.”
A tourist would be able to get
travel
directions
and
in
formation concerning gaso'ine,
food, lodging, and recreational
facilities at any time simply by
lifting a telephone receiver and
asking for it, he said.
The expanded tourist center
program, Riehle said, would not
mean more town or city-size in
formation booths.
“What I’m thinking about is
expanding the present system
with large tourist information
centers such as the one we now
have in Guilford,” he explained.
These centers would work on a
regional basis instead of the
town-by-town basis that most
such centers now employ.
Funds have been appropriated
already for two more large
centers, and Riehle said his
committee feels that four ad-

(See Page 16: Billboards)

ditional large centers would
complete that part of his
program.
Of the billboard ban itself, he
commented:
“We feel that billboards are
no longer necessary. They are
an anachronism of a day gone
by.”
Riehle noted that he has been
criticized for advocating state
ownership of the signs. Some
opponents have termed his
proposal “socialistic”, he said.
The Republican 'legislator
said, however:
“I’m big on private en
terprise — when it can do the
job itself.”
He added that private en
terprise had failed to provide
adequate tourist information by
the billboard method, and was
destroying the beauty of the
Vermont landscape in the
process.
Riehle noted that the practice
of some Vermont farmers of
“prostituting their fields” by
permitting billboards to be
erected in them, while other
farmers refused to use their
fields for signs, resulted in sign
clusters.
“So you get six, eight, or ten
billboards together,” he said,
“and the more you get, the
more distracting they are.”
Rieh'e said that billboard
clusters
form
a
highway
hazard, and for that reason
should be replaced with the
state directional signs.
According to the South
Burlington representative,
billboards would be replaced
with color-coded directional
signs, complete with silhouettes
to guide the traveler.
Under his plan, hotel-motel
signs could be grouped together
under a distinctive silhouette
and could be painted a
distinctive color. Restaurant
signs would be grouped under
another silhouette, and painted
a different color, and so on for
each facet of the tourist in
dustry, Riehle said.
Riehle said the signs would be
rented to businesses for $50 per
panel, and each business could
have as many as four panek i
each on a different sign fram\
Resorts off the beaten trac/
would be entitled to more tha
four panels, he said, in order t
enable tourists to find them.
The program could be starte
in one of the state’s more rura
counties, Riehle said. It could
be expanded gradually to more
populated regions.
Also
speaking
to
the
Rotarians Monday was Fred S.
Farr, coordinator of highway
beautification for the fed'w
highway
ad ministratA
Washington, D. C.
A
Farr backed Riehle’s propo?
ed plan strongly, and said:
“It may be that Vermont will
lead the nation in adopting a
management program for out
door advertising.”

Thursday, Odeber 12, 1967

Meeting on new
site for banyan

-C Members of the Outdoor
gírele were to meet with
<Jdayor Neal S. Blaisdell to
cay to propose three alter ^iate sites to locate the other
wise condemned banyan
airee.
Mrs. Harold R. Erdman,
¿landscaping a n d plant ing
chairman of the circle, said
the group has compiled a list
of recommendations from
tree experts on how to move
the tree from the corner of
King and Keeaumoku streets
to make way for street wid
ening.
“We know its feasible to
move the tree,” Mrs. Erd

g

ST. LOUIS, HIs'sOURJ

man said. “You can’t kill a
banyan by moving it.”
The organizer of the effort
to save the banyan tree de
clined to name the three suggestd sites but said moving
it back on the Department of
Agriculture land on which it
stands is definitely “out.”
The department declined
to move a smaller banyan in
order to make room further
back for the 100-year old
banyan on its small corner
park.
Mrs. Erdman said the cost
of moving the tree will most
likely run over the $5.300 set
aside by the improvement
district contractor, J. M.

Tanaka, to remove the tree.
But tree experts say that
removal of the tree would
probably be more expensive
than first estimated, she
said.
“It is up to the City and
the people of Honolulu now
to decide what is best for the
trees,” Mrs. Erdman said.
H. J. Young, acting City
chief engineer, said his of
fice has asked the contractor
to hold up the time schedule
on the improvement district
until some decision can be
made about the banyan.
Tanaka has already sub
contracted the removal of
the tree to Tajiri Lumber
Co., but a spokesman for the
contractor said he is waiting
for a City order to proceed.

POST-DISPATCH
E-356,722
S-572,583
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< LBOARD SPACINGSTANDARDS URGED
Standards to govern spacing
between billboards along open
highways must be developed by
the Government and the bill
board industry, Representative;
James C. Wright Jr. (Dem.),
Texas, said yesterday.
He said that it was foolish to
contend that open spaces and
scenic areas can be preserved
with no linear regulation what
ever. He spoke at an annual
convention of the Outdoor Ad
vertising Association at the
Chase-Park Plaza hotel.
Wright said he recently had
counted 21 large billboards
within one mile in a noncom
mercial section in Texas. Such ¡
an “abnormal and unsightly,
clutter” was not only offensive
to the landscape but relatively ,
unproductive to advertisers, he 1
said.
By the same token, he said, it
is absurd to decree that no
signboards whatever be permit
ted along entire highway sys
tems across the country.
Wright advocated a “pockets
of beauty” approach, with all
commercial advertising exclud
ed from specific locations desig- ’
nated by each state as its most ¡
scenic areas. Within incorporat
ed municipalities, each commu
nity should have full freedom to
zone for billboards as it sees
fit, he said.
He said attempts to keep bill
boards far from highway right
of ways were producing in New
York gigantic signboards that
obscured more countryside than
the smaller ones alongside high
ways. He termed them “monu
ments to our folly.”
Citing modern conservation ef
forts of the lumber industry,
water and air pollution control
activities of the oil industry and
noise control efforts of the air
craft industry, Wright said that
s enlightened and responsive injdusitries not only could survive
but also benefit from changes
|demanded by the public.
; He said that the outdoor ad
vertising industry would find
some readjustments necessary
because of growing concern
over the despoilment of open'
space and scenic areas. Be
cause the industry serves an
important function in the econ
omy and is an indispensable
convenience to the traveling
public, it need not fear that it
will be forced out of business,
he said.
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Bedrock Challenge to Billboard Ban
-—•'

I Outdoor Ad Firm Argues

--------------------------------------- —

established

by

the

Vermont

Precedent-Setting Case Supreme Court in a landmark
1942 decision on billboards.
in Supreme Court.
This is the famous Kelbro v
(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — A billboard
firm appearing before the Ver
mont Supreme Court Tuesday
challenged the state’s new
tough anti-bil'board law and the
philosophy that it’s based on.
The Micalite Sign Corp, of
Westmoreland, N.H., became
the first billboard firm to
i challenge the new anti-billboard
' law before the state’s highest
court.
Atty. James Fitzcharles of
1 Springfield, representing
)' Micalite, argued that its sign
I near here advertising the
Tavern Motor Inn should be
allowed to stand for at least
five more years and when it
comes down the state should
pay for its removal.
Assistant Atty. Gen. Louis P.
; Peck told the five justices on
the Supreme Court that the
j Legislature had every right to
pass laws ordering billboards
I down without compensation
under the inherent police pow
ers of the state.
Peck based all of his legal"
argument on the philosophy

Myrick case in which the court
decreed that off-premise
billboards have no right to use
the public highways for profit.
The challenge of the state’s
new anti-billboard law reaches
the high court because Micalite
is appealing a Washington
Chancery Court action earlier in
the year.
Judge William C. Hill refused
to grant an injunction sought by
Micalite to stop the state
Highway
Department from
removing a sign located on
Route 2 advertising the Tavern.
It is an “off-premise” sign visisigns were outlawed by the 1967
ble from Interstate *89. Such
Legislature.
The sign is still standing
because the matter is under
litigation.
The sign — costing in excess
of $2,000 — was erected in July,
1966. It was legally erected
under 1966 laws, but became il
legal after the 1967 Legislature
tightened up the state’s
billboard law and prohibited all
off-premise advertising from
the sight of the interstate
system.

—.. ....________ ______«.

Fitzcharles argued before
the Supreme Court that the
Legislature changed its rules in
midstream and made Micalite’s
sign illegal.
He asked that the state be
ordered to leave it up for five
years. This is a “grace period”
which was allowed under the
old law for signs declared ille
gal after their erection.
Fitzcharles also asked for
compensation.
However, the 1967 Legislature
amended the state’s billboard
law saying that compensation
would have to be paid for any
sign the state reoved after Jan
1, 1968.
Fitzcharles argued that this
provision discriminates against
his company because the
billboard was ordered down
during the eight-month period
between the time the new law
became effective and Jan 1
1968.
The Springfield attorney also
said that a provision in the 1967
law which ordered a survey of
all signs in the state to be com
pleted by Jan. 1, 1968, signified
that the Legislature “meant” to
leave all signs up until then,
regardless of the new law.
Peck objected to this argu(See Page 12: Billboards)

as it is the regulation of the use
of streets and other public
thoroughfares,” the Vermont
ment, saying that the survey Supreme Court said in its 1942
was ordered by the Legislature decision.
so the state would know how The Kelbro decision dealt only
much it would have to pay for with off-premise advertising.
compensation when it ordered
State anti-billboard laws deal
billboards removed after Jan 1 with off-premise advertising,)
1968.
and only lightly with on-premise
He said any signs ordered signs.
rmoved before Jan. 1, 1968,
The two lawyers differed
could be taken without com Tuesday as to the importance of
pensation.
the Kelbro case.
The state will start paying
Peck said the whole basis of
compensation for billboards the state’s tough billboard laws
removed after Jan. 1, 1968. The is that decision. If if it is!
federal government will pick up repudiated, he said, it would
75 per cent of the tab, and the seriously weaken the state’s an
state the remainder.
ti-billboard laws.
Peck kept hammering back to
Fitzcharles argued that the
the crux of his argument that Kelbro case isn’t really that im
the state’s police powers as
to
regulation
of
spelled out by the Kelbro portant
decision allow it to order signs billboards.
The five justices on the
down without making payment.
Although Fitzcharles asked Supreme Court have the case
the high court to “repudiate” under advisement. A decision
the landmark Kelbro case, he isn’t expected until December.
said this wasn’t necessary to It will come at a time when the
Vermont Legislature will be
his argument.
He argued mostly for com ready to consider far-reaching
pensation if the Micalite sign is legislation banning all private
removed, and for allowing the billboard advertising in the
sign to stand for five more state.
This plan, backed by Rep.
years.
However, Peck kept returning Theodore Riehle, R-ll-1, of
to Kelbro, saying the basis of South Burlington, has picked up
all the Vermont anti-billboard wide support from many
regulations is based on this quarters.
However,
Riehle
expects
philosophy.
The Supreme Court in 1942 much lobbying against his bill
said that off-premise billboards by the billboard interests.
The court’s decision in the
have no “property rights” and
case
could
give
that they can’t use the public Micálite
Riehle’s billboard ban a boost,
thoroughfares for profit.
“Hence, we conceive that the or deal it a severe body blow, if
regulation of billboards and the court rules against the
their restriction is not so much state.
a regulation of private streets

(Continued from Page One)
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Gateway plan

N. Michigan Av.
beautification set
By Robert L. Dishon

The glittering N. Michigan
Av. magnificent mile will be
set off with gateways at Oak
St. and the Chicago River un
der a new beautification plan
unveiled Tuesday.
Just what the gateways will
be like has not been fully
determined, said Jerrold
Loebl, chairman of the beau
tification committee of Great
er North Michigan Avenue
Assn.
Loebl said consultants Law
rence Halprin and Felix War
burg of San Francisco had
recommended a series of
flags at the Oak St. entrance.
But winds off Lake Michi
gan may be too severe for a
flag display Loebl said.
The gateways, which would
identify the shopping street
to motorists and pedestrians,
are among a series of fea
tures recommended for N.
Michigan.
DETAILS OF the prelim

inary plan were outlined by
association officials and Hal
prin and Warburg in Campbell
Hall at 435 N. Michigan.
The plan, to be reviewed
by merchants and property
owners, will undergo changes,
Loebl said.
It calls for landscaping,
fountains, bus shelters, differ
ent kinds of paving styles, new
kinds of lighting and addition
al landscaping at the Water
Tower Square.
THE PLAN also suggests
the possible development of a
series of small plazas over
existing streets where they go
under N. Michigan.
The plazas would not be as
large, however, as those be
tween the Wrigley Building
towers and Pioneer Plaza
around the Equitable Build
ing.
They could become little
garden spots to break up the
lines of high-rise buildings
along the south end of the
s’* "oing areaf said Loebl.

The Road. Report.., ■ BY ARBA

Where would you be
•. without highways?

PEOPLE NEED CARS. ".
CARS NEED HIGHWAYS
AMERICAN ROAD BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN
TRIBUNE

The Billboard Battle
HIGHWAY beautification rides a rough road. The
1965 act which was supposed to clear away more than
800,000 signs expired on June 30 and Congress still
can’t agree on an extension.
Last winter the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR)
published guidelines for the removal of billboards
along Interstate routes and asked states to comply or
face the loss of 10 per cent of federal aid. Then word
came from Congress that the penalty wouldn’t be en
forced. With that threat gone some states—including
Minnesota—proceeded to weaken their own beautifi
cation laws.
BPR hasn’t given up. Now it is trying to get state
highway departments to make agreements on control
measures, with the agreements to go into effect when
and if ratified by legislative action. A couple of BPR
officials are due in St. Paul this week on this mission.
The billboard industry here already has filed ob
jections to this procedure, claiming no legal sanction
exists for preliminary action of the sort.
Though the 1967 legislature diluted existing law
by reducing the spacing between billboards, it did
give the highway department power to enter private
property to dismantle abandoned signs. Any sign for
which the owner does not obtain a permit may be de
clared abandoned after a hearing.
Hearings also will be held on roadways which a
special commission declares to be scenic areas. There
no commercial signs will be allowed after the state ac
quires title to existing signs.
So a bit of progress is being made. But it’s pain
fully ¡slow.

I

Cycle Club o
o
_o
To Clean Up too’
Hi hway

"

Trade?

Members of the
Winds Motorcycle Club have§J
scheduled a highway litter-zr
pickup detail for Saturday^*
morning between Sea LifqCTQ
i Park and Waimanalo. Theo
City-County has assigned a3
' truck and driver to assist in
i the public service project.
i
Roy Henry, public rela
tions chiarman for the cy
clists, said the purpose of the
pi oject is twofold — to im
prove the area’s appearance
and to get rid of litter which
might harbor rabies-infested
rodents.
The Sea Life Parkto-Waimanalo project along
Kalanianaole Hwy. is one of
a series undertaken by the
motorcyclists since it was
suggested in an Advertiser
column that drag racers,
sports car drivers and cy
clists might improve their
image with public service ef
forts.
Henry announced yester
day that he and the club’s
secretary, George Hardcastle, would be delegates to the
first Students’ Conference
for Active Beautification to
be held Oct. 20-21 at the Ha
waiian Village Hotel.
Purpose of the conference,
which is jointly sponsored by
Gov. John A. Burns and the
Outdoor Circle, is to involve
young people in preservation
and enhancement of Island
beauty.
“We’re very pleased that
the Planning Committee for
the conference has accepted
a delegation from the Trade
Winds Motorcycle Club”
Henry said.

rominent in the photo below is the
world’s largest artificial redwood tree.
It was built at a cost of $4,000 by the
Redwood Empire Association at the Los Angeles
County Fairgrounds. The tree is 40 feet tall and
about 12 feet in diameter. Seven tons of real
redwood bark went into the construction.
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Council Gets Newl
Plan for Freeway |
Billboard Curbs 1
By BERNIE SHELLUM

y
A compromise ordinance 16, the only testimony earned
has been proposed to the from opponents, spokesmen a
Minneapolis City Council to for the Naegele Outdoor Ad- •
restrict billboards along free vertising Co., Inc. Several >
ways in industrial and com- labor unions also opposed theI
mercial sections of Minneapo- proposed ordinance, including f;
lis.
¡ the painters, electrical workA tougher measure failed ¡ ers'bili P“ters’ shee5 metal;
j
for lack °of public support ear 1 workers and sign erectors.
Several other issues were
lier this year, and billboards
already are springing up along occupying the council, how-[
unopened stretches of Inter-1 ever, such as the proposed
state Hwy. 35W south of the ! abolition of the liquor patrol*
downtown area.
¡ limits.
The suggested ordinance is
Some are within the 330- cosponsored by four aiderfoot limit set by the proposed men, and billboard control'is 5
— - '.r _ r .
ordinance, but there is no re one of the priorities listed in J
L
ir :* - -7^
troactive provision to force , a recent report by a subcom- t
their removal.
mittee of the Minneapolis '»
Billboards are being erected Committee on Beautification. !
Opinion about the tree is mixed. According
¡mainly between Franklin Av. COSPONSORS ARE Gerard!
to Earl M. Wilkinson of the Fair Association,
¡and Lake St. There are none D. Hegstrom, 8th Ward
' so far where the northbound DFLer, and three Republican '•
“We can tell you that wc have a real crowd; lanes overlook the city’s sky- council President Dan Cohen,!
plcaser. The tree was a real hit.” Marin County
! line.
7th Ward; Richard T. Curtin, >
Supervisor Peter H. Bchr, when asked to approve
THE NEW proposal would 9th Ward, and Gladys S.;
his county’s share of the cost, said, “I’m opposed
restrict advertising billboards Brooks, 11th Ward.
to it. It’s not worth a farthing.” Fellow Super
only along freeways. The ear
The subcommittee’s report!/
visor Byron Leydccker added, “If the Redwood
lier one set a 660-foot (two was based largely on recom-j
Empire Association were one-half as successful
block) limit, applied also to mendations by Lawrence M.!
at promoting tourism as it is at promoting con
primary highways and put an Irvin, city planning director,
tributions from taxing agencies, we’d be overrun
area restriction on business who also suggested that the
signs. Advertising signs are Committee on Beautification
with tourists.”
those
that attempt to sell a be made a permanent, budg-;
It might be well for the Division of Beaches
product while business signs eted advisory committee of
and Parks to look into the possibility of con
merely identify the enter the Planning Commission.
structing a large grove of similar trees at the
prise.
The suggested yearly budget
fairgrounds to save many thousands of Southern
The first proposal reached is $24,000.
Californians the trouble of traveling 800 miles
the City Council’s Zoning and
The Beautification Plan
or so to see the real thing. But on the other hand,
Planning Committee, which ning Committee has invited!
there are those who will argue that when you’ve
returned it to the Planning the entire City Council, May-¡!
Commission because only two or Arthur Naftalin and Co-;
seen one artificial redwood tree, you’ve seen them
of the nine commissioners ordinator Robert T. Jorvig i
all.
had voted to approve it. It to a meeting at noon Thurs-(
later bogged down in two day in the Sheraton-Ritz ¡
Planning Commission sub Hotel.
K
committees.
The committee was formed!
At a public hearing before last spring and sponsored ai
¡the Planning Commission Feb. conference at which Louis >
Crutcher, a controversial ar-il
chitect, emphasized billboard t
limitation as essential for,
beautification.
Mrs. Magnus Olson, com-,
mittee cochairman, said yes-!
terday that Crutcher had)
convinced many Minneapolis
tans that such a restriction1
in Minneapolis is necessary¡‘
to avoid a “garish, loud,;
honky-tonk atmosphere along;
freeways.”
THE PROPOSAL is ex-1
pected to be taken up by the;
Planning Commission a n d¡
Planning and Zoning Com-'
mittee next week.
It would ban advertising
signs in several sections of!
Minneapolis along still-un
built stretches of Interstate!
Hwys. 35W and 94. Such;
signs already are banned in1
residential zones.
The original 660-foot limit!
was suggested Jan. 1(3 by the1
Bureau of Public Roads,'
whose authority to set na-£
tionwide standards was ques-;
tioned, and ultimately denied,!
by Congress this summer.
»
The 1965 Highway Beauti
fication Act, which sanc
tioned standards, allowed,
billboards within 660 feet in
properly zoned areas. The'
act was virtually emasculat
ed in September when Con
Minneapolis Tribune Photo by Pete Hohn
gress appropriated only $5
BILLBOARD ON HWY. 35W NEAR LAKE ST.
million for highway billboard
control in 1968.
Ordinance would restrict signs along freeways
Minneapolis Tribune Staff Writer

j

"Decision next week

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS. Wednesday, Oct. 25, 1967

City vows action on 2 billboards
City zoning officials Wednes
day promised quick action on
long-standing cases involving
two billboards.
We II have a decision bv

next week,” said John P.
Knngas of the Zoning Board
of
Appeals,
which
took ;
evidence for the first time I
J uesdav on the cases.
I

The billboards, owned by
the Triangle Sign Co.; 448 N.
Orleans, are at W. Irving
Park and N. Keeler, near the
Northwest Expressway, and
at 3024-26 S. Ashland, near
the Stevenson Expressway.

Í
We used to say “Everything grows in California"
and this would seem to include an ever-increasing
variety of plastic flora. We couldn't help being I
touched by a recent newspaper ad in which the I
green thumbs of the polyethylene world
i

bi k&Lhb?
AND MORE

.A

,V~:
! "X

admonish, "Get a touch of beauty for your •
entry & FORGET IT!"
Perhaps thinking along the same line, highway
commissioner Vernon J. Christina of San Jose
asked Donald van Riper, landscape architect of
the Division of Highways, to look into the
possibility of using plastic plants along our
highways instead of live ones. Christina was
appalled by the fact that $1.5 million, or
15f lOOths of one percent, of our annual highway
expenditure is spent to water highway landscaping.
Christina remarked, "Some oj the most fantastic
things in the world are being done with plastics
these days."
We might add that some of the most fantastic
things in the world are being proposed for plastic
these days.

i- TREES!
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CAREFREE GREENERY

ENDURING BEAUTY

ALMOST LIKE REAL

Get a Touch of Beauty for
your entry & FORGET IT!

CCT 27 1969
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TRIANGLE was ordered to
HOWEVER, Triangle’s attortake down the Irving Park Í ney, Maurice Nathanson, ar
! sign on July 2, 1.962, and told gued they should be allowed
j to remove the Ashland Av.
to stay because they were up
sign on Aug. 4, 1964.
before the ordinance was
The oft - continued cases
adopted.
I came to light last week as

i

He contended the billboards
part of a drive by Harry F.
pose
no hazard to expressway
Ch a d d i c k, new chairman of
drivers.
the zoning board, to clean up ¡
old cases.
Under questioning by Chad
The board hears appeals i dick, Nathanson conceded that
from the city’s zoning depart- ' the cases have been put off
ment.
because of continuances he •
Chaddick said the signs vio- ! requested, but couldn’t ex
late the city’s 1957 zoning ¡ plain why he sought the de- !
ordinance which forbids out-1 lays.
door advertising signs closer j “It’s all my fault,” he
than 400 feet to expressways. I said.

WATERLOO, IOWA
COURIER

To Enforce Billboard Control Law
Thft
Ji
,
.
. .
The19R5
1965Ipcnclnflirn
legislaturenrnliikHn
prohibited
attorney general assigned to the! said, was finding a definition of
billboards within 660 feet of in-j
feet apart and at least two
Highway Commission, said the
terstate highways, with some new rules “are a complete new' “unzoned commercial or in miles from any interchange.
exceptions, but the commission departure” in that they prohibit dustrial area” that satisfied the The 1967 legislature refused to
has not acted to enforce the most signs except i n com .commission, the Bureau of appropriate any money for the
Public Roads and o'üTdoór Highway Commission to buy or
law.
mercial or industrial areas.
¡advertising interests. The com condemn billboards erected
It attributes the delay mainly “This means the Iowa mission finally defined this as
to changes and uncertainty in farmland won’t be cluttered up the area 660 feet either side of before the law was passed.
DES
MOINES
(AP)
- the federal law, and to red tape with billboards,” he said.
an industrial or commercial However, it declared a
nuisance any nonconforming
Billboards would be banned in ■in getting Federal Bureau of The rules allow official activity.
signs
elected since the law was
Public
Roads
approval
of
highway signs anywhere, and
the proximity of interstate
Iowa’s enforcement program, they allow any roadside I But billboards, businesses .adopted. Graham said the new
, highways, under a rule pro which the law says must be “in
conducted from the home,
business to post a sign, ad agriculture and seasonal or rules would enable the com
posed by the Iowa Highway compliance with national
vertising its services at its temporary businesses are not mission to bring court action to
¡Commission.
policy.”
remove these.
location.
counted as industrial or com
' The commission, moving to Rules which the commission
I
bi llboards mercial activity as far as the Joseph Coupal, Iowa director
enforce a two-year-old state now proposes will have the Otherwise,
generally
would
be
allowed
only billboard rules are concerned. j of highways, recently said some
billboard control law, has asked force of law once they are ap
(signs along the interstate
in
“
advertising
areas,
”
defined
j Even within the recognized highways “are illegal and they
the Iowa Legislative Rules proved by the review committee
as
areas
of
industrial
or
com

Review. Committee to approve and the attorney general.
commercial and i n d u s t r i a 1 make me damn mad . . . It’d
.the rule at its Nov. 14 meeting. I James Graham, an assistant; mercial usage, zoned or not.
areas the rules would require ridiculous to allow these things
A major problem, Graham billboards to be at least 1,000
and we don’t intend to.”
I

--

B B

Iowa Hwy.
j Commission
Offers Rule

PRESSURE LOBBYING
To the Editor: Coming up in
Legislature we will have a
realistic, badly-needed proposal
regarding “off-premises outdoor
advertising” in our state. This bill
is proposed by Representative
Theodore M. Riehle, Jr., (R.-So.
Burlington). In The Boston Sunday
Globe, Sept. 17, there was a detail
ed explanation of the bill, and also
mention of the “high pressure lob
bying” which awaits the bill
Vermonters have shown thax they
are pretty good lobbyists for their
own small state even with “high
powered” influence from a na
tional “X Oil Co”., “Y-Automobile
Co.”, or “Z-Candy Company” .
I for one, and am sure garden club
members conservationists, and
any ■ one really interested in
preserving the beauty of Vermont
¡ and giving the tourists on whom
we depend for so much, the benefit
■of lovely views unmarked by
billboards and floating ads high up
in the air, might well look into
Representative Riehle’s bill and if
it seems a good idea, write him a
letter saying so . . . One thing

about Vermont . . . we’re small
enough that letters and postcards
to
our representatives and
senators don’t get lost in the shuf
fle .. . We are a hospitable state,
we welcome visitors and Represen
tative Riehle s bill it would seem
provides ways and means for our
guests to find out what Vermont
has to offer without the ugly clut
ter of garish signs, blazing neon
lights and the honky-tonk at- I
mosphere so many beautiful areas
have been blighted with ... In the
long run the economy of our small
state depends on guests from out- I
of-state who come here to share
oui seasons. How about finding out
•about Representative Riehle’s bill
and let him know how you feel I
about
“Keeping
Vermont
beautiful”. . .
ALICE B. FLANNERY
Norwich.

Some Signs Necessary
Must admit I have mixed feelings about
•the billboards! I think it’s great that “we
may develop one hell of a reputation as
a state with no signs!”, as stated by Rep.
Theodore Riehle.
This will make Vermont a great scenic
drive for people on their way to well marked motels, restaurants, ' etc. — right
through Vermont!
We have traveled a great deal in the
past 30 years and zwe are always happy
after a tiring drive to see a welcome
Sheraton, Holiday Inn or a Howard Johnson
sign. If, however, we DO NOT see signs
we just drive on until we do. Also when
you are driving through unknown territory,
on an interstate (which is a great deal of
sameness anyway), it is hard to concentrate
on little signs.
I do hope the powers - that - be will
think twice about the little guy who when
tired after a day of looking at beautiful
scenic beauty is only too glad to see a
wonderful big sign stating very clearly how
to find a good night’s rest.
GLADYS A. MALLORY
Burlington, VL

Appeal to Businessmen
■ It is gratifying to learn of Rep., Riehle’s
no - billboard proposals and of the work
of the Billboard Study Committee. It is equally
discouraging to learn that those most
interested in preventing a ban of billboards
are those who receive the most financial
benefit from Vermont’s natural beauty, i.e.,
the overnight accommodations business. The
very thing which attracts the people of the
nation to Vermont is in danger of being
spoiled by those who most want to attract
visitors to Vermont.
May I appeal to the businessmen of
Vermont to evaluate the ultimate attraction
value of billboards versus natural beauty,
and hope they decide that if Vermont is
kept beautiful enough, there will be tourist
business for all.
MRS. PETER KRUSCH
Cambridge, Vt.
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Theodore Richie one of South where someone would be on duty SI. — As of rieht now, wliat <l<> l I
Rur/in of on’s ¡legislators, reecntl-f all the time to assist the tourist. you think tin* eluxnees art* of tin-.
. proposed a plan that he
hopes
Sj— How would the booths he l’*ni’o*‘al passing.
, I
icoaltl in effect retain Vermont s fia::nerd?
¡Richie If we can work out the’
scenic bcaiiht and increase tour- ................ ..... .
,,
_ . bugs, I think the sentiment of
ism in the state.
Richie -This is a problem. E\i-((¡1(; peopie js for p ¡,nt| jf this is ]
The proposal has received
a dently the federal
government Jhp case |hc O(J(¡S nre ,jie Legis-’ I
ureat deal of puhlicitp, hut
be- "’ill P;,y f°r s°me of them,
but j.,turc will gO mr it . . . especial- I
xgi muse it is oio/r an involved ¡dan, the state would h.t\e to p.iy lot , since the leadership of
both
. ririiii jiiu
1"ilinl‘,n:tllt>p- ’
- • ■ ■ ; -!
_jU

Billboards: Who
Is ‘In Between’?
Rep. Riehle Surprised
Oil Industry Isn’t
Completely Sold.
(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — Rep. Theo
dore Riehle, R-ll-2, of South

concept that has already been
publicized.
He also had the feeling that
the gasoline people would help
swing the hotel-motel interests
into a favorable position.
Gov. Philip H. Hoff issued a
strong statement Thursday night
praising the Riehle plan. He
said iHa petroleum people had
ition to look at the sub* a non-selfish standgave those remarks
ng of the Vermont
ssociation at Basin
however, Garside
ibers of the Ver
in Association
e still taking a
it” attitude,
against a bill
ie, we just want
final form will
n’t want to take
5 businessmen —
its final form,”
riday.
5 are strong that
iwn our high-rise
terstate roads,
y is that every)gnize that there
a practical an
al answer to letknow where a
ted, and provoc
ations of over; and clusters of

leasures by Senator Fred Farr, 1955 - 1966 Sessions

1955 Regular Session
SB 2007 (lead author) re acquisition of property for state beaches and park
purposes

1956 Regular Session

SB 8

SCR 15 (lead author)

ad: ‘‘Somewhere
the solution.”
)f the confusion
2 and the petroFriday appeared
hie didn’t realize
still thinking in
‘something in be-

SJR 1
SJR 4

1956 First Extraordinary Session
SB

6
13
18 (lead author)
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
35
54 (lead author)
61

highways but pri3 a form of advefcontrolled properervice to highway
isservice, also, to
tion to the state’s

lid set up a system
Jritrolled directional
Jhts-of-way for busiptoring public — but
3 terms of service to
want information or
a legitimate medi-

ng.Improper place- j
in construction of
surely too many of
3 stronger controls,
íort of the commit5•
ncil’s Outdoor Adhould ..learn what
ve have an idea it
oposal gets in the
itors.

1957 Regular Session
See copy from Final Calendar.
in italics.

Measures on which Farr is lead author are listed

'cessary.
irn to be thankful for

Tju the Free Press.
Riehle’s beauty program,
/one that certain country
fictions might be necessary
ace of the public and the
certain places of business?
J a business is located far
Tbugh from a main highway so that there
are seven different back road intersections
used to get there.-

Let’s hope that the legislature will study
this matter welf, particularly with regard
to directional sigiy<.
RQBERT D. LINCOLN

South Burlington, Vt.
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TltC'i(lur( Richie one of South where someone would be on duty
S.iUnoton’s hegisldtois, recently all the time to assist the tourist,
! jimposed o ¡dan that lie hojies
— flow would the booths be
uoi</(Z in effect reto in Vermont a
■
scenic bemit>/ mid inerense tone-

i.s„, in Hie state.
The hi-ohosul lms received
n
'¡cat deal of inihlicit ii, hut
he1 cause g is iiiiiic mi involved ¡dun,

SL — As of riirht now, what do ¡
yon think the chances are of this
!’•passing
,
Richie— If we can work out the
.
. bugs, I think the sentiment oi
Kittle This is a problem. Evi;;th¿
,p ¡s fo,. ¡, .,nd ¡f th¡s ¡s
dently the lederal
government
case },R. (ldds nlc t|1P Leg is-J
"’ill pay foi some of them,
nil jj,ture will go tor it . . . especialstate would have to pay for., sincc thp leadership of
both
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Billboards: Who
Is ‘In. Between?
Rep. Richie Surprised
Oil Industry Isn’t
Completely Sold.

L.

ti

(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — Rep. Theo
dore Riehle, R-ll-2, of South
X

concept that has already been
publicized.
He also had the feeling that
the gasoline people would help
swing the hotel-motel interests
into a favorable position.
Gov. Philip H. Hoff issued a
strong statement Thursday night
praising the Riehle plan. He
said
petroleum people had
¡tion to look at the suba non-selfish standigave those remarks
|ng of the Vermont
Association at Basin
however, Garside
ibers of the Ver

in

1958 Regular Session

SB 13
14

SCR 19
20
21
26
30
32

SJR

1
3 (lead author) re federal aid to schools
17

1958 First Extraordinary Session

SB

7
18
36
37
38
41
59

(lead
(lead
(lead
(lead

author)
author)
author)
author)

re
re
re
re

state recreational facilities
Pfeiffer-Big Sur State Park
outdoor science education
parking districts
highways but pri-

SCR 31 (lead author) re Alta Sims Bunker

SJR

j a form of advercontrolled properervice to highway
isservice, also, to
tion to the state’s

9 (lead author) re disposal of radioactive waster
12 (lead author) re federal flood insurance

Id set up a system
trolled directional
ts-of-way for busitoring public - but
terms of service to
want information or
a legitimate medi-

1958 Second Extraordinary Session

No introductions by Farr listed

1960 Regular Session

SB

SCR

Association

e still taking a
t” attitude,
t against a bill
le, we just want
5 final form will
n’t want to take
s businessmen —
its final form,”
'riday.
s are strong that
iwn our high-rise
terstate roads,
y is that everyignize that there
a practical an
al answer to let: know where a
ted, and preventations of over; and clusters of
. >»
2d: “Somewhere
the solution.”
if the confusion
and the petroFriday appeared
hie didn’t realize
still thinking in
‘something in be-

mg. Improper placein construction of
surely too many of
3 stronger controls,
iort of the commits•
noil’s Outdoor Adhould ..learn what
we have an idea it
oposal gets in the
itors.

4
5
8
3
13 (lead author) re Uniform Commercial Code
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cessary.
Iturn to be thankful for
ju the Free Press.
Riehle’s beauty program,
•yone tViat certain country
sfetions might be necessary
ice of the public and the
certain places of business?
a business is located far
fóugh from a main highway so that there
are seven different back road intersections
used to get there. Let’s hope that the legislature will study
this matter welf, particularly with regard
to directional sigiy<
rSouth Burlington, Vt.

RQBERT D. LINCOLN
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Bibcards: Who
Is ‘In. Between’?
Rep. Richie Surprised
Oil Industry Isn’t
Completely Sold.
(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — Rep. Theo
dore Riehle, R-ll-2, of South
** ’ *
——J n

conccpt that has already been
publicized.
He also had the feeling that
the gasoline people would help
swing the hotel-motel interests
into a favorable position.
Gov. Philip H. Hoff issued a
strong statement Thursday night
praising the Riehle plan. He
said
petroleum people had
¡tion to look at the suba non-selfish stand^gave those remarks
¿ng of the Vermont
Association at Basin
however, Garside
ibers of the Verum Association
e still taking a
t” attitude,
t against a bill
ie, we just want
3 final form will
n’t want to take
5 businessmen —
its final form,”
riday.
s are strong that
iwn our high-rise
terstate roads,
y is that everyignize that there
a practical an:al answer to let: know where a
ted, and preventations of over3 and clusters of

I960 First Extraordinary Session
SB 14
24
31
32
33
34
35
40
54
55
56
73

SCA

SCR

SJR

(lead author) re county junior college
(lead author) re junior college district organization

(lead author) re school district elections

(lead author) re extensions and field services of junior colleges

, »9

ad: “Somewhere
the solution.”
jf the confusion
and the petroFriday appeared
hie didn’t realize
still thinking in
‘something in be-

2
5
6
10 (lead author) re Joint Interim Committee on Uniform Laws
13 (lead author) re Colton Hall
3
7

highways but pri-

1960 2nd Extraordinary Session

a form of advercontrolled properervice to highway
isservice, also, to
ition to the state’s

SB 1 (lead author) re death penalty

1961 Regular Session
See copy from Final Calendar.

fid set up a system
itrolled directional
its-of-way for busiitoring public - but
¡terms of service to
Iwant information or
a legitimate medi-

Does not indicate on which measures Farr is lead

author.

1962 Regular Session

|>ng. Improper placein construction of
surely too many of
3 stronger controls,
iort of the commit3•
ncil’s Outdoor Adhould ..learn what
,ve have an idea it
oposal gets in the
itors.

SCR 10
11
18 (lead author) re expenses of the Joint Interim Committee on Uniform Laws
26 (lead author) re conduits for education TV in schools and college
building construction
27 (lead author) re driver education

-3-

'cessary.
turn to be thankful for
Tju the Free Press.
Riehle’s beauty program,
•yone fftat certain country
.ofctions might be necessary
ice of the public and the
certain places of business?
business is located far
5ugh from a main highway so that there
are seven different back road intersections
used to get there.;
Let’s hope that the legislature will study
this matter well, particularly with regard
to directional sigty<.
rRQBERT D. LINCOLN
South Burlington, Vt.
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Thc’idovc Riehlc one of South where someone would be on duty Si. — As of right now, what do ¡
3, i/iiio.'on’.s /.roi.s/o/or.s, recent I if all the time to assist the tourist, yon think the chances are ot this
. pm posed a plan that he hopes
— How would the booths he l’*“i*<,sa* P“ •* «
,
icouhl in effect retain Vermont's financed?
[Riehlc--If we can work out the'
scenic beaut ft ((¡id increase tour.
_ . bugs, I think the sentiment o¡
win in the state.
Riehlc -'Plus is a problem. I,jV1B tjlc people is for it and if this is
The proposal has received
a dently the lederal
government (he case thc u(j(|s nre ,|1P Legist
I great deal of pnldieilu, but be- "dll pay for some of them,
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Rep. Riehle Surprised
Oil Industry Isn’t
Completely Sold.

j

(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — Rep. Theo
dore Riehle, R-ll-2, of South
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!ugh from a main highway so that there
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this matter weli, particularly with regard
to directional sigiy<.
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Theodore Riehle, one of South
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MONTPELIER — Rep. Theodore Riehle, R-ll-2, of South
Rurlnston. expressed astonish-
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He also had the feeling that
the gasoline people would help
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into a favorable position.
Gov. Philip H. Hoff issued a J
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sa*d the petroleum people had
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a non-selfish standigave those remarks
yng of the Vermont
Association at Basin
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3É IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Del Rey Oaks, that
WHEREAS, the acquisition and maintenance of Canyon Del Rey Road by

the State of california as a part of the highway system is of utmost im

portance to the City of Del Rey Oaks as said Road carries ninety percent
non-urban traffic and is a continuation of the state highways, and

WHEREAS, SENATOR FRED FARR has aided and assisted this City in the

.

effectuating and securing the passage through the legislature of a bill to

relieve this City of the burden of traffic that is not local traffic and
has been most courteous, helpful and considerate of the City's aim and
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objectives;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT FOUND, DETERMINED AND ORDERED by this City

*■ -

Council, that
The sincere gratitude and appreciation of this City be expressed by

resolution to SENATOR FRED FARR for his efforts in behalf of this City of
Del ,iey Oaks in securing the passage by the legislature of the State of

California of a bill to relieve the City of the burden of non-local traffic;
and

Thau a copy oi this resolution suitably engrossed be forwarded under

highways but pri«•
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at * regular rieetinS of the City Council of the
kS duly held °n the 22nd W of Jtme> !959, by the following

aixbS, and in favor thereof, Councilmen: Chariw
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v

ona_±es .v, Jenson, Douglas Mc Kueny,
Donald A. Stentz, Nayor James W. Wilson,,

NOES, Councilmen: None
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^iOXTPELIz,R — Rep. Theodore Riehle, R-ll-2, of South
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Soil Conservation Society®
'TO ADVANCE THE SCIENCE AND ART OF GOOD LAND USE"

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

FRED S. FARR
Mr. Fred S. Farr,

served in the California State

a native Californian,

Senate from 19T to 1967 - As Chairman of the Senate Committee on Natural

Resources,
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soil conservation districts.

supported the grant

He authored much significant

legislation for the wise utilization and protection of open space.

This

included such successful legislation as the Scenic Easement Law in 19^9,
creation of the

State Office of Planning in 195>9j

State Scenic Highway

System in 1963the California Parkway Act in 196^,

and the Open Space

Amendment to the State Constitution in 1966.
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of the

Society, the California Chapter is pleased to present this Distinguished
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to directional sigiyS.
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Is ‘In Between’?
Rep. Riehle Surprised
Oil Industry Isn’t
Completely Sold.
(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — Rep. Theo
dore Riehle, R-ll-2, of South
Burlngton, expressed astonish-

CALIFORNIANS' ATTITUDES ABOUT THE DEATH PENALTY
Results of a Statewide Survey

The following is an Executive Summary of the results of a statewide
public opinion poll conducted by Professors Craig Haney and Aida
Hurtado of the University of California at Santa Cruz and
implemented by the Field Research Corporation.
The survev was financed with funds provided by Amnesty
International USA, the ACLU of Northern California, ACLU of
Southern California, Death Penalty Focus of California, and the
Friends Committee on Legislation.
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CALIFORNIA DEATH PENALTY SURVEY 1989
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By a more than two to one majority. Californians prefer life
imprisonment without possibility of parole plus restitution over the
death penalty when given the choice between these alternatives.
Although there is widespread support for the death penalty in the
abstract (79% of public is "strongly" or "somewhat" in favor), this
support dropped dramatically when respondents were asked a
number of specific questions about death penalty imposition. Many
Californians appear to support the death penalty because they arc
skeptical about whether life imprisonment really guarantees that
prisoners will remain in prison, and also because they are concerned
about doing something for victims. Life in prison without parole plus
restitution seeems to meet both of these concerns and is preferred
over the death penalty by a wide margin.
Californians are also much less inclined to support the death
penalty when confronted with certain kinds of cases. For example,
only half of the respondents favored allowing the death penalty
under any circumstances for juveniles, and just one Californian in
four believes that the death penalty should ever be permitted for
mentally retarded defendants. Support for the death penalty also
declines considerably in cases where Californians learn certain
humanizing facts about the defendant's backround (e.g., that he was
abused as a child), and when they are presented with certain kinds of
evidence about the crime itself (e.g., that it was not premeditated or
that it was committed while the defendant was under extreme
mental or emotional distress). And, when Californians were told that
the defendant would be a hardworking, well-behaved inmate in
prison, they were also much more likely to favor life imprisonment
over the death penalty.
Although there is relatively widespread agreement among
Californians that retribution alone is not a sufficient justification for
the death penalty, many respondents held misconceptions or
erroneous beliefs about what the death penalty accomplishes and
how it actually operates in society. For example, despite much
evidence to the contrary, a large majority of Californians believes that
the death penalty prevents murder by deterring potential killers.
Similarly, a majority believes that the death penalty is cheaper than
life in prison, despite the fact that this is clearly not so. Finally,
nearly half of the repondents believes that minorities are not more
likely to receive the death penalty, a belief that is strongly
contradicted by national as well as statewide statistics.

These are the results of a recent public opinion poll conducted by
Professors Craig Haney and Aida Hurtado of the University of
California at Santa Cruz and implemented by the Field Research
Corporation. The poll was conducted by telephone between
December 4-13, 1989 and focused on a number of public attitudes
conceminc capital punishment. The results are based on interviews
with 498 California respondents and are accurate within +/- 4.5
points of the reponed percentages.
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Perhaps not surprisingly, close 10 8 out of 10 (79%) Californians express support
of the death penalty in the abstract. These results arc similar to those found in
statewide polls conducted in other pans of the country.

DEATH PENALTY IN THE ABSTRACT
In general, would you say that vou arc strongly in favor, somewhat in
favor, somewhat opposed, or strongly opposed to the death penally.?
Strongly in favor

50.3

Somewhat in favor

29.2

bi

Somewhat opposed
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However, this picture changes dramatically when Californians are offered a
genuine alternative to the death penalty that includes life in prison plus
restitution. Indeed, they favor this alternative by a more than 2 to 1 margin
over the death penalty.
DEATH PENALTY vs. LIFE plus RESTITUTION
Suppose as an alternative to the death Penalty, prisoners
sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole and
work in prison and give nan of their earnings to the families of
this were possible, which would vou prefer as a punishment in
circumstance cases?

Life in prison
Death penalty
No opinion/answer
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67.3

25.9
6.8

In addition, the survey shows that support for the death penalty drops
considerably depending on the characteristics of the defendants on whom it
would be imposed. Thus, the state is relatively closely divided on the issue of
whether the death penalty should be imposed on juveniles, with only half
supporting imposition here.

DEATH PENALTY FOR JUVENILES
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Some people feel that there is nothing wrong with imposing the death
penally on juveniles under the ace of 18. depending on the circumstances.
Others feel that the death penalty should never-be -imposed on juveniles under
any circumstnce, Do von think it is. or is not, all right to impose the death
penalty on juveniles under the ace of 18?

Is all right

50.1

Is not all right

43.6

No opinion/answer

6.3

Moreover, only one Californian in four supports imposition of the death penalty
for mentally retarded defendants.

DEATH PENALTY FOR MENTALLY RETARDED PERSONS
Some people feel that there is nothing wrong with imposing the death
penalty on persons who are mentally retarded, depending on the circumstances.
Others feel that the death penalty should never be imposed on persons who arc
mentally retarded under any circumstances. Do you think it is, or is not, all right
to impose the death penalty on a mentally retarded person?
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Despite the relatively high level of support for the death penalty in the abstract,
there are also a number of factors that are often present in any given case that
many Californians report would make them more likely to vote for life
imprisonment rather than the death penalty. Evidence about the crime itseif--for
example, that it was not premeditated or that it was committed when the
defendant was under extreme mental or emotional distress--led significant
numbers of Californians to favor a life sentence. Certain kinds of information
about the defendant's backround (e.g., that the defendant had been abused as a
child or had been hardworking up to the time of the crime) had a powerful
mitigating effect, as did knowledge that the defendant would make a wellbehaved, productive inmate in prison.
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Murder committed when the person was
under extreme mental or emotional distrubance

56.7

Until this crime, person had been hard
working and done good things for others

54.6

This crime was the only violent crime person
had committed

49.7

The murder was not premediated but committed in
robbery where victim resisted

43.1

Person institutionalized in past but never given
help or treatment for his problems

42.2

Person would be a hardworking, well-behaved
inmate in prison

41.4

Person had been seriously abused as a child

41.3

Murder was committed while person was under
influence of drugs or alcohol

35.4
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The poll also suggested that a majority of Californians believe that retribution in
itself is not a sufficient justification for the death penalty, but that we should
consider the other effects that the death penalty has in society.

RETRIBUTION NOT SUFFICIENT JUSTIFICATION
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Some people argue that retribution is the only reason needed to justify the
death penalty, that is that some people deserve to die and should be executed no
matter what else the death penalty accomplishes or .fails to. accomplish.—Qlhfil
people argue that we also should evaluate the effects of the death penalty on
society and decide whether to have it on the basis of the other social..i?.un?Qses
that it serves. Which of these two views do vou believe (he most?
Retribution is sufficient justification

35.4%

We need to consider other effects of death penalty

50.5%

No opinion/answer

14.1%

However, despite their belief that the broader social effects of the death penalty
should be taken into account, a large number of Californians hold misconceptions
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or erroneous assumptions about what the death penalty accomplishes and how it
actually operates in our society.

MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT THE DEATH PENALTY
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Believe the death penalty prevents
murders by deterring people who
who might otherwise kill

73.7%

Believe that persons sentenced to
life without possibility of parole
can manage to get out of prison
at some point

63.7%

Believe that the death penally is
cheaper than life in prison

54.4%

Believe that minorities are not more
likely to recicve the death penalty

49.7%

Other results from the survey suggest that Californians may be ambivalent and
equivocal about the use of harsh punishment in the criminal justice system
generally. These feeleings may help explain the complexity of their death
penalty attitudes. Although, on the one hand, there is widespread agreement
among Californians that "criminals should be punished harshly to demonstrate
that society cares about victims of crime" (83.9% agree strongly or somewhat),
they do not believe that "it is more important that prisons punish criminals than
rehabilitate them" (only 37.4% agree strongly or somewhat), and nearly half of
them (45.8%) agree that "harsher treatment of criminals is not the solution to the
crime problem." It may be that for large numbers of Californians, support of
the death penalty is largely symbolic, a way of expressing their general concerns
about the seriousness of the crime problem and the plight of crime victims. Yet,
when confronted with certain kinds of defendants on whom it might be imposed
or features of specific cases in which it might be applied, this abstract, symbolic
support decreases dramatically. More importantly, when they are offered an
alternative that addresses concerns about crime and victims—life in prison
without possibility of parole plus restitution-they prefer it in large numbers
over the death penalty.

An analysis of the demographic characteristics of the survey respondents also
indicated that abstract support for the death penalty was not evenly distributed
across all groups in the state. For example, fully 65% of the registered
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Republicans reponed that they were "strongly in favor’ of the the death penalty,
while only 39% of Democrats felt this way.
Also, as compared to 50.3% of the
overall sample who reported being "strongly in favor" of the death penalty, only
21.1% of Jewish respondents and 42.3% of racial minorities (Hispanics. Black
Americans, and Asians) responded this wav.
And there was a slight tendency
for younger respondents to express less support for the death penalty than their
older counterparts:

AgC

Somewhat or Strongly
in Favor

18-24

71.1%

25-29

73.4%

30-39

80.6%

40-49

78.5%

50-59

81.2%

60-oldcr

87.3%
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SL — As of right now, what do }
you think the chances are of this
proposal passing;?
Richie -If we can work out the1
bugs, I think the sentiment of
the people is for il and it Ibis is,
the case the odds «are the Legislature will go lor il . . . especial
ly since the leadership ot
both
parties is behind it.

Attitudes Toward the Death Penalty:
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I! I Billboards: Who
Rep. Riehle Surprised
Oil Industry Isn’t
Completely Sold.
(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — Rep. Theo
dore Riehle, R-ll-2, of South
Burlngton, expressed astonish-

Stale Comparisons

The same overall pattern that was obtained in California is reflected in the
results of public opinion polls done a number states over the last sc\eral
years. Although support for the death penalty in the abstract is high, a
majority of people in most of the states surveyed preiered the alternative oi
life in prison without possibility of parole plus restitution. (In every state,
support for the death penalty dropped to less than a majority. Californians
and New Yorkers prefered life plus restitution over death by a 2 to 1
margin.) This is true even in Southern states, where support of the death
penalty is generally regarded as strongest. In addition, essentially half or
less of the respondents in other states support use of the death penalty for
juveniles. There is even less support for use of the death penally with
mentally retarded defendants, ranging from 1 in 3 down to 1 respondent in
10 favoring use in this circumstance.
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BiUboards:

Is ‘In Between’?
Rep. Riehle Surprised
Oil Industry Isn’t
Completely Sold.
(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — Rep. Theo
dore Riehle, R-ll-2, of South
Burlngton. expressed astnnich.

♦Alternative did not include restitution
♦♦Figure could not be obtained from data reponed

♦♦♦Defined "juveniles" as persons under the age of 16

Methodology Note: These figures are based on the results ol survey
questions that arc closely comparable, bul nol necessarily identical. In
addition the sun-evs were conducted al different times, which may have
some bearing on the figures obtained. [The dates at which the surveys were
conducted are as follows: California (12/89): Florida (5/86). Georgia
(12/86); Kentucky (12/89); Maryland (2/87); New York (5/89); Nebraska
(1/88); Oklahoma (12/88).]
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publicized.
He also had the feeling that
the gasoline people would help
swing the hotel-motel interests
into a favorable position.
Gov. Philip H. Hoff issued a
strong statement Thursday night j
praising the Riehle plan. He I
said the petroleum people had
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/means, and we have an idea it
'when this proposal gets in the
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'Some Signs NecessaryIt- is now my turn to be thankful for
the People’s Forum ju the Free Press.
In regard to Mr. Riehle’s beauty program,
does it occur to anyone tnat certain country
road signs at intersections might be necessary
for the convenience of the public and the
very existence of certain places of business?
Jn-one instance -a business is located far
enough from a main highway so that there
are seven different back road intersections
used to get there.;
Let’s hope that the legislature will study
this matter welf, particularly with regard
to directional sigitf.
RQBERT D. LINCOLN
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(Vermont Press Bureau)
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the state would have to pay for ly since the leadership of
both
dore Riehle, R-ll-2, of South praising the Riehle plan. He
the rest and all the maintenance. parties is behind it.
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Burlngton, expressed astonish said the petroleum people had
Each booth would cost about $20,000 a year to maintain. We do,. One of the
t bugs is this ladder
ment Friday that the Vermont an obligation to look at the sub
however, have three of these un-! arrangement
for
direct tona,
Petroleum Association didn’t ject from a non-selfish stand
point. He gave those remarks
dor construction. The funds were sl"ns- ^bis 1S ^ine [O1
srna^ ■
seem to be as solidly in favor to a meeting of the Vermont
appropriated and they are airea-; communities,_ but what about the;
of his anti-billboard proposals Petroleum Association at Basin
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Suburban List — Mr. Riehle,
the mill.
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and your interest in it?
This week, however, Garside
Spokesmen for the associa
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and other members of the Ver
Richie The whole concept, and " s
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however,
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that
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getting across, is not to
take kinds of other arrangements that!
R would*be a nroblem
they haven’t decided what posi “watch-and-wait” attitude.
something away, but to preserve could be made.
j where it would be a piooiem.
“We are not against a bill
tion they’re going to take.
the scenic beauty of Vermont and . For example, a small, attrac-; CLOSING COMMENTS
Robert Garside, executive di such as this one, we just want
to increase tourism.
■ ijyg mobil unit could be located• The only plea I would make is
rector of the association, de to see what its final form will
I’ve always been a proponent at a gas station. These would be i that ü people have questions, I
nied that the industry is build be, and we don’t want to take
of tourism, in fact, I’ve kidded unmanned, but they would
be wish they would contact me and
ing up opposition to Riehle’s a position — as businessmen —
those who say we need industry- equipped with the leased-line tele- I will fry to answer all then quesuntil we see its final form,”
plan.
industry-industry. Tourism seems phone and possibly
brochures, ; Rons- (write: Theodore Riehle,
But at the same time he made Garside said Friday.
to me a very clean and natural The cost for a unit like this could 495 Spear St., South Burlington.)
“The chances are strong that
it clear there is no policy of
way for this state to make mon- be put together for not
more j
—
we will take down our high-rise
complete favor, as yet.
ey. We need industry to balance than $1000 or $2000 and a couple I
Rep. Riehle, and the Legis- signs along Interstate roads.
the thing off but I’m very pro- of hundred dollars a vear would
“The real key is that every
.ative Council’s Outdoor Adver
tourist.
! pay for the maintenance.
tising Committee, have evolved body must recognize that there
a proposed bill which would ban has got to be a practical an
You have to realize these twoj
SL — When this proposal was
all
private off-premise bill swer. A practical answer to let
things to understand this propo-' first
publicized, there was talk i,
ting the public know where a
boards on Vermont roads.
sal. In. the past a lot of
people of limiting on-premise signs. If
Opposition in one form or an business is located, and prevent
who wanted to get rid of
bill this were tied to the billboard
other has been predicted from ing conglomerations of over
boards used aesthetic arguments, proposal, it would seem that the
the hotel-motel interes ,• the sized billboards and clusters of
but we can also
„ use
, economci
, ,,ar possibilities of passing the compeople who run outdoor-adver unsightly signs.”
guments.
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Garside added: “Somewhere
mont because it is one of the few j)(. slim ... a good deal of imwho cater to the traveling pub in between is the solution.”
unspoiled areas in the northeast pOrtant legislatioi
tion is lost because
lic, such as the gasoline indus
The cause of the confusion
and we destroy “the goose that ¡t ¡s tied to bigl
flily questionable
try.
between Riehle and the petro
lays the golden egg” for us when legislation,
Garside has been working leum industry Friday appeared
we glub up the landscape
with
.
• , mi
with Riehle on the proposed to bc that Riehle didn’t realize
billboards . . . they’re not the rea- Fti^hle This is the point, hei e
ban, and the South Burlington the industry is still thinking in
son the tourists came up here.
i arc many people who agiee on
„
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,
the proposal I lust
mentioned
Republican seemed to think terms of “something in be
Lverynme you put. up ano her , thfit nevertheless
don’t
agree
Garside was solidly behind the tween.”
I
billboard, it lessens the effective-¡w¡th the on-premise sign
ques
ness of all the billboaids. Right , t¡on j do fe(q however that these
now billboards are
competing j ghoul(J bc con1rollcd _ especially
with a myriad of other billboards. | as {ar ag height
concorncd, but
Under this proposal, we would that will be a subject of another
■ allow certain state
directional piece of legislation.
■ signs for businesses directly serv-i
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ing the traveling public,
and'. sij
\ou a *° have a.Pan to ,
from not only interstate highways but pri
Those involved in
educational, »nProvc (he Interstate "gn
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Riehle’s Sign Ban
cultural, anti historical
attract*'''» • • • """w •'"» cx>,la,n '*'
|
mary roads.
tions. Other than
that
there/' Riehle--On the Interstate right .
Goes Too Far
This sweeping blow to a form of adver
I would be no other billboards or now the only things the signs tell;
tising which is helpful if controlled proper
directional signs, therefore, those you are: “Fuel, Food, and Lodg-i
ly would be an utter disservice to highway
Brattleboro Reformer
I signs, as small as they might be, ¡ ing.”
You’ve got no indication!
travelers. It would be a disservice, also, to
I would bc giants by comparison ' what type fuel or what type lodg-i
The Legislative Council’s seven-man
commerce and its contribution to the state’s
u . . . they would have no competí- ing, so you might have an Amoco ■
Outdoor Advertising Committee, headed by
tion.
i card, get off and find a Shell staeconomy.
Republican legislator Theodore M. Riehle
will!
These last three (educational, I tion. While many stations
The Riehle group would set up a system
Jr. of South Burlington, has voted un
cultural, and historical
attrac now take another’s card, there
of state-owned and controlled directional
are
many
who
don
’
t
and
the
mo-1
i
animously to throw the baby out with the
tions) would he determined by a
signs in the highway rights-of-way for busi
committee with
representation torist would be stuck.
'
bathwater.
nesses that se^ve the motoring public - but
from every group . . . motel peo- j We proposed to put up little
that is not sufficient in terms of service to
The committee has become so carried
pie, conservationists, and so on. i medalions - the little shell .for
We're proposing a maximum of Shell and so on.
The motorist
traveling outsiders who want information or
away with the emotional sloganeering that
four directional signs for each of would then know what tv.so
-.<•
to buSinessmen who seek a legitimate medi
sneers the words ’’billboard blight, that it
¡he above categories. Them
<▼'>*’
um for advertising.
has agreed to recommend that the. Council
Billboards are not wrong.Improper place
and the legislature approve a ban on all
ment of them is. Certain construction of
.private billboards and off-premise advertis
them can be wrong. And surely too many of
ing rh Vermont.
them is wrong. Let’s have stronger controls,
‘Surely there is such a thing as a ’’bill
but controls that fall short of the commit
board blight” - and it exists in Vermont.
tee’s adventure in excess.
Such blight must bé corrected, and billThe Legislative Council’s ^Outdoor Ad
hoards need more curbing through legisla
vertising Committee should .learn what
tive action. But, the proposal of Riehle’s
moderation means, and we have an idea it
committee is a matter of going overboard, of
will learn when this proposal gets in the
going Lo an extreme in an effort to enact
hands of Vermont legislators.
correction.
In a bundle of proposals which the Out
door Advertising Committee okayed — several.of which had real merit, by contrast it was voted to rncommend that all bill‘ ’ - nd'-ortisintr be banned

South
Theodore Riehle, one
Rurliny ton’s Lcyislators, recently
proposed a plan that he
hopes
icould in effect retain Vermont's
scenic beaut'/ and increase tour
ism in the state.
The proposal has received
a
yreat deal of publicity, but
be
cause it is (¡uite an involved plan,
there are many who do not fully
Understand it.
In our interview this week, Mr.
Riehle yavc us the opportunity to
dear up our own misconceptions.

Some Signs Necessary.

It- is now my turn to be thankful for
the People’s Forum jo the Free Press.
In regard to Mr. Riehle’s beauty program,
does it occur to anyone t’liat certain country
road signs at intersections might be necessary
for the convenience of the public and the
very existence of certain places of business?
In ,one instance- a business is located far
enough from a main highway so that there
are seven different back road intersections
used to get there.Let’s hope that the legislature will study
this matter welf, particularly with regard
to directional sigiy<.
RQBERT D. LINCOLN
South Burlington, Vt.
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there arc muuij who do not fully
Understand it.
in our interview this week, Mr.
Riehle yave us the ojijiorlunity to
clear up our own misconceptions.

'!

Billboards: Who
Is in Between?

where someone would be on dulj SL — As of riirht now, what do •
all the lime to assist the tourist 3on think the chances are of this
Rep. Riehle Surprised concept that has already been
publicized.
SL — How would the booths bi proposal passing?
Oil Industry Isn’t He also had the feeling that
financed?
Riehle If we can work out the’
the gasoline people would help
Completely Sold.
Riehle -This is a problem. Evi bugs, I think the sentiment of
swing the hotel-motel interests
dently the federal
government tiie people is for it and if lilis is.
into a favorable position.
(Vermont Press Bureau)
will pay lor some of them,
hut the case tiie odds are the Legis-j
Gov. Philip H. Hoff issued a
MONTPELIER — Rep. Theo strong statement Thursday night
the state would have to pay for laturc will go lor it . . . especial
ly
since
the
leadership
of
both
dore
Riehle,
R-ll-2,
of
South
the rest and all the maintenance.
praising the Riehle plan. He
Each booth would cost about $20,- parties is behind it.
Burlngton, expressed astonish said the petroleum people had
One
of
the
bugs
is
this
ladder
1
000 a year to maintain. We do,
ment Friday that the Vermont an obligation to look at the sub
however, have three of these un-' arrangement
lor
directional (
Petroleum Association didn’t ject from a non-selfish stand
der construction. The funds were' siggns. This is fine for the small;
point. He gave those remarks
seem to be as solidly in favor to a meeting of the Vermont
appropriated and they are airea-: communities, but what about the!
Suburban List — Mr. Riehle, dy at the mill
¡larger cities? One answer is
a>
of his anti-billboard proposals Petroleum Association at Basin
would you explain your proposal
In areas where you don’t have'
Ph‘™’ another is to
have
Harbor.
as he thought.
and your interest in it?
, ,
...J
... , ,.v,, <>. ■ ..■.■i.
... ; a couple of
This week, however, Garside
the heavy trafile, that
would jus-!,two ,or ,three
Í \ of these
Spokesmen for the associa
fy a booth of this type (cost is . ]hundred
This will
n'ndr5d Jfeet
CCt-apart.
a,pai,’L
Riehle -The whole concept, and tify
tion, however, reiterated that and other members of the Ver
have
to
be
worked
out,
but
there
this is what we’re having trouble about $50,000), there
mont Petroleum Association
are
all
their position is unchanged — said they were still taking a
areas
getting across, is not to
take kinds of other arrangements that really aren’t that many
where it would be a problem.
they haven’t decided what posi “watch-and-wait” attitude.
something away, but to preserve could be made.
“We are not against a bill
the scenic beauty of Vermont and
tion they’re going to take.
For example, a small, attrac- CLOSING COMMENTS
to increase tourism.
Robert Garside, executive di such as this one, we just want
The only plea I would make is
! five mobil unit could be located
rector of the association, de to see what its final form will
I’ve always been a proponent at a gas station. These would be I that
people have questions, I
nied that the industry is build be, and we don’t want to take
of tourism, in fact, I’ve kidded unmanned, but they would
be wish they would contact me and
ing up opposition to Riehle’s a position — as businessmen —
those who say we need industry- equipped with the leased-line tele- I will try to answer all their quesuntil we see its final form,’’
plan.
industry-industry. Tourism seems phone and possibly
brochures.¡ tions. (write: Theodore Riehle,
But at the same time he made Garside said Friday.
to me a very clean and natural The cost for a unit like this could 495 Spear St., South Burlington.)
“The chances are strong that,
it clear there is no policy of
way for this state to make mon be put together for not
more'
we will take down our high-rise
complete favor, as yet.
ey. We need industry to balance than $1000 or $2000 and a couple
Rep. Riehle, and the Legis- signs along Interstate roads.
the thing off but I’m very
pro of hundred dollars a vear would
“The real key is that every
iative Council’s Outdoor Adver
tourist.
! pay for the maintenance.
tising Committee, have evolved body must recognize that there
You have to realize these two
a proposed bill which would ban has got to be a practical an
SL — When this proposal was
things to understand this propo
all private off-premise bill swer. A practical answer to let
sal. In. the past a lot of
people first publicized, there was talk
boards on Vermont roads.
ting the public know where a
who wanted to get rid of
bill of limiting on-premise signs. If
Opposition in one form or an business is located, and prevent1
this
were
tied
to
the
billboard
boards used aesthetic arguments, proposal, it would seem that the,
other has been predicted from ing conglomerations of over
but we can also use economci ar possibilities of passing the com
the hotel-motel interest • the sized billboards and clusters of
guments.
People come to Ver plete piece of legislation would
people who run outdoor-adver unsightly signs.”
mont because it is one of the few be slim ... a good deal of im
tising agencies, and the people
Garside added: “Somewhere
unspoiled areas in the northeast portant legislation is lost because
who cater to the traveling pub in between is the solution.”
and we destroy “the goose that it is tied to highly questionable
lic, such as the gasoline indus
The cause of the confusion
lays the golden egg" for us when legislation.
try.
between Richie and the petro
we glub up the landscape
with
Garside has been working leum industry Friday appeared
billboards . . . they’re not the rea- Riehle—This is the point. There
with Riehle on the proposed to be that Riehle didn’t realize
son the tourists came up here.
i arc manY people who agree
on
ban, and the South Burlington the industry is still thinking in
Everytime you put up another
proposal I just
mentioned
Republican seemed to think terms of “something in be
billboard, it lessens the eircctivc-! th.®J neveil heless
don t
agree
Gar.-,ide was solidly behind the tween.”
I
ness ol ,11 tbe billboards. Right 'v,lh Tth,c on-P>^miso sign
quesnow billboards are
competing ‘L0”',1, í° Icel,ho,'yef cr ,hal
n°
with a myriad of other billboards. sho.u'd bd <:on rolled - especially
TT .
, .
1 as far as height is concerned, but
Under this proposal, we would that will be a subject of another
allow ceitain state
diiectional piece of legislation
signs for businesses directly serv
SL — Yon also have a plan to '
ing the traveling public,
and
those involved in
educational, improve the Interstate sign sys- ¡
Riehle’s Sign Ban
from not only interstate highways but pri
j
cultural, and historical
attrac tem . . . would you explain it?
mary roads.
Riehle
-On
the
Interstate
right
'
.
tions. Other than
that
thereGoes Too Far
This sweeping blow to a form of adver
would be no other billboards or now the only things the signs tell ;
tising which is helpful if controlled proper
directional signs, therefore, those you are: “Fuel, Food, and Lodg-)«
Brattleboro Reformer
signs, as small as they might be, ¡ ing.”
You’ve got no indication1
ly would be an utter disservice to highway
would be giants by comparison : what type fuel or what type lodg-)
travelers.
It would be a disservice, also, to
The Legislative Council’s seven-man
. . . they would have no competí- ing, so you might have an Amoco I
commerce and its contribution to the state’s
tion.
, card, get off and find a Shell sta-)||
Outdoor Advertising Committee, headed by
economy.
These last three (educational,! tion- While many stations
will'
Republican legislator Theodore M. Riehle
The Riehle group would set up a system
cultural, and historical
attrac now take another’s card, there
Jr. of South Burlington, has voted un
of
state-owned and controlled directional
tions) would he determined by a are many who don’t and the mo-1
animously to throw the baby out witn the
signs in the highway rights-of-way for busi
committee with
representation torist would be stuck.
bathwater.
ii'om every group . . . motel peo
We proposed to put up little
nesses that se^ve the motoring public - but
ple, conservationists, and so on. medalions — the little' shell .for
The committee has become so carried
that is not sufficient in terms of service to
The motorist 11
We’re proposing a maximum of Shell and so on.
away with the emotional sloganeering that
traveling outsiders who want information or
of
tour directional signs for each of would then know what type
sneers the words '‘billboard blight,” that it
to businessmen who seek a legitimate medi
the above categories. There would gas was available.
has
agreed
to
recommend
that
the.
Council
um
for advertising.
be no more than one on
eaeh
This would also be an answer
and the legislature approve a ban on all
approach. The location and de to the gas companies'who want, §
Billboards are not wrong.Improper place
sign would be determined after to erect 80 foot monsters that can
.private billboards and off-premise advertis
ment of them is. Certain construction of
consultation with the businesses be seen from the Interstate. Their , !
ing rh Vermont.
them can be wrong. And surely too many of
involved.
excuse now is that the motorist
Surely there is such a thing as a ‘‘bill
them is wrong. Let’s have stronger controls,
What I envisage is a certain has no way of knowing
what
board blight” - and it exists in Vermont.
but controls that fall short of the commit
color for each business. For
in type of gas they offer, but under
Such blight must be corrected, and bill
stance, the wood-working indus this plan they would no longer) I
tee’s adventure in excess.
try might have y natural wood have any excuse.
boards need more curbing through legisla
The Legislative Council’s ^Outdoor Ad
sign wilh gold lettering.
The
tive action. But, the proposal of Riehle’s
vertising Committee ..should ..learn what
SL
—
What
would
be
done
in
‘
,
bol el-motel people might decide
committee is a matter of going overboard, of
moderation means, and we have an idea it
they like a green sign with while Hit» lodging area?
going to an extreme in an effort to enact
will learn when this proposal gets in the
lettering. The point is that the Riehle- -Most of the hotel-motel,
v
correction.
traveling nublie would see a sien people are members of associa- ;
hands of Vermont legislators.
________
of a certain color and they would lions like Quality
Courts
and;
In a bundle of proposals which the Out
—
know immediately what type of AAA, or are members of chains 1
door Advertising Committee okayed - sev
business it would direct them to. like Holiday Inns, Sheratons, and!
eral, of which had real merit, by contrast —
QT
....
.
Howard Johnson’s. So these peo-1
it was voted to recommend that all bill> . \\ hat about during times pie would use the association or
of low visalnlitv?
’ - ad'ertising be banned
chain medalions.
(.-•3* —
Some Signs Necessary.
Riehle—Obviously durin_ those i SL — Except for (lie chains
times, colors would not show up you mentioned, most of the rest
It- is now my turn to be thankful for
well. We are therefore proposing aurants do not belong to any or
the People’s Forum ju the Free Press.
a silhouette like a knife and fork ganization . . . what would he
In regard to Mr. Riehle’s beauty program,
rhn r t ( n RRTT
lor (he restaurants_ So. n
jsis would have both a color ¡and
does it occur to anyone tnai certain country
Riehle-j-I don’t know—this is a ¡
a shape indication . . . we feel
road signs at intersections might be necessary
gray area. I doq’t know
that
this would work out well.
for the convenience of the public and the
there would be a need for it in !.
SL
Would th°se be enough the restaurant area. I can’t see
very existence of certain places of business?
to assist the traveling public?
that this would present anymore!
In ,one instance-a business is located far
enough from a main highway so that there
Riehle—Every maior access road of a problem then they now have. Iare seven different back road intersections
into Vermont would also have an
SL — What is the reaction i
used to get there.i information center to assist the you’ve received so far?
traveling public.
Let’s hope that the legislature will study
Riehle....The press coverage has.i
Now obviously it’s not econom been pretty darn accurate so far, j
this matter welf, particularly with regard
ically feasible to have them open but tbe casual reader secs only1
to directional sigqá.
24 hours a dav. so in addition, we tbe headlines like “Riehle would',
RQBERT D. LINCOLN
proposed a state leased-line tele ban all billboards,” and this wor-;
South Burlington, Vt.
phone. The motorist would come lies them. I do think that once;
across the border and the first they know and understand
thei
thing he would see is one
billjoonrd which would say,
“Wel- whole proposal many think it’s a;
good idea and support it.
come to Vermont. This is the last
Using as a baisis the mail I’ve
billboard you- will see - — recom
mend you stop at the Tourist In received and discounting the spe
formation Center one mile altead. cial interest groups like the gar
den clubs and the more conserva
Ill that is closed, please use cour
tesy telephone." These telephones tive hotel-motel people, it’s about
would be connected to Montpelier 20 to 1 in favor.
i
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Rep- Burton Luce, D-22, of
Waterbury Center said “ We
Were in the sheep business in
^ is state, then the dairy business’ and now we are in the
tourist business and we have
to act Rke it. ”
“ Since we are in the tourism
business, then the
Tt
approach is to take the proper
steps
further our
"
agreeded Sen. Jame s M
Affords, R-Rutland.
’
Elbert G Monlfnn nn
missioner of the Vermont De'
velopraent Department was ,n
' Rutland and could not attend
the committ-e m e e t i r
However he sent a te
m
the c o m X e s
a
y¿that b£

'

the time to ^ et read y.
0 bat day. The state is now
ln Ahe b q w business, why not
? U d°° r adverti5ing>” a d d e d
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Vermont
another Greater Hartford or
Greater Boston. We m u s t
Preserve our uniqueness. Our
uniqueness is our
beauty, the unspoiled quality of
!í e ^ State’ tbe open Iand alld
J?! e
I™ en '- which is best
described as Vermont. With this
•” mind ’ 1 a5SUre íh at I am
agreement with your overall
objectives.
The most troublesome proby ° Ur commiUee faces is
J 16 question of direction signs
r our lodgin* accommodaÍ¡° n S’ restaurants ana other
' businesses serving the traveling
Pubbc- Regardless of how much
« s te m Pr-ñ e « ° Uf i" formaU<,n
em '. ln tlre J ™ ' ana|yuia
aubstltule tor »
f'S" at a juncUon of the road
í,clln « tbe faveling public that
,hls ‘a ‘he waj; to a specific
t0
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to express their views on bill-.

\

L u i b those for le8isIation dealing

L±“

a d e < )u a t’

^te-o.ned

a"

plan w a s
m iti y a PProved by the
r o u ^ HrÍL Rl?h 6 K ° dUCed a
gb
a bld
Put
m effect,
He asked ea ch of th e
comnnttee members to study
and suggest changes.
Sen .
. was
named to
r ! C^ ve,, the ,5nanSes and then
re vise the proposed bill,
Once the final bill is readied
tbe committee, it will go
t0 the Le^slative Council
ior appro aI- Tbe next ste P
d be the Senate and House
Committees on
S0urfces before going to the
legislature for final action.
Riehle announced that the
next project for the Legislative
Council stud y Committee on
Signs would be to look into
on-premise signs to see wna.
regulations and limits should b
e

•

subsUtutl”

service station. We cannot taxe
the eight of Vermont

a ' ra F

has been running between 10-1 hold a public hearing for billboards in the state.
b ab™
° P°?’ 1 tna W“ Propaganda messages fo
r th
e
,™
l
is
s
u
e
.
and lo-l in favor of “ stronger persons who want stronger bill- u • •* j •
t j
protect the natural beauty of'
laws updated in recent years.
billboard regulations or com-board regulations in theMate.
He lbvl bd interested Persons the state.”
A c tio n a t E x p o
RieWe said one Heidelberg) S o u n d s S e n s ib le
piole banning of highway bill- After a break for lunch from ° W , ‘e
“I T
, Rieh
st retu ™ d fro™ • MONTREAL (AP)
Legal ^ ™ u ? y)
n T w ^ .h to l FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
boaids m Vermont."
n00n t0 I:30
Riehle
idthe subject. Riehle s committee tour of Europe said northern, a 0„\V be¡ng brought agtons bim
I" G
wSh Kentuckian Henry Clay, who
Rep. Theodore (Ted) Riehle, the hearings will resume with will try to hammer out a European countncs have laws.
proorletorl who.house ¿ J ™
V?h ‘
’
served 12 years as speaker of
R-ll-2, of South Burlington, testimony from representatives proposed new state billboard S S L C pletely bar highway ¡murisf vís o
e
6?Uin !bÍllb rd o a» U C3nt **
th e U . S . H o u s e o f
chairman of a special Legisla- of the billboard industry in the jaw bv Qct 1 so th a t it c a n b lllb o a rd s transformed
nonresidential a g0Od notcL
Representatives and almost 20
live Council committee working state.
i
r C
“ We didn ’t see a single J buildings C h a irX Lucien BieWe sa id he expects to hear Prs as senat0I.( once asked
on the state ’s billboard laws,
He said the hearings are be printed by the time the 1957 highway billboard in Sweden, Saulnier ’of the Montreal City from citizens ,who have J oincd an Irishman why he was going
said his committee will get tentatively scheduled for the session of the L e g i s 1 a t u r e Germany, Austria and several Executive Committee reported. *n tbe widening campaign to to vote for one-armed Sen. John
down to work on the contro- Senate chamber, but will be resumes in January.
other countries,” said Riehle.
tojd an interviewer unsuita- crack down against billboards, p Op<?) clay ’s opponent in a
rersial issue on Monday.
moved to the House if the“ I feel that no
one is in “ There were some signs in the; ble quarters were set up illegal- as weB 33 fr° m .t be b‘bboard congressional race.
Riehle said members of his Senate chamber proves to be favor of the kind of billboards towns but there were absolute-!. ]y ¡n r»a ra rres warehouses of- indusir y and businessmen who “ Mister Clay,” was the reply,
committee will gather in
the too small to hold the expected that are harmful to the state ’s ty no signs on the main high-. ^ ces factories and airplane
1156 billboards to advertise. <«j have concluded to vote for.
Statehouse in Montpelier
on big crowds.
natural beauty,” said Riehle. ways or on the back roads.
hangars to reap profits from He said he wants to invite the man who has but one arm •
Monday at 9:30 a.m. to
Riehle said the mail has been _“But. businessmen have told “The only billboards we $aw fair visitors.
“ all the citizens” of Vermont to thrust into the treasury.”

„„

out some ground rules c° mblS in to .bis home at a me of their problems in outdoor-, jn that part of Europe were government there."
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b^^er

n
¿n'&rS Í6b
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laws said Thursday his mail Riehle said, the committee will in favor of cracking down on
S

le c try

"g

Detailing the costs Riehle
said the tourist te le p h o n e
answering service direct in
Montpelier would colt a b o u t
$25,000 a year The
book with maps articles and
color photographs in addition
ío íhe bstings w¿uld pay for
itseIf with advertising.
Additional information centers
and welcome centers would cost
$50,000 each, but would be
built by the federal government
with the state only having Jo
pay $20,000 a year to operate

Iatltude and
settll]g tbe size
?he
d6Slgn of
said thp a d v e r t^ sl.gas. He
Highwa r
v
Roadside Council
Yer ?10nf
By charging each firm that
interests fo r P ^ h
p
W1Shed to have its name °n
state chnuN k 3< 3rea tof, he
a state directional sign $30 a
the comm Ree' presenled on
y eur Riehle saw the whole
He said the directional =¡»n .
P‘ » i« t paying for itself.
have arrows and m N . ,
Former Burlington Mayor C.
readings
8
D° uSlas Cairns told the comeine!»
‘ Sm
™ ll« . "F« “ are heading to
aigns on a swgle frame would
the right direction. But this is
c bls
fa c tio n , motel, restaurant or Placed on them.

a

h 6 pr(¡Posed some Sort of
m.lttbe ? vhlch

w fulri^ve 0

ci

p íp M

Primary roads by 1970 and
Un? ef hlS P an the atate would
? 1CL tourisk
Ending motels,
t^ d iS d io ^ aUractl0ns with

W b íra í:

T n T tlw Wra k mly ’ ^ 'g ^ d

S

be the lim it
ahn.iiframes in an area.
6
"If ™ get too many signs
i?y ana

Legislative Committee Fo Open Billboard Law Study M onday
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and Practical
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SC
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crrnany countered Riehle.
R ®hle added that federal law
d Gnd blIlbonrds a long all
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Stronger Regulations or Complete Ban?
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re g u la tio n

Advertising Co. had $250 000
invested in the state and would
be put out of business bv the
new proposal. USlness by the
“ As it is w e h a v p a hnH a*
podge of sign laws which mak“
our business difficult We havl
to put signs in the commercial
and industrial areas onlv u n d e r
present law,” McKee s a V
Judge Black added “ O u r
company believes in th e
of outdoo!
advertising and we believe in
not putting any billboard in
scenic areas. We even believe
that the present statutes need
rewriting.” However he did not
Ihink the state had the right
to put the outdoor adverting
business out of business without
compensation for the removal
o
fexisting signs.
,
________
_____ ? °

McKee said that the Vermont

would ban all off-premise signs
in Lite state except for ih.xae
put up by the state along
highways.
Under the plan, the state
would provide a service where
any person could call free for
tourist information from any
ie:ephor.e in the state, the state
wouid also issue a directory
whicn would list every business
and service which would be of
¿my interest to tourists, and a
Rate owned sign system along
would point the way
to motets hotels, restaurants
¿nc b...,-. tom 1st
DLsm.esse,. througnout the state.
..u
.mate Pid.boards, signs
lo 'M ,H"
" í' s wou‘d (be
-nak e way for
•’L';- “;;7'i.ec!on sign system.
Th
‘'w d P:anu,W
P
,iOteste<i
Atty. Edsoa W. McKee and

X e d HT t h ^ m X :

j

bureau

Vermont AdvertSng Co^ which

S

t

,
.

c apIto l

T h^pL ^sansU ieX alnchild

U

revolutionary plan which would
p u t the state of Vermont into
the outdoor advertising business

2 „

sjative Council Group Approves Riehle s Billboard Ban Ph
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Gilroy Protests Riehle
Statements on Sign Bill
B.v JOHN 1*. HAMILTON

A local motel owner com
plained Monday that Rep. Theo
dore M. Riehle Jr., R-ll-2, of
! South Burlington, has exagger
ated the support given to legis
lation he is proposing that would
severely restrict outdoor adver
tising iii Vermont.
Accusing Riehle of playing
down dissent to the proposed
bill on the eve of its reading
; in rough draft by the Legisla
tive Council study committee on
outdoor advertising was Robert
J. Gilroy of Bennington, spokes
man for the Greater Bennington
Association tourist bureau and
for the Green' Mountain Motel
Association, who attended two
recent high-level meetings with
Riehle at which his. proposed
bill was discussed.
According to Gilroy, the con, sensus of both meetings was
that “not all of the provisions
of Riehle’s plan were feasible
in the near future” and that
support for the bill was there
fore “qualified in every in
stance.”

But Riehle has been implying,
in letters to motel owners, that
his proposed bill received en
thusiastic backing, Gilroy said.
He added that this was not true
and that Riehle has “not released
all of the facts.” The press was
not present at the meetings.
“He shouldn’t imply support
for the bill, that it doesn’t have,”
Gilroy said.
The legislation proposed by
Riehle would ban all billboards
from Vermont, and also all “in
stitutional” (as opposed to direc
tional) signboard advertising.
However, directional signs
would be permitted on a con
trolled basis.
A maximum of four signs would
be allowed to each business ser
ving the traveling public. The
signs would be erected, in the
highway right of ways, and their
size would be limited. Riehle
will propose that the signs be
state-owned.
A key argument he has cited
for the legislation has been a
survey made . by the Vermont
Development Department show
ing that scenic beauty is the

chief attraction Vermont holds*
for tourists.
Riehle argues that that by ban
ning unnecessary signs from Ver
mont’s countryside, the interests
of the hotel and motel industry
will be served by attracting more
tourists.
Possible harmful effects to
businesses that might be caused
by removing bill boards and
’institutional advertising signs,

,9 Burlington Free Pres#
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and by limiting directional signs,
could be avoided, Riehle believes,
through a network of tourist in
formation booths at every major
access road which would either
be manned 24 hours a day or
would have a leased-line tele
phone available to travelers dur
ing hours the booths were closed.
Gilroy noted that the latter
See GILROY
Page 10, Col. 6

j

Í Gilroy

Continued from Page 1
provision of the bill was one of
the “ifs” upon which qualified
approval of the plan was based
at the two recent meetings, which
were held July 31 and Aug. 7
as “Riehle’s Unofficial Road Sign'
Discussion Groups.”
The groups felt that provisions:
i of this kind, essential to hotel-!
motel support of the bill, were
i not immediately feasible, he said.
But Riehle has omitted mention
of such qualifying details in his
reports of opinion, he added.
/CrL / ■ «b'JrV. ju also Riehle has
•
íí
the provision of his
Vi---'xa:'mg for state ownership
of the directional signs has been
favorable received.
But he noted that a. summary
i of the July 31 discussion provided by A1 Moulton, Vermont
Development Department com; missioner, did not list the issue
of ownership of the signs among
these areas in which there had f
been agreement.
Accusing the committee chair
man of adopting a “unilateral
approach” to outdoor advertis- ,
ing legislation, Gilroy said the ■
basic function of the committee ■
has presumably been to act as
a study group, as its name im
plies. But Riehle’s interest in
discussing outdoor advertising
with others- is proportional to
enthusiasm voiced for his own
ideas, he said.
He added that by discussing
the meetings of July 31 and
Aug. 7, which were attended by
Moulton, members of the High
way Department, Rep. Arthur
Gibb. R-Weybridge, Sen Douglas
Kitchel, RrColedonia County and
others, he was breaking a pledge
he’d given Riehle not to publi
cize the meetings. But Riehle’s (
“failure to report all the facts”
has released him from the pledge,
he said.
Gilroy said that in his view,
the aim of the study committee
should not be to draft legislation
but instead to conduct further
studies of the need for legis; lation.
f He. said the House Beautifies
■ tion Act, Public Law 89-285, will
be restudied by Congress and
that Vermont should await de
velopments in Washington.
,
Gilroy expressed unqualified ,
support for only one part of '
Riehle’s plan, the provision to '
ban billboards.

Rep. Theodore Riehle, R-ll-2, of South Burlington, chairman of the outdoor
advertising study committee, shows Atty. Gen. James L. Oakes his proposed
directional signs for Vermont businesses.

Riehle Proposes State-Ownec
Business Directional Signs .
I money it receives from
federal government.
Theodore Riehle, R-ll-2, of
Oakes pointed out, however,
South Burlington, unveiled
the Bureau of Public Roads
Friday models of directional said they would he legal on ! ifjoes
not allow the symbol signs
signs he has proposed along
the primary and secondary ijn
right of way, they can
the state’s primary highway
roads.
¡always
be placed outside th®
system to identify Vermont
MONTPELIER

Rep.

Burlington
Proa
CAPITOL BUREAU

right of way.
businesses.
hvy
,c,ci, he said lie is —
However,
still
Riehle said the signs would ¡ conferr¡ng with the Bureau of
Riehle has also proposed
be placed on the ramps of the: public Roads to sea if the the creation of a policy
interstate highways and on the proposed symbol signs can be making committee to deal
primary and secondary road placed on the right of way of with all the problems of
systems.
the interstate system.
setting up the new regula
His proposal would ban all Riehle proposed the use of tions.
big billboards, but would symbol signs on the interstate
__ —
o-..o, He said, for instance, it
establish a system of state- to direct people to food,
lodging
service this committee which should de
owned directional signs which and
other
¡cide how many motel or res
would be placed in the highway: establishments
right of way.
Beoause of a 1981 agreement taurant names will be hung
Vermont signed with the under one symbol on the prima
Atty. Gen. James L. Oakes,
Bureau of Public Roads ry roads and interstate ramps
who attended the unveiling of prohibiting signs on the And this committee might al
the proposed directional signs, interstate, Oakes is looking into so decide to erect sign plazas
said as far as the state law the matter. He said failure to at the entrance to some resort
is concerned there is no comply with the agreement communities — like Stowe —
question of their legality. He could cost Vermont the bonus where there are too many busi
nesses to identify on the pro*
posed directional signs.

is

Signs Are Important t

.

Let's Ban the Billboards
More power to Representative Riehle. He
is so right. Just as we need to battle against
air and water pollution, so we need to battle
against the pollution of our countryside by
billboards.
Let us make this a garden state. Let
us make it unique by cleansing the view
along our highways; cleansing it from, trash
and litter and junkyards and billboards.- Let
us be the first state to do so. If we succeed’,
the monetary rewards from tourist travel
will be great, but more important still, we
will have rendered an important service to
our whole country, for other states will surely
follow.
;

Charlotte, Vt.

—

W. DOUGLAS BURDEN

I consider Mr. Riehle’s attack on two
of the state’s most beautiful signs — The
Holiday Inn and the Sheraton Motel — narrow
and one sided. I also disagree with his idea
of eliminating billboard advertising. Good bill
boards break the monotony of a long motor
trip. This is ohly one of many reasons that
billboards should be controlled, Yes, but
not banned from our highways.
I a 1 s o strongly oppose the state of
Vermont going into the Outdoor Advertising
business and have all signs look alike as
a prison, or mental institution. I would rather
see the state go into the shoeshine business,
which makes just as much sense.
Has Mr. Riehle considered the many peo
ple who depend on outdoor signs for their
livelihood. Check this one out, Mr. Riehle,
you may be somewhat surprised.
I have spent over 40 years in the sign
business and am now semi-retired, hut I
know there are countless Vermont businesses,
small and large, who depend on outdoor signs
to promote their business. I always had the
understanding that the state of Vermon
wanted to hold all businesses now established
here and to entice new businesses to come
to Vermont, but new businesses will think
,wice before coming to Vermont if they cannot
advertise their business as they see fit.
S. A. BLOOM
Vt.

Burlington,

Riehle, who is chairman o
the Legislative Council out
door advertising committee
will ask that committee Mon
day' for recommendations (
the development of his pr
posal.

J5ii.lpO3.rdL han is hmen t
Panel Unanimously Votes
to Propose Stringent
Legislative Measure.

charge to businesses, which
would be given to visitors.
Rienle
said
Development
Commissioner
Elbert
G
Moulton feels it would be selfsustaining if advertising were
sold to cover the cost.
— Build four additional
welcome centers at strategic
locations. The estimated annual
operating cost of each is $20,000, Riehle said.
Vermont already has one
large welcome center on 1-91 at
Guilford, which the Greater
Vermont Association built and
turned over to the state.
One is planned on Route 7 at
Highgate Springs and another is
due to open next year in White
River Junction, where 1-91 and
I-S9 intersect.
The other four in Riehle’s
plan would be in Fair Haven,

By JOHN MAHONEY
(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER
—
The
Legislative Council’s Outdoor
Advertising Committee Monday
voted unanimously to propose
legislation banning all private
billboards
and ,■ off-premise
advertising in Vermont.
At the same time, the sevenmember committee adopted a
plan under which’ all off-,
premise directional signs would
be state-owned and controlled.
And they accepted the concept
of involving the state more
deeply. in the tourist in
formation business with free
telephone information systems
and additional welcome centers.
Adoption of the plan followed
Bennington, St. Johnsbury and
a plea by billboard lobbyists
Derby Line.
that the industry be “allowed to
Riehle, an outspoken opponent
live, not proliferate, in Ver
mont.”
of billboards, was buoyant over
If the Council and the
acceptance of his plan Monday
Legislature buy the plan, the but the opposition — the
days of the billboard blight in
billboard industry — is already
the state are numbered.
The proposal was hammered staiting to marshal its forces in
out by Committee Chairman anticipation of a high-pressure
Theodore M. Riehle Jr., R-ll-2, legislative lobbying job in
of South Burlington, at the com January.
mittee’s direction. '
The committee chairman had
This is what it would do:
—Ban all billboards and out planned a working session Mon
door advertising from in day, but discovered that two
terstate, national defense and lobbyists were on hand to
testify.
primary roads.
Both, represent the Vermont
— Set up a system of stateCo.,
Inc.,
of
owned and controlled direc Advertising
tional signs in the highway Burlington, which has already
rignts-of-way for businesses sent out letters to its clients
and land owners from whom
that serve the motoring public.
—Create a sign control com
they rent space for their
mittee
charged
with
the
billboards.
responsibility of deciding which
Riehle said he expects letters
advertiser goes on what kind of
of protest over his plan to start
sign, and where the signs are
located.
pouring in from the vested in
terests soon.
Initiate a free, state-wide
Both lobbyists, Atty. Edson
round-the-clock telephone
McKee of Montpelier, and
service with which trained state
Henry Black of Wilder, said
publicity representatives would
what was really needed was an
give information about lodging,
in-depth study of "existing out
food, services, and tourist at
door advertising statutes.
tractions.. •
“A
hodge-podge
of
in
Estimated annual cost of
consistencies” was the term
operation is $25,000, Riehle said.
McKee used to describe current
— Publish a comprehensive
law.
tourist service guide, free of

I i
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“It’s far from a simple sub
“It’s an investment in our
ject, ’ Black s2id. “It needs a
careful and analytical study of future which can be justified,”
both the legal -and practical '••’;d S°n. t-rrips J^flords. Rareas.”
Rutland. “We have to act now
McKee said that current before it’s too late.
“We’ll reap many times the
restrictions have reduced the
number of ‘‘standard’’ initial investment.” he added.
billboards, and that there are
Rep. Arthur Gibb, R-15, of
but 248 left in the state.
Weybridge, chairman of the
And he said that the 1969 House Natural Resources Com
deadline for getting rid of many mittee, urged Riehle’s group to
which violate highway beauty consider placing regulatory
laws will reduce that number authority
in
the
Scenery
by half.
Preservation Council instead of
Both he and Black raised the creating a new agency.
His 'argument was that such
spectre of a “substantial” state
appropriation to reimburse the 2n agency exists, and it doesn’t
billboard owners for loss of make sense to create another
public body.
revenues.
Riehle contends, however,
In an allied topic, the com
that the police oowers of the mittee started to thnaish over
state give it authority to do the the problem of on-premise signs
job without reimbursing the — those at the place of
businesses for their billboards. business.
A rough draft of a bill which
He compared it to the
prohibition experiment, saying would chmp down on this type
that no one reimbursed bar of advertising has been
owners for their losses.
prepared, but the discussion
McKee asked Riehle if his Monday afternoon indicated a
plan would do away with lot of re-writing before con
billboards in industrial and sensus is reached.
commercial areas.
Basically, the initial thinking
is to limit businesses to one on
The answer was “yes.”
“In other words,” McKee premise sign that would be
shot back, “you want to make within. 50 feet of the building.
And they are taking steps to
more scenic industrial and com
mercial areas?”.
.prohibit high-rise signs — the
large, towering ones which can
“Yes,” Riehle said, “I do.”
C.
Dougl'as.
Cairns
o f be seen for miles away which
Shelburne, .a member of the violate the spirit, if
the
Vermont Scenery Preservation Jiangu-age, of the law.
Council, told the committee
The suggestion M'onday wa.s
they were attacking a syrtrpton to limit not only the size of the
on-premiise sign, bu,t .also to
-of the problem, not the cote.
He favors stfatc wide zoning, prevent them from being more
«•nd seis this as the frontal at ■than five feet above the roof of
tack on billboard and ad the building.
vertising blight.
However, it -appears as if this
And he urged the committee will be changed somewhat.
As .the initial draft of the
not to “get bogged down in
mechanics,” but to keep their proposed legislation is written,
eve on the concept of scenery violators would be subject to a
maximum $100 fine or a max
preservation.
The major hang-up which imum jail sentence of 30 days.
The effective date of the act
could occur in the plan to place
state directional signs in the would be Jlan. 1, 1970, and all
righ.ts-<of-way, would be if the legal outdoor advertising could
'
federal government fellt this stay up until that deadline.
was a contravention of the
highway beauty laws.
Aisst. Atty. Gen Louis P.
Peck, Riehle said, is exploring
the issue with the U. S. Bureau
of Public Roads, and apparently
feels the government will go
•along w.'ith the state p}3n.

1 o Champlain Basin Group
MONTPELIER — Members
of the newly revised Interstate
Proj»
Commission on the Lake Cham
CAPltOl. BUREAU
plain Basin (INCOCHAMP)
were announced Wednesday by Delaney, D-Chittenden - Grand
Gov. Hoff.
Isle, chairman of the Interstate
The governor, who will be Cooperation Commission; Rep.
a member of the seven-member Theodore M. Riehle Jr., Ragency, named as the state’s South Burlington, the nominee '’'
three planning officials, of Speaker Richard W. Mallary,
Commissioner Reinholu ' W. and Senator Andrew L. Orzel,’
Thieme of the Department of R-Rutland, who was selected by
• Water Resources, Deputy the Senate’s committee on
Commissioner Arthur F. committees.
- Heitmann of the Department of The Vermont-New York
f Forests and Parks and Leonard agency is a forum for
lHalnon of Bristol, a biologist considering the problems of the '
Avith the Department of Fish Champlain región--* and -for
;and Game.
coordinating governmental.
i Other members of the new activities with the region) •
' commission will be Robert
Ryan of Vergennes,
the
nominee of Sen. Charles L.

i
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Bur^nfJton ?roo Praw 4*5**?

iWote/ Group Terms Banning Billboards
I .^Ez|LIEr ._,Slate <’Wn'i™|
th2^
gn1i‘iive Council
Council^Com-,
Motel Association
and.was
also critical of Richie’s
i of the
Legislative
Com Mountain
Mountain Motel
Association and
1 was also
of , Riehle
...
1 mittee in Outdoor Aovcrtising.
Advertising, jI the Greater Bennington
••••? cr diiectional signs was.rnif^ee
Rpnninafnn Tnnríeí
_ critical
___ <. and
. ’s.' mendationc
Tourist ! public comments
of. ,his)
mcndafl0ns nf persons in the approved
j
Gilroy
said
the
motel
asso

j Bureau:
•nded socialistic in concept .

legislative

pr omethod of handling the com- ni0ieJ ’"dustry, have been ig- cedure.”
of
billboard X Sd VSkTS
the Green Mountain Motel Iciation and the Tourist Bureau , “It (state ownership of thei
¿oeiaíion Wednesday as it an- of the Greater Bennington Asso- I directional signs) could well'
<»*•”
posal from
.nced its opposition to the 1 ciation, of which he is chair prove to be unconstitutional inj Gilroy accused Riehle of re-l bcc" “d‘reli<* “
jsiative Council committee’s! man, are ‘‘unanimously that it not only restricts, but;
5
h
cvera
s
‘
agents
that
The
motel
association
spokesators hi the state and several
'opposed” to the billboard
prohibits, freedom of individual j drfnrahiíSti3
•posal jo ban billboards in .
bf)st- con-man charged Riehle hasImoteI °Perators have, indeed,
regulation
proposal
spearheaded
state
J
expression in advertising.
siderably less than factual.
.
i’.
*
announced public simrwMH- tm.by Rep. Theodore Riehle, R-llplunged stubbornly ahead with ¡his concent P
PP°rt foi
Sebert J. Gilroy, a director 1;2, chairman of the special com
“It also prohibits a landowner! Said Gilroy:
J
a
un
afora)
nhn
,u.
13 concept.
“
He
fRiehle)
im-.
a
unilateraI
P
lan
(his
the,
iehle)
has
indeed
im3
,
u
?.
’
a
era
*
p
^
an
(
h
‘
s
)
for
the;
from
gaining
*
revenue
from
¡
d legislative action officer ofijmittee.
pport from certain,
certain,so,unon
s°‘ull0n of the
tbe problem.”
1 Green Mountain Motel j
otherwise unproductive portions plied support
Gilroy
°y also charged Riehle
members of our industry w.hich GiIr
sociation, released copies of ¡
The Riehle plan — adopted of his land.”
)t, in actuality, have.” has attempted to force his own
letter sent to all members! by his committee and sched
The Gilroy letter sent to he does not,
uled to be sent to the full members of Riehle’s committee
Legislative Council for action
— would eliminate all road
side advertising on all
highways in the state and
would substitute a limited
number of state-owned and
controlled directional signs
aimed at aiding tourists.

Besides branding the Riehle
proposal ^socialistic, ” Gilroy ¡
said, -¿a. -behalf-*^ -the^,Green)

Gilroy charged
charged the
the recomrecom- ideas upon the PeopIe “and
circumvent time tested and

t
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STOWE, VERMONT

SEVEN CENTS

"OUR SCENIC BEAUTY IS OUR GREATEST NATURAL RESOURCE.*

By majority vote, the members
of the Stowe Area Association agreed
to remove all ‘off-premise’ out
door advertising signs at last Mon
day’s annual fall meeting.
While the exact number of signs
that will be torn down as a result
of this vote is presently unknown,
it could contribute to the largest
deletion of signs to take place at
any one time in the entire State of
Vermont. The Association is com
prised of 67 member lodges, many
of whom now use roadside adver
tising billboards other than the signs
on or adjacent to their ownpremises.
the Mt. Mansfield Co. alone has
some 49 signs throughout the state.
'Talrinor

nna inHiiriHuol

chmhili zvfl

Area Association Meeting, in his
continuing
effort
to beautify
Vermont.
It is of course hoped by the
Association that others, outside
their own membership, will now
follow their example and in turn
remove their billboards. This has
already been done by such concerns
as the Morrisville Lumber Co. and
perhaps many more.
(Editor's Note: The Stowe Re
porter welcomes all news concern
ing those who have recently re
moved their billboards or those who
intend to do so in the near future.)
To work out the mechanics of
how and when the signs will come
o a
President Tony Cirlointed a committee from
rship. A special meeting
eduled “as soon as post upon their recommend
er discussion will be the
of constructing a sign
t. 100 and other plans in
ixisting signs,
ill also be given some
ie possibility ofpartially
’ members on the costs
1 space rentals paid or
for in advance. Another
is that the Association
t use one or more of
ions for an all-encomn welcoming a traveler
. explaining that complete
on food, lodging, etc.
btainable ahead at the
iation’s office, sign plaza
2 you.
I committee has also
tedby Ciraldi to consider
the ever-growing numDle signs on the premises
mber lodges. There had
t been an unwritten genreement among Associaers that one sign per
sufficient. This matter i
re fully looked into at
lion’s next meeting.

private ousiness and free enterprise profitable
and worthwhile. Make no mistake about it,
the removal of the Bolton Valley sign is
a bold-face frontal attact on the capitalistic,
system (unintentionally, of course). But those \
that believe in Dictatorship it seems abhor
all things that are not controlled by
mandatory laws and high taxes. . . .

t ,

Waterford, Vt

CARLTON ACHILLES
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STOWE, VERMONT

SEVEN CENTS

“OUR SCENIC BEAUTY IS OUR GREATEST NATURAL RESOURCE..’

Some of the 22 signs of Stowe Area Association members that are slated for removal on Rt. 100 bet
ween Waterbury and Stowe. Other signs will be removed all over the State.

Development Board Not
Backing Billboard Ban
the firms serving the traveling
public in a given area.
tn f»,A?níTPEíjIER r The Devel°Pment Board Thursday declined
To give motorists ad
hv^tbo t
sanction to an anti-billboard plan now under study ditional information about
Sfpnri ,Lee>^latlve Council’s Outdoor Advertising Committee In where to sleep, eat, and see the
stead, board members reversed final judgment until the nrn
sights,
a
free,
statewide
posal is submitted to the Gen- ---------until me pro- telephone information system
eral Assembly as council-spon
of state billboard control if not would be initiated.
sored legislation.
— Additional state-operated
Their wait-and-see attitude the mechanics now envisioned.
information booths would be
apparently stems from a split
Chairman Alexander Drysdale located . tit key highway in
among the members on wheth of Bennington, however, re tersection points to better serve
er the state should get into the tained his suspicon of the plan tourists.
highway directional sign busi- to ban all billboards and
The billboard industry has
I ness.
substitute
state-owned
and already trotted out their hired
. They want to see how the bill operated highway directional guns, hjid the lobbyists have
is drafted in its final form
. started " their fight to water
signs.
Meanwhile,
Development
“I’m concerned about the down, if! not kill outright,
Commissioner Elbert G. Moul state getting into the sign Riehle’s plan.
ton will continue to work with business,” he said.
Riehle is already under fire
the council committee on the
from thp Green Mountain Motel
He
added
that
the
commercial
legislation.
sign industry ought to explore Association which has started a
The no-action decision follow creation of highway sign plazas counterattack.
ed an anti-billbo.rd pitch made because the crackdown on
Support
is
coming
in,
by Rep. Theodore M. Riehle Jr., illboards is coming.
however) 1
R-ll-2, of South Burlington,
The 'Trapp Family Lodge at
“I don’t see why the sign peo
; chairman of the council’s Out ple don’t smarten up,” he said.
Stowe, which now has about 10
door Advertising Committee.
billboards, will no longer use
Riehle’s proposal provides:
Riehle, an outspoken and
— All off-premise advertising, them.
avowed opponent of billboard would be banned.
Johannes von Trapp publicly
blight, made at least one con
— The state woould create a: said last week he would tear
vert on the board Thursday.
system of directional signs J tnem all down, sn his family
General
Manager
Walter complete with industry symbols
would be doing-4ht\r, uari to
Foeger of the Jay Peak Ski (like crossed knives and forks
help preserve ‘V drTYró n t ,cá
Area entered the meeting a for restaurants; that would list- natural beauty. <4. • •
skeptic, listened to Riehle, then
came away backing the concept '
(See Page 10: Billboard)

(Vermont Press Bureau)

By majority vote, the members
of the Stowe Area Association agreed
to remove all ‘off-premise” out
door advertising signs at last Mon
day’s annual fall meeting.
While the exact number of signs
that will be torn down as a result
of this vote is presently unknown,
it could contribute to the largest
deletion of signs to take place at
any one time in the entire State ox
Vermont. The Association is com
prised of 67 member lodges, many
of whom now use roadside adver
tising billboards other than the signs
on or adjacent to their ownpremises.
the Mt. Mansfield Co. alone has
some 49 signs throughout the state.
Taking one individual stretch of
road, the ten-mile section between
Waterbury and Stowe, there are 22
billboards owned or rented by Asso
ciation members. Half again this
number lie North of Stowe on Rt.
100 towards Morrisville.

“We must clean up our own junk
yards/ stated Sepp Ruschp with re
ference to the “billboard tunnel*
existing to either side of Stowe.
Earlier Monday evening before
the Association meeting itself, guest
speaker Al Moulton of the Vermont
Development Department had obser
ved ¿hat “our bread and butter are
the hills and valleys of Vermont-----let’s not cover them up.”

Prior to Monday night’s vote,
various individuals had already re
moved their billboards either thru
their own personal conviction or
in support of Rep. Ted Riehle’s
proposal for statewide elimination of
roadside advertising. Among these
were the Trapps, The Centre, the
Nordic, the Snowdrift and the Stowe
Motel. Mr. Riehle, who is himself
championing the idea that “our
scenic beauty is our greatest nat
ural resource,” had addressed an
enthusiastic audience at the Stowe
Rotary Club a few days before the

Area Association Meeting, in his
continuing
effort
to beautify
Vermont.
It is of course hoped by the
Association that others, outside
their own membership, will now
follow their example and in turn
remove their billboards. This has
already been done by such concerns
as the Morrisville Lumber Co. and
perhaps many more.
(Editor’s Note: The Stowe Re
porter welcomes all news concern
ing those who have recently re
moved their billboards or those who
intend to do so in the near future.)
To work out the mechanics of
how and when the signs will come
down, S.A.A. President Tony Cir. aldi has appointed a committee from
the membership. A special meeting
will be scheduled “as soon as pos
sible” to act upon their recommend
ations. Under discussion will be the
possibility of constructing a sign
plaza on Rt. 100 and other plans in
lieu of the existing signs.
There will also be given some
thought to the possibility ofpartially
reimbursing members on the costs
of billboard space rentals paid or
committed for in advance. Another
possibility is that the Association
itself might use one or more of
these locations for an all-encom
passing sign welcoming a traveler
to Stowe and explaining that complete
information on food, lodging, etc.
might be obtainable ahead at the
Area Association’s office, sign plaza
or what have you.
A second committee has also
been appointedby Ciraldi to consider
and discuss the ever-growing num
ber of multiple signs on the premises
of some member lodges. There had
at one point been an unwritten gen
tleman’s agreement among Associa
tion members that one sign per'
lodge was sufficient. This matter
will be more fully looked into at
the Association’s next meeting.

Road to Dictatorship
What about this man Riehle? I hear we
have some people who would take down all
tiie signs. Well, every so often Dictatorship
raises its ugly head in Washington and puts
on the pressure. Dictatorship is usually pushed
in Vermont by people who go to Europe
end bring back ideas which foster other forms
of governments by raiding the capitalistic
system by conformity and controlling or
limiting free enterprise under the cloak of
excuses such as beautifying the state and
many others.
If you want to destroy free enterprise 1
and the right to own private property, among
other things, all you have to do is to find
a perfectly logical excuse that will fool half
the people by aggression of liberties and
limiting by law and red tape the necessary
signs and symbols and freedoms that make
private business and free enterprise profitable
and worthwhile. Make no mistake about it,
the removal of the Bolton Valley sign is
a bold-face frontal attact on the capitalistic
system (unintentionally, of course). But those V
that believe in Dictatorship it seems abhor
all things that are not controlled by
mandatory laws and high taxes. . . .
Waterford, Vt.

CARLTON ACHILLES
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By BILL PORTE?

BRANDON — (Special) —
j The general in Vermont’s war
on billboards recruited three '
more wary but committed I
defectors here Friday.
The support “at least for the :
i idea of the campaign came
from three Rutland County
tourist
businessmen dealing
with tourists, who each now
have a billboard along the sign- ’
littered 16-mile strip of Rcute 7 •
between here and Rutland.
The trio, representing a com- :
mittee of the Rutland Chamber j
of Commerce, expressed their i
backing during a
! Trio of Rutland County guarded
meeting at the Brandon Inn
• , Businessmen Give Ten- with Rep. Theodore Riehle, R11-2, of South Burlington.
H
tative Support to Bill
Riehle heads a Legislative :
Council committee which has
board Ban.
endorsed a plan to replace all '
! billboards in the state with
state-owned directional signs.
Riehle, who has rapidly gain- i
ed a reputation as the scourge 1
of the. billboard industry, was r
assisted in his pitch Thursday k
by another member of his com
mittee, Sen. James M. Jeffords,
R-Rutl-and.
J And the names he added
Thursday to his, ever-growing ‘
list of sign-owning supporters ■
are A1 Mitroff, owner of the
Brandon Inn . and host for
Thursday’s
session;
Col.
Herbert Wilson,
owner
of
Wilson Castle in Proctor, '
; and William . Wolfe, owner of
Mountain Top Inn in Chittenden
and holder of the franchise for
the Holiday Inn to be built in
Rutland.
!.
The three men expressed
17*r*Art
PrAcc PCapital
’nnlÍAi Pni*onu
Free Press
Bureau
varying degrees of support for
MONTPELIER _ . Outdoor
Riehle’s plan and they all are
| wary until a final draft of the
Advertising Director Joseph W7
legislation to be presented is >
Moore took issue Wednesday
made.
with a proposal by Rep.,
Wolfe, who left the meeting
'¡Theodore Richie, R-ll-2, of
early for another business ap
I South Burlington for creation
pointment, made it clear from ¡,
of a council or committee to,
the start that he favored
. administer
the
outdoor
! eliminating billboards if the j
businessmen who depend on ,
advertising law.
them are provided an adequate . ;
Moore said the sign law
substitute.
should be administered by a
But
Mitroff and
Wilson i
constitutionally elected official,
steered 'around a definite com- 1
who will be more responsive
mitment vTtil late in the ’
to the people’s wishes.
lengthy meeting, when Riehle ¡
prodded them for a clear state
Moore declared Vermont
ment.
• 1
i really has no billboard
! “I’m more concerned with the •
' problem in comparison to
philosophy of the idea than, the 1
I other slates, and pointed out
. mechanics. Understand, I’m not !
| selling anything, but I’d like to i
the state has the stiffest sign
know how you feel,” he said.
control of any state in the
I
Wilson replied: “We’ve got to
union, except for Hawaii.
be progressive, and I favor
whatever it takes to do it.”
He described the billboard
f;
“I’m not against the idea,” |
problem in Vermont as á
Mitroff answered, “it will be
human problem, saying there
nice if you can achieve it an<
are people in the state who
put epeb one in the place he
erect outdoor advertising signs
I was -before the new law. The ¡
thing to do is find out how to
without regard to their
do it painlessly.”
appearance.
| _ Motel, hotel, and other tourist
“There is a lack of cohesion
i ir ’ustry on* .tors have led the
among various groups as to just
J opposition to. the new billboard
what is needed in the way of
proposal and in the past have
directing the traveling public
spearheaded
the
often-sucto the various goods and
cessful campaigns to defeat
other anti-sign legislation.
services offered to them by
Riehle indicated Thursday he ¡
Vermont businessmen,” he said.
is unconcerned with opposition (
from national advertisers and,
He said the incoming
since introducing the present
Legislature should speil out
1 plan, has found “no sympathy” <
just what types and sizes of
| for them.
signs should be erected and
“That advertising is finished I

¡I
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where they should be located
and enact a law which would
treat all businesses — large
and small — alike.

Moore said his office has
issued 1,032 removal notices to
date this year and 89? of these
have been acted on.
Moore contended the'
secretary of state’s office can
control outdoor advertising
¡signs at much less expense to
the taxpayers and with much
less confusion than can be done
under Riehle’s proposal.
He suggested further control
by enactment of municipal
zoning laws.

— dead/ uhe South Burlington
:epresentative stated.
He added that the industries
which make use of national out
door advertising “couldn’t care
less” and that only the advertising companies will complain about the loss of those
billboards.
" ho three businessmen all
ag(r! that Humble Oil Có.
'A/,, 1“*1'
mind
not
using
bii'boards to put tigers in tanks
if Gulf doesn’t use them for
selling
“more
kicks
per
gallon.”
National advertisers, Riehle
- said, have an attitude of “I’ll
take them (signs) down if they
(competitor.;) will take them

• l;
i

I
1
:
I

!
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A* mm. m ;,?nse for the larger
companies which
handle such signs was voiced,
but Richlj told the three men
he secs no reason why those
concerns couldn’t bid on the
planned sign plazas.
“I’m for free enterprise,” he
remarked, “if it can do a job
effectively and legally,” and
operation of the plazas would be.
such a job.
He explained that the state
must own and maintain the
directional signs because under
provisions
of
the
federal
Highway Beautification Act,
by 1970 all privately - owned
billboards must be set back at
least 600 feet from primary and
interstate highways.
Jeffords and Riehle, while
repeatedly noting that the
“mechanics” of the billboard
proposal are still vague in*
spots, outlined the “tourist
package” — which they said is
a
better
description
than
billboard ban — this way:
All off-premise signs will be
taken down and the state will
build and erect directional
markers “giving coverage to
every business serving the
traveling public.”
The state will also use the ex
isting “information centers”'
and build others covering every
strategic border crossing and
will institute a Wide Area
Telephone Service (WATS) as a
free,
24-hour-a-day
aid to’
motorists.
Tourists could, if an in
fo rmation
center
was
unavailable, use WATS to get
any sort of information needed.
The state would also publish a
directory listing all tourist
businesses, free, with the cost of
production paid by the firms
■which 'oe the booklet for ad
ditional advertising.
Riehle said WATS would cost
only $25,000 to operate, although,
all the details of how it would
function have not been worked
out. During Thursday’s meeting
several suggestions were made
by the three businessmen -about
its operation and possible
methods for making it self-sup
porting.
Most of the discussion cen
tered around the particulars of
the “tourist package” and
Riehle several times said some
details would be left up to a
committee organized to ad
minister the plan.
Wilson said he was concerned
that the signs would be outlaw
ed before an adequate
substitute
system
was
in
operation but Riehle assured
him that would not happen.
During the -first part of the
session Thursday Riehle ap
peared to have a sympathetic
audience, but following lunch
the tone of the discussion
switched and the three men ap
peared more hesitant in their
support.
Wilson said he feared the
proposal would be “railroaded
through” and Wilson said “I
hate to give my Sign prerogative to a committee.”
The conversation often varied
info peripheral matters, but
toward the end of the meeting
when Riehle asked for firm
opinions both men ‘indicated
they at least won’t oppose the
plan until the details are clear.
They
a¿. ed
that \ the
subscribing easinesses should
pay at least the maintenance
costs of the directional signs
but the question of paying com
pensation for signs ordered
down was not resolved.
Under the present federal

adv< tising
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p.»LieCC1VG? ? ,ctter from Representen-

R.ehle in iepiy to one of mine in dm v
protesting the banning of sdnA v?°run
It reads in pan: “Not much n hi 5m0Ht
necn given
the facl( that afWr *197» ha-l

signs, directional or otherwise will
a‘
Jnoitea within 730 feet of the inSLi! Pr°:
primary highway systems. This k .'/"t
laws not ours. The primary systen iníi T'
such roads as Route 2 and VuTe " S
means businesses along those rnZ,
’ Jnis
no directional coverage whatsoeve?!.™y have

. If,, as be says, federal law wilt h
signs in 1970 why is be and hi?
ban aiI
“ anxious to hasten the
Vermont? Why not let the “liu
gns in
with their motels, restauraíts cabLP“P‘eL'
bars, roadside stands etc inri 5 T'*
for

en

their exist^’hat tw^

Or\ig*KC®’ as we^ as the billboard people
with their tremendous investment in the state?
It is a nice gesture on the part of the
Irapp family to remove all but one of their
signs, byt it is significant that they deem
it necessary to retain at least one even though
tne frapps are known all over the wo-id
through the musical “The Sound of Music ”
radio, TV, newspaper articles and other
media, and tourists will have little difficulty
finding tne Trapp Lodge at Stowe. The “little
people ’ aren’t so fortunate as to receive

such publicity and I dread the day when
snort-sighted people will have their way and
all signs will be banned in Vermont.
...
„
Alburg, Vt

EDMUND L. PAUL

law, the state is obligated to
.pay compensation although Ver
mont law allows removal of
billboards under the police
power, eliminating the payment
o'f compensation.
Riehle did not appear opposed
to some form of compensation,
the matter will probably depend
on whether the federal law is
changed by congressmen who
are now studying the situation.
If that law is changed, Riehle
said, the question will be
“moral” rather than legal,
“and I’m not so sure we should
use the police power to pull
down signs erected (legally) six
months ago.”
Wilson was particularly con
cerned about giving every sign
owner a chance to speak on the
proposal and asked for a hear
ing in Rutland.
Jeffords and Riehle said as
many public hearings would be
held as time allowed, and
promised the Legislature will
stage at least one more
statewide hearing on the bill
before it goes to a vote.
Riehle, who said he has work
ed on the plan every day since
early July, also told three ‘
Rutland County men he will
speak in Rutland if he is invited
and can work it into his
schedule.
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By WILLIAM J. CARDOSO
Globe Staff Reporter

MONTPEILIER—The days
i of billboards • in Vermont
, may be numbered.
A tough new proposal to
1 ban off premises outdoor ad
vertising is amassing bipart
isan support in legislative
i circles.

Directing the attempted
; crackdown is state Rep.
Theodore M. Riehle Jr., 42year-old South Burlington
Republican who chairs a
special seven-member committtee studying outdoor advertising.
R i e h 1 e’s revolutionary
concept, while prohibiting
billboards, also would place
the state itself in the sign
business and commit it more
deeply to informing the trav
eler.
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..LastBillboard?
“In the first place, we’ve
got to realize Vermont is one
of the least spoiled states in
the country. And why is
this? Only because we’re off
the beaten track. But now
Vermont is being, discovered
or has been discovered.
TOURISM

lit

Riehle held billboards to
be the worst offender but
revised thinking now gives a
share of that distinction to
“the six, eight, or 10 direc
tional signs of varying size
in a farmer’s pasture that
tell you Joe’s is three miles
away.”

Vermont has been con
Before the last touches trolling outdoor advertising
were put to the bill Friday, through licensing fees for
it was expanded to include £Y.'z.
all businesses catering to the
traveling public including
antique shops and gas sta
tions.

“Scenic beauty is our one
real natural resource — and
tourism. People come here
because it’s beautiful and
because it doesn’t look like
New Jersey,” said the one
time New Yorker who mi
grated to the Green Moun
Exempted from the propo
tains in 1959.
sal are churches and civic
groups such as Kiwanis and
Riehle believes the promo Rotary, who would be al
tional value of the tough law lowed to keep their signs —
would be “terrific” and even provided they are less than
tually offset costs of es four feet square and within
tablishing the program.
a mile of the city limits.
He envisions, however, a
few billboards left standing.

Put at strategic entrances
His proposal, passed unan- •
imously by the committee to the state, they would de
last week and forwarded to clare: “Welcome to Vermont.
the interim Legislative This is the last billboard
Council, where it is expected you’ll see.”
to win further approval next
Predictably the outdoor
month asks:
advertising industry is hav
ing fits.
NO SIGNS
Lobbyists have exerted
— An end to all private some pressure hut now are
signs along interstate, na muffling their big guns until
tional defense and primary the full Legislature recon
roads.
venes in January.
In recent pleas before
—A system of state owned Riehle’s interim study com
and controlled directional mittee, industry spokesmen
signs with symbols—such as asked only to be “allowed to
crossed knives and forks to live, not to proliferate.”
mdicate restaurants—listing
But Riehle is certain he
businesses serving the tra has strong public and legis
veling public in a given area. lative support to end for all
time what he and others
— A free 24-hour state have come to call “the bill
wide telephone system giv board blight.”
ing travelers the directions
He counts more than 200
to lodgings, restaurants and
favorable letters so far
sightseeing spots.
(“And that’s a lot in
— Establishment of infor Vermont”) and has been
mation centers at seven key crisscrossing the state since
highway entrances to Ver July 6 on a lecture tour to
spread the message to all
mont.
who. invite his presence.
In Riehle’s estimation, It
Among the eárly converts
is not just a billboard ban is Johannes von Trapp of
but a comprehensive long “The Sound of Music” fame,
range plan to provide better who declared recently that
tourist informations service 10 billboards advertising the
and preserve Vermont’s nat Trapp Family Lodge at
ural beauty.
Stowe would come down.

of sign and where the signs
áre located. Riehle suggests
green on' white for lodgings,
with a silhouette of a bed or
perhaps an A-frame, and
perhaps a red sign with
crossed eating utensils for
restaurants.

On premise signs con
structed after the bill’s pas
sage would be limited to 60
sq. ft., and could not be
more than 10 feet above the
roof or 35 feet above ground
Administration of the bill
board law would be given
the
Development
Dept,
while erection and mainten
ance of the limited state
signs would be the province
of the Highway Dept.
A ’’sign control commit
tee” would determine which
advertiser goes on what kind

' 1

|

|
some time and already is
considered the second most
restrictive state in the union.
(Hawaii flatly prohibits bill
boards.)

It is estimated the number
of standard size billboards
has been reduced statewide
to fewer than 250. But that’s
250 too many for Riehle and
other scenery conscious Ver

monters, of whom there are
many.
An outspoken opponent of
billboards since he entered
the Legislatue two sessions
back, Riehle is increasingly
optimistic about the chances
for passage, but knows high
pressure lobbying awaits the
bill in January.
“It’s going to be the
biggest battle Vermont has
seen in the last decade,” he
said.

Rjehle Makes Proposal

' Stale Directional Signs I
Asked for Iraveiing Public
MONTPELIER - Opening
state directional signs to every
business engaged primarily in
serving Hie

.
. I
A c^ito^bu^au
£¡¿&CAPIT0L 8URtAb
be adjusted to limit the|

M^RieWe Jr., R-ll-2, of JSouth number of signs in the state.
Burlington at Monday’s meeting
^he committee also agreed
of the Outdoor Advertising tba<; cburcbes an¿ civic organCommittee.
. .
J izations would be exempted
The committee met to iron
.
.
out the details of Reihle’s f™« tM of‘ ‘ Prcmlse s'«"
revolutionary proposal which ban.
would ban all off-premise Anotber recommendation ini
advertising in Vermont and tRe prOpOsecj legislation was • ■
substitute a series of state tbat a Travelers Aid Council! L
directional signs along state bg {ormed tQ ruie Qn tbe grant- I
•.highways.
■>
l-ng of alj s¡gn perm¡ts and to. |
The proposed legislation on, bojd hearings when necessary,
banning outdoor advertising was
wben {he
Aid Coun¡hammered, into shape
<>i cR tbougbt it neceSsary to re; presentation to the Legislative fuse an applicant) the applicant •
Council for final study befo e WQUjd be given the reasons for
going to the next session of the refusal and allowed to appljB
ine legislature.
for & rebearjng by the full com I
! In the four-pronged mittee from the Vermont De
proposal, t h e off-premise partment of Development. I j|
signs would be replaced with again denied, the applicant
i a°dircet dial telephone could appeal
supreme ■
information service, a tourist Court.
information directory, new
R¡chle ,oR
_ .ommittee I
state information centers on
migbt be a good move io
entrances into the state, ana
separate On - premise sign f
the state-owned directional rc^lat¡on {rom off . prenl¡se
signs*
sign regulation and present I
In defining the wording of two separate bills to the legis'the proposed legislation, Rlehlei lature. “We can then let each
uc
? u
,
I
of reguiation stand on
said any entei prise servingj Rs own ^vo jee^ jn tbe ieg¡s_
tourists should be allowed to usej jatUre,” .said Riehle.
' the directional signs and that'
Thomas
D.chi[. >
.if too many applied._the_iee|)gn(|pn
asked, «why
don’t
| we designate a few commercial
■ sign areas for the outdoor bill
board people. We need to be
a little flexible or we may lose
the whole thing.”
Sen. Douglas B. Kitchel, RCaledonia,
chairman of , the
Legislative Council, advised the
¡committee that they should
take a strong stand in their;
antibillboard proposal and leaver
any compromises to the legisla- ¡
ture.
1
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-rise Gasoline Sign
Interstate Upsets Kiehle

Free Press Capitol Bureau
MONTPELIER - A new
high-rise gasoline sign which
appeared beside Interstate 89
in the Williston area Thursday
triggered sharp disapproval by
¡Rep. Theodore Riehle, R-ll-2,
,f South Burlington.
1 Riehle, who is sponsor of
reposed bill which would ban
¡1 billboards and off-premise
<ms in the state, admitted late
hursday he had not yet per*
onally seen the sign.

a

Billboard Committee Outdoes Itself
The Legislative Council’s Outdoor Ad
vertising Committee has outdone itself.
The committee, which has been study
ing the state’s billboard laws this sum
mer, voted yesterday to propose legisla
tion banning all private signs and bill
boards, including those in commercial
and industrial areas. The committee also
’ endorsed state - owned directional signs,
which would point motorists toward es
sential tourist services; a free, 24hour telephone service, which would
provide information about accommoda
tions, food, attractions and other serv
ices; publication of a tourist service
guide, which would be distributed free
to visitors and would probably be selfsupporting; and the construction of four
additional welcome centers, similar to
the one on Interstate 91 in Guilford,
including one in Bennington.
The committee has taken the most di
rect possible approach to the sign and
billboard problem; it has recommend
ed simply that they all be banned, leav
ing no loopholes,which always seem to
make it possible for the billboard inter
ests to erect a sign here and a sign
there and which provide a starting point
for attempts to weaken the state law.
What is more important, however,

is that the committee has also propos
ed an alternative to outdoor advertising.
Information centers, service directories
and around - the - clock telephone serv
ice will not only inform the traveling
public — and far more effectively than
signs do — about where to eat, sleep
and play, but they will also keep Ver
mont’s scenery intact.

“But I have heard about
jt and. J* am shocked. More
legislators drive on that
section of the interstate than
any other highway in the
state. When they see that sign
rising up in the air • to mar
the beautiful scenery in that
area, they will all want to
back my bill,” predicted
Riehle.

There are still numerous obstacles
Arthur toRistau,
special
that the proposed legislation must over assistant
Gov. Hoff, said
come before it becomes state law. The there wa3 another gas station
billboard industry obviously plans to sign in the Alburg area which New high-rise gas sign which recently appeared
fight it in the legislature this winter.
near Interstate 89 in Williston area is legal onIt has still not been determined wheth
r
premise sign.
er the state will have to pay for removal
of billboards once they become illegal.
Regulations governing on-premise and
high rise signs are still being considered.
But the committee has done the state
a service by drafting a bill that is
straightforward and
unambiguous,
that would put an end to the billboard
blight once and for all, and that makes
imaginative proposals for bringing busi
nessmen and visitors together without
the aid of signs. It is a proposal that
we hope the remainder of the legislators
will not dilute with exceptions and loop
holes.

ÍNCOCsHAHP State Board
: Beds Riehle as Chairman
í

MONTPELIER - The Ver
mont Board of the Interstate
Burlington Fr»» Prttt
¡ Commission on Lake Champlain
CAPITOL BUREAU
Basin held its organizational
meeting Thursday and elected study are the orderly develop-'
'Rep. Theodore M. Riehle Jr.. ¡ment on the region around Lake i
R-ll-2, of South Burlington1 Champlain, water pollution and
chairman.
. air pollution;
The seven-man board then
The commission is also given,
agreed to take no further action authority to correlate water
until the New York State board resources
in- the
Lake
is named and organized this Champlain Basin. This will
include flood warning, quality B
Tne Lake Cnamplain Basin maintenance and general 8
Inte.rsti3ie
Commission
was , , ,
,

i formed by the Vermont and Wological conditions.

¡New York legislatures earlier ¡ Another responsibility of the j
this vear to study problems re-1 commission
will
be
to
. garding Lake Chamolain which ¡coordinate the activities and
affect both states. *
.programs of federal, state,
Each state will have a seven--mutjicipal and private agencies
man board which will meetdn the Lake Champlain Basin,
jointly as a 14-man commission.
Recommending
standards
In addition to Riehle, the j for planning and zoning of
Vermont Board consists of ' the Champlain Basin in order
Sen. Andrew L. Orzel,
R- j to safeguard its beauty and
Rutland; Commissioner of j promote balanced developForests and Parks Robert B. j ment will be another phase
Williams, who will represent i of the joint commission.
Gov. Hoff on the board;
Deputy -Commissioner
of I Riehle said that he hoped the
Forests and Parks Arthur ¡New York Board of the'two-:
Heitman; Bob Ryan of Ver state commission would be
gennes; ■' Commissioner o f 'formed and organized within a .
¡month so that the commission j
Water.Resources Rcinhold W.
first
Thicmc, and Leonard Halnon, would
------- be able to
w hold its —
chief fisheries biologist
for ¡ful1 meeting, elect a chairman
the
Fish
and
Game ’for tlle ful1 commission and)
Denartmcnt.
begin its work in overseeing,
the growth of the
presently!
Among the problems which, underdeveloped C h a m p 1 a i n ¡
the two-state commission will ¡Basin.
I

)

Vsiííwí Should Ban Billboards

WE ARE SURPRISED, AND PLEASED,
by the growing acceptance of a ban on
billboards in Vermont. This week the
Legislative Council Study Committee on Signs
unanimously approved a proposal which would
ban all off-premise signs except for those
put up by the state along highways. We
hope the proposal will be approved by the
full Legislative Council and finally by the
Legislature..
Many details have to be worked out,
of course, before the proposal becomes law.
But .there should be no great obstacles to
final adaption.
Certainly there will have to be some
kind of compensation for the removal of
existing signs. Otherwise there will be
legitimate cries of expropriation.
But we do not agree that the removal
of existing signs, with compensation, would
be a blow against free enterprise. After all,

billboards are valuable only because they are
placed along public highways — which were
not built by private enterprise! The highways
were built and are maintained by the public,
and the public has every right to regulate
their private exploitation. •
Neither are we overly worried by the
prospect of the* state going into the outdoor
advertising business. We assume over-active
politicians would not betray their public trust
by approving the erection of partisan or
political signs.
Anyone who. doubts the importance of
strict billboard regulations should travel to
any one of our neighboring states — New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, or New York —
and see 'what happens to a state’s character
when its public assets are exploited by private
interests. . v
Most billboards are eyesores and
nuisances, so why not ban them?

/on Trapps Back Riehle
Stowe Lodge Owners Will
Take Down All Road
side Signs.

Monday after he returns from a
New Hampshire trip.
Von Trapp’s
action was
sparked by a letter from Gilroy
to members of the Legislative
Council’s committee on' outdoor
advertising in which he labelled
tlx; plan proposed by Rep.
Theodore Richie, R-ll-2, of
South Burlington, “socialistic in
concept.”
Riehle’s plan, which has

(Vermont Press Bureau)
STOWE — A blistering attack
by the Green Mountain Associa
tion on a plan to eliminate all
but state-owned road signs drew
an unanticipated response
Thursday — the state’s best
known lodge owner announced
all roadside signs advertising
ms business will be takqn down. Editorial........... Page 12
I d take them down tomor
row if I didn’t have tÓ be out of Local News Pages 11, 20
town,” said t Johannes Von Windsor County
yapp of the Trapp Family
News ........... Page 8
Eouge here after hearing of the
attack by Robert J. Giiroy TV, Theater . . . Pake 15
oireelor of the motel associa
Obituaries .... Page 14
tion.
Von Trapp said his mother, Sports ........... Pages 4-7
me famous Baroness Maria Von
Trapp, agreed that the lodge’s Dear Abby .... Page 14
10 signs should come down im Financial ........ page 13
mediately.
..The 'young member of the Classified .. Pages 17-19
Sound' of Music” family said Comics............... Page 4
he will take down the billboards Crossword .... Page 14

Inside Story

already been endorsed by the
Council’s subcommittee which
he beads, -calls for elimination
of all roadside advertising and
use of state-owned directional
signs.
Von Trapp said he is “very
much in favor” <»f the proposal,
“and so is my mother.”
Oi* of the charges made in
Gilroy’s letter was that Riehle
had, released '“less than fac
tual” statements of support
from motel owners. He also
said recommendations of lodge
owners have been ignored by
Riehle’s committee.
Von Trapp, a membgr of
Gilroy’s association, said he
knows of no other lodge owners
who plan to take down their
signs right away but, he said,
several have voiced solid back
ing for Richie’s scheme.
“There’s no reason why
scenery has to be ruined just to
keep a motel full. In fact, it’s
just the opposite,” Von Trapp
remarked.
After hearing of Gilroy’s at
tack the Stowe lodge" operator
called to Riehle to “offer him a
hand.”

Stowe, Vt, Innkeepers

" . To Give Up Billboards
STOWE, VT.—The Stowe
Area Assn., a group of 60
lodges, hotels and motels
here, agreed last week to re
move all its off-premises
j billboards and advertising
signs from the state s pn
mary roads.
The surprise move came
as a jolt to the outdoor ad
vertising industry thiougnout the state. Lobbyists for
billboard firms have been
hard at work in recent
weeks attempting to squash
legislation which would nan
all off-premises advertising.

'

Now

the

industry

is

caught in a crossfire be
tween reform-minded legis
lators and penitent adver
tisers.
Many legislators have ex
pressed approval of a bill
which would eradicate all
private signs from interstate,
national defense and primary
highways.
And if advertisers swear
off voluntarily, the sign man
ufacturing firms will be the
only ones left opposing the
bill.
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Federal Officials Show
Favor to Billboard Ban
Riehle and Oakes Visit
Washington to Confer
With Transport Dept.
(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER— The plans to
ban all private billboard ad
vertising in Vermont is more
than likely to gain the support

Action Due on Bay State Billboard Law
☆ BILLBOARD
Continued from Page 1
The action of the Stowe
Area Assoc, came at its an
nual meeting last week.

Sepp Ruschp, president
and general manager of the
Mt. Mansfield Co., told the
association that if Vermont is
I

+

Association members said
last week they voted to ban
their own billboards out of'
pastoral zeal, not out of fear
of the legislative ax.

within the next week or two
on a bill that would re
quire approval by a local
community before a bill
board could be erected.

Whatever their reasons,
their vote will certainly be a
spur to those hoping to push
a no-billboard law through
the legislature at its next
meeting, in January.

The state’s Outdoor Advertising Board now has the
authority to approve a re
quest for a billboard even
if the local community votes
against it.

nf
of federal highway officials,
Rep. Theodore M. Riehle, R-ll-2
of South
Burlington
said
Wednesday.
The lawmaker made the
observation after holding a con
ference concerning his plan
with
federal
officials. i n
Washington Tuesday.
Also attending with Riehle
was Atty. Gen. James L. Oakes.
The South Burlington
Republican, who has proposed
•and
has
been getting
remarkable support for legisla
tion to outlaw all private offpremise billboard advertising,
said there is at this time only
one possible problem.
He said that the U. S.
Transportation Department says
the private advertising can’t be
in the highway right of way.
Riehle’s plan, which has been
adopted by a special billboard
committee of the Legislative
Council, would allow state-own
ed directional signs on the right
of way of the interstate, with
much more elaborate signs on
the right of way of the primary
roads.
The signs on the primary
roads would carry advertising
-fnr» nrivnfn

.

-n

Beautification Engineers
and Planners Like Idea
for Vermont Highways.
private advertising tacked on to
it.
Hiehle also wants to set up an
elaborate tourist information
system, which would help
tourists find their way around
Vermont sans billboards.
Riehle said Wednesday that
both he and Oakes were “op
timistic and quite encouraged”
at the acceptance of the
proposal by federal officials.
“It would be incredible to me
if the federal government didn’t
go along,” he added.
Riehle said that he met with
engineers and planning officials
during meetings which were ar
ranged by U. S. Sen. George D.
Aiken, R-Vt.
Riehle’s billboard ban is pick
ing up support from many
quarters in the state.
The next hurdle is for it to be
approved by the full Legislative
Council.
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To Give Up Billboards
I STOWE, VT.—The Stowe
Area Assn., a group of 60
lodges, hotels and motels
here, agreed last week to re
move all its off-premises
billboards and advertising
signs from the states pnrnary roads.
The surprise move came
as a jolt to the outdoor ad
vertising industry througiout the state. Lobbyists for
billboard firms have been
hard at work in recent
weeks attempting to squash
legislation which would ban
all off-premises advertising.
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which would eradicate all
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highways.
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To Give Up Billboards
STOWE, VT.—The Stowe
Area Assn., a group of 60
lodges, hotels and motels
here, agreed last week to re
move all its oif-premises
billboards and. advertising
signs from the states pri
mary roads.
The surprise move came
as a jolt to the outdoor ad
vertising industry thiougnout the state. Lobbyists for
billboard firms have been
bard at work in recent
weeks attempting to squash
legislation which would ban.
all off-premises advertising.
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MONTPELIER— The plans to
ban all private billboard ad
vertising in Vermont is more
than likely to gain the support
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Action Doe on Bay State Billboard Law
☆ BILLBOARD
Continued from Page 1

The action of the Stowe
Area Assoc, came at its an
nual meeting last week.

Sepp Ruschp, president
and general manager of the
Mt. Mansfield Co., told the
association that if Vermont is
to retain its natural beauty,
“We must first begin to clean
up our own junkyards.”
Ruschp referred to “the
billboard tunnel” along Ver
mont Rte. 100 from Water
bury to Stowe.

At the meeting association
members admitted owner
ship of “several hundred”
billboards scattered along
primary roads throughout
the state.
The action completes a
clean-up campaign started
several years ago when the
association voted tcC move all
billboards in the town to the
outskirts.

Association members said
• last week they voted to ban
their own billboards out of ‘
pastoral zeal, not out of fear
of the legislative ax.

within the next week or two
on a bill that would re
quire approval by a local
community before a bill
board could be erected.

Whatever their reasons,
their vote will certainly be a
spur to those hoping to push
a no-billboard law through
- the legislature at its next
meeting, in January.

The state’s Outdoor Ad
vertising Board now has the
authority to approve a re
quest for a billboard even
if the local community votes
against it.

Dominant among these is
state Rep. Theodore M.
Riehle Jr., a South Burling
ton Republican, whose bill
was passed unanimously two
weeks ago by the Outdoor,
Advertising Committee.

Last June the House re
jected a similar bill when
it voted, 110 to 94, against
taking the proposal from a
package that was referred
to a special commission
studying the powers of the
Outdoor Advertising Board.

Riehle’s bill would replace
billboards with a few taste'ful directional signs point
ing out tourist services, and
with information centers at
seven key highway entrances
to the state.
In
Massachusetts,
the
House is expected to act

The Senate, however, vot
ed 22 to 16 last month to
extract the bill from the
study package, passed it and
sent it to the House. The
bill is now before the House
Ways and Means Committee,
which is expected to report
it out this week or next.
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Beautification Engineers
and Planners Like Idea
for Vermont Highways.
private advertising tacked on to
it.
Hiehle also wants to set up an
elaborate tourist information
system, which would help
tourists find their way around
Vermont sans billboards.
Riehle said Wednesday that
both he and Oakes were “op
timistic and quite encouraged”
at the acceptance of the
proposal by federal officials.
“It would be incredible to me
if the federal government didn’t
go along,” he added.
Riehle said that he met with
engineers and planning officials
during meetings which were ar
ranged by U. S. Sen. George D.
Aiken, R-Vt.
Riehle’s billboard ban is pick
ing up support from many
quarters in the state.
The next hurdle is for it to be
approved by the full Legislative
Council.
After that comes the severest
test of all — the Vermont
Legislature.
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of federal highway officials,
Rep. Theodore M. Riehle, R-ll-2
of South
Burlington
said
Wednesday.
The lawmaker made the
observation after holding a con
ference concerning his plan
with
federal
officials
in
Washington Tuesday.
Also attending with Riehle
was Atty. Gen. James L. Oakes.
The South Burlington
Republican, who has proposed
•and
has
been getting
remarkable support for legisla
tion to outlaw all private offpremise billboard advertising,
said there is at this time only
one possible problem.
He said that the U. S.
Transportation Department says
the private advertising can’t be
in the highway right of way.
Riehle’s plan, which has been
adopted by a special billboard
committee of the Legislative
Council, would allow state-own
ed directional signs on the right
of way of the interstate, with
much more elaborate signs on
the right of way of the primary
roads.
The signs on the primary
roads would carry advertising
for private concerns such as ho
tels and motels.
Riehle said Wednesday that
Oakes is preparing a legal brief
which the state would present
to the secretary of transporta
tion.
Riehle said that the state
would try to convince the
federal government to remove
the regulation for Vermont
because the signs on the right
of way on the primary roads
would be state-owned signs with
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Let’s Counteract Bilí board Control Stall
THE BILLBOARD industry has been
busy these days lobbying members of
the Minneapolis City Council against
sign controls on the city’s new freeways. The longer the lobbyists can
stall this off, the more signs they can
put up on the Hwy. 35W approach to
the downtown.
When an alderman asked an industry
spokesman this week how many billboards would be erected in the next
month or six weeks “while you’re stalling us,” the spokesman replied that he
could not give an exact figure.
It looks as if the sign-makers are

going to go just as far as they can to
obscure the magnificent approach to
downtown Minneapolis, the public’s interest in the freeway notwithstanding,
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The city council can stop this by
putting a retroactive clause in the bill. board control proposal, giving the cornpanies a certain amount of time to re
move the signs they are now erecting,
.
....
,
,
■
There is sufficient precedent for
this. It was done on certain Nicollet
A7, s^§ns/ an<^ the action was upheld
by the Minnesota Supreme Court. That
precedent then was followed in order- the removal of overhanging signs
*n
Hennepin-Lake area upon the
insistence of then-Alderman Frank - \■
Moulton in 1955.

The present council does have the
power to protect what can be a breathtaking view of the city skyline. We ’
hope it exercises that power.
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Lobbying is a lawful activity at the

I State House, bu there a > limits Rep.
'• Dave Vignecult of Springfield thinks
fi the limits were overstepped when two
J men asked him to “take a walk” during
H the vote on local control over hill■boards.
While Vigneault does not remember
■ precisely what the men said to him,
■he is convinced tl
ley wei o rl^s rra financial support for futuro
political csMpaigs ¿ ho would abstain
from voting on the bill. Vigneault is a
stróng supporter of local control of
■ billboards.
Whether a bribe attempt can be
I proved r
ins to be seen, but it is
I p]ain that thr- billboard bill was J.cfettled by
s r ,
lobbying
by the billboard industry and the sign

painters union. Represen atives were I
caj led and pressured. They were
told that hundreds of people would ?? I
thrown out of work, and th?t the in- I
dustryT financial losses would be |
great.
£ut
there any reason for thinking |
that such would be the case? Would !o- j
cal lie using boards be apt to wive hill*
boards off the face of Massachusetts? I
Bu|. Ulere are
,
o££e ¡,
,
L,av_ t , « tun
- A'.. .\f AA"AAA? cAk h;ip;¿
A. .. ,
boards in such instances.
.......
Massacnuretts town.o mm ci.i .»
■
won home rubí-, nnest -<r
Ihywt
in th< Lew m. 1
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Billboards Unneeded

MONTPELIER — Banning all billboards from the state of Vermont would j
not only preserve the state’s scenic beauty, but the publicity of the novel;
move would bring thousands of curious new tourists to the state, claims Rep.1
Theodore Riehle, R-ll-2 of South Burlington.
He said this would be one of his key arguments when he presents his
revolutionary proposal for approval .by the Legislative Council Billboard
Study Committee at the State House On Aug. 21. The committee has already
endorsed the billboard ban
our informational outlets to get his message
plan in principle.
across to our visitors.”

There are a lot of people who, even though they
have no love for billboards, think that Vermont Rep.
Theodore Riehle's proposal to ban all off-premises high
way signs is crazy. They agree with the signboard ad
vertising lobbyists that billboards are necessary and seem
to think that to prohibit them would be like banning
radio or television or magazines or newspapers.
In explaining the need to regulate highway
Rep. Riehle said that a Development
It is illuminating, therefore, to learn that Vrest
signs, Riehle says, “Our scenic beauty in
Department
survey
shows
that
65
per
cent
Orton, president of the nationally known Vermont
of the people who come to Vermont are Vermont is truly our greatest natural
Country Store in Weston, one of Vermont's major tourist
motivated to come here because of the state’s resource. Other states are blessed with iron
ore and minerals, while others have deep
attractions, agrees with Rep. Thiele that all off-premises
1 scenic beauty,
seaports or unique single attractions such
signs on Vermont highways should be eliminated.
.
No Longer Justified
as a Grand Canyon, Niagara Falls or an
The Vermont' Country Store brings over 150,000
Since scenery is the state’s top attractio
Old Man of the Mountain.
people annually to the tiny off-the-track village of Weston . • j he is against cluttering and covering it up
‘Relatively Unspoiled’
. with unnecessary signs and billboards.
without any roadside signs of any kind except on the
“People come to Vermont because it is
He said be would tell the committee,
beautiful, clean and relatively unspoiled. The
premises where the store is located. Orton notes that
“With all the modern means of communication
state must take advantage of this natural
available to the public today, through
if his business, which depends almost entirely on tourists
resource and promote it and protect it. By
I
newspapers,
magazines,
brochures,
radio,
finding their way to his store, can succeed without signs,
telling the world that we are outlawing
telephone and television, there is no longer commcrcialistic highway advertising b y
others can as well.
justification for using the sides of the road substituting an effective state-operated
There is no question that Vermont scenery, or -the
for industrial advertising.”
directional sign system, we are striking a
destruction of it, will always be the crucible in which
Would Ban All Signs
major blow in taking advantage of this natural
the Vermont tourist industry bubbles or is crushed. And,
Rep. Riehle would eliminate all roadside resource.”
advertising on all highways in the state. He
Riehle also sees abundant economic
even more important to those of us who live here, is
would then erect a limited number of state- justification for the more effective billboard
the preservation of beauty in Vermont for beauty s
owned and controlled directional signs aimed control. The state erected and owned direc
particularly towards tourists.
sake.
tional signs would serve only businesses
The American public is apathetic about a lot of
He sees such a move making a nation serving the traveling public and thus, with
wide impact and the resulting publicity no competition, will become giants by
public issues and too often takes the attitude that un
bringing
a flood of tourists to the state both comparision, he feels.
desirable things are here to stay and cannot be elim
to see the scenery and marvel at the lack
State Signs Only
inated.
of billboards and signs.
With a monopoly of their own, the state
But the poipt is clear that if the Vermont Country
Use Other Forms of Advertising
signs will not have to compete with a myriad
Store can bring in 150,000 tourists simply by advertis
In reply to operators of attractions who of billboards of various shapes and colors.
Riehle is chairman of the Legislative
I claim they would be robbed of their
ing in guide books and vacation maps, billboards are
Council
Billboard Study Committee, also
opportunity
of
“
individualism
”
by
the
not the necessity to American life that the lobbyists
. imination of the opportunity for unique known as the Outdoor Advertising Committee.
would have us believe.
highway signs, Rep. Riehle says that The committee .has authorized him to work
The heavily-endowed billboard interests In New
“individualism” can still be promoted through out a rough draft of his sign and billboard
the printed word and other forms of proposals and he will submit the draft at
Hampshire and Maine have been permitted to obliterate
advertising and that “we will greatly expand
the Aug. 21 meeting.
almost entirely the roadside views of both coasts, and
they're now doing their best to convince Vermont that
3
Z
motorists would rather know how far it is between hot
dog stands than to enjoy the refreshing freedom of
fc#*íQíiw
ií ¡¿ u a í
CaW ii Ü vb 1
distant unobstructed views.
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Half a dozen giant plans to make Vermont the
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showplace of the nation are buzzing around the State
DraCtl\
¿4ahy"i^ü§Biü\uá is Ly »v
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House. Probably the most realistic of all is Rep. Riehle s
MONTPELIER — The f 1 r s t • stand on the proposed billmove to ban the billboard.
& Vermont association to take a¡ board b a n n i n g legislation
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However the Stowe Area
Association has taken no

aauj

The vital importance of preserving
Vermont’s natural beauty has been
argued many times in the past. But
now it is being directly linked with
fiscal returns both to the businessmen
and to the state as a whole.
There will be many details that must
be worked out if all interests are to be
served. But the basic idea of statecontrolled directional signs to replace
a hodge-podge of private signs could,
as the proposal asserts, focus attention
on the sta‘e as an imaginative pioneer
in the currently popular fields of
beautification and conservation.
As far as detailed information for
travelers goes, state-sponsored travel
guides in the lap can be more helpful
•than signs flashing by on the roadside.
(See letter to the editor on this page.)
Vermont’s future as. a resort state
wiH depend in large measure on its
success in remaining “unspoiled.” Con
trol of housing developments in rural
areas and of the-location and design of
new industries through future state
wide zoning may take some time to
put into effect. •
The plan for converting the liability
of signs into a promotional asset could
and should .be a business of the next
legislative session.

stand favoring proposed newj which would substitute state
legislation to ban billboards and I owned directional signs foi
, signs in the state made its feel- existing billboards and signs
lings known Monday.
Also joining the anti-billboard I
i Mrs. Charles S. Davies, presl- forces
_ _____
________
is Vrest
Orton,_president'
dent of the Vermont Camping ¡ {
vermont Country Store
of her asso-;
asso ‘ in ^eston> cne 0[ Vermont’s
Association told ot
ciation’s firm stand against bul- ¡maj0I. tourist attractions,
¡beards in a letter to Johannes Ol
.^on feels
Orton
feels that
that all
all offiVon Trapp in Stowe.
premise signs on Vermont high- , Mrs. Davies congratulated ways should be eliminated.
Von Trapp on his stand
The Vermont Country Store
against billboards and for brings over 150,000 tourists
taking down all the highway annually to the village of j
signs advertising the Von Weston, which is not on any,
Trapp lodge. “Our association major highway, without the use I
stands behind you in opposi of any roadside signs except;
tion to billboards,” she said.
the on-premise sign at thej
store’s location, Orton notes.
1 The blight which billboards
¡cause and the threat' to Ver“If my business, which de
! mont natural beauty were given pends almost entirely on tour
¡by Mrs. Davies as the reason ists finding their way to my
for her association’s stand. store, can succeed without
Mrs Davies is a resident of i signs, others can as well, ¡
1 said Orton.
; Pittsford.
I In another development, the ¡ The Vermont Country Store]I
'Stowe Area Association has ¡does its advertising in guide. ...
agreed to take down all signs books and vacation maps,,
along highways advertising
according to Orton.
: their attractions. All signs
j owned by members of the
■Stowe Area Association will be
taken down from highways
throughout the state.

H 3 N O IS S IW W O O

, The best thing about the so-called
‘pocketbook” approach to billboard re
striction in Vermont is that it does
away with the perennial battle between
business interests and t'he aesthetes, or
between progress an " conservation.
Or at least that is : e intention of a
new proposal to ret ice commercial
billboards with state-controlled direc
tional signs;
•Too often in the past the Legislature
has been confronted with anti-bill
board forces made up of hard-working
volunteers from the world of art or
horticulture or conservation. Arrayed
against them have been the dollars and
sense men of big business arguing they
stood for more industry, more tourism,
more business and above all more tax
revenue. Conscientious legislators try
ing to hold the fiscal line have been
easily swayed by seeming’y practical
considerations.
Now, Rep. Theodore M. Riehle Jr.,
R-ll-2, chairman of the Legislative
Council’s billboard study committee,
and Development Commissioner El
bert G. Moulton are attempting to
show the direct relationship between
a ban on commercial billboards and
thfc success of Vermont’s big recreation
and vacation-travel business.

I
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An Imaginative Plan
.......
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Borden, Cenci Endorse Billboard Ban Proposa
—..
Free Press Capitol Bureau J
MONTPELIER - Owners or

:—n .

Cenci, who conferred In Mont-endorsement until he saw the boards
“ “““

two of the largest Vermont; declared adoption of the plan iwmie.
motels endorsed the
Wednesday
of the billboard
MCUIlcouaj vi
u***-^- ;

regulation proposal made by j
Rep. Theodore Riehle, R-ll-2,
of South Burlington.
Borden Avery, owner of the
Montpelier Tavern Motor’ Inn
and the Bonnie Oakes resort
hotel in Fairlee, and Gene'
Cenci, manager of ¿he Holiday
Inn in South Burlington,,
endorsed Riehle’s proposal ini
principle.
Riehle, chairman of the
Legislative Council outdoor
advertising committee» pro
posed the elimination .of all
.billboards and signs.

Riehle said Wednesday he
will ask the Legislative com
mittee to endorse the pro- ;
posal, along with a plan for
greatly expanded instructional
media to be available for the
traveling public.
A system of state-owned telewhones connected to a tourist
. Í nformation center where*
travelers could obtain informa-!
tion on service available in the ¡
area will be proposed by Riehle. (
He will also recommend;
printing or a tourist guide which
for'
would
be
available
travelers.

no Qne couId

principle, and gave him the goáhead to develop it.
against the control of signs,
«»v
,
He has ..been meeting with
“The state would be offer- - , . .
«.«iniv fonroa that ,
wouId back a proposal Development Department
Ing a service nnd_with a fine
* bfll.
officials, members of the
brochure and map saturating
-------- VTAUUXU.
Natural Resources Comm.ttee
-—a reasonable distance of their and representatives of the
the state and available to all places
of business,
” said Avery. Oldie
tourists, the proposal sounds t
-n- ,,
J—, :
state 5.s. nuiei,
hotel, mot
motel and r?snnc 1 +e T?de ?tS míial pr<> i taurant businesses,
acceptable,” said Cenci.
posal to the study
committee1 -d* u
.j ,
uy cummiuee
Rlehle . said
he will present
He said people come to Ver-,
a more complete billboara{|
control plan to his committee
mont for its scenic beauty and
monstrafe Support for Ban Aug. 21.
if the state provides a means
w
ou^porr tor ban------------------ ----------- ---------------- '
Th. Burlan
preil
for. them to get- in and out
-------------------------------- - ------------ ------------ _____
SATURDAY, SEPT. I, 1»«7
in comfort, the need for bill
"
Z
riai
1
boards will be eliminated.
Avery said he had endorsed
the concept of the proposal, and
would hold off on a blanket
He said h e

I

‘ His proposal called for the
establishment of a state-owned'
system of directional signs for
Vermont service industries.
These signs would be placed
in the right of way of the
highways and would use,
symbols to identify certain type [
, businesses. Names of the hotels,'
■ motels, restaurants and other
service establishments in the,
■ area would be listed below the1
symbols at main intersections
within a 15-mile radius of each
sendee place.

would succeed in i at a meeting here Julv 24 and
°f ai> *« » lhe
« it in

hasn’t

been

establishments in th^tatc.

-O

I

Frapp Family io Removal
All .Irs State Roadside Billboards
OiOv/ss

Lcige announced here Friday! Theodore "Sk” R-U^of !ton As^oci f* G?ater Benning’:in bu^ness should realize that
ehat j: will remove all its road-‘
Uue billboards in Vermont to
demonstrate its support for the!
proposal to ban all roadside!

South BurlináZ’’
íÍOn Associatl°n, is unanimously I
.
6 inaL ;
a U<risj Jve°c ’¿n'r‘Va" of (°PP°sed to the committee plan.
<Olir l0(1ge has decided to
mittec'thnt
wl
' He 3 S° sugS€sted tbe whole 1 rc^ove its advertising signs
die h^hX billed ban
pr0p0sal might
unconstitu-,’ ^^arily because we think

ac\ei using in the state.
i
'
‘
tional because it restricts
Johannes
Trapp,
who
an¡
At
Biehle
’
s
urging,
the
subfreedom
of individual;
7 R
sn- eonim“¡ttee
•v.uco
uising, merecomsuo- Ltreedom
of
indivi
nounced
has voted to recom-L
v
• •
j,
• .
dua1
lounced the decision -bv the eonimittee
amily
lodge,
said
the
mo",,
mend
a
law
that
w
"
Í
«Passion
m
advertising.
ttimilv
j ¿i
*
manrl ~ i__ xi i
. . ! expression in sndvPrfiQincr
i

i'as prompted by a statement .eliminate all highway adverGilroy also fired a series
[issued earlier this week by aa ,tisinS in Vermont a
and
substitute of critical comments at the
MBS.,
“u suusmuce
¿^esman tor the Green Moun-jlts Pi3ce a limited number-'way Riehle has been eon
■itarn Motel Association.
<>• state-owned and controlled! ducting bis legislative siudv
I I was upset by the attitude 1 aiie^*°nal signs designed to aid of the state’s billboard lavs
of the association and I thought tounstSand
and policies.
policies.
lis would be a good wav' to1
Earlicr
this
week,
Robert
show my feeling on the
Trapp made it clear he was i.
J. Gilroy, a director and disturbed by Gilroy’s comments
subject,” said Trapp.
.‘T think we have about IO1 legislative action officer of and attitudes.
“People come to Vermont be-!’
signs around the state and we' the Green Mountain Motel
plan to have them all taken!
cause it is beautiful and
Association, issued a state
different and not like any of
aown on Monday.”
ment that branded the Riehle the other New England states,”
The move by the well- plan socialistic in concept.” said Trapp.
known Trapp family gave a
Gilroy said his motel asso-'-/ VerrnQ•-nt' has..da quality
quality oi
of t
big; boost to the “ban-the-bill- .uniuy said nis motel asso-,-4
ciation, along with the Tourist IIlS °Wn’.iand I think the people'

íí JS good ior Vcrniont>” said
1‘‘aPpLthil,k it would be
great if other businesses did
fho
. t.
the cnniA
same.”
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Rutland Daily Herald
FROM ARTICLE XVIII OF THE VERMONT BILL OF RIGHTS (Adopted July, 1777)
"That frequent recurrence to fundamental principles and a firm adherence to ¡ustlce, madera
tlon, temperance, Industry and frugality ore absolutely necessary to preserve the blessings cA
liberty and keep government free."

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1967

Two Ways To Legislation
There are two ways to present con wouldn’t accept the responsibility to
troversial proposals to the Vermont control the change that was inevitably
Legislature. Examples of both are de taking place.
veloping right now.„
Rep. Riehle’s billboard plan may be
The first is the dare-all-even-death shot down or modified by the hold
approach, exemplified by Rep. Theo backs and special interests. Rep. Gibb’s
dore Riehle, R-ll-2, of South Burling Otter Creek proposal is quite likely
ton, and his plan for banning bill- to be passed — but we will have in
hoards.
•the end nothing much more than what
The second is the back-off-and-make- we have now. His position is like
palatahle- method, illustrated 'by Rep. that of a city 'that proposes to build a
Arthur Gibb, R-15, of Weybridge, and fine superhighway, but decides instead
a proposal to make Otter Creek a rec that fewer feelings will be hurt if
reation corridor.
the old Main Street is given a new
Of the two methods, exponents of coat of tar, and the curbs are patched
the latter live happier lives, suffer up a bit.
fewer disappointments — and have
Farmers along Otter Creek who op
fewer enemies and ulcers. Those who posed the original scenic waterway
espouse the former course are likely proposal are in the same category as.
to leave the vivid air signed with the owners of outdoor advertising
their honor, but the poet who used agencies. They are a special interest,
that term was talking about heroes with all the shortcomings and shortwho had met a blazing death.
range views that pertain to such in
In the matter of conservation in Ver terests.
mont, the time is fast approaching
The dare-all approach is the only
When dare-all tactics are going to be way to ventilate such shortcomings.
mandatory. The way to avoid becom The 'back-off method merely strength
ing another grubby suburb is to ex- ens them. If the landowners of Rutland
hibit some originality and individual and Addison Counties aren’t willing
ism. It won’t do to exert that indi to put the good of the state above
vidualism by merely holding back on their special interests, then shying
new ideas. That’s how those other away from arousing them is the worst
suburbs got to be so grubby — they possible action to take.

Praised by Hoff
“This question of billboards is
vastly misunderstood.”
this state that we need, we must
Riehle is trying to do; improve
the environment of the state.
FAIRLEE — (Special) — His ideas may not be perfect,
Gov. Philip H. Hoff had some but they are a step in the right
¡words of praise Monday night direction.”
“Could you ask for anything
¡for two members of the ‘‘other
more?” the governor said.
party”; Rep. Theodore Riehle,
“This is number one in terms
R-22-1, of South Burlington, and of future growth of the state of
Dev elopment
Commissioner Vermont.”
Elbert G. Moulton.
Hoff said: “If we are going to
Speaking at .the annual attract the kind of people to
meeting of the Greater Vermont this state that we need we must
Associaton at the Bonnie Oaks improve our cultural, educa
Inn here, Hoff praised Riehle’s tional, and especially our
efforts
to -enact
anti-sign, physical, environment.”
legislation during .the next
Hoff congratulated Moulton,
session of the General who received the association’s
Assembly.
fourth annual award for “the
He also praised Moulton, who Vermonters who has made the
was awarded the association’s greatest contribution to the bet
Citizenship Award, and drew a terment of .the state.”
laugh by adding:
Previous winners were U.S.
“This is a great tribute to the Sen. George D. Aiken, R-V.,
appointments made by my of Albert A. Cree, president of the
fice.”
Central Vermont Public Service
The governor said ,the leaders Corp., and Sepp Ruschp, head
of the state and the nation must of Mt. aMnsfield Corp.
pay more attention to “this
Hoff even had some praise for
thing called environment. It’s the hippies Monday night:
the thing that’s going to effect ‘ “The young people of today,
our pocketbooks in the future.” such as the hippies, have
Continuing the governor said: shift in thinking from pi
an emphasis on earning a
to placing an emphasis on
ing itself.
“That’s where this work en
vironment comes in.”
Referring to cultural en
vironment, Hoff said:
“I also have my cultural in
terests, too. I’m going down to
Boston to see the Red Sox play
tomorrow.”

Work of Both Men Cited
at Greater Vermont As
sociation Meeting.

■

.

The Highway Facility on the Cover

Tourists Tell What They Think of Our Rest Areas
"Whoe’er has
Where'er his
May sigh to
The warmest

travell’d life’s dull round.
stages may hare been,
think, he still has found
welcome at an inn.”

William Shenstone (171-1-1763): Written on a window of an Inn.

npo

By Nick Lamberto

FIND out how others view us and our travel
facilities and how warm our welcome is, the
Iowa State Highway Commissions asked motorists on
the Interstate System to fill out comment cards at
safety rest areas or Infosites (Information Centers.)
Many of the 73,869 persons represented in reports
covering the first six months of 1967 had favorable
things to say; others had criticism of facilities,
constructive and otherwise.
With Interstate 80 carrying traffic across Iowa
in its first full tourist season in 1967, the nation’s
first experimental Infosites, as well as the eight paired
rest areas, had visitors from all 50 states and 17
foreign countries, representing the five major
continents.
THEY ALSO WOULD LIKE
MORE AND BIGGER TREES

Many motorists didn’t like the taste of Iowa
water; some thought the water was ''terrible”; some
thought it was just "bad.”
A Californian commented: "Why no camp
grounds? Your state park exits are not marked on
the Interstate. Rest stops are nice in a pinch, but
hardly replace a campground. You do not seem to
be interested in the tourist trade.”
Other negative comments: Need more vending
machines (not allowed on state property), covers
on picnic tables, more and bigger trees. Rest rooms
not working, put in pay showers, need longer and
better pencils to write comment cards. Iowans should
be more careful and courteous in their driving.
But the accent was on the positive.
Wrote a Riverside, Calif., motorist:
' We as travelers wish the state of Iowa extended
from coast to coast.”
SHE HOPES SOMEONE
TURNED OFF THE FAUCET

Other favorable impressions:
"If other states had as nice rest areas as Iowa,
more people would come and stay longer.”
"Hurrah! You are displaying the Iowa flag.
That’s what we need. Do it more often!”
"Of all the states we have traveled, Iowa has
impressed us the most.—Salt Lake City, Utah.”
An Independence, Mo., motorist said he had
made about six trips annually through Iowa in the
last 30 years. "It is interesting to see the improve
ments each time,” he said. "Enjoy the clean rest
rooms. Your employes are to be congratulated as
they seem to be conscientious and take pride in
your highway system.”
A trucking firm from Dallas, Tex., reported:

"We think these rest areas are the best ever
of all the states we cover.”
PAGE 4—DES MOINES SUNDAY REGISTER—NOVEMBER 5. 1967

ONE OF THE TWO information centers now in operation on Interstate Highway 80 is
this building near Tipton (seen on today’s cover). It serves the west-bound traveler.
(Register photographs by George Ceolla)

From Louisville, Ky.: "Everyone agrees you
have a beautiful state. This is one of the few states
that is always pleasant to the eye. We would like
to thank you very much for your assistance and
courtesy during our stay in Iowa.”
Two Illinois motorists commented:
"It was a pleasure to stop and rest in such a
lovely clean place. Keep them that way and it will
always be a pleasure to stop. Nicest we’ve seen.”
"Congratulations! You have achieved the ulti
mate in comfort and safety for the cross-country
motorist. This beautiful highway and the rest areas
along the way make it a pleasure driving through
your interesting state. Thank you for being so
thoughtful.”
From New Brunswick, N. J.: "I have traveled
in practically every state in the U.S. and through
Europe. Iowa’s rest stops are the most beautiful I
have ever seen, and I mean it.”
A traveler from Billings, Mont., deplored Iowa’s
drivers: Iowans are the worst and fastest drivers
in the United States. They can’t even read a speed
limit sign.”
A woman from Kansas City, Mo., said she
"enjoyed traveling through Iowa and found the
rest stops convenient, only the toilet stools are a bit
hard to figure out. The faucets are also a little
confusing and I hope someone turned off the faucet
—I left it running.”
Honeymooners from Butler, Mo., stated:
"Not too sure of any comments at the moment.

You know the excitement is just too much. We will
have comments in about a week.”
A Grinnell motorist wrote:
"Enjoyed the 'dog walk’ sign, but we have
no dog.”
A Des Moines resident commented:
"I just have to sign this card. This is our first
rest stop visit in Iowa and we have been told that
from coast to coast none excel them. We agree and
are proud to be residents of the great state of Iowa.”
“THANKS FOR FLYING
THE FLAGS”

Other comments, apparently from Iowans,
included:
"We don’t mind paying taxes for these wonder
ful improvements.” "Proud to be Iowans with these
facilities.” "These places will do more for Iowa
than anything else the state could do.” "I am glad
to see Iowa has some facilities we can be proud of
for a change.” "I’ve taken a lot of guff up to now
from visiting relatives. Thanks, we don’t mind
paying taxes for this!” "These are the best things
that have happened to Iowa in the 40 years I have
lived here.”
Motorists called Iowa’s facilities the "finest”,
the "best” and "most interesting”. Some had praise
for attendants ("friendly and courteous”) and high
way patrolmen ("very courteous”).
The laudatory comments also included:
'These rest areas will sure help keep Iowa

flw3ioinf> Sunday

Picture

— and Drivers

AN INDIANA COUPLE, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hunt
of Fort Wayne, gets information at the Tipton Infosite
from R. M. Akers of the Iowa Highway Patrol.

growing.” "Three cheers for the state of Iowa.”
"Well always route our travels through Iowa, as
your rest areas are a sure way of inviting a return
trip.” Iowa is an artist’s paradise. What a beau
tiful state. Too bad it isn’t wider so there would
be more of it.” This is a dream state.” ‘You should
send plans of your setup to other states.” "Your
dogwalk is an excellent idea both for dog walkers
and non-dog walkers.”
But, one motorist, apparently with a sense of
humor, disagreed: "I think your dog walk repre
sents an unneeded amount of government influence
and regimentation.”
Said a former Iowan: ’'I have long berated your
short-sighted and meager tourist promotion. I can
finally point with pride.”
"Thanks for flying the flags,” says a San Jose,
Calif., motorist. 'They look beautiful and are a
very patriotic gesture reflecting obviously the fine
traits of your citizenship.”
The comments, pro and con, are being tabulat
ed, and studied. The highway commission has re
tained a consulting firm to study the effectiveness
of the Infosites.
In six months, 352,850 pieces of literature were
distributed, ranging from road maps and tourist
attractions to fish and game laws.
Along the Interstate Highway system in Iowa,
there now are eight pairs of major rest areas (or 16
(Continued on page 7}

RETURNING HOME to Des Moines from service with the Air Force, Kenneth
Semple stopped at the Tipton Infosite with his family. The boys are Richie, 5
(left), and Randy, 6. Semple had been stationed at Myrtle Beach, S.C.

ON A LARGE MAP inside the Infosite west of Iowa City, near Victor, Oscar Messerlii
of Hartwick gives directions to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Greer of California. They were leaving
Iowa after visiting Mrs. Greer’s son in Truro. Mrs. Greer formerly lived in Des Moines.
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More Major Rest Areas Planned
(Continued from pages 4 and 5)

sites in all). By being paired, the rest areas serve
motorists going both directions on the interstates.
In addition, there are two Infosites.
The major rest areas are in Adair, Cedar, Iowa,
Jasper, Johnson, Polk and Scott counties on Inter
state 80 and in Woodbury county on Interstate 29.
Both Infosites are near Iowa City. One, serving
west-bound traffic on Interstate 80, is 23 miles east
of Iowa City in the Tipton rest area. The other,
serving eastbound traffic, is 28 miles west of Iowa
City in the Victor rest area. Two more Infosites
are authorized, but no date for their opening has
been set.
(The picture by Register photographer Bob
Long on today’s cover shows the Infosite near Tipton on a late summer day.)

Visit Your
Carpet Dealer

A BACK-LIGHTED MAP
SHOWING TOURIST ATTRACTIONS

Bierl Store of Floors

611 North West St.
Carroll, Iowa

F. C. Grace Furniture
Company
Clarinda, Iowa

F. C. Grace Furniture
Company
Denver, Missouri

Roberts & Williams
Furniture & Carpet
7005 University
Des Moines, Iowa

A VACATIONER from Seattle, Andrew Solberg,
Stops to read a sign marking a historic site along
Interstate 80. He and his wife had visited the World’s
Fair in Montreal and were returning home.

look for
Evans-Black
dealers advertising
in today s paper
featuring
Evans-Black carpets

of Creslan
acrylic fiber.

THE WATER IS SURE
TO BE PURE

Outstanding Values
in Carpeting

$CJ95 to $Q95
_

The Infosites resulted from a joint program of
the highway commission and the Stoner System of
Des Moines, with the approval of the U. S. Bureau
of Public Roads. They are designed to inform inter
state highway travelers about services and attractions
off the highway.
Designed as complete "walk-in” information
and communication centers, the Infosites contain ad
vertising panels, telling about food, lodging and serv
ice areas and other travel-oriented businesses. There
are direct phone lines to advertisers, a directory of
emergency services and a back-lighted map of Inter
state 80 across Iowa, showing adjacent tourist at
tractions.
The Infosite buildings were erected for an esti
mated $25,000 each by the highway commission as
a "research project,” first of its kind in the U. S.,
and are leased to the Stoner System. The commis
sion will recover all costs, plus interest through the
lease of advertising sales rights.
The eight paired major rest areas cost a total
of about $1.2 million, not including pavement and
parking facilities.
About 15 more major rest areas are planned
for the Interstate systems in Iowa. Ideas for im
proving rest areas, based on comments and sugges
tions, include building ramps so handicapped per
sons can gain access to buildings, and expanding
parking areas at each site.

per square yard

PICNIC BENCH at the Tipton Infosite is utilized by
George A. Kolze of Warrenville, Ill. He was on his
way to Utah, Arizona and New Mexico on vacation.

"We figure about 6,000 vehicles go past each
site daily,” says John Conis, commission roadside
co-ordinator. "Between 10 and 12 per cent stop at
a rest area.”
Everyone knows that water away from home
tastes different, but Iowa water, which tastes very
good to Iowans, is almost sure to be pure. "We are
continually testing the water at these sites to make
sure it is safe,” Conis says. "The average site uses
4,000 gallons of water a day. In some future areas
we will have a problem because we’ll have to dig
real deep wells.”
And with only a few minor irritations reported,
it looks as if Iowa’s first full tourist season with
Interstate 80 open all the way has been a huge
success!
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Auto Crusher May Provide Answer to Area's Junked Car Problems

.

i ipp’u uic upnvidivry
pensate for the cost of crushing
out of the derelict car. aban
and shipping.
doned and picked up by the city
The Connecticut Development
**
of Hartford. A fork lift grabbed
Commission has long range
the car, and a crane snatched
plans for shredders in several
out the engine and gas tanks.
areas of the state. Then, the
The crew moved in and took off
commission hopes, the state
the wheels.
can attract an electric furnace
The car was hoisted into the
type steel mill, which uses 98
crusher mounted on a flatbed
per cent scrap metal. This
truck. In seconds, the car was
would raise the value of the
12 inches high. Wrapped in
scrap metal because it could be
packages of three, the cars
used right here instead of being
were loaded on a trailer to be
shipped to Pennsylvania or
sold.
Japan tone of the big scrap
The demonstration was made
steel customers). And the steel
by Connecticut Mobile Auto
mill’s products
could
be
tailored for sale in Connecticut.
Crushers Inc., originators of a
new system which Hartford
hopes will solve its junked car
North Meadows
problems and those of the sur
But Charles Vaughn, head of
rounding communities — and
Connecticut
Mobile
Auto
add a profitable business to the
Crushers Inc., and until
North Meadows.
recently of Dallas, intends to
The crusher solves the pro
get his plant into operation
blem of making the derelicts a
almost immediately. If dif
disposable asset instead of a
ficulties appear with the city
pseless liability. Whether it can
administration’s plans to locate
bring 'the disfiguring roadside
him
in the North Meadows
derelict close to extinction
area, he has his eye on land in
depends on the economics of
a suburban town.
the crusher’s operation.
“That Glen Mayo (Hartford's
The Prolerized New England
director
of licenses and in
Co. in Everett, Mass, will pay
spections) is a son of a gun
per ton — or roughly $16
salesman,” Vaughn said. “He
per car - for all the junked
sold
me on coming to Hartford
cars Hartford can ship. The
even though other areas looked
company pays more for un
on it myself.”
burnt cars. — unlike New
Vaughn’s operation could take
Haven’s baling operation which
care of the surrounding tows
requires that the cars be burnt
as well as Hartford. In fact,
beforehand.
Hartford alone couldn’t provide
enough cars for efficient opera
Must Be Stripped
tion. Towns and individuals can
bring their wrecks to Vaughn.
Ernest N. Strauss, manager
Or Vaughn will come to them.
of the firm, said the only re
The crusher is mobile, and
quirement is that cars be
could make periodic visits to a
stripped of motors, transmis
town’s car pound.
sions, fuel tanks, seats, cush
City administration people
ions, and tires.
are suggesting towns might
' It would cost about $3 per
consider sub-regional pounds to
unit to take crushed cars by
.train to Everett in 200-ton ship facilitate economic operation.
But the price the crusher can
ments. The cost of trucking
pay for junked cars presents a
would be about $5 per car.
question.
Preparation costs per car are
A major part of the junked
estimated at between $2 and $4;
car problem is the tendency of
the crushing between $1 and $2.
people to abandon automobiles
the loading about $1 and the in streets, fields, roadsides,
disposal of seats and, cushions
woods, and backyards. This
! $2.50 to $3.
part of the problem is noted
Total cost estimates run from
pollution and ugliness generally
. $11 to $14.50 per car crushed
surrounding
existing
auto
1 and shipped to Everett.
graveyards.
In addition to the $16 price
These cars cost at least $15 to'
(in Everett) the motor and
remove. , If the location is
transmission is worth about $4,
removed from regular
the battery about $1, and the
roadways, or if the car is
radiator about $3 to $4. The
seriously deteriorated, if the
money earned by the better
tires have been stripped and
tires would just balance the cost
the car was left to rest on its
of getting rid of the worthless
hubs, the towing may cost $36
ones.
to $56.
This leaves a total of $9.50 to
$14 gross profit. A taxpaying
Leff to Rust
private operator would pro
bably find it impossible to pay
There are laws against
$10 a car out of that.
doning motor vehicles but ap
But it might, be worthwhile parently the laws don’t work?
for a public authority to pay out
Some junkyards in the state
$10 for every intact car brought don’t take wrecks of cars other;!
in, even if it lost a dollar or two
than late models; most of the
on each car. If the car were rest won’t pay anything for prestripped and abandoned, one of 1961 junks. So many are In
the towns would have to pay $15 clined to strip a car of its batto $50 to haul the car for yjtery, radiator, and tires and
disposal.
leave it to rust.
Presumably, most persons
25,000 Yearly
would bring in their cars to a
central yard if they were paid
The Connecticut Development
Commission . is thinking i n $10 for the junks. But if a
private owner did this, he
terms of a shredder for
Hartford area by January. It , would make very little profits
and would have a good chance.
proposes a capaciyt of 35,000 to
50,000 cars per year and ' of losing money. Vaughan |
estimates the cost as under j doubted he could pay even $5
$500,000. The Capitol Region 1 per wreck.
It might be worthwhile for a
currently ‘‘produces” some
public authority to pay out $10
25.000 junked cars per year
The rate is expected to in for every intact car brought in,
crease.
even if it lost a dollar or two on i
. The commission's report con each car. For if the individual
cedes that small versions of the owners aren’t encouraged to;
?50.000-car capacity Everett in bring in their cars, the public!
stallation have yet to be will have to pay for having
perfected, and their feasibility s abandoned wrecks hauled.
But Mayo pointed out that the
requires study.
The developer of a planned more sophisticated the market/
large shredder in Norwalk, the J the more difficulties existed for
M J. Stavola Co., said the plant a public operation. A public
there planned to pay $10 pel crusher would be dealing in
ear. This might indicate that various scrap areas — such as
the efficiency of the large brass from the radiators.
Moreover Vaughn’s private
Everett operation might enable
tiie firm to pay enough to com- operation Is ready to go.
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TODAYS EDITORIAL

new rules would enable t
commission to bring.court ac

.0?public i:4ds approval of tion t0remove ^ese’
Iowa’s enforcement program,
Joseph Coupal, Iowa direct';vhieh the law'says must be of highways, recently said some
I • "in compliance with national ¡signs along the interstate nignHl pel-lev.”
¡ways “áre illegal and they
¡
. , ,
• •„„imake me damn mad Its r'.uicRules winch íh® co?-mi3sl°2¡ulous to allow these tilings and
¡now proposes wil have
don>t jntend to.”
force of law once they are ap■
■
A------------------------ ■—
II pro', -d by the review-committee!
land the attorney general.

The rules allev ouic’.al nigmiH
í¿| w 3signs e.n}* v*’• * -rc, s ?;d t < cy, fig
19II0W 3uv rosdsSdc business to ¡
post a sign, advertising its serv-i
ices at its location.
Otherwise, billboards gcneral! iv would be allowed only in
I “adverting areas,” defined a<r|
areas of industrial or eommer.|
cial usage, zoned or not.
A major problem. .9r.a^arr¡.í
■'said, was finding a dmuihicn oí®
I “unzoned ccmmeicial or incus-9
I 4..:.,’ area” {hat astisfied fheH
H commission, the Bureau 01 1
I lie Roads and outdoor aavertis-|
I ing interests.
The commission finally <’c- [
lined this as the area 660 feet I
i'v on cither side of an industrial a
cr commercial activity.
But billboards, businesses ■
conducted from the home, agri-|
■ cniure and seasonal or tem-1
parary businesses are wot coui.i-l
ed as industrial or commercial I

I

rules are concerned.

1m68

House Unfavorable
Toward Lady Bird’s

Cily Fight

On Signs

i

Beautification Plan

SISatTe ¡kve^llc"tn |

net

!I!lnd1b?lawei;Syd oí Junfso ?d
scenii ln”nt of

roadside strips.

FUNDS APPORTIONED

Since the beginning of
highways. Most of the
funds have not yet actually been spenb’however 1966 and 1967 amounted
Total apportionments for Nevada m t ., cat
junkyard control
to $24,377 for the billboard cont^°l >? ^¿ h ’J ¿least in terms of dollars

Í Vthe most Important part of beautification.
STATE LAWS

------

enabling laws to

Although large sums have'

SowVstItento mle beautification program agreements with the fedlegislature passedI on£ Weenie -abUnglaw. Oj|

eral

five st^tes " ,^ethem agréments with the government on the standLd^b^pi^d to &Krd and junkyard removal.

LOBBY ACTIVITIES
A House Sube—
proponents like the conservation groups

Koads, which administers the 196 alawwas”pressed about the junk-

to see the

mPe SSM payment, by virtue of their po-

^TrTle

lice powers.

OUTLOOK
Nobody, except the ^eauoTPu^eR^iUelf. s^msjery^ex-

cited about continuing the present program mrus. nuL
promise for changing it has not ^nwor eb fore a House Subcommittee,
P
The Senate-passed bill currently is betore a houmí
embers are
which must act if anything is to beid
that lhe Senate passed,
known to be wary of a simp»e ex _ •
propose amendments to

M

ássaatíaíaí
statement of the program.

»’
Even wi’i.'in the rtcogn.
5 commercial ¿'U: ’ industrial arsa?

CHGO. D. NEWS 9/1/67

*

advertising devices along Iowa’s int rotate higb.^s unv<r ;•
1 rule proposed bj the Iowa Highway commission.___________ I
The commission, moving to]~
J enforce a tv j-ycar-old state bill- the rules woo
■ cquuc
board control law, has asked t'ne j boards to - a .
Icwe Legislative Rule.s Review from an]
go.. ,
1
Committee to approve the rule: The ?hi7 lcgistafire re
vJ
i ?t :h-, Nov. 14 : eeting.
appropriate any money tor tnc
■J" The 1865 legislature prohibited ¡Highly Commis^n to uuy^
x billboards within 660 feet of in-¡coi-Uy ■,.,^0 ...........
temíate highways, with >me ■ re the law was pass m.
exceptions, but the commission
However, it d lear
B has not acted to enforce the law. I saP2e a n y nonconforming
■ i ri.
since
R attri
s e<J. , iy mam..s rrect^d
c
• m theJd law
hg

Would Ban Most
James Graham, an assistant i
.
attorney general assigned to the: .
[.'Highway Comn :ss¡cn said the; B
Knew rules "'arc a complete new'B
/■ . ' departure” in that they prohibit ;■
miost signs except in commer-H
cial or ’nduslrial areas.
•'This means the Iowa farm- B
I land won’t be cluttered up •!
I V® billboards,” he said.
■

3

•

Greater restrictions would be placed on bihbeard and othc.'|

P
*7
in íh“ fei7 -al-S^re^

1,
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Under Way
Rv Jay McMullen
The city's proclaimed new
. war on 2,000 illegal signs got
off to a nonviolent start Fri
day.
Notices Io remove 67 signs
were sent to residential prop. erty owners, but no time limit
was set.
Only one of the signs was
on Lake Shore Dr., although
Building Comr. Sidney D.
Smith had promised to make
' it his No. 1 target!
,

THE 2,000 illegal signs
should ha\ie been removed
two or more years ago under
terms of the zoning code, aocording to Harry F. ChaddicJt,
chairman of the zoning board
of appeals.
His .protests led to belated
activity in the building depart
ment, which administers the
Zoning ordinance.
If the department carries
i through, it could be a multi- '
million-dollar blow to *thci
sign industry.
Some large billboards in
proinent locations reportedly
bring in a monthly revenue of
$5,000 to $10,000 a month.
OF THE 67 billboards
ordered removed Friday, 8 arc
on Ridge Av. on the North
Side.
One is at 3718 N. Lake
.Shore Dr.; o.ne at 4350 Marine
Dr. and one at 701 W. Mon. trose, according to Joseph
Fitzgerald, deputy building
commissioner.
He said owners of other
signs on Lake Shore Dr. would
' be notified “ in normal rou
tine.”
Asked how soon he would
check hack to determine
whether the signs were being
; taken down. Fitzgerald said he
. diil not know.

¡tM''

The Highwaymen Are Coming!
YOU( residents of Santa Cruz and environs, are being threatened by
wholesale destruction of historic and desirable West Side residential
areas by precipitate action of the "PLANNERS." They are proposing to
ciH ANOTHER DITCH, wider than your present one thru the river bed,
to bring Highway I traffic thru 400 homes and families - removing them
r°T local tax rolls_a source of income which will NEVER BE RE•,?.C!9\They are ProPos¡ng to eliminate Holy Cross High School, pass
San^a Cpuz High School, to build an interchange 500
FEET WIDE next to our historical upper plaza, remove the buffer zone of
UNNECES^ARSLY!^^'
SpenC* 6 m'"'on dollars of your tax money

There Is a Solution!
Alternate No. 4, as proposed by the Division of Highways will leave cur
rent Route I West of the City and pass to the North of the City, skirt the
University and after presenting a vista of the town and bay, descend
again to pass behind our Industrial Park and join Highway 17 at the pres
ent interchange with Highway I South.
Alternate No. 4 will be SHORTER, 6 million dollars LESS EXPENSIVE,
on
atare presently UNDEVELOPED LANDS, remove about
bai
i ° ,r a SCENIC, visually pleasing approach to town and BY
PASS developed areas.
The reasons you chose Santa Cruz as your home could be eliminated un
less you pin together and ACT - NOW!

Write a

„
ALAN S. HART, District Engineer
California Division of Highways
150 Oak Street
San Francisco, California 94119

Join

CITIZENS FOR 4

Phone 423-7123, 426-6415 or 423-3228

Send

contributions to:

"CITIZENS FOR ALTERNATE No. 4"
410 Locust Street
Santa Cruz, California 95060

Talk
Sign
Watch

with your friends and service groups.

petitions being circulated locally.
your paper for announcements.

Your Choice is CIVIC VANDALISM or Civic Pride!
4
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RI. Landscape
Prettier in
Two Resnects
“
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Landscape architect Constance V. Daniels.
—Journal-Bulletin Photo by J. DAVID LAMONTAGNB

hard to “naturalize” the state’s roadside plantings. This
means-using indigenous plants, rather than importing some
exotic Oriental specimen—which probably wouldn’t grow
right, anyhow.
For instance, Ministerial Road in South Kingstown has
always been lush with rhododendrons, so these are an obvious
choice for that area, Mrs. Daniels said.
White oak and Russian olive are very resistant to salt
sea air. Evergreens in general fall prey to salt, although
cryptomeria gets along nicely. “We’ll be experimenting with
different kinds of plants,” she said.
Now that winter is at the door, the “public relations”
planting has slowed down and the state landscapists are
working on big roadside designs, like along Route 37. Mrs.
Daniels is quite proud of having played a major part in laying
out a $144,000 contract for beautification of part of Route 95.
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Tighter Billboard Curbs
Courier-Express Washington Bureau

& time when the
U.S. has a full-fledged war
on its hands, when Ameri
can hoys are dying occrseas,’ when the President
-tt
xr,
has increased the draft
. ' í cads, how can Lady Bird
/
Johnson go to a hoys colL___
__ -J lege like Yale and lecture
the students on the beautification of cities. Surely the
First Lady has a better sense of priorities. — Mrs.
Robert Brodie, Greenwich, Conn.
There are indications that in the future Mrs. John
son may confine her talks on beautification to women’s
garden clubs or audiences more interested in that par
ticular subject
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By JAMES T. KAULL

The prettiest public works official in Rhode Island may
v<ry well be (come now! MUST be!) 23-year-old Constance
V. Daniels, the state’s assistant landscape architect.
Pert,, petite, long-haired, she has a vision of roadsides
blending with neighborhoods by the judicious use of native
plants that fairly cry '‘Welcome to Rhode Island!”
“Arid yet some people don’t see why we bother with all
this planting,” she said. y,“Some people don’t have the
aesthetic view.”
- --•
Constance Daniels herself presents such an esthetic
vista that she is. sometimes halted by guards when she tries
to enter.a road construction site, even though she drives a
state car. .
They Simply cannot believe this attractive young woman
has any (real business in the arena of snorting graders and
dusty bulldozers^ She .does, however, and she finds that roadbuilders are eventually most cooperative.
“Connie” has been in.her state job since June. She is
the wife of/ John, R. Daniels, a research technician at Texas
Instruments Inc. in Attleboro.
'
A daughter of Jerry G. and Catherine Párente of 291
Mayfield Ave., Cranston, she was raised in a rural area re
garded by Providence relatives as “the country.”
As a child, she was interested in green-growing things,
''even in weeding,” and was later entrusted with the manage
ment of the Párente-landscape. In June, 1966, she was grad
uated from the College of Agriculture at the University of
Rhode Island with a bachelor of science degree in horti
culture.
There were only three girls in her group, so being in a
female minority is nothing new. Her first job was with the
Providence Redevelopment Agency, but this involved too
much report-writing and not enough horticulture, she says.
A sympathetic boss at the agency gave her the name of
James-A. McLane, chief of the state highway beautification
section, which is part of. the state Department of Public
Works.
Connie’s immediate superior is Wilfrid L. Gates Jr., who
is the section’s landscape-architect. He is hardly an oldster,
having graduated from the Rhode Island School of Design
in June, 1965.
(,
Gates has delegated to Mrs. Daniels the section’s
public relations” work. This means working with towns
and garden clubs on plantings they have requested on state
property. Barrington, Wakefield and Newport have seen
some of her work.
Carrying out a concept of “Will” Gates, she is trying
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WASHINGTON — Rep. Richard
D. McCarthy hopes to reawaken
Congressional interest in the high
way beautification program by a
novel method.
The Buffalo Democrat Wednes
day launched, perhaps “sprouted”
is a better word, a drive in sup
port of the legislation that would
provide for strengthened control
of billboards along the nation’s
major highways.
From Nurserymen
MrCarthy mailed to every mem
ber of Congress a Canadian hem
lock seedling, supplied through
the courtesy of the American
Association of Nurserymen.
Accompanying the seedling was
this message:
“In the year 2,000, the United
States will have a population of
'300-million people. What natural
beauty the children of the 21st

Century may enjoy will be largely
our determination now.
“It is my hope that this seed
ling will symbolize the concern of
the 90th Congress for the preser
vation and restoration of the
quality of living in this vastly
endowed nation.
Important Step
“As an expression of renewed
respect for our vanishing natural
beautv, the Highway Beautifica
tion Act, S 1467, takes an.impor
tant step toward the protection of
those untainted stretches of fed
eral interstate roadsides from the
pestilence of man-made blight.
“Along with provisions for im
aginative landscaping, rest stops,
recreation areas, junk yard con-^
cealment and billboard control,;
this bill is an essential continua
tion in our legislative endowment
to future generations where trees
may be as precious as they may
be rare.”________ __ _______ J
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The Minneapolis Planning, and another is being built by
Commission revived a tough,■ another sign company near
seven-month-old proposal fori 2St.h St.
sign control Thursday and! The other opponents were
approved it over the strong; former Alderman Bruce D.
I objections of industry spokes-! Ponieroy, also representing
! men.
Naegele, and Norman H.
The proposed ordinance! Cruse, assistant s
would ban advertising signs the
Minnesota Petroleum
(billboards) and limit the size • Council.
of business signs within 660;
Pomeroy said, ‘ The only
feet of freeways running! reason you don’t have renthrough industrial and com-' resentation from the union:
mercial districts. Billboards i is that they were not noti
already are banned in resi-i fieri.”
dentin’ zones.
Commission Chairman H
Spokesmen for Naegele ¡
Outdoor Advertising Co., Inc.,; B. Berman bridled under th<
criticism and remarked th.-t
Richfield, claimed the com
the objectors “refuse to rec
mission, at a public hear-'
ognize” the public’s disen
ing Feb. 16, had promised op-)
chantmerit with signs.
ponents of the measure prior'
Curtin said there is some
notification of any further)
support
on the City Council
action.
!
Two subcommittees of the for the 639-foot. measure,
commission reported the pro which he favors, bid he coca
not think it will pass.
posal out Wednesday.
There will be a public hear
IT NOW will go to the
Zoning and Planning Com ing before the Planning Com
mittee of the City Council, mission on the 330-foot or
which meets Tuesday morn dinance Nov. 30.
ing and is expected to take
up another proposal banning
billboards within 330 feet of
freeways. That measure, co
sponsored by four aldermen,
does not deal with business
signs, which identify enter
prises but do not promote
any product.
The Planning Commission
was not required to hear
testimony on the proposal,
but consented to. do so. At
one point Alderman Richard
T. Curtin, a cosponsor of the
330-foot ordinance, asked.
Merrill Anderson, Naegele’S'
lobbyist, “How many signs1
are you going to put up in,
the next month or six weeks
while you’re stalling us?”
• “I cannot give you an ex
act. figure on that,” Ander
son replied.
ONE BILLBOARD has been )
put up east of Interstate,
Highway 35W near Lake St.
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## Pulse of Washington . . . "No tax increase and cut spending11 -- This message is coming
to Capitol Hill from thousands of voters back home in all of the states.
Conqress
is demonstrating that it is receiving the message loud and clear.
P-UkJ i c opinion, in the end, weighs heavily on the decision of the lawmakers.
is aware of the high cost of the Great Society programs.

Congress

The current stalemate between President Johnson and Congress has brought to an abrupt
halt the honeymoon partnership of the "rubber stamp" First Session of the 89th
Congress.
WHY Congress is protesting is best expressed in the words of Rep. Tom Meskill
(R-Conn.) "This rising inflation, the huge deficit looming ahead, the possibility of
a tax increase, the fear of rising interest rates, are all what is behind this mood
of protest in Congress. This mood reflects the conviction of members that the
Government cannot continue its 'guns and butter1 spending spree without grave"threat
to the national economy."
## Revision of Highway Beautification Act is forecast in a recent report from House Public
Works Committee.
It was issued to accompany S-1467 that calls for $85 million dollars to finance the
operations of the Beauty Act for another year.

While the Majority (Democratic) members did not flatly suggest the law be revised
they did show grave concern.

The statements,show the persuasive influence that witnesses, including those for
Motel Association of America, have had on the Committee.

Page 6 of the Majority Report says: ‘The committee is gravely concerned about the
jo o t e n t i a 1_ adverse affect the law may have on motorist-oriented business and on
recreational travel generally."
—_ ------"Many of these businesses are located away from industrial or commercial areas,
and at considerable distances from interstate interchanges or from the primary’
system. .As_ the act now stands they will have little, if any, opportunity to make
their existence known to the traveller."
“In addition to being potentially damaging to these businesses-- motel, hotel,
restaurant, resort, tourist attraction, etc. --this law will also create a distinct
.Inconvenience to the traveller and will probably seriously restrict his choice of
.these—facilities available to him simply because he will have no way of knowing
that many of them exist."

Iby a tie vote, left the proposal

|

"A great deal of persuasive testimony was presented indicating that this damage
—occur, that it will be severe and in many cases may be entirely destruct i ve."

"The Committee expects to maintain a close, continuing review of this problem,1
and will, if necessary consider ..mending the act to protect recreational value
of publ1c travel."

*

## The Minority Report on Highway beautification Act (Republican) was stronger in
favor of revision.
"The testimony and evidence was overwhelming that the Act must be substantially
rewritten if it is to provide for a workable, effective program.

". . . we believe it is the responsibility of Congress to see to it that the
program is workable and effective.
"We will attempt to defeat S-lA-57. Defeat of this bill will give the House
Committee on Public Works the opportunity to rewrite the Highway Beautification
Act to make it workable and effective."

## MAA Governmental Affairs Committee, Motel 500 USA Committee, State Presidents and
State Motel Executives have been alerted to the urgent need to inform members of
the House of Representatives to defeat S-lA-57. We underscore this urgent appeal
to every member of MAA to contact their Congressman and ask that he oppose the
measu re.
## Prospects for a tax increase grow dim as the stalemate continues between the President
and Congress.

Congressional anger flared when Transportation Secretary Boyd hinted that a
reduction in Federal highway funds might be part of the price required to meet
Congress* demands for economy. In a move widely interpreted to bring State
Governors into the fight on the side of the Administration, Secretary Boyd notified
the Governors that a 50 percent slash in Federal aid to road building might be
necessary. The move was not entirely successful.
Typical of the outbursts from the Governors was one that branded the suggestions
as "part of the Administration*s power play," while another charged that the
Federal Highway program is being used as a "blackjack" to force passage of the
tax increase.
## The Social Security bill is threatened by a plan to attach an extraneous amendment
to Impose guotas on import of a wide variety of items.
The rider would be attached to the House approved Social Security bill (HR-12080)
and would lessen the measure*s chances of passage.

A similar omnibus rider nearly succeeded in killing the foreign .investors tax
bill two years ago.

## Union Pressure for Boycott bill . . . its efforts to bring about Senate action on
legislation legalizing secondary boycotts at construction sites. The future of
the measure is up to the Senate. The House Rules Committee has shelved the proposal
until the Senate demonstrates some interest.
## Age discrimination . . . The Senate Labor Committee is expected to schedule closeddoor sessions on legislation barring discrimination in employment because of age
shortly. The bill will probably be reported this session.
## Air Pollution . . . The House Rules Committee has postponed until possibly late
October its hearing on the Senate-passed Air Quality Act.
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the Army
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by nrivnfo
private rnnicom
panies which operated the by
ways as loll roads.

Arizona’s current $10 mil
lion-plus roadside rest and
The toll road franchises re
beautification program is an
up-to-date refinement of terri quired the drilling of water
torial road building practices. wells at convenient locations
where travelers and their ani
In territorial days, when the mals (vehicles were horse,
first roads were authorized by mule or ox drawn in those
the legislature, construction days) could camp and rest.
was accomplished either by The laws stated that travel
(Continued from Page 1-D)
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did not havfl
have tn
to nav
pay
the toil, but were entitled to
use the facilities.
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lers rfnnt
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THE ARMY roads generally
provided similar facilities as
a matter of necessity.
D. Wayne Branch, principal
architect in charge of today’s
roadside rest program, said 33

Interstate 8 west of Sentinel .
in Southwestern Maricopa
County. ’ •
/; ,
Two pairs will be located on
Interstate 40, one near Lup-.
ton close to the New Mexico
border in Apache County and
the other between Winslow
and Holbrook in Navajo Coun
ty.
Branch said the work would
move much faster except that

; pairs of rest areas are be
ing built along interstate free- •
ways.
’ The federal governmentpays 95 per cent of the cost
.under the highway beautifica-. •
tion act and will share in the
maintenance.
Five of the areas are cither
complete or partially com
plete, Branch said, and 10 are .
r.—-7. —ivLxavz__ 9
! in process of being designed. the department now has to
: The rest areas include wells spend about $250,000 annually .
for drinking water, flush toil on littering aiidvcndalism.
ets, paved parking areas and
1 ramadas for picnicking. All
structures are of modern de
sign and bulletin boards and
other displays provide infor
mation for travelers. Ma
jor areas will have a care
taker to keep them clean,
maintained and to keep down
vandalism and other unlawful
acts.
THREE PAIRS of the new
areas are on Interstate 10
across Southern Arizona. One
is just east of San Simon near
the New Mexico state line, one
is west of Benson in Cochise
County and another is at Eh
renberg on the Colorado ,
River.
imi

| AIVm Withholds

One pair will be located on
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Sign Ban Action

Both Sides Make Pitch once they are forced to remove
their billboards.
for Support by Busi — It would destroy a
' legitimate business.
ness Organization.
— Signs would actually
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irteway-approacn
a proposal by four aldermen wpuldH
^ov''ni°wJ1.^nneaPoks shown at the prohibit advertising signs for one blockB
DO;,LOmOi
represents a $6.23- • on each side of a freeway. A planning I
|
inYestn}en5
funds‘ 1?ü,r commission proposal would ban such!
I ^oc l.o-mx.e streucn of freeway north signs for two blocks along the free-!I
m
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The planners are not alone’in want- 1

tag to pr< i t ve esthetic qualities along!

the freeways. The Minneapolis Cham-1
her of
nnwninum Council,}»
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commerce, downtown
Junior Chamber of Commerce and Minnoapolis chaocor o ’ tho America^"* Xnsti**
tute of Architects all favor one or the
other of the two proposals. We hope 7
the general public adds its voice this j
afternoon.
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(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — Directors
of the Associated Industries of
Vermont Wednesday received
an earful about billboards, but
didn’t take any official stand
on a plan to ban them.
Rep.-Theodore M. Riehle Jr.,
R-ll-2, of South Burlington,
prime architect of the anti
billboard proposal, gave his
pitch for a state tourist in
formation system to replace
billboards during an AIV
meeting' here.
Presenting counter arguments
was Atty. Henry S. Black of
Wilder, chief lobbyist for the
billboard industry.
Riehle’s plan would do away
with all billboards, and replace
them with state-owned highway
directional signs. To prevent a
clutter of these signs, sign
plazas would be constructed
where necessary.
In addition, the .state would
expand its current tourist in
formation guide, erect new
tourist information centers at
key highway locations and ins t i t u t e a round-the-clock
statewide telephone information
system.
The bill would also regulate
on-premise signs, limiting a
business to 4C0 square feet of
signs located within 100 feet of
the business activity or its en
trance.
’ The billboard industry, ac
cording to Black, opposes
various sections of the bill for
various reasons. Among them
are:
— No provision is made for
compensation to sign owners

proliferate because each
business serving the traveling
public would be allowed four
directional signs.
• — It would' promote the
growth of government
bureaucracy.
— After the 1969 deadline for
removing certain billboard's, 60
per cent of the current crop
would come down so why not
wait and see what effect cur
rent law’ has.
— There may be con
stitutional violations in the bill.
Black and Atty. Edson McKee
of Montpelier, also a billboard
lobbyist, maintain that the in
dustry should be allowed to
erect signs in areas designated
for commerical or industrial
use.
Riehle contends that the in
dustry has existed only
because the state allowed it to;
that the state isn’t under legal
obligation to compensate the
sign owners; that there are no
constitutional questions; that
government won’t grow because
of the bill, and that the state’s
recreation industry will suffer
unless scenery pollutants like
billboards are removed.
The billboard ban legislation
has picked up considerable
public support. Riehle has
toured the state talking with
any group willing to listen, and
he has received many en
dorsements.
He has pushed for non
partisan support, and is receiv
ing it.
Last month Gov. Philip H.
Hoff wrote this to a friend who
had inquired about the bill:
“Ted Riehle has done a top
notch job on this bill and I am
convinced that it will pass.”
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SCENIC ROADS AND THE HIGHWAY BEAUTIFICATION
ACT OF I965

Conference on
Scenic Roads

Fred S. Farr, Highway Beautification Coordina
tor, Federal Highway Administration, Bureau of
Public Roads
Questions and Discussion by Conferees
12:30 pm Lunch (Pan American Room)

CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN

DECEMBER 11, 1967

Laurance S. Rockefeller, Chairman
Citizens’ Advisory Committee on
Recreation & Natural Beauty
SCENIC ROADS SUBCOMMITTEE,
Citizens’ Advisory Committee on
Recreation and Natural Beauty
Miss E. Genevieve Gillette, Chairman
Edmund N. Bacon
Dewitt C. Greer
Mrs. Jean Fassler
Harry M. Weese 4 bit nfCONFEREES
Roger P. Hansen - CoJctviAcr
Carlisle H. Humelsine - Uh!
Phillip H. Lewis, Jr.

C. David Loeks
Ian L. McHarg - O'Ae
charles L. Monroe
Joseph W. Penfold
Sal J. Prezioso
Boris Pushkarev • N't
Mrs. Ralph A. Reynolds
Earl F. Rogers Lon B. Rogers
Francis W. Sargent
Christopher Tun hard William H. Whyte
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fAll Conference Sessions will be held in the Chinese
Room )

California’s

program

Icrs afoot did net have to pay
the toil, but were entitled to
use the facilities.

THE ARMY roads generally
provided similar facilities as
3 matter of necessity.
D. Wayne Branch, principal
architect in charge of today’s
roadside rest program, said 33

Harry P. Schmidt, Chairman, Scenic Highway
Advisory Committee, California

8:30 am Coffee

CORRIDORS, EASEMENTS AND PROTECTION IN WIS

9:00 am WELCOMING REMARKS AND OPENING
STATEMENTS
Laurance S. Rockefeller
E. Genevieve Gillette

CONSIN

G. H. Bakke, Secretary, Wisconsin Department
of Transportation
RECREATION ROADS IN MICHIGAN

7

/

¿Ifíoc.

Norman F. Smith, Chief, Recreation Planning,
Michigan Department of Conservation
Questions and Discussion by Conferees

9:30 am PRELIMINARY IDENTIFICATION OF POL
ICY ISSUES
Each conferee will be asked to speak 1 minutes on
the issue he thinks critical.

3 :oo pm Coffee Break
10:30 am Coffee Break

AF

2 :oo pm Panel: SCENIC ROADS—WHAT STATES ARE
DOING
Panel Moderator: Dewitt C. Greer, Citizens’ Ad
visory Committee on Recreation and Natural
Beauty

uht New

10:45 am A PROPOSAL FOR SCENIC ROADS CLASSI
FICATION
Hugh C. Davis, Department of Landscape Archi
tecture, University of Massachusetts
Questions and Discussion by Conferees

3:15 pm Panel: DESIGN STANDARDS
Panel Moderator: Edmund N. Bacon, Citizens’
Advisory Committee on Recreation and Natural
Beauty
DEVELOPING CRITERIA

David R. Levin, Deputy Director, Office of Rightof-Way and Location, Federal Highway Adminis
tration, Bureau of Public Roads

11:15am Panel: SCENIC ROADS—THE NATIONAL
EFFORT
Panel Moderator: Charles E. Fraser, Citizens’
Advisory Committee on Recreation and Natural
Beauty

HIGHWAY SAFETY AND THE PLEASURE DRIVER

Robert L. Hess, Director, Highway Safety Re
search Institute, University of Michigan
RECREATION AND THE RURAL ROAD

Roman H. Koenings, Director, Lake Central
Region, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, U.S.
Department of the Interior

PLEASURE DRIVING AND THE NATIONAL RECREA

TION PLAN

Lawrence N. Stevens, Associate Director, Bureau
of Outdoor Recreation, U.S. Department of the
Interior

SCENIC DRIVING ON THE URBAN ROAD

Donald Appleyard, Associate Professor of Urban
Design, Dept. of City and Regional Planning,
University of California, Berkeley
Questions and Discussion by Conferees

THE NATIONAL PARKWAYS SYSTEM

Charles E. Krueger, Assistant Director, National
Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior
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I HE IMPRESSIVE freeway approach
to downtown Minneapolis shown at the
bottom of this page represents a $6.23million investment of public funds. For
the 1.5-mile stretch of freeway north
from E. Lake St., that is nearly $800
per foot.
How does the public want this in
vestment treated? Does it want the
parkway-type appearance and the un
rivaled vista to be protected? Or would
it sooner look at beer adsr and business
signs?
_ Minneapolis residents will have a
chance to express themselves on these
questions at a hearing before the city
planning commission at 3 p.m. today
in Room 503 of City Hall. .
The City Council appears to be favor
ably inclined toward control of bill
boards in the business districts where
they’ would be allowed along the 50
miles of freeways eventually to be
built in Minneapolis. The unresolved
question is how stringent these con
trols are to be.
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A proposal by four aldermen wpul<
prohibit advertising signs for one blocl
• on each side of a freeway. A planning
commission proposal would ban sucl
signs for two blocks along the free
ways, and also would set size restric
tions for on-premise business signs.
The business sign limits, are impor
tant. Without them, business-locatioi,
signs cculd be placed on a roof to a|
heignt of 35 feet, or could cover anf,
entire building wall. The planning com-.
mission proposal would restrict the size
■ to 200 square feet or 5 per cent of the
wall area and would allow them only
when mounted against a wall.
I he planners are not alone in want
ing to preserve esthetic qualities along I
the freeways. The Minneapolis Cham
ber of Commerce, Downtown Council,
Junior Chamber of Commerce and Min- ¡
neapolis chapter of the American Ir.sti-1
tute of Architects all favor one or the
other of the two proposals. V/e hope
the general public adds its voice this
aiternoon. ._____
MM

proliferate because each
(Vermont Press Bureau)
business serving the traveling
MONTPELIER — Directors public would be allowed four
of the Associated' Industries of directional signs.
Vermont Wednesday received • — It would promote the
of government
an earful about billboards, but growth
bureaucracy.
didn’t take any official stand
— After the 1969 deadline for
on a plan to ban them.
removing cértain billboards, 60
Rep. Theodore M. Riehle Jr., per cent of the current crop
would come down so why not
R-ll-2, of South Burlington, wait
and see what effect cur
prime architect of the anti rent law has.
billboard proposal, gave his
— There may be con
pitch for a state tourist in stitutional violations in the bill.
formation system to replace
Black and Atty. Edson McKee
billboards during an AIV of Montpelier, also a billboard
meeting' here.
lobbyist., maintain that the in
Presenting counter arguments dustry should- be allowed to
was Atty. Henry S. Black of erect signs in areas designated
Wilder, chief lobbyist for the for commerical or industrial
billboard industry.
use.
Riehle’s plan would do away
Riehle contends that the in
with all billboards, and replace dustry has existed only
them with state-owned highway because the state allowed it to;
directional signs. To prevent a that the state isn’t under legal
clutter of these signs, sign obligation to compensate the
plazas would be constructed sign owners; that there are no
where necessary.
constitutional questions; that
In addition, the .state would government won’t grow because
expand its current tourist in of the bill, and that the state’s
formation guide, erect new recreation industry will suffer
tourist information centers at unless scenery pollutants like
key highway locations and in- billboards are removed.
s t i t u t e a round-the-clock
The billboard ban legislation
statewide telephone information has picked up considerable
system.
public support. Riehle has
The bill would also regulate toured the state talking with
on-premise signs, limiting a any group willing to listen, and
business to 4C0 square feet of he has received many en
signs located within 100 feet of dorsements.
the business activity or its en
He has pushed for non
trance.
partisan support, and is receiv
The billboard industry, ac ing it.
cording to Black, opposes
Last month Gov. Philip H.
various sections of the bill for Hoff wrote this to a friend who
various reasons. Among them had inquired about the bill:
are:
“Ted Riehle has done a top
— No provision is made for notch job on this bill and I am
compensation to sign owners convinced that it will pass.”
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DECEMBER 12
9:00 am RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION
Recapitulation of 1966 Bureau of Public Roads
Proposal
David R. Levin, Bureau of Public Roads
GENERAL DISCUSSION:
—Is this the right direction ?
If not, what should it be?
—How do we pay for a program ?
—How do we administer a program?
2:00 noon Lunch

2:00 pm Summary
4:00 pm Adjournment
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the Army or by private com
panies which operated the by
ways as loll roads.

Arizona’s current $10 mil
lion-plus roadside rest and
The toll road franchises re
beautification program is an
up-to-date refinement of terri quired the drilling of water
torial road building practices. •wells at convenient locations
where travelers and their ani
In territorial days, when the mals (vehicles were horse,
first roads were authorized by mule or ox drawn in those
the legislature, construction days) could camp and rest.
was accomplished either by The laws stated that travel-
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lers afoot did not have to pay
the toil, but were entitled to
use the facilities.

THE ARMY roads generally
provided similar facilities as
a matter of necessity.

D. Wayne Branch, principal
architect in charge of today’s
roadside rest program, said 33

interstate 8 west of Sentinel
in Southwestern Maricopa
pairs of rest areas are be County. ‘
;
ing built along interstate free
Two
pairs
will
be
located
on
ways.
Interstate 40, one near Lup-.
1 The federal government- ton close to the New Mexico
pays 95 per cent of the cost border in Apache County and
.under the highway beautifica the other between Winslow
tion act and will share in the and Holbrook in Navajo Coun
maintenance.
ty.
'
Five of the areas are either
Branch said the work would
complete or partially com move much faster except that
plete, Branch said, and 10 are
in process of being designed. the department now has to
; The rest areas include wells spend about $250,000 annually .
for drinking water, flush toil on lilteringandycndalism.
ets, paved parking areas and
1 ramadas for picnicking. All
; structures are of modern de
sign and bulletin boards and
other displays próvida infor
mation for travelers. Ma
jor areas will have a care
taker to keep them clean,
maintained and to keep down
vandalism and other unlawful
acts.
THREE PAIRS of the new
areas are on Interstate 10
across Southern Arizona. One
is just east of San Simon near
the New Mexico state line, one
is west of Benson in Cochise
County and another is at Eh
renberg on the Colorado
River.
(Continued from Page 1-D)
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One pair will be located on

Sign Ban Action

Both Sides Make Pitch once they are forced to remove
their billboards.
for Support by Busi — It would destroy a
' legitimate business.
ness Organization.
— Signs would actually

1°, gv'nt°™ ginneapoiis s^*own at the
ol om o
is page represents a $6.23million investment of public funds. For
AB A^AAAA c~ ;reewaF north
rom L. Lake St., that is nearly $800
per^iGoc.
,
*mes the puclic want this inVv^J}ent beared? Loes it want the
parkway-type appearance and the unrivaled vista to be protected? Or would
^sooner look at beer ads,, and business
% •
.
AAAA*5 resi^ents wiH have a
cnance to express themselves on these
questions at a nearing before the city
ill" °
3 Fnm
*p anning
° commission
A
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ni* tnrlnv
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Hall. .
The City Council appears to be favorably inclined toward control of billtbtm m ijA business districts where
rniio
-F -F• - ./A
•
,to
1
Ai,es
6eways. eventually to be
built m Minneapolis. The unresolved
question is now stringent these contiols are co be.

prohibit advertising signs for one biockB
■ on each side of a freeway. A planningH
commission proposal would ban such®
signs for two blocks along the free-H •
ways, and also would set size restrictions for on-premise business signs.
The business sign limits, are importánt. Without them, business-location! :
signs could be placed on a roof to afl|
height of 35 feet, or could cover an®
entire building wall. The planning com-®
mission proposal would restrict the size
to 200 square feet or 5 per cent of the'
wall area and would allow them onlyLV <•
when mounted against a wall
Thu
__ • in want-H
j. R
ine pianneis are not alone
mg to preserve esthetic guaheies along!'
the freeways. The Minneapolis Cham-1
her of Commerce, Downtown Council,
Junior Chamber of Commerce and Min-fl
nocipuj.s CiJi.pmi oi i.uQ American lnsti-H
tuce of Architects all favor one or the
other of the two proposals. We hope |S| . |
the general public adds its voice this j
arternoon
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(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — Directors
of the Associated Industries of
Vermont Wednesday received
an earful about billboards, but
didn’t take any official stand
on a plan to ban them.
Rep/Theodore M. Riehle Jr.,
R-ll-2, of South Burlington,
prime architect of the anti
billboard proposal, gave his
pitch for a state tourist in
formation system to replace
billboards during an AIV
meeting here.
Presenting counter arguments
was Atty. Henry S. Black of
Wilder, chief lobbyist for the
billboard industry.
Riehle’s plan would do away
with all billboards, and replace
them with state-owned highway
directional signs. To prevent a
clutter of these signs, sign
plazas would be constructed
where necessary.
In addition, the .state would
expand its current tourist in
formation guide, erect new
tourist information centers at
key highway locations and ins t i t u t e a round-the-clock
statewide telephone information
system.
The bill would1 also regulate
on-premise signs, limiting a
business to 4C0 square feet of
signs located within 100 feet of
the business activity or its en
trance.
’ The billboard industry, ac
cording to Black, opposes
various sections of the bill for
various reasons. Among them
are:
— No provision is made for
compensation to sign owners

proliferate because each
business serving the traveling
public would be allowed four
directional signs.
— It would promote the
growth of government
bureaucracy.
— After the 1969 deadline for
removing cértain billboards, 60
per cent of the current crop
would come down so why not
w'ait and see what effect cur
rent law’ has.
— There may be con
stitutional violations in the bill.
Black and Atty. Edscn McKee
of Montpelier, also a billboard
lobbyist, maintain that the in
dustry should be allowed to
erect signs in areas designated
for commerical or industrial
use.
Riehle contends that the in
dustry has existed only
because the state allowed it to;
that the state isn’t under legal
obligation to compensate the
sign owners; that there are no
constitutional questions; that
government won’t grow because
of the bill, and that the state’s
recreation- industry will suffer
unless scenery pollutants like
billboards are removed.
The billboard ban legislation
has picked up considerable
public support. Riehle has
toured the state talking with
any group willing to listen, and
he has received many en
dorsements.
He has pushed for non
partisan support, and is receiv
ing it.
Last month Gov. Philip H.
Hoff wrote this to a friend who
had inquired about the bill:
“Ted Riehle has done a top
notch job on this bill and I am
convinced that it will pass.”
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f Navigating

Will,tout Beacons\
y

There’s a joke, as old as a Stanley
■ Steamer, about fhe moforisf who asksa farmer for directions and is told,
You can't gel there from here.’’ But
it’s no joke Io be Irving Io navigate a
high-speed interstate freeway without
adequate guidance, and Ihe federal
< highway authorities have adopted a
rule which makes it harder to find out
* , where to go.
Along with Ihe “gas, food, lodging”
> markers along the super roads, Oref'Son^used Io add “visitors’ informa-1
. ■Uen” to Jet Ihe traveler know I ha I by'
faking a. given exit and following the*
signs he could find out about points of
interest. It was helpful in planning a
¡ vacation in Oregon.
¡ But. Ihe Bureau «LPublicJIoatls fold
: this stale to take down the signs or J
I lose its federal highway money. It was
in violation of its regulations, Ihe
agency decreed.
The, order was an understandable
disappointment to our Chambers of'
Commerce that had set up impressive
standards to qualify visitors’ information centers to give the advice on the
whole state, not just a small region.
*
Today there is thought to be only one
of the signs left on a freeway and it, ,
near Grants Pass, is geared more to
the Redwood Empire, mainly in Cali- .
fornia, than to Oregon.
Highway Commission
Chairman
Glenn Jackson is trying to persuade
the federal agency fo reconsider and
we commend his'efforts. A simple sign
along with “gas, food, lodging” picn
vides a service to the traveler nn<

-y-EW YORK artist Geoffrey Hendricks Rented a
billboard himself and painted it with clouds and
sky. That’s all . . . clouds and sky. It was very.
nice.
Audrey and Joan asked “pop” artist Roy Lichtenstein to design an “art” billboard as a model. The
billboard was set up in Audrey’s backyard.
And they have invited city planners, advertising
people, beautification backers and what have you to
come look at it Thursday. It is a picture of a sunset. ’ ■
If we can’t get rid of billboards, if we don’t even

«v -f--Y

//

^should be permitted on our freeways.

SUNSET: BILLBOARD BY ROY LICHTENSTEIN
really want to get rid of billboards, maybe we should
just improve the billboards we have?
Why not a nice art show on them once in a while?
Why not convince art patrons to sponsor “outdoor
exhibits?” Why not have advertisers putting up “arty”
messages?
Why not?
■
Ladybird could even use them to advertise “beau
tification.”

„
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The roadside clutter of the mofor age has faka devastating toll of the natural beauty of*
in
1110 fe<Je Lal ,8W’ ad °Pted by Congress'
n n w ' ’ re P,csen tcd a major compromise and
forced But t"h.e f’r,,vlsi" n? wi" "»t be fully en
f la »lw »« the PrOi!ra m ’ 51111 8liVe’ 8nd there
..
u
S ^be bofX? that some gains, limited
though they may be, con still be made.
,

.

“

”!ive and that's 811 k
""W’ “ may never be

to. ;

•

indefinitely, but that move was interpreted as a
no -so-subfle device to kill (he program IHhe
House concurs the 85 million dollars would pro-

In the meantime, the Senate has appropriated
million dollars to keep the beaulif cation proRra™. a? y e - So,ne Wanted to defer all financing

1

I

i

flo

years ago, when the Congress approved Lady Bird Johnson ’s highway beau 
tification act, there was national rejoicing in
many quarters that at last the billboards would
come down, the junkyards would be removed or
screened and that roadside right, of way would
bloom with trees and shrubs. As it turned out,
the jubilation was premature.
In the interim, the powerful billboard lobby
and its allies have exerted tremendous pressure
to kill the federal legislation or, failing that, to
water it down to a level where it would have lit' tie meaning. To a great extent, the lobby has
been successful.
The bill will stand, as written. But. the enforcejment provisions, which will be administered by
the new Department of Transportation. are being
steadily weakened. DOT has said it will go along
I with
slate zoning laws which can be written in
such a way as to permit billboards in many rural
«reas. This means that a different standard will
e negotiated with each of the 50 states. No sin
gle national yardstick will apply.
I
At this point, it. is impossible to foresee how exí® damage wi" be 11 is not too early to
s y that the billboard lobby has won a significant
round. Undoubtedly, some signboards will come
when bUt n° ° ’ie Can Pred ’Ct bow man Y’ or
-I-
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By ROSE DeWOLF
0/ T/ie Inquirer Staff
HEY figured Lady Bird would be all tied up with
the wedding and everything so they didn’t invite
her to the party at Audrey Sabol’s house. They
did extend an invitation to her to send a representative
but they never got a reply. They were not surprised.
The party, you see, is in honor of a billboard. And
Lady Bird Johnson just hates billboards. In fact, .Lady
,
Bird is chief in charge of the
•—
-nx
campaign to eliminate billf/
\
boards from public roads. Lady
Bird calls that “highway beau
tification.”
,
If Lady Bird got her way,
every billboard in America
would be torn down.
What a bore.
You ha've probably guessed
that there is in Philadelphia a
small group of people who '
really like billboards. (Besides
the people who make a living
selling them, that is. Those peo- ,
pie don’t count.)
>'
ROSE DeWOLF
Like Bob Venturi. Bob is
an architect from Chestnut Hill and president of the
“Society to Preserve Our Billboards.” (The society is
. very small . . . only Bob and his wife . . . but it is"
dedicated.) Bob goes around the country giving lec
tures on architecture and he usually includes a plugfor billboards.
“A highway without any billboards could be so
boring it would be dangerous,” Bob says. “I don’t
favor closing up all the scenery with advertising as,
has been done in some places. Billboa- .s should be -5
regulated. But the idea of eliminating them is hope-lessly old-fashioned.
’;
“The truth is, we don’t contemplate scenery the¿
way our grandfathers did. We don’t walk past it. We
drive past it at 65 miles an hour. And hour after hour
of fields and trees is boring. A billboard becomes a
welcome distraction.”
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Billboard Fans
And Lady Bird
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(he iimk ' ' h
f° r bll,board control, 10 million for
nndír
rd", PrOg
am and 70 mi,lion dollars for
landscaping along the roads.
KvW
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With SP"- John Sherm8 " c °°Per (RKy.) who observed after thé debate:
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OB VENTURI thinks billboards are modern folk
art. He thinks they are as much a part of our
scene as the hieroglyphic inscriptions on walls
were to ancient Egypt. (Can’t you just picture the
museum-goers in a thousand years or so gaping in awe
at a billboard?)
Take that,-"Lady "Bird. • "
'■
It is just as hard to imagine a world without bill- • B
boards. The Atlantic City Expressway is
case in > I
point. The Expressway Authority is very pious on the
subject of billboards. It won’t permit one of those
terrible things to sully the expressway landscape.
A businessman who owned property near the ex
pressway erected a billboard tall enough to be seen
by expressway users even though it wasn’t actually on
the highway itself. The authority sued him to make
him take it down, but lost.
Anyway, you would get the idea that the authority
opposed billboards.
But not so fast. How do you think the Expressway
Authority advertised the expressway? It rented bill
boards on every road leading to it. It had billboards
all over the place.
A few billboards on it wouldn’t hurt that expressway. The most exciting thing on it now is the direction
to “keep left.”
But back to the party . . . Audrey Sabol’s party
to which Mrs. Johnson is not sending a representative.-'H
It is going to be Thursday night in Villanova.
Audrey and her friend Joan Kron are doing Bob Ven
turi one better. They not only want to save billboards,
they want to have a say about what goes on them.; |
(Their group is called “Executive Board for Art in the
Open” ... its membership is also quite small.)
They want to put art on billboards. They want
billboards to become a great outdoor art show. It’sbeen done elsewhere. The Art Council of Wales has
commissioned artists to paint billboards there. "
«
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Washington State’s billboard con
troversy has reached a stage that
could be considered comical if its
long-range implications were not so
serious.
For several years the billboard in
dustry has fought this state’s High
way Advertising Control Act of 1961,
winch among other things severely
limits the number of billboards perssable adjacent to interstate freeays.
The billboard bunch lost its chalenge of the act in Thurston County
uperior Court. One month ago, it
gued its case on appeal to the
tate Supreme • Court.

The colonel also asks that the
responsibility for the

MEANWHILE, the state must re■move a number of billboards along the
■interstate system by December 31, to
¡comply with federal billboard legislaferal
7
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The two changes requested
by Gilroy are that th e
information centers, guide
books and Watts line be the 1 >responsibility of the Vermont
Development Department and
•that they be planned for,
programmed and paid . for
from funds allocated to that
department.
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Free Press Capitol Bureau ¡administration of the bill remain ■ Richie stated, “in my opin
MONTPELIER — The ■ with the Secretary of State.
ion the Colonel’s proposals .
■ Ístrongest opponent of a bill; He suggested that the Travel will strengthen the bill and
. ! which would" ban billboards' Information Council which clear up several gray areas.
‘(¡along Vermont h igh way s would enforce, the bill should
It will also provide, perhaps,
j apparently did an about face function as an advisory board
for more fair treatment to
¡Tuesday
and
gave
his;to the Secretary cf State.
■ conditional support to the: Gilroy told -Riehle in the the small motel owner.”
3 proposal.
¡letter, ‘‘please be assured that Riehle aid the Legislative
i Col. Robert J. Gilroy, director I ¡f .the foregoing can be accoml:oi the Green Mt. Motel As-plished both the Green Mt. Council Committee on Outdoor
jsociation and chairman of its Motel Association and the Advertising had finished 'its
11 legislative committee, said in Tourist Bureau of the Greater work but as a. member of the
i'a letter' that his association Bennington Association will not House Committee on Natural
¡would back the .bill if two!only withdraw their objections Resources he would strongly
1 changes were made in it.
but will favorably endorse your ¡ recommend the proposed
changes.
1 Col. Gilroy’s letter, stating his ¡bill.”
¡change of stand on the bill,!¡was sent to Rep. Theodore M.j I
¡Riehle Jr., R-ll-2, of South; ¡
Burlington.
: on receiving the letter Riehle!
¡said the two proposed changes;
¡would not “water down” the!
'bill and would in his opinion)
strengthen the bill.
“This conditional endorse
ment is frankly the best single
piece of news I have received
since I have been working on
the proposal and I will'
certainly very s t r o n g 1 y
i recommend Col. Gilroy’s
suggestions be incorporated in
the bill.” . ..
I The proposed piece of legis
lation would ban billboards and
signs along Vermont highways
and would replace them with
a series of state-owned
directional signs. It would also ■
provide for tourist information •
centers, guide books and a
Watts telephone service through
which tourists could telephone
for information.
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With the questionable approval of

■ both the state and federal govern■ ments, the billboard firms have either
blacked out or blanked out advertising
■ messages on, at last count, 13 of the
I 37 boards in the state-affected by the
federal standards. The basic structures
of the billboards have been left intact
and they remain standing.
Under previsions of the state law,
more than 700 signs would have to
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The sign industry a uesday iBrown Boltc. a New Yorkpr
in commercial and industrial
cited a toothless federal r7F7Tc?nierly headed a large
zones.
beautification law in an at-Jad vertí slug asenev and now
However, city ordinances
tempt tc block new propos is chairman of the Nation:
rcfu-.Po
,
extend the ban to limited I
als to restrict billboards in Institu
nstit jte o, Outdoor Adver-; tus;!!ess zone3
m3s, J
Minneapolis.
Itising.
downtown Minneapolis.
In a preview of an expect
The proposals are “dia-| The original fedora! act’
ed all-out legislative fight, metrically opposed .to the law} also provided that stated
industry supporters told the as it is written and to the ¡which did not put the reMinneapolis City Council’s intent of Congress,” said Bol-( striction into effect by Jan.;
Zoning and Planning Ccm-i[e, C;,„ Si,¡í ,w'
‘ ared 1 would lose 10 per cent of i
nuttee tnat any new resfrie- ™
_ federal funds for freeway ¡
':c°n°mical*y| duced by ñíerrñT Anderson costs. '
a

condhv TliT
‘N ccercivu
wav Beautification AN
j -c x crt=->-ng co., NicfttUiu.
feature has long since
The committed responded) ANDERS 0 N TCID the
o
an-‘

millicn appropriated for sign
j by agreeing to a long-sought: committee that any straight control in 1965 is a small
industry goal—representation! prohibition would violate the fraction of what the cost of
on a. special committee that j so-called “L a d y b i r d Act,”
plying the con
is to discuss the proposals ¡ which states that controls trols would entail.
before they come up for pub- i must be consistent with “customary use.-’The industry in-¡ • What rtma..iis ’-i the¡ origlie hearing Nov. 30,
>7
.-7. ma! act is local responsibility
ONE IS an amendment to terprets that to include its for sign control under the
ban billboards within 630 own standards, as well as “customary use” r,’revision,
feet of freeways. The other, the city’s ordinances.
j The special committee con
sponsored by four aldermen,
The federal act bans bill- sists of Alderman Albert J.
^an tnem within ¿39; ooards within 680 feet of Hofstede, chairman; three
*eet! freeways in residential zones
’ the sign
Both were attacked by ' and specifically permits them industry and its supporters;
Sol Jacobs, supervisor o f
building^inspections; Wallace
Thometz,
the
Downtown
Council; William Holbrook,
”
\
4
Planning Commission; E ci
Peterson, Conned of Com
is
u V ti
E ¿>
munity Councils, and Mrs.
Magnus Olsor, Committee on
Beautification.
come down. Of these, only 470 are
During the dNcussion be
billboards.
fore the comtw'.m?, Jacobs
What all this amounts to is tha
handed a note to the piwnwg
the billboard industry technically i
staff. It ret tied th it a

meeting requirements of'the less re
strictive federal law — although on
could argue that, merely blacking or
blanking out advertising messages fails
to meet the spirit of the law — while
continuing to ignore requirements of
the state law.

BILLBOARD SPOKESMEN contend
that they should not be compelled to
remove signs under provisions of the
state law, until the State Supreme
Court rules on their anneal from the
adverse Superior Court decision. The in
dustry is seeking an Injunction against
the state’s removal of interstate bill
boards, pending determination of the
case. A hearing on the matter has
been scheduled for tomorrow in Thurs
ton County Superior Court.
. The
u:T billboard
D111DOdFl muddle tcould0 be
Court rulin«
the constitutional.!reme
ity of
the state statute. The justices have
had more than a month to mull over
the issue and it .seems to us this is
time enough.
It’s our hope that the state’s bill
board law will be upheld and that the
state then will get on with'the job
of sign removal, including removal of
those farcical, blacked-out signs. They
are as much, if not more, of a dis
tracting blot on the landscape as those
which carry advertising messages.

Hamm’s

or sign

beside

Interstate Hwy. .',57/ at Lake

St., is nine feet higher than
allowed by its permit. ThA
sign set off the c.wreut clfort
to enact freeway contros.
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doomed.

California is one of the
House Committee on Public
states that has passed enowoiks favoi ably reported that $11,200,000 out of the $11,861,- bling legislation for all three
bill to the House but most ob- 000 appropriated to California parts of the program, but thus
WI
bC tOí¡Ch’ for th ? thre e programs, seems far only five smaller states
and-go for the m easure when to have the least opposition.
have taken the second step
ieacl.es the House floor.
The billboard control section and entered into the required
☆ ☆ ☆
from which we received only agreement with the federal
The three programs, estab- $63,000 and for which only $2,- government on such m atters
lished in 1965, deal with the 700,000 was appropriated for as the interval between billproblem of Junk-yards* “ seen- all of the states, appears to be boards, how they are to be
ic enhancement” along the the principal obstacle to rapid lighted, standard sizes, etc.
highways supported by federal enactment of the bill conP art of the problem of se-.
1

S
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Oddly-enough, the program
that costs the most scenic en‘
hanCement, and which brought

year. Earlier this month the
c o m m itte e
Pnhitr
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Z people,'75 pTcfed'

I

they favor a law prohibiting biliboards from being
■ built within one block on
I each side of the area’s freeI ways. Thirteen per cent opI pose such a law; ll per
cent had no opinion, and
the remaining l per cent
I gave answers not responsive to the question.

Thus, as the Congressional
Quarterly has reported, extension of the highway beautification program was virtually
without supporters, and this
made it easier for the billboard industry to block the
extension bill.
The Senate, after it passed

☆ ☆ ☆
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This means that

the measure, authorized at>
of $85 million a

p ro b atio n s

porting the bill, are trying to
secure elimination of the provisions that require compensation be paid to owners vzho are
forced to remove billboards
banned by federal standards.

year.

1

cuLLBOARDS SHOULD BE KEPT at least one block '
from me . reeways in the Twin Cities area, in the opinion intervieWed in «">»*• I

curing congressional approval
to renew the program appears
to be a m ajor struggle between the conservation lobbies
and the billboard industry,
The latter of course contends
that the standards the federal
government is seeking to have
embodied in contracts with the
states would force elimination
of so many billboards that numerous businesses supported
by the highway traveler would
fail.
But conservation groups on
the other hand, instead of suptinuing the program, another

funds, and the regulation of
billboards.
i
August,
passed a bill to continthe programs one more
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CASPAR WEINBERGER
California has a. substantial
?.atinn innre?rím h ' ay h 63 ! - l"
cation program now working
its way slowly through Congress. U lereare three parts to
he program that bought near-b
íheS tat*V r ?-m'
.e federal tieasury in the fiscal J’ear v,'hlch ei ‘ded June p0.
A ll three p ro g ra m s expire
on m at date, and since then,
^ongrcss has been dealing
<n the question of their rene2. : al iadesultor y fashion.
lie Senate, at the end of

Death of Highway_Beautification Program Seems Near
E-20,897

tribune

substantial reduction from ’the
< moie
difiicult to
million made available enact bcautlfication for
last year.
door advertising control meas- I
While it is an administration ures because bv then Hr c
bill, th a in o knge?Ts a gua^ ini'p ro g ra m s w ill !i^ e
r a n t y of favorable con- ended for more “tfiaiTa v e ? - 1
gressional action. It is late in and ’lrTaH likelihood' the n
B
the session and, with the sur- of enactment of a new ptax demands of the President gram win _be_.a con^ressic A I
being resisted by stron" con- direction to the Bureau oí T
1
gressional demands for ex- lie j<oads to mitigate the strict
penditure reductions, the ex- standards'of billboard re° ” '-- ?
t e n s i o n measure seems tion it has required the stam= •'
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on n rnnrí Parf of?h® °PPosition to billboards is based I
ppfhn °ncein aboui safety and convenience in driving
' Of
the roadway ,eCt l° th6m 38 distractions t0 «>e beauty I

I

H iZ/i percentages based on all persons interviewed, \\
Me reasons for favoring a one-block restriction on bill-

H

boards break down as follows:

Billboaids distract drivers and therefore are dangerous.. 34%
* oar<fs block scenery and clutter the countryside........ 24
Bulboards are ugly and in poor taste; eyesores.................. ig
Billboards obstruct one’s view, blocking road signs en'
trance and exits, make it hard to see other cars!.. . IS BI
r
cnou8h advertising on TV, on the radio
and m the papers; they can advertise somewhere else 6
I avor restrictions on billboards, but can’t explain why.. 1

1

Who wn,uirfentages add up t0 more than the 75 Per cent
who would favor restrictions because some people aave
restricted1^
Why they W°Uld want billk°ards

'1

J

Again, based on all persons Questioned, here are the' «
f vr 7’? 7/Cr CC,,t hflVe fnr

«■ measure to 1

restrict billboards:

Blllbfundto i™?**6 entertainment wbile riding; they are

3lÍ!ba°nyone r!?¡?S!ní

1

enterPriseJ they don’t harm

a solid economic rea
son lor advertising........ ..............................
«
B^,b<tations*Ve in^ormai,on 031 f°°d, lodging and gasoline
TheyaIe So°d f°r business; there is

Billboards industry provides jobs...........................................
Would oppose restrictions, but can’t explain why............

j
j

Hei’e a5a]n> some of the 13 per cent who would op, '
'st.K.Live measure against billboards gave more
nan one answer.
nllhJ-irHc0!01 )?'on,thafc restrictions should be placed on
Í
,ld at aPPr0X3mately the same level—75 per
ind1 incomeSh SUCh Categories as aSe- Place of residence |

Eighty-five per cent of the persons with a college
aucation were in favor of restrictions, 10 percentage I
'Of/?Zs above the survey level of 75 per cent.
Only 26 per cent of the persons interviewed said f
ftey used freeways very seldom. Forty-three per cent |
•mi
used them regularly, 28 per cent occasionally,
mile the remaining 3 per cent had no opinion or gave •
nresponsive answers.
Proportionately more regular freeway users, the sur-y shows live in the suburbs: 57 per cent of the sub- :
can people interviewed said they drove over them reg, y*
Minneapolis, 26 per cent said they were regular
mis, while m St. Paul the figure was 41 per cent.

Concern with highway safety evidenced in the ques
tion on billboard restriction is given additional emphasis
by the almost unanimous belief that, when the freeway
system is completed, traffic will move at a faster and
heavier pace than it does today.

■

Ninety per cent of the people involved in the survey 11
thought traffic would move faster; 6 per. cent did not ’
think so; 3 per cent had no opinion,, and 1 per cent gave
an unresponsive answer.

Asked if they thought the number of cars driven
nio the downtown areas of Minneapolis and St. Paul will
'ncrease once the freeway system is finished, 51 per cent Í
mid they thought so, while 35 per cent didn't think there
vould be more traffic downtown. The rest were undecided.
And if the numbers of cars do increase, how much
vill the increase amount to? Asked this question, 31 per
:ent said the increase would mean a great many more
:ars; 21 per cent said only a few more, and 2 per cent
lad no opinion. This adds to 54 per cent the number of •
>ersons who answered that they believed there would
»e an increase.
So the consensus seems to be that as the freeway
ystem comes into its own the number of cars will inrcase, perhaps by a considerable number, and chat they
All be moving at a faster speed.
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Minneapolis Star Staff Writer

Outdoor Advertising Co. and the Meyers
Outdoor Advertising Co.

Two outdoor advertising companies ap
plied Monday in the Minneapolis building in
spector’s office for permits to erect 45 bill
boards or roof signs along freeways and
other limited access highways in the city.

The rejections were made under the pro
visions of a billboard ordinance passed last
Friday by the City Council banning bill
boards within 330 feet of freeways or limited
access highways;

By AL WOODRUFF

It was expected that the city’s refusal to
The applications were rejected by Donald
Erickson, city building inspector. The per grant the permits would be used as the basis
mit applications were filed by the Naegele of a lawsuit seeking to force Erickson to
j- issue the permits.
The Naegele firm applied
for 42 permits in various
parts of the city zoned com
mercial or industrial. All of
the locations are within 330
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I; WASHINGTON — Highway
j billboards — a necessary diver»
! sion or a distracting blight?
Safety experts and advertising
! executives tell it both ways.
Seme claim billboards along
I the open road relieve “highway
i hj'pnosis” by allowing drivers to
¡ divert their attention from the
' monotonous road.
Opponents charge that biil[ boards not only clutter the road| side and detract from scenic
¡ beauties, but also can cause
drivers to fail to pay enough at
tention to their driving.
*
£
*
I BOTH SIDES Have sponsored
research on the question — and
most studies have substantiated
| the viewpoint of the group which
'inanced it. As Mrs. V i r g i n ia
[Wayland of the Auto Industries
¡Highway Safety Commission
says: “There are no definitive
statistics.”
The Highway Engineer of the
Automotive Safety Foundation,
Woodrow Rankin, adds that
nene of the studies have gone
[far enough to prove that high
way billboards alcne are or are
'not directly involved in traffic
Ssafety.
i But a New York City consult
ing engineering firm (Medigan- ■
Hyland, Inc.) in a study of ac
cident records on the New York
State Thruway found that “advertising devices are a factor in
? accidents
principally
because
¡they distract the motorists’ at, tent ¡on.

The report described “a pat
tern of substantially more 'driver
inattention’
accidents in
all Í
m
areas wl
motorists were c
posed to
iverfcising device
___ than in c
where no such d
B vices existed.”
■ ; Safety experts have criticized
I this report, saying that no other
criteria were used in the study.
¡They noted that most billboards
crop up in interchange areas
which are particularly accident
prone anyway because of the
large amount of lane-switching
and_ speed
changes.
-----------o—
ANOTHER study by an Ohio, I
State University team concen
trated on the highway billboards
themselves. Researchers found
that a typical highway sign di
verts a driver’s attention- for 10
seconds. At 60 miles per hour,
a car travels 8S0 feet in that
time.
“This is dangerous in an inter
change area where billboards
■tend to cluster,” according to
the Director of the Highway De
partment of the American Auto
mobile Association, Charles
Brady.
Brady adds that if billboards
are to be effective, they must
take attention away from . driv
ing. If attention is diverted from ¡
driving, especially in urban
areas, you create a safety haz
ard.”
But William Watts, assistant .
to the president of the Outdoor
Advertising Association of Am
erica, Inc., on the other hand, J
says that creative billboards aid)
drivers and do not detract from !
scenic travel.
And Watts points out that ma
jor outdoor advertising firms
have supported federal and state billboard control acts “to pro
mote the orderly display of out
door advertising.”
Ihe disruptive effect on driv
ing of highway signs is still a
question. In a recent Ohio State
Supreme Court decision the
-jcourt ruled that billboard clus- ¡
ter invariably hampers drivers’ ¡
ability by distracting their
j
tention.
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feet of existing freeways or nance is not in effect until
proposed freeway locations, it is signed by the mayor and
Sol Jacobs, supervisor of in- officially published. Mavod
spections, said.
Arthur- Naftalin is in Wash-)
The Meyers firm applied- *n8*)on and will not return
for permits to erect roof ad- unt‘* Wednesday,
vertising signs on three locaUntil the billboard ordiJ
tions which would be within nance is formally processed,!
330 feet of parts of Inter- a “hold order” has been
state 94, now under con- placed on all billboard con
struction.
■
struction within the 330-foot
Jacobs said that the signs )'mit, and no permits are bewould have been permitted ln§ issued until the ordiunder the old ordinance be-,nance 80es into effect,
cause they had met all the
Alderman Dan Cohen
zoning requirements, but,, presjdent of the City Council,
they do not meet the require- said he woulf, ¡n/triIct rhc
ments under the new ordip|c¡ty att
■ (
nance.
[the matter in court should a
Technically, the new oi 'll-lawsuit be filed against the
__
city.

And George Mclnturff, chief of
¡outdoor advertising control for
(the U. S. Bureau of Public
¡Roods, agrees.
Í “Under the Highway Beautifij cation Act of 1965 we are nego
tiating with each state for signs
[which will be safe,” Mclnturff
¡said.
i EIGHT states — Kentucky,
¡New York, Connecticut, Rhode .
Island, Vermont, Virginia, Haw■ aii, Minnesota — and the Dis
trict of Columbia have already I
joined in a state-federal cooperation to ease what has been call
ed billboard blight. Negotiations
with 30 other states are under
way and the Bureau eventually
hopes all 50 states will subscribe
¡to the billboard limitation.
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MieHe, Motel Owners Near Truce On Signs
Green Mountain Associ
ation Members Hear
Sponsor of Bill.

directory that would list all
tourist attractions and ac
commodations.
— Create a “Watts telephone
system” whereby anyone could
dial free of charge a central
state office and be provided
with tourist information.
— Build information centers
at the major highway entrances
to Vermont.
—
Ban all off-premise,
privately owned outdoor
advertising signs.
In lieu of the signs, the state
would put up directional and
informational signs.
Gilroy and his comrades had
two
major, objections
to
Riehle’s bill.
First, it contains no criteria
and specifications.
Second, it charges $50 for
each
state-installed
sign
advertising a privately owned
establishment.
Riehle told the association
that he had left specific
standards out' of the bill “for
the benefit oí the hotel people.”

By HOWARD COFFIN
MANCHESTER — (Special)
— Rep. Theodore N. Riehle, R11-2, of South Burlington, told
the Green Mountain Motel
Association Thursday, “I know
how you’re going to vote on this
bill, and it won’t be for me.”
But by the end of a three-hour
meeting at the Colburn House
here, there seemed to be at
least a glimmer of hope that
what has become known as the
“Riehle Bill” might yet receive
the support of the GMMA.
But
association
members
made it clear that some
changes must be made in the
bill, which is now in its tenth
draft, if it is going to get their
stamp of approval.
Riehle
came
to
the
confrontation well - armed. He
had his well-rehearsed spiel
supporting his anti-billboard bill
and he had state Republican
Committee Chairman Elbert
Moulton. ,
v
The spiel went over well as
several association members
admitted after listening that
“the bill isn’t as bad as1 we
thought.”
And Moulton did his part by
speaking “as a citizen of
Montpelier” to say that he
strongly supports R i e h 1 e ’ s
proposed legislation.
Though there were about 20
persons in attendance, most of
the session was taken up with a
verbal exchange between Riehle
and Col. Robert J. Gilroy of
Bennington.
Gilroy was unquestionably the
strongest opponent of the bill
present Thursday.
But his opposition didn’t truly
reflect the sentiments of his
fellow association members.
Near the end of the session,
after Moulton and Riehle were
well on their way home, he ask- •
ed that the association pass a
resolution stating opposition to
the bill in its present form.'
But his fellow members
quickly pointed out that the
association has been on record
for some time opposing the bill.
They refused to restate their
stand, choosing. to wait about
making a final decision on their
official and final position until
Nov. 30, when once again they
will hear Riehle.
At that meeting, scheduled
for the Mendon Pico Motel in
Mendon, they will take a final
vote.
The outcome probably hinges
on how closely Riehle
incorporates their suggestions
into his bill before that
meeting.
’ f
Riehle promised Thursday to
reword the bill.
He said the bill will have the
advantages of promoting
highway safety and tourism and
preserving scenic beauty.
His
bill
includes
the
following:
— Establishment of a state

He also said that since they
aren’t opposed to criteria, he
sees no reason why they can’t
be included in his bill.
He explained his reluctance to
include specific standards by
saying that if they are included,
it will take an act of the
Legislature to change them.
His plan, as it stands now, is
to establish a “representative”
committee to set standards for
his legislation.
Gilroy
spoke
for
the
association when he asked that
standards be included, saying:
“We won’t buy a pig in a
poke.”
Gilroy opposed the $50 charge
for state signs saying it was
“open-ended” and was perhaps
“too much.”
He expressed the fear that the
Legislature might at some date
raise the proposed fee.
Some of the association
members felt that $25 might be
a more “reasonable charge.”
Gilroy also said he wants to
see guaranteed compensation
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course it would be the plan to
distribute them throughout the
country.”
Gilroy also assailed the
proposed
“Watts”
phone
system,
saying,
“I
can’t
envision a staff adequately
trained to adequately answer
the questions tourists would
ask.”
He also said that hotel and
motel owners are now doing the
job of providing t o u r i s i
information “free of charge”
although he said the restaurants
“don’t always do their part.”
Moulton, former head of the
state Development Department,
defended the phone system
saying “after seeing how
successful our telephone foliage
informational setup worked out,
I can’t help but endorse this
proposal.”
Gilroy also called for a
specific phase-out period for
signs that would have to come
down under the bill so “the
people who will become more

Gilroy Heads Opposition,
But Admits Idea Is
‘Terrific.’
legs on the .centipede of
bureaucracy will have
guidelines.”
But Riehle found hope in such
comments as “I think we’re
beginning to see eye to eye”,
and “we’re closer on this than I
thought” that kept popping up
all afternoon.
He wasn’t around to near
Gilroy say at the meeting’s end,
“The concept of this thing is
terrific.”
And he wasn’t there to hear
another member say, "You
know, if he makes some of
these changes, we might be
well off to support this bill.” ■
Riehle wasn’t there because
he had driven down to
Manchester with Moulton who
h^d to rush off “to wave the
elephant flag.”
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for signs taken down by the
state in the bill.
' It
presently
reads
that
compensation will be made as
federal funds are available.
One member, Franklin A.
Riley of Bennington, said the
$50 charge “would not be ex
cessive.”
Gilroy and others also said
that the informational signs the
state, under the bill, would
erect to advertise businesses,
should be at least 14 inches by
three feet in size.
Riehle has been displaying a
model sign about half that size.
Gilroy also found criticism
with the proposed directory: “I
don’t think we need it. People
should get such information
before they arrive in the state
and you (Riehle) propose to
distribute it in the state.”
He also said, “You say it
would be free. But we’ve found
out that nothing is really free.”
Moulton came to the defense
of the directory, saying: “Of
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Senate GOP.
Solidly For
Riehle Bill
By FRED HAMILTON
(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — The
“Riehle bill” to ban off-prem
ise, privately owned billboards
i’s being lined up for quick pas
sage by Senate Republicans
who hold a 3-1 majority in the
upper house.
The 22 GOP members of the
Senate have' already pledged
their support to the legislation,
which was 'passed Friday by
the House' after three days of
grueling debate.
Just how clear the party lines
are being drawn became evi
dent Wednesday when the Republican-stocked Senate Con
servation and Development
Committee gave the bill a fav
orable report.
The vote was 4-1 with the only
Democrat on the committee —
Sen. Charles L. Delaney, DChittenden - Grand Isle — turn
ing down his thumbs.
It was also Delaney who vot
ed for 11 of 12 amendments
that the committee brushed
aside as fast as they could be
read. Republicans opposed them
O. ■
The amendments were offer
ed by, lobbysts and House leg
islators.
Committee Chairman Daniel
B. Ruggles III, R-Washington,
a GOP candidate for lieutenant
governor, copied the amend
ments down as the legislators
and lobbyists read them off.

Billboards
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vation and Development Com
mittee this way:
“The bill was badly battered
before it got to us, but I think
we can live with it.”
Another committee member
Sen. Walter H. Wheatley. R-Orange, said he voted for the bill
only because it would first be
initiated as a “pilot project in
Highway District 2” (Windham*
County and the southern part of
Windsor County).
“We can change it later if it
safdSnt W°rk 0Ut’” Wheatley

I know it’ll be changed,”
replied another committee
member who voted for the bill
Sen. Donald S. Arnold, R-Windsor.
Delaney and Ruggles said they
would explain their votes on the
floor of the Senate.
Al'so expressing some discom
fort with the “Riehle bill” was
Sen. Dorothy P. Shea, R-VZashingtom.
Mrs. Shea said she had “some
questions” about the bill and
added that “I can’t be corner
ed into voting by anyone.”
The

next

hurdle

for

the

“Riehle -bill” is the Senate Ap
propriations Committee, which
will be handed the legislation
Thursday.
All six members of the Ap
propriations Committee are
Republicans, headed by Sen.
Edward G. Janeway, R-Windham.
Senate 'President John J.
Daley of Rutland said
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Riehle, Motel Owners Near Trace On Signs
Green Mountain Associ
ation Members Hear
Sponsor of Bill.

directory that would list all
tourist attractions and ac
commodations.
— Create a “Watts telephone
system” whereby anyone could
dial free of charge a central
state office and be provided
with tourist information.
— Build information centers
at the major highway entrances
to Vermont.
—
Ban
all
off-premise,
privately owned outdoor
advertising signs.
In lieu of the signs, the state
would put up directional and
informational signs.
Gilroy and his comrades had
two
major
objections
to
Riehle’s bill.
First, it contains no criteria
and specifications.
Second, it charges $50 for
each
state-installed
sign
advertising a privately owned
establishment.
Riehle told the association
that he had left specific
standards ?ut' of the bill “for
the benefit of the hotel people.”

By HOWARD COFFIN
MANCHESTER — (Special)
— Rep. Theodore N. Riehle, R11-2, of South Burlington, told
the Green Mountain Motel
Association Thursday, “I know
how you’re going to vote on this
bill, and it won’t be for me.”
But by the end of a three-hour
meeting at the Colburn House
here, there seemed to be at
least a glimmer of hope that
what has become known as the
“Riehle Bill” might yet receive
the support of the GMMA.
But
association
members
made it clear that some
changes must be made in the
bill, which is now in its tenth
draft, if it is going to get their
stamp of approval.
Riehle
came
to
the
confrontation well - armed. He
had his well-rehearsed spiel
supporting his anti-billboard bill
and he had state Republican
Committee Chairman Elbert
Moulton. ,
v
The spiel went over well as
several association members
admitted after listening that
“the bill isn’t as bad as we
thought.”
And Moulton did his part by
speaking “as a citizen of
Montpelier” to say that he
strongly supports R i e h 1 e ’ s
proposed legislation.
Though there were about 20
persons in attendance, most of
the session was taken up with a
verbal exchange between Riehle
and Col. Robert J. Gilroy of
Bennington.
Gilroy was unquestionably the
strongest opponent of the bill
present Thursday.
But his opposition didn’t truly
reflect the sentiments of his
fellow association members.
Near the end of the session,
after Moulton and Riehle were
well on their way home, he ask
ed that the association pass a
resolution stating opposition to
the bill in its present form.'
But his fellow members
quickly pointed out that the
association has been on record
for some time opposing the bill.
They refused to restate their
stand, choosing. to wait about
making a final decision on their
official and final position until
Nov. 30, when once again they
will hear Riehle.
At that meeting, scheduled
for the Mendon Pico Motel in
Mendon, they will take a final
vote.
The outcome probably hinges
on how closely Riehle
incorporates their suggestions
into his bill before that
meeting.
t
Riehle promised Thursday to
reword the bill.
He said the bill will have the
advantages of promoting
highway safety and tourism and
preserving scenic beauty.
His
bill
includes
the
following:
— Establishment of a state
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He also said that since they
aren’t opposed to criteria, he
sees no reason why they can’t
be included in his bill.
He explained his reluctance to
include specific standards by
saying that if they are included,
it will take an act of the
Legislature to change them.
His plan, as it stands now, is
to establish a “representative”
committee to set standards for
his legislation.
Gilroy
spoke
for
the
association when he asked that
standards be included, saying:
“We won’t buy a pig in a
poke.”
Gilroy opposed the $50 charge
for state signs saying it was
“open-ended” and was perhaps
“too much.”
He expressed the fear that the
Legislature might at some date
raise the proposed fee.
Some of the association
members felt that $25 might be
a more “reasonable charge.”
Gilroy also said he wants to
see guaranteed compensation
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legs on the .centipede of
bureaucracy will have
guidelines.”
But Riehle found hope in such
comments as “I think we’re
beginning to see eye to eye”,
and “we’re closer on this than I
thought” that kept popping up
all afternoon.
He wasn’t around to near
Gilroy say at the meeting’s end,
“The concept of this thing is
terrific.”
And he wasn’t there to hear
another member say, “You
know, if he makes some of
these changes, we might be
well off to support this bill.” ■
Riehle wasn’t there because
he had driven down to
Manchester with Moulton who
h^id to rush off “to wave the
elephant flag.”
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course it would be the plan to
distribute them throughout the
country.”
Gilroy also assailed the
proposed
“Watts”
phone
system,
saying,
“I
can’t
envision a staff adequately
trained to adequately answer
the questions tourists would
ask.”
He also said that hotel and
motel owners are now doing the
job of providing tourist
information “free of charge”
although he said the restaurants
“don’t always do their part.”
Moulton, former head of the
state Development Department,
defended the phone system
saying “after seeing how
successful our telephone foliage
informational setup worked out,
I can’t help but endorse this
proposal.”
Gilroy also called for a
specific phase-out period for
signs that would have to come
down under the bill so “the
people who will become more
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for signs taken down by the
state in the bill.
' It
presently
reads
that
compensation will be made as
federal funds are available.
One member, Franklin A.
Riley of Bennington, said the
$50 charge “would not be ex
cessive.”
Gilroy and others also said
that the informational signs the
state, under the bill, would
erect to advertise businesses,
should be at least 14 inches by
three feet in size.
Riehle has been displaying a
model sign about half that size.
Gilroy also found criticism
with the proposed directory: “I
don’t think we need it. People
should get such information
before they arrive in the state
and you (Riehle) propose to
distribute it in the state.”
He also said, “You say it
would be free. But we’ve found
out that nothing is really free.”
Moulton came to the defense
of the directory, saying: “Of
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íents were offer5 and House leg-

Committee Chairman Daniel
B. Rbggles III, R-Washington,
a GOP candidate for lieutenant
governor, copied the amend
ments down as the legislators
and lobbyists read them off.
He then asked for questions
— there were none — and the '
12 amendments fell in less than
10 minutes.
Ruggles said Tuesday that
the votes would have to be “for
or against the bill as it now
stands.”.,.He said an amend
ment would kill it at this late
hour of the session.
An amendment, if it were ac
cepted by the Senate, would
have to be thrashed out in con
ference committee, and then
ratified by both the House and
Senate.
This process might well mire
the bill in the inevitable legis
lation logjam that occurs at the
end of every session.
The bill, sponsored by RepTheodore M. Riehle, R-ll-2, of
South Burlington, would ban all
off-premise, privately owned
billboards and replace them
with state-owned directional
signs.
Unified Democratic opposition
appears mounted and ready to
break out.
Sen. John J. O’Brien, D-Chittenden-Grand Isle, will have the
“Riehle bill” sent to his High
way and Bridges Committee.
There, he said Wednesday, he
will try to amend it so that
business will be reimbursed for
the signs that are. removed
when the bill goes into effect.
Under the present bill, com
pensation would be paid only
when required by the federal
government and only then if
federal funds are available for
such payment.
But even if he is successful
in amending the bill in the High
way and Bridges Committee,
the Senate would have to give
its approval, which isn’t like
ly.
Although Republicans are
posing a united front, several
GOP senators aren’t altogether
pleased with the bill in its pres

ent form.
Sen. Arthur H. Jones, R-Or-

leans - Essex, explained his
vote Wednesday in the Conser-
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vation and Development Com
mittee this way:
“The bill was badly battered
before it got to us, but I think
we can live with it.”
Another committee member
Sen. Walter H. Wheatley, R-Orange, said he voted for the bill
only because it would first be
initiated as a “pilot project in
Highway District 2” (Windham*
County and the southern part of
Windsor County).
i “We can change it later if it
•saidSn,t W°rk °Ut’” Wheatley
I know it’ll be changed,”
replied another committee
member who voted for the bill
Sen. Donald S. Arnold, R-Windsor.
Delaney and Ruggles said they
would explain their votes on the
floor of the Senate.
Also expressing some discom
fort with the “Riehle bill” was
Sen. Dorothy P. Shea, R-Y/ashington.
Mrs. Shea said she had “some
questions” about the bill and
added that “I can’t be corner
ed into voting by anyone.”
JThe

next

hurdle

for

the

Riehle bill” is the Senate Ap
propriations Committee, which
will be banded the legislation
Thursday.
All six members of the Appropriat.ons • Committee are
Republicans, headed by Sen.
Edward G. Janeway, R-Windham.
Senate 'President John J.
Daley of Rutland said Wed
nesday he would- circuit the bill
through O’Brien’s Highway and
Bridges Committee and from
there it could be sent to the
Finance Committee.
Although O’Brien probably
couldn’t successfully amend the
bill in the face of overwhelming
GCP opposition, he has another
alternative — delay.
But even if he- were to tie
(he bill down by holding ad
ditional hearings or balking on
a vote, it is doubtful he could
sustain GOP pressure to bring
it out either favorably or un
favorably with or without an
amendment.
At Wednesday’s Conservation
and Development Committee
meeting, (he usually vitriolic
Henry Black of Wilder, an at
torney representing the Outdoor
Advertising Association of Ver
mont,
quietly
read
hi s
amendments.
He wanted the state to pay
compensation, regardless of
federal regulations and to have
a section stricken from the bill
which would prohibit signs- on
bui.d) n-gs which primarily face
an interstate highway.
Atty. Ralph Foote of Mid
dlebury lost his bid to have the
development Department
distribute
privately printed
directional and guide books.
Also falling before the com
mittee
were
proposed
amendments to increase the
size of signs advertising farm
products and those regulating
the dimensions of on-premise
signs.
The only amendment that suf
fered a 5-0 defeat was that
proposed by Mary Thurber, R30, of • 'Charlotte, who also
wanted full compensation for
businesses losing their signs.

The 'bill will be placed on the
Senate calendar Thursday and
will be referred to the Ap
propriations Committee.
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Both Sides RecruitingBackers for Initial Battie on Measure.

a PMoníL? “mvspaper from
2 Montpeher newstand and/
bad them delivered to
HousaeagiaC°m° at the State

(Vermont Press Bureau i
MONTPELIER 1 ?^nents
b-'a?ed'bfnb°ard legislation are
Ox acea for an expected
"pS- MShl- We^esday as the
Richie Bill” enters the House
Arena for initial combat.
fcí¡7“and Democratic
irnnnrf JU?s.day w<*e scurrying
^ound, twigting arms, and callr nphP °+d debts to line up as
much voting strength as
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Rep.
Ly¡e
^omocrats could
Archambault,
D -1 -1 7 £ holdl about 33 of their members
Vmooski, a billboard 'measure when the vote is taken,.
í-a ei?UO‘iCans were havin'* a
Kc“V?"aaeed &r«»
tougher time holding th-i?
01 tne meeting room.
last‘minute thrust against members in line. The O">p
the measure by ¡the billboard
industry took the form of a free Of themV^e*
4S'
theWLpt?eir/Or each member of
Eaily this session the GOP
tne Legislature. The freenanerí
Story “oí a.?n?íy
Si SfíAV sfcand' in' iavor
TimL a11 the bdl written by and^i^' the,<:hi^ architect
Kc™ttMUot>er”anagiDE Ed“°r ThÍJ 1esi??n oi which is Ren
Theodore M. Riehle Jr. R-11-?
of South Burlington.
'
’
Despite making it a nartv
position, indications late TuS
S°weeks €n fighting the
Sil
'RdPuWc»s
^&ierEdX o?CS?
-i c oe abie to whm so
ceu/t of the members into .line "
Soventy-sb votes woSti pass
WuEr^ l0'>byists “r «o
billboard industry, bought 200

(See Page 12; Bilttoards)

Billboards
(Continued from Page One)
Sffi
taken.

¿V'ír
7 When the vote is

Proponents will1 hava ♦
more about the f 41
Wrry '
- the moves to «4/ ? votes
temp°PIWMMs »re Em

^Hou^6^11' d«s

«s «y ftSg^^ wend
sumang
bme con‘
commRtee^U&tio^^

rid SaHy* the bül would ,get

in'fa»»*

¡regulate the size 4S^d
oi eertato on-premds^si^10"

wS'g’l £*• babean
ownedhi°hwavrii^n+- of state'
. 'and sign "plaza s
CtlOn'aI'
PropriaüonX prinw ,5°°

en'

dorXmen? after

from, .all’ tynes of .en’d'0?‘Sie'ment
ranging
fromgaX
th^ ttrri?
^mzations,
a-taWaSi
ii'>rai a/
solidly estahu'S
2ubs to the
ed

(x

teSatePWlS °f “a ba

¡Jmmittee .amendment dealing
^th
exemptions
for
a.'gricultural signs.
Rep. Theodore ,M. RiehI,e Jr
vzotdd^Xv %offiSmCntf

gdera) Ia«, lt

Twenty-seven, Democrats and

®,p"

PfoSramioa^grSd Oi

ÍXvbroiTYSÍ Vsa •• • i<3.7? p
o
C.
txnck)a-^e
v>,
w'a«n <?Oy,
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an
GraeUingRghtonH<m^o
Gruelling Fight on House
Floor to Continue Today.

_
^publicans

-^2-ttls

.
joined

to' kill

who wanted to bottle it up in
that maneuver. Five Renuhi;
cans were absent.
Kepubl1’ .®?,?ni^lttee, hoping to kilAhe
Twenty-eight • of the 55 b,dl ,by letting the legislative
Democrats in the House - o¿ clock run out.
Five Republicans and one
Ras absent — sided with 39
roTwaikS6 abSen‘ Wh“ the

By JOHN MAHONEY
aSoctpeuer £s
Riehle Bill” werfno Jhe
^X'sOgiC¿haf:POrta n°á
survived its first House
billboarS acoalSeornmXdat
ff”*1 maneuvering .fol.
96-47 roil cad.
'
!9nro hiin!íer?ined attacks by 33Sln/'threei R®Publicans and
Riehle was the lead-off batter
a pro-billboard coalition.
y 33 Democrats beat down the
¿or the measure and gave the
Proponents of the bill usintr
roll calls at each key vc”
2 ions’ bailed e£
defeated attempts to recommit dh£?¿S?VVela”ua"y&^ planation of why he felt the
to committee, Td‘
and 1ShACeded* what il would do,
Six Republicans and one and how it would be ac
they
°r,itack on what
oe ac'
juey considered a crinnUn« roteXTiX ab“"‘ "*hen the comphshed.
farm exemption amendment S
r th?tSth!aSifC ♦ ?'rSuments were
• th?
Ver’ they failed to give
has M E State s scenic beauty
» the measure preliminary apnas to be preserved to protect
Smi nee Vas defeated on an smalíhuí industry and that
debate.°n
first day of floor’ 85
85-53^ roll call vote.
Sout th
SSnien WÜ1 be hurt
Fifty-nine Republicans and 26 witnout the proposed hMiuwv
vAM°cih fa<?ti°ns control enough
ífc°ET
ats
sided
against
29
Erectional
signs^when
c¿S
votes so that the rules can’t
n6. 3usPcnded, and debate can Republicans and 29 Democrat;
(See Page 12; Billboard)
‘
aOtthrPAhUt ?? because it takes
\ three-quarters vote to un
dertake either action.
beAthp 4T* sta"ds> tbe bill will
to, th® iJst order of business
Thursday morning when debate
cent n me on. whether to ac
cept t or
reject the
An
SfXwF
report'
an?Sratd ,Wh? opppae

líst «ví?Omat“ admto‘atration
«i » ^sond^sd^
XfiK? voSaUy eet

•

The Republican leadérshin did
bctter * Sitas
than S?pa m
Witt more
bill 01^n Vent \0ting for the
Dill on all three roll call votes
. However, the bill is a ©artv
show’h”d tht-V0tes WodwSg
fS !XSPl,t the party “ »”

thf&ripF fhilip H- Ho£f Iu’d
¿hind^ti dPrstap ara solidly
oenuiü the measure, which
S?Un™el?minate
commercial
re^uS1S? outdoor advertising,
oUlate to some degree onS'Sa^1®31 si® aMi
sides were poring over
the rod call voting sheet! after

tvX? H?use adjourned/ late
KSVf®011’’ to0king
opponents
theam°ro£tbeir
ofW±» ni"bt was a time

fcr lhnrS?„e Up
The th™ y .^omngtg battle.
An\be Í
ro11 call votes were
on the following issues’
’
Je7¡atePdr°7fi^n'ts of
bill
An ef
76‘67, a move to tack
rv-n?
Ways and Means

Sith ttee ’amend™ent dealing
with
exemptions
f¿
agricultural signs.

R ?ie?• Tbeod<>re M. Riehle jr
fv1"2, °t South Burlington’
ciwef architect Of the ¿Rtf
wilder th«. abicM
iaUow
eolations of
leg£ 1 laws* il wouW 'be d-

Twenty-sevcn Democrats and

<áuvbnr,tte4

tig.

j
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Billboard Baa Debated
'

•

(Continued from Pase One)

anti-billboard laws start knocking down an estimated 2,000
signs next year.
'
He
contended
that • the
highway directional signs con
tained in the anti-billboard
measure
will help
small
businessmen.
And, trying to keep the issue
out of politics, Riehle stressed
what he called its bi-partisan
nature.
House . Appropriations Com
mittee Chairman Sanborn
Partridge, R-41, of Proctor,
limited his spiel to the money
aspects' of the bill, whieh he

l&e "too many unknowns,
guesswork, and fantasies.”
He told the House that
“essential needs” should be
taken care of first, and it would
be better to delay action on the
bül.
The Pittsford lawmaker also
questioned what he called the
role of the state i n spoon-'
feeding
and
playing
Sir
Walter Raleigh to the tourists*

>>

“It was a noble concept
. . . it’s now a fiscal and ad
ministrative nightmare,” bark
ed Rep. W. Arthur Simpson, Rcalled “reasonable.”
25, of Lyndonville, who prefaced
The bill' provides for $22,500 his attack by saying he was
to publish' an expanded state a man of few words.
“I just don’t feel we can af
tourist information guide, and
a $100,000 bond) issue to get a ford to do anything detrimental
highway directional1 sign portion to the maple industry,” said
Rep. Doris G. Barrup, R-46, of.
of the program off the ground'.
Each business would be Morgan.
She said an exemption for
allowed up to four signs unless
proved a hardship case. The agricultural dealers and
participation would' initially producers wasn’t clear to her.
cost them $50 apiece. Renewals It was put on at the express
wish of the maple producers in
would be based on cost.
state.
The initial floor attack came theHouse
Majority Leader Luther
from Rep. Charles O. Greene, F. Hackett,
R-ll-1, of South
D-5-2, of St. Albans, who warn Burlington rose
to defend' the
ed of .possible criminal molesta ■bill and' the agricultural

tions in the proposed sign ment, saying it was theamend
intent
plazas.
effect to protect the
He added1 the bill was -“con and theindustry.
trary to the traditions of the maple
“The bill recognizes we’re
free enterprise system’’, surrounded
by megalopolis,”
■beeause the state would put the said! Hackett.
’s still '
commercial billboard industry time to prevent“There
blight and
out of business.
pollution. There’s ©till
“We’re 'being asked to buy a scenery
to respond! to the need'.
'pig in a poke,” he told the time
“The bill is suited to the
House, adding the bill1 would time,
the need, and the state’s
“persecute” legal businesses.
to go forward.”
“A vicious bill,” was his ability
Then
Rep. James Lounsbury,
summation.
R-32,
of
Pownal, launched' one
'Rep. Arthur 'Morrison', R-56, of the strongest
attacks of the
of Waterford1, lamented the
proposed' uniformity of signs diay.
“What’s behind1 this bill?” he
contained in the bill and ©aid
“Why i© the leadership
businesses wouldn’t have any asked.'.
both parties so strong for
chance to use initiative to come of
it, while the rank and file have
up with creative signs.
use for it?”
He addOd that because Ver noLounsbury
accused the press,
mont is competing with : the and specifically
Herald, of
other northeastern states' and misrepresenting The
the bill to the
parts of Canada for tourists, it
can’t afford to take down its •people.
He said he resented what he
billboard's.
the “underhanded way
This increased competition is termedi
being misrepresented.”
just why proponents say the it’sJoining
his attack was Rep.
signs must come down.
Henry Manchester, R-36, of
“A creative and1 dynamic ■Cambridge,
who 9aid' it would
adventure,” said Rep. John T. hurt the farmer
and “upset a
Alden, R-24, of Woodstock.
many things.”
He said he had originally great
Defeat it and keep the ex
been opposed1 to the bill, but isting
laws, and' billboards, was
had come around after talking ■his advice.
with Riehle and other
Rep.
G. Roland Lawrence, Rproponents.
of Albany, echoing Mrs.
Alden, an insurance agent, 71,
’s complaints, ©aid' it
told the House that he has two Barrup
signs in his area which would be detrimental to the
industry.”
“haven’t contributed one iota” “syrup
Then came the floor leader
to his insurance policy sales.
“It’s dangerous,” warned and strategy maker of the proforces — Rep. Oreste
Rep. Lyle Archambault, D-l-1, billboard
" of Winooski, who said the state V. Valsangiacomo, D-7-3, of
would next try to force people Barre.
He called it “the most talkcdto fix up or tear down
dilapidated buildings within about, least-understood' of bills
— I lay that to the press.”
sight of highways.
V a 1 s a n g iacomo’©
basic
Free enterpfise, he warned
were that the bill' con
further, will be a thing of the charges
tains
large
hidden
spending
.past.
— like $70 0,000 in
House Minority Leader Leo proposals
stead1 of $22,500 for guidebooks
O’Brien, D-ll-2, of South —
and that it will actually
•Burlington, said that attempts cause
a proliferation of signs in
to make the bill a partisan stead of
getting rid of them.
issue were “callous tactics.”
Valsangiacomo .said he
Some Democrats have been
complaining that Hoff' and the believes the state should
Democratic leadership have regulate industry, but not get
been - too busy pushing what into the sign business itself.
The first move was then'
they consider a Republican
made to amend the bill. Rep.
•measure.
“It’s an idea whose time has Lyle Rice, R-2-3, of Rutland,

come,” the minority leader tried to put back the Ways and
said. “Roadside blight has been Means agricultural exemption
amendment.
too long with us.”

House Ways and' Means Com
O’Brien launched' into a pitch
for conservation, adding the bill mittee Chairman Emory A.
is
in keeping
with
tiie Hcbard, R-28, of Glover, said
D emocratic
administration’s that to make farmer©, subject
the federal regulation© would
■ emphasis on scenery preserva- to
be
to
subject
th<-ro
to
_ tion.
“But,” he ©aid, “I’m. voting "bureauifafic bedevilment.
Hackett demanded' the first
• a9 a. Vermonter, not as a
■Democrat.”
/ ■roll call, and the move was
Taking issue with him was defeated, 76-67. This was the in
Rep. 'Mary Thurber, R-30, of itial' test of strength, a probing
¿Charlotte, who has been one of for weaknesses to see the lay
the prime movers against the of the land for the coming bat
tle.
'bill.
Rep. Charles 0. Greene, D-5She told the House she was
voting against the bill because 2, of St. Alibans, countered by
moving to sidetrack the bill into
she, too, is “a Vermonter.”
She ©aid that federal anti-sign the House Highways Com-/
laws provide for compensation, mittee.
Hackett started to oppose the
but that H.450 (the anti,
billboard' measure) doesn’t. move and Rep. Fred Westphal,
R-20,
of Elmore, attempted to
Mrs. Thurber told members
that their responsibility is to ' süence him on a point of order
___
....
• . which was
House
was anticinated.
anticipated. House
come
up with “workable, just
Speaker Richard W. MaHary,
laws.”
And she added that she thinks R-34, • of Fairlee, supported
it is “foolish” for the House Hackett and let him talk in op
Greene’s move.
to even consider the bill at this posing
Hebard then shot in a motion
time, and that they were
to adjourn to 9:36 a.m. Thurs
“clouding the issue.”
The billboard industry’s two day.
George Kingston, D-21,
•paid lobbyists — Attys. Edson ofRep.Northfield,
immediately
McKee of Montpelier and Henry demanded ai roll call,
and the
Black of Wilder — have said
was beaten down, 96-47.
there is no need for the bill motion
Still hanging fire was the mo
■because Vermont has one of the tion
to recommit the bill1 to the
strictest anti-billboard' laws on Highway©
Committee, and Rep.
the statute books.
Floral J. Coutts, R-17, of
Rep. Peter Joseph, D-50, ol Newport
City,
moved to end
Island Pond, said he was wor debate on the issue.
ried for the small businessmen
This motion takes a threein his area if the bill doesn’t quarters
assenting vote, and it
become law.
to pass on an 80-66 stand
His reasoning was that the failed
only businesses that could af ing vote.
Rep. Joseph Caraceiola, R-3ford signs large enough to be
of Bennington, ranking
seen 756 feet from the highway 1,
(the minimum legal distance member■ of the House Highways
next year) would be “big Gommittee, said his committee
business.”
had' ?lr$ady heard1 testimony on
The House recessed the morn- 4?
m a i°int hearing with
ing session until 3 p.m. on a the House Appropriatons Cornstanding 74-63 vote.
mittee.
“Unfair and unjust and Ver,P- Arthur Merola, D-l-7, of
mont doesn’t need it,” claimed Burlington, moved to suspend
Rep. Anthony Buraczynski, D-4- the rules to open debate on the
1, of Brattleboro, when the recommittment motion which
afternoon session began.
wasn’t debatable — b u t was
He added it would mean more defeated’, 101-42.
signs in the state, and put firms
Hackett then called for a. roll
out of business and men out call on the motion to recommit
of work.
the bill, which was knocked
“Refuse to be deluded by this down, 85-58.
■ .
hill
it’c a Troian Hnr»
Legislators voting In the minority .or
• * •*>> 3 j Vt
,rSe — the defeated House Ways and Means
reject it, urged Rep. Jerome agricultural exemption amendment, conM.
Fitzpatrick,
D-29,
Of sldcred a key test of strength on the
Pittsford, who said he had been b‘X
rd rR-J-l,
XT of Bennington; Archam
Allen,
asked by some of his con bault, D-l-1, of Winooski; Barrup, R-4Ó,
of
Morgan;
Buraczynski, R-4-1, of Brat
stituí ents to say a few kind tleboro; Burns,
R-2S, of South Dorset;
words about the bill. Burt, D-43, of 'Enosburg Falls; Chadwick,
Fitzpatrick said he_ ________
favors >R-44, of Chester; Coderrc, D-19, of
Swanton; Colby, R&D-63 of Lunenburg;
“___
sensible
sane’ hillhnnrri
.
,
, and
.
V,
Cooley, R-16, of Barre Town; Dailey,
control, but the Riehle Bill 042, of Shaftsbury.
is too much.” He used words Also Devereux, R-27, of Belmont; Dlx-
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GUíc . ’i!¡ Enforce Oíd Law¡
On Roadside Stands ¡

J

The necessity for protecting and enhancing
the natural beauty that exists along our Na
tion’s highways has been recognized for a long
time by conservation and civic groups, high
way users in general, and by highway admin
istrators. As early as 1932, a joint committee
of the Highway Research Board and the Amer
ican Association of State Highway Officials
issued this statement: “Roadside development
must conserve, enhance, and effectively display
the natural beauty of the landscape through
which the highway passes . . .”
But not until President Johnson assumed the
leadership, and in his January 1965 State of
the Union Message declared that “A new and
substantial effort must be made to landscape
highways and provide places of relaxation
wherever our roads run,” did there appear
sufficient support to gain legislative sanction
for a program of the scale now authorized.
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A
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Congress responded to the mandate by pass
ing the Highway Beautification Act of 1965
which President Johnson signed into law on
October 22, 1965. The act calls for the control
of outdoor advertising within 660 feet of the
edge of the right-of-way along the 268,000
miles of Interstate and primary system high
ways; for the control of junkyards within
1,000 feet of the edge of the right-of-way
along the same highways; and, above all, pro
vides for the landscaping- and scenic enhance•ment of substantial portions- of our nearly
900,000 miles of Federal-aid highways.

Control of outdoor advertising is not an en
tirely new concept. A law enacted in 1958 at
tempted to achieve a measure of control along
the Interstate System by offering States a
bonus for passing and enforcing billboard limi
tations. However, by the time this law had ex
pired on June 30, 1965, only 25 States had
entered into agreements with the Secretary of
Commerce to provide for outdoor advertising
controls. At best, only 18,000 miles of Inter
state highways would have been controlled
under this legislation.
The new' act is considerably broader—it ap
plies to the 268,000-mile network of Inter
state and Federal-aid primary system—and
stronger—it makes provisions to enable the
Secretary of Commerce to withhold a portion
of a State’s Federal-aid highway funds, under
certain conditions, if the State does not comply
with the act.
Just as in the 1958 act, however, actual
control of outdoor advertising, and now also of
junkyards, remains in the hands of the States.
Control standards are to be determined by
agreement between the Secretary of Commerce
and the'States. However, the act is quite clear
in making provisions to allow States to enact
and enforce more stringent controls than the
Secretary of Commerce will promulgate.
While the outdoor advertising and junkyard
control provisions have received the most at
tention, it is the third provision, the one for
landscaping and scenic enhancement, which
offers the States their best opportunity for
making a really lasting and positive con
tribution to protect our natural beauty.

In an attei’
control the*
number oí
de stands!
■ .":; •'•■. !■• hway•;, the’
Slate Loads Commission acted
yesterday to enmrec a 36-ycar-1

old law requiring ait such busi
nesses to license their outdoor;
advertising signs.
Following a resolution voted!
unanimously , yeste; say by the;
commission, all such stands arc!
from now on ;o be checked forj
compliance with a licensing law'
that has lain
in the»

books since ; '

.Any sign wi min . s feet of a
Slate highway right-of-way that
is not licensed with the commis
sion, can be lorn down, and its
owner be made liable to a $500
fine.
;
“Fairly Wil l Practice”
'
Jerome B. Wolff, commission
chairman, cabed the resolution
to enforce the law a “necessary
restraint on what I feel is a
fairly wide practice that has
grown up.”
Later, he made it plain he
was referring as much to the
signs’ owners, and their road
side stands, as to the signs,
themselves.
At present, the roads commis
sion has authority to ban road
side businesses from limited,
access sections of State high-,
ways. These sections are inter-,
mittent, however, on most
roads, and highway businesses!
are rarely restrained along ol-,
der roads.
Detailed Plan Required
j
Yesterday’s resolution was.
not aimed at enforcing the $200;
licensing fee which commercial
billboard advertisers are re
quired to take out under the
1931 law.
In question is a largely forgot
ten section calling on every
“person,' firm or corporation^
not engaged in the business off
outdoor advertising” to file witlj
the roads commission a detailed!
plan showing where each road
side sign is to be placed.
The fee for the sign permits,

whies ,tn, t. be renewed • earlw,
Is '-I C-.r ?• I y.
aftcr O'. • ■, it
feet nr
aasesséb
fool.
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This fact was recognized by Congress when
Mt provided for funds with which to carry out
the program. For fiscal years 1966 and 1967,
Congress authorized $20 million each for out
door advertising and junkyard control and
$120 million for scenic enhancement. To get
the program underway in the late fall of 1965,
$10 million was actually appropriated for the
control provisions and $60 million for land
scaping.
Sintc progress
Without exception, the States have tackled
the highway beautification program with en
thusiasm-’ and initiative despite the extra
demands placed upon them.
In the S months of fiscal year 1966 that
funds were actually available, a total of 1,959
beautification projects were authorized at a to
tal cost in excess of $66.4 million.
At the same time, beautification projects
were being undertaken as part of regular Fed
eral-aid highway construction. As a result of
a directive issued by President Johnson in Jan
uary 1965, State highway departments have
been urged to accelerate their landscaping and
scenic enhancement efforts using . Highway
Trust Fund moneys and State matching funds.
More than $115.6 million, of which $91.8 mil
lion were. Federal-aid funds, have been obligat
ed for this purpose.
Additional legislative action will be required
by practically altof the States to permit them
to comply with the Highway Beautification
Act. The* type and degree of legislation will
vary from State to State—in some a constitu
tional amendment may be required while in
others legislative approval to use State funds
outside the existing right-of-way may be all
that is required—but it must be enacted by
January 196S.
By the end of the fiscal year, all of the
•
States had taken some form of action to pro
vide the necessary legislation. Nearly half of
• . the States have-introduced outdoor advertising
k and junkyard control laws, and legislat.on
a

necessary 'to acquire scenic strips outside the
rizht-of-way. Legislation was enacted by lU
States for outdoor advertising control and by
11 for junkyard control, while 13 States passed
scenic strip laws.

Progress in other areas
Meanwhile, work is progressing rapidly in
other areas to implement the Highway
Beautification Act. Public hearings were held
in the 50 States, Puerto Rico, and the District
of Columbia, as required by the act, in March,
April, and May of this year to determine what
is actually the customary use of outdoor adver
tising, an*d to permit all interested parties to air
their views concerning the type and degree of
controls to be invoked on outdoor advertising
and junkyards.
.
The hearings were eminently successtui
judging by the number of people who attended
the°hearings—attendance ranged from a low of
15 persons in Alaska to more than 400 in
Texas and totaled 8,000 at the 52 hearings; or
by the number of witnesses who testified m
person_2,100 persons representing a wide
range of interests including Governors. and
other State officials, outdoor advertising, -junk
yard, and roadside business representatives,
spokesmen from conservation, civic, and high
way-user organizations, as well as individual
citizens who presented oral statements. The
oral testimony, when it had been transcribed,
amounted to more than 20,000 pages. An ad
ditional 40,000 pages worth of written state
ments, many with elaborate exhibits, were sub
mitted for the official record.
A committee, composed of a number of
chairmen who conducted the hearings, attor
neys who were also members of the hearing
panels, and other Bureau of Public Roads per
sonnel, reviewed and evaluated all of the testi
mony and prepared minimum proposed stand
ards for the control of outdoor advertising and
junkyards for review by the Federal HighwayAdministrator. Final standards will be d-.t-.rmined, in many instances, by agreement be
tween the Secretary of Commerce and the sev
eral States, and must be reported to Congress
by January 1967.
The Bureau of Public- Roads has organized
a Highway Beautification Coordinating func
tion and has assigned highly qualified, experi
enced personnel to its Washington head
quarters staff' and -to its region and division
offices to assist the States in implementing the
set
The States have completed a comprehensive
inventory of all outdoor advertising signs and
junkyards within the areas to be controlled
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State Will Enforce Oíd Law
On Roadside Stands
control the

In an atlcr
number nt

jlr stands
a’on- .'mryhni. Id ¡.ways, the
.State Hoads Commission acted
yesterday io enforce a 36-ycar, old law requiring ail such busi■
t > licen e their ou <
advertising signs.

Following a resolution voted
unanimously y< s»t<
by the
commission, all such stands ate
from now on to be checked tori
compliance with a licensing law

1
books since ¡

Any sign wi nin .' a feet of a
State highway right-of-way that
is not licensed with the commis
sion, can be torn down, and its.
owner be made liable to a $500
’

fine.

:

“Fairly Wild Practice”
'
Jerome. B. Wolff, commission
chairman, called the resolution
to enforce the law a “necessary
•*esti aint on what I feel is a
fairly wide practice that has
grown up,”
/f
Later, he made it plain he'
was -referring as much to the
signs’ owners, and their road
side stands, as to the signs,
themselves,
■
At. present, the roads commis
sion has authority to ban road
side businesses from limited,
access sections of State high-,
ways. These sections are inter-;
mittent, however, on most
roads, and highway businesses’
are rarely restrained along ol-.
tier roads.
Detailed Plan Required
,
Yesterday’s resolution was,
not aimed at enforcing the $200
licensing fee which commercial
billboard advertisers are re
quired to take out under the
1931 law.
In question is a largely forgot
ten section calling on every
“person, firm or corporation^
not engaged in the business oi|
outdoor advertising” to file with}
the roads commission a detailed
plan showing where each road-,
side sign is to he placed.

The fee for the sign permits,
vinel' mu i. he renewed • ■'arlv,
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under the Highway Beautification Act. How
ever, compilation and tabulation of the figures
have not yet been completed.

Studies underway
"lhe act requires that studies be undertaken
to provide an estimate of the cost of carrying
out the provisions of the act and to determine
the economic impact of such programs on indi
viduals and on commercial and industrial en
terprises. The cost estimate is to be carried out
by the States. A manual to assist the States in
preparing the data was published by the Bu
reau of Public Roads and has been submitted
to the State highway departments.
The study to determine the economic impact
of the act is largely being conducted by col
leges and universities either under contract to
State highway departments or directly under
contract to the Bureau of Public Roads. At the
end of the fiscal year, more than a dozen insti
tutions in as many States were involved in
these studies to provide an indication of the
impact in the different sections of the country.
The results of the various studies must be
reported to Congress by January 10, 1967.
J he studies will reveal the anticipated effec
tiveness of the beautification program, and the
private and public benefits that will be realized
in carrying it out. The report will also, if the
results of the study show a need for it, suggest
alternate or improved methods of carrying out
the programs as they are outlined in the High
way Beautification Act.

The national concern which resulted in the
enactment of the Highway Beautification Act
and the accompanying Federal assistance, is
balanced by a high degree of active public par
ticipation on the State and local levels using
private funds. Examples of public participation
in highway beautification exist in virtually
every State.

To stimulate additional activity by groups
and individuals, the Bureau of Public Roads
has compiled the most outstanding examples
from each State and will make the publication
available on request. They range from organi
zations such as the Highway 4 Red Bud Trail

Association in Arkansas, which plans to land
scape the entire 126-mile length of the Red
Bud Trail, and has already, entirely with its
own funds, planted more than 90 miles of the
highway; to the White Mountain Apache In
dians Recreation Enterprise, which has asked
the Arizona highway department for permission
to construct a rest area along Highway 73. In
Connecticut, the North Canaan Chamber of
Commerce, Kiwanis Club, Canaan Mountain
Garden Club, Berkshire Business and Profes
sional Women’s Club, and many other organi
zations have combined their efforts in a com
munitywide beautification program which
includes landscaping medians, traffic circles,
and roadsides; while in Iowa more than 170
roadside rest areas have been developed and
are being maintained by such groups as the
Izaak Walton League, 4-H Clubs, Jaycees,
Boy and Girl Scouts, and other civic organiza
tions.
Private citizens play an important part as
well. In Idaho, for instance, an American Falls
businessman contributed 13 acres along Inter
state 15\V for a rest area, and in Oregon, a
nurseryman has donated 3,000 vines and
4,500 trees for planting along the Old Colum
bia River Highway.
Industry too recognizes its responsibility.
Near McGill, Nevada, the Kennecott Copper
Corporation constructed and equipped an fi
acre park along U.S. Route 93; in Los An
geles, the Southern California Edison Com
pany, rather than destroy a number of palm
trees which were beginning to interfere with its
power lines, moved them from the Pacific
Coast .Highway to the San Diego Freeway, a
distance of 15 miles; and the Sears Roebuck
Foundation has provided the financial backing
in a number of States for organization-spon
sored beautification projects.
Combining the leadership of the Federal
Government, the enthusiasm and cooperation
of the State governments, and the wholeheart
ed support and participation of the public,
great strides can be made to restore, enhance,
and preserve the beauty that is America. With
this three-pronged attack, we can surely make
our highways roads to beauty and, in the
words of President Johnson,
. . create the
means to refresh the spirit as well as the body
and make life more enjoyable for all Ameri
cans.”
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State highway right-of-way that
is not ¡¡censed with the commis
sion, can be torn down, and its
owner be made liable to a $500
fine.
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“Fairly Wild Practice”
'
Jetóme B. Wolff, commission
chairman, called the resolution
to enforce the law a “necessary
restraint on what I feel is a
fairly wide practice that has
grown up.”
Later, he made it plain he'
was -referring as much to the
signs’ owners, and their road
side stands, as to the signs,
themselves.
¡
At. present, the roads commis
sion has authority to ban road
side businesses from limited,
access sections of State high-,
ways. These sections are inter-,
mittent, however, on most
roads, and highway businesses'
are rarely restrained along ol-.
tier roads.
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Yesterday’s resolution was,
not aimed at enforcing the $200;
licensing fee which commercial
billboard advertisers are re
quired to take out under the
1231 law.
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pensation to businesses which
put up signs in good faith,”
she said.
Ilackett said the bill contains
a section which says compensa
tion will be paid when it is
required by federal law.
He said the bill provides “in
lieu” compensation by allowing

• the signs by keeping them

all billboard owners to amortize

up
for a full five-year period.
House Minority Leader Leo
J. O’Brien, D-ll-2, of South Bur
lington, pointed out the stqte
has taken down more than 200
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MONTPELIER — The anti-billboard legislation—a
bill which has occupied center stage in the House for
the past two .weeks—was finally passed by the lower
chamber Friday on a 95-54 roll call Vote.
Final passage came shortly after noon Friday after
the House had debated the measure at length and lead
ers of both political parties had beaten back attempts

■ to kill the bill by conservative Democrats and conser
vative Republicans.
Passage of the bill had actually been assured eailier
in the week when the Republican House leadership
made a deal with conservative G-OP House members un
der which conservatives agreed to drop their opposition
to the billboard measure and a zoning bill in return
for leadership support of a preferential land tax bi .
______________ _____________ _

House Speaker Richard W.
Mallary, R-34, of Fairlee, an
nounced every member of the
lower chamber was present for
the final roil call vote on the
controversial bill.
Henry Rowden of Ryegate, the
House doorkeeper, said, this was
the first time in his 15 years
in the legislature very mem
ber of the House (except the
speaker, who only votes in case
of a tie) had voted on a roll
call.
Democratic Reps. Oreste Val
sangiacomo of Barre and
Jerome Fitzpatrick of Pittsford
and Republican Rep. Mary
Thurber of Charlotte made the
last three stabs at the legis
lation.
Valsangiacomo tried to
commit the bill to the Highway
Committee on the grounds the
state has already collected
$230,000 from the federal
government under the Highway
Beautification Act and the bill
should have a thorough look by
the Highway Committee.

House Majority Leader Luther
(Fred) Hackett, R-ll-1, of South
Burlington, and Appropriations
Chairman Sanborn Partridge, R41, of Proctor, said the Highway
Committee had already, met
with the Appropriations
Committee to hear testimony.
Mrs. Thurber and Rep. David
Alien, R-3-1, of Bennington,
supported the move by Val*
sangiacomo and another bill
board foe, Rep. Sidney Smith,
R-67, of Marshfield, charged
there “has been brainwashing
on this bill such as the House
has never seen before.”
After the Valsangiacomo
move was defeated on a 103-45
roll call vote, Mrs. Thurber
tried to amend the bill so
compensation would be paid ts
businesses which lose signs.

am

‘‘By putting on this amend
ment we will guarantee com
pensation to businesses which
put up signs in good faith,”
she said.
Hackett said the bill contains
a section which says compensa
tion will be paid when it is
required by federal law.
He said the bill provides “in
lieu” compensation by allowing
all billboard owners to amortize

up
for a full five-year period.
House Minority Leader Leo
J. O’Brien, D-ll-2, of South Bur
lington, pointed out the st^tc
has taken down more than 200

■ the signs by keeping them

(Continued on

House Passes BMfad Ban
debate, and the bill went on
for final passage..
Kilihnards since 1965 without
Twenty-five Democrats and 29
pgyffig-^mpensation-^
Republicans voted against final
—Mfs?” Thur bePsaniendment passage.
was rejected by a vote of 93-b3, Democrats voting against it
but then Fitzpatrick tried to were Lyle Archambault, Wi
sidetrack the whole billboard nooski; Hoyt Burt, Enosburg;
question sent to the Legislative Hugh Clark, Rutland,. Armand
Coderre, Swanton; William
Council for another study.
Dailey, Shaftsfeury; Clarke
Indignant proponents pointed Dixon, St. Albans; Jerome Fitz
out the bill was written as the patrick, Pittsford; Renfrew
result of a Legislative .Council Gallagher, St. Albans.
study 1'ast summer. Rep. Also, Viola Fortin, Clarence
Theodore M. Riehle, R-11--, of LeClair, Arthur Merola, Sadie
South Burlington, who headed White, all Burlington; Americo
the study group, sponsored the Galli, Oreste Valsangiacomo,
both Barre; Charles Greene, St.
bill.
Rep. Lyle Rice, R-2-3, m Albans; Robert Kearns, Ben
Merrill
Magnant,
Rutland, said if the bill doesn’t nington;'
work it will be repealed by a Franklin;' 'Arthur Martell, Swan
future Legislature by popular ton, Joseph Mazza, Colchester.
•Also, John Orzell, Rutland;
demand just as prohibition was
Dwight Pickard, Cavendish;
repealed.
Norman Reed, H a r t f ord;
Opponents managed through ÍThomas Rotunda, Essex; Tim
out the morning to get enough othy Ryan, Alburg;. Lawrence
votes to defeat several attempts Tomasi, Windsor.
to stop the debate, but when Republicans who vo t e d
lunch time arrived, hungry against final passage were
¡House members voted to stop David Allen, Bennington;' Doris
Harrup, Morgan; Dwight Burn
ham, Waltham; Reginald
Cooley, Orange; Frances Delair,
East Montpelier; Wendell
Eaton, Royalton.
Also, Gerard Fontaine, New'
port; Ernest Goodwin, Hyde
•Park;' Francis Hathorn, Hart
ford; Emory Hebard, Glover;
Kathryn Heitman, Shoreham;
Carey Howlett, Bridport; Ken
neth Kellogg, Rutland; Walter
Kennedy, Chelsea> Roland Law
rence, Albany; Harry Lawrence,
Lyndon; James Lounsbuiy,
Pownal; Howard Lunderville,
Williston; Ellwyn Miller, Put-

(Continued From Page 1)

HGV.

Also, Everett Miller, Hart
ford; Arthur Morrison, Water
ford; Gerald Morse,
Groton;
Mildred O’Neil, Montpelier,
Hollis Putnam, Springfield;
Arthur Simpson, Lyndon; Sidney
Smith, Marshfield;
Mary
Thurber, Charlotte; Carroll
Towne, Milton; Fred Westphal,

Senate passage of the bill has
been predicted here, but it will
be at least another week before
it will come to the floor of
the upper chamber since it must
go first to the Conservation
Committee headed by Sen.
Daniel B. Ruggles, R - Washing
ton, and then to &e APP™*
priations Committee of which
Sen. Edward Janeway, R
¡ Windham, is chairman.______
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WILLIAM
ORDWAY, chief of Uautifr
for the Arizona Highway Depart
ment, estimated about §6 million.
Melnturff added, “and that’s each and’
: every year.”
;
,
•
'
:
I

janeabui
co «vioGu
-i *
citizens committee. The provisions,
*¿u,v

have been considerably watered down
from last year’s version.
However, the officials said that with
one minor change affecting unzor.ed
commercial and industrial areas, the
bills would meet federal standards.

THE OFFICIALS. were G. F. Me-.
Inturff, chief of the Outdoor Advertising,v
Control Section, and Mrs. Ruth Johnson, .
from the chief counsel’s office, Washing
ton.
Federal control legislation, passed with
the prompting of Mrs. Lyndon Johnson
in 1S65, provides that states which don’t
• enact controls along freeway routes will
lose 10 per cent of federally collected
• road building tax funds.
• Melnturff said. Transportation Secre
tary Alan Boyd has given states until
the end of 1SG3 io act.
can’t say what he’ll do if Arizona'
doesn’t act this year,” he addec.

“I

Sen. Harold Giss, D-Yurna, asked how
much the penalty mignt cost Arizona»

\

Mrs. Isabel Burgess, R-Maricopa, who’
conducted the hearings, said- California
officials first thought it would be cheap-er to take the penalty but changed their
minds.
.
•"

Ordway, outlined provisions . of both
bills, then said he estimates it would
cost Arizona $6.8 million to remove all
signs which would run afoul of the pro-visions in the current bills. He did notestimate the amounts involved to screen'
: junkyards from view of freeway motor
ists.
1

.

>-; LITTLE OPPOSITION was expressed,;
since both billboard and junkyard rep
resentatives worked on the legislation
with the governor’s committee.
•; Gary- Cuthbertson of Gary Outdoor.' Advertising said more signs should bel
/ allowed near a business zone (in a 360-;
degree circle instead of a rectangle; and*
near rural interchanges to assist motor-l
ists in finding accommodations and,
‘ facilities.
.. 1
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Two officials of the U.S. Bureau of
Public Roads told a legislative com
mittee yesterday that billboard and junk
yard control bills should be passed this
year.

control

They spoke at a hearing on two
measures which have been prepared by
a citizens committee. The provisions,
have been considerably watered down
from last year’s version.
However, the officials said that with
one minor change affecting unzoned
commercial and industrial areas, the
bills would meet federal standards.

THE OFFICIALS . were G. F. Mc
lnturff, chief of the Outdoor Advertising r ’
Control Section, and Mrs. Ruth Johnson, .
from the chief counsel’s office, Washing
ton.
Federal control legislation, passed with
the prompting of Mrs. Lyndon Johnson
in 1S65, provides that states which don’t
■ enact controls along freeway routes will
lose 10 per cent cf federally collected
road building tax funds.
■ Mclnturff said Transportation Secre
tary Alan Boyd has given states until
the end of 1SG3 to act.
“I can’t say what he’ll do if Arizona'
doesn’t act this year,” he addec.
Sen. Harold Glss, D-Yuma, asked how
much the penalty might cost Arizona..

chief of fceautifi

WILLIAM ORDWAY,'
cation for the Arizona Highway Depart
ment, estimated about $6 million. *

Mclnturff added, “and that’s each and’
every year.”
*

Mrs. Isabel Burgess, R-Maricopa, who’
conducted the hearings, said- California
officials first thought it w’ould be cheap-er to take the penalty but changed their
.\
minds.
Ordway, outlined provisions of both
bills, then said he estimates it would
cost Arizona $6.8 million to remove alt
signs which would run afoul of the pro
visions in the current bills. He did notestimate the amounts involved to screen!
junkyards from view of freeway motor
ists.

' LITTLE OPPOSITION was expressed/
since both billboard and junkyard rep
resentatives worked on the legislation
with the governor’s committee.
•*:
.
*T
Gary. Cufnbertson of Gary OutdoorAdvertising said more signs should be!
allowed near a business zone (in a 360-;
degree circle instead of a recffjhgle; and<
near rural interchanges to assist motor-1
ists in finding accommodations and,
facilities.
1
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□ I PER OUR CONVERSATION

J967

| NOTE AND FILE

[

[“□ PER YOUR REQUEST

□ note and return to me

[□ return with more

details

□3 NOTE AND SEE ME ABOUT THIS

Highway Beauty Scorned

[□ FOR YOUR APPROVAL

¡33 FOP. YOUR INFORMATION

American public scorns the
A opportunity to have highway
beauty along new stretches of routes
through the open country, if members
of the House of Representatives reflect
opinion accurately.
We have had a beauty law since 1965
but only nine million dollars of the
funds it provided have been used for
junkyard control and a mere 2.5
million for billboard control, with two
million of that for an inventory of
present billboards.
This year the Johnson Administra
tion proposed to authorize 160 million
dollars. That has been cut almost in
half, to 70 millions for landscaping the
roadsides, 10 millions for removing or
screening junkyards and a trifling
five millions for billboard removal.
But private comments from House
members say even this size of pro
gram would be rejected on the floor,
; and some members still intend to
remove the billboard money entirely.
Meantime Alan S. Boyd, secretary
of transportation, has told Jennings
Randolph (D.-W. Va.), chairman of the
Public Works Committee, that with
holding Federal highway money from
states without billboard controls will
be delayed. Secretary Boyd has with

□3 FOR YOUR COMMENTS
[

|PLEASE ANSWER

1—1 PREPARE REPLY FOR MY SIGNATURE □SIGNATURE

□ TAKE appropriate action

□ investigate and report

COMMENTS:
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0
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V XXXVUl VAXpremise signs can be located.
— Changing back the
provision which would remove
all billboards after five years
had elapsed from the time they
were first licensed.
This was changed to five
years from when “last” licens
ed in the committee, and it
would effectively delay the
program for five years.
If the bill passed today, sign
owners could keep them up for
another five years because the
signs are licensed every year.
The admendment was slipped
in dround midnight last Thurs
day by Fep. Fred Westphal, R20, of Elmore, who opposes the
concept of the bill.
■ Committee members who
favored the bill had held a
marathon round of public
hearings and committee debates
on the bill, and consequently
were fatigued enough so they
didn’t see ■ the impact of the
amendment until it was too
late.
— Removing a provision con
tained in the exemption for
farmers that limits signs to
“primarily” farm products.
Rep. Theodore M. Riehle Jr.,
■ R-ll-2, of South Burlington, told
■ Appropriations Committee
members Tuesday that he
wants to limit it only to farm
products.
The word “primarily,” he
said, would open the door to
abuse, and could include sale,
of such things through signs as
chain saws.
Indications Tuesday were that
the hill would be out of com
mittee and onto the notice
calendar by Friday.
Earlier in the day the
Republican House members
discussed the anti-billboard bill
during their weekly caucus.
There were no votes taken on
the bill.
After the caucus, House
Speaker Richard W. Mallary, R34, of Fairlee, said that the
leadership didn’t ask for a vote
on the bill because it has
already gone on record in favor
of the Riehle legislation.
GOP State Committee
Chairman Elbert G. Moulton

said that the only motion which
would have been appropriate at
the caucus was one to have the
oarty back off its earlier posi
tion of support taken in
January.

r»A-n»

Ed»

drawn the penalty threat for next year
and probably for two years.
This is for the open country portions
<’ of routes. The Federal threat has
already been withdrawn as to highway
borders zoned commercial or indus
trial. States will have to do whatever
is done there about billboards.
And the states have been reluctant
about billboard control. Only 17 legisi latures have given authority for signing billboard agreements for Federal !
-standards, and officials of 13 of them Í
have failed to actually sign.
We doubt that Congress has a full
report on public opinion on this sub- !
ject. On the other band it is probable
that members of the House hear more
from billboard lobbyists than from ’
advocates of highway beauty. It may i
be that those who want to protect the
roadsides have eased up on state
egislatuies in the hope of a sweeping •
nationwide reform by Congress and 1
then slowed down the mail to’ con
gressmen on the assumption that Lady
Biid Johnson would take care of that.
However it came about, Congress is
feeling nothing approaching the inter
est it will take to keep the blight of
billboards and junkyards from spread
ing to modern roadways.
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The Praise of Beauty
Without doubt beauty is “a won
derfully fine thing,” in one Senator’s
profound phrase, but there is—or ought
to be—some question as to whether the
Administration well can afford even
the pared-down version of its highway
beautification program the Senate has
adopted.
President Johnson had asked for a
two-year, $380 million extension of the
program, begun in 1965 to reduce bill
boards, screen junkyards and provide
landscaping along highways; the Sen
ate bill would provide $85 million for
only one year.
Even that $85 million looks like too
much to Delaware’s Senator John Wil
liams. Although he, too, is in favor of
beauty he said he saw no sense in vot1 ing Federal money to curb commercial
billboards when at the same time agen
cies of the Federal Government, not
ably the Bureau of Public Roads, were
spending almost $5 million to erect new
billboards.
Many of these signs are designed to
advise the public how their tax dollars
are being used. Taxpayers, argued Mr.
Williams, “are well aware” how their
dollars are used “and if they are not
aware of it now they will be by the time
they get the bill for the Administra
tion’s 10% surtax.............”

Nebraska’s Senator Roman Hruska
opposed the bill on other grounds. Jt
presents, he observed, • “a curious
commentary on priorities” in view of
the problems facing the nation. It is
time, he contended, to defer “things we
would merely like to have.” Moreover,
he said it was an odd type of priority
which would authorize spending $85
million on beautification and $20 mil
lion for highway safety.
As important as the question of
priorities is, it does not seem to be of
great concern to the Senate as a whole.
During debate on the bill no more than
six Senators were on the floor at any
one time. When it came to a voice vote
Senators Williams and Hruska, Repub
licans both, voted “No.” Senator Jen
nings Randolph (D., W. Va.), the hill s
floor manager, voted “Aye.” These
were the only Senators voting.
“The ayes have it,” ruled Senator
Ernest Hollings (D., S.C.), temporary
presiding officer. “The bill is agreed
to.” At that point Montana’s Senator
Mike Mansfield took the floor to say
that he wished “to thank the entire Sen
ate for the splendid cooperation”
shown in disposing of the bill. So much
for Representative government.
And so much for spending priori
ties.
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Ban-daging

Highway Beauty Scorned

Under Way ,
Surgery in Committee to
Cut Tory-Imposed
Crippling Changes.
(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER — The House
Appropriations Committee
Tuesday started surgery on the
erippling 'amendments added to
anti-billboard legislation last
week by the House Ways and
Means Committee.
Current
strategy
by
proponents of the measure calls
for" the Appropriations Com
mittee to bring a clean new bill
onto the floor for action late •
this week.
Due to feel the scalpel of Appropriations Committee
members are the following
amendments:
— Increasing from 200 feet
to 1,500 feet the distance from
a business within which on
premise signs can be located.
— Changing back the
provision which would remove
all billboards after five years
had elapsed from the time they
were first licensed.
This was changed to five
years from when “last” licens
ed in the committee, and it
would effectively delay the
program for five years.
If the bill passed today, sign
owners could keep them up for
another five years because the
' signs are licensed every year.
The admendment was slipped
in around midnight last Thurs
day by Pep. Fred Westphal, R20, of Elmore, who opposes the
concept of the bill.
Committee members who
■favored the bill had held a'
■marathon round of public
hearings and committee debates
on the bill, and consequently
were fatigued enough so they
didn’t see the impact of the
amendment until it was too
late.
— Removing a provision con
tained in the exemption for
farmers that limits signs ■ to
“primarily” farm products.
Rep. Theodore M. Riehle Jr.,
•R-ll-2, of South Burlington, told
' Appropriations Committee
members Tuesday that he
wants to limit it only to farm
products.
The word “primarily,” he
said, would open the door to
abuse, and could include sale,
of such things through signs as
chain saws.
Indications Tuesday were that
the bill would be out of com
mittee and onto the notice
calendar by Friday.
Earlier in the day the
Republican House members
discussed the anti-billboard bill
during their weekly caucus.
lliere were no votes taken on
the bill.
After the caucus, House
Speaker Richard W. Mallary, R34, of Fairlee, said that the
leadership didn’t ask for a vote
on the bill because it has
already gone on record in favor
of the Riehle legislation.
GOP State Committee
Chairman Elbert G. Moulton
said that the only motion which
would have been appropriate at
the caucus was one to have the
oarty back off its earlier posi
tion of support taken in
January.
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^T’HE American public scorns the
A opportunity to have highway
beauty along new stretches of routes
through the open country, if members
I of the House of Representatives reflect
Í opinion accurately.
We have had a beauty law since 1965
but only nine million dollars of the
funds it provided have been used for
junkyard control and a mere 2.5
million for billboard control, with two
million of that for an inventory of
present billboards.
This year the Johnson Administra
tion proposed to authorize 160 million
dollars. That has been cut almost in
half, to 70 millions for landscaping the
roadsides, 10 millions for removing or
screening junkyards and a trifling
five millions for billboard removal.
But private comments from House
members say even this size of pro
gram would be rejected on the floor,
■ and some members still intend to
remove the billboard money entirely.
Meantime Alan S. Boyd, secretary
of transportation, has told Jennings
Randolph (D.-W. Va.), chairman of the
Public Works Committee, that with
holding Federal highway money from
: states without billbnard controls will
be delayed. Secretary Boyd has with-

drawn the penalty threat for next yeai
and probably for two years.
This is for the open country portions
' of routes. The Federal threat has
already been withdrawn as to highway
borders zoned commercial or indus
trial. States will have to do whatever
is done there about billboards.
And the states have been reluctant
about billboard control. Only 17 leglsi latures have given authority for sign
ing billboard agreements for Federal
standards, and officials of 13 of them
have failed to actually sign.
We doubt that Congress has a full
report on public opinion on this sub
ject. On the other hand it is probable
that members of the House hear more
from billboard lobbyists than from
advocates of highway beauty. It may
be that those who want to protect the
roadsides have eased up on state
legislatures in the hope of a sweeping
nationwide reform by Congress, and
then slowed down the mail to’ con
gressmen on the assumption that Lady
Bird Johnson would take care of that.
However it came about, Congress is
feeling nothing approaching the inter
est it will take to keep the blight of
billboards and junkyards from spread
ing to modern roadways.
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The Praise oí Beauty
Without doubt beauty is “a won
derfully fine thing,” in one Senator’s
profound phrase, but there is—or ought
to be—some question as to whether the
Administration well can afford even
the pared-down version of its highway
beautification program the Senate has
adopted.
President Johnson had asked for a
two-year, $380 million extension of the
program, begun in 1965 to reduce bill
boards, screen junkyards and provide
landscaping along highways; the Sen; ate bill would provide $85 million for
only one year.
Even that $85 million looks like too
much to Delaware’s Senator John Wil
liams. Although he, too, is in favor of
beauty he said he saw no sense in vot' ing Federal money to curb commercial
billboards when at the same time agen
cies of the Federal Government, not
ably the Bureau of Public Roads, were
spending almost $5 million to erect new
billboards.
Many of these signs are designed to
advise the public how their tax dollars
are being used. Taxpayers, argued Mr.
Williams, “are well aware” how their
dollars are used ‘‘and if they are not
aware of it now they will be by the time
they get the bill for the Administra
tion’s 10% surtax............. ”
-------------------- ------------- -------

Nebraska’s Senator Roman Hruska
opposed the hill on other grounds. It
presents, he observed, - ‘‘a curious
commentary on priorities” in view of
the problems facing the nation. It, is
time, he contended, to defer ‘‘things we
would merely like to have.” Moreover,
he said it was an odd type of priority
which would authorize spending $85
million on beautification and $20 mil
lion for highway safety.
As important ns the question of
priorities is, it does not seem to he of
great concern to the Senate as a whole.
During debate on the bill no more than
six Senators were on the floor at any
one time. When it came to a voice vote
Senators Williams and Hruska, Repub
licans both, voted ‘‘No.” Senator Jen
nings Randolph (D., W. Va.), the hill’s
floor manager, voted “Aye.” These
were the only Senators voting.
“The ayes have it,” ruled Senator
Ernest Hollings (D., S.C.), temporary
presiding officer. “The bill is agreed
to.” At that point Montana’s Senator
Mike Mansfield took the floor to say
that he, wished “to thank the entire Sen
ate for the splendid cooperation”
shown in disposing of the bill. So much
for Representative government.
And so much for spending priori
ties.
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Corporal Sykes was home for a 30-day fur
lough last summer when he told a reporter
he had volunteered to return to Vietnam for
an extra five-months tour to help “stop the
spread of communism,” because, he said, “I
have a commitment to my country.”
He had already completed the regular
twelve-month tour and could have remained
on an American marine base until his dis
charge which was set for this month.
On January 12, his mother said, his seabag arrived home. Then she learned, that he
had volunteered to serve yet another three
months in Vietnam.
“He was a good marine, that little hard
head,” his mother said. “He made me xthink
it was a picnic. He was not the complaining
type. He said he had learned to like the
people over there. I never thought that any
thing could happen to my child when he
had an attitude like that.”
Corporal Sykes is survived by his mother,
his father, Robert Sykes, of Trenton; and a
sister, Miss Judonna Sykes.
Specialist Beard was a native of Hagers
town and a graduate of Boonsboro High
School.
He enlisted' in February, 1967, and went to
Vietnam in July.
Survivors include his parents, Jack M.
Beard, of Boonsboro, and Mrs Geneva Beard,
of Hagerstown; his wife, Mrs. Judith Beard,
of Boonsboro; two sisters, a half-brother and
á half-sister.

Vets of Dienbienphu Appraise Kbesanb

HON. JOHN 0. MARSH, JR.
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Dienbienphu at all. We should have fallen bienphu until he was sure negotiations were
back on Luang Prabang [in Laos, still asso going to start. The attack started the day
ciated with France at that time]. But there after [British Foreign Secretary Anthony]
is no reason why the Americans should be Eden announced in Berlin that the West
defeated at Khesanh and, in any case. Khe and the Russians would meet the Chinese
sanh. is not the determining factor. What’s in Geneva. I remember, because we’d been
important is the phenomenon of revolution dropped on Muong Sai [in Laos] and we
were completely surrounded and outnum
ary warfare.”
bered.
SEES V.S. ADVANTAGE
“Then during the night the enemy sud
Retired Gen. Rene Cogny, who was com denly disappeared and moved up to attack
mander of all land forces in North Vietnam, Dienbienphu. We probably owe it to Mr. Eden
said: “The comparison between Khesanh that we got out of Muong Sai safe and
and Dienbienphu is a tendentious one sound.
GIAP’S POSITION
thought uo by the press and the radio. The
fall of Langvei [the U.S. Special Forces camp
“Today Giap has the initiative and the
five miles west of Khesanh, overrun Feb. 7] situation has to be judged in relation to
cannot be compared in importance with the his intentions. To take Khesanh he would
fall of the first two outposts of Dienbienphu. have to use 40,000 men and lose half of them.
If the Americans had thought it was im But if he does that and the psychological ef
portant, would it have been defended by fect is to make the Americans give up
only 30 regulars and 400 auxiliaries?
quickly, he wjll have won.
“At Dienbienphu the enemy cut the lines
“What he wants is to control the popula
of communication very early. Nothing like tion of South Vietnam. American opinion is
that has happened at Khesafih. The Amer concentrated on Khesanh, while political
icans still have the means to bring in new commissars are speaking in the public
supplies and personnel and the chance to squares of every small village and even Sai
maneuver. At Dienbienphu we had no re gon itself, and they have a whole party apserves to bring up and we were condemned partus behind them devised by Lenin and
to immobility. I don’t deny that the situa Mao Tse-tung.
tion in Khesanh is serious, hut I don’t think
“Giap isn’t a classical general like West
the camp is really in danger. The Americans moreland or Navarre. He’s a genuine Marxist.
still have both the means and the will to He’d have got very bad marks at Sandhurst,
win the battle.
or West Point, or the Ecole de Guerre.
“Strategically, the Vietminh [members of
“Giap has often explained his strategy. He
the organization that preceded the Vietcong] told Paris Match In 1955: T don’t understand
have got the initiative at the moment by why you criticize your soldiers. Dienbienphu
launching a counter-offensive simultane was perhaps the most dangerous thing for us
ously at Khesanh and throughout the coun they could have done. They forgot nothing
try, but General [William C.] Westmoreland except the most important thing: That for
[the U.S. commander in Vietnam] has every a Marxist, strategy is above all politics.’ ”
chance of regaining the initiative on both
these fronts.”
aide de camp’s views

The third French officer questioned was
MaJ. Jean Pouget, who was only a captain i:
his thirties at the time of Dienbienphu. Bu
he was aide de camp to Gen. Henri Navarre,
the Commander-in-Chief for Indochina, and1
consequently attended all the meetings at
which strategy was worked out.
Later Pouget was parachuted into Dien
bienphu itself and was taken prisoner when
it surrendered. After his release, he served as
a paratrooper in Algeria then left the army
to devote himself to writing. As well as being
the model for the hero of Jean Larteguy’s
best-selling novel about Indochina, “The
Centurions,” Pouget has done extensive re
search on the documents of the period and
written a hook of his own, entitled “We Were
Vets of Dieneienphu Appraise Khesanh
at Dienbienphu.”
“Of course, there are superficial similari
(By Edward Mortimer)
Paris.—Is Khesanh a second Dienbienphu? ties,” he said. “For example, both Dienbien
This question about the Marine stronghold phu and Khesanh are in hollows. 3ut it’s
was put to three French officers who tried to absurd to say we were beaten at Dienbienphu
counter the 1954 siege that led to their coun because it was a hollow. People talk as if the
Vietminh were attacking us from above,
try's withdrawal from Indochina.
General Clement Blanc, Chief of Staff of but in fact they were always attacking us
the French army at the time and now head from below because we held the surround
of the National Association for Retired Of ing peaks. When the last peak was taken we
ficers, replied: “No, the present situation is were finished.
“But in relation to the war that [Vo
not comparable to the situation then because
the enemy has had more than ten years to Nguyen] Giap [then the Vietminh’s com
manding
general, now Defense Minister of
build up his strength. Probably in 1953 or
1954 there was a possible solution, but now North Vietnam] was fighting, Khesanh be
you are faced with a real national front. We longs to a similar phase—that of the gen
never had to cope with attacks on Saigon eral counter-offensive. It wasn’t the defeat
at Dienbienphu that provoked the collapse
and Hue, not even on Hanoi.
“The situation which the Americans face of the French army: We had lost the war
now is much worse—a general insurrection, from the moment we agreed to negotiate.
“It’s the same with the Americans. [Presi
which is the fourth and last stage of revolu
tionary warfare. They lack a position of dent] John: m may not actually be nego
strength from which to negotiate. Even so, tiating now, but he’s agreed in principle to
they must negotiate. There is no other solu stop bombing and the American people are
thinking in terms of negotiation. That is the
tion.
“Tactically the American position at Khe psychological moment when Giap chooses to
sanh is much stronger than ours was at Dien launch his general counter-offensive—so that
bienphu, which was 300 kilometers [about the Americans will think, ‘If we’re going to
186 miles] from the nearest air base. Ar negotiate, we’d better get on with it.’
“In 1954 he held back his attack on Dien
guably it was a mistake to try and hold

Thursday, February 15, 1968
Mr. MARSH. Mr. Speaker, there ap
peared in the Wednesday edition of the
Washington Post an article taken from
the London Sunday Times by Edward
Mortimer that discusses the comparison
between Dienbienphu and Khesanh,
as viewed by three veterans of the
French-Indochina conflict. These three
individuals were officers in the French
Army and fought at Dienbienphu, and
I believe their views are of special signifi
cance as we look at the situation in Khe
sanh. I include them herewith:
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Extensions of Remarks

Progress Noted in First Lady’s
Beautification Campaign

HON. PATSY T. MINK
OF HAWAII

IN THE HOUSE. OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 15, 1968
Mrs. MINK. Mr. Speaker, Philip Meyer
reports in the Sunday Oregonian that
the First Lady’s beautification cam
paigning is succeeding—despite its grum
bling cynics.
A cross-country trip confirms his ob
servation. Today there are more green,
open areas and fewer billboards and eye
sores—particularly near our newest
highways. Many of our cities have devel
oped aggressive local beautification
programs.
What began as Mrs. Johnson’s per
sonal commitment to beautify our Na
tion’s Capital has been transformed by
her into a national commitment to re
move the barriers to beauty from our
midst,
Mrs. Johnson has not only mobilized
all levels of government into the battle.
In a nation fed up with ugliness, thou
sands of citizens have heeded the First
Lady's call to beautify our country from
the grassroots up. Thousands of letters
pour into the White House monthly tes
tifying to America’s pledge to restore its
ancient beauty.
Much remains to be done to remake
the face of America. Generations of
neglect and scorn are not erased over
night. But the commitment has been
written by Congress and already—as Mr.
Meyer notes—“the country is indeed
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Mrs. Johnson’s concern began very early suiting. They said their area was prettmore beautiful in spots.” Mrs. Johnson
p
*
has appropriately summed up oui’ prog to spread beyond the capital. In the spring of enough before.
T965, she opened a White House conference
ress to date:
STAND SUPPORTED

The ugliness trend has been reversed. Peo
ple are getting on the beauty bandwagon.

We must maintain the high enthusi
asm of the First Lady if we are to finally
succeed. I am confident that we will.
With unanimous consent, I insert in
the Record the article by Philip Meyer in
the Sunday Oregonian:
Lady Bird’s Beautification Campaign Suc
ceeding Despite Snickers

(By Philip Meyer)
Washington.—Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson’s

campaign to beautify America is three years
old next month, and the country is indeed
more beautiful in spots—but you have to
know where to look.
Despite grumbles and a few snickers, the
First Lady has succeeded in getting a lot
of people to talk about beauty, and some of
the talk has led to visible results. Examples:
A cross-country auto trip will take you
past more green, open space and fewer bill
boards than did the same trip three years
ago.
This eye-pleasing effect is due to the in
creased interstate highway mileage and the
suppression of billboards by the Highway
Beautification Act of 1965.
If you happen to pass through San Pablo.
Calif., you will find that a pleasant, treeshaded plaza has replaced the Junky collec
tion of signs, poles, and wires at the town’s
main intersection.
A peek out of the right office windows
here in Washington reveals flowers, shrubs
and pleasing arrays of park benches on
patches of government ground that used to
be bare.
And you can’t visit Boston, Philadelphia,
Rochester, or other cities which have been
aggressive about getting the federal beautifi
cation grants without admitting that they
are pretty in places.
The Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) has spent more than
$115,000,000 in the last two years on city
beautification and open space grants. An
other $90,000,000 was appropriated for high
way beauty two years ago, but Congress
went home last month without renewing
that appropriation. This omission may be
corrected in the new session.
“It’s working. I don’t think there’s any
question about it,’’ says Mrs. Henry Fowler,
wife of the Treasury secretary, and head of
a traveling squad of cabinet wives and other
prominent Washington women who make
speeches around the country to spread the
beauty gospel.
A truck driver in Mystic,-Conn., agrees. He
wrote:
“Dear Mrs. Johnson: I would like to ex
press my appreciation for what you have
done to make the highways more pleasant to
drive on ... If you should ever find time,
you should take a ride on 1-95 (Interstate
95) east out of New London . . . this stretch
of highway would show what you have done
for us truck drivers.”
Mrs. Johnson does not claim the credit for
this new national concern. The country was
already getting fed up with ugliness. “I just
got on a moving train,” she says, according to
her staff director, Elizabeth Carpenter.
CAMPAIGN OUTLINED

Her campaign began in February, 1965,
when Mrs. Johnson appointed a group of
prominent Washingtonians to an informal
committee for a more beautiful capital. It
quickly got things going to set an example
for the rest of the country.
In the last three years, more than $2,000,000 has come from private donors to beautify
the nation’s capital. Federal and municipal
funds have provided another $15,000,000 to
landscape and improve parks, playgrounds
and streets here.

on natural beauty and called for a grass roots
battle against ugliness.
“It is one problem which every man and
woman and child can attack and contribute
to defeating,” Mrs. Johnson said.
Since then, Mrs. Johnson’s office in the east
wing of the White House has served as a kind
of clearing house for exchange -of ideas
among citizens with beautification problems.
“One of the most thrilling things is to see
how much people are doing on their own,”
says Miss Wilson, who opens the letters ar
riving at the rate of more than a thousand
a month. “It amazes me to see how much can
get done without public funds.”
Occasionally, Mrs. Johnson has used her
position to get direct government action. Her
staff director, Elizabeth Carpenter, likes to
tell the story of the Dayton (Ohio) baker
who wrote to the First Lady' about three
junked aircraft that marred his daily view
as he drove past Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base.
“I showed the letter to her,” Mrs. Car
penter recalls. “It so happened that Defense
Sec. (Robert S.) McNamara was coming to
dinner that night, so she kept it and gave
it to him. Listen, that man is faster than
sound. The next night, he called to say the
airplanes had been pulled away from the
highway and screened from the road. ,You
never saw a citizen’s complaint acted oil so
quickly.”
Most of the mail, however, produces some
what less dramatic action. Correspondents
receive a pamphlet titled “Ideas for Beautyminded People.” Sample ideas: “Place plant
ers filled with shrubs and flowers in front
of your store or office. Your customers will
appreciate their cheer.” And, “if you have a
surplus of plants, pass them along to friends
and neighbors.”
EXAMPLES SHOWN

Instead of the $72,000 worth of "all so-ts
of nonresident pines and Junipers, off lower
ing shrubs and such, many who live in and
love Truro might actually prefer the pitch
pine, wild rose and canberry cover that is
there already,” said the weekly Cape CodeEven friends of the program worry about
whether the little federal money that u
available is going to the right place Mosof the cities getting beautification grafts
already had a lot going for them with loen
officials pushing vigorously for programs of
their own.
Philadelphia, for example, with the largest
single federal grant, $1,000,000 is spendinr
another $19,000,000 of its own on beauti
fication.
'
Other cities, like Washington, have his
toric spots, natural scenery, or other re
deeming features to make the effort seem
worthwhile. San Pablo, Calif., is- cited as the
rare case of a city that started from a base
of near-total ugliness.
“You’re never going to get the country
completely cleaned up,” admits Mrs. Car
penter, the First Lady’s enthusiastic spokes
man. "But you can make people more aware
of ugliness. You can make citizens con
scious of the need to save their strip of trees
along the river or the park down town. X
think the ugliness trend has been reversed.
People are getting on the beauty band
wagon.”

Joint Resolution Regarding AfroAmerican History Week

HON. JOHN CONYERS, JR.
OF MICHIGAN

By the few objective measures that are A IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
available, the country as a whole is not much
Thursday, February 15, 1968
more beautiful than it was three years ago.
Indeed, Mrs. Johnson may have succeeded
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, it gives
merely in slowing the trend toward ugliness. me great pleasure to introduce today a
The Highway Beautification Act, labeled joint resolution regarding a matter of
“Lady Bird’s Bill” by the President, is sup
importance to the 25 million Afro-Amer
posed to make roadsides prettier by remov
ing billboards, screening junkyards and icans in the United States.
For 42 years, Afro-Americans have
planting greenery. But so far, less than 4
percent of the 17,000 affected junkyards have observed the week including February
been touched.
14, Frederick Douglass’ birthday, as a
Highways completed since the act are special time to commemorate the con
noticeably free of billboards, but this may tribution of the black man to civilization.
not last. Congress was never too happy with
the bill and the loopholes in it may soon Several States have made proclamations
relating to Afro-American History be widened.
Mrs. Johnson is the first President’s wife Week. However, the Federal Govern
to get directly involved In public policy since ment has never officially recognized this
Eleanor Roosevelt. Bess Truman, Mamie week by special proclamation as it does
■ Eisenhower and Jackie Kennedy kept out of for so many other commemorative days,
such matters, and Lady Bird is exposed to weeks, and months.
criticism and ridicule from time to time.
RIDICULE HURLED

Republican Rep. Bob Dole, now a candi
date for the U.S. Senate from Kansas, of
fered an amendment when the Highway
Beautification Act was passed, that drew a
few chuckles. His amendment would have
struck out all references to the secretary of
commerce, who administers the act, and sub
stituted the words “Lady Bird.”
Said Dole: “When one chooses to step down
from the pedestal of the dutiful, preoccupied
wife of the President . . . and to wade Into
the turbulent stream of public controversy,
one must expect to at least get her feet wet.”
There have been other Republican com
plaints. “While we are spending money in
Vietnam to defoliate,” said Robert Michel
of Illinois, "we are spending money at home
to prove Lady Bird has a green thumb.”
There also has been some grass roots
grumbling. When the Cape Cod town of
Truro, Mass., was awarded a landscape beau
tification grant, local editors called it in

The 55 Congressmen who have joined
me in introducing this joint resolution
feel as I do that it is time that Congress
corrected this oversight. The 42d observance of this week by Afro-Americans
was chosen as the time to Introduce this
resolution to give special emphasis to
the omission.
We look forward to Congress passing
this resolution in time for next year’s
celebration.
The text of the joint resolution intro
duced today is as follows:

H.J. Res. 1087
Joint resolution authorizing the President to
proclaim annually the week including Feb
ruary 14 (the birthday of Frederick
Douglass) as “Afro-American History
Week”
Resolved by the Seriate and House of Representatives of the United States of Ame'iea
in Congress assembled, That the Presiden’. ’•»
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action on KOAO IKAI11 >

War on Billboards Expanded
Ih .bn McMullen
I he city stepped up its new
cao»r '
•••«..< •«.

boards 1 uesday. ordering 33
of them removed “at once."
Sidney D. Smith, building

signs ¡ re nol down within two j
Meanwhile.
neighborhood
weeks. he will proceed with I
conn iction.
Hull Ip a ib., i.an....... i.

I

riiWO years ago, when the ( nngtess npproved Lady Bird Johnson’s highway beau
tification act, there was national rejoicing in
many quarters that at last the billboards would
come down. Ihe junkyards would be removed or
screened and that roadside l ight of way would
bloom with trees and shrubs. As it turned out,
the jubilation was premature.
In Ihe interim, the powerful billboard lobby
exerted tremendous pressuie
'gislation or, failing (bat, Io
level where it would have litgreat extent, the lobby has
il, as written. But the enfnrcehich will he administered by
t of Transportation, are being
POT has said it will go along
laws which can be written in
>i mil billboards in many rural
5 that a different standard will
i each of the 5(1 states. No sinck wilt apply.

; impossible to foresee how exge will be. It is not too early to
ud lobby has won a significant,
ly, some signboards will come
e can predict how many, or

Eovcnber If,

1957

e, the Senate has appropriated
to keep the beautification prowanted to defer all financing
that move was interpreted as a
ce to kill the program. If the
he 85 million dollars would pro
billboard control, 10 million for
gram and 70 million dollars for
k the roads.
i Sen. John ShcrmAn Cooper (Fl
ed after the debate:
dive and that’s all it amounts to.
it now, it may never be brought

Mr. Hewton B. Drury, Chief of Division
Divlsioh OÍ £>Q3iCnG& ¿«HC i'dirKS
~ .pitcl Avuxue

Sacramento, California

tear Fewtog:
tn the recent legislative trip of State Senators to
Hearst Castle I am sure that all the members of the
legislature were greatly iapressed with the excellent
guide service of Mrs. ííorman Kotansi. It is certainly
hoped that the Division of Beaches and Parks will find
a place for Mr. and Mrs» Rotansi in the new program
when the State takes over the Hearst Cattle.

Mra.Rotansi* s tie-in with the past when the castle was
occupied by Mr. Kearst brings a feeling of reality to
one who has the eppox-tunity of being guided through the
castle by her.
I know you will give consideration to Mr. and Mrs.
Rctanzi’s remaining on after the State acquires Hearst
Castle.

Sincerely,

FFF:rw
CC:

Hon. A. A. Erhart

Mrs. Dorman Hctanzi

FRED

fj.

FARR

clutter of the motor age has takig toll of the natural beauty of
federal law, adopted by Congress
snted a major compromise and
» provisions Dill not be fully en• program is still alive, and there
hope that some gains, limited
y be, can still be made.
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1WO years ago. when the Congress npj. proved Lady Bird Johnson s highway beaudfication act, 'there was national rejoicing in
many quarters that at. last the billboards would
come down, the. junkyards would he removed or
screened and that roadside right, of way would
bloom with trees and shrubs. As it turned out,

I

on Billboards Expanded
boards I ucsday. ordering 33 j signs arc nol down within two
Meanwhile.
nciuhhurhond
■ of them removed "at once."
< weeks, he will proceed with I groups were invited to join the
up its new |
Sidney D. Smith, building court action.
| |wUk.
,u_
___

the jubilation was premature.
In the interim, the powerful billboard lobby
exerted tremendous pressure
igislation or, failing that, to
level where it. would have litgreat extent , the lobby has

Oct. 18, 1957
San Simeon, Calif.

1, as written. But the enforeehieli will he administered by
t of Transportation, are being
DOT has said it wilt go along
laws which ran he written in
emit billboards in many rural
that a different standard will
each of the 5ft states. No sta
ck will apply.

Dear Mr. Farr,
Thank you for your nice letter, and the newspaper
article. I thought it was interesting anc very well
written. My only regret is that the visit had to de
so drief.

impossible to foresee how ex»e will be. It is not too early to
rd lobby has won a significant,
y, some signboards will come
can predict how many, or

Since you mentioned our staying on for the State
Division of Beaches and Parks, could we take advan
tage of your kindness and ask a favor? We have been tol
told it would help if you would put in a good word
for us. I don’t know to whom, would it de to the
Personnel Board? If what I am asking would cost time
or effort—Please don’t go to any trouble, but we
would doth appreciate any help if you get the oppor
tunity .

e, the Senate has appropriated
to keep the beautification prowanted to defer all financing
hat move was interpreted as a
ce to kill the program. If the
he 85 million dollars would pro
billboard control, W million for
>gram and 70 million dollars for
the roads.
i Sen. John SbermAn Cooper (Red after the debate:
ilive and that’s all it amounts to.
it now, it may never he brought

Yours Very Truly,

cal

>y
--- CX11U.

unexr demonstrated ability.

I am doing all I can on this.

I certainly appreciate your interest in this matter.
regards, I am

With best personal

Sincerely/

NEWTON B. DRURY, Chief

/

clutter of the motor age has takig toll of the natural beauty of
federal law, adopted by Congress
snted a major compromise and
? provisions ’Ivill not be fully en* program is still alive, and there
hope that some gains, limited
y be, can still be made.
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»n Billboards Expanded
boards I uesday. ordering 33 i signs are not down within two
of them removed "at once."
weeks, lie will proceed with
s new
Sidney D. Smith, building

Meanwhile.

many quarters that atlast
Wl"’°""ls w""W
come down. Ihn junkyards would be removed or

neighborhood

screened and that roadside right of way would
bloom with Irees and shrubs. As it luí net! out,

groups were invited to join the
battle of the billboards-.
,

tanzi
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the jubilation

Iwin J. Knight
Governor
of
California

Witt Nelson
Director
'ural Resources

ton B. Drury
Chief
sion of Beaches
and Barks

Senator Fred

Farr
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Box 33o5

Carmel, California,
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was premature.
In Ihe interim, the powerful billboard lobby
exerted tremendous pressure
gislation or, failing that, to
level where it would have litgreat extent, the lobby has

I, as written. But the enforeehieh wilt he administered by
I of Transportation, are being
DOT has said it wilt go along
laws which can he written in
emit billboards in many rural
that a different standard will
each of the 5ft states. No sinck will apply.
impossible to foresee how ex*e will be. It. is not too early to
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y, some signboards will come
can predict how many, or
e, the Senate has appropriated
to keep the beautification prowanted to defer all financing
.hat move was interpreted as a
ce to kill the program. If the
he 85 million dollars would pro
billboard control, W million for
igram and 70 million dollars for
g the roads.
i Sen. John ShermAn Cooper (Red after the debate:
dive and that’s all it amounts to.

U\JA.

Carmel, California
Dear Senator Farr:

Thank you for your letter of November 12, 1957. We are pleased that
l
you had such a pleasant trip through Hearst Castle on your recent
legislative trip of State Senators.

We, too, are well aware of the inestimable value of Mr. and Mrs.
Rotanzi and this Division is very desirous of retaining these people.
We are doing everything possible within the legal limits of the Civil
Service Act to provide for their retention at the Hearst State Historical
Monument, and we believe that a method will be worked out by which
satisfactory assurance for employment can be made to the Rotanzis. It
would be a great handicap to effective management if we could not employ
these two, with their wealth of special knowledge of the castle, and
their demonstrated ability. I am doing all I can on this.
I certainly appreciate your interest in this matter,
regards, I am

With best personal

Sincerely/

NEWTON B. DRURY, Chie

it now, it may never be brought
clutter of the motor age has takig toll of the natural beauty of
rederal law, adopted by Congress
ented a major compromise and
* provisions Ivill not be fully en* program is still alive, and there
hope that some gains, limited

y be, can still be made.
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many quarters that at last, the billboards would
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War on Billboards Expanded
Ih Jsn McMullen
1 he city stepped up its new
campaign against illegal bill-

signs ; re nol down within two
weeks. he will proceed with
court iclion.
This could be a dragged-out
proces S; however. 1 he signs,

boards Tuesday. ordering 33
of (hem removed “at once."
Sidney D. Smith, building
commissioner, said that if the

come down, the junkyards would be remover m
screened and that roadside right of way would
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Meanwhile.
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The
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November 26, 1957

Honorable Fred S. Farr
P.O. Box 3305
Carmel, California

as written. Bnt the enfnrce¡eh will he administered by
r)f Transportation, are being
)OT has said it will go along
ws which can be written in
nil billboards in many rural
hat a different standard will
each of the 5ft states. No sin< will apply.
mpossible to foresee how ex
will be. It. is not too early to
i lobby has won a significant.
some signboards will come
can predict how many, or

the Senate has appropriated
keep the beautification prowanted to defer all financing
it move was interpreted as a
to kill the program. If the
85 million dollars would proillboard control, tft million for
■am and 7ft million dollars for
!he roads.
ten. John SbermAn Cooper (Rafter the debate:
ve and that’s all it amounts to.
now, it may never be brought

Dear Senator Farr:

Thank you for your letter of November 12, 1957. We are pleased that
you had such a pleasant trip through Hearst Castle on your recent
legislative trip of State Senators.

We, too, are well aware of the inestimable value of Mr. and Mrs.
Rotanzi and this Division is very desirous of retaining these people.
We are doing everything possible within the legal limits of the Civil
Service Act to provide for their retention at the Hearst State Historical
Monument, and we believe that a method will be worked out by which
satisfactory assurance for employment can be made to the Rotanzis. It
would be a great handicap to effective management if we could not employ
these two, with their wealth of special knowledge of the castle, and
their demonstrated ability. I am doing all X can on this.
I certainly appreciate your interest in this matter
regards, I am

With best personal

Sincerely^

NEOTON B. DRURY, Chier

utter of the motor age has taktoll of the natural beauty of
leral law, adopted by Congress
ted a major compromise and
provisions ^vill not be fully enirogram is still alive, and there
mpe that, some gains, limited
ie, can still be made.
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War on Billboards Expant
boards I uesday. ordering 33 i signs are not down within two
I of (hem removed "at once."
weeks, be will proceed with
Ihe city stepped up its new I
Sidney D. Smith, building
court action.
campaign against illegal bill- ’ commissioner, said that if the
I bis could be a dragged-out
process; however. I lie signs,
•
i •---- .i
.—¿j—- - .u
...
all on residential property,
were supposed to have been
phased out by 1965, under
terms of the zoning ordinance.
Nothing was done and there
has been no legal test vet of
the phasing-out powers.

lb Jut McMullen

THE ARIZONA REPUBLIC
Phoenix, Arizona

Jan. 18, 1968

Agreement
Reported on
Sign Laws

The bill will reflect majority
opinion of the committee, but
Its support, will not be unani
mous, said Lloyd J. Perper,
Tucson engineer and committee
chairman.
,

We were asked to do that
which we consider best for the
state, not necessarily to just
write a bill that would comply
with the requirements of the
highway beautification act,”
Perper said.
TIIE PRINCIPAL differences
In the committee arose over
how far Arizona law should go
beyond the federal act’s bare
minimum to require that signs
be removed or altered within
communities.

*0

Meanwhile.
neighborhood
groups were united lo join lire
bailie of file billboards.
I he chai r in a n of the
mayor's new zoning review
committee. Harlv I . ( bad
diek. said lie will invite ol
lieials ol (lie city’s leading
community groups lo Confer
ences and seek (heir aid.

His first conference ■ was
SMITH’S NEW edict brings scheduled for late Tuesday
to 100 the number of bill wilh officials of the Norlb
boards ordered removed since
West Community Organiza
the campaign began last week.
lions.
The new batch includes sevHe said be will meet soon
eal on Sheridan Rd. and South
with delegates of the -Austin
Shore Dr.
Orders arc being prepared Community Organization.
against, a number of others on
CHADDICK I’l ANS (0
N. Lake Shore Dr., he said.
brief (be citizens on the city's
zoning problems-, ihe aims ol
Ihe zoning review committee
anil Ihe role neighborhood
groups caiC play- in Updating
the zoning code.
"I plan lo give them zon
¡ng maps for llicir communi
lies and ask them lo plot the
location of each illegal sign
in a residential area .and its
address." Cbaddick said.

Substantial agreement was
reached yesterday by Gov. Wil
liams’ Citizens Committee on
Billboard and Junkyard Legis
lation.

It directed William Ordway,
representing the State Highway
Department to begin drafting
the legislation.

I

“As- we decide on changes
in the zoning code we will
first consult these groups on
bow it affects their particular
neighborhood."

Spokesmen for cities and
towns on the committee pressed
hard for state legislation similar
to the recently enacted Phoenix
city ordinance that requires re
moval of signs that do not. con
form to its provisions within 15
years, it was reported.
Perper said that he feels that
the committee’s work will re
sult in legislation that will
meet federal requirements and
lift the threat of withholding
federal highway construction
funds totaling lb per cent per
year—more than $5 million.
TIIE COMMITTEE directed
Ordway to meet with the legis
lative council and prepare a
rough-draft bill.

Cbaddick estimated there
may be 2,000 illegal bill
boards in residenli'al areas,
producing its much as $4.
000.000 a year in revertue lof
their Owners. - •’

gap bi twiln i A\vs ani>
action on koao hlal i >

riiWO years ago, when (bo Congress npproved Lady Bird Johnson’s highway beau
tification act, there was national rejoicing ui
many quarlers Ibal at last Ihe billboards would
come down, the junkyards would be removed or
screened and Ibal roadside right of way would
bloom with trees and shrubs. As it turned out,
the jubilation was premature.
In Ihe interim, the powerful billboard lobby
and its allies have exerted tremendous pressure
lo kill Ihe federal legislation or, failing that, lo
water it. down to a level where it. would have litBin Inkhv

The hill will stand, as written. But the enforce
ment provisions, which will he administered by
the new Department of Transportation, are firing
steadily weakened. DOT has said it will go along
with state zoning laws which can be written In
such a way as to permit billboards in many rural
areas. This means that a different standard will
\ be negotiated with each of the 50 states. No sin- *
gle national yardstick will apply.

At, this point., it is impossible to foresee how ex
tensive the damage will be. It is not too early to
say that the billboard ldhby has won a significant,
round. Undoubtedly, some signboards will come
down, hut no one can predict bow many, or
when.
In the meantime, the Senate has appropriated
85 million dollars to keep the beautification pro
gram alive. Some wanted to defer all financing
indefinitely, but that move was interpreted as a
not-so-subtle device to kill the program. If the
House concurs, the 85 million dollars would pro
vide 5 million for billboard control, 10 million for
the junkyard program and 70 million dollars for
landscaping along the roads.
We agree with Sen. John ShcrmAn Cooper (RKy.) who ohserved after the debate:
"We kept it alive and that’s all it amounts to.
If you postpone it now, it may never be brought
to life again.”
The roadside clutter of the motor age has tak
en a devastating toll of the natural beauty of
America. The federal law, adopted by Congress
in 1965, represented a major compromise and
now even those provisions Ivill not be fully en
forced. But the program is still alive, and there
is always the hope that some gains, limited
though they may be, can still he made.

Sunday, Jan. 21, 1968
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]S(a,m the Billboards From Our
By SID MOODY
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a University of Wyoming
survey said only 7 per cent
of those guests at motels
drove in because of the sign.
In a word, it’s not easy to
say how people feel about
signs. Or even determine if
their messages always get
across.

AP Nowsfcaturcs Writer

It was John C. Kluczynski,
a man with a connoisseur’s
glint for both the highway
and the byway, who fired
one of the few unarguable
broadsides of the Great Bill
board.
“Anybody that docs not
like beautiful roads or beau
tiful women belongs in St.
Elizabeth’s,” lie said.
St. Elizabeth’s is a Wash
ington mental hospital.
John C. Kluczynski is a
Democratic
representative
whose House subcommittee
on roads has been bumper-tobumper for several years
over a law he calls “a can of
worms,” others call the High
way Beautification Act of
1965 or “the Lady Bird bill”
and still others call names
that never get into public
print.
This little law, whose god
mother is Mrs. Lyndon
Baines Johnson, is an effort
to pretty up federal Inter
state and primary highways
by authorizing purchase of
scenic areas, screening junk
yards and — here’s where
the traffic gets sticky —
“controlling” billboards.
Yet for all the furor over
billboards, it is almost impos
sible to locate anyone who
doesn’t rate picture-pretty
highways right up there with
Whistler’s Mother. But.
That’s the key word: But . . .
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Billboards Line Much of San Bernadino Freeway
. . . near City Terrace area outside Los Angeles
license plates, Congress and
highway
administrators
wherever they are, are trying
to fish or cut bait with Kluczynski’s can of worms.
As Arthur J. Packard of
the American Hotel and Mo
tel Association says: “Beauty
is a thing to behold. But can
it be legislated?”
‘It’s not as though we
were dealing with something

so distasteful that, something

July 1, 1970, to remove signs
within 660 feet of the high
ways that are not in commer
cially zoned areas or in un
zoned areas mutually agree
able to the state and the
secretary of transportation.
The U.S. government pays
three-quarters of sign con
demnation costs. States that
did not reach agreements on
zoning, lighting and spacing
ul signs oy Jan. l, I9bs, race
the penalty.

THE “BUTS” come from had to be done,” said a con
★
★
★
the billboard and roadside gressional aide who has been
MANY FEEL the penalty
interests such as the giant in the thick of the traffic.
motel chain that nightly “This isn’t meat inspection or is “legalized blackmail.” “To
tucks 100,000 motorists into safety. It’s a question of have one partner holding a
taste,, and who ever agrees black bullwhip over the other
bed.
\
And from such non-giants on that? A developer has to
as Bill Husteal of Wall, S.D. build ranch houses for peo
— pop. 800 — whose Wall ple who like ranch houses
Drug Store depends on high and Cape Cods for people
way advertising to attract who like Cape Cods and split
customers to view his an levels for people who can’t
tique car display, see his 800- stand either.”
What has Congress built?
foot dinosaur, romp in his
free playground and consume
★
★
★
1,000 buffalo burgers daily.
THE 1965 act succeeds one
And from Roy Davis, who passed in 1958 that offered
owns a cave in Tennessee, states a carrot — a bonus of
’z-j per cent above its normal
who is secretary-treasurer of
the National Caves Associa federal highway aid — to
tion (credo: “early to bed, control billboards along the
early to rise, work like hell interstate. Twenty-five states
and advertise,” who protests: signed up and as of June 30
“We can’t abolish billboards; last have received $1,936,000
where would the radar cop for control of 725 miles. To
tal payments eventually will
hide?”)
reach an estimated $62 mil
A slight “but” comes from lion.
Behind the Bill
Rep. Jim Wright, who ad
. . . was LaAy Bird
The 1965 act is a stick, not
mires the wide-open spaces a carrot. Under it, states that
of his native Texas but do not control billboards
thinks a well-placed billboard along the nation’s 265,000 we do not think is democrat
can break up the monotony miles of interstate and pri ic or fair,” says George
of some stretches where mary face loss of 10 per cent Kachlein of the American
Automobile Association.
“you can just see miles and
in federal highway allot
It is: Which “public” has
miles of — miles and miles.” ments.
primacy on the highways —
. There’s a large “but” from
The law also provides for the taxpaying public that
states like Massachusetts,
where 5,366 of 5,501 bill acquisition of scenic property paid for them or the business
boards face removal and a along rights of way, its prin public that moved on to them
mother’s “but” from Mrs. cipal ' feature, and junkyard to make its living after they
David Gantz of Louisville, control. Scarcely a horn has were built?
If the government can tear
Ky. who complains: “The beeped in protest of those
absence of signs prevents the features other than a sign down his sign, asks Davis,
the Tennessee cave man,
pleasurable passage of time erected by a Topeka man
by playing games with the which said: “Help beautify > what if it doesn’t like his
junkyards. Throw away neighbor’s cows? “Maybe the
children.”
something lovely today.”
★ ★ ★
department will allow them
His real gripe, of course, if they agree to stand 2,000
WHILE the younger
Gantzcs might have to make was billboard control. This feet from intersections, space
do by tallying out-of-state section gives the states until themselves a mile apart and

refrain from switching their
distracting tails.”
But the government has
agreed to compensate the
Roy Davises which upsets
Jack Robinson, a Washington
conservationist who argues:
“The most odious provisions
of the law requires the Amer
ican people to buy back the
scenic assets of their own
highways which have been
appropriated by the billboard
industry for its own profits.”
Alan S. Boyd, the Secre
tary of Transportation, re
ported a year ago that an
estimated 889,000 signs
would be removed by 1970,
128,000 more by 1973 and
the whole thing would cost
$558,610,000. Grumbling was
replaced by uproar — and
concern by the billboard
people of possible loss of up
to 85 per cent of their signs.
★
★
★
THE NATURAL foe of the
billboard is the conservation
ist, but his forces are scat
tered. “We cannot afford tn
keep a staff of lobbyists in
Washington,” says Mrs.
Ralph Reynolds, president of
the California Roadside
Council. “After all, we’re just
ordinary people who want
their town or county or state
to be beautiful.”
Is that what ordinary peo
ple want? It’s hard to tell.
On the one hand you have
people like Ogden Nash, who
wrote:
“I think that I shall
never see
“A billboard as lovely
as a tree.
“And unless the
billboards fall,
“I’ll never see a tree
at all.”
Then there’s Ruth Knight
who lives in Kentucky, loves
nature and billboards and
writes, were it not for a bill
board near her property,
she’d enjoy “one glamorous
vista of a dried up brier
patch flanked on one side by
Silas Lothrop’s hog wallow
and on the other by a de
funct coal mine.”
The Roadside Business
Association points out a
survey indicating that 7$ per
cent of motorists favor gas.
food and lodging signs. And

SO FAR, not one billboard
has come down. Only
Hawaii, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, Virginia, Washington,
D.C., and Vermont have
signed agreements on stand
ards with the federal govern
ment. Vermont is tougher
than granite on signs, but is
not adverse to putting “Visit
Vermont” signs in neighbor
ing New York.
The Transportation De
partment sought $160 million
for highway beautification
this year. The Senate ap
proved only $85 million,
including $5 million for bill
board control, barely enough
to keep the program’s tr-gine
idling. The House appropria
tions bill is
mittee.
Federal H
istrator Lowe
that more
standards wi
of the progra

5-11
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around $400 million and will
find more acceptance in the
states and the industry.

But beautification is still
an ugly word in some areas
of Congress. After some
hearings last spring, the Re
publican minority of the

II «i u r e
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roads damned the program as
“entirely irresponsible” in
view of the cost of the Viet
nam war and the budget
deficit. They called it an
“unwise, unworkable, ineffi
cient program” that should
be substantially rewritten.

Others in Congress are
waiting in neutral to see how
many agreements Boyd’s
department can come up
with before deciding what
action, if any, to take.
While the billboard lobby
isn’t lighting up any victory
stogies, it seems to feel it can
live with beauty on the high
way and still keep some
beauty in the profit curve.
“I don’t think we’ll- ever
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By SID MOODY
AP Ncwsfcalurcs Writer

It was John C. Kluczynski,
a man with a connoisseur’s
glint for both the highway
and the byway, who fired
one of the few unarguable
broadsides of the Great Bill
board.
“Anybody that docs not
like beautiful roads or beau
tiful women belongs in St.
Elizabeth’s,” he said.
St. Elizabeth’s is a Wash
ington mental hospital.

John C. 'Kluczynski is a
Democratic
representative
whose House subcommittee
on roads has been bumper-tobumper for several years
over a law he calls “a can of
worms,” others call the High
way Beautification Act of
19G5 or “the Lady Bird bill”
and still others call names
that never get into public
print.
This little law, whose god
mother is Mrs.
Lyndon
Baines Johnson, is an effort
to pretty up federal Inter
state and primary highways
by authorizing purchase of
scenic areas, screening junk
yards and — here’s where
the traffic gets sticky —
“controlling” billboards.
Yet for all the furor over
billboards, it is almost impos
sible to locate anyone who
doesn’t rate picture-pretty
highways right up there with
Whistler’s Mother. But.
That’s the key word: But . . .

—Associated Press Photo

Billboards Line Much of San Bernadino Freeway

license plates, Congress and
highway
administrators
wherever they are, are trying
to fish or cut bait with Kluczynski’s can of worms.
As Arthur J. Packard of
the American Hotel and Mo
tel Association says: “Beauty
is a thing to behold. But can
it be legislated?”
‘It’s not as though we
were dealing with something
so distasteful that something
★
★
★
had to be done,” said a con
THE “BUTS” come from
the billboard and roadside gressional aide who has been
interests such as the giant in the thick of the traffic.
motel chain that nightly “This isn’t meat inspection or
safety. It’s a question of
tucks 100,000 motorists into
taste,, and who ever agrees
bed.
\
on that? A developer has to
And from such non-giants
build ranch houses for peo
as Bill Husteal of Wall, S.D.
ple who like ranch houses
— pop. 800 — whose Wall
Drug Store depends on high and Cape Cods for people
way advertising to attract who like Cape Cods and split
levels for people who can’t
customers to view his an
tique car display, see his 800- stand either.”
What has Congress built?
foot dinosaur, romp in his
free playground and consume
★
*
★
1,000 buffalo burgers daily.
THE 1965 act succeeds one
passed in 1958 that offered
And from Roy Davis, who
states a carrot — a bonus of
owns a cave in Tennessee,
'/> per cent above its normal
who is secretary-treasurer of
the National Caves Associa federal highway aid — to
control billboards along the
tion (credo: “early to bed,
interstate. Twenty-five states
early to rise, work like hell
signed up and as of June 30
and advertise,” who protests:
last have received $1,936,000
“We can’t abolish billboards;
for control of 725 miles. To
where would the radar cop
tal payments, eventually will
hide?”)
reach an estimated $62 mil
A slight “but” comes from
lion.
Rep. Jim Wright, who ad
The 1965 act is a stick, not
mires the wide-open spaces
a carrot. Under it, states that
of his native Texas but
do not control billboards
thinks a well-placed billboard
along the nation’s 265,000
can break up the monotony
miles of interstate and pri
of some stretches where
mary face loss of 10 per cent
“you can just see miles and
in federal highway allot
miles of — miles and miles.”
ments.
„ There’s a large “but” from
The law also provides for
states like Massachusetts,
acquisition
of scenic property
where 5,366 of 5,501 bill
along rights of way, its prin
boards face removal and a
cipal ‘ feature, and junkyard
mother’s “but” from Mrs.
control. Scarcely a horn has
David Gantz of Louisville,
beeped in protest of those
Ky. who complains: “The
features other than a sign
absence of signs prevents the
erected
by a Topeka man
pleasurable passage of time
which said: “Help beautify
by playing games with the
junkyards. Throw away
children.”
something lovely today.”
★
★
★
His real gripe, of course,
WHILE
the younger
was billboard control. This
Gantzes might have to make
section gives the states until
do by tallying out-of-state

. . . near City Terrace area outside Los Angeles
July 1, 1970, to remove signs
within 660 feet of the high
ways that are not in commer
cially zoned areas or in un
zoned areas mutually agree
able to the state and the
secretary of transportation.
The U.S. government pays
three-quarters of sign con
demnation costs. States that
did not reach agreements on
zoning, lighting and spacing
ui signs oy Jan. i, iyt>», race
the penalty.
★

★

★

MANY FEEL the penalty
is “legalized blackmail.” “To
have one partner holding a
black bullwhip over the other

. . . was Larly Bird
wc do not think is democrat
ic or fair,” says George
Kachlein of the American
Automobile Association.
It is: Which “public” has
primacy on the highways —
the taxpaying public that
paid for them or the business
public that moved on to them
to make its living after they
were built?
If the government can tear
down his sign, asks Davis,
the Tennessee cave man,
• what if it doesn’t like his
neighbor’s cows? “Maybe the
department will allow them
if they agree to stand 2,000
feet from intersections, space
themselves a mile apart and

refrain from switching their
distracting tails.”
,
But the government has
agreed to compensate the
Roy Davises which upsets
Jack Robinson, a Washington
conservationist who argues:
“The most odious provisions
of the law requires the Amer
ican people to buy back the
scenic assets of their own
highways which have been
appropriated by the billboard
industry for its own profits.”
Alan S. Boyd, the Secre
tary of Transportation, re
ported a year ago that an
estimated 889,000 signs
would be removed by ‘ 1970,
128,000 more by 1973 and
the whole thing would cost
$558,610,000. Grumbling was
replaced by uproar — and
concern by the billboard
people of possible loss of up
to 85 per cent of their signs.
★
★
★
THE NATURAL foe of the
billboard is the conservation
ist, but his forces are scat
tered. “We cannot afford to
keep a staff of lobbyists in
Washingto n,” says Mrs.
Ralph Reynolds, president of
the
California
Roadside
Council. “After all, we’re just
ordinary people who want
their town or county or state
to be beautiful.”
Is that what ordinary peo
ple want? It’s hard to tell.
On the one hand you have
people like Ogden Nash, who
wrote:
“I think that I shall
never see
“A billboard as lovely
as a tree.
“And unless the
billboards fall,
“I’ll never see a tree
at all.”
Then there’s Ruth Knight
who lives in Kentucky, loves
nature and billboards and
writes, were it not for a bill
board near her property,
she’d enjoy “one glamorous
vista of a dried up brier
patch flanked on one side by
Silas Lothrop’s hog wallow
and on the other by a de
funct coal mine.”
The Roadside
Business
Association points out a
survey indicating that 78 per
cent of motorists favor gas.
food and lodging signs. And

’’•D

a University of Wyoming
survey said only 7 per cent
of those guests at motels
drove in because of the sign.
In a word, it’s not easy to
say how people feel about
signs. Or even determine if
their messages always get
across.
★
-k
-Ar
SO FAR, not one billboard
has come down.
Only
Hawaii, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, Virginia, Washington,
D.C., and Vermont have
signed agreements on stand
ards with the federal govern
ment. Vermont is tougher
than granite on signs, but is
not adverse to putting “Visit
Vermont” signs in neighbor
ing New York.
The Transportation De
partment sought $160 million
for highway beautification
this year. The Senate ap
proved only $85 million,
including $5 million for bill
board control, barely enough
to keep the prograin’s engine
idling. The House appropria
tions bill is stalled in com
mittee.
Federal Highway Admin
istrator Lowell Bi ¡dwell feels
that more lenient federal
standards will lower the cost
of the program to somewhere

• i».?,-.--?-;?.;.-,-
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around $400 million and will
find more acceptance in the
states and the industry.

But beautification is still
an ugly word in some areas
of Congress. After some
hearings last spring, the Re
publican minority 0Í the
Il ó u s e Hubchmmiffee u¡t
roads damned the program as
“entirely irresponsible” in
view of the cost of the Viet- •
nam war and the budget
deficit. They called it an
“unwise, unworkable, ineffi
cient program” that should
be substantially rewritten.
Others in Congress are
waiting in neutral to see how
many agreements
Boyd’s
department can come up
with before deciding what
action, if any, to take.
While the billboard lobby
isn’t lighting up any victory
stogies, it seems to feel it can
live with beauty on the high
way and still keep some
beauty in the profit curve.
“I don’t think we’ll- ever
get rid of billboards,” said
Frank Blake, a billboard
lobbyist. “People need ’em.
Ninety three per cent of pur
chases are made out of cars,
and we’re the last to hit the
customer.”
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And in This Corner—
i The Green Garden Gcds\
7 1 r
j I From Payette, Idaho
« * #

| ! Government’s 1Í igi way B eauty
| ¡
Cor test Also Draws Entry
From an Aulo Salvage Firm I
By RONV.b G. SHAFER

Ktfifí fírpttrlrr of Ton WatX H rnri .T JOURNAL.

WASHINGTON -Any day now the winners
win b‘- announced, and the suspense kJ mad
dening.
Will the Green Garden Gals of Payette,
Idaho, rake in a prize for their refurbishment
of a roadside park?
How about Dixie Auto Salvage of Hendernon, Ky., for special effects in camouflaging an
auto graveyard?
Maybe the New York State Transportation
Deportment, for best presentation of a super
highway in a natural habitat?
The three are among the 227 entries in a
Washington beauty contest whose judges sol
emnly contempt .ted not 36-21-36 flesh but 8-by10 photograph (mo d in living color) of scenic
t i'-’uwa"’ íns blooming with flowers,
grassy , t st p3. Their task: To select the
winners of Uncle’s -m ;• first highway beauty
iwards to cities, states, c ivie organizations and
>riv. to enterprise.
The stated purpose of the competition, run
>y the U.S. Department of Transportation, is to
President Johnson’s •
"fitimulato Interest
That pro-I
•rograrn
highwa y beauti flea
inflation. Congress i
groin appear,
has been sting with fund:- ince approving- IT' ¡
after intense ’■ ' j
Beauty Act of
.ard foe Lady Him
l>
by billboard-and-,
so the Administ’ dion is striving to
note some non-Cede: il initiative. ”Aprriate plaques”—a beauty problcin themes- are the rewards.
A Welcome Sign

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, as the
contest photos and accompanying essays at
test. To Mobil Oil Corp., highway beautification
la planting evergreen bushes and shade trees!
at a gas station in an “old, run-down neighbor
hood” oí U ¡i risburg, P<» To the. Florida Pederatlon of Garden Clubs, it's providing a flowercovered welcome sign at the Georgia border.
To the New York highway people, it’s carving
an upstate road directly through a natural rock
area, thus “providing the motorist a series of
esthetic delights.”
Many of the highway facelifts evidently re
quired long and arduous efforts. Those “18
hardworking, dedicated” Green Garden Gals
“fought drought, floods and gophers” for 12
years to revegetate the roadside area near
Payette, wrote Mrs. Earl Coates, the group’s
chairman.
In Pine Brooke, N.J., the Trimmers Garden
Club v.-a -I growing 200 tulips on a run-down corner loi
1 .6 when “The Bell Telephone Co.
.ary to disrupt our tulip beds,”
found Si i
the club i jested. But "wc didn’t become dis
com aged, ide group went on. The tulips were

danted, together with other flowers and

trees, and last year the club completed “the
monumental task of turning this unsightly area
hit o a realization of our imagination.”
Not even the Oregon Highway Department
was happy with the austere concrete islands it
had to install on U.S. 99 in McMinnville. To the
rescue, the highway department wrote, came ■
the McMinnville Men’s Garden Club, “sparked
by an enthusiastic amateur azalea grower.”
Truck-Inspection Stations
Despite the ardor of some garden club3,
¡Washington officials express concern that their
, first contest came out overgrown with entries
I from city and state governments. They also
j are unha ■ py that even though there were 14
I categories more than half the entries were in
only three categories: “Achieving environ
mental harmony of urban highways,” '’blend
ing the highway into its surroundings” and
“retaining the existing beauty of the highway
roadside” in rural areas. In the last category,
Florida alone submitted 30 entries, mostly for
planting flowers, palm trees and a slirub
called wrinkle-leaf pittosporum at truck-in

spection station:’.
Especially tlí appointing to contest aut.horltiea was the skimpy participation of business
and industry. In the junkyard-screening cate
gory, Dixie Auto Salvage was the only private
entry (a chain link fence and aluminum plates
hide it from the Kentucky highway). There
were only nine entries in the section optimisti
cally entitled “action programs for business
and industry.” Because of the limited range of
entries, awards won’t be made in all cate
gories.
Winners already have been selected by 13
volunteer judges, including the chairman of
Harvard University's landscape architecture
department, other architects, road planners
and Government officials. Transportation Sec
retary Alan Boyd will present the plaques at a
Washington ceremony. It isn’t known if Mrs.
Johnson will attend.
Even as contest supervisors were plotting
changes foi’ next year’s event. Secretary
Boyd was dictating an improvement in this
year’s event — a redo of those “appropriate
plaques.” Tin* ping'.?'-; .’a. m-<;'iv :»?>», <■ i?
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agreement was
day by Gov. Wil; Committee on
Junkyard LegisIt directed William Ordway,
representing the State Highway
Department to begin drafting
the legislation.
The bill will reflect majority
opinion of- the committee, but
its support will not be unani
mous, said Lloyd J. Perper,
Tucson engineer and committee
chairman.

We were asked to do that
which we consider best for the
state, not necessarily to just
write a bill that would comply
with the requirements of the
highway beautification act,”
Perper said.
THE PRINCIPAL differences
in the committee arose over
how far Arizona law should go
beyond the federal act’s bare
minimum to require that si;
be removed or altered wit
communities.
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S p o k e s m en for cities and
towns on the committee pressed
hard for state legislation similar
to the recently enacted Phoenix
city ordinance that requires re
moval of signs that do not con
form to its provisions within 15
years, it was reported. ' •
Perper said that he feels that
the committee’s work will re
sult in legislation that will
meet federal requirements and
lift the threat of withholding
federal highway construction
funds totaling 10 per cent per
year—more than $5 million.
THE COMMITTEE directed
Ordway to meet with the legis
lative council. and prepare a
rough-draft bill.

HWt OUTDOOR ADVERTISING COMPANY

wasPñuyf,.tOld YOU 1 thought your slide rule
An Amarillo. Tex. resident, who doesn’t have the problem, pauses before the bill
board, which has some fun with Lady Bird's beautification program.
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Substantial agreement was
reached yesterday by Gov. Wil
liams’ Citizens Committee on
Billboard and Junkyard Legis
lation.

It directed William Ordway,
representing the State Highway
Department to begin drafting
the legislation.
The till will refiect majority
opinion of- the committee, but
its support will not be unani
mous, said Lloyd J. Perperj
Tucson engineer and committee
chairman.
¡
Wc were asked to do that
which we consider best for the
slate, not necessarily to just
write a bill that would comply
with the requirements of the
highway beautification act,”
Perper said.
THE PRINCIPAL differences
in the committee arose over
how far Arizona law should go
beyc-nd the federal act’s bare
minimum to require that signs
he removed or altered within
communities.
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S p o k e s m en for cities and
towns on the committee pressed
hard for state legislation similar
to the recently enacted Phoenix
city ordinance that requires re
moval of signs that do not con
form to its provisions within 15
years, it was reported.
•
Perper said that he feels that
the committee’s work will re
sult in legislation that will
meet federal requirements and
lift the threat of withholding
federal highway construction
funds totaling 10 per cent per
year—more than $5 million.
THE COMMITTEE directed
Ordway to meet with the legis
lative council ■, and prepare "a
rough-draft bill.
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An Amarillo Tex. resident, who doesn’t have the problem, pauses before the bill
board, which has some fun with Lady Bird's beautification program.
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bjob '
re highwa y
- program is ret from ' Opera
ran,” a nationhelp men with
symení p r o beir way back
. ainstream” of
pjrcc.
. i ;eive their pav«0n the U.S. De
partment of Labor from an
appropriation for the Eco
nomic Opportunity Act.
■ The State Department of
Transportation is o n e of
three government agencies
in Hawaii which is partici
pating in ‘‘Mainstream” by
offering on-the-job training.
The others are the City and
County of Honolulu and the
State Department of Land
and Natural Resources.
The 14 men assigned to the
Highways Division of tbs De
partment of Transportation»
report daily- to job sites at
Atea interchange or along
Lunalilo Freeway between
the M i d d I e Street inter
change and Nuuann Stream.they have been learning to
clip hedge’s, plant vines, per
form pruning and operate a'
hand power mower.
• As openings occur in the
regular highway m a i n t e. nance forces, the men who
have received highway
maintenance training a n d
who have made. good records
on the job will have a good
chance to “get back into the
swim” througii normal Civil Service channels.

RcüíÜIM

Honolulu Star-Bulletin
Tuesday, Sept. 19, 1967

'Mainstream''
. workers on
highway jobs.
Oahu’s Stale h i g h w a y
maintenance program is re
ceiving a boost from “Opera
tion Mainstream.” a nation
wide effort to help men with
special employment p r o blems find their way back
into the “mainstream” of
the working force.
The men receive their paychecks through the U.S., De
partment of Labor from an
appropriation for the Eco
nomic' Opportunity Act.
• The State Department of
Transportation is o n e of
three government agencies
in Hawaii which is partici
pating in “Mainstream” by
offering on-the-job training.
The others are the City and
County of Honolulu and the
State Department of Land
and Natural. Resources.
The 14 men assigned to the
Highways Division of the De
partment of Transportation i
report daily, to job sites at
Aiea Interchange or along
Lunaliio freeway between
the M i d d I e Street Inter
change and Nuuanu Stream.They have been learning to
clip hedges, plant vines, per
form pruning and operate a
hand power mower.
As openings occur in the
regular highway m a i n t e.nance forces, the men who
have received highway
maintenance training a n d
who have made good records
on the job will have a good
chance to “get back into the
swim” through normal Civil,;
Service channels.
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Lady Bird's. •
bzlbb ; b
plan festering
By Congressional Quarterly

WASHINTTON'' — The
highway beautification pro
gram, one of Lady Bird
Johnson’s pet projects, may
be on its way to the legisla
tive graveyard.
Although the Senate Aug.
28 passed a one-year ex
tension of the 1965 highway
beauty law, the outlook for
favorable action in the budg
et-minded House is very un
certain.
The law expired on June
30, and so Congress must act
this year if the whole effort
is to continue. Under the 1965
law, programs were set up
for advertising control, junk
yard control and scenic
enhancement o f roadside
strips.

Funds Apportioned
Since the beginning of the'
beauty programs, the Feder
al Government has appor
tioned a total of $142,768,834
for all phases of the cam
paign to restore the
attractiveness of American
highways. Most of the funds
have not yet actually been
spent, however.
Total apportionments for
Hawaii in fiscal 1966 and
1967 amounted to $6,000 for
the billboard control pr.ogram, $22,000 for junkyard
control and $947,878 for sce
nic enhancement, which —
at least in terms of dollars is the most important part of
beautification.
Although large sums have
been apportioned to the
states, no money actually is
spent until state legislatures
have passed enabling laws to
allow- the state to make
beautification program
agreements with the Federal
Government.
The Hawaii legislaturepassed the necessary en
abling laws. Only five states
— Connecticut, H a w a i i,
Rhode Island, Vermont and
Virginia — have completed
their agreements with the
Government on the stand
ards to be applied for bill
board and junkyard re
moval.

Honolulu Star-Bulletin
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Lobby Activities
A House Subcommittee
earlier this year took vol
umes of testimony on the
present operation of the
beautification effort. Much
of it was negative, and even
beautification
proponents
like the conservation groups.'
wanted some changes made..
The billboard interests,
naturally enough, would like
to see the whole program die
quietly.
Nobody, except the Bureau
of Public Roads itself, seems
very excited about contin
uing the present program as
is. But a satisfactory com
promise for changing it has
not been worked out.The Senate-passed bill
currently is before a House
Subcommittee, which must
act if anything is to be done
this year. House Members
are known to be wary of a
simple extension bill like
that the Senate passed.
If the House unit does act,
I it is likely to propose amend-«.
ments to the 1965 law. The
session is growing late,
however,-and the renewed
drive for economy in the
face of record budget def
icits may well force
beautification advocates to
wait until a more favorable
moment to ask a rein
statement of the program.

Honolulu Star-Bulletin
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Councilman Kekoa D T<na.
pu said yesterday the City
Council faces too many deci
sions-on underground utili
ties to “sluff off” the subject
lightly.
“Our recent ordinance on
underground utilities only

,i__w ..ii, io w n
uu
areas,” Kaapu said. “But
the pressure will be on us to
do it elsewhere.”
He Indicated underground
utilities will become an ac
cepted procedure as soon as
the utilitv mnhnqninc rlicnm.
annii™

oía

YdrtES GO UNDER— Workmen of American Electric
are digginginto King Street between Richards and
Alapai Streets to install underground street light
wiring. The City and County project, providing
new street lights and wiring for traffic lights and
fire-alarms, will be completed in three months.

ex a cneap way of burying
their wires.
“ft’s just that the City will
have to push them for a
while,”
Kaapu
said.
“They’re not doing the job in
research that they should do
to find ways to lower costs.”
By distributing the cost of
research among the’ rate
payers, the companies could
make the cost of conversion
insignificant compared t o.
cost of installation of under
ground utilities now, he add
ed.
Kaapu pointed out two
ways that the City and the
companies could apply for
Federal money to support
underground utilities.
One would be a direct
grant through the Honolulu
Redevelopment Agency for a
demonstration, project in
volving underground wiring.
This would provide for two-,
thirds of the project costs
and up to the full costs of
planning and reporting.
The other way of receiving,
funds is thr o u g h a non-'
interest public works loan.
Kaapu said he is sure the:
utilities will eventually dis-J
cover a method to lower
costs of underground work
because companies all over
the country are working on
the same project.
¡
“The costs have already
gone down some, but the
stockholders always have to
bear the losses on projects
forced by the City. I don’t
know how- long they will be
able to take losses like this.”
Councilmen recently
passed an ordinance requir
ing underground utilities on
six improvement districts
planned and under way on
South King, B e r e t a n i a,
K ec a urn oku and Ward
streets, Kapiolani Boulevard
and Kalakaua Avenue.
At hearings on the ordi
nance Hawaiian Telephone
Co. spokesmen said the un
derground utilities in many
places will cost twice as
much as above ground,
i “The ordinance is a step in
¿the right direction,” Kaapu
j said. “It will set a prece
dent. The trend is the impor
tant thing.”
He praised the efforts of
Honolulu architect Geoffrey
W. Fairfax, who yesterday

1

called for a public drive to
support underground utili
ties.
“The public is more en
lightened o n underground j
utilities than the City gives
them credit for,” Kaapu
said.
“Fairfax, in many cases
though, is asking for things
that we have already done.
He might now broaden his
views to cover other areas of
beautification also.”
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'Beauty .
In Streets
Pays Off
Beautification can pay un
expected dividends.
You can begin with gar- -|
bage-strewn alleys and end
up tackling “the harder
problems of air pollution
and billboard sign control,”
Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson
said yesterday.
She was speaking to 700
community leaders, city offi
cials and beautification ex
perts, who had gathered in
the Presidential Ballroom of
the Statler Hilton Hotel to
hear announcements of 30
top winners in the 1967 Na
tional Clean Up Contest
sponsored by the National ,
Clean Up-Paint Up-Fix Up |
Bureau.
Some 214 cities from 41 >
states and Puerto Rico en- ;
tered the contest. Grand ;
prize winner was Dayton,
Ohio for its concentrated,
year-round program to im- ,
prove its city-scape.
“A good example of the
dividends of beautification
.. . can be found in Lubbock,
Tex., Mrs. Johnson contin
ued.’ “Projects there range
from a war on weeds to
Chrysanthemum Colorama
Week and from a health sur- |
vey of 900 low-income fami- |
lies to the establishment of l
an outpatient clinic.
“And this is—after all—
what beautification is about.
It is our total concern for
thé physical and human
quality of the world we pass
on to our children.”
Thirty awards were made
for outstanding civic achieve
ment and the grand prize
winner (the Trigg Trophy)
was chosen from among
them.
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Information Council created
by the Riehle bill would be
a public body, Oakes argued
the business directional signs
would be placed under the
proper, authority.

Although federal regulations
prohibit commercial adver
tising along the interstate
highways, Oakes argued the
official business signs would
be directional, merely direct
ing travelers to commercial
establishments.

Pointing out the Highway
Beautification Act of 1955 re
quires informational signs
within the right of way, the
attorney .general said the
proposed Vermont directional
signs would come within this
description as they would be
provided for tourist
information.
Oakes said even if the
signs are prohibited by federal
regulations, an exception
should be granted Vermont on
the basis of need for state
experimentation.

He said a principal argu
ment for such an exception
is the need, for state experi
mentation in the difficult
problems of regulation of
outdoor, advertising.
He said the proposal for
Vermont is broader in scope
and design than any state
system of regulations now in
effect on outdoor . advertising
and added, “The experience
of Vermont under this legis
lation could well prove
valuable to the federal gov
ernment and all of her sister
states if such experimentation
is permitted.”
Oakes also pointed out the
importance of the proposed
business directional signs to
Vermont’s tourism.
He said tourism is the
second largest industry in the
state and said preliminary es
timates of the Development
Department show that five
million tourists spent $200 million in the state last year.
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Beauty .
In Streets
Pays Off
Beautification can pay un
expected dividends.
You can begin with gar- •)
bage-strewn alleys and end
up tackling “the harder
problems of air pollution
and billboard sign control,”
Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson
said yesterday.
She was speaking to 700
community leaders, city offi
cials and beautification ex
perts, who had gathered in
the Presidential Ballroom of
the Statler Hilton Hotel to
hear announcements of 30
top winners in the 1937 Na
tional Clean Up Contest
sponsored by the National
Clean Up-Paint Up-Fix Up |
Bureau.
Some 214 cities from 41 >
states and Puerto Rico entered the contest. Grand ;
prize winner was Dayton,
Ohio for its concentrated,
year-round program to im- ,
prove its city-scape.
“A good example of the
dividends of beautification
.. . can be found in Lubbock,
Tex., Mrs. Johnson contin
ued.’ “Projects there range
from a war on weeds to
Chrysanthemum Colorama
Week and from a health sur- ¡
vey of 900 low-income fami- |
lies to the establishment of i
an outpatient clinic.
“And this is—after all—
what beautification is about.
It is our total concern for
thé physical and human
quality of the world we pass
on to our children.’’
Thirty awards were made
for outstanding civic achieve
ment and the grand prize
winner (the Trigg Trophy)
was chosen from among
them.

The Burlington Freo Pros»
SATURDAY, JAN. 27/ 1M8

He/pi for
/or Riehle

Oakes Asks Support
For Billboard Plan
MONTPELIER
’TPELIER. - Atty.
A t.ty .
Gen. Jaipes L. Oakes asked
the U.S. Transportation
Department Friday to
approve the billboard legis
lation now under consideration
in the House.
The bill, sponsored by Rep.
Theodore M. Riehle, R-ll-2,
of South Burlington; would
ban commercial billboards. It
would set up a system of
state-owned directional signs
for Vermont businesses used
by travelers.

f

structed Oakes to argue the
case in the state’s behalf.
. In a memo filed with the
Transportation Department
Friday, Oakes argued official
business directional signs do
not violate the federal regula
tions. •
He said the principal
requirement of the uniform
traffic control device manual
is that traffic signs be placed
■by authority of a public body.
Since the Travel

Since these signs would be
erected in the highway right
of way, Gov. Hoff has in-

Information Council created
by the Riehle bill would be
a public body, Oakes argued
the business directional signs
would be placed under the
proper, authority.

Although federal regulations
prohibit commercial adver- ,
tising along the interstate
highways, Oakes argued the
official business signs would
be directional, merely direct
ing travelers to commercial
establishments.
Pointing out the Highway
Beautification Act of 1985 re
quires informational signs
within the right of way, the
attorney general said the
proposed Vermont directional
signs would come within this
description as they would be
provided for tourist
information.

Oakes said even if the
signs are prohibited by federal
regulations, an exception
should be granted Vermont on
i the basis of need for state
experimentation.

xxbnn dtv cí
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He said a principal argu
ment for such an exception
is the need, for state experi
mentation in the difficult
problems of regulation of
i outdoor advertising.
He said the proposal for
Vermont is broader in scope
and design than any state
system of regulations now in ¡
effect on outdoor .advertising
and added, “The experience
of Vermont under this legis
lation could well prove
valuable to the federal gov
ernment and all of her sister
states if such experimentation
is permitted.”
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Oakes also pointed out the
importance of the proposed
business directional signs to
Vermont’s tourism.
He said tourism is the
second largest industry in the
state and said preliminary es
timates of the Development
Department show that five
million tourists spent $200 mil
lion in the state last year.
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Highway Board to Put Up
Brand Names if High-Rise
Edifices Come Down.

Beautification can pay un
expected dividends.
You can begin with gar- -|
bage-strewn alleys and end
up tackling “the harder
problems of air pollution
and billboard sign control,”
Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson
said yesterday.
She was speaking to 700
community leaders, city offi
cials and beautification ex
perts, who had gathered in
the Presidential Ballroom of
the Statler Hilton Hotel to
hear announcements of 30
top winners in the 1987 Na
tional Clean Up Contest
sponsored by the National ,
Clean Up-Paint Up-Fix Up ¡
Bureau.
Some 214 cities from 41
states and Puerto Rico en- i
tered the contest. Grand ;
prize winner was Dayton,
Ohio for its concentrated,
year-round program to im- ,
prove its city-scape.
“A good example of the
dividends of beautification
.. . can be found in Lubbock,
Tex., Mrs. Johnson contin
ued. “Projects there range
from a war on weeds to
Chrysanthemum Colorama
Week and from a health sur- |
vey of 900 low-income fami- |
lies to the establishment of i
an outpatient clinic.
“And this is—after all—
what beautification is about.
It is our total concern for
thé physical and human
quality of the world we pass
on to our children.'*
Thirty awards were made
for outstanding civic achieve
ment and the grand prize
winner (the Trigg Trophy)
was chosen from among
them.
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Sign-Swap
Offer Due

p
Cq <UV

(Vermont Press Burean)
'MONTPELIER - The state
Highway Board will tell the
Vermont Petroleum Association
that it will' put up brand name
gasoline signs on the Interstate
at nine locations, if the industry
will take down high-rise gas
signs.
The hoard was told here Tues
day by Highway Commissioner
Lauritz S. Larsen that only nine
gas stations in the state would
meet the requirements as set
up by the Department, the
Development Department and
the oil interests.
The big factor in the re
quirements was that the sta
tions stay open for 16-hours a
day.
Larsen reported Tuesday that
the P etroleu m Association
thinks now the 16-hour re
quirement is too rigid. He said
they now prefer a 12-14 hour
limit.
However the board said: that
it wouldn’t change _ the re
quirements it helped to set up.
The idea behind the state put
ting • up the brand name gas
signs was to get the oil' industry
to stop erecting “high rise” gas
signs.
These are on-premise signs
and there is no current law to
limit these signs.
The Legislature is considering
legislation banning .all private,
off-premise advertising.
Gov. Philip H. Hoff and the
state Highway Board said the
state would go along with put
ting up the brand name signs
¿ on an experimental basis.
But erection of these signs
was based on the removal of
the high rises.
When the oil1' industry first
started' discussing the program
with the state it figured, it had
more than 30 stations to meet
the requirements.
j.?uA aPPai*ently many owners
diciiujike the idea of staying
open for 16 hours a day "and
only mue stations qualify.
In other action, the Highway
Board decided to tell Lyndon
residents that unless it hears
otherwise by next month, it
plans to drop to the bottom of
toe list a .planned betterment
project for the area.
The $207 .«¡0 project, which in
cludes widening a bridge and
channeling traffic, has run into heavy local opposition.
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Arizona also is hopeful that completion o’ the present intén
tate system will not be delayed until 1975. Such a delay itself
would cause a construction slowdown in Arizona, which is
me uncertainty has been created by the federal govern-on schedule for a 1972 completion.
ment’s control of the program and its indecision on:
“Even more important,” said Justin Kerman, state highway
—Whether to complete the national interstate highway director, “it would just put off for three more years the pro
system started in 1953 on schedule in 1572, Gr whether to vision of roads and streets that already are needed to movo
extend it to 1975.
the rapidly increasing traffic.”
—7/KAT FINANCIAL burdens are going to be placed cn
Herman said traffic estimates for 1970 already have been
the states by the new federal Highway Safety Act.
surpassed in the Phoenix and Tucson areas.
—What financial burdens are going to be placed on the
ARIZONA IS moving forward in its effort to comply with
states by the federal Highway Beautification Act.
the conditions imposed by the Highway Beautification Act.
Failure to comply could culminate in 10 per cent of its an
—What kind of a federal road building program will be
nual allocation of some $50 million in federal funds being
set up by Congress to take the place of the interstate system
withheld by the federal government.
when it is completed.
This act requires that each state comply with federal re
This last question will be taken up at a meeting at Des
quirements to move or screen junkyards near highways, re
piernes, Ill., Dec. 12, called by the American Association of
move billboards within 660 feet of federal highways in un
State Highway Officials. At the meeting, an effort will be made
zoned, noncommercial areas, and control the spacing, height
to hammer cut recommendations to Congress for the postand location of billboards within 'zoned and commercial areas.
interstate program.' Each state will have two representatives
A citizens’ committee headed by Lloyd J. Perpcr, Tucscn
attending.
,
ARIZONA V/ILL recommend that a new program be financed engineer, and composed .of representatives of ail interested
on the same basis as the' interstate program, roughly SO groups, is working with the Arizona Highway Department to
help develop an acceptable program for billboard and junk
per cent federal and 10 per cent state money, and. that the
emphasis be shifted to 1.) urban freeway needs and 2.) rural yard control. It has hopes of completing its work in January.
(Continued on Page IB, Cot. 1)

highways—the present secondary road system.
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acted alter Hatty I
(haddiek, new chairman of
i the Zoning
Board of Appeals,
s.ud that the eight years grant
ed in 1957 lor amortization
of the signs expired in 1965.
" i he eight years were al
lo w e d to give the sign ovvneis
a chance to get their money s
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State Highway Program Nearing Foggy Spot ■
By BEN AVEBY

Arizona’s $lCO-million-a-year state highway construction pro
gram is nearing the brink of uncertainty.

•
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1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 0

Arizona also is hopeful that completion of the pres
interstate system will not be delayed until 1975. Such a delay itself
would cause a construction slowdown in Arizona, which is
on schedule for a 1972 completion.

The uncertainty has been created by the federal govern
ment’s control of the program and its indecision on:

“Even more important,” said Justin Herman, state highway
director, “it would just put off for three more years the pro
vision of roads and streets that already are needed to movo
the rapidly increasing traffic.”

—Whether to complete the national interstate highway
system started in 1955 on schedule in 1972, or whether to
extend it to 1975.
—WHAT FINANCIAL burdens are going to he placed on
the states by the new federal Highway Safety Act.

Herman said traffic estimates for 1970 already have been
surpassed in the Phoenix and Tucson areas.

—What financial burdens are going to be placed on the
states by the federal Highway Beautification Act.

ARIZONA IS moving forward in its effort to comply with
the conditions imposed by the Highway Beautification Act.
Failure to comply could culminate in 10 per cent of its an
nual allocation of some $50 million in federal funds being
withheld by the federal government.

—"What kind of a federal road building program will be
set up by Congress to take the place of the interstate system
>. when it. is completed.
This act requires that each state comply with federal re
This last question will be taken up at a meeting at Des
quirements to move or screen junkyards near highways, re
piernes, III., Dec. 12, called by the American Association of
move billboards within 660 feet of federal highways in unState Highway Officials. At the meeting, an effort will be made
zor.cd, noncommercial areas, and control the spacing, height
to hammer cut recommendations to Congress for the postand location of billboards within zoned and commercial areas.
interstate program.' Each state will have two representatives
A citizens’ committee headed by Lloyd J. Perper, Tucscn
attending.
engineer, and composed of representatives of ail interested
ARIZONA WILL recommend that a new program be financed
groups, is working with the Arizona Highway Department to
• on the same basis as the' interstate program, roughly £0
help develop an acceptable program for billboard and junk■ per cent federal and 10 per cent state money, and. that the
' yard control. It has hopes of completing its work in January.
emphasis be shifted to 1.) urban freeway needs and 2.) rural
(Continued on Page 4B, Col. 1)
highways—the present secondary road system.
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,-B The Arizona Sepubiic

¿ (Continued from Page 1-3)
’ Costs for billboar.d removal
could run as high as $5 million
for the state and $15 million for
the federal government.

' _____
O'
, and 1
_________ ;------------- --------- -"worse on urban roads and,
'a
Sunday, Dee. 3,1^ streets, ^satoTTbo ma.^eny;

—----------------- " ”
•• . •
'
'•
§893,525,000 to develop 6,132
.But these burdens are not ex-| Herman said a recent study ite. but
pected to curtail highway con-|completed ui Arizona shows that are $283,„5o,bA i<~
icit of $43 million, he said.
ooiH T-Tnrnrnn
01
wa az1) nno will
$1,336,652,000
will hp
be npp.ded
needed on
on
struction, said
Herman.
“But these figures pretty
"The states’ compliance with
the 8,979 miles of state highways well give the picture, and it is
He
pointed
out
that
the
pres

the federal Highway Safety Act
ent interstate program is going in the. next 20 years, against very similar in many, other
is of greater uncertainty.
forward. nationwide at the rate estimated revenues of about $1 states,” he said. “I feel that tne
The U.S. Department of of $3.4 billion in construction a billion, leaving a deficit of near post-1972 program will be de
Transportation has issued 13 year, making it the largest pub ly $250 million. .
signed by Congress to m e
proposed “standards” the states lic works program in history.
________
The situation Is even these needs.”
will be required to comply with,
BUT,
”
said
Herman,
“
al

and there are rumors of many
though the interstate system
more—as many as 42.
eventually will carry 20 to 25
'.Probably most expensive for per cent of all traffic, witflin
Arizona would be one requiring another five years noninter
driver training in the schools. state highways will have to
Another would require motor carry 50~par cent more travel
vehicle inspection.
than they did when the inter
BOTH OF these will require state system was started in
major action by the legislature 1956.”
in areas rejected by legislatures
In Arizona, he said, the bur
in the past.
den on certain state roads and
However, failure to comply city streets has increased as
could impose another 10 per much as SCO per cent.
cent penalty on Arizona’s fed
eral highway funds.
1
Motor vehicle inspection could
cost motorists at least $1 mil
lion a year if a $1 fee is im
posed.
’
Driver training in the schools
could cost up to $3 or $4 million.
MANY OF the safety provi
sions would not impose a great
' burden on Arizona, but merely
call for minor changes in the
law. However, some are irritat
ing, says David H. Campbell,
suoerintendent of the Motor Ve
hicle Division of' the Arizona
1
Highway Department.
One is a simple requirement
that commercial vehicles be
registered by gross laden
weight. Arizona is one of 10
states that uses gross unladen
weight, and 11 amendments to
the motor vehicle code would
be required to make the change.
However, the Joint Roads and
Streets Fact Finding Commit
tee of the Arizona Legislature,
headed by Sen. Isabel Burgess,
R-Maricopa, is working with the
highway department to prepare
legislation in this field.
THE DRIVER education pro-t
gram, however, comes under J
the jurisdiction of the State pe-i.
partment of Public Instruction,li
which is preparing legislation1'
in that field.
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in a-major effort to "clean
up ” the big billboards and nth-

]

?

;

I

'

I

k.
i

i

ik,»

" i he eight years were allowed to give the sign owners
a chance to get their money's
worth out of the signs ¡hey

'

said that the eight years grant 
ed in 1057 for amortization
of the signs expired in 1905.1
i*---

lolu-w.
Building f e»mr. Sidnev I),
ei nonconlorming signs that
mar

,

’

I

residential areas. the
building depariinenni lues-;
,000 ami 2.000 oversize signs Jav will send out more iban
in the 150 square miles oí 200 notices ordering removal
Chicago zoned lor residentia oí offending signs within 15
purposes.
days
Other notices are to

»

lbe cits heean a drive
Monday it) remove between
I
/*

I,1C

alter Harry

|-.
chairman of
' ,, ’*l1‘ ng Board
\ppeals.
new

acted

( haddick,

Smith
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Avtanao® 95s
By JOHN J. HARRIGAN
Yuma County Bureau
PARKER DAM—Why spend a million dotoO o build *

tli- U-U

ilrm í X X S X S w i ü i a m s

ThncA fl’ipdions v/crc asked by

reauy of Spcrt Fisheries

'er and into Mohave County. .
t
'
Tt tai ,
rinnnvm highway commissioner from.
Arthur F. Mac» o.
throu'di a considerable)
February J861 to
'
g(!0j0gjcai opposition to shoot
amount ot
to its present partial state of comnorth of the Bill Williams River. •
THE JOB required
battles among members of

L

£?« X
S S S ” E S - ; « | £K "^S - T “ S « ®» "! '»»
S ’

A rÉ ^

mile secondary road that dead-ends at a rite .
Why spend another million dollars to build a bridge
jeep Irall on the other side? •

■

'

-

n

J

S & ííB S » ? :
^

C olJ L -i -------- -------

iVnt inb there ” Black comment
“I HAD a reali!bain cT°on
a h^ an°arfcmcnt, Slate Parks De
ed, “ they (Bui-eau of Lard
£ and Uge 0[ficc) wantcd
d g0 up over a mounb ¿ " ? ° wilcs
,v

(Continued on Page 3-H,

partment, Lower’ C°lo‘ ac’°
’
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eight years were alÍ lowed to give the sign owners
I a chance to get their money's
worth out of the signs ¡hey

“ Ihe
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The cilv begun a drive mar residential areas. the
Monday to remove between building deparnnennt
lues-.
J ,000 and 2.000 oversize signs day will send out more than
in the 150 square miles ot 200 notices ordering removal
Chicago zoned for residential of offending signs within 15
purposes.
' days
Other notices are to
In a-major ellort to “ clean l»>tu-w.
lip ” the big billboards and othBuilding f omr. Sidney I),
cr nonconforming signs that Smith acted alter Harry
1--( haddick, new chairman of
the Zoning Board of Appeals,
said th.it the eight years grant
ed in I ‘ ’ 57 lor amortization
of the signs expired in 1965. i
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i Braden reported last week
. that
the situation looked
promising for completing the
road in less than two years.
' r originally had been programmed for three years.
ar(¡
it hwe>

.

.

,

’

,j

wax’ Commission, of course, j
considered the expense of ibe j
additional routing,” Romeo H
commented. •
j
TODAY, southwestern Ari- j
zonans are hardly aware of .
the existence of northwestern |
Arizonans, and vice versa.
A resident of the Parker
Dam area is 20 miles from
Lake Havasu City if he takes
the aerial route of the snowy
white egret. By car he is 116
miles, via Needles, Calif.
The Lower Colorado River
land use survey in 1964 slat
ed, “ When fully developed .. .
state park and recreation pro
u . ............. >•:...... ... x^..: ¡z. i
posals for the Lower Colorado
Map Shows Route
could accommodate an estima 
ARTHUR F. BLACK
ted 5,500,000 visitors annual
lie Pushed The Highway
needed hut didn’t think we
ly,” a figure Romeo considers
should double up traffic in the
11-mile strip north of Par- ‘ were proponents of Ibe road,” conservative today.
kcr.”
If all -of. the 5.5 million anhe said. “ The question was,
He described the section as where do you put (he road to ticipaled visitors were re 
"a narrow, very heavily used protect the existing recrea  quired to make the 116-mile
piece of road that probably tion use without destroying it detour, just once, from Parker Dam to Lake Havasu City,
has a higher accident ratio
by
adding
a
greater
problem
at an average cost of 10 cents
Ilian any oilier piece of road
than
already exists?
a mile, they would incur an
in the state.
“ At one time we suggested expense of $63,800,030. Or,
“ WE HAVE an agreement they go out behind that little they could take a 20-mile boat i
with the stale highway peo frontal range. The State High- ride from Parker Dam.
,
ple that as soon as that traf- .fic becomes a problem they
will reroute the road and get
it out of the 11-mile strip, so
you don’t destroy that exist
ing economy that’s kept Par 
ker alive all these years,” he
said. “ You could very well do
that by overloading that high
way with more trucks and
commercial traffic. ”

S u n -T im es

:

>

tn lT-Ike

construction.

•

¡

( I ll.)

•

í

n iu i

'
.

95

“ We were always proponents; we knew a road was

j n Arizona

River and trucking and mining interests ¡n the area.
It was Blc commercial intcrests which worried Romeo

“ BY NEXT fall you should
ba able to 2et ovcr that road
; without any problem,” he prei dieted, estimating that Arizona
v;onbj bc completely
paved within 18 to 24 months,
E ar ]y completion is reccivbl,y bcaVy support from the
; McCullouch Corp., developers,
jj avasu city, residents on
both sidcs o( the B'lU Williams

•

■

,

_

“ They accused us of saying
that we did not want a road
going up the Arizona side.
That was untrue because we

hicago

•

-

J r

o.>

•

liver mid the road would
i
Yuma-based Forrest C. Brahave approached Lake HavaAden, vice chairman of the
cu Cily from inland.
Arizona Highway Conunissien,fcdefal
feels Black wastQexpectronrists would vc t,oon
been
move
pulling loads up sleep tot<
too fast and misinterpreted
-' 58mnSí<TftCrrie
wn
the sluggishness of federal
.said. It was c y
machinery for active resist?
. would vc been t h r o w i n g
ance>
J
'm oney away!”
.
’
.
■. Most of the discussion was
• ' Black
described the presover Bie jocation and type of
cen t routing as one which fol- , roacj ) be reported. The Lower
- lows “ a water grade, the natColorado River Land Use Ofural steepness forroad con- v , j¡Cg wanted a road that would
; struction.” The route general'
¡n wi(b t bejr ]ong ra nge
iy parallels the Colorado sevrecreational planning—a wide
eral hundred yards inland.
road with- scenic overlooks.

•

•

•

1

>

' - ’ “ JOB
25,” covering the
? first 2.4 miles of road from
; the new bridge into Mohave
County, is nearing complc" tion at a cost of $434,814. It
- represents
the most expen• I sive portions of the secondory lnglbvay,
,
; cost ot more Wan <200 000 a
: mile for unpaved grade and
drain.
moi ib»

'

'

.

-

: ttemainit.g h
•
•

•

•

■

•

.

"
*o-anS Cl L u S o v p d
s
..-.lza.OJO a mtL, unpav . .
"There ’s a great potential
for 95 when it ’s finished,
Black observed.
Aon will
; drive all along the river on
the Arizona side. It has a
most developable potential- and look at the taxable wealth
. this 11 bring into the state.
BLACK IS former owner of
i a bus line between Phoenix
and Las Vegas. In lefiiemcnt,
he is an active member of
Kingman Chamber of Commercc, where he is chairman
of the highway committee.

;

v-C

±U3 AiiZO'm Z7c?S"2;Jí’ C
Phoenix, Sunday, Bee. 3, IC57

i

F? J. MACDONALD, chair
man of the commission on Ari
zona beauty, said Williams will
deliver the opening and closing
addresses for the workshop.

Smith L. Rairdon, consultant
on pubic affairs for OwensIllinois Inc., will deliver the
keynote address to the work
shop. Rairdon was the first
president of Keep American
Beautiful, Inc., and is current
ly a director of the program.
Oiher speakers at the work*
' shop :
—C. V. Wood, executive vice
president of McCulloch Proper
ties, Inc.

—Lawrence N. Stevens, asso
ciate director, of the bureau of
outdoor recreation of the U.S.
Department of the Interior.
—DR. WILLARD H. Pedrick,
dean of the College of Law at
Arizona State University. .

ROY P. DRACHMAN
Chairs Conference

State Seaiity
To Be Topic
Of Workshop
. X

;

—Dr. Samuel E. Wood, execu
tive director of California To
morrow.

Key P. Drachman, Tucson
businessman, has been appoint
ed chairman of a workshop con
ference on Arizona beauty April
1-2 at the TowneHouse.
The appointment w a s un
announced by Gov. Wiilaims.
Drachman is a member of the
executive committee of the
Governor’s Commission on Ari
zona Beauty.
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—Will Rogers Jr., assistant to
the commission of Indian af
fairs of the Department of the
Interior.
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—Robert B. Pitts, regional ad
ministrator of the U.S. Depart' ment of Housing and Urban De
velopment.
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—Richard Babcock, an' attor
ney. ' author of the book, “The
Zoning Game.” .
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large billboards are owned
b> ,hrec or four large sign
companies.
J!' 'be signs are not down
or reduced to legal size in 15;
days, the owners will be rc.
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u-j p-.hei h cx;xh:-N*-

( haddiek said that most of
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high Oil (he building.
Sil,ll'lar limitations applv to
! sale and rent signs, except 'that
i ,ile v m -'v have 12 square feet
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ban renewal areas and would
encourage the people to up
grade their communities.”
Cbaddock appealed to com 
munity organizations to assist
by sending him or the building
department lists of illegal signs.
In the single-family ami
small-structure areas zoned R
. (residential i
I and 2. signs are
limited to one square loot ami
Jo one on a building, unless
. Jhc building is a ctirner struc
ture. In H e ría s e two JjTj
permitted.
In apartment areas, zoned
R? through RH. signs ol iden1,1'cation
are limited to 9
square Icet. Street from buildmgs are allowed one. and cor
near buildings, two. None may
j Project
more than 2 inches
' over the s.dewalk or be placed

Nevada.

•

N

particularly important in ur-
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" i be eight years were al
lowed to give the sign outlet
a chance to gel (heir money h
worth out ol the signs they
bad creeled before the ordi 
nance of 1957 was adopted,"
said Cbaddick. ‘ ‘ Now tbevbe
bad the eight years ami two
! years more.
It is time to clean
i'P-”
In a letter io llie zoning
section of the building depart
ment Cbaddick said that re
moval o| the signs would be

¿he'Iárgest

'

I

■- .’

-;

I

■'

said that the eight years grant
in 1957 for amortizaliot
ol the signs expired in 1965

••-?•

ed

. '

¡lie cii\ began a drive mar residential areas. ih
Monday io remove between building deparimennt
lues
J, OOO and 2.000 oversize signs day will send oul more that
in die I5O square miles of 200 notices ordering remova
Chicago zoned lor residential .o f offending signs within l;
purposes.
days. Oilier notices are t»
in a-major effort to ’‘clean follow,
up ” the big billboards and othBuilding omr. Sidney I)
cr nonconforming signs that .Smith acted alter Harry H
( baddiek, new chairman o

o

( I ll.)

.

r~~

Chicago

tp/eehessay, x\cv.i¿¿7 • R.?nc SvenSag Gazette-Si

•

•.

-." .

sná highway NfhLNhn Cáriix

.s v/eh; Afile hlc—N;. 45 miles east
•'satspokes’ • .;; recuire

--•e;:nw.'jat£ cr.3 c£..x¿ ¿ve e::e¿v.„.L¿. A* cut 2.5
;y aid a

; ¿ad

• ¡aúllos. tors‘o? y; vai ¿.-ovyhi

job ever ’¿ah.:' ’en in Narmayá hi - seat tv, . ;-ear¿, the ír¿;-> She Lh rise h N; Lr ir'erCoanty.
I •.-.•&/ •■ih ext-;.N ar. broken Lrrr. mb gee
Irrmn¿;;..;t Liairae■ . . ..-e ¿ANion on the west side
. of Immigrant Summit, and at
■ the junction with the county
road to Palisade.
Federal highway funds are ex
pected to cover £5 per cent or
the cost.
: The highway department re, ported the stretch has experi
enced one of the highest acci. dent rates in the state because
of curves, limited line of vision,

.

and poor passing conditions.

Seven-fatalities have been re
corded in tiie past three .years
in 21 auto accidents.
Eids will also be opened or. a
$340,000 landscaping job an In
terstate Highway 15 in Las Ve
ngas. The jab r.. u.;es planting;
.33,000 shrub? ¿ ; .rocs in the
. medians ur.-d hi;.changes be
tween Tropicana and Sahara Av
enues. It will be the Nevada In
terstate. System’s first urban
beautification project. Others
are planned in all cities crossed
by freeways. -.
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By KEITH WALKER
San Mateo County supervisors this week called on tho
city of San Francisco and the State Division of Highways
to give serious consideration to a proposed "compromise”
route that could end a long-standing controversy over
location of Junípero Serra Freeway.
The plan would carry the 4-mile freeway segment
along a curving route at the base of the foothills near
Crystal Springs Lake, west of Belmont and San Carlos.
Board members carefully avoided making any com.
mitments, but their action and comments indicated a
possible change in position on the routing question.
The supervisors have backed a ridge route urged bj
•he city of San Francisco, designed to carry the freewaj
to the eastern edge of San Francisco’s watershed property
The State Highway Commission had approved a route
'dong the shore of the Crystal Spring Reservoir. A coii
troversy between the two plans has delayed constructioi

I HE

!
U.S. Dept. of Trans.
Fed. Hwy. Adm.

,'-’orm FH-Í4
(4-67?-----

I !

DATE

Jan. 29, 1968

TRANSMITTAL SLIP
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Mr. Fred S. Farr - Highway
----
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Beautification

!N SHEET, Budingam^Calif.
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L. Ricer Landscape Architect
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. its water-¡each sld
will
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.
ltl ridge west of the Bayside|;he ncgo ¿A.A
„nisesvalley
to revervelopment,
Liebes expressed
communities The water res)ve
the
parks
and
open
supplies
domestic
needs
befOic
x-- • n-..
_____nnrl n nr tilspace subcommittee
oi 4-H
tne
San Mateo County Regional
Planning Committee. The
1I.UA** v-acencv is considering impact Tuñincro Serra Freeway wmoC;h»7a, wip¿ havetorunnf San Francisco's proposed to the shore of the lakes along lanex- ^¿’lane Canada Roan
limited recreational develop 1^—fetu thd bottleneck it n>
ment of its watershed holdcome aware of the rackety _
mncisc«“ Liebes, ,.,o
4bo has ti.nnpc,
11 The Crystal Springs Lakes The City of San Francisco! Licb.s
watershed and problem.
peginningtoj^^AA—------and Valley run along the cerv
,
í: «-i-, t 11-, or t.n move the
.. ter of the county fiom can
Bruno to Woodside, just over
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By KEITH
j?
San Mateo County supervisors this week called on the
city of San Francisco and the State Division ol’ Highways
to give serious consideration to a proposed "compromise”
route that could end a long-standing controversy over
location of Junípero Serra Freeway.
The plan would carry the 4-mile freeway segment
along a curving route at the base of the foothills near
Crystal Springs Lake, west of Belmont and San Carlos.
Board members carefully avoided making any com
mitments, but their action and comments indicated a
possible change in position on the routing question.
The supervisors have backed a ridge route urged by
the city of San Francisco, designed to carry the freeway
to the eastern edge of San Francisco’s watershed property.
The State Highway Commission had approved a route
'•long the shore of the Crystal Spring Reservoir. A con
troversy between the two plans has delayed construction
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of what will be the final link in the 52-mile San Josc-toSan Francisco freeway.
y The new foothills route was suggested by Hall_and
Goodhue of Monterey, an architectural consult—firm,
retained by the California Highwnv Cnminissioa^e-prepare
an alternate plan»
TTshows the freeway passing through a recreational
area, with golf links and two man-made lakes designed for
boating. The northbound lanes of the freeway are sepa
rated from the southbound lanes in some areas.
Gordon Hall, representing the consultant firm, told
supervisors that the ridge route would require heavy cuts
and fills up to 200 feet in height. Even at its highest point,
the freeway would not have ail unrestricted view of the
bay, he said, and it would be carried close to urban areas
rather than enjoying a “four-minute sequence of land
scape” which woud be possible on a lower route through
the scenic Crystal Springs watershed.
County Planning Director Reino Liukkonen presented
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,„„rin« the merits of
a planners-engineer staff report comparing the merits of
the three routes—ridge, foothills and shoreline.
The ridge , route, he said, would be excessively steep
and would be longer than the other routes, and would bo
more difficult for trucks to navigate. The foothills íoute.
would be adequate but more expensive to build than the
shoreline route—the shortest, straightest, cheapest rightof-way of all.
On the other hand, the ridge route would provide the
best guarantee of preserving purity of the water in the
reservoir, because it is at the greatest distance from the
lake.
The ridge route would be least destructive to the
watershed and disturb the tranquility of the area and its
wildlife least.
County Supervisor William M. Werder of Redwood City
remarked:
“I’ve been a ridge route man, but I find this very
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interesting.
cneomago San
Gan Francisco to take aa good look.
Interesting. I encourage
It could be a good look.”
•
.
.
Supervisor Robert St. Clair of
t of
o-nne along with San Francisco’s request for support or
Se X ra«t“ because San Francisco, had1 showiva £

of cooperation when San Mateo County was seeking a
adequate site lor the proposed state college °“ Edgewood
Road near Redwood City. San Francisco agreedI to u e
some of its watershed lands in order to piovide a
large enough to meet state requirements _
y
“Put the time has come to face the fact that \.e suuu
will have "giways barreling down from the south
and screaming from the north-mid stopping for four
miles because wo can't get our minds made-up.
.
Sidnev Liebes Jr., representative of the Siena Club
and the committee for Green Foothills said hisj groups
Stm favor the ridge route. The watershed lands, he.an,
should be preserved for open space and recreational pur
poses and not used “solely for a freeway.
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of what will be the final link in the 52-mile San Jose-toSan Francisco freeway.
San Mateo County supervisors this week called on tho > The new foothills route was suggested Joy Jfn1l .and
city of San Francisco and the State Division of Highways Goodhue of Monterey, an architectural consult!—¿-firm
to give serious consideration to a proposed “compromise” retained by the Califorma Highway Cnmmisstea^e-^epare
route that could end a long-standing controversy over
an alternate plan,.
location of Junípero Serra Freeway.
—TTshows the freeway passing through a recreational
The plan would carry the 4-mile freeway segment ' area, with golf links and two man-made lakes designed for
along a curving route at the base of the foothills near boating. The northbound lanes of the freeway are sepa
Crystal Springs Lake, west of Belmont and San Carlos.
rated from the southbound lanes in some areas.
Gordon Hall, representing the consultant firm, told
Board members carefully avoided making any com
mitments, but their action and comments indicated a supervisors that the ridge route would require heavy cuts
and fills up to 200 feet in height. Even at its highest point,
possible change in position on the routing question.
The supervisors have backed a ridge route urged by the freeway would not have an unrestricted view of the
the city of San Francisco, designed to carry the freeway bay, he said, and it would be carried close to urban areas
to the eastern edge of San Francisco’s watershed property. rather than enjoying a “four-minute sequence of land
The State Highway Commission had approved a route scape” which woud be possible on a lower route through
-'.long tlie shore of the Crystal Spring Reservoir. A con the scenic Crystal Springs watershed.
nil Tor Reino Liukkonen pr<
County Plai
troversy between the two plans has delayed construction
By KEITH WALKER

¿nteresUng. I

San ^ncisco to «0 a ecod too,.

Interesting. I pneourage San Francisco to take a good oc .
a nimners-engineer staff report comparing the merits of
It could be a good look.”
•'
.
,
the three routes-ridge, foothills and shoreline.
Supervisor Robert St. Clair of Millbrae said he-had
The ridge route, he said, would be excessively steep frnne along with San Francisco’s request for suppoit or
and would be longer than the other routes, and would be Se ridge^because San Francisco had1 shov^a lot
more difficult for trucks to navigate. The .mothills íoute. of cooperation when San Mateo Countywas
»ooc,
would be adequate but more expensive to build than the adequate site for the proposed state college o
'V ' G
shoreline route—the shortest, straightest, cheapest righ - Road near Redwood City. San Francisco agreed
some of its watershed lands in order to p
of-way of all.
On the other hand, the ridge route would provide the inro-p pnoueh to meet state requirements.
%it the time has come to face the fact that we ®on
best guarantee of preserving purity of the water in the
reservoir, because it is t the greatest distance from the will have two highways barreling down fiom the sol l
and screaming from the north-and stopping for four
lake.
miles
because we can't get our minds made-up _
Tlie ridge route would be least destructive to the
Sidney Liebes Jr., representative of the Siena Cui
watershed and disturb the tranquility of the area and its
and the committee for Green Footlnils aaid his = ioui s
wildlife least.
,tm favor the ridge route. Thenor’County Supervisor William M. Werder of Redwood City
remarked:
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ACTION
I

| NOTE AND FILE

I

□ note and return to me
I

I RETURN WITH MORE DETAILS

[□ NOTE AND SEE ME ABOUT THIS
I

| PLEASE ANSWER

O PER YOUR REQUEST

I

I FOR YOUR APPROVAL

I

I FOR YOUR INFORMATION

I

□ PREPARE REPLY FOR MY SIGNATURE [

□

| PER OUR CONVERSATION

| FOR YOUR COMMENTS

..... '.-'.3
7ERM0NT BILL OF RIGHTS (Adopted July, 1777)
rental prlnclp'es and a firm adherence to lustlce, moderaty are absolutely necessary to preserve the blessings of
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take APPROPRIATE ACTION [□ IN VESTIG ATE AND REPORT

COMMENTS:

ATTENTION

Mr. Fred S. Farr, Highway Beautification
Coordinator
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Bill Strategy
jed to
il'.board
.ay well
in lobis state,
issue so
ad supiliboard
he Leg:ndorsed
nization
, it has
■oval inuotel-mo-

T-he anti-billboard campaign had de
veloped so much momentum by the
time Legislature convened that the
issue appeared to be billboards against
the public. Something had to be done
to correct such an unfavorable image.
The redoubtable Henry Black, lead
ing lobbyist for the billboard inter
ests, has been doing some effective
work behind the scenes and at the
same time attempting to revise the
stage setting.
Somehow he has to reverse the im
pression .that banning off-premise bill
boards and signs is in the public in
terest and to die long term advan
tage of all Vermonters. It’s a matter
of persuading the Legislature that , a
little billboard blight can be tolerated
arid is actually better than comp’ete

Submitted by:

elimination of the blight. Regulate
the blight, yes. Eliminate it, no. This
is- the let’sJbe-reasonable approach.
But something more is needed to
advance the billboard cause — prefer
ably something at least to imply that
the billboard ban would be a gross
injustice, not especially to the well
heeled billboard interests but to some
other group of people, preferably all
Vermonters and preferably a group
not noted for its affluence.
No better group than the farmers
could be imagined for this purpose.
Hence we have seen the first signs of
opposition to the Riehle bill from at
least two farm organizations. Some ,
of the maple sugar producers are'
against it. It has been argued that
those farmers who maintain roadside
stands for the sale of fruits, vegeta
bles, cheese and maple products need
off-premise signs to advertise their
places of business.
This is the kind of help that the
billboard interests need. It will 'be in
teresting to see how successful is the
move to translate the Riehle bill into
a punitive measure against the op-’
pressed farmer.
The Legislature .shouldn’t be de
ceived. But if they are, it wouldn't
be the first time, that the Vermont
farmer has been used as a stalking
horse for other interests.

A. R. Purchase
Division Engineer
Montpelier, Vermont
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ment of Highways, the Scenery
Preservation Council, the Ver
mont Council of the Arts, and
the general public.
“I hate to see the bill com
pletely wiped out because we
are all in favor of its concept.
But I believe that by amending
it we could take out most of
the objectional parts of the bill
and set them aside for further
study,” Cooley said.
He said that the issue had

many -signs.
“Somebody’s 'been doing some
thinking, but not the right
kind,” Mitroff said.
Mitroff has attended many of
the meetings at which the
Riehle bill has been explained,
to express -his dissatisfaction
with the plan. Mitroff favors
“further study.”

srcraaga

Submitted by:

A, R. Purchase
Division Engineer
Montpelier, Vermont
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Rutland Daily Herald
by WoM
FROM ARTICLE XVIII OF THE VERMONT BILL OF RIGHTS (Adopted July, 1777)
"That freanent recurrence to fundamental prlnclp'es and a firm adherence to justice, modera
tion, temperance, Industry a:.d frugality are absolutely necessary to preserve the blessings of
liberty and keep government free."

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1968

Riehle Bill Strategy
mraiirn beinoThe campaign
being w.irred
waged to
to
block Rep. Riehle's- plan for billboard
‘and sign control in Vermont may well
rank among the classic lessons in lob
bying strategy of all time in this state.
It is difficult to recall any issue so
widely discussed, explained and sup
ported in recent years as the billboard
ban. Thoroughly studied by the Leg
islative Council, officially endorsed
by the Republican party organization
and supported by Gov. Hoff, it has
gained widespread public approval in
cluding that of much of the hotel-mo
tel industry.
The anti-billboard campaign had de
veloped so much momentum by the
time Legislature convened that the
issue appeared to be billboards against
the public. Something had to be done
to correct such an unfavorable image.
The redoubtable Henry Black, lead
ing lobbyist for the billboard inter
ests, has been doing some effective
work behind the scenes and at the
same time attempting to revise the
stage setting.
Somehow he has to reverse the im
pression that banning off-premise bill
boards and signs is in the public in
terest and to the long term advan
tage of all Vermonters. It’s a matter
of persuading the Legislature that , a
little billboard blight can be tolerated
and is actually better than comp’ete
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of the blii?ht
blight. Regulate
the blight, yes. Eliminate it, no. This
is- the let’s-be-reasonable approach.
But something more is needed to
advance the billboard cause — prefer
ably something at least to imply that
the billboard ban would be a gross
injustice, not especially to the well
heeled 'billboard interests but to some
other group of people, preferably all
Vermonters and preferably a group
not noted for its affluence.
No better group than the farmers
could be imagined for this purpose.
Hence we have seen the first signs of
opposition to the Riehle bill from at
least two farm organizations. Some
of the maple sugar producers are
against it. It has been argued that
those farmers who maintain roadside
stands for the sale of fruits, vegeta
bles, cheese and maple products need
off-premise signs to advertise their
places of business.
This is the kind of help that the
billboard interests need. It will be in
teresting to see how successful is the
move to translate the Riehle bill into
a punitive measure against the
pressed farmer.
The Legislature shouldn't be
ceived. But if they are, it wouldn’t
be the first time, that the Vermont
farmer has been used as a stalking
horse for other interests.

e-li'mi
nation
elimination

A. R. Purchase
Division Engineer
Montpelier, Vermont

ment of Highways, the Scenery
Preservation Council, the Ver
mont Council of the Arts, and
the general public.
“I hate to see the bill com
pletely wiped out because we
are all in favor of its concept.
But I believe that by amending
it we could take out most of
the objectional parts of the bill
and set them aside for further
study,” Cooley said.
He said that the issue had
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mkny signs.
“Somebody’s ‘been doing some
thinking, but not the right
kind,” 'Mitroff saidl.
Mitroff has attended! many of
the meetings -at which the
Riehle bill has been explained,
to express his dissatisfaction
with the plan. 'Mitroff favors
“further study.”

A. R. Purchase
Division Engineer
Montpelier, Vermont
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Cooley Against

Billboard Ban
Vermont Secretary of State become a _ “political football.
Harry Cooley made it clear to “If Y°u hill ^he ^ill y°u ar®
members of the Rutland Region going to get a lot of backlash
Chamber of Commerce that he from people who never really
opposes the billboard ban now understood what the intention of
before the state Legislature.
the bill was in the first place,”
He told a Chamber of Com- Cooley said,
merce sub-committee Monday
He hinted that because the
that he could not answer its bill left the mechanics of setquestions on the R i e h 1 e ting up a billboard ban to the
billboard bill, now pending Travel Information Council, it
before the Vermont Legislature, would be impossible to adCooley,
who
would
b e minister it.
responsible for control of the
“How can we answer? We
bill’s provisions, said that can’t administer a bill until
there are “too many unknown there is a bill on the 'books,
quantities” in the bill. He does You can’t adminster very well
not favor the passage of the if
you
don’t
have
the
bill.
mechanics,” he said.
The bill, proposed by Rep.
He told the Chamber
Theodore Riehle Jr., R-ll-2, of representatives that they would
South Burlington, would ban probably get better answers to
billboards from state highways their questions in Montpelier
and substitute state-owned sign Thursday. A public hearing will
plazas and directional signs.
be held' on the bill at the time.
, It has been attacked by outThe bill has not ¡been acted
I door advertising councils and on because House Ways and
praised
by
conservationists Means Committee Chairman
throughout the United States.
Emory A. Hebard, R-28, of
But, the Chamber of Com- Glover, has been keeping it in
merce Tourist Promotion Com- his pocket,
mittee, which says it favors the
The Chamber of Commerce
“concept” of the bill, wants wants to know how many signs
several questions
answered plazas there will be and how
before it supports Riehle.
many signs will be erected in
A sub-committee of' the com- each plaza,
mittee asked Cooley to answer
Riehle has estimated that
these questions. He said he there will1 be 50 sign plazas,
couldn’t answer a few and left But, the number of signs in' a
the answering of others to his plaza would have to be decided
. administrative assistant, Joseph by the . Travel' Information
Moore, head of the Outdoor Council.
Advertising Divisioh in Cooley’s
Cooley also told the group
that the council will decide the
office.
But, Cooley did let the com- eligibility of businesses to be
mittee know that he does not represented on the sign1 plazas,
support the bill “as it is now
The answers to other quesworded.”
tions will have to be answered
Cooley said the Legislature by Rep. Arthur Gibb, (R-15,
should only pass a portion of Weybridge, and Sen. Daniel B.
the bill at this time. He said Ruggles ¡HI, R-Washington,
that the .Legislature should only chairmen of the House and
deal with the section of the bill Senate Natural Resources Comwhich would create a Travel mittees respectively.
Information Council and let that
The chamber has written the
group work out the details of two' men letters listing the
a bill which could be enacted questions they- feel should1 be
by the 1969 Legislature.
answered before it goes on
Cooley even had reservations record in. support of Riehle’s
about the setting up of the bill.
proposed council. He said that
A1 Mitroff of Brandon, owner
the proposal calling'for a seven- of the Brandon Inn, told Cooley
man council should be expanded that owners of businesses dealto include a representative of ing with tourists would be
“mousetrapped” if they were
the billboard industry.
As proposed, the council not told certain things prior to
would include representatives the passage of the bill.
He contends that businesses
from the lodging industry,
restaurant industry, the With signs on the sign' plazas
petroleum industry, the Depart would 'be lost if there were too
ment of Highways, the Scenery many signs.
“Somebody’s 'been doing some
Preservation Council, the Ver
mont Council of the Arts, and thinking, but not the right
kind,” Mitroff said.
the general public.
Mitroff has attended many of
T hate to see the bill completely wiped out because we the meetings at which the
are all in favor of its concept. Riehle bill has been explained,
But I believe that by amending to express 'his dissatisfaction
it we could take out most of with the plan. Mitroff favors
the objectional parts of the bill “further study.”
and set them aside for further --------------------- —----------------study,” Cooley said.
He said that the issue had
KSCJaBMOaKStS

Submitted by:

A. R. Purchase
..Division Engineer
Montpelier, Vermont
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HAROLD MIOSSI
POST OFFICE BOX 606
SAN LUIS OBISPO < CALIFORNIA 93401

March 3, IQor

5^'
Mr. Fred S. Farr
Highway Beautification Coordinator
U. o. Department of Transportation
Bureau of Public Roads
Washington, D. C.
92591

Referenee to

U9-OI

Dear Fred,

•Thank you for referring our Cuesto protest comments

to Mr. Farin in Dan Francisco.
Meanwhile, the Division of Highways appears to be
getting more desperate in obtaining some type of approval
or assent locally, and I expect on end run; for 011c, 1 be
lieve they realise local opposition is developing at an
alarming rate;, then, also, as the present realignment and
modification proceeds, the public realizes wh<-., an excc.j-lenu
road will result on the present alignment.,

I have had a lot of statewide support.
I am enclosing
Ken Overaker’s article from the L. A* Times of uunday, mb.
Then Sunset Magazine (Martin Litton") is doing a goon picc-j
us — under travel and historical pretenses. The response from
the L. A. article has been tremendous — I think I hnall
uJ
¡11
put on another secretary to answer all the. mail. It we
favorable.

Whatever you can do is most important; even lx we
lose this battle, we surely have started a lot of people^think
ing. The Times article, for one, surprises mein.the extent o>
concern about devastation of our resources; amd Size of it;
appalls
me*.
J.readership
J u.
—- —
-

..... - Incidentally, one area you can ~
enter
is that the,Division
conterinands
the
Planning
-orooosal completely conterinands the Planning CCommission’s scenic
oppos<
corridor plan for the area;• their report
report unequivocally
uneqi
the Highway plan.

Above all, read in the Spring, 1968 Cry California Bob
Simons's article on the "Freeway Establishment.
Guess yzou could
have written it!
Sincerely,
Enel
—¡ uuiiinitv . m. bca&'-'J. rrr~ ———-in-one wcath* build a roadbc
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"The state wouldn’t have
to destroy the hillsides
and the canyon if the
engineers would consider
bridging or tunnels as
they have done in Italy."
He also contends that
Hie highways division has
not considered the impact
on U.S. 101 traffic of the
. projected Interstate 5 on
the west side of the San
Joaquin Valley.
But to Henry 0. Case,
advance planning en
gineer of District 5, Divi
sion of Highways, two
factors — safety and in
creasing traffic—make it
imperative to proceed
with the Cuesta project.
A 5-mile segment of the
8-mile link is the only part
of U.S. 101 in District 5
(Santa Barbara, San Luis
Obispo, Monterey and San
Benito counties) that does
not have freeway status,
he said.
Its current traffic flow is
11,000 vehicles daily, of
which 10% arc trucks.
.
Increase Foreseen

By* 1990 it is expected
this will increase to 39,000
vehicles daily.
(Miossi ridicules these
projections. "This way you
could figure, a 16-year-old
hoy will be 40 feet tall,
too," he says.)
Case said the present
highway of four lanes,
with narrow mediah and
. narrow shoulders, .is total
ly inadequate, and slate
engineers are concerned
that soon long queues of
motorists will be backed
np behind trucks climbing
the grade which reaches
7% to 7.4% in places.
"By 1971 we expect
drastic problems on. this
grade," he said.
The Cuesta Project is
broken down into three
phases, with the northern
unit, where there is a high
incidence of accidents,
needing 'most immediate
attention, Case said.
This unit involves a
railroad overhead and a
short radius curve.
Plans Needed
Before that can he un
dertaken, however, plans
must be prepared for the
entire eight-mile project
so that all three .phases
conform to the ultimate
highway plan.
Case listed 283 accidents,
with 18 persons killed and
188 injured, on the eightmile stretch in the three
years of 1964-66.
The present U.S. 101 is
built on the east slopes of
the valley. "This is an area
of geologically unstable
terrain," Case said.
"To widen it to six lanes
we'd have to make exten
sive cuts and hillside fills
up to 200 feet in height,
and be constantly con
cerned about fills slipping
and sliding to the bottom."
To avoid that, Case said
the plan is to build on the
west slope of the valley
"where the terrain is rela
tively stable."
Miossi and others are not

so sure about that stabili
ty.
Case said that the floor
of the canyon would be
filled with 38 million cubic
yards of dirt to form a
strut, or buttress, to hold
up the roadbed.
This elevated roadbed
and the lowering of Cuesta
Summit (now at. 1,522 feet
elevation) .about 160 feet
would permit a highway
grade of no more than 5%,
improving safety and pro
viding easier truck opera
tion, Case said.
Jt would provide for a
six-lane freeway, which
could be widened when
necessary, he added.
An artificial creek would
be built to handle the
headwaters of San Luis
Obispo Creek buried by
the massive eartbfill.
Belief Voiced

He believes a "very nice
development"'could result,
from the 60 to 100 acres of
flat land that will be
created in the canyon by
the fill.
"I'd like to see the
conservation groups get
back of a plan to establish
a park there," he said.
He said a tunnel plan
had been rejected because
it would add $45 million
to the cost, would not be
level, would still require
much of the canyon fill,
would be difficult to main
tain and might at times
block traffic.
But engineers are stu
dying a proposal by the
S a n Luis Obispo City
Council to retain the pre
sent highway for north
bound traffic and building
a tunnel through the sum
mit for southbound lanes.
They are also studying a
request from the County
Board of Supervisors to
use the present highway
"at lower highway stan
dards." The board hopes
that the present route
could be retained if the
designed speed were cut
from 70 m.p.h. to perhaps
55 m.p.h.

Objections Noted
As to objections from
supervisors, the Atascade
ro Businessmen's Assn, i
and other groups that the
project would siphon
funds from other highway
p r o j e e t. s they feel are
needed more, Case said:
"We just don't see it that
way. In the last 10 years
we've spent $45 million on
highways in San Luis
Obispo County. About half
of that has been spent on
U.S. 101 and about half on
the other* highways."
A $1.25 million project is
under way on this fourlane segment now,
straightening, out areas
deemed most critical.
"But this is just an
interim p r o j e c t," Case
said. "It will be years
before the $40 million
project can be funded and
done."
"They should wait to see
how this interim project
works out before they
approve any new project,"
Miossi contends.
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COMMENTS:

We compromised with the beauiiíicoiio
... ,
.........
We re lining the highways with billboards bearing
__ .

ROOM 5600

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20, N. Y.

February 22, 1968

Dear Fred:
I thought you might like to have this
reminder of you in action at the Citizen
Committee's Scenic Road Conference.
Again, let me express our gratitude for
your contribution.
Regards,

Laurance S. Rockefeller

Mr. Fred S. Farr
Highway Beautification Coordinator
Federal Highway Administration
Bureau of Public Roads
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

pictures oh trees!"

i

/

Road Beauty
Seen as Aid
To Industry

j

The administration’s highway
beautification program has not
harmed the outdoor advertising
industry but has helped it, G.
Emerson Cole, vice-president
and creative director of the In
stitute of Outdoor Advertising,
said here yesterday.
Cole addressed the luncheon
program of the Advertising &
Sales Executives club at 913 Bal
timore in the club’s salute to the
outdoor advertising industry.
James C. Root, vice-president
and general manager of the
Naegele Advertising company
here, introduced Cole, who told
225 persons that outdoor adver-

THE KANSAS CITY TIMES T5C
Thursday, March 7, 1968

tising last year was a 225-million-c/ollar industry and 8 million
ahead of two years ago when the
administration program began.
Cole travels 70,000 miles an
nually for the institute, which
uses computers on traffic flow
checks and beautification. There
are 850 members of the institute
that have about 300,000 bill
boards in the nation. Institute
headquarters are in New York
City.
Cole said that while the ad
ministration’s interest in high
way beautification did unify the
industry, the latter had started a
beautification program many
years ago.
Direct! Inexpensive! Use Star
Want Ads. Dial BA 1-5500—Adv.
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We re ¡ining the nigh ways with billboards bearing
__ .

ROOM 5600

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20, N. Y.

February 22, 1968

Dear Fred:

I thought you might like to have this
reminder of you in action at the Citizen
Committee’s Scenic Road Conference.
Again, let me express our gratitude for
your contribution.
Regards,

Laurance S. Rockefeller

Mr. Fred S. Farr
Highway Beautification Coordinator
Federal Highway Administration
Bureau of Public Roads
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
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Going by the Hoards:
Vermont May Prohibit
All Billboards in State
•

*

"A (inme of Onc-U|un>¿;;r.!dj»”

•

Mensure, Likely to Pass Soon,
Aimed nt Pleasing Tourists;
Foe Sees Trend Spreading ¿
By Jeremiah j. Mahoney
Staff Reporto1 of Tun Wale Street .Tournae

MONTrELIER, Vt.—Vermont Is a beautiful
state. The drive up Route 5 along the Connecti
cut River Is one of the prettiest drives In Amer
ica. People journey from afar to view the fall
foliage here. The sunsets are breathtaking.
^XRut In recent years the view from Route 5
has b^bqcluttcrcd increasingly with signs advertlslngmuple syrup and motels. The fall col
ors now comei lip flashing neon. And the setting
sun now often slips Slowly behind a billboard.
Soon, however, the slgriS may be gone. Ver
mont’s 150-membcr House of Representatives
Is expected to vote this week oriablll that
would eliminate all billboards except those on
! the premises of a place of business, and evert
those would be regulated as to size and shape.
The state senate will consider the bill later.
Passage seems likely.
"We won't permit the state to become a
honky-tonk," says Democratic Gov. Philip I
Hoff. "We want to preserve Vermont’s natural I
beauty."
The bill is the most far-reaching effort in the
U.S. to hurt billboards, and the billboard lndus-i
try is naturally upset. "We will just have to
close up shop,” says Elmer Nadeau, president
of Vermont Advertising Co. The company,
which maintains 213 billboards, is the biggest
outdoor advertising company in the state. W.
Edson McKee, lobbyist for the Industry In Ver
mont, complains that the bill Is so sweeping
that it would prohibit billboards even in com
mercial and industrial areas. He also fears
that if the bill passes here, 'the movement
might spread "to Maine, then New Hampshire
and elsewhere."

Rut nearly every group Hint has taken a
stand Is In favor of the bill. Even ski resort
operations and hotel and motel operations,
some of the biggest sign-putter-uppers In Ver
mont, favor the hill.
"Pulling up billboards has become a game
of one-upmanship,” says Rep. Ted Riehle, who
Introduced the hill In the legislature. "One
motel puts up two billboards, then another!
down the road puls up four. The first motel, not
to be outdone, puts up three more. The first
thing you know, each has about eight signs,
neither has gained an advantage and the road
side has been cluttered up.”

Ruch "cluttering," says Mr. Riehle, endan
gers the state's livelihood. Polls show that 65%

of the travelers to Vermont come here because
of the state's beauty. Revenue from tourism,
about $165 million a year, Is the chief source of
Income for Vermonters. But tourists may quit
coming here If they have to look for scenery
behind billboards, Mr. Riehle contends.
To help tourists find motels, ski slopes and
antique shops, the bill provides a variety of
measures. Plazas would be built at busy gate
ways to the state and at other key locations,
where Information, maps and guidebooks
would be available.
The state would also go into the billboard
business Itself, but in a. sharply limited fashion.
The highway department would erect and
maintain "official business directional signs”
that, would carry Information about businesses,
Including those serving travelers. The signs
also would Include information on scenic areas
and cultural and educational facilities.
Present Signs Would Come Down

The state would regulate the location, size,
shape, color, lighting and manner of display
and lettering of Its signs. Businesses that
wanted to be listed would pay a license fee of
$50 per sign the first year, with annual mainte
nance fees of $10 to $25 thereafter.
The billboards that already are up would
eventually be torn down. Compensation would
be paid in some cases. Also, the bill provides a
grace period that would allow some signs to
stay up for as long as five years after passage
of the measure. Billboards that are more than
five years old, however, would have to be
taken down immediately.
The new law would also make life a little
more difficult for those who continue to put up
signs on their own premises. Placement, size
and shape of the signs would be regulated by
the Vermont measure. Even those series of
signs —"Peas," "Beans," "Tomatoes,” "Car
rots,” and "Corn"—that lend up to summer
vegetable stands would be controlled.
The law would limit farmers’ signs to four
square feet, and the signs wouldn't be legal un
less they were at least 100 feet apart. Origin
ally, the bill would have limited farmers to
just four roadside signs, but that provision
was deleted after a hearing last week.
There aren't likely to be mnny violators of
the law If it Is passed in Its present form. Cur
rent provisions provide for fines of up to $100
and jail sentence of up to 30 days for each vlolátlon. Each day the Illegal signs stayed up
would be considered a separate offense.
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All Billboards in State
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Rut nearly every group that has taken a.
stand Is In favor of the hill. Even ski resort
operations and hole! and motel operations,
some of the biggest sign-put tor-uppers In Ver
mont, favor the hill.
"Pulling up billboards has become a game
of one-upmanship," says Rep, Ted Rlehle, who
Introduced the hill In the legislature. "One
motel puts up two billboards, (lien another
down the road puls up four. The first motel, not
to he outdone, puls up three more. The first
thing you know, each has about eight signs,
neither has gained an advantage and the road
side has been cluttered up."
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Measure, Likely to Pass Soon,
Aimed at Pleasing Tourists;
Foe Sees Trend Spreading j,
By Jeremiah J. Mahoney
Fluff Reported of Tun Wall Street .Tournag

MONTTEUER, Vt.-Vcrmont is a beautiful

Ruch "cluttering,” says Mr. Rlehle, endan

state. The drive up Route S along the Connecti

gers the slate'B livelihood. Polls show that 85%

cut River Is one of the prettiest drives In Amer
ica» People journey from afar to view the fall
foliage here. The sunsets are breathtaking.
In recent years the view from Route 5
has o&N^duttered Increasingly with signs ad
vertising fnaple syrup and motels. The fall col
ors now comedlo flashing neon. And the setting
sun now often slips Slowly behind a billboard.
Soon, however, the slgriSkjnay be gone. Ver
mont’s 150-membcr House of Representatives
Is expected to vote this week ort a bill that
would eliminate all billboards except thóse on
i the premises of a place of business, and even
those would be regulated as to size and shape
The state senate will consider the bill later.
Passage seems likely.
"We won’t permit the state to become
honky-tonk,’’ says Democratic Gov. Philip
Hoff. "We want to preserve Vermont's natural
beauty."
The bill Is the most far-reaching effort In the
U.R. to hurt billboards, and the billboard Indus-,
try Is naturally upset. "We will just have to
close up shop,” says Elmer Nadeau, president
of Vermont Advertising Co. The company,
which maintains 213 billboards, Is the biggest
outdoor advertising company In the state. W.
Edson McKee, lobbyist for the Industry In Ver
mont, complains that the bill Is so sweeping
that it would prohibit billboards even In com
mercial and Industrial areas. He also fears
that If the bill passes here, 'the movement
might spread "to Maine, then New Hampshire
and elsewhere."

of the travelers to Vermont come here because
of the state’s beauty. Revenue from tourism,
about $165 million a year, Is the chief source of
Income for Vermonters. But tourists may quit
coming here If they have to look for scenery
behind billboards, Mr. Rlehle contends.
To help tourists find motels, ski slopes and
antique shops, the bill provides a variety of
measures. Plazas would be built, at busy gate
ways to the state and at other key locations,
where information, maps and guidebooks
would be available.
The state would also go Into the billboard
business itself, but In a sharply limited fashion.
The highway department would erect and
maintain "official business directional signs"
that, would carry Information about businesses,
Including those serving travelers. The signs
also would Include information on scenic areas
and cultural and educational facilities.
Present Signs Would Como Down

The state would regulate the location, size,
shape, color, lighting and manner of display
and lettering of Its signs. Businesses that
wanted to be listed would pay a license fee of
$50 per sign the first year, with annual mainte
nance fees of $10 to $25 thereafter.
The billboards that already are up would
eventually be torn down. Compensation would
be paid In some cases. Also, the bill provides a
grace period that would allow some signs to
stay up for as long as five years after passage
of the measure. Billboards that are more than
five years old, however, would have to be
taken down Immediately.
The new law would also make life a little
more difficult for those who continue to put up
signs on their own premises. Placement, size
and shape of the signs would be regulated by
the Vermont measure. Even those series of
signs —"Peas,” "Beans,” "Tomatoes," "Car
rots," and "Corn”—that lead up to summer
vegetable stands would be controlled.
The law would limit farmers' signs to four
square feet, and the signs wouldn’t be legal un
less they were at least 100 feet apart. Origin
ally, the bill would have limited farmers to
just four roadside: signs, but that provision
was deleted after a hearing last week.
There aren’t likely to be many violators of
the law If It Is passed In its present form. Cur
rent provisions provide for fines of up to $100
and jail sentence of up to 30 days for each vio
lation. Each day the Illegal signs stayed Up
would be considered a separate offense.
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The Catskills CAN be improved.
These photographs show how.
The CatskiHs Resort Association ascertained that the

unsightly signs in the top photo were on public prcpeity,
then prevei leaon authorities to remove them or have them
removed.
t
The CRA, as part of its continuing and praiseworthy

campaign, iscailing on all citizens to act as monitors in
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billboaras,

Your cal I wel I may

reset in actio-' .
¡{
p;cssjc ov individuals or organizations may
pre'
1 on .' e edv User to remove the sign.
F<. our :.-rt, we heartily congratulate the CRA for its
en¡t

' ise

; eiiminatinga major roadside eyesore in Sul

livan County.
V7e wish the organization many more such successes.

Van Kleeck, Treasurer.
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rcjurm m m cnt o¡ a roacsice
park — will have to outstrip 227
other entries to win a less-thanbeautiful plaque, it has already
made fmnt-page headlines in

.
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that would
attest to their beautification efforts.
Thoir ’h the gals ’ project —

t j U-'

-

« «

TT>

state and primary highways, except m
commercial and industrial zones. AU junk
yards within 1,000 feet of a highway
would have to be screened. States that
failed to comply with these controls wou d
lose up to 10 per cent of their federal

PAGE TEN

and Chaddick are doing in Chicago.
The federal act bans billboards w¡In
in 660 feet of the right of way of inter

and

JJLJi.

JJL

kJ

.

V »

\ •/

JL

fication of roads is in the public interest.

‘

1957 the billboard owners were given
eight years to comply with the stiff m w
regulations adopted that year. Now, says
Chaddick, with the authority of Mayor
Daley behind him. it’s time to clean up.
It’s time to clean up the nation’s hig’nways. too. and for public officials in Wash
ington to have the courage to stand up
to*the billboard owners as Mayor Daley

We hope specifically that Kluczynski

gets Mayor Daley’s message that beauti

r lf v i- p la q u e

exerted pressure in Washington.
The crackdown in Chicago is being
made as a consequence of the appointment
by Mayor Daley of a tough-minded zon
ing administrator, Harry F. Chaddick. In

too.

'O

i.ady Bird’s program is from Chicago. ■ ne
city is about to begin its own beautifica
tion program directed at removing signs
and signboards that violate zoning laws.
Many "affected are on boulevards going
through residential areas and arc owned
by some of the same companies that have

«li-X-/ X-

At this particular time, it is espeemny
appropriate that the man who can help

<

tion since, except in I960 when we. ex
pressed no preference in his 5th Dis net.

¡I has not turned, out ito be curb
such na
'simple program. ¡he billboard lobby ami
owners of hotels, motels and restaurants
have stirred up hostility against the piogram in Washington, particularly m the
House. To save the program the admin
istration has agreed to give states a large
measure of authority over the billboard
controls, but there is still the threat that
the House might try to rewiin t
*a
sure to the satisfaction of those most af
fected by it, the billboard industry. Inal
would mean, in effect, no controls.
Kluczynski should take inspiration from
what is happening in his own home oty and
use his influence to move; the House to
take the same action on Lady Bud’s pro
gram as the Senate has. If Chicago can
beautify its streets and boulevards, the
United States ought to be able to do so,

1

CJ

Known to his friends as “Johnny Km,
the congressman is a popular Chicago res
taurateur. We endorsed him when he first
ran for Congress in 1950 and each elec

•

/ - > .W M

A key figure in whatever the House
does about the program enacted two ycais
a«’o al the suggestion of President John
son’s wife is Rep. John C. Kluczynski
(D-Iik). He is chairman of tlie House
Public Roads subcommittee.

; i /« x¡

*!

Lady Bird's highway beautification pro
gram was endorsed for another year by
the U.S. Senate last week. Its fate now
depends on action by the I louse where die
billboard lobby has been trying to sabo-
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STt.WART, v’c® pf’S'd"'1»

D.C.—possibly
overlooking the beer can-strewn
pool between Lincoln Memorial
and Washington Monument.
The project, on Highway 52
east of Payette, began in 1951
when the new hjg hway was
built. It is a half-acre parkway
pla; ed to grass, shrubs and
some bulbs on the site of Fort
Wilson.

gen.

at the Georgia border,
many others.
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a flow’er-ccvered welcome sign
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PuWhhed by Tho Newspaper Dw™ of •En.«-rPr

the President’s contest are Dixie
Auto Salvage of Henderson,'
Kv., for special effects in cam'ouflaging an auto graveyard;
the New York State Transportation Department, for presentation of a superhighway in a naturn! habitat; Pine Brook, N.'J.,
Trimmers Garden Club for
growing 200 tulips on a rundown
corner lot; Florida Federation
of Garden Clubs, for providing

j,

t/

MARSHALL HELP tv, j • ■-Nd.cr (1950J 905)

year have already been busy
pruning the crab apple trees on
the site.
Though Washington officials
admit a certain amount of disappointment with results of the
contest, this was no reflection
on Payette ’s entry. The main
troubles were lack of entries in
many categories and lack of
beauty in the plaques designed
for this year ’s winners. Plans
are in the mill, they report, to
redo the plaques for next year.
Also contending for honors in

j

* A '»**

The Wall Street Journal article credits “ those 18 hardwcrking, dedicated Green Garden
Gals ” with fighting drought,
floodsand gophers for 12 years
to re - vegetate the roadside
area. Mrs. Earl Coates, the
group ’s chairman, said the work
has been easier during recent
years as the State Highway
Department has taken over watering and mowing of the parkway.
The “ gals ” previously cared
for
entire project and this

•-*

Friday ’s edition of the Wall
Street Journal.
If they win they will receive
the plaque in ceremonies at

«

PAYETTE -- Payette’s Garden Gals are cur.-. ntiy in the
thick c-f nationwide competition
ior what U.S. Transportation
p - rnrim ent officials admit is a
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U.S. Dept. of Trans.
Fed. Hwy. Adm.

Form FH-<(

transmittal slip
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FROM:

M (fttfflCÁt Pa

REF. NO. OR ROOM, BLDG.

j---- 1 per OUR CONVERSATION
| NOTE AND FILE
22 PER YOUR REQUEST

[23 NOTE AND SEE ME ABOUT THIS

I—I for your approval
I---- 1 POR YOUR INFORMATION

I—1 FOR YOUR COMMENTS
I PLEASE answer
_ PREPARE REPLY FOR MY SIGN AT U RE O SIGN ATU RE
„,*-rr ACTION

[72 take appropriate ACTION

*■''■' ■•” •*' ■ - ■* • ■" ' -

"C

likes toll roads. It seems to be true, '1 be motoring
t.mb'ic ha-, ¡locked m ride on them, willing to pay for
the extra speed, convenience, comfort and safety
they have prov ided and, despite opposition in Con
gress from the federal government, and from lobby
ists, there, will lie more oí them built in the future,
i i their critics, the toll road operators can reply that
if he job of road building had been h it to the
indiv idual stall* highway departments ba< . in the
’?.< • and r,os, our tralla today would be in a mess.
'~a-3a'. ”

Tvnt w.biir the. .toll roads' booths

-> — <-7

“It has always been the code
of the Vermont Legislature to
treat legislation on its merit®
and not give up the good of
the whole for the good of the
few.

22 INVESTIGATE AND REPORT^

I—I ---------------------------- ------ —

COMMENTS:

ftTV£(UY\OvJ

rfl?. rh-U

•’

of (Middlebury, a lobbyist for
the Vermont Guide Services
Inc.
Responding to the biH’a
sponsor — Rep. Theodore M.
Riche, R-ll-2, of South Burling
ton — who said he didn’t want
the bill killed1 with an amend
ment, Foote said:

ACTION

[---- 1 RETURN with more details

’? v*/G~« C 17 ffí?> v? -

id Foote Stall Billboard Bill

VC---------

-3 note and return to me

a

W 13,. nfoS

Y Vec

0 OévmSír fóvovsnbn

"■i"*'"'"'"' ~3 " r" 7

hat is it that lias four wine's, flies and a
family wriggling to ¡at to a list room? It
could be you, this summer, stranded on an
,¡. ■!,•;•• Highway or toll road.
• (. .. of the wonders of the 20th century is the
gigantic nctw<
>f superhighways that now link the
far-flung regio
the U.S. Some 4,000- ,.«><>•>
miles, .>0. iaicd by <>ic or local authorities, ar< toll
roads. *n. addition, there is the toll-free, largely
fcder.diy-imaneed, 41,000-mile Interstate Highway
system, now more than half completed, which is
MWII, p.M. ÜI.I *¡H' i-U lláfrf}<«?
* -t I/O i
jO p- f ‘1
1 ’ ' ‘ ' v1?--*1" ‘ '•* ‘^"T

REF. NO. OR ROOM, BLDG.

TO; A*

» ■ 'I'11¿Z ~

.X Fom.

C?L/i-X4-1¡-d i

IBNBTL. BLACK
Applies ...
vote on at least ope
oeasion.-...
newt against the bill
gedály as iobhyist Henry
F. Bitack of Wilder, an attorney
paid to lobby against the bül
by the Outdoor Advertising
Association of Vermont, ham
mered away at the bill’s effect
on on-premise advertising.
But the very integrity of the
Senate was put on the line by
former Lt. Gov. Ralph Foote

* GPO : 1967 0—262-225

. —, — — awcailfJUl oy
Chairman Edward G. Janeway,
R-Windham,
to
bring
the
legislation to a vote.
Janeway was head of the
Senate Republican caucus that
voted1 Jan. 2 to back the
measure to the end. The GOP
has upheld its pre • session

“We aR know that it’s
sometimes better to push a
partly shod steer out into the
traffic to start working toward
objectives,” Foote added, “but
this is not an excuse to send
him out when you know be
could be shod better and you
know you could do it.”
• Black is pushing for an
amendment that would1 strike
from the bi» that portion'saying
that no on-premise advertising
can be erected that C£idd be
seen primarily from an in
terstate highway or primary
road.
Riehle said during the hearing
that the bill wouldn’t affect on
premise signs on small
business. But he said shortly
after the hearing broke up:
“We knew it would wipe out

.

BALPB I. POOR
tbs premize

a lot of them (on-premise signs
on small businesses.”)

-.

Ruffled Republicans who at
tended ; the,., hearing seemdd
dismayed that the committee
didn’t take action.
Indeed, Sen. James M. Jef
fords, R-Rutland, said that if
the Appropriations Committee
didn’t bring the bill out by
Tuesdiay he would call for it
from the floor of the Senate.
This means that the Senate

could vote to extricate the bill
from the committee before a
report is made, if a ma jority ¿
of the Senate so votes.
GOP leaders had been count
ing on almost unanimous sup
port for the legislation, which
would ban all off-premise, out
door advertising and replace it
with
state-owned directional
signs.
Meanwhile, Democrats — outmanned 22-8 — have been
brooding, but brooding almost
unanimously.
Democrats have three op
tions:
— Hold the bill in O’Brien’s
Highway and1 Bridges Com
mittee and use it as a lever
to
pass
Democratic
a d'ministration measures.
— Attempt to pocket it
altogether and perhaps stave off
a Senate vote to bring it out
on the floor.
— Swap it for Gov. Ptóhp
H. Hoffs bUI that wouldpermit
the governor to appoint certain
department heeds. The bill now
rests in the Senate Conservation
and Development Committee,
where it is expected to remain.
It appeared prior to Friday’s
meeting that Democrats would
vote against the measure and
then lay the blame for any

(See Page !•: Billboards)

from Page One)

Billboards

( Continued

technical
flaws
on
th e
Republicans — which they feel
might make good campaign
material in the November elec

tions.

h e a v y w o r k lo a d t h a t

But Democrats can be ex 
pected to take a more militant
stand now that GOP support
may be waning.
Every Republican committee
member said he didn’t want to
vote Friday. And at least one
— Sen. Andrew L. Orzel, RRutland — is opposed to the
measure.
Also appearing before the
committee was Atty. Gen.
James L. Oakes, Highway Com
missioner Lauritz S. Larsen,
and Deputy Development Com
missioner Robert Lyons,
All three said they supported
the bill.
Black, in an unusual emo-tional outburst, told the com
mittee:
“ I want the public to know
that if the GOP thinks this bill
is right it should place the
responsibility on the party, and
let the people know you arenlt
willing to pay a dime ’s worth
of compensation.”
The White River Junction lob
byist even said: “ I ’m beginning
to do something that a lawyer
shouldn't do — get emotional
about something.”
Black repeatedly insisted that
the 'bill didn’t provide com 
pensation for signs that will toe
ordered down.
The session enters its twelfth
and final week here Monday.
Legislation is already stacking
up in Senate committees and
the House also is pushing to
get its business finished.
It is this time limitation and

Republicans fear most.
One amendment —no m atter
how insignificant — could kill
the hill.
Conservative House members
are anxiously awaiting the
return of the anti-billboard bill.
They could be expected to turn
every parliamentary trick to
kill the bill.
But even though the biU has
been temporarily delayed by
the Appropriations Committee,
Republicans still hold a strong
enough majority to pass it out
unamended.
If that happens, it would go
directly to Hoff for signing into
and the governor has
already pledged his support to
law,

the bill.

‘
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’hat is it that has four wheels, flies and a
family wriggling t<< t-ct to a test room.' it
, multi be jou, this summer, stranded on an
,n
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Highway or toll road.

’
of the wonders of the coth century is the
gigantic netwt■
>fsuperhighways that now link the
far-flung regio
v the U.S. Some 4,000->,ooo
miles, i>;?< i.ned by -ite or local authorities, art toll
roads, di addition, there is the toll-free, largely
ieder.diy-hnanccd, 41,000-mile Interstate Itighwav
system, now more than half completed, which is
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likes toll ro.uls. Il seems to he true, 'the motoring
oi’b''e ha-, docked Io ride on them, willin': to pay for
the extra speed, convenience, comfort and safely
they have provided and, despite opposition in Con
gress from the federal government and from lobby
ists, there will be more oí them built in the future.
their critics, the toll road operators can reply that
if the job of road budding had been left to tae
in avid-.inl state highway departments br.< in the
\<< • and r,os, our tralhc today would be in a met:!.
’~

l-irw*! 1 »U.

Half, wjnu*

Black And Foote Stall Billboard Bill

of

By FRED HAMILTON
(Vermont Press Bureau)
MONTPELIER—The grip held
by the GOtP on anti-billboard
legislation was slipping here
Friday as the Senate Ap
propriations Committee backed
at taking action on the con
troversial legislation.
Despite
the presence
of
Republican
big
guns
and
several from the Democratic
administration hierarchy, the
GOP-laden committee defer red
action on the measure until
Monday afternoon.
The lone Democrat on the
committee — Sen. John J.
0 ’Brien,
D-Chittenden-Grand
Isle — left the committee
meeting early after leaving his
vote in favor of immediate ac
tion.
HENRY L. BLACK
The House approved the
measure a week ago after
Applies
debating amendments for three
caucus vote on at least one
days.
Committee - sentiment -we# other occasion.''........ .■...
Sentiment against the bill
iunoing against the bill Friday
and Republican members turn roseSteudily as lobbyist Henry
ed aside all attempts by F. B'Jack of Wilder, an attorney
Chairman Edward G. Janeway, paid to lobby against the bill
R-Windham,
to bring
the by the Outdoor Advertising
Association of Vermont, ham
legislation to a vote.
mered away at the bill’s effect
Janeway was head of the
Senate Republican caucus that on on-premise advertising.
But the very integrity of the
voted' Jan. 2 to back the
Senate was .put on the line by
measure to the end. The GOP
former Lt. Gov. Ralph Foote
has upheld its pre - session

fiK.
Responding to
the bift’a
sponsor — Rep. Theodore M.
Riehle, R-ll-2. of South Burling
ton — who said he didn’t want
the bilí kiffled with an amend
ment, Foote said:

“It has always been the code
of the Vermont Legislature to
treat legislation on its merit»
and not give up the good of
the whole for the good of the
few.
“We aW know that it’s
sometimes better to push a
partly shod steer out into the
traffic to start working toward
objectives,’’ Foote added, “but
th¡9 is not an excuse to send
him out when you know he
could be shod better and you
know you could do it.”
• Black is pushing for an
amendment that would strike
from the bill that portion 'saying
that no on-premise advertising
can be erected that
•»
seen prwnariiy from an in
terstate highway or primary
road.
Riehle said during the hearing
that the bill wouldn’t a'ffect on
premise signs on small
business. But he said shortly
after the hearing broke up:
“We knew it would wipe out

signs.
Meanwhile, Democrats — outmanned 22-8 — have been
brooding, but brooding almost

unanimously.

RALPH H.

Democrats have three op
tions:
— Hold the bill in O’Brien’s
Highway and' Bridges Com
mittee and use it as a lever
to
pass
Democratic
a dminisfcration measures.
— Attempt to pocket it
altogether and perhaps stave off
a Senate vote to bring it out

on the floor.
a lot of them (onpremise signs
on small businesses.”)
Ruffled RepuWftcaas who at-

_ swap it for Gov. Phtiip 1

h. ffatfs b« that would permit
the governor to appoint certain

tended' ths^ be&ring.. seemdd department heads. The Wffl now

dismayed that the committee rests in the Senate Conservation
didn’t take action.

and Development Committee,
Indeed, Sen. James M. Jef where it is expected to remain.
fords, R-’Rutland, said that if
It appeared prior to Friday’s
the Appropriations Committee meeting that Democrats would
didn’t bring the bill out by vote against the measure and
Tuesday he would call for it then lay the blame for any
from the floor of the Senate.
(See Page 19: Billboards)
This means that the Senate

Billboards

(Continued from Page One)

technical
flaws
on
th e
Republicans — which they feel
might make good campaign
material in the November elec
tions.
But Democrats can be ex 
pected to take a more militant
stand now that GOP support
may be waning.
Every Republican committee
member said he didn’t want to
vote Friday. And at least one
— Sen. Andrew L. Orzel, RRutland — is opposed to the
measure.
Also appearing before the
committee was Atty. Gen.
James L. Oakes, Highway Com
missioner Lauritz S. Larsen,
and Deputy Development Com
missioner Robert Lyons,
All three said they supported
the bill.
Black, in an unusual emo-'
tional outburst, told the com
mittee:
"
‘I want the public to know
that if the GOP thinks this bill
is right it should place the
responsibility on the party, and
let the people know you arenit
willing to pay a dime’s worth
of compensation.”
The White River Junction lob
byist even said: “ I’m beginning
to do something that a lawyer
shouldn’t do — get emotional
„ about something.”
Black repeatedly insisted that
the 'bill didn’t provide com 
pensation for signs that will be
ordered down.
The session enters its twelfth
and final week here Monday.
Legislation is already stacking
up in Senate committees and
the House also is pushing to
get its business finished.
It is this time limitation and

h e a v y w o r k lo a d th a t

Republicans fear most.
One amendment —no matter
how insignificant — could kill
the bill.
Conservative House membersare anxiously awaiting tihe
return of the anti-billboard bill.
They could be expected to turn
every parliamentary trick to
kill the bill.
But even though the biU has
been temporarily delayed by
the Appropriations Committee,
Republicans still hold a strong
enough majority to pass it out
unamended.
If that happens, it would go
directly to Hoff for signing into
law, and the governor has
already pledged his support to
the bib.

‘

¡

)

could vote to extricate the bill
from the committee before a
report is made, if a majority
of the Senate so votes.
GOP leaders had been count
ing on almost unanimous sup
port for the legislation, which
would ban all off-premise, out
door advertising and replace it
with
state-owned directional

of Middlebury, a lobbyist for
the Vermont Guide Services
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~~ hat is it lhat has four wheels, flics and a
family wiigghng to vet to a test room? ¡I
could be you, this summer, stranded on an

mi- Highway or toll road.
’ (
of the wonders of ¡he 20th century is die
gigantic nctw<
>f superhighways lhat now link the
far-bung regio
the VbS. Some 4,000-5,000
miles, "i a ted by ate or local authorities, ar< te.il
; oads. .u addition, there is the loll-lree, largely
iedcraliv hnanecd, 41,000-miIe Interstate Highway
system, now more than half completed, which is
designed to carry more than one-fifth of the nation's
motor
at 5-31 percent greatei speed, permit
ting motorist'; to easily cover 500 miles per day.
i'ful
zpobcj/ road system m the history of the world
is on ¡hr brink of deep trouble. Millions of motorists are
aw,.' cuing t> due fact that although the new Super
highways permit them to travel at unprecedented
speeds anti cover undreamed of oi*4anees, yetting
there is no ¡nal Conditions on ¡he toll roads at peak
ih i'- ing dm ;u e annoying enough. But on the highly’
touted In'u ¡stale system, one of America s foremost
authorities told Tuts Week, “We arc headed for a
national disaster.’
At die least, a drive on a superhighway may
involve c l iked traffic lanes, tong waits for food, fuel,
and rest rooms. At the worst, women traveling alone
or families with young children may lace intermin
able stretches of dark, deserted highway with lew po
lice patrols ami not a single gas station or restaurant.
Weekends and holidays, particularly in the
summer, produce horrendous traffic jams, l ights
Lne.-ik out as people wail to get into restauran- and
rest rooms. Others sit numbly in huge sun seared
parking lots, feeling as one victim pul it, “like a clam
in a clambake.” Roadside “picnic” facilities are
limited ami lacking in adequate rest rooms.

Yet when a Congressional committee recently
devoted weeks of hearings in Washington to discus
sions of toil road profits and Interstate construction,
scant attention was paid to the plight of the traveling
American family, which does 90 per cent of its vaca
tion, recreation and pleasure traveling by private
car and which simply wants to drive safely, cat, buy
gas and go to the bathroom.
7"

Plenty of toll booths — not enough conveniences

7” .7 7 7? TV Y 3; Let’s take a look first at toll

roads. Once viewed by skeptics as a financial gamble,
they have become tremendous money makers. 1 he
Pennsylvania Turnpike, reaching from Ohio to New
Jersey, now carries over 100,000 vehicles each day
The New York State Thruway System, longest (55c
miles) toll superhighway in the world, cost a hilhoi
dollars to build but has already more than repair
this by grossing over $83,000,000 annually in toll
and by expanding real-estate values and commcr
cial and tourist business along its route.
Toll roads arc also flourishing in Connecticut
New jersey, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Florida an'
Oklahoma. New ones are planned for Louisiana
Arkansas, Missouri, Georgia, Virginia, North Care
lina, Texas, Kansas, Florida and other states. Alte
gethcr, 39 states now have some sort of toll facilitk
áüd eight more have legislation permitting then

3 here’s a saying that nooody but the pub»

................. ........
" ■.

re?

-•

likes toll roads. It seems ¡0 be true, 'the motoring
i.»nb'ie h.v, ¡locked 10 ride, on them, willing to pay for
die extra speeel, convenience, comfort and safety
they have provideel and, despite opposition in Con
gress from the Federal government and from lobby
ists, there will be more oí them built in the future.
; their critics, the toll road operators can reply that
if die job of road building had been leu to rue
in dividual slate highway departments bra u> tai:
7p . ;u),I '50s, our trailie today would be in a mess.

roads’ booths
tune of millions
’
ol do i .rs in revenues, they now
CrC C
.
fm themselves grappling with
gras e urobieins. I hen designers
were unable to visualize tnc enormous ¡¡u- a* in
creases in the last few years. Pead traffic periods and
seasons often swamp then restaurants and service
facilities. Commuters < log, the r roads during morn
ing and evening ¡.ours, creating a need foi more
expensive intersections, exits and entrances. Since
most toll roads receive neither state nor feder al lira a,,
they must finance soaring mainicnancc costs and
expansion urograms out of tin irown annual revenues
or by b uing bonds in a bond market demoi alizco
by inflation.
A spokesman for the New’ 7 ork 1 hruw’ay System
told 'Fins Wei . “We don’t have enough money for
construction funds. We can 5 use our reven’1' fiiuo.-i
to build new facilities — those have to go to the bond
holders. We get requests for new telephones, rest
rooms, restaurants and toilet facilities. We must
'--p ' '-;

But whiie the toll

are ¡iee'jii.'- ;,•> the

The long wail begins when you try to park

dight up more interchanges, install more guard rail
ings, build more charter bus stops. We wish we
could float another bond issue but it’s a poor market
time for bonds. We’re facing an enigma.”
Meanwhile, a motorist heading west from New
York City on the New York (Thomas E. Dewey)
Thruway, who is hungry, has the choice of getting
off the Thruway or driving 33 miles to the first
restaurant. If this is crowded, he must aim for the
next stop, which is 65 miles from New York City.
The first picnic area he encounters will be 99
miles from the city. (Its capacity is exceedingly
limited — he may have to dash for the next on
another 85 miles to the north.)
In fact, there are only five of these “con
veniently spaced” rest areas along the 496-nnic
Thruway as you drive westward. At none can yon
buy so much as a cup of coffee or a doughnut or go
a drink of water. During the summer months the
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locations arc equipped with rustic picnic tables, but j sciving *?3 different kinds of ice cream but we may
no rest rooms — multitudes dodge into the bushes. 1 be gh ■ n a place with room for only 10 flavors.
“Wi have m ly topnotch waitresses and host
Some travelers with their own trailers would like
esses. Some are working family women who have
to use the rest areas overnight but the 1 hriiway
been with us for years. But when we gel bit by the
advises them not to — because of ¡lie lack of sanitary
week-end and summer crowds, we’re in trouble, if
facilities and only “routine” police surveillance.
you fee! gut out by the slow service you occasionally
The Thomas E. Dewey Thruway charges 33.20
cncoumei during rush hours, think of how we feel
in tolls to drive from the New York City line to west
about our reputation.”
ern Pennsylvania. 1 low much longer is the motoring
public expected to put up with such inconvenience
fWe thought of him one recent
or be subjected to such hideous health hazards? Why
evening, during a Hus Wi-.i.k
can’t regular attendants be assigned to these rest
survey, when we sat in a tollareas? if it’s asking too much of those state troopers
,7- .
o
road restaurant that must .- •••e
who whiz along the Thruway in their nifty uniforms
represented an investment oi
to spend more time safeguarding the publh rest
more than $1,000,000. behind the soda louutaiu, a
areas, shouldn’t special attendants be given the job?
youth attired in a white uniform stained will) a dozen
different kinds of food absently spilled some co!ice on
i’/iJ'Cf'S The huge numbers of motorists
the floor, wiped it up with a rag, dropped the filthy
who take to the toll roads during
r,i.g in the soda fountain sink without rinsing it,
week-end, holiday and summer
wiped ’nis hands oil his stained trousers and went
•- j
vacation seasons arc straining
bark to chatting with a waitress.
restaurant facilities to (he break
The'1' restaurants also have rest-room problems.
ing point. “Come in to one of our places in the oh
“We’re often accused of making money from a
seasons or on a weekday and we can give yon good
‘captured’ public,” one chain’s manager told us,
service,” says a Howard Johnson spokesman. “But
“but many drivers stop jus» ¡0 use the rest rooms,
we’re hard pressed to handle everybody who tries to
which we must maintain as part of our contract, or
eat at the same time on a week end. Many toll-road
a cup of coffee. We give each person who sits down
travelers have learned to eat at off hours. You should
a napkin, place mat and counter service. Many have
plan to stop to eat at 7 a.in., 10 a.m., 3 pan. and
a small cheek. Then they go to the rest room and
3 pan. instead of pulling in at 9, noon and 6.”
use basins, towels, soap and tissues. We’re constantly
Johnson’s is only one of several large chains
juggling those costs against our restaurant profits.”
operating facilities along the many toll roads. Be
.Some toll-road restaurant operators believe they
cause it supplies all its restaurants from central
should “get out of the rest-room business.” They
comm: aides, food can be kept lo a high standard
assert it's lime for toll-road authorities to supply the
but stalling and facilities are king-sized headaches.
public with many more toilets. One. design engineer
“The public thinks we built our own buildings,”
comments, “They must provide many more rest
a Johnson manager ¡old us, “but often we take what
rooms and properly equipped picnic areas. 1 hey
was there in the fust place. We’re famous for

should nave parking lots with eating kiosks and
shaded areas where drivers can get out of their cars
and be protected from sun and weather. 1 hey need
to spend some dough on new ideas—new break
throughs in service — and right now.”
Take the New Jersey Garden State Parkway,
" considered one of the most beautifully landscaped,
efficiently operated toll roads in the country. Its
managers arc constantly’ on the lookout for new ways
to handle the tremendous numbers of summer trav
elers who produce titanic traffic jams as they head for
the Jersey seashore resorts late Friday and Saturday
and return home again
(continued on pace

Needed: more picnic areas and rest rooms

t
v

Traffic has mushroomed faster than expected

(mow pag:; 7) on Sunday evening,
TÜCy íeóím.e all sorts oi “cx'r.
■ in
pet drinking'bc> v!s to bciicoptc; ' .ific i
patrols. Currently it is constructing 1
an “Arts (.’enter’1 with
an art exhibition mall,
nature trails, a wildlife ref
uge, refreshment places,
botanical gardens and an
open-air amphitheater.
Although lagging se
riously in providing suffi
cient roadside facilities,
the toll roads make an
effort to provide their pa
trons with extra protec
tion. Special detachments
of slate police arc hired to
provide frequent roundthe-clock patrols. The
New York Thruway, for
example, spends around
$2,500,000 a year to have
over 250 state troopers
assigned exclusively to it.

entirely at the mercy of garages and
; e >t turant s that S' thei ¡ own hours.
,\i<e ‘.¡tfiout
prices and1 brand of
p i . .1 on. líe ¡reguarantee?- or
qucntly has difficulty getting bark
onto the I ntcrstatc.
“Toli h ighways treat the momrist
as the cusíi. imer in is,'1 savs D. l.n«fis
Tonti, Executive ¡urce lor oí the New

The Indiana Toll Road
emphasizes its state police

patrols with the slogan,
“You’re Never Alone on
the Toli Road.”
All toll roads offer
quick, dependable service

for disabled vehicles at
fixed prices. Most supply

a gallon or two of free
fuel to those who run out
of gas. The majority have
installed extensive radioand-telcphonc communi
cation systems to summon
police units or emergency
equipment and supervise
traffic. Some maintain
emergency food supplies,
including baby iood, at
key points and stock cots
and blankets. They hand
out free maps and mileage
charts.
I heir contracts
with restaurants and gas
stations contain guaran
tees on night and day
service, prices, etc.

It is only gradually
dawning on motorists that
the Interstate Highway
system has absolutely no facilitiesfor fuel,
food or rest rooms. Police patrols arc
thin. Guaranteed swift emergency
service is spotty.
The I interstate motorist may catch
tantalizing glimpses of gas stations and
restaurants as lie whizzes along, but
he cannot get to them without getting
oil at the next exit and, once oil, he is

Jersey Highway Authority. “Our
services are constantly inspected to
insure that they meet both sanitary
and efficiency standards. Conversely,
however, the Interstate Highways
maintain no facilities. And safety
studies indicate that forcing a motor
ing family to leave the main highway
-- jus, i<> find food or a r< it room
ex-

why are m»re Interstate superhighways still
being built without them?
Because, incredible as it seems, ' c
Federal Highway Act o* 1 ■ ? >. v, inch
• mihorizcd the construct! <iii >tf the InInstate System w a <)<• pc : < iiit -edei al
and i o per cent ■ te moo s, .specifically
excludes commci ci.-, esta i■iishmr nts of
any kind along it • routes
A? that time Congress
and the government ap
parently were bowing to
pressure from local mer
chants in villages along
the routes, who hit they
would be denied a proper
share of the motoring
public's Ini: iness.
But today superhigh
way experts are warning
that the public will soon
be up in arms about the
lack of Interstate services.
“The Interstates,” de
clares William 1 t .nagan.
Executive Director of the
New jersey i urn pike,
“arc headed foi a mess
that is going to rock the
country. 1 hey ve got to
provide more police pro
tection and services for
the public and the only
way they can do it is to
develop revenm'S boui a
multitude of reliable res• taurants and service
areas.”
J Jr. Bertram I). Tal
la my, former Federal
Highway AdniimMrator.
and» the original ck.fir
man of the New k ork
Thruway, believes “seri
ous thought will have, to
be given to the matter of
developing service facili
ties on the Interstate Sys
tem. I myself," for in
stance, have gotten down
to an eighth of a tank of
gas after getting off an
interchange and chasing
around country roads
looking for a station.”
Congressmen, too,
have asserted that extra
attention must be given
to the safety and comfort
of motorists on interstates.
Yet in the face of such
warnings, a spokesman for
the Bureau of Public
-J
. Roads still was blandly
contending, recently, that
there was no need to place
convenient service facilities on the
state belt around Washington, D.C.,
Interstate Highways. He had not, he
the plight of stranded motorists has
stated, “heard enough from the pub
become so critical that the American
lic” to make him change his mind.
Automobile Association has seen fit to
If federal and state authorities
introduce its own patrol cars and
have not yet gotten the message, it
repair trucks.
would seem high time for the public to
Which brings up an obvious ques
yell even louder about the disgraceful
tion: IV/iy weren't servicefacilities provided
I
conditions it encounters.
’ cno )
I for when these Interstates were built and

poses them to > s n u eccssa r y h a za r<Is.”
C)n many s ¡ ‘ etches oí t ¡.e In ter
state System a s tranded 1 not ns 1st may
wafi in vain for a pa-fing pa- • dear or
recent
01
emergency sew
r . ntcrstatc
drive along a 5 lion .
Highway in Mlichigui, an 1 • • ’server
counted 25 ahlandoncd O'. • broxeni)./ j nter*
down vehicles. On the 0

Record Crowd Launches 1954

a, ,
n
. T; d'SCirib"'i “ a '‘SPanlard
Kentucky,” deliver, a speech ot welcome to tho 1,100 persons on hand tor
the Monterey County Fair Kickoff Breakfast this morning. With Jackson, who is Fair president, are (from left) Art LaRue, one of
the famous Keystone Cops; Alan Pattee and his donkey, and Tinsley Fry, breakfast chairman.

Teenagers are decorating their rooms with

posters.

It’s odd that signboards are

ugly out of doors, but when they’re hung
inside they’re art.

Better Homes & Gardens
April 1%8

..'Victory for Vermont
When you have the Green Mountains, who needs a 'A
billboard? hi deciding lo ban off-premise billboards,

^Vermont has acted intelligently in its own economic
self-interest. Tourism is one of the state’s major indus
tries, and visitors come to enjoy Vermont’s beauty
jmd serenity, not to read huge glaring signs for head
ache pills or Tom, Dick and Harry’s Mot 61.
Since travelers need information on where to stay,
cat, shop and seek recreation, the new Vermont law
makes provision for "sign plazas’ at periodic, mteivals where busirr-ssmen can advertise their services.
Those who conduct roadside businesses will still be
able to erect signs on their own property, but the
height, frequency and character of these signs are
to be regulated by the state. Elsewhere, the landscape
wilt he uncluttered by intrusive and unnecessary signs.
Several states have banned billboard advertising on
scenic highways or on certain major roads, but Ver
mont and Hawaii are the only states to do away with
all off-premise signs. The esthetic argument: for fol
lowing their example is beyond dispute: the slovenly
approaches to virtually every city in America would
be dramatical!}, improved if the ugly signs were taken
do\V,n.
Since most visitors to Vermont arrive by automo... bile, that state's experience may soon prove the
economic- argument that roadside businesses can
flourish without festooning the countryside with bill
boards. If so, the triumph of the antibillboard forces
in Vermont may icad to victories for common sense
in other states.

moer
The responscT>»<ihe questiomiah’con Vietnam by
registered Dcmocrats**tn*^a^»im County leaves no

I

doubt that most vofers^thire^H^deeply troubled by
the present Admiiii^kíítion course/THúgw’as not one
of those polls hj^profcssional pollsters wTrshmoject
how large uaíínbcrs of Americans think based onkvhid^
very
numbers say. It was a written response

,1
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Double Edge on The Billboard Ban
Motorists who have traversed the
Interstate
Highway
system
this
summer are returning from their
trips with interesting stories to tell
about lack of communications. The
ban on billboards has a double edge.
Food, lodging and fuel are items
of particular interest to motorists,
particularly those
traveling the
Interstate system and generally
possessing no knowledge of their
surroundings.
But one can look in vain for signs
advertising motels, eating places or
particular brands of gasoline. There
are none, of course. That is all part
of
the
national
beautification
program’.
Beautiful. Except when one is
hungry, sleepy or running low on
gasoline. But the highway planners
will be quick to point out there are
signs at the exits indicating fuel, food
and lodging. In just that many

words.
None of.the signs tell the beautified

motorists how far to one of these
accommodations, what to expect
when he fwXa-ihere nr oven what the

essentials are that are offered,
He doesn’t know whether lodging
refers to tourist homes, motels or a
plush vacation resort.
As any traveler will readily attest,
one encounters all kinds of eating
establishments along the highways.
A sign which simply says “food” at
an exit doesn’t begin to tell the story
most, motorists want to, hear.
Many motorists are becoming
convinced the way to beautification
is
not
through
banning
advertisements
completely,
but
controlling them in number and size.
After all, even a high 'speed
motorist has a need now and then
to communicate — sometimes rather
urgently.

U.S. Dept. of Trans.
Fed. Hwy. Adm.
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late Interchanges
asoltne Brand Signs

- Gasoline ¡
tuiting(«nfr»« Pr»u
be erected ¡
CAPITOL ÍÜREAU
e highway:
at 12 inter-' lodging are available at the next
nd of April, i
interchange.
•d was told
Commissioner Lauritz S. Lar
1 signs, to
sen said the first sign will be
e Vermont i erected at the Waterbury
tion, are' interchange on Interstate 89.
/irginia and; The other signs on Interstate
;xt week.
89 will go at interchanges in
privilege of, Richmond, Winooski at Vermont I
* GPO : 1967 0-262-225
i the inter-¡ 15, Winooski at U.S. 7, and I
Association ■ Swanton.
•emove the ¡ Seven interchanges on Inter
high rise signs located at a state 91 which will have the
number of interchanges,; new signs will include all three
advertising gasoline |tations.
at Brattleboro, and one each
High way Traffic Énginecr i at Putney, Rockingham,
Abner Coleman said the Bu Ascutney and White River
reau of Public Roads has ap Junction.
proved the plan for using the
gasoline brand signs on a test
basis for one year.

Six other interchanges have
been approved for the signs
but do not have gasoline
At the end of that time thei stations which qualify. These
signs would be evaluated and are Middlesex, Williston and
a report made to the bureau.
i Highgate on Interstate 89 and
The signs, in the form of. Westminster, Springfield and
symbols of various gasoline Hartland on Interstate 91.

brands, will be placed at the In order to qualify for the
bottom of present interstate brand signs the service station
signs announcing that food and must be located within a mile
of the interchange, must be
open a minimum of 14 hours
daily and until 10 p.m., and
must offer emergency service,
sanitary toilet facilities and a
telephone.

Burlington Free Press
April 12, 1968

12 Interstate Interchanges
To Get Gasoline Brand Signs
MONTPELIER - Gasoline!
tutlingtonfr»»Pr»n
brand signs will be erected;
CAPITOL IUREAU
¡along the interstate highway!
¡system in Vermont at 12 inter-' lodging are available at the next!
: changes before the end of April. interchange.
The Highway Board was told
Commissioner Lauritz S. Lar
1 Thursday the brand signs, to sen said the first sign will be
be furnished by the Vermont; erected at the Waterbury1
Petroleum Association, are, interchange on Interstate 89.
'being shipped from Virginia and! The other signs on Interstate;
should arrive here next week.
89 will go at interchanges in'
in return for the privilege of; Richmond, Winooski at Vermont;
having the signs on the inter-j 15, Winooski at U.S. 7, and1
state, the Petroleum Association: Swanton.
has promised to remove the ¡ Seven interchanges on Inter-;
high rise signs located at a' state 91 which will have the'
number of interchanges,' new signs will include all three:
advertising gasoline .stations. ; at Brattleboro, and one each!
Highway Traffic Engineer j at Putney, Rockingham,
Abner Coleman said the Bu- • Ascutney and White River
reau of Public Roads has ap- , Junction.

4*

proved the plan for using the j
Six other interchanges have
gasoline brand signs on a test j been approved for the signs
basis for one year.
but do not have gasoline
At the end of that time the! stations which qualify. These
signs would be evaluated and are Middlesex, Williston and
Highgate on Interstate 89 and
a report made to the bureau.
The signs, in the form of; Westminster, Springfield and
symbols of various gasoline Hartland on Interstate 91.

brands, will be placed at the! In order to qualify for the
bottom of present interstate brand signs the service station
signs announcing that food and must be located within a mile
of the interchange, must be
open a minimum of 14 hours i
daily and until 10 p.m., and!
must offer emergency service,!
sanitary toilet facilities and a,
telephone.
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Fed. Hwy. Adm.
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igns on Interstate
avel Council Told
Peck said the sign plazas and
business directional signs
provided for in the Riehle bill
must be placed on the primary
system. He said they could be
placed near Interstate highway
exits but not on the highway.

senting Patch, said his client
wanted a sign similar to the ¡
gasoline brand name signs which
the state placed on the interstate ¡
recently.
Peck explained the gasoline
brand name signs were not
erected as a part of the new bill
board law but were placed there
with the special permission of j
the Bureau of Public Roads on a
one-year experimental basis
after the state entered an agree- ¡
ment with the Vermont ,
Petroleum Association.

Peck said any loopholes in the
billboard law can be corrected
by the next session of the legis
lature.
He made the rOling after Stan
ley Patch, owner of a Howard
Johnson Restaurant outside
Springfield near Interstate 91,
applied to the council for a busi
The brand name signs were
ness directional sign on the
stripped
from the interstate
interstate.
Atty. William Moeser, repre- Tuesday by orders of the I
Highway Board after the Sun Oil j
Co. refused to remove five highrise signs along Interstates 89
and 91.
Peck said he had felt it was
illegal to allow signs for gasoline
companies and not for other
travel business.
Moeser said he thought the
brand name signs were the busi
ness directional signs provided
for in the billboard bill. “We
applied for equal treatment," he
said.
Secretary of State Harry H.
Cooley, who heads the Travel
Information Council, said he felt
that way himself. He said the
state shouldn't permit signs for
one business on the interstate
unless it gave other travel busi
nesses the same treatment.
David Schaefer, a member of
>
the council, said, "Our domain
ends where the interstate
highway begins."
Albert Purchase of Mont
pelier, Vermont engineer for the
Vermont Bureau of Public
Roads, said the billboard law
needs tightening at the next
session of the legislature.

He said presently the law does
not limit the availability of stateowned directional signs to travel
businesses. He said ever\ hard
ware stores could apply for such
signs as the law is now written.
Purchase said he agreed with
Peck's interpretation of the law
and said signs along the inter
state in violation of the statefederal agreement could cost the
state its bonus.
Vermont presently receives a
federal bonus of
of 1 per cent
of the cost of the interstate for
banning advertising.

A?

Business Signs on Interstate
Illegal, Travel Council Told
Free Press Capitol Bureau
MONTPELIER - The new
anti billboard law sponsored in
1968 by Rep. Theodore H.
Riehle, R-ll-2, South Bur
lington. is inoperative as far as
the interstate highway system in
Vermont is concerned.

Peck said the sign plazas and
business directional signs
provided for in the Riehle bill
must be placed on the primary
system. He said they could be
placed near Interstate highway
exits but not on the highway.
Peck said any loopholes in the
billboard law can be corrected

Asst. Atty. Gen. Louis P. Peck
by the next session of the legis
told the Travel Information lature.
Council Thursday no business
He made the rilling after Stan
directional signs can be placed
ley Patch, owner of a Howard
on the interstate.
He said this was because of an
agreement between the state
and the Bureau of Public Roads
banning all signs on the Inter
state.

Burlington Free Press
Burlington, Vermont
August 9, 1968

senting Patch, said his client
wanted a sign similar to the
gasoline brand name signs which
the state placed on the interstate
recently.
Peck explained the gasoline
brand name signs were not
erected as a part of the new bill
board law but were placed there
with the special permission of
the Bureau of Public Roads on a
one-year experimental basis
after the state entered an agree
ment with the Vermont
Petroleum Association.

Johnson Restaurant outside
Springfield near Interstate 91,
applied to the council for a busi
The brand name signs were
ness directional sign on the
stripped from the interstate
interstate.
Atty. William Moeser, repre- Tuesday by orders of the
Highway Board after the Sun Oil
Co. refused to remove five highrise signs along Interstates 89
and 91.
Peck said he had felt it was
illegal to allow signs for gasoline
companies and not for other
travel business.
Moeser said he thought the
brand name signs were the busi
ness directional signs provided
for in the billboard bill. “We
applied for equal treatment,” he
said.
Secretary of State Harry H.
Cooley, who heads the Travel
Information Council, said he felt
that way himself. He said the
state shouldn't permit signs for
one business on the interstate
unless it gave other travel busi
nesses the same treatment.
David Schaefer, a member of
the council, said, “Our domain
ends where the interstate
highway begins.”

Albert Purchase of Mont
pelier, Vermont engineer for the
Vermont Bureau of Public
Roads, said the billboard law
needs tightening at the next
session of the legislature.
He said presently the law does
not limit the availability of stateowned directional signs to travel
businesses. He said evei\ hard
ware stores could apply for such
signs as the law is now written.
Purchase said he agreed with
Peck’s interpretation of the law
and said signs along the inter
state in violation of the statefederal agreement could cost the
state its bonus.
Vermont presently receives a
federal bonus of % of 1 per cent
of the cost of the interstate for
banning advertising.
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Ribbon-Cutting Marks
Opening of New Court

I

OUR municipal judges got together
for a ribbon-cutting ceremony yes
terday to symbolize the opening tomor-,
row of the new consolidated traffic
court in the City Hall. Edith Liston, a
teller in the traffic fines bureau, joined
Judges Charles S. Peery, Raymond J.

F

Arata, Lenore Underwood and C. Har
old Caulfield (from left to right) in the
City Hall courtroom of Judge Arata, who
will preside over all hearings on San
Francisco traffic citations. Tickets for
moving violations have in the past been
handled in Hall of Justice Courts.

Complete List of Routes, Cost Estimate

I

§
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San Francisco Loses Fight—
Stoneman Is Put in Mothballs
Camp Stoneman, processing men worked there to keep Captain Howard J. King of
center for 2,300,000 American troops moving to the Pacific 125 Irving street, the Yerba Bu
veterans of service in the war.
ena’s skipper for many years, is
Pacific, went into mothballs yes
With the Stoneman closing, being given a shore job.
terday.
the Army ferry Yerba Buena,
The Army’s big staging center which had run between the proc Fourteen other crewmen are
at Pittsburg has been going out essing center and Fort Mason, being reassigned and six are up
of business since May, following also was laid up. Her boilers for retirement, the Army said.
a Defense Department decision went cold yesterday — possibly But 11 others will have to be
to move the bulk of troopship for good — and the crew dis fired.
operations to Seattle.
banded.
The Yerba Buena was built in
Yesterday, the 1800-acre camp For nine years the red, white 1927 at Moore Shipyard for use
reverted to inactive status. A and blue-stacked Yerba Buena in Key/System’s transbay com
skeleton force of ten officers, 25 churned up and down San muter service. After the open
enlisted men and 143 civilians Francisco, San Pablo and Sui- ing of the Bay Bridge she was
will complete the job of closing sun bays, carrying soldiers — used to carry visitors to the
some 800 buildings.
1,549,471 of them — between Golden Gate International Ex
position.
By December, when the bar Fort Mason and Stoneman.
racks, warehouses, mess halls, Now that Oakland Army During World War II she was
PXs, theaters, water lines and Base is the only Bay Area rail used as a ferry for shipyard
electric conduits have been head for home-bound and workers by the U. S. Maritime
weatherproofed, only two offi Orient-bound soldiers, bus trans Commision. She was obtained
cers and 54 civilians will remain. portation to and from the docks by the Port of Embarkation for
In a simple ceremony, Colonel at Fort Mason is more economi the Camp Stoneman run in
April, 1945.
Joseph I. deVille gave his com cal, the Army said.
mand and the camp colors to
Lieutenant Colonel Richard J.
Mays, the post engineer.
The flag-lowering ceremony
represented a defeat for San
Francisco and the Bay Area in
Jits fight to keep the camp in
[operation and maintain the near
ly $14,000,000 a year in business
that had come to Bay firms
through the troop processing
activities.
The closing was an economy
move, the Army claiming trans
fer of Stoneman activities to
Fort Lewis, Wash., would save
money.
The camp opened in January,
1942. At the height of its activ
ity during World War II, 1475
civilians and hundreds of Army

•
the^eek
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Adlai Assails Ike on
Not Revising T-H Law
CHICAGO. Aug. 30 (IP)—Dem-! candidate said particularly that
ncrat Adlai E. Stevenson, in a what he called ‘union-busting’
direct attack on President Eisen- provisions of the law should be
hower. today accused the Admin- removed.’’ he said.
istration of sinking to a “low ■ “To you people there must be
plane” of politics in failing to something painfully familiar !
carry out promised Taft-Hartley'about this proposition that
everything will work out fine if
law revisions.
Stevenson, the 1952 Demo you just be quiet and leave
cratic presidential candidate, things up to the management.
said that Mr. Eisenhower had “There is probably nothing in
told voters “union-busting” pro this rumor I am about to start
visions of the law should be that as soon as (Senators) Mc
Carthy, Jenner and (Congress
abolished.
man) Velde get the Bill of Rights
“Well, they haven’t been,” he taken out of the Constitution,
said.
Secretaries Wilson, Humphrey
It was the second time in and Weeks are going to get a
three days that Stevenson direct management rights clause writ
ly attacked the President on the ten in,” Stevenson said.
issue of promises made during Stevenson went on to accuse h
the presidential campaign of the Administration of taking a
1952.
“disturbing attitude” toward un
Saturday night at Sioux Falls, employment.
S. D., he accused Mr. Eisenhower
“ ‘Don’t worry,’ they insist,
of breaking “fraudulent, cynical ‘the economy is as a matter of
promises” to the Nation's farm fact, only a little behind last!
ers in connection with price year.’
support levels.
“And the answer to unemployStevenson today addressed the men^ ’s on^-V further hidden beopening session of the AFL neat^ Platitudes about being J
Brotherhood of Electrical Work-!‘conservative in economic mat.-|
ers national convention. More^efs'
liberal in human afthan 3000 delegates from over ^a^rs’ Stevenson said,
the Nation were in attendance.
“The plain fact is that this
has been a year of futility—or
worse—in meeting, what may be
considered the particular prob
lems of labor-management rela
tions,” Stevenson said.
. 2. / Hi
’
“Politics dropped to a low
plane, indeed, in connection with
this matter of revising the TaftHartley Act. The Republican
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Gift offer extended
New accounts of
S 1,000 receive a
Parker "21" Pen
New accounts of
S500 receive a Parker
"Jotter" Pen

Your Swings
Insured to
570,000
Open your
account now

COLONIAL SAVINGS
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Merry-Go-Round-----------------------

Johnnie Ray's Washington
---Offbeat Theme Songs
------------------------------------------- Drew Pearson
(While Drew Pearson is on vacation, his
column is being written by a number of
guest columnists. Today’s guest is singer
Johnnie Ray.)

By JOHNNIE RAY
’M SURE that when some Washington cats
give the eye-line to the by-line over this
mess of words, they’re gonna figure for sure
it’s a new Congressman from the Midwest
who got into office during an off-beat elec
tion. But since I’m only interested in a downbeat election, they’d be wronger than a clock
with 13 on it. And, man, they’ll find out how
wrong as they read on.
The only thing I know about politics is
what I hear at hearings. But what American
kid hasn’t pictured himself in the Nation’s
capital on a merry-go-round that spins to a
different tune every minute? Boy, what a
ride! It’s show business at its height and
after years of dealing with agency politics
I think I’d like a taste of the D. C. type.
I got to wondering about some of the
possibilities as I spent several months on
the set of the 20th-Fox production of “No
Business Like Show Business’’ with the
hostess with the Mostes’, Ethel, the Merm.
What’s politics without the moo, the kind
of folding money Perle Mesta has accumu
lated? The champagne talk mixed with cam
paign talk at the bars at her parties but it
didn’t mean a thing until it got the swing
of the 32 bars of Irving Berlin tunes.
That’s when everyone saw her on the
screen and called her Mesta, and even the
Republicans figured it was the besta thing
that ever happened to Washington. Yep, we
need more harmony along the Potomac, Mac.
Take another little gal in “No Business
Like Show Business.” Don’t really try to
take her, Jack, because Joe DiMag may have
something to say about it. I’m talking about
the best curve pitcher of our generation, Miss
Marilyn Monroe. Now if you dig old jokes
you must know that if Marilyn ever tried to

get a bill passed in Congress no fuddy dud
could resist her motions before the House.
Put Marilyn in Congress and I guarantee you
that the entire next session would be spent
investigating her.
The gab these days is about production.
What a bet they’re missing in Washington
by not bringing in Darryl Zanuck. This gate
is one of the best producers of all time.
He’d be perfect in Washington. When cuts
have to be made Mr. Z could put more ex?esses on the cutting room floor than 62
economy experts.
Last time I visited Washington I tried to
catch up on my reading and started with the
Congressional Record. Wow! This is dull
department for real. What a bet they’re
missing by not putting it to music. Can you
imagine the sale of long winds on a long
playing record. And there’s your title, “The
Congressional Long Playing Record.” You
wouldn’t need much room to store it, either.
I’d say if you have a 20-room apartment with
a two-story warehouse adjacent you wouldn’t
have any trouble. And you gotta be silly
not to have a 20-room apartment with a twostory warehouse.
As I give this article real thought I begin
to realize that Hollywood names shouldn’t
go to Washington. There’d be too much travel
involved. The solution? Move the capital to
Hollywood.
I’ve been reading the trade papers about
all the movies that will be made out here
during the next 12 months and it runs into
mighty big dough. Never in movie history
have they scheduled so many multimilliondollar pictures. And you know about the sal
aries they pay for stories, writers, costumes,
etc. The Secretary of the Treasury would be
right at home in Movieland. If anything went
wrong with a treaty, the front office would
call in its best writers and change the script
in half an hour. Maybe sooner. You know
how important the happy ending is in movie
making.

The Lively Arts------------------------

Some Old Favorites Shine
In New LP Recordings
—---------------------------------- Ralph J. Gleason
has been busily issuing its fall line
CAPITOL
of long playing albums (the “Ellington 55”

uses as a closing theme for his KROW disc
show. It’s been fitted with words by Johnny
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e's Prisons
McGee Calls
U. S. Best in I ychiatric Care
rector of Public Works, an-i
ployed in its prison system.
nounced
today that Cornells
California
’
s
ratio
of
one
psy

Sacramento Correspondent, The Chronicle
SACRAMENTO, Aug; _ 30. — chiatrist to each 1250 prison in- Biemond, the Dutch engineer
While psychiatric facilities in mátes is “bad enough.” McGee brought here to help California
California prisons aren’t ideal, said, but far ahead of the na determine the feasibility of con
they’re the best in the nation, tional ratio of one to 5500 in structing salt water barriers in
Richard A. McGee, State Direc mates, which McGee described San Francisco Bay, has com-¡
as “a terrible situation.”
tor of Corrections, said today. BRUTALITY
pleted his work and returned
CHARGES
A recent Nationwide survey,
home.
Alluding
to
recent
charges
of
McGee declared at a meeting of
Durkee said Biemond report
brutality
and
other
irregulari

Governor Goodwin J. Knight’s
ed his findings to the board of
department heads, places Cali ties in San Quentin’s psychia independent consulting engi
fornia at the top of all States in tric wards, McGee said he neers studying the problem for
the number of psychiatrists em- plans next month to name a the State Water Project Au
committee of experts to “tell us
how we can further improve thority. Biemond’s findings will
our psychiatric facilities.” Ap become known when the panel
pointment of such a committee reports to the Authority, Dur
was recommended early this kee said.
month by a board of inquiry J. Marvin Russell, Director
which investigated the San of Veterans’ Affairs, said Cali
Quentin charges, first published fornia will be able to continue
home and farm loans to veter
in The Chronicle.
ans
until December 1. Then, if
Governor Knight said he con
the voters approve the new
siders California “in the fore $175,000,000 bond issue on the
front of progressive legislation November ballot, there will be
and techniques” in the field no interruption in the program.)
of penology, and asked:
Director of Employment Wil-I
and The Third Herd
“There is actually now at San liam A. Burkett said employ
Quentin no difficulty, is that ment in California, although
right Mr. McGee?”
below last year, is “in very
McGee responded that short good shape.”
staffs left the prison’s psychia
He said 4.6 per cent of the
trie wards unattended at times State’s working force is pres^
“and that’s not a good sitúa ently unemployed,
tion.”
90 MARKET ST.
“But there 'has been no will
ful neglect or abuse of pa
tients,” McGee added.

By JACKSON DOYLE

TONIGHT!

DOWNBEAT

'Pachuco' Tattoo
Justa Fad, Says
Dr. Walter Rapaport, State
Director of Mental Hygiene, Chicago's Top Cop

TWO NEW HOSPITALS

SAMOVAR
¿VODKA

said California’s continuing
population growth will require
construction of two new hospi
tais for the mentally ill in
Southern California during the
next ten years
Rapaport said he also will
recommend expansion of sev
eral of the State’s clinics, an
improved ratio of nursing per
sonnel to patients, and intensi
fied research and education in
^©1954
the mental health field.
Booka Kompaniya, Fresno, Calif. -100%
The all-new hospitals would
Grain Neutral Spirits. 80 and 100 Proof.
go to Southern California, he
declared, because the northern
— K1NGA1D
part of the State already has
EFFECTIVE SPEECH
63 per cent of the State’s men
PLEASING VOICE
.¡tai hospital bed capacity, al
CLEAR DICTION
though most of California’s to
RADIO - DRAMA
tai population is south of the
Approved for Veteran»
!Tehachapi
1252 Bush Street
PR 5-2692

CHICAGO, Aug. 30 MP)
After a week of investigation.
Chicago’s police commissioner
says of the “pachuco” tattoo:
“We have been infiltrated by
fad.”
Widespread investigations oí
teen-agers bearing the radiant
cross
tattoo,
Commissioner
Timothy O’Connor said todayl
show “no organization exists
in Chicago; there is no evi
dence of terrorist activity.”
He likened the tattoo to “sad
dle shoes and ducktail hair
cuts.”
A Chicago tattoo artist, Gib
Thomas, told police he believes
3000 to 5000 Chicago teen-agers
carry the tatoo, usually on the
web of skin between thumb

Balloting Problems

Vóting-by-Mail Plan
Called Dangerous Idea
_

eabi

r

RFURENS

Ihis friends and associates; his

A^Wy^n Charles J. Con-

Jor

wltTsUtement characterizing favored candidate or proposi''A Wife could he coerced by
ís Xais SS"

"tag6 hundredsof "’thou
sands of dollars off the cost of
sanos 01 uuum
t^^Cnn^f^he’Tote "in PCalitabulation of the vote in i>an
iofnia.

operated, his vote would no!
longer be his secret. If he in
oiqted on privacy he would be
looked upon with suspicion and
smpars and
subjected to +hroafc
threats, smears
and
ridicule.
”
Conrad is chairman of the As COUNTING TASK
sembly Elections Committee.
Conrad said he recognized the
MOMENT OF DECISION
---------- — of counting upward of 5,"Despite its difficulties and qqo.OOO ballots and the cost of
inconveniences,” states Conrad, elections in which that many,
'‘our present system allows a voters may participate in Calivoter, in the final moment of,fOrnia.
decision, to be alone in a private, “But,” he said, “I am.sure we I
booth answerable only to his can relieve present difficulties,
God and his conscience when he especially the long hours spent
casts his ballot. This simply is by the .members of the precinct ]
not, possible when he can mark boards, by means of a mechania ballot at any time or any place cal tabulator which does not afand drop it in the nearest mail- feet the secrecy of the individual
box. He will be under constant ballot. American know-how can
pressure from every group . . . and will solve that problem.”

brevenson, Forty Democrats
Attack Republican Farm Plan
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. <U.R)—Forty paign, “but President Eisenhower
farm belt Democratic candidates no longer stands behind what can
attacked the Republican farm didate Eisenhower promised.”
¡program as a “political double- The candidates said Mr. Eisen
' cross” and Adlai E. Stevenson hower is claiming passage of his
'called it a case of “simple bad program for flexible supports a
faith.”
victory, but “in this victory, the
The charges, fired during a American farmer is the van
weekend meeting of leaders from quished.”
15 farm states, laid much of the Stevenson, in a major policy
blame directly on President Ei speech Saturday night, also re
senhower.
called Mr. Eisenhower’s cam
The candidates, seeking sena paign statements and said the
torial and congressional seats, flexible supports policy will ac
topped off the meeting last night complish little except to drag
with a statement that “it is now farm prices lower.
clear that the Republican Party The GOP’s agriculture record is
has broken faith with the Ameri one of irresponsibility at best
can farmer.”
and simple bad faith at worst,”
Mr. Eisenhower, the statement he said. “I’m afraid it is the lat
said, backed supports of 100 per ter.”
cent of parity in his 1952 cam He accused the Eisenhower ad

U. S. Employees'
Union Criticizes
Ike Pay Veto
CHICAGO, Aug. 29 (/P)—
The head of the American
Federation of Government
Employees (AFL) said to
day President Eisenhower’s
veto of a proposed five per
cent pay boost for Federal
workers will have the effect
of driving competent em
ployees out of the govern
ment.
James A. Campbell, presi
dent of the 70,000-member
civil service workers union,
said the average Federal em
ployee has lost more than
$5000 in purchasing power
since the end of World War
II because of the lag of pay
adjustments to the cost of
living.
Campbell made the state
ment at a news conference
prior to tomorrow’s opening
of a four-day convention of
some .350 delegates represent
ing government employees in n
the United States, Alaska and
/lh& Panama Canal Zone.
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_________________ ACTION________________________________
Q PER OUR CONVERSATION

□ NOTE AND FILE
[

| NOTE AND RETURN TO ME

|

|

| RETURN WITH MORE DETAILS

|

| PER YOUR REQUEST
| FOR YOUR APPROVAL

□ NOTE AND SEE ME ABOUT THIS

@<6r

□ PLEASE ANSWER

□ FOR YOUR COMMENTS

□ PREPARE REPLY FOR MY SIGNATURE |

YOUR IN FORMATION

| SIGNATURE

□I TAKE APPROPRIATE ACTION[□ INVESTIGATE AND REPORT
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ijamin Buckles, i Lauber, Bob Barbour, Kurt
Mr. and Mrs. ■ Christensen and J. C. White,
fames Porter. ' The Jaycettes also participated.
Coroneos, Les-' The Oleander project is schparallel to Boulder Highway in : ter Sherman. David Miner, Lee doled to be completed in the
a city beautification project ¡Henderson. Glenn Heki. Pete'spring of 1969 with the plant-'
for 1968.
; Shroyer. Clay Oliver, J a c k' ing of another 500 plants.
j
When the plant? mature, they
will provide
an evergreen
screen the length of the high
way. giving residents privacy
:by cutting off the view of their
, back yards.
* GPO : 1967 0-262-225

, The project was in planning
I stages for more than a year
. 'while club members worked to
• raise funds to purchase the
j planks..
! . The garden club asks par■ ents to urge their children not
i to disturb the plants, and ma: ny have had to be replanted be
cause youngsters pulled them
up.
Volunteers who helped in the
planting of the Oleanders in
clude Ron Hubei and his Boys
Club. Blaine Eckman. Bob Ken
nedy, and the Explorer- Scouts

DUSK IN HAWAII-The dimming light of dusk and mist which rises from churning seas give this pho
o'raohof Mokaou Island off Molokai a mirage effect, ihe mountain peaks in the background en.m..

graph or MOKapu-------- ---------_
the abruptness of the smell pinnacle island.-Photo by Warren Roll.

V/ednesdny, Mor.

20,1963

Las Vegas Revjew..TournaI

PLANTS 500 OLEANDERS

i Group Beautifies load
j HENDERSON — The Deserf J°f Troop 33. Benjamin Buckles,iLauber, Bob Barbour, Kurt
' Gardeniers, Purple Sage Unit, ■ Acie Thrower, Mr. and Mrs. • Christensen and J. C. White
have planted 500 Oleander'¡Jack Cochran, James Porter. j The Jaycettes also participated’
plants along Haynes Drive ¡ Also, Alex Coroneos, Les-! The Oleander project is schparallel to Eoulder Highway in ; te.j Sneiman. David Miner, Leejduled to be completed in the
a city beautification project ¡Henderson. Glenn Heki. Pete .spring of 1969 with the plant-'
for 1963.
jS.nroyer. Clay Oliver, Jack'ing of another 590 plants.
¡
V hen the plants mature, they
wij provide
an evergreen
screen the length of the high
way. giving residents privacy
:by cutting off the view of their
j hack yards.

The project was in planning
stages for more than a year
while club members worked to
raise funds to purchase thej
planks..
|
. The garden club asks par-j
enfs to urge (heir children not!
to disturb the plants, and ma-j
ny have bad to be replanted be- i
cause youngsters pulled them!
up.
Volunteers who helped in the
planting of the Oleanders in
clude Ron Hubei and bis Boys
Club. Blaine Eckman. Bob Ken
nedy, and the Explorer- Scouts¡

S!< IN HAWAII-The dimming light of dusk and mist which rises from churning seas give this photo
graph of Mokapu island off Molokai a mirage effect. The mountain peaks in the background emphasize
the abruptness of the small pinnacle island.—Photo by V/arren Roll.________________________________
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Botanist fears for Big Isle
VOLCANO, Hawaii — An
authority on the plant life of
the Big Island’s volcano
country wants a “fool-proof”
fence built to protect it from
the axis deer.
Dr. Otto Degener of Vol
cano and Honolulu has urged
the State Supreme Court to
delay introduction of the
high-leaping game animal to
the island until a fence can
be erected to protect the na
tional park’s flora.

And he is calling on con
servation groups as far away
as the Mainland to help fi
nance it.
A plan by the State Fish
and Game Division to fence
in the deer on Mauna Kea
for a period of adjustment
before deciding on their gen
eral release may ease Dr.
Degener’s fears somewhat.
Division director Michio
Takata told the Star-Bulletin
yesterday the deer will be
confined in a 300-acre pen
during extensive testing for
disease and adaptability.
Dr. Degener, a former na
turalist for the national park
and botany instructor at the

University of Hawaii, is cur
rently working on Volume 8
of “Flora Hawaiiensis,” an
extensive catalog of native
plant life, under auspices of
the National Science Foun
dation.
He is a collaborator in Ha
waiian botany for the New
York Botanical Garden and
has traveled extensively in
the South Pacific to study
plants.
In a tract he recently is
sued to conservation groups
and national parks on the
Mainland, he says Hawaii is
far more interesting from a
biological standpoint than
the Galapagos, site of Dar

win’s famed researches, be
cause it is more isolated an if
harbors a far greater num
ber of endemic, of native,
plants.
With few exceptions, he
said, native Hawaiian flow
ering plants are found no
place else on earth, and the
same was true of insects and
birds.
This interdependence built'
over millions of years, he
said, has been seriously up
set since the coming of the
white man.
There had been no herbiv
orous animals before, and
plant life had no immunity
from depredations of cattle,

REGION 7 ONLY

noia i„ iauna is introdüred
■ goats, sheep and now deer.
Where permitted to roam
he went on, native plant cov
er — and even whole forests
— have disappeared.
Under growing population
pressures, Dr. Degener said
he national parks are about
the last refuges of the en
demic ecology.
He said he has no quarrel

wah ».______ _
with the court’s position tha»introduction of the deer to
State-controlled areas would
promote hunting.
But he said he fears the
ruling, as it stands, “will do
irreversible damage bv
biowsing and trampling to
the native plants of Hawaii
Park"3’’065
National

Othm- Big Island natural
ists have protested the re
lease.
One of them, Dr. Roger
Said “,e experience
Molokai and Lanai of
deer appetites is not valid
here because they stayed

on

mainiy in kiawe forest,
i. hiey should find the Rig
Island s maman’» nalatahle
he said they wo* id deshov
mm y cd, nativ(, specje.
ground cover as well he
cause, ot the interdependence
oi the plants.

.ER Thursday, April 4, 1968
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i'lie World Of
Sammv Amalu
Chicken Coop
Or Capitol?
Jj

y
¡J

By SAMUEL CROWNINGBURG-AMALU

Just-saw a picture of our new Capitol Building. Amaz” ing! You people can’t really be serious. I am quite sure
“* that it is utterly unique — the very first of its kind in the
world — ever.
• . •
At first. I didn’t believe my eyes. I thought for sure that
it was some monolithic barong-barong that the natives
of llocos Norte had just
completed to celebrate the
capture of the Taruc broth
ers. Then I thought—No—it
must be an egg hatchery
such as some that I have
seen a|, Petaluma which I
understand is the hard
boiled egg capital of the
world.
And then I read the capt i o n —a n d I laughed and
laughed and laughed. Of
course, I then remembered
exactly where I had seen a
building like that years ago.
It was just below7 Wahiawa
—a wonderful, old Filipino
family had built a new
chicken coop, and it looked
exactly like the Capitol. How
appropriate, too. for I dare
say a lot of eggs will be laid
and flock of weird capons
“Two Sisters in Old Ha
hatched in those not yet waii" by .Madge Tennent.
hallow’ed0 halls before we From Donald Angus Collec
get through with it. But tion.
then Wahiawa always had
OK Says Sammy ...
its ow'n standard of beauty
that only someone bred in

1
■

;

But it can be captured—by the camera.
- For months the Star-Bulletin photo staff has
collected this beauty on film.
To initiate its photo display on the scenic,
natural and human loveliness of .the Islands,
today’s edition carries on this and the facing
page the first six pictures of the series under
the title of “This Is Hawaii.”
The Star-Bulletin will feature "This Is Ha
waii” photographs occasionally when space
permits.

Wahiawa could possibly appreciate. To import those stan
dards to Honolulu seems a bit odd. but then I understand
o-her odd things have come out of Wahiawa so what more
| may one expect:
Also read about Madge Tennent s show. I have always
adored her work although 1 can remember the time when I
.was a definite minority among the Hawaiians. I must say
thather w’omen looked Hawaiian—at least they looked like
a lot of Hawaiians I knew.
In fact. I had a whole branch of my family that’looked
exactly like that. I had an Aunty Maikai, and there were
parts of her anatomy that were straight out of Madge Ten
nent—she was one of the most beautiful and graceful wom
en that I recall despite the fully loaded trailer she carried

♦ in back of her.
Mrs. Tennent painted the marvelous Hawaiian w’omen I
recall from mv own childhood,—cieantie and rppal wnmpn

nd mist which rises from churning seas give this photoect. The mountain peaks in the background emphasize
by Warren Roll.

. . . Amce! Says Sammy about urir Capitol
and not the rather insipid hybrids we are producing today.
In her works I pejceive the fabulous Princess Ruth Keeiikolani and never the more pale Bernice Pauahi Bishop. I
see Kaahumanu and not.Kaiulani. For her the essence and
the pure and not a glance at the hybrid?
.,
'
As a matter of fact, I am somew’hat of a dummy about
art. I can tell a Raphael from a Dali—a Grandma Moses
from a Picasso—and that is about it. But one afternoon,
alongside a brook that bubbled beside his home at Aiea and
with a bottle of scotch between us, John Dominis Holt—out
raged at my esthetic stupidity—sat down and lectured to
me on the finer points of Madge Tennent’s art.
I have never quite forgotten that short seminar. For
merly, I just liked her paintings but after Jellicoe’s rant- .
ing, I found out why I should have liked them in the first
place. I still can't get it straight, but I think that’s what is
called art appreciation—a subject that Beth Woods Gregory '
tried in vain to pound into my head surely much too long '
ago to recall with any degree of comfort.
*«
Honestly though, I don’t really know’ a tiling about art.
Remember that Bartlett fellow’ who painted Mrs. Cooke’s ’
portrait that hangs in the Academy of Arts. Now’ I suppose
Mrs. Cooke did indeed look like that—I cannot judge since
do not recall ever seeing that Mrs. Cooke.
'
But he also painted a picture of my grand-aunt, Emma
Wilcox, for the Children's Hospital. And I have looked at. that picture a hundred times at least, and I swear it doesn’t _
look a bit like my Aunt Emma. Now’ that is exactly w’hat I
mean. Were I to mention something like this to an
artist, she would tell me to get a camera if I w’anted a like- ,
ncss. Once, in fact, I did. and that w’as the reply I got.
. ."
I remember once standing in Chicago’s Art Institute,
completely surrounded by Rembrandts. And while every
one around me was gasping in awe, I was very busily cal
culating their possible resale value. Of such is my artistic' >
I judgment—and that is a very sorry thing to say.
But as I regarded the picture of our new7 Capitol Build- ' *
ing, I wondered to myself—this must be art, and I just do not understand it. Perhaps, this is it. All I can see is just .
soother chicken coop from Wahiaw’a—and that, too, is
sorry thing to say.

1
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The beauty of Hawaii is—as all beauty is—
-in the eyes ofi the beholder,
z. “The loveliest ■ fleet of islands that lies an^chored in any ocean,” Mark Twain wrote of
^.Hawaii in 1908.
There have been almost indescribable
^changes in the Islands since Twain wrote those
Tdwords.
T: But the beauty of Hawaii remains—natural
£and man-made.
z' Much of the beauty is largely indefinable.

—

But it can be captured—by the camera.
• For months the Star-Bulletin photo staff has
collected this beauty on film.
To initiate its photo display on the scenic,
natural and human loveliness of J he Islands,
today’s edition carries on this and the facing
page the first six pictures of the series under
the title of “This Is Hawaii.”
The Star-Bulletin will feature “This Is Ha
waii” photographs occasionally when space
permits.

DUSK IN HAWAII —The dimming light of dusk and mist which rises from churning seas give this photo
graph of Mokapu Island off Molokai a mirage effect. The mountain peaks in the background emphasize
the abruptness of the small pinnacle island. Photo by Warren t\oll.____ ____________________________ —

•-■«fa.,»»
ui&ia-awAu.. ^»«W«*K» *^«sa*~x5^RS85^^
-----------------------SUNRISE AT WAIKIKl-Dawn flattens the Waikiki scene into a silhouette as¡a'°^®
to Kewalo Basin from a long voyage at sea. Early morning surfers ore ba rely visible ,n
Diamond Head juts skyward as a giant black cutout.-Photo oy Warren Ro .

NEEDLE OF WATER — Akaka Falls on the Big
Island spills its waters down a lush lava hillside
in a white misty shaft, giving the illusion of a
silken curtain. This spot is one of the favorites
of tourists to the Big Island, and is locaicd
among dense growths of ti plants and na.ural
flowering plants.

________ _____________

QUIET SCENE-Serene Rainbow Falls, near Hilo
on the Big Island, is located in dense forest
growth which helps retain its natural beauty.
This spot is difficult to reach, but youngsters
still find good swimming above the beautifu.
f a 11 s .-H a wa i i Vi s itors Bureau Photos.
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UNTOUCHED BEAUTY—This beach on Molokai's western coast symbolizes the
unspoiled and relatively unused spots in H aw aii. The gnarled driftw ood in
the foreground, the w hite sands and lava coastline make the scene a portrait
of natural beauty. —Photo by John Titchen.

-

W AIMEA CANYON — W aipoo Falls, in Kauai's W aimea Canyon, gives the
viewer the contrast of w a te rfa ll against a background of sun-dried colorful
volcanic mountain valleys. The fa il feeds into W aimea River, which empties
into the Pacific along Kauai's southwestern coast. — Robert Wenkam Photo.
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Boulder Park to Open
BOULDER CITY - May 15 i Meanwhile, the gates will be THE PARK is located in a
has been set as the opening ¡opened for Easter Sunrise Ser ¡triangular plot at the junction
date of .the ■ 10-acre highway vices on a knoll overlooking of U.S. 93-466 and Primary 6,
park being constructed by the • the facility. Immediately after the truck route skirting BoulState Highway Department at ¡the services the gates will be ! der City.
the east entrance to Boulder (closed until May 15.
City Manager R. Guild Gray
City.
I When the rest area is com- drew laughter at City Council
FORMAL dedication cere pleted it will be the largest
meeting Tuesday when he com
monies to which Gov. Paul and most elaborate in the state,
mented that “some dark night
Laxalt will be invited are be according to Jack. Parvin, dis
•we are going to paint a broading planned for Aug. 15.
trict engineer for the SHD.
■ er curve in the yellow lines
directing traffic into Boulder
¡City’s business district.”
I ______________ „____________
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WEATHER FORECAST
Monterey Bay Area:

Fair

throughout Tuesday, except fog
night and morning.
High temperature yesterday
(Monterey) 75; low last night 54.

Monterey península Steralb

TIDES, SUN ANO MOON

(From Coast and Geodetic Survey)

HIGH
31 12:59 am
1:09 pm
1:47 am
1:37 pm
Sunrise

4.3 ft
4.8 ft
4.0 ft
4,8 ft

Sunset

81 6:39 am 7:41pm

VOL. LXV, No. 207.

NEWS
Comments
The Superior
Judgeship

MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA, MONDAY, AUGUST 30, 1954.

LOW
6:45 am
7:32 pm
7:16 am
8:17 pm

1.2 ft
0.9 ft
1.6 ft
0.8 ft

Moonrise Moonset

9:54 am

8:58 nm

20 PAGES — TWO SECTIONS — SEVEN CENTS

France's Assembly Kills EDC
Cleanup Job Begins at Fairgrounds

Unofficial Tally of 318 to 270
Calls for End to Discussion
About Controversial Treaty

We have received the following
letter;
Editor, The Herald:
Your recent articles regarding
the judgeship race in Monterey
County have given me the imPARIS (U.R)—The French National Assembly voted today to kill the European De
préssion that the Monterey Coun
fense Community (EDC) Treaty which would have included 500,000 Germans in a
ty Bar Association is endeavoring
European Army, unofficial returns of the balloting showed.
to steam roll a candidate down
Death of the EDC, on which both the United States and Britain believed the fate of
the throats of the voters of this
Western Europe could depend, came on a technical motion which called for an end
county and that the leaders of
to all discussion of the controversial pact.
said organization are endeavor
The vote was 318 to 270. It was
ing to accomplish their purpose
unofficial.
by representing or misrepresent
The assembly then adjourned
ing to the voters, the fiction that
until 9:30 p. m. (1:30 p. m. PDT)
the Monterey County Bar Associa
when the result is to be formally
tion, composed of Monterey
anounced.
County Attorneys, is 100% for
Stanley Lawson. This 100% fig
It was the end of another his
ure is based on a voice vote of
toric attempt to unify Europe and
WASHINGTON (¿P)—President Eisenhower told the
unanimity taken at an April
it came because Frenchmen could
meeting of the bar; when the
not accept either the idea of Ger American Legion today that creation of a mighty military
meeting was for all practical
man troops on French soil, even reserve as a bulwark against communism will be “a No. 1
purposes adjourned and members
in a friendly army, or the possi item” on his 1954 legislative program.
were leaving the room. This is
bility that such an army might
“We have failed miserably to maintain that strong,
an example of the straws that are
cost France some of its sove ready military reserve in which we have believed for
being grasped to lead the people
reignty.
150 years,” the President declared in a speech prepared for
to believe that the attorneys of
Former Premier Edouard Herdelivery at the legion’s annuMonterey County are 100% for
riott, “grand old man of French
al convention.
Stanley Lawson, when in reality,
politics,” was one of the last of
“Now, at long last, we must
a substantial group are in favor
a long list of speakers who blasted
build such a reserve. And we
of Judge “Jim” Jeffery.
(Herald photo.) .
the controversial project on which
must maintain it. Wishful think
Manager George Wise and Di
Assuming though that the Bar
France had stalled for more than
ing and political timidity must no
Association is qualified to tell the
rector Alan Pattee of the Mon
27 months.
longer bar a program so absolute
people of this County who their
terey County Fair stand in the
LEAVES SICK BED
ly essential to our defense.”
judge should be, then, how can
empty midway at the Fair
The crippled Herriot, who left a
Then he said:
the Bar Association select an in
grounds which only last night
sick bed in Lyons to attack the
“Establishment of an adequate
dividual who has never sat on
was jammed with thousands of
EDC, said Britain’s refusal to
reserve — an objective for which
the bench, has had little if no
align herself closely to EDC WASHINGTON (U.R)--— Adm. the American Legion and other
Weary Fair crews and concessionaires were cleaning happy visitors. Attendance at
trial practice in the last 10
“
would by itself make me reject Arthur W. Radford, chairman of patriotic organizations have vain
the
annual
event
broke
all
pre

years, over an attorney, Judge up their booths and tearing down displays today after
the treaty of Paps.”
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told the ly fought for a generation — will
vious records.
Jeffery, who has been a judge the curtain dropped last night on the largest Fair in the
annual convention of the be a No. 1 item submitted to the
WASHINGTON © — President Herriot was one of a parade of 36th
for approximately 14 years and history of Monterey County.
American Legion today that “no Congress next year.”
speakers
who
ignored
Premier
Eisenhower
today
signed
the
new
recently assigned to the Superior
Attendance broke all existing records with almost
one questions the validity of the GIVES PROMISE
atomic energy legislation and de Pierre Mendes-France’s plea that requirements
Court Bench by the Chief Justice 104,000 people touring the grounds during the four-day
for strong re In his speech to fellow Legion
“
final
”
debate
on
the
project
be
dared it will speed the time when
of California Supreme Court, Phil stand. Net paid attendance rolled up to an all time high.
naires, many of whom served un
allowed to continue through its serves.”
the
atom
“
will
be
wholly
devoted
”
Gibson, and also termed a “very
der him as supreme commander
Every day but Sunday brought
Speaking
two
hours
after
Presi

scheduled
four
days,
with
the
final
to
peaceful
purposes.
fine judge” by our own Superior
in Europe during World War H,
larger crowds than last year’s
dent
Eisenhower
gave
his
assur

vote
to
be
taken
Tuesday.
The bill, which ignited one of
Court Judge Anthony Brazil. NSGW Conclave
the chief executive promised.
and Fair officials attributed the
ance
that
a
strong
reserve
pro

the hottest congressional fights of Instead, EDC opponents backed
Surely, if Judge Jeffery were not
“This reserve will not unfairly
slight drop on the last day to the
the year, overhauls the 1946 Atom a motion which would cut off de gram is being drafted, Radford burden men who have already
qualified, the chief justice would
sunny weather which drew thou
said the Defense Department is
ic
Energy
Act.
One
of
the
changes
bate
immediately
as
not
worthy
never have assigned Judge Jef
served. This administration will
sands to Peninsula beaches.
permits the government, under of the assembly’s notice and thus studying the matter “with a view see to that.”
fery to the Superior Court.
Concessionaires reported as
to
implementing
actions
in
the
certain security safeguards to kill off EDC without even the for
I believe that the Bar Associa
good or better busines than last SALINAS — Mrs. Oriel B. give nuclear information to Amer. mality of a decent burial.
near future which will improve The President said that for a
tion, as an association, is usurp
year on every day but Sunday. Hughes today asked the Monte ica's allies.
the effectiveness and readiness of century and a half the United
ing a basic and fundamental right
States has prided itself “on its
1 Premier Pierre Mendes-France, reserves.”
West Coast Shows exceeded their rey County Board of Supervisors
of the people to select their own J
guarantee on their carnival con to return $765 in back salary and The new legislation also, for ihe whose alleged neutrality has in “I anticipate,” he added, “that refusal to maintain large stand
public official and that the usur
cession for the first time in seven vacation pay which she turned first time, opens the door for de furiated both supporters and op the next 12 months will see some ing military forces.
pation is compounded when state
over to the county treasurer after velopment of a private atomic ponents of the revolutionay EDC
We have relied, instead, upon
years.
improvement in this important as
ments are made by Mr. Stanley
the civilian soldier. But we have
Fair officials reported the aver she was arrested last May for power industry within the United plan, also could go down to de pect of our security planning.”
Lawson or Gordon Campbell, A concentrated effort to regis age stay of the visitor on the embezzling county funds.
States.
feat with it.
Radford re-stated the adminis done so without being fair either
that the Bar Association is 100% ter California pioneers, both living grounds was three hours, one
The board promptly refused Eisenhower, in a statement, TO CALL CONFERENCE
tration
’s basic policy of defense to the private citizen or to the se
for Stanley Lawson.
and dead, will be made on Sept. hour longer than last year.
and referred her claim to Dist. took note of the warm debate in (Reports from Bonn, Germany, against potential enemies—a pol curity of the nation.”
It has been my personal obser 8 when a reception is held in their STAY LONGER
Atty. Burr Scott. He said that Congress over these provisions. said the United States would call icy to depend primarily on a great He went into no detail about the
vation while serving as the Supe honor at the House of the Four Crowds packed the horse show Mrs. Hughes had pocketed from He said he feels “some mis an eight-power conference in Lon capacity to retaliate, instantly, by nature of the military reserve be
rior Court Clerk from January 2, Winds in Monterey.
each night and every available $8,000 to $12,000 during her years understandings” were revealed don, Paris or Luxembourg to means and places of our own wants to build. He made no men(Continued on page 10)
3947, until August 7, 1952, that Mrs. Elmarie Dyke, co-chair chair was brought into the stands of service in the county record during the debate, and added:
hammer out a “next best” Euro choosing.
Judge Jeffery is well qualified man of the Admission Day cele Saturday night. Preparation for ers’ office, and he felt the county “I want our people to know that pean colective security system im He explained that this policy
and it is my belief, that he is bet bration, sponsored by the Native the Fair was a massive under was entitled to any money it these provisions are designed mediately.
does not necessarily “commit us
ter qualified than Stanley Law- Sons and Daughters of the Golden taking in itself. In communica could recover from her.
eventually to relieve the taxpayer (It was expected that concur to instant massive retaliation
son. Were the voters able to have West, made this announcement tions alone, some 1% miles of Mrs. Hughes’ claim, submitted of the enormous cost of the com rent with the eight-power meeting, against all forms of aggression.”
a poll of the various court atta today.
wire were strung to 36 speakers in writing by her attorney, John mercial aspects of the enterprise, France, Britain and the United “This is far from being the
ches and law enforcement agen She said the registration will be and 12 amplifiers.
x
while fully protecting the public States would confer separately on case,” Radford said. “It is a pol
cies who have worked with conducted among living pioneers Fair officials joined today in Redhed, said that she had en interest in atomic energy.”
a formula to give West Germany icy of having a persuasive power
to help preserve the peace.”
Judge Jeffery, this belief would and descendants of pioneers. expressing their thanks to those dorsed her pay check over to
its soverignty.
He said the policy means that
be, I’m certain, more than well “This will be one of the first ma who participated in the Fair and County Treasurer Russell Giles
(The
Bonn
sources
said
two
ma
the United States regards it as im Ten Monterey city officials to
substantiated.
jor attempts to make a list of pio to those who supported the event on Scott’s orders. Scott said he
jor EDC alternatives would be a portant to have a capacity to re day were individually served with
did not order it but merely sug
WILLARD T. BRANSON, neers, who are designated as in other ways.
of
small NATO composed of France, taliate instantly at the proper a _$50,000 claim
gested
it
in
as
much
as
the
coun

x. filed
. on «behalf ,«
those persons who came to Cali The junior livestock auction
Carmel.
Italy, West Germany, Luxem place by whatever military means a Seattle m°ther whose 6-year-old
fornia prior to the year 1869,” was given tremendous support, ty would refuse to pay her any
* * *
bourg, Belgium and The Nether best suited to the situation at the son was kicked to death by a
way following her arrest.
Mrs. Dyke said.
according to manager George
The facts are as follows:
lands, plus the U. S. and Britain; time. In other words, he said, we horse in Monterey on July 14.
Mrs.
Hughes
said
the
money
The Monterey County Bar Assn, Meanwhile, Mrs. Dyke told of Wise, with the result the highest was rightfully hers and that she
or, a six-nation European “coali will not let the enemy pick the Named as defendants were
met to consider a recommenda other plans for entertainment up prices in history of the Fair were wanted it back.
tion army” under the jurisdiction battle conditions best suited to Mayor Dan Searle and Councilmen Shedo (Buck) Russo, Carmel
tion for the judgeship. Seventy- to and including Admission Day paid the youngsters who raised
of the Council of Europe.)
him.
Board
chairman
A.
B.
(Andy)
the prize winning animals.
Martin Jr., Robert E. McKever
five members were present. In on Sept. 9.
Jacobsen snorted, “I should say SAIGON, Indochina (U.R)—Five
and Roland Ingels; City Mgr.
several ballots, Stanley Lawson A series of five variety shows is
not! We’d be fine saps to okay United States Air Force techni
Walter Hahn Jr.; Police Chief
received the highest number of scheduled, she said. They will be
a claim like this.”
Charles E. Simpson; Building In
votes, Eugene Harrah received held nightly in Monterey on Mon Won't Call Witnesses
cians captured by the Commu
spector Gordon Howe; Parks Su
the second highest number and day, Tuesday, Wednesday and WASHINGTON Iff) — Sen. Mc Mrs. Hughes, 49, was sen nists in the last months of the
perintendent Harry Shaw and City
Municipal Court Judge James A. Thursday of that week in Friend Carthy (R-Wis) said today he will tenced to from 1 to 10 years in Indochina war will be released
Engineer Maurice Pearce.
Jeffery of Salinas ran third. At ly Plaza, adjacent to the council call no defense witnesses in the prison last week on a total of in the next 36 hours, French
Previously, an identical claim
no time did Judge Jeffery receive chambers. There also will be a Senate’s new investigation of his eight charges of embezzling authorities announced today.
had been filed against the City of
show at the Pacific Grove plunge conduct which will start here to about $55 in public funds follow The five Americans were cap
more than 17 votes.
Monterey. Naming of the city of
(Continued on page 2)
ing a four-day jury trial.
morrow.
Mr. Jeffery then was eliminated
tured by Communist rebels June
ficials individually is done to com
from the race by motion and a
Scott said that although Mrs. 14 near an air base where they
ply with the code in such damage
vote was taken between the two
Hughes had admitted to taking were stationed at Tourane in cen
actions and to protect the interests
top contenders. Mr. Lawson re
about $800 over a period of sev tral Viet Nam. The technicians
of the client, according to Attor
ceived the highest number of
eral months, “The records show had violated security orders to go
ney Patrick J. O’Reilly, with the
votes. Mr. Harrah then moved
that she actually took from $8,000 swimming at a beach four miles
law firm of Beadle, O’Reilly and
from the base.
that the vote be made unanimous.
to $12,000.”
Silvers.
This was done by a voice vote.
He said the bonding company They were part of some 300
Killed by the horse was Michael
The meeting was not adjourned
is liable for any loss not recov American technicians sent to
Wayne Prinos, son of Mrs. James
Indochina during the siege of
at the time. Judge Jeffery’s sup Prices paid by bidders for Hogs were the first of some 150 ered by the county.
E. Prinos of Seattle. The mishap
Dien Bien Phu to help service
porters voiced no dissent at the champion hogs, sheep and beef head of swine, sheep and beef to
occurred in La Plaza, a citytime.
American
planes
flown
by
the
broke all Monterey County Fair be sold at auction by junior live
owned triangular block at Monte
* * *
records in the junior livestock stock exhibitors. Swine will be Phenix City Indictments French.
cito and Palo Verde streets.
Eugene Prince, president of the auction Saturday which climaxed slaughtered and dressed for three PHENIX CITY, Ala. (U.R)—A The French said the airmen
State Bar Association, has stated the Fair for young 4-H Club and cents a pound by the San Luis blue ribon grand jury studying will be released within 36 hours
at Quin Hon, 120 miles south of
that it has been customary for Future Farmers livestock exhibi Meat Co.
every phase of crimes that have
many years for bar associations tors, officials said.
Beef and lamb will be dressed gripped this once sinful city today Tourane and 300 miles northeast
to endorse candidates for the ju A grand champion 4-H sheep, free by Salinas Dressed Beef Co., returned a whopping 545 indict of Saigon.
diciary. This is a long estab entered by Carol Lanini of Sa and delivered to the buyer’s deep ments.
By UNITED PRESS
lished and generally accepted linas, sold for $1.30 a pound. Ac freeze locker.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
practice in California and other cording to county agricultural Among top prices paid Satur
Cleveland
000 000 5
states. We believe it is a sound authorities, this price was $1.10 day, with owner, weight, buyer
Boston .......... 101 200 0
practice, since attorneys, in the a pound over current market and price listed in that order:
Narleskl, Hoskins (3), Hooper
aggregate, should be the best prices in San Francisco. The 102 Sheep—Gerald Lanini, Salinas
(4) Newhouser (6) and Naragaon;
qualified persons to pass judg pound purchase was made by FFA reserve champion, 100
Nixon, Kinder (7) and White.
ment on the fitness of their mem Clarence Cosky for Mortimer’s pounds, Commercial Truck Co.,
Baltimore ..... 000 030 0
LONDON
(U.R)
—
Britain
lifted
bers for judgeships. We do not motel.
75 cents.
Washington ..000 000 0
its embargo on shipments of arms
believe that such recommenda Gus Settrini’s Salinas FFA Gerald Lanihi, Salinas FFA re
LOS ANGELES (U.R)—A car to Egypt today, the foreign office
Turley and Courtney; Stone and
tions are a usurpation of the grand champion steer, weighing serve champion, 102 pounds, stolen from a northern Califor announced.
Fitzgerald.
rights of the voters.
1,134 pounds, went across the auc Judge J. A. Jeffery, 70 cents.
nia man last month was recov
The decision to end the threeGov. Goodwin Knight, speaking tion block for 70 cents a pound,
Jack Massera, Natividad, 110 ered by police today who said year-old embargo followed Angloat the State Bar convention here, 47 cents a pound above the pres pounds, Cademartori’s, 50 cents. the thieves overlooked $1,393 in Egyptian agreement on Britain’s
President Asks U. S.
said that he would continue the ent market price of 23 cents. Beef—Doyleen Hooks, Chualar cash hidden in the trunk and withdrawal from the disputed
Voters
To Elect GOP
practice of former Gov. Earl Mark Thomas of the Hearthstone 4-H reserve champion, Dutch another $400 lying in the glove Suez Canal zone;
WASHINGTON
(U.R)—Recalling
in Carmel was the buyer.
(Continued on page 2)
Youngman’s 1,155 pounds, 49 compartment.
A foreign office spokesman said
Abraham Lincoln’s advice against
A grand champion hog raised cents.
The car belonged to George Egypt has given Britain assurance
changing horses in midstream,
by Melvin Juhler of Corral de Doyleen Hooks, Chualar 4-H Ow Tong. Officers said docu the arms will not be used for
(Herald photo.)
President Eisenhower has asked
Index
Tierra 4-H sold for 61 cents a champion, Asilomar Hotel, 1,095, ments left in the car gave two aggressive purposes.
Six-year-old Joaline Hedick of Monterey had a big day at the Fair the American voters to elect an
Page
pound Saturday morning, 39 cents 38 cents.
addresses for Tong—652 Ocean
Amusements
8 over the current market price.
yesterday. She had a special box seat at the horse show, got a other Republican-controlled Con
Gus Settrini, Salinas 4-H, Trin- View Ave., Monterey, and P. O.
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special ride on Wild Bill Eliott’s horse, got an autograph from gress to help him carry out his
gle Tractor Co., 1,234 pounds, 37 box 1033, Redding.
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Elliott, and won the cowboy star’s heart so completely he gave “four-year program.”
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cents.
Police said the car appar
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Mr. Eisenhower made his com
The area surrounding the auc The lowest prices paid by bid ently was stolen by teen-agers,
rope artist Jean Elleano made two her his big western hat. Fair officials fixed up the special occa
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8 tion ring was packed with a rec
ders for sheep was 13 cents a who abandoned it after a joy precarious, 1,150-foot trips across sion for Joaline because she has been seriously ill last Christmas ment in a film prepared for the
Society and Club New s 12, 13, 14 ord number of bidders who were
Citizens for Eisenhower for use in
pound over market price. Beef
eve and has missed Christmas and every other holiday since.
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Monday, August 30,
Found With
Mrs. Sherman
Home-made Pistol Mrs. Margaret Larkin Sherman, News
A New Monterey father brought 80, died this morning at the home
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his son into the police station yes of her daughter, Mrs. C. P. Kim
Tiedozo Alvarado, 61, of Pete after the car in which they were and released. Driver of the car, a
terday after he said he found the ball, on Lasuen Drive in the tract
Rocha’s Labor Camp in Green riding collided at 12:45 p.m. with 1925 Franklin touring car, was
12-year old boy manufacturing a near Carmel Mission. Mrs. Sher
(Continued from page 1)
John
F.
Setchel
of
Carmel.
He
one
driven
by
Jack
H.
Froud
of
field was killed early today as
(Continued from page 1)
hand-made gun that fires .22 cal- man had been in failing health for
NEW
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—
Stocks
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was
not
injured,
according
to
the
Los
Angeles.
The
accident
oc

he was crossing Highway 101 near
some time and capie three months Warren of being guided by the
clined over a broad front today on on Wednesday night, in conjunc ber bullets.
curred at the corner of Highway highway patrol.
Palm street in Greenfield.
tion with a swimming meet.
Monterey police began an im ago from San Diego to live with recommendations of the bar in
increased volume.
MINOR ACCIDENTS
Alvarado had just gotten off a 1 and Carmel Valley road.
The shows will include dance re mediate investigation which led her daughter.
northbound bus and was crossing The highway patrol said Froud No injuries were reported from However, the selloff held to citals staged by four Monterey to three or four other boys who She was born Oct. 7, 1873, in his appointment of judges. His
normal
technical
proportions,
ac

the
following
weekend
accidents:
remark was widely acclaimed
was
driving
south
on
the
highway
the highway at 3:42 a.m. when
County dancing studios, singing possessed or had possessed simi Brooklyn, N. Y., but was reared through the state.
he was struck by a northbound and swerved to go around a slow Two instances of hit and run cording to the market experts. talent from the Peninsula and Sa lar weapons.
and educated in Ireland, return
car driven by Fred Kingsley Van moving car when his auto collid collisions were reported to Mon Near closing time some issues, linas, and folk dancing demon Officers said the weapons had ing to this country as a young Chief Justice Phil Gibson has
ed with Harrings’, northbound on terey police. One occurred on notably the aircrafts, came back
stated that his assignment of
Alen of Laguna Beach.
some fire power and very little woman. Her husband, Edward J. Judge Jeffery to the superior
Greenfield police said a night the highway. Froud and two chil Franklin street and Van Buren from the lows, but not all the strations.
Sherman,
died
in
1947
in
San
Di

accuracy.
Hence
the
danger
ele

STREET
DANCING
bench on a relief basis should not
patrolman had just taken off in dren riding with the Harrings Saturday night when a car driven way.
Following each nightly show at ment was stressed. Police are ego where the couple made a be regarded as an endorsement of
pursuit of Van Alen for speeding were uninjured, it was reported. by Richard R. Russo of 1221 7th The losses extended last week’s
home for many years.
through the town when Alvarado Mrs. Clarence Copeland of Cor St. was bumped on the right fen declines by several points. A Friendly Plaza, the folk dancers continuing a check into the case. In addition to Mrs. Kimball, Mr. Jeffery’s candidacy over that
was hit. Van Alen was cited for coran was treated by a private der by a car passing his on the block of 33,200 shares sent Union will lead a promenade into Pacific An investgatng offcer said one survivors include a son, James of Mr. Lawson.
* * '•
speeding and misdemeanor man physician for minor hurts after a right. The other occurred Sunday Oil of California to the top trad street, immediately below the of the boys questioned gave him Edward Sherman of Blackfoot,
slaughter and was in custody in car driven by her husband was night on Fairgrounds road where ing position. Other actives includ plaza, where street dancing will the idea that there were many of
Under
the
circumstances, we
these home-made pistols in the Idaho, and five grandchildren.
involved in a collision with an William D. Wallace of 948 Portola ed Packard, Loew’s, International be held.
Salinas today, police said.
believe that the voters will do
Services
will
be
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in
San
Di
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the
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Ward,
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Alvarado’s is the 45th traffic other vehicle on Broadway, west
ego, arranged by Goodbody’s Ivy well to follow the recommenda
fatality in the county this .year. of 9th street, in Seaside at 12:15 car and returned to find it dam North American Aviation, Gener torical spots will be conducted on
Chapel, 317 Ash St. Rosary will be tion of the County Bar Assn, and
p.m. Saturday. Patrolmen report aged in the left side and rear. al Electric, Curtiss-Wright, and Wednesday, the 8th, Mrs. Dyke
OTHER CRASHES
said there at 8 o’clock Tuesday vote for Stanley Lawson for Su
said. One will begin at Stevenson
Five persons received minor in ed the accident occurred as Jess Drivers of the two hit-run cars Chrysler.
evening. Requiem Mass will be perior court judge—E.K.
House
and
the
other
at
the
Cus
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not
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House.
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closing
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was
making
a
U-tum
Damage
to
another
parked
car
the Peninsula over the weekend.
Benjamin and Sylvia Harring of on Broadway and his car and was reported Saturday at 10:50 ages 30 Industrials 341.25, off the House of Four Winds, where Mr. and Mrs. Louis Needleman the Church of the Sacred Heart,
p.m. at a parking lot at Fremont 3.23; 29 Railroads 114.44, off 1.57; an open house will be held that and their son, Arnold of 629 Pine followed by burial in Holy Cross L. W. Fleming
Castro Valley were taken by Vet Copeland’s collided.
and Broadway in Seaside. The 15 Utilities 60.73, off 0.33; 65 evening for the general public.
Ave., Pacific Grove, who were Cemetery.
eran’s Ambulance to the Penin CAR LEAVES ROAD
Entertainment also will be pro injured recently in an automobile The Mission Mortuary Is in Lucian West Fleming, a resi
sula Community Hospital for James P. Walker of Fort Ord highway patrol said a car being Stocks 127.53, off 1.25.
dent of Pacific Grove for the past
emergency treatment Sunday was taken to the base hospital backed by James Patton of 728 Approximately 1,950,000 shares vided at the open house, she said accident near San Bernardino, are charge of local arrangements.
27 years, died Sunday in a local
and
refreshments
will
be
served.
Sunday morning after the car in Palm Ave., Seaside, bumped a changed hands today compared
reported recovering satisfactorily
hospital. Mr. Fleming had been in
In addition, special sightseeing at the San Bernardino hospital.
which he was riding ran off Fre car parked by John K. Glover of with 1,740,000 on Friday.
ill health over a long period.
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fires of unknown origin: at 2:23
310.85 74.13 119.46 243.47 been held in a small city.
Yesterday
of the boat, and two unidentified in Cypress Lawn Memorial Park. Funeral services will be held in
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Maxwell Bentz, 21, Fort Ord
that day at 1541 Spencer St., Herb and Ollie Brooks, owners to the bank in an attempt to stop Low
247.46 62.41 104.32 196.90
1954.
boat
when
a
line
tangled
in
the
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D.
Park
trainee who met accidental death
neither causing damage.
of the Barn Theater in Carmel it before it entered the intersec
propellor. When they lowered an
23 at Hunter Liggett during
A smoke scare at 7:40 p.m. Valley, reported to sheriff’s depu tion. The auto glanced off the
anchor, waves broke over the Leland D. Park of 951 Oak St., Aug.
a mortar firing demonstration.
Saturday led firemen to 1115 Oak ties that the theater had been ran south bank of the road and con
boat
and
damaged
the
cabin.
Three
unidentified
boys
raised
Seaside,
died
unexpectedly
Satur

tinued east, hitting a tree and
The Mission Mortuary is in
St. wheré Paul Petroff was found sacked by vandals.
a ruckus at Fremont street and Coast guardsmen helped the day in Sebastopol, following a charge of local arrangements.
to be burning after legal horns in Sheriff’s officers said the van breaking a directional sign.
Ramona avenue early today, men get the boat to a trailer.
heart attack. Mr. Park had
dalism occurred probably in the
his incinerator.
broke a bus bench and hurled a
worked as a maintenance man in
At 1:15 p.m. Sunday Mrs. O. last week or 10 days and appears
rock through a window, according
a Sebastopol fruit cannery for the
C. Benge of 1535 Waring St. was to have been the work of ju
Chester Lee Garner, 39, of to Monterey police reports.
past month and was loading his
burning without a permit when veniles.
Monterey, was arraigned in Mon Officers were called to the
car for a return to Seaside when
her fire spread out of control. Officers said the place was gen
terey Municipal Court today on a scene at 2:20 a.m. by Mr. and
he was stricken.
erally torn apart, with equipment
No damage resulted.
charge of attempted burglary. At Mrs. John M. Dinkel who live in Two fights at the County Fair He was a native of Delta, Colo.,
broken, light bulbs smashed and
the same time, he pleaded guilty a. house that adjoins a service sta over the weekend were reported where he was born Feb. 3, 1911 FLEMING—Lucian West Fleming. Aug
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ust 29, 1954, age 82 years, native of
there had been an attempt to set Leslie Emery, well known Car- to drunkenness and escape from tion at that address.
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today by Monterey police.
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with
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Officers said James C. Long of took place in Livermore Aug. 12, H
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of funeral arrangements.
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and a former resident of
The addition will house the
Office of the Tax Collector, Few Me and there to appear and show cause, if
CARD OF THANKS
Members elected A. W. Stratton Tenn.,
Events Meeting
the Monterey Peninsula, was ar a cigarette tossed out on Caminito
morial Hall of Records, Monterey, any they have, why said petition
We desire to express our sincere
president, John Bean vice presi raigned in Monterey Municipal del Norte. There was no damage chamber’s convention bureau. The executive hoard of the Sea thanks
California.
should not be granted.
and appreciation to our many
While
the
construction
is
under

Dated: August 27, 1954.
MARJORIE A. MUIR
dent, Mrs. Campbell secretary, Court today on a charge of pass At 6:30 p.m. Saturday a false
and neighbors for their kind
side Special Events Committee friends
Tax Collector
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Selwyn
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and
By: Pauline J. Holm, Deputy
City of Monterey, California
ful floral offerings in our recent sad
ing a bad check to the First Na alarm summoned a crew to Jef and the convention bureau are will hold a meeting at 8 o’clock to bereavement
in the loss of our be
the Rev. E. H. Harris chaplain.
ferson and Pacific streets.
Bank.
father and brother.
Date of publication: August 30, 1954
Date of first publication: Aug. 28, 1954
operating in temporary quarters night in the Seaside Chamber of loved husband,MRS.
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Judge Ray Baugh ordered a
Commerce office on Broadway.
at 558 Calle Principal.
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ocrats living in Seaside with an preliminary hearing for Miss
Fish
Catch
Still
Good
nual dues set at 50 cents.
Hunter set for tomorrow morning
The next meeting will he held The woman recently was extra Four Monterey and Moss Land Two Fender Skirts
YOUR
NEEDS A
Sept. 21 at 8 p.m. in the Stratton dited from Florida where she ing canneries were open for the
seventh day since last Monday, Stolen in Carmel
home at 521 Cedar St.
went after July 20, the date she with deliveries of 300 tons of H. L. Roemer of Carmel re
TUNE-UP TOO
is accused of passing the worth mackerel from Monterey Bay and ported to police the theft of two
less check. The check was drawn 70 tons of anchovies trucked from fender skirts from his car Sat
Bail Forfeited in
on a bank in Memphis.
southern ports. One cannery was urday night while it was parked
Litter Bug Charge
packing albacore.
on Ocean avenue between Juní
Mrs. J. T. Firestone of Long
Seaside
Youth
Center
pero- and Mission streets.
Beach, Calif., forfeited $25 bail
Thieves Steal $100
in Monterey Municipal Court to Open After Cleanup
day when she failed to appear on The Seaside Del Monte Youth A burglary at the Nichols Ord Terrace Meeting
a charge of depositing refuse on Center was open again today aft Plumbing Co., 635 Cass St., Mon The Ord Terrace Property Own
a Carmel street.
er a weekend of house cleaning. terey, was reported to police Sun ers Assn, will hold their regular
i I
THE DORNEY & FARLINGER
She was arrested by Carmel New cleaning equipment was day. Officers said thieves had monthly meeting at 8 o’clock to
police on Friday after she left used in the spruce-up operations made entry through a rear win night in the Juan Cabrillo School.
Make sure you’re getting the
I k « i 1 is
a paper bag containing several and grounds are now being land dow and that more than $100 in The meeting is open to all resi
most out of your TV set. Our
MEMORIAL CHAPEL
empty liquor bottles in the street scaped with the last strip of lawn cash was stolen.
dents of Ord Terrace.
expert technicians will give
at 8th avenue and Junípero.
scheduled for seeding this week.
your set a thorough tune-up
ARRANGEMENTS
at
a
fair
price.
SPINET PIANO
LOOK FOR THE "BIG RED FISH"

Pacific Grove
Family Recovering

Storeroom
Damaged in
Seaside Fire

Men Reach
Shore From
Stranded Boat

Vandals Ransack
Barn Theater

Leslie Emery
Wins Popular
Art Show Trophy

Seaside Demos
Organize Club

Prisoner Escapes
While En Route
To County Jail

Three Boys Break
Bench, Window

Death and
Funeral Notices

Report Two Fights
At County Fair

Woman Faces
Check Charges

TV

J J*k

$10.00 per Month
Upright Pianos, $5 per Mo.

A

Phone

BINANTE

GRAFTON'S

MUSIC STORE

PACIFIC GROVE

Phone 2-5893
425 ALVARADO, MONTEREY

MADE FOR

2-3802

We Use Sylvania Receiving
and TV Picture Tubes

CREMATION
Due to the over-enthusiasm of some

BURIAL ENTOMBMENT

helpers, a few of my political stick

Serving the Entire
Monterey Peninsula Area

ers were put on automobile bump
ers without permission.

My apologies to anyone who may
THE SHOE WITH THE BEAUTIFUL FIT

have been inconvenienced.

barn's

FISHING TRIPS
SINCE 1914

NAME.... ....... ........

Phone 2-0577

HOME ADDRESS-

DEEP SEA FISHING

HILBERT'S
486 Alvarado

Monterey

Alan G. Pattee

Investigate the Dorney & Farlinger
Plan to Eliminate Funeral Expenses

SALMON TROLLING
Fishing Equipment Available

CITY____________

PHONE_____

VINCENT P. DORNEY

WM. JAMES FARLINGER

LADY ATTENDANTS
825 Abrego St.

Monterey

Phone 5-4145

MAPOLEOX

By Clifford McBride
GOW. I MlM
vm w

MARK TRAIL

By Ed Dodd

I

HAVf

I

ENJOYED THAT
SWIM, BUFF/

WE COULD HAVE J
STAVED LONGER IP
YOU HADN'T MADS
THAT DATS WITH
B0° •

THIS

f

DATE

fl

MARK,

I

WHATTUi

DO YOU
A
HAVE WITH * l
BOO
IS PRETTY I MEAN ?...YOU'RE J

>
NOT
VL
7 INTERESTED )

important;

L

BUFF/

IN THAT
7 CHILD?

BOO TO

WANT

HELP

ME DO SOMETHING '
FOR JACK MAYNARD/
x
x
1
1

<
K

9

MúttífrttJ Jbttttimtia Wralti Monday, August 30, 1954.
NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

MARTIANS

THOSE

SC^

/%

MARS

DICK TRACY

By Chester Gould
' WE’LL MARK THE SPOT ON''

ITS A RED AND YELLOW
WADING POOL IMPALED ON
-— A TREE LIMB.

OUR MAP, THEN BRING IT IN.
CONTACT 0.0. PLENTY AND
GRAVEL GERTIE, CHIEF. WELL
WANT THEM TO IDENTIFY IT.

BRENDA STARR

By Dale Messick

OFFICER, QUICK/ AR&E5T MEÍ
WMB
BRENDA AND HER PATE RUN INTO
A LITTLE EXCITEMENT ON THEIR
WA< HOME FROM THE BEACH—-

■"WOW/ that cpazYTfollow

I MUST SAY, BpEkDAYOU REALLY po HAVE
. A NOSE FOP NEWS-.
r SHOULD WE FOLLOW
1 THEM TO THE
J
( POLICE STATION? )

WELL, NATURAUY,L LET'S
GET/ _
GOING—/ -r-

Meanwhile

I'LL GO FOR. A
SODA AND
FORGET THOSE
MONSTERS

rBUT IT ISN’T OUR X THEY*LL
'FRIGERATOR. WE FORGIVE US
SHOULDN'T OPEN < OPEN IT
,,

------ ,

IT.

VA

POGO

By Walt Kelly

JU PUT THIS 5AG \ /3SÍZK TO KNOW y ‘
oveecHuiacHy&HeApA what rris. >
IT’LL CUPE HIS HICCUPS kZZ.____ .
AN’ THEN HE KIN TEL

HI5MS5AGÉ. n

'E/

[

, f

IF THAT’S A
TICW.I6H

x

•SSá

i

1LAPPY, IYl

DAME WHO CROWDED
US OFF THE HIGHWAY I GOTA
IS GOING TO GET IT / HUNCH TW
NOW— HERE .COME ¡7 MIGHT BE

By R. -Van Buren
UMMM

BEFORE I WISH THE HAPPY
(CHOKE) COUPLE GOOD SAILING,
» I THINK THERE ARE A FEW
FACTS r OUGHT TO
HAVE AT MY
“nZt"f»T7 FINGERTIPS/
Jr

SO CHARLIE WON'T TALK TO
ME ON THE PHONE-MISS MASGI'S
—7 MAID SAVS. ANO CHARLIE'S
iriK¿_L_ HEAD OVER HEELS
WOl
IN LOVE WITH

V

COFf?.
¿ew
V/Aurr

ABBIE AN’ SLATS

L TH2 HINT. .

GORDO

By Gus Arriola

WAT KIN DA JOE, CHATA'
WAT<& THE SALARY? VO
I GET SATURDAYS AN'
HOLIDAYS OFF?"IS

1Y//W-

wo/

5UBJPCK,ene}jG

THERE A MANSION

r pown.gov/

WILL YOU
PAY ME OFF
WEETH

1 SIMPLV NEED
A HAND WITH

MONNV

SOME FURNITURE'
u. MOVING/
y

YOU’VE ALWAYS SETTLED
FOR A SQUARE MEAL/ WHAT

DOES ‘A LITTLE BUM LIKE
-YOU NEED MONEN FOR?7

can PO it/for OVERTIME*

MAYBE?"'
INGTEADA

11“ 7 ihvn MISS MAGGf - Y
____ I
MISS MAGGI
)

x

' I WANNA GEE X SORRY/-I'M BROKE/
WAT IT FEELS LIKE HUNCH IS ALL I CAN
TO MAKE SOMEÍ / OFFER YOU '"WITH
AN' - AN' IF T
/ DESSERT AND A HALF

1

FOOD?

SAVS .7

TWIN EARTHS

THE NEBBS
WHAT DOES
THE. LOIRE
SAY RUDY?

READ IT AND
REJOICE THAT YOU
MARRIED SUCH A
M AN, FAN NY <31RL

YOU HAVE BEEN
DRAFTED BY THE
SH
PUBLICRATIC PARTY
TO BE THE CANDIDATE
FOR CONGRESS-UUE
J

WILL)/1 CANNOT
*
you ^refuse: uncle
ACCEPT?)SAM, L HASTEN

HOPE you UJ1LL
-5
ACCEPT— LUIRE YOUR
^ANSWER IMMEDIATELY/

HELL BE
THE
CONVIUCER
THAT THE
,

By Oskar Lebeck and A. McWilliams

SORRY, I'M A LITTLE LATE
HONEY, 8UT SOMEBODY
RANSACKED MY
________ ,
APARTMENT...
'

OH, GARRY, HOW
TERRIBLE... LET'S
CALL OUR PARTY
' OFF/ - ---------

WE’LL DO NO SUCH THING/
WE HARDLY EVER HAVE AM
EVENING ALONE THESE PAYS
BESIDES, NOTHING WAS
STOLEN/ _________

NOT SO ODD AT. THAT... THEY
JUST DIDN'T GET WHAT THEY
-7 WERE AFTER/ r-----------------

• Politicians
SHOULD GIVE
TELEVISION
5
e»ACK TO THE J
V. ACTORS
/

McNaught Syndicate, IncA.^

TERRY

By George Wunder

DIXIE DUGAN

By J. P. McEvoy and J. H. Striebel
Reg. u. S. Hat Office

^HERE'S ONE

BRAVA, YOU STUPID FOOL/
IT'S A STROKE OF LUCK
THAT I SAW YOU PLAY- ’

CAN'T YOU SEE? IF YOU SUSPECT RAMM'S AIDE
TAMPERED WITH YOUR CAR IN ORDER TO MEET
YOU, IT COULD ONLY HAVE BEEN DONE AT THE 1

W-WHAT'S TO BEjTIME HAS RUN OUT. WE

that's partly

DONE, TIMUR? p MUST CARRY OUT OUR

OPEN—

AP/X/E

s-------j ,------------- Z( MISSION IMMEDIATELY?

McNam h( Syndicate, The

AND FAMILY

ING AROUND WITH THAT
.TEA HOUSE WHERE WE HAD OUR LAST MEETING.
- YANKEE SWINE/ W'

ACCEPTED
MR. RUSSEL'S
KINO OFFER
OF HIS SHORE
HOME FOR
A FEW WEEKS

—

but

YOUNG BILL,
THE SON,SEEMS
TO HAVE DONE
A FADE-OUT
ON THE
DINNER CALL
g-io

KERRY DRAKE

By Alfred Andriola

...THE FATHER WAS

CARRYING A TOOL
BOX OF SOME V
SORT, DUPE ...

)

NATURALLY/
DIDN'T THE
I LITTLE GIRL *
SAY HE WAS A

.PLUMBER?

z WELL-THEY'RE \ MAYBE SO,
'
A VERY PECULIAR ) NANCY.. .
LOOKING PAIR/ y BUT I CAN'T
Z DON'T YOU •< SEE THAT
,
THINK SO,
J
THEY ACT SO
< KERRY?
PECULIARLY/

BULLDOZER/ ’
I CAN BARELY
7 HEAR IT/ --

IS WILBERT
BUSY, MRS.
DRIPPLE ? /

MAY I COME IN.
MRS. WORTHS

V7HY0F COURSE,MR.BELLAMY:
••YOU ARE HECK'S BROTHER,
AREN'T YOU?
____ .

LI’L ABNER

THE BULLET HITS Ll'L

ABNER'S HEART-HE
DROPS —DAISY FAINTS

THAT'S WHY I'M 50 MIXED UP- - AND
WHY I'VE GOT TO HAVE HELP FROM 50MEB0DY
WITH A LEVEL HEAD AND A BIG HEART.’... Y

By Al Capp
NEXT—TH' BRAT GETS HISAN' THEN I BOWS OUT - r
LEAVIN'YOU ALONE,
JERAGNOSE—

' HE'S TAKING A
BATH RIGHT NOW/

MINUTE,
RUPERT
I'LL SEE-

j

By Ken Allen
YES-• THOUGH MOST PEOPLE THINK
HE'S MY SON!---I---I'VE TRIED TO BE- - • AS NEAR LIKE A FATHER AS I
KNEWHOW---!

By Buford Tune
<JUST A

■¿/fred

MARYT WORTH

DOTTY DRIPPLE

> LOUDER,

—AN,' ALL YOUR. LIFE, YOU'LL REMEMBER

IT WAS BECAUSE O' YOU, THAT I DID
.
THIS TO YOUR KID//- ------- -------- -------------

STEVE ROPER

WAIT A MOMENT,
MR. STEVENS,MY
PHONE IS DINGING’.

yis the door closes, Steve's

i TELL MR. "

eyes fall on a femllar
piece, ofprinted metier...

DUCKCUTIL
BE BACK*

Meanwhife

By Saunders and Woggon
~¡Dl
z Í,'ELL,I'LL CALL MR."J

-j-l^ROPER—I
PSER

MEAN<
j?

IMR-STEVENS/

1 MYSTORYIN PROOF/,
.COUL PLEDGER HAVE)
BEEN FOOL/SR
> ENOUGH TO SNOW <
t IT TO PAPPY-O P/

JOE PALOOKA

By Ham Fisher
TH'GOVERMUNT OF PAKEE5TAN
IS ARRANGIN'A SENSASH’NUL
CELEBRASHUN FEP. US
fry IN KARACHI, v____
__________ _U> '//S

THINK A TH' DOUGH
WE’LL CLEAN UP ON OUR.
RAS5LIN'TOUR... WHY
RIGHT IN KARACHI
A

-7 WE’LL MAKE...

W

I’M IN A
HURRY T'GIT
BACK T'WEST
WOKKINGTON
r FALLS... r-

I GOT A LOTTA WORK
T’ CLEAN UP.'..THERE’S
MIS' HARDIE’S -____
BICYCLE ANL.

HOKY SMOKES...YER
CA-RAXY
YER.
TROWIN' AWAY A
FORCHUN...ILL RAISE
, YER P’CENTEEGE
\ T’THOITY PER CENT.'

President Eisenhower Urges Mighty U. S. Military Reserve
six-nation project “has not ful Eisenhower spoke of Red sub safeguards protecting our liber
filled our hopes.” He also de version abroad and at home and ties. Our nation is too strong to
clared that in the struggle for free said effective steps are being tak give away to hysterical fear
world security and peace, “nei en to crush it. Referring to the which, under the guise of protect
ther the ups nor downs justify any situation at home, he said:
ing our institutions, would under
slackening of our efforts.”
“Your government will continue mine the principles upon which
Dealing with the European situ to wage relentless battle against they rest.”
ation and collective security gen subversion and infiltration ... by The President praised “the loy
erally, he said:
UNDER CONSIDERATION
measures realistically adjusted to al and effective officers of our
That plan called for every able- “The safety of any single nation the nature and the magnitude of ¡foreign service, serving under the
in
the
free
world
depends
directly
bodied young man to put in a mil
the Red conspiracy
inspiring leadership of Secretary
itary service stint and then join on the substantial unity of all the NOT IMPAIR SAFEGUARDS
of 'State Dulles.” Some members
the reserve. The White House nations in the free world. No na “And of this you may be sure: of that service have come under
said at the time the program tion outside the Iron Curtain can As we continue this battle, we attack from Sen. McCarthy (RHannah set forth as a plan to afford to be indifferent to the fate shall not impair the constitutional Wis) and others in Congress.
thwart any Soviet aggression was of any other nation devoted to
under consideration by the Na freedom.
tional Security Council but that “If each, ignoring all others,
no final decision had been pursues only its own course to
REFINANCE YOUR HOME
reached on whether to submit it ward its own ends, the Commu
■for
20 years at 5% —No Loan Fee
to Congress in that form.
nists have unlimited opportunity
No Life Insurance Policy
Eisenhower interrupted his Colo to turn the full force of their pow
Also Construction Loans
rado vacation for 24 hours to fly er upon any selected victim.!
PHONE 7-6453
C. W. LUNT
back to Washington to address the Each, beginning with the weakest
legion. In his address he also gave and most exposed might then suc
France another prod in the hope cumb in turn, until the strongest
of winning ratification of the Eu of all—ourselves—would be left
ropean army project by that na alone to face a hostile world.
“The final result would be fear
tion.
Without mentioning that country ful to contemplate. We will never
by name, he said progress on the permit it to happen.”
He said that because of the
strength and the wealth of the
United States, it has imposed upon
it a heavy share of the whole bur
den of free world security.
Then, turning to how the United
States measures up to the task, he
painted this bright picture:
“Today the United States has
the most powerful and the most
efficient fighting force it has ever
maintained short of all-out war.
In fact, in some respects it is
the most powerful ever devel
oped.
“We have an Air Force of
growing effectiveness. It has 50
per cent more jets than last year.
It possesses awesome power.

(Continued from page 1)
tion of the plan for a powerful re
serve outlined a few weeks ago
by John Hannah, then assistant
secretary of defense in charge of
manpower and now returned to
the presidency of Michigan State
College,

Monday, August 30,

“With a few highly publicized with other nations and in assuring
exceptions,” he said, “we have the world of our peaceful pur
been fortunate in the high com poses.”
petence, professional ability and
devotion of these officers upon
whom we must depend in our del
icate and difficult negotiations

Complete

FATIGUES
KHAKIS — DENIMS
Starched & Finished

• WEEDICIDE
• INSECTICIDE
• FERTILIZATION

MOVING
Local and Nationwide
Service

MONTEREY &

1-Day Service

POWER

—PENINSULA—

SPRAYING
SERVICE CO.

DEL MONTE

Licensed by
Dept. of Agriculture

AVENUE,

Tel. 2-5738

MONTEREY

Shirt Laundry
468 Washington, Monterey
Phone 2-8620

(Next to Dept. of Motor
Vehicles)

PHONE
VAN AND STORAGE CO.

.Offices or agents in all principal cities

MIGHTY NAVY

“We have a mighty Navy, with
13,000 active aircraft. It is a
world leader in nuclear propul
sion.
“We have our strongest peace
time Army, equipped with mod
ern weapons, trained under mod
ern doctrine. It is capable of
carrying out its assignments in
the modern world.
“We have a Marine Corps,
tough and strong, rightly proud
of its esprit and readiness.
“All this power is supported by
developing intelligence and warn
ing systems of constantly in
creasing
effectiveness
and
scope.”
It was just after painting that
picture, however, that Eisenhow
er said “we have failed miser
ably” to maintain a large, pow
erful reserve.
He opened his address with a
statement that “clear recognition
of several important truths” is!
basic to an analysis of the world'
situation.

THEATRE
CLUB

LISTS TRUTHS

He listed those truths as:

BLACK
ORCHID
• distinctive y
different
• Interior design
I Louise & Stuart James

70 Pacific St., Mty.

1. — The Communist dictator-!
ship—“ruthless, strong and in
satiable—is determined to-estab-j
lish its sway over all the world.” j
2. —The same dictatorship “is
adroit in its selection and use of j
every imaginable weapon to
achieve its ends.” The Presi-j
dent said that, for example the:
Communists spend $50 on prop-J
aganda for every single dollar •
the United States spends on tell- ¡
ing the story of the democratic;
way of life. He said America'
“must preach, demonstrate and
tirelessly sell the vitality and'
value of freedom In the world.” i
3—The vital importance of col-!
lective security welding the free
nations together.
4— From the free world’s re-'
sources must be developed the
1 many kinds of strength—spiritual, ¡
! intellectual, . economic and mili
tary-required to oppose success
fully “the broad front of Commu
nist pressure.”
5— America’s key position in
any successful struggle to thwart.
Communist aggression.
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SPECIAL
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Republicans, Demos in All-Out
Battle to Run 84th Senate
By JACK BELL

D

Rhode Island and West Virginia. ■

WASHINGTON (/P)—Republicans 'tonstall of Massachusetts and KuRepublican National Chairman
and Democrats are putting their,chel of California. Republican- Leonard W. Hall said in a statepolitical blue chips down in 17 held seats in New Jersey and Wyo- ment today that the “final blue-H
states in an all-out battle for con- ming also fall within this category, print’’ for the Republican effort ■
trol of the Senate in the 84th! Democrats likely to be hard will be drafted at a GOP National ■
Congress.
‘pushed by their opponents include Committee session in Cincinnati,
These same states, along with Senators Anderson of New Mexi- Ohio, beginning Monday.
nine others where there are mar co, Douglas of Illinois, Frear of He said the committee, meeting
ginal districts, also may prove to Delaware, Gillette of Iowa, Hum with Vice President Nixon, willB
be the major battlegrounds in con phrey of Minnesota, Murray of try to pin-point basic issues, make
tests for command of the new Montana and Burke of Ohio. The plans to get out a record vote and!
seat being vacated by Sen. John
House.
discuss ways to “get the Eisen-1
As the situation now stands, with son of Colorado also is among hower administration — Republi-1
active campaigning just starting, these.
can 83rd Congress story before the
the two parties appear almost House
nuube acato
seats ni
in most,
nivuL, of these
------ people.”
«
evenly matched in their chances states wni be hotly contested. In Hall said that despite the nar-1
to alter the present hairline mar addition, there are marginal dis row Republican margins, the ac-|
gins in Senate and House.
tricts in Virginia, West Virginia, complishments of the Republican!
The Senate lineup is now 48 Re Florida, North Carolina, Mary- Congress which just ended “match 1
publicans, 47 Democrats and 1 in- iand, Missouri, Pennsylvania, New those of any Congress in a gen-|
dependent; the House count, 218 York and the Nevada at-large con- eration.”
|
Republicans, 213 Democrats, 1 in- test where both parties figure they “Think what this Republican !
dependent and 3 vacancies. Thir- have a chance.
team—the President and a GOP|
ty-seven Senate and all 435 House. That ¿oesn>t mean that states Congress—could do with a sound I
seats are at stake this fall.
like Connecticut, Indiana, Kansas, working majority,” he said. “With I
DEGREES OF DANGER
! Washington and Wisconsin will be an economy to be brought firmly I
As party leaders analyze the overlooked. But the parties’ ma- on to the pathway of American
matter, nine Senate seats now jor national efforts are likely to be free enterprise after 20 years of
held by Republicans and eight turned elsewhere except perhaps wandering off into Socialist ex
held by Democrats are in varying for a few individual congressional periments and with prosperitydegrees of danger.
districts.
with-peace at long last within our
Republican incumbents who ap 14-6 EDGE
grasp, we still have a tremendous
parently face stiff challenges in In Senate races. Democrats are job to.do.”
clude Senators Cooper of Ken claiming a 14-6 edge over Repub Nixon, in announcing yesterday
tucky, Cordon of Oregon, Dwor- licans in what they regard as al that he will make an eight-state (
shak of Idaho, Ferguson of Michi most certain victories. Republi campaign swing beginning Sent.!
gan, Mundt of South Dakota, Sal- cans contend they are certain to 15, said he wants to help the Re-i
elect two senators in New Hamp publicans complete the job started
shire, two in Nebraska and re with Eisenhower’s election in. 1952.
elect Senators Schoeppel of Kan “I feel that we only did half the
NOW OPEN
sas and Margaret Chase Smith of job in 1952 and that we must put
Maine.
forth at least as much or more ef
Forest Hill
I Democrats figure as safe the fort this year to assure that we!
seats they now hold in Alabama, have a Republican majority dur will visit Kansas Sept. 16, Mis
SALON OF BEAUTY
Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, ing the 84th Congress,” he said. souri Sept. 17, South Dakota Sept.
Mississippi,
two in North Caro Nixon has been assigned by Ei 18, Nebraska Sept. 20, Michigan
at the Forest Hill
lina, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, senhower to make several cam Sept. 21, Minnesota Sept. 22 and
Shopping Center
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, paign tours before the Nov. 2 Indiana Sept. 23.
Party leaders expect him to
Off highway next to
election.
Virginia and West Virginia.
motel office
While Republicans will concede Beginning with a speech at the make a New England swing fol
Large free parking lot
most of these, they haven’t given ■ Ohio State Republican Convention lowed by a later visit to the Rocky
up hope of upsets in Oklahoma, in Columbus Sept. 15, he said he Mountain states.
PHONE 5-3917

1

I
I
I

I

Knight May Tell Views Soon
On Public vs. Private Power ;
known until reporters asked thering the academic theory of
him about it today that the In free enterprise,” Knight deSACRAMENTO, Aug. 27 — terior Department this week dared.
Governor Goodwin J. Knight launched studies to determine “Nobody today says the Cen*
hopes to take a public stand be whether Trinity power facilities tral Valley Project is Socialistic,
fore the November 2 election could be built by private in no more thhn they claim the
on whether California should terests but he promised to look Post. Office Department is
purchase the $400,00,000 Central into the Federal move, which Socialistic.”
Valley Project from the Federal public power supporters have Knight remarks followed by
Government.
branded as the beginning of a a few hours a charge by his
The Governor declared at a “giveaway” of public power Democratic opponent for Gov
news conference today he also sites to the Pacific Gas and Elec ernor, Richard P. Graves, that
Knight’s silence on the Trinity
wants to make up his mind by tric Co.
election time, on another con Knight didn’t commit himself proposal “is one more evidence
troversial issue in the water on the proposition, declaring that anti-public power interests
and power field—whether the only that if it can be shown to control h i s administration’s
Government or private utilities be "most economical and fair water and power policies.”
should build and operate power to all the people” to have the Springer Estate in
facilities of the proposed Trin Trinity power facilities built and
ity River Project.
operated by the Bureau of New Bequest to UC
The question of State CVP Reclamation, it should, be done The Regents of the University
,■ of California accepted a bequest
purchase has been an issue in that way.
California for over a decade. “My point is that develop of $2,063,215 in securities yes
Former Governor Earl Warren ment of great resources by the terday from the estate of Rus
never took a stand on it, but the Federal Government as in the sell S. Springer, Stockton trac
1952 Legislature went on record case of the CVP has been an tor executive.
as favoring State purchase and entirely beneficial thing, and The money brought to nearly
earmarked $10,000,000 for this history should not be ig $3,000,000 the total granted the
studies and “down payment.’’ nored in future projects merely University so far from the
The Governor said he had not on the claim that you are fur Springer Estate.

By JACKSON DOYLE

Sacramento Correspondent, The Chronicle

rriional
BEHIND
auonui NEWS
THE NEWS
whirligigBv ray tucker
Jersey in for Hot One
(While Ray Tucker is on vacation there
will be guest columns by several promi
nent newspaper editors. Today’s column is
by Lawrence J. Keefe, Political Analyst of
The Elizabeth (N. J.) Daily Journal.)
*
*
XFew observers of the New Jersey politi
cal scene will venture a definite prediction
on the likely outcome of the campaign be
tween Congressman Charles R. Howell, Demo
cratic; nominee for United States Senator, and
his Republican opponent, former Congressman
Clifford P. Case.
However, everyone is agreed that this is
one of the country’s real nip-and-tuck politi
cal encounters and that it may have a deter
mining effect on control of the United States
Senate.
Normally, New Jersey is a Republican state
when national issues are involved and rarely
sends a Democrat to the Senate. Yet normal
conditions don’t prevail in New Jersey today.
Case is beset by unusual internal Republican
troubles traceable to his record as a liberal
Congressman in his decade at Washington
and to his early advocacy of General Eisen
hower as a Presidential candidate in the pre
convention days of 1952. Senator Taft’s ad
mirers made a strong albeit futile, effort to
capture the New Jersey delegation to Chi
cago. Resentments arising from their failure
since have been directed squarely at Case.

REPUBLICANS ON DEFENSIVE — Fur
thermore, New Jersey has a new and vigorous
Democratic state administration, which has
the Republican state organization clearly on
the defensive and has uncovered scandals in
the division of employment security. These
scandals occurred when the division was
under the directorship of a popular former
Republican governor Harold G. Hoffman. The
present young Democratic governor, Robert
B. Meyner, suspended Hoffman last spring.
Hoffman’s sudden death in June was fol
lowed by publication of an open-after-death
letter in which he admitted the juggling of
monies that led to a $300,000 shortage in the
accounts of a bank of which Hoffman had
been president.
The Republican legislative majority has
tried to hamstring Governor Meyner’s investi
gation of the Hoffman case. These happenings
have combined to weaken Republican pres
tige.
* ' *
*
U. S. SENATE CONTEST — Howell, the
Democratic candidate, has won re-elections as
as Representative in 1950 and 1952 so easily
that he became a state figure.
Although not well known personally in the
populous area north of the Raritan river, de
spite something ^?f an ad interim tenure as
Democratic state chairman, Howell has over
come this difficulty sufficiently, even as Case
has beaten down the criticism that his ac
quaintanceships were confined largely to
Union county, where he resides.
Howell’s election is eagerly desired by Gov
ernor Meyner, who, despite the usual denials
may be New Jersey’s “favorite son” Presiden
tial entry in the 1956 Democratic National
Convention with the object mainly of winning
the Vice-Presidential nomination if the Presi
dential candidate should be Adlai E. Steven
son or someone similarly placed geographi
cally.
Case’s foes within the Republican party aie
protesting with much bitterness that theie
is no difference in the political philosophy
held by Case and Howell, that both are “New
Dealers” at heart.
Illustrative of Case’s troubles in gaining
full Republican support, is the warning of
George E. Stringfellow, West Orange indus
trialist, that he and his friends will “go fish
ing” on election day rather than vote for
Case. Stringfellow is? a former chairman of
the Republican state finance committee and
probably was on the closest terms of friendshin of anv Jerseyman with the late Senator
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COMMUNIST CONTROL LAW A RIDDLE FOR COURTS
By CABELL PHILLIPS
Special to The New York Time».

z

Second, the enforcement pro
visions of the Internal Security
Act have never been applied and
are in abatement until the Su
preme Court passes on their con
stitutionality. Meanwhile, Con
gress appears to have taken the
legally dubious step of trying to
write into law a prohibition the
constitutionality of which is in
question before the highest court.
(4) Communist - infiltrated or
ganizations proscribed. Hereto
fore, proscribed organizations
against which action could be
taken were defined as either
“Communist action,” which are
direct instrumentalities of the
Communist conspiracy, or “Com
munist front,” which are Commu
nist-dominated groups used de
ceptively for Communist pur
poses. Now a new category has
been brought under the ban.
Any organization that comes
under the control of a Commu
nist or Communist agents (a
determination which the Attorney
General must substantiate before
the S. A. C. B. and, if necessary,
the courts) is designated a “Com
munist-infiltrated organization.”
It thus becomes subject to all the
limitations and penalties of “ac
tion” and “front” organizations.

WASHINGTON, Aug. 28
President Eisenhower made—un
wittingly, no doubt—the under
statement of the week when he
said at his Denver summer head
quarters Tuesday that the bill to
outlaw the Communist party,
which he had just signed, “will
require further careful study” be
fore its full impact is known
Probably no piece of legislation
passed by the Eighty-third Con
gress is shot through with more
uncertain and ambiguous lan
guage. One thing that seems
reasonably certain, however, is
A
that the bill winds up missing
one of the principal targets at
which its sponsors thought they
Fitzpatrick In The St. Louis Post-Dispatch
were aiming, for an individual
“Election-year special.”
can still be a member of the Com
munist party without risking any
equivalent to that already used register with the Department of
existing legal penalties.
It will take a decision of the in the Smith Act of 1940 and the Justice—a requirement which it
Supreme Court upholding certain Internal Security Act of 1950, the is now contesting in the courts—
provisions of the Internal Secur new act asserts that the “Com is unchanged.
ity Act of 1950 to put any real munist party of the United Had this not been included
teeth in the section of the Com States * * * is in fact an instru and the White House made
munist Control Act of 1954 ap mentality of a conspiracy to over frantic representations to Conthrow the Government of the gresss in its behalf—virtually the
plying to individuals.
United States * * * Therefore, whole anti-Communist feature of
Earlier Requirements
the Communist party should be the Internal Security Act would
The Internal Security Act re outlawed.”
have been demolished.
quires any “Communist action”
(3) Penalties on individual
(2) Outlawing the party. The
group—defined as under domina
Communist party and any suc membership. Anyone who be Aimed at Unions
tion of a foreign power and aimed
cessor with a like purpose, “are comes or remains a member of This provision is aimed particu
at the forcible overthrow of the
the party (or Any other organ
Government of the United States not entitled to any of the rights, ization with similar aims), “with larly at labor unions in which
-—to register with the Attorney privileges and immunities attend knowledge of the purpose or ob covert Communist influence has
General. If any organization ant upon legal bodies created jective of such organization,” is taken hold. But it seems inevita
under ♦ * * the laws of the
ble that there will be a large
found to be a "Communist action”
subject to the provisions and pen
group and ordered to register United States or any political alties of the Internal Security number of borderline cases re
fails to do so, its individual mem subdivisions thereof.” This means, Act “as a member of a ‘Commu quiring adjudication.
in effect, that the party ceases
(5) Penalties under the Na
bers must register.
nist action’ organization.”
tional Labor Relations Act. Here
_ The Subversive Activities Con to exist as a legal entity, that it
tofore, recourse by a union to the
trol Board, set up under the act cannot place candidates for elec Two ‘Gimmicks’ Indicated
tp adjudicate such questions, tion on the ballot, that it cannot What this is taken to mean is benefits of the National Labor
sue
in
the
courts,
that
it
cannot
that anyone who insists on being Relations Act was conditioned on
made a finding against the Com
munist party in April after more engage in corporate business a member of the C. P. A. must the signing of non-Communist af
either register his affiliation with fidavits by the individual officers
than a year of argument and activity.
study, whereupon the party took This provision Is certainly due the Department of Justice or face of that union. The Communist
i£s case to the courts. It is now for a court test—probably on the a penalty of ten years in prison Control Act automatically ex
before the United States Court of simple question, at first, of and a fine of $10,000. But two cludes Communist-dominated un
Appeals and undoubtedly will go whether the law can deprive any “gimmicks” appear to render this ions—including those found to be
on to the Supreme Court if the individual or group of recourse to proviso inoperable, at least for “infiltrated”—from these bene
Court of Appeals upholds the the courts. Another inevitable the time being.
fits, irrespective of whether its
test, it is assumed, will be on the First, the authors of the bill, leaders have signed anti-Commu
Government’s hand.
_ On the basis of unofficial, and constitutionality of outlawing a in their haste, failed to define nist affidavits. In addition, it pro
at times conflicting, interpreta political party.
the Communist party as a vides that as few as 20 per cent
tions by several responsible By a proviso written into this “Communist action” organization. of the employes of a plant repre
sources, the following is a brief section of the act at the last Thus, it is argued, members can sented by an “infiltrated” Union
analysis of #what the Communist minute, however, the party re not be made to suffer penalties may petition the N. L. R. B. for an
Control Act of 1954 is taken to tains its legal status insofar as prescribed specifically for a election to determine whether
mean today:
the Internal Security Act of 1950 category of organizations into that union shall continue to be
(1) The general premise. Re is concerned. In other words, which theirs does not technically legal bargaining
representa
iterating language substantially the requirement that it must fall.
tive.
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DEFECTORS PLAY
A KEY ROLE NOW

'GREELEY IN REVERSE*

Their Secrets Are Big Prizes

' WUN& ■
ÍSMAN/ '

GQ-WBgifi

In ‘Cold War’ Between

POMMUNlffi/ ";i?-

Communists and West

/A 50^

Opland in De Volkskrant, Amsterdam

DUTCH “Here comes the engineer.

By HARRY SCHWARTZ
The never-ending underground
war between the intelligence
services of the Soviet Union and
of the free world has come into
public view with unusual' fre
quency this year. Only in the
past few weeks, the Communists
have made much propaganda
capital of the defection of West
Germany’s former counterintelli
gence chief, Otto John, and the
West German legislator, Karl F.
Schmidt-Wittmack. This country
has retaliated by producing in
public Yuri A. Rastvorov, the So
viet spy leader in Japan who
masqueraded as a diplomat.
Important, and even sensa
tional, as these and earlier simi
lar events have been, they rep
resent only the small outcropping
of the vast efforts both sides in
the cold war are devoting to un
earthing each other’s secrets,
planting agents in each other’s
camp, and otherwise breaching
each other’s security. Though the
United States is a relative new
comer to this kind of activity in
time of peace—the Central Intel
ligence Agency is a post-war
creation—the Soviet Union has
had long experience in this field
and has made many important
gains from it.

Roche in The Buffalo Courier-Express

over by promises of money pay
ment. More possible as a mean»
of bribery may be promises of
high positions in a future Com
munist-dominated united Ger
many.

Hindrance to Operations

While United States intelli
gence agents are probably little
more, if any more, hindered by
any Marquis of Queensbury
rules than their Soviet oppo
nents, their job is undoubtedly
much harder and we have prob
ably gained much less secret in
formation about Russia than
Moscow has gotten about us.
It is significant, for example,
that, as the trials of Klaus Fuchs
and the Rosenbergs showed, the
Soviet spy ring knew a great
deal about our atomic bomb
Why They Went Over
work long before any public an
The nature of the activities in nouncement was made. Our poli
volved in covert intelligence work cymakers, on the other hand,
may be examined by considering were under the illusion that Rus
some of the possibilities behind sia was much further behind u»
the defections of Messrs. John in the atomic race than it actual
and Schmidt-Wittmack. Before ly was.
their defections, of course, both Among the obstacles faced by
men had reputations as stanch Western intelligence are the fan
anti-Communists.
tastically strict security system
Actually, one or both may have of the Soviet Union, the enor
been secret Communists for many mous limitations put upon for
years, instructed long ago to eigners’ movements and personal
forego any open connection with contacts in the Soviet Union, and
the Communist movement, but to the close watch kept over all
try to move into positions of Soviet borders to prevent infil
power and influence where they tration. Soviet domestic secrecy
could learn as much as possible is such that when a Soviet citizen
of interest to Moscow. Such does defect, as three Soviet offi
“sleepers” are an old tradition in cials have this year, he can usualintelligence work.
lv offer little secret information

County Officials Expect Big
Wrangle Over Valley Zonin
SALINAS — The Monterey "I believe we need zoning in instead of condemned for what hi
County Board of Supervisors ex this valley, but I do not approve proposes to construct.”
pects a major wrangle to develop
next month when the county of using zoning as a club to pre The .board referred the letter t<
planning commission holds a hear vent the most worthy enterprise the planning commission afte:
Jacobsen commented, “there’:
ing on a proposal to halt tempor such as proposed by Mr. Holt.
arily commercial development in “The broad general remarks really going to be a fight ove]
Carmel Valley through an interim made condemning the ‘track’ are this.”
In other actions yesterday, su
zoning ordinance, pending comple
obviously ill-considered and un pervisors set Sept. 27 for a public
tion of a master plan.
Board Chairman A. B. Jacobsen worthy. Some people are just na hearing on a request by Battista
made the forecast yesterday after turally out of touch with the times Odello to withdraw his 296 acres
hearing County Clerk Emmet Mc- and do not realize that the horse
of artichoke land along the Car
Menamin read a letter from a val and buggy era is past.
ley businessman in support of Edi “The Monterey Peninsula has mel River from the boundaries of)
son Holt’s proposed sports car become largely dependant upon the Carmel Highlands Fire Pro
race track, the development most what is generally known as the tection District. Odello said the
opposed by some valley residents. tourist trade and it takes a variety land presents no fire hazard and
The letter came from W. D. of attractions to bring tourists to that the fire district taxes are ex
Wood, proprietor of the lodge at any place.
tremely high in view of the agri
Robles del Rio. He said:
“Mr. Holt should be encouraged cultural use of the land.

YESTERDAY’S TEMPERATURES
High Low

San Francisco
Oakland
San Rafael
Redwood City
San Jose
Sacramento

69 58
74 58
82 58
82 54
77 66
90 57

High Lov

Fresno
Los Angeles
Portland
New York
Chicago
Washington

92
82
—
78
73
84

Weather Details, Page 6
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CCCCAA

62
65
61
59
64
70
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FRANCE KILLS EDC PLAN
Payoff' Facts
Europe Shocked at Move
French Kill
EDC—Mendes
May Be Out

France Kills Defense Plan
-Mendes Ouster Rumored

- Continued from Paje 1

dependence — minus the right
to rearm.
American hopes for quick
rearmament of Germany, with!
12 divisions serving in a supra-l
national European army, werel
¡shattered. New negotiations will,
¡ be in order to find ways to'
¡build up and integrate Europe's
I defenses.
Both President Eisenhower
¡and his Democratic opponent in
¡1952, Adlai Stevenson, had
¡urged French ratification of the
jtreBedlam broke out in the As
sembly after the vote was an
nounced. Communists and De
¡Gaullists, celebrating their vic
tory, shouted joyfully, then rose
to their feet and sang the Na
tional Anthem.
Members of the popular ReIpublican movement (MRP),
I staunch supporters of EDC,
¡walked out of the chamber after
! the vote. Pro-EDC Socialists
¡sang a counter-refrain of the
¡Internationale.
I When voices could again be
heard, there were shouts of
¡ “elections. New elections.”
Deputies continued to shout
¡and bang their desk tops. Un
able to restore order, Assembly
President Andre Le Troquer fi
nally adjourned the session un
til tomorrow.
Mendes-France, who came out
openly against many EDC pro
visions for the first time yes
terday in the Assembly debate,
¡was trying desperately to hold
his bitterly divided cabinet to
gether tonight. Before the vote
¡he said his cabinet was neutral
'on the question of postponing
lithe debate indefinitely.
But eight of his pro-EDC Min
isters threatened after the de
feat to resign.
Tonight’s fatal blow to EDC
came with dramatic suddenness
in the middle of a scheduled
four-day debate on ratification
of the treaty. Some 60 orators
were left with their speeches un
delivered.
The debate had continued
over the week end under a truce
which both sides had observed
I yesterday to avoid an immedilate showdown.
L Proponents of EDC withheld
It motion instructing Mendesfc’rance to renew negotiations
Bvith the other five countries on
■treaty modifications, despite his
Irebuff at Brussels.
| Opponents of the treaty with
drew a motion to postpone the
debate indefinitely.
Suddenly today both sides re-i
vived their motions. Under par-1
liamentary rules this precipiJ
tated the procedural vote whichl
[gave the treaty the ax.

Assembly Ends Debate
With Sudden Vote; Cabinet
Badly Split by Action
By the Associated Press

Inside Story
Oí Market-Site
Battle Revealed
Opponents of the proposal
to move the San Francisco
wholesale produce market
from its congested water
front site state their case to
day in the third of a series of
articles by Richard Rein
hardt.
Their arguments are ex
plained in thie story on Page

PARIS, Aug. 30—France tonight scuttled the Euro
pean army plan, refusing to allow Germany to rearm
within the program backed by the Eisenhower Admin
istration and Germany herself.
The action lowering the guillotine on the European
Defense Community (EDC)—launched three years ago
at France’s on suggestion—came on a procedural vote in
Parliament. After bitter debate the National Assembly
voted 319-264 to postpone de- j
bate Indefinitely. The action!
was as clear-cut as if the EDC
itself had been up for decision.
Rumors immediately began
circulating after the Vote that
a censure motion expressing no
confidence in the government
of Premier Pierre MendesFrance would be introduced.
“This is the end of it,” said
Socialist Jules Moch. His sonn
Last week’s unseasonal rains may cause a loss estiwas killed in World War II andd mated at more than $5,000,000 to Northern California’s
¡he became the leading foe of
»f prune and peach crops, agricultural authorities said yes
¡French adherence to EDC.
terday.
---------------------------------- --------i
There was no one to disputee At. least 50 to 75 per cent of
4-/-\
¡him.
the $5,000.000 prune crop in So11 j I M Y UÍC
f
| Premier MendesFrance saidd noma and Mendocino counties
be lost because of the rain (J M f J* TSCP m
¡simply: “The Assembly has ex(.will

¡s'—1-15 inch in ten hours Friday
** Ml
pressed its will. Now there is,
work to be done aand this time ¡
it wil Inot take three years.”
Ij Speaking to newsmen after
;r The prunes, a big part of the
1 he Board of Supervisors
j the vote, Mendes-France ap> crop already on the ground
pealed to foreign countries too awaiting harvesting, absorbed vo^ed yesterday to put on
,e too much moisture and started the November ballot a proavoid misunderstanding the
¡French because of the assemt- developing splits and rot in the posed . amendment to the
bly’s rejection of EDC.
following two days of sunshine, city Charter that would
“The debate proves,” he said,1. Peach growers in Yuba, Sut- make it. easier for the Mayor
“that the great, majority of thee ter and Butte counties estimated to fire the Chief Administrative
assembly is attached to thee their losses at around $3,000,000 Officer.
western alliance.
from brown rot caused by the Under present Charter provl“Among the deputies who0 rainsions, the Chief Administrative
have voted for and those whoo Nearly 1000 men from Beale Officer may be removed before
have voted against there is aa Air Force Base near Marysville he reaches the age of retiremajority favoring continued re3- were released yesterday as ment only by a vote of two
inforcement of the Atlantic pact:t emergency fruit pickers after it thirds of the Board of Superand of our ties with our westt- became obvious they could save visors.
ern allies.
no more of the rotting peaches Under the proposed amend“It is within this frameworkk in Sutter and Yuba counties.
ment, the Chief Administrative
that a new solution should bee William J. Barry of the State Officer may be removed on the
studied rapidly.”
■:Employment Office in Marys- motion of the Mayor and a
German supporters of thee ville said regular pickers will simple majority vote of the
plan were shocked. British of-E- salvage
,
what they can of the board.
ficials said talks will be arr- remaining crop.
In either case, charges of
ranged among the United States,s, Meanwhile, a movement be- misconduct or malfeasance in
Britain, France and Germanyy gan to acquire Federal financial office must be the basis of the
to figure out ways of givingg iaid for the farmers, who last removal.
the Bonn government its in-i- year suffered heavily as a re- The new amendment also
Continued on Page 6, Col. 3 suit of frost.
would require that the appointIn Santa Rosa, State Senator ment of a Chief Administrative
Overturned Bus
jF. Presley Abshire (Rep-Sono- Officer be confirmed by a ma
ma) said Secretary of Agricul- jority of the Supervisors. At
Burns—20 Die
ture Ezra Taft Benson will be present, no confirmation is re( asked to declare Sonoma and quired of the Mayor’s appointSAN JUAN DE LOS LAGOS,’’ Mendocino counties “agricul- ment.
Mexico, Aug. 30 (IP)At least 200 tural disaster areas.” -v
If someone other than the
persons were killed today when¡j Abshire said Representative Mayor brings charges, a twoa crowded bus overturned andd Hubert B. Scudder and Senator thirds vote of the board will
burned near here. Twentyy William F. Knowland will be still be required.
others were injured.
asked to put the matter before The amendment was proposed
Police said 14 bodies had Secretary Benson.
the Citizens Charter Revision
been recovered late tonight, Ray Jewell, manager of the by
Committee. The committee also
while “at least six or seven regional Federal Prune Admin- recommended that candidates
others” remained in the charreda istration Committee, said: "We for the office should have been
wreckage.
are exploring every possibility residents of California for the
for financial relief for the grow- Continued on Page 2. Col. i
ers.”
If the area is declared an “ag- Pnknm Cnnvírf"
ricultural disaster area,” this 1 vJloUlll v^UllYlvl
Billy Graham............. 25 would mean that the growers Qf-riKKorl in Pin ktlu ri£Jfir
•J Hedda Hopper........... 19 would be eligible for emergency

'Disaster' Relief Sought

$5 Million Rain Damage
To Fruit Crops Feared
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The Marin County Board of
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Supervisors raised the tax rate
■ Sporting Green .. 1 H-3H
55 cents yesterday to a new rec■ TV, Radio Logs............. 20
(ord rate of $2.55 per hundred
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The rate was necessitated by

■Vomen’s News ... 9-11

adoption of a record budget—

'$5,250,000.

FOLSOM, Aug. 30—Jesse E.
Sanders, 38, Los Angeles conan^ three-time loser, was
critically wounded today in a
fight with another prisoner in
the prison’s segregation quarters.
Warden Robert G. Heinze
said he was stabbed by Robert
Johnson, 30, who is serving a
five-year to life sentence from
Imperial county on * robbery
conviction.

Don't Miss Your
Peninsula News

Peninsula
Parade
By PROF. TORO

Queen’s Plight. Queen Myrtlerose Craig of the Monterey County
Fair was shipped off to the State
Fair in Sacramento by special
plane, but when she arrived she
found that she wasn’t in the run
ning for the State Fair queenship.
It seems that County Fair offi
cials forgot to enter her as a con
testant.
And Lee Harbick reports that
the girl who WAS selected queen
of the State Fair wore falsies and
a Merry Widow corset.
* * •
Politics. Politics reared its head
at the County Fair on both sides.
Fred Farr was ordered to halt
his distribution of balloons at the
Seaside booth which bore a slogan
advocating his election as As
semblyman.
And an overzealous fair em
ploye started to pin luminous signs
touting Alan Pattee, Farr’s Repub
lican opponent on the bumpers of
cars in the parking lot — until he
was told in no uncertain terms by
Corum Jackson, fair president,
to stop doing so. Jackson is a
strong supporter of Pattee, but he
didn’t want any political bumper
girding at the fair.
* * *
Cure for Insomnia. A young man
walked into Ernie Gravelle’s ga
rage out in Seaside the other eve
ning and asked him if he had any
seats for a certain model car.
“Well, yes I guess I do,” Ernie
replied, “but I don’t think any
of them are in very good condi
tion.”
“Oh that’s all right,” the young
man said. “Anything would be
better than what I’ve got. There’re
a couple of springs in my car seat
that keep me awake when I’m
driving late at night.”
* * *
Wanted. Treasure Chests. The
Toastmasters Clubs would like to
borrow some old Spanish style
Monterey and Carmel clubs plan
treasure chests. Members of the
to address other service clubs in
behalf of the Community Chest
and would like the chests as props
for their appearances. If you have
that type of chest, communicate
with Howell Armor of Carmel.
♦

•

•

Frankie Was Here. Frank Sin
atra was dinner host to a newly
wed couple at Gallatin’s Sunday

Nixon To Make Monterey Visit Oct. 13
SALINAS—Vice President Rich
ard Nixon will visit Monterey Oct.
IS, Alan Pattee told the GOP
Central Committee in Salinas last
night.
Nixon’s visit will be part of a
campaign tour through the 13th
Congressional District and he will
atop in Monterey from 11:30 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m.
Committee members made ten
tative plans to hold a Nixon fund
raising barbecue at the Monterey
County Fair grounds. The com
mittee appointed Pattee and

Crean to contact Nixon and con cussed a campaign budget rang
firm the time of his arrival.
ing from $27,810 to $32,810 and set
Chairman Corum Jackson an Sept. 7 as the date for a special
nounced employment of Robert budget session.
Alderman and Kent Mitchell of
San Francisco to assist in voter Camp Stoneman's
registration and coordinating
.■
.
,
work of Republican women’s ClOSIJICJ Complslfid
clubs.
PITTSBURG, Calif. UP)—CampJ
“We must concentrate in get- Stoneman, processing center for
ting out the Republican vote in 2,300,000 veterans of Pacific
our strongest areas,” he said., service closed down yesterday,
“We estimate we’ll need an 85 representing another big defeat
per. cent turnout among Repub for San Francisco’s “Save-thelican voters.”
Troopships” Committee.
I
Assemblyman James Silliman The Army’s 1,800-acre staging
said 61 per cent of the Republi center has been gradually closing
cans and 68 percent of the Demo down since May, following a De-I
crats voted in the primary elec-, fense Department order to move
bulk of troopship operations to |
tions.
Committee members also dis- Seattle.

Nearly 500 Vets in,
Monterey County
Use Cal-Vet Loans!

As of last June, 479 Mntereyl
County veterans were purchasing!
homes and farms representing a!
153,544,330 investment through the
Department of Veterans Affairs.
The department announced that
the number of California war veterans purchasing with “Cal-Vet”
state assistance has more than
doubled in four years.
A total of 47,538 propertes was
under contract in California last
June 30, compared with 23,300 on
the corresponding daté in 1950.:
Some 75,000 persons have fi
nanced homes and farms through
Cal-Vet.

ThePlight of Public Education

U. 5. Public Schools to Open
Doors on Dangerous Picture

Judge Says
Pre-Trial
Should Be Law
Bv IACK MORRISON

The benefits of pre-trial as a
way of speeding civil lawsuits
through the courts would be
even greater if the new proce
dure were prescribed by State
law, an Orange county Judge
argued last week.
In a report to the State Judi
cial Council on a six-month test
of pre-trial in Sarita Ana courts,
Presiding Superior Judge John
Shea declared:
“I believe that- the results
achieved are encouraging. How
ever, I feel that we are not ac
complishing nearly as much as
could be accomo'ished if oretrial procedure were established
by legislative enactment . .
PRETRIAL SAVINGS

Pre-trial seeks to save money
for the taxpayers and both
monev and time for the litigants
by improving the efficiency of
the judicial machinery.
A pre-trial is an informal con
ference of a Judge and the op
posing attorneys, at which
I
• Ic^al ’ssves are elimi
nated by stipulation, so that the
¡lawsuit, if not settled at once,
can pass in simplified form
through a regular trial.
Judge Shea told the council:]
that a pre-trial law would en
able the courts to impose penal
ties against attorneys who fail
to conform to pre-trial proce
dures.
LAWSUIT SPEEDUP

He added that if pre-trial were!
an established part of legal pro^
cedure “so that the matter:
would be taught in law school,!
and attorneys throughout the
State were to accept it as just
as much a part of the case as
any other phase,” then it would]
prove “very benelicial” in dis-'
posing of lawsuits.
The council has been studying
pre-trial proceduies since 1949,
and the results of its investiga
tions will be embodied' in rec
ommendations to the 1955 Legis
lature.
Early results from the coun-]
cil’s statistical surveys shows j
pre-trial to be of especial help:
in stimulating out-of-court set- {
tlement of legal disputes.

The United Press has com
pleted a 20-city survey of con
ditions in the nation’s public
elementary and secondary
schools, concentrating on the
teaching shortage and the
school housing picture. Queries
were submitted to educators in
Portland, Me., Miami, Pitts
burgh, Chicago, Topeka, Mem
phis, Dallas, Little Rock, Chey
enne, Minneapolis, Cleveland,
Los Angeles, Seattle, Omaha,
Richmond, St. Louis, San Die
go, Hartford, Charleston and
New York City. Other infor
mation came from the Office
of Education in Washington.
Following is the first of a
series of three on “the plight
of the nation’s schools.” It
rounds up the overall school
situation. The second will deal
in more detail with the prob
lem of finding enough good

public school conditions in 20
cities from coast to coast, rang
ing in size from Portland, Me., to
New York. It showed a most un
pleasant situation, though a spot
By JACK V. FOX
ty one.
NEW YORK (U.R)—The nation’s Hartford, Conn., for example,
public schools open their doors has a satisfactory school housing
next week to 30,673,500 youngsters situation as a result of a long—a million and one-half more planned expansion and the fact
than last fall.
it has no great population boom.
They will swing open on a dan So does Memphis.
gerous picture:
But in Omaha conditions are
Too few teachers, substandard “terrifically
overcrowded.” In
teachers, classes too crowded for
individual attention, salaries at Los Angeles 40,000 to 50,000 grade
school pupils will not be able to
a shameful level.
attend full time. Pittsburgh has
School building is heavy but 121 school buildings of which 46
still so far behind the population should be replaced immediately.
surge that thousands again will In Cleveland the housing situation
attend in shifts, hold classes in is “touch and go,” in Seattle
corners of school cafeterias, worse than last year.
study in shop showrooms, church
es, synagogues, private homes, The Federal Office of Education
steel-frame “portables” and in estimates there will be 800,120
one Virginia town in a reconvert qualified teachers for the ele
mentary schools this year com
ed chicken coop.
The twin shortages, teachers pared with 816,800 last year. It
and classrooms have inevitably says 924,600 are needed. The
led to trouble. One of the worst shortage of almost 125,000 must
OPTOMETRIST
is rowdyism and a breakdown of be made up from “emergency”
I discipline so bad in big cities like teachers.
Eyes Examined
New York that thousands are CLASSES NO SMALLER
moving to the suburbs rather Classes will be no smaller than
Glasses Fitted
than expose their sons and daugh last year.
ters to unhealthy associations.
In St. Louis, the grade school
MIGRATION EFFECTS
classes are far too large—39 stu
662 Cass Street
Such a migration, in turn, leads dents per teacher. In Portland,
Monterey
to new teacher and building Me., they average 29 students per
Phone 2-2564
shortages.
teacher, the lowest among the
The United Press has surveyed cities surveyed.
Minneapolis had the biggest ¡
average high school classes, 30
per instructor while Topeka,
¡Kan., has the smallest—20,
In 14 of the 20 cities, teachers’
¡salaries have been raised during
| the past year. But they are pitii fully small for professional peoI pie with college degrees. They
range from a minimum of $2,624
ard a maximum of $3,805 in Little
Rock to $3,700 to $6,750 in San
Diego.
Educators say sadly that in this
richest of all nations they can’t
Tax Employees
seem to convince people that they
must have more money. The
'Ordered to Spy'
case of Pittsburgh is typical.
WASHINGTON, Sept. 10 (ZP)|
RECALLS FIGHT
The 55,000 employees of the In
H. H. Rothrock, secretary and
ternal Revenue Service havel
business manager of the Pitts
been told to report any wrong
burgh Board of Education, re
doing in the agency including!
called the fight the board put up
the failure of fellow workers tof
to get more state aid. At present
make such reports.
13 per cent of its budget comes
O. Gordon Delk deputy comfrom the state government com
[missioner, said yesterday in
pared to 32 per cent in Indianapo
answer to an inquiry that thel
lis, 28 per cent in San Francisco
instruction implements a taxi
and similarly high proportions
law provision making it eachl
across the country.
worker’s responsibility” to re
port on fellow employees.
The school board asked thé leg
The notice, dated July 23, was|
islature for an additional $2,100,“not an invitation to ale bear
000. The legislature granted $500,ing,” Delk said. The memoran
000. A referendum was called
dum itself said malicious re
seeking to raise the grant to 2,ports would “not be tolerated.
000,000.
“We tackled the job with!
sleeves rolled up,” he said. “Cit
izen aid came from all sides, j
from labor organizations, from
the Allegheny conference, from
PTA’s, from a special SOS (Save
Our Schools) citizen committee,
from the newspapers and other
sources.
“In fact support seemed to
come from everyone but the vot
ers. The referendum was de
feated 4 to 1.”
teachers, the third with the ex
treme shortage of buildings to
house the country’s ever grow
ing student population.

Dr. Fred Looney

(Next: The teacher shortage.)
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Monterey County Highway Projects
Recommended to State Commission
SACRAMENTO— Recommen
dations for seven state highway
improvement projects in Monte
rey county were included in 105
requests submitted to the state
highway commission today by
Claude T. Faw, chairman of the
central coast regional highway
committee of the California state
chamber of commerce.
Mr. Faw. listed endorsements
covering state road improvement
projects in Alameda, Contra
Costa, Monterey, San Benito,
San Francisco, San Luis Obispo,
San Mateo, Santa Clara and
Santa Cruz counties. The recom
mendations were part óf some
468 highway improvements con
tained in the state chamber’s
entire report on road and high
way conditions in all parts of
the state. They were to be con-

sidered by the state highway’
commission in its study of the
1955-56 highway budget.
Projects in this county rec
ommended for consideration by
the highway commission are as
follows:
1. Purchase of rights of way
and construct 37.5 miles of
U. S. Highway 101 from north
of Salinas through King City
as a freeway.
2. Construct multi-lane free
way of Coast highway (state
sign route No. 1) from Carmel
to Fort Ord.
3. Survey and complete plans
for 10 miles Coast highway
from Castroville to Watson
ville.
4. Purchase rights of way,
survey and make plans for two
and one-tenth miles of Salinas-

CHRISTIAN FILM
"THE LIFE OF PAUL"
Presented by
UNITED STATES ARMY CHAPLAIN ROSS C. WRIGHT

Tonight Only 8 P.M.
.

Monterey highway (state route street approach to the Salinas
No. 117) from Reservation freeway, we request the advan
road to 14 miles north of Hill- tages of this, fine improvement
town bridge.
be brought to full use by the
• 5. Survey and complete plans completion of the John street
for seven and three-tenths approach.
“We are happy to learn that
miles of Salina s-Castroville
highway from Salinas to Cas
troville.
6. Survey and plan for con
struction of a freeway from
San Luis Obispo county line to
King City.
7. Construct John street ex
tension connection to U. S. 101
foi» off and on ramps.

Thursday, August 26, 1954
SALINAS CALIFORNIAN—21
the highway commission has or
dered the hazardous King City
bridge, a major deficiency, elim
inated and that the bridge de-,
partment and the District EnJ
gineer E. J. L. Peterson ar/
proceeding with arrangemenl
for the early calling of bids tl'
will eliminate one of the mai
deficiencies of the U, S. 1
route.”
;

No Pretty Kitty

Request that funds be provid
ed for early completion of the
hazardous King City bridge and
the John street approach will
take high priority in the chamber
highway committee’s, recommen
dations for Monterey county.
In his statement to the com
missioners, Mr. Faw compliment
ed the highway department for
its development of the Salinas
freeway. He said, “The people of
Salinas Valley are deeply appre
ciative of your development of
what is known as the Salinas
freeway. However, inasmuch as
the central business district and
residential area of Salinas has
not been provided with the John

You Are Invited

Graham Invite
To Phenix^lH
PHE

BACKWARD AREAS A CHALLENGE TO FREE WORLD
and industry is sufficient to in
sure its inhabitants a steadily ris
ing level of consumption and a
Communism steadily wider variety of choice
of products. It has many sore
spots, but there is no reason to
believe that, given a reasonable
stability of the framework of
laws, institutions, and govern
mental restrictions on private
economic activity within which
economic life takes place, it can
not go on growing indefinitely.
It does not run on a plan, but
it must run according to rules
that must be agreed upon. At
various meetings this autumn, no-j
tably one here in Geneva, where
the rules governing international
trade are to be examined and
revised, decisions must be made
that will determine whether the
stability in the framework la
boriously established in the first
ten years after World War II
can be maintained.

There Western Industrial Democracy

By
GENEVA, Aug. 28—If one asks
how the world economy is doing,
the answer must be that there are
at least three sharply contrasted
"economies”—those of the Com
munist empire, the Western in
dustrial countries and the back
ward areas—and that they are
undergoing very different types
of development, or at any rate,
change.

.

Bids Against Aggressive

COMMUNIST EMPIRE

The most easily marked of the
three economies is that encom
passed by the vast Communist
empire extending from Central
Europe to the Pacific. More and
more isolated from the rest of
the world, more and more inter
connected within its boundaries,
the Communist system is impos
ing on hundreds of millions of
people a pattern of economic de
velopment based on a body of
dogma and built from the top
down. It is a comprehensible
system and, in very broad lines;
we know fairly well how it is
working.
It is working very badly in the
comparatively small part of Eu
rope, notably Czechoslovakia and
Hesse in The St. Louis Globe-Democrat
East Germany, where it was
“Among the guns—another weapon.”
imposed on regions that were
formerly part of the Western in
dustrial system. It is cumber substantial material results at growth may look distorted—as
some, irritating, cruel and slow, the cost, most Westerners be even the Communists often admit
compared with even a moderately lieve, of wholly intolerable in their self-criticism—but it is
well - functioning free economic spiritual and political sacrifices. growth.
system.
The system can and does mobi This system does not seem to
Where it has been imposed on lize vast masses of labor for the work very well in developing
regions that had never been production of capital equipment agriculture, although it is prob
really brought into the Western which, in turn, produces new ably too soon to conclude that it
industrial system, however, the equipment and thus starts a will never be able to start a
Communist system is achieving process of economic growth. The similar process of economic
¡growth in this domain.
WESTERN

INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES

BACKWARD AREAS

Finally, there is the third
economy, whose overwhelmingl
characteristics are poverty and
an absence of any visible signs
of economic growth. This is the
economy of most of non-Commu
nist Asia, most of Africa, most
of South and Central America
and most of the islands of the
sea.
It is not really an "economy”
at all, but just what is left out
of the other two areas. It offers
by common consent the greatest
challenge- to the free world, be
cause it is precisely in these
regions that the Communist pat
tern of economic development
seems to millions of people to |
offer the only hope.
While the Food and Agricul-I
ture Organization of the United
Nations reports that the world
food output is at last running!
slightly ahead of world popula
tion growth, it cautions that the I
backward areas are falling be-j
hind. It is only the rich countries
that are getting the benefits ofj
modern production techniques.

The second, somewhat less
clearly defined, of the three
economies is the Western indus
trial economy. This includes, of
course, the United States, Can
ada and Western Europe, but it
also includes odd bits and pieces
of the world, such as South Task for the West
Africa and Algeria and parts of
South America, whiéh are linked The one thing quite clear to
both economists and statesmen
to the North Atlantic countries
who try to think in world terms
by monetary, political, ownership is that the first job of the lead
and other ties.
ing Western nations is to pre
Industrial is the right term to vent a breakdown of the Western
characterize it, because even its industrial economy into groups
agricultural techniques are con of squabbling nations, each try
ditioned by the availability of the ing to beggar its neighbor. This
products of modem, mechanized, means that Western nations
mass conversion of raw materials must accept mutually bind
into finished products. This econ ing commitments that establish
omy, leaving aside production for stable and comprehensible rules.
defense, runs mainly to satisfy Could this be done—and there
the desires of the people who is deep pessimism in many Euro
live in it, and not according to pean quarters, in view of what
appears to be a strong wave of'
any particular plan.
economic nationalism in the
This economy is doing re United States—the job of build
markably well. For nearly two ing up the third economy by
years it has been in a period of non-Communist methods ought)
growth without inflation. The not to be beyond the capabilities I
rate of increase in the productiv- of a peaceful and prosperous

ity of labor in both agriculture Western industrial community.
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Go Slow on Fund Raids
QENATOR BEN HULSE of El Centro raises seriousl

questions in our mind by advocating the use oi.
State treasury reserve funds to balance next year’s!
State budget.
’

He aigues that these special funds are not sacred;
but the fact is that they have acquired various degrees
of sanctity in people’s minds, and some can be tapped
for emergency use with better justification than others.
The $75,000,000 “rainy day” fund, for use in an
emergency, conceivably could be dipped into next year
on the justification that the gap between tax revenues
and budget expenditures creates an emergency. The
only question raised is how rainy does it have to be
to be a “rainy day”?
But it is quite another matter to dip into the
$38,000,000 teachers’ pension fund, or the $18,500,000
school bond retirement reserve. These are committed
against future obligations, and while you can argue
that the future obligation is not destroyed by taking
idle money from a present reserve, such an argument
is not reassuring to teachers and school bondholders,
whose rights are involved.
We would go slow in raiding any State reserve.
We would go particularly slow in tapping the $42,000,000 earmarked for State beach and park development.
California will have 20 million people in a couple of
decades, and it is wise now to invest in parks and play
grounds for the future. Although it may be tempting
to grab the beach and park money, that would be penny
wise and pound foolish. Our advice to Senator Hulse
and Governor Knight both is to leave this fund alone.

SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, Friday, Sept. 10, 1954
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UseTeacherRetirement Fund
To Balance Budget, Hulse Says
By JACKSON DOYLE

fund originally set aside as to balance the current budget,
token down payment toward Knight was about to recom
SACRAMENTO, Sept. 9—Sen possible State purchase of the
mend use of at least part of
ator Ben Hulse (Rep-El Centro), Central Valley Project.
the teachers reserve. But this
one of the most influential leg “I’m for continuing to bal
thought was dropped by the
islators on financial matters, ance State budgets without new
Governor
after a conference
said today he advocates using taxes so long as there is idle
part of the $38,000,000 teach money lying around that be with spokesmen for the Califor
ers’ retirement reserve fund and longs to the taxpayers,” Hulse nia Teachers Association repre
other treasury reserves to bal commented.
senting 70,000 public school
ance next year’s State budget.
Hulse
appears
to differ with teachers up and down the State.
“None of these special funds the Administration as to “sanc
Hulse said Legislative Au
is-sacred,” Hulse declared in an
interview with The Chronicle. tity” of the $38,000,000 teachers ditor A. Alan Post will be
retirement
reserve.
Both
Gover

“None of them belongs to any
called by the Legislative Bud
one except the taxpayers of the nor Goodwin J. Knight and his
finance
director,
John
M.
get
Committee to explain how
State as a whole.”
The funds Hulse referred to Peirce, have indicated they will the 1955-56 budget can be bal
also include the State’s $75,000,- not urge the Legislature to di anced without new taxes. Hulse
000 “rainy day” reserve, the, vert this reserve to the general is chairman of the important
$18,500,000 school bond retire fund.
Senate • Assembly “watchdog
ment, fund and the $3,500,000 Last March when the Admin committee” which meets here
which remains in the $10,000,000 istration was looking for funds. tomorrow to look over the
I State’s financial picture.
In recent years, State fi
nances have been a succession
of mounting deficits, but the
veteran farmer-legislator said
he believes that the reserve
fimds—which he prefers to call
“pre-paid taxes”—can be used
to keep the State from going in
the red without boosting taxes.
Governor Knight said last
week hé may have ot ask the
until 9 p
next legislature, meeting in Jan
uary, to vote some tax hikes'
contemporary home furnishings
in addtiion to using state re
serves and possibly diverting to
• • • designed for modern living
general fund use some of the
Shop Mondays and Fridays 9 ’til 9 p.m. Daily 9 to 5:30
$42,000,000 in federally-impounded oil royalties now ear
marked for beaches and park
development.
Hulse said he hasn’t talked to
the Governor about the financ
Mission near 18th
ing problem “and probably
won’t,” but declared he believes
the “old men and enthusiasts”
who want to pour $42,000,000
into new recreation areas must
be called on to show the legis
'614 GRANT AVE. PAULIST LIBRARY
lature where further mainten
Announces
ance funds would come from.
Under present law, 70 per cent
A New Series of *
of impounded and future tidelands royalties is earmarked for
INSTRUCTIONS IN CATHOLIC
beaches and parks.
BELIEFS AND
PRACTICES
But Hulse said the budget
■
committee has been informed
Beginning
that annual state royalties, nowMONDAY—September 13 th
averaging $11,000,000 will grad
ually decline to less than $500,
TUESDAY—September 14th
000 a decade from now as Cali
1) Monday and Wednesday . . . 8:00 P.M.
fornia’s oil reserves are
duced.
Conducted by Father Doyle, C.S.P.
This forecast, he declared
2) Tuesday and Thursday . . . 8:00 P.M.
wipes out any guarantee of con
Conducted by Father Prenovost, C.S.P.
tinuing revenues to maintain ex
panded public playgrounds i
This series will end the week before Christinas
years to come.
Sacramento Bureau, The Chronicle

Open
Tonight
m

OLD ST. MARY’S CHURCH
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Air Force 'Security Risk' Is
Cleared—It Was a Mistake
|he was given a report d± why’ of the Air Force, or a soldier
SACRAMENTO, Sept. 1Ó—A he was suspected of being a' in the U. S. Army.
35-year-old civil service em-security risk. Then he was sus-: He was an infantryman dur
ployee at McClellan Air Force ,pended for six months pending ing World War II, and for
nearly two years was a prisoner
Base emerged today from a 17-a security board hearing,
month-long nightmare during! Only at the hearings did he of war in Germany.
which he was erroneously listed learn he had been accused of “Duripg this awful affair I
as a “security risk.’’
' membership in the International felt as I used to in combat,”
Thomas Humenny, it was dis-. Workers Order from 1936 to Humenny said. “I had those
closed, has just been cleared by 11949.
same butterflies in my stom
the Central Security Board and! 'At this time the elder Hu ach.”
is back at his job as chief of the menny, a long-time worker in
Humenny said he doesn’t
control branch of the Mutual the Fisher Body Division of know whether someone turned
Defense Assistance Project.
General Motors Corporation, his name in, or whether the
As far as can be determined wrote his son that in 1936 he policy in his name was uncov
his only fault was that his had taken out group insurance ered during a routine check
Ukrainian-born father, Martin, offered at a low rate to mem whén he applied for top secret
belonged in Cleveland, Ohio, to bers of the order. One policy clearance.
the International Workers Order was in the son’s name. The pre “I'm willing to forget this
-an organization that, unknown miums were, in effect, dues in nightmare,” Humenny said.
Ito both father and son, had been the IWO.
He and his wife and five chil
listed by the Attorney General In 1949 Humenny senior let dren like it in Sacramento,
[as subversive. Humenny, who the policies lapse. The son said a home. But Mrs. Humenny
¡holds one of the highest civil today he had never heard of the where they recently purchased
service ratings at the McClellan IWO; knew nothing about the feels a little bitter.
base, was informed in April of insurance policy and, in fact, has
“I suppose I can forget this
1953 that his security clearance had little contact with his ordeal in time,” she said. “Right
father since he left home to at now there are so many things
had been canceled.
about the whole affair that
He was given no. explanation tend Ohio State University.
and was shifted to another job For 14 of his 35 years, the seem so unnecessary and unjust
under security suspension. Ityounger Humenny said, he has I still get upset when I think
was not for 11 months after that been either a civilian employee about them.”
Sbrr:a! tn The Cron-ci»

State Losing
Heavily on
¡Office Rentals

Z

SACRAMENTO <U.R)—A legisla
tive committee has been told that I
it may be just as economical for
the state to rent office space as
to provide its own but a loose
I administrative policy on leases
(has cost the state hundreds of |
(thousands of dollars in avoidable
llosses.
A. Alan Post, legislative audi-l
Itor, made these statements in
(two reports to the joint legisla-)
|tive budget committee.
Post told the committee that I
aecause of a lack of an adequate I
bentral policy on leases, “those:
transactions which have been
Jcrutinized have shown avoidable |
losses running into hundreds of
thousands of dollars, and every
lindication points to the fact that |
(these transactions are typical.”
Post suggested the formation of |
la real property agency to handle 1
all leasing matters. The agency
should set a definite policy of
operation, to be approved by the
legislature, Post told the commit-1
tee.

May Overhaul
State Job
k
' Department
SACRAMENTO UP) — A Senat
’ committee has before it a plai
¡for revising the top echelons 0
the State Department of Em
: ployment.
Among the proposed changes
made to the between-session;
Committee on Government
al Reorganization, was on<
calling for executive sessions o.
the department’s advisory coun
cil.
Its chairman, William B. Ty
ler (Atherton) said in a lettei
that labor and management
members “will not ‘take down
their hair’ with the press pres
ent in fear of quotation and par
ticularly slanted misquotation.”
Tyler added there also was a
tendency for the members to
“speak for press propaganda.”

KC Council
OK's Permits
For Business
KING CITY — City council
granted four business licenses,
a use permit, and instructed the
city attorney to continue action
on quick claim deeding city
sewer property last night in a
meeting that lasted only 40
minutes.
Licenses were granted to W. I.
Noble, Nic-L-Silver battery sales
man; Walter V. Piini and Fer
rari building contractors; Joe
Lotta and Jack P. DeLiddo, child
photographers; and Roy O. Whit
ten, fruit and vegetable stand.
Use permit to construct a
non-conforming storage building
was granted to Dock McCabe on
Seventh street with the stipula
tion that he use the proper set
backs.

By Hank Ketchani

Dennis the Menace

CHIU CON
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IKnight Names fe
IGabnel to
I
ICommittee
I

I
SACRAMENTO O> — Cali- 1
Bornia’s first commission on I
■ilcoholic rehabilitation held an I

■nganizational meeting'here yes- I
Barclay and made plans

I*

¡

b Caused by
If Cigarette
Ter the soft shoulder, bounced
bross the highway, and plunged
j> feet into a gully.,She told palolmen she lost control of the
Ir when she was lighting a
Igarette.
I The car was jammed so tightly
ie couldn’t be removed until
elp arrived. Her husband, Del|ert Lien, 28, a Hunter Liggett
jldier, suffered minor cuts.
The pair was taken to tho

THE WORLD'S THREE PRINCIPAL ECONOMIES
Communist bloc economy

Western-type economy

Underdeveloped economy |
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Of the countries carrying the “underdeveloped economy” shading, Mexico, Yugoslavia,
Spain and the Philippines most nearly approach the standards of the Western-type
economy countries.

Most Salina» Alisal
Residents Scheduled
To Pay Higher Taxes
Most Salinas and Alisal resi
dents will pay higher taxes this
year, figures on file at County
Auditor Anna Johnson’s office in
thé courthouse showed today.
The combined rate for city,
county, school and special dis
trict taxes in the main part of
Salinas totals $5.96 per each $100
of .assessed valuation, up 50
cents from last year. In the big
ger part of the Alisal area, the
combined rate also is $5.96, up
25 cents from the 1953-54 total.
The Salinas city tax rate of
$1.50 and the basic county rate
of $1.45 remained the same. The
main changes are in rates.for

schools and special districts.
In Salinas Uie tax rate for
elementary, high school and jun
ior colleges went up 37 cqpts,
from $2.22 to $2.59. The flood
control district tax rate went up
from one cent to 14 cents.
The Salinas valley memorial
hospital district tax of 20 cents
and the mosquito abatement dis
trict tax of eight cents remained
the same.
In the main part of the Alisal
area, the chief changes also were
in the combined school and flood
control districts. The combined
school rate is up 10 cents; flood
control, 13 cents, and lighting
district, four cents. The sanitary

district tax rate is down two|
cents.
Combined rates vary through-1
out the county and in different I
sections of cities, due to changes!
in the status of special districts.
The flood control and water con-

Pay Bill Pocketed
There are 1,700,000 Federal em
ployes under civil service. Their
pay ranges from $2,500 for the
lowliest clerk to $14,800 at sub
cabinet level. They have not had a
general pay increase in three years.
Except for the lowest classification,
no Federal employe has had in
creases equal to the 12.5 per cent
rise in the cost of living since 1950.
Last February President Eisen
hower submitted to Congress a
series of proposals affecting civil
service workers, including general
increases calculated to “correct in
equities’’ and “provide rewards for
merit and experience.” The Admin
istration also proposed increased
pay for postal workers—included
among the 1,700,000—and an in
crease in postal rates to' cover the
rise in pay.
|
In its final major act before ad
journing, Congress approved and
sent to the President a measure
granting Federal employes a gen
eral 5 per cent pay boost, with a
maximum of $400 and a minimum of
$200 for postal workers and $170
for others.
Last Monday, President Eisen
hower announced he would not sign
the bill, thus allowing it to die by
a “pocket veto'” He said the meas
ure would “perpetuate” inequities in
the pay schedules and pointed out
that Congress had provided neither
general revenue nor postal rate in
creases to cover them.
The question which many Repub
licans were asking last week was
whether Government employes would
take the President’s pocket veto out
of the hide of Congressional candi
dates.

Dixon-Yates Controversy

Kefauver: Ike Aiding
Business to Kill TVA

GOP Dinner
Fund to Be
Used at Once
By EARL C. BEHRENS

By the Associated Press

Political Editor, The Chronicle
WASHINGTON, Sept. 5—Senator Estes Kefauver Funds from the $100-a-plate
(Dem-Tenn.) accused the Eisenhower Administration Republican dinner to be held in
today of encouraging what he called private utility at the Civic Auditorium, Octobe
tempts to “break up the TV A” through the proposed 28, will be made available t
1 ""—— Dixon-Yates contract.
GOP nominees as fast as th<
Kefauver said in a Labor Day
statement he believes “it is a tickets are sold, according to
time for the average working plans announced yesterday.
man and woman of the United The United San Francisco Re
States to take a good, critical publican Finance Committee is
look at what has been going sponsoring the funds - raising
dinner, at which U. S. Attorney
Ivy Baker Priest, the woman on in the Government.”
General Herbert Brownell Jr.
He
said
that
“
nothing
so
high

whose signature appears on all
will be the principal speaker.
U. S. currency issued during the lights the new trend” under the Money will be allocated to
Republicans as a contract Presi
Eisenhower Administration, will dent Eihenhower has ordered each of the GOP nominees who
give a Town Hall lecture Octo signed for the construction of will have their names on the
November 2 general ballot as
ber 5 on the strength of those a steam power plant at West party candidates.
Memphis,
Ark.,
to
feed
power
greenbacks.
More than 90 per cent of the
Mrs. Priest, treasurer of the into the Tennessee Valley Au money received from each $100
United States, will discuss “How thority system to replace power dinner ticket will go to the cam
Strong Is Your Dollar?” Tickets sold by TVA to the Atomic En paign, according to cochairmen
can be obtained by writing Town ergy Commission in Kentucky. Arthur J. Dolan Jr. and Joseph
Hall, in the Bellevue Hotel, Kefauver, who was a candi A. Moore Jr. of the GOP finance
date for the Democratic presi group.
calling ORdway 3-5786.
dential nomination in 1952 and
Leaders of the committee ex
who has been mentioned as a pect to meet tomorrow to com
possibility for 1956, said this plete details for selling the din
contract would give private ner tickets.
utilities “a plum worth between
The committee hopes to sell
92 and 140 million to them.” He 2000 tickets,
said it would aid them in seek The committee in charge of
ing “to break up the TA sys the sale of dinner tickets besides
tem.”
Dolan and Moore, includes Alvin
WASHINGTON, Sept. 5 (#)— “When such things are done,” F. Derre, Republican county
he said, “it’s time for a change
The Agriculture Department so far as the average man and committee chairman; Dwight L.
Merriman, vice chairman; John
said today the production-con woman—who doesn’t own an F. Forbes, treasurer, and Milton
sumption pinch which has been utility company—is concerned.” H. Esberg Jr., secretary, to
blamed for sharp price in He said that “a lot of us in gether with the members of an
creases in coffee is about over. the Senate and House are still executive committee.
kicking” about the proposed The executive committee mem
It said that beginning in mid- contract, despite the fact that
bers are Mrs. Oscar Sutro,
1955 there should be more cof Senator Edwin C. Johnson Charles R. Blyth, Starr Bruce,
fee produced world-wide than is (Dem-Colo.) said yesterday that Edwin C. Callan, Dr. John W.
consumed. Just how much that a new cost-sharing arrangement Cline, Robert Di Giorgi, Walter
will amount to will depend on between TVA and AEC would A. Haas, Robert A. Hornby,
the extent to which Brazil re minimize his objections to the Jaquelin H. Hume, James K.
covers from last year’s frost plan.
Lochead, A. C. Matte1' Thomas
damage and on how much more Stephen A. Mitchell, Demo J. Mellon, George G. Montgom
coffee drinkers will use.
cratic National Chairman, has ery, T. S. Petersen, Albert E.
The depart ment refrained contended that the proposed Schwabacher Jr., Jerd F. Sulli
from making any predictions as contract involves a “raw deal” van, Jean C. Witter, J. D. Zellerto whether prices would drop and a giveaway to a private bach, J. W. Mailliard III, Fraser
»as power syndicate.
Bailey and Paul Hoover.

Ivy Baker Priest
To Lecture
At Town Hall

Coffee Pinch,
Expected to
End in z55
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Construction of New
Cell Blocks Scheduled
At Soledad in January
SOLEDAD—Construction of six new cell blocks at
Soledad state prison is expected to get under way in
January, Warden Bert O. Webb disclosed today. He said
the new addition will greatly expand the prison and make
room for 1,000 new prisoners. “More than a million dol
lars has been appropriated by
the state legislature for the new
structure, and the blueprints now
are being prepared by the state
division of architecture,” War
den Webb continued.
He said the new addition will
increase the prison personnel by
approximately 125 men. There
now are 390 men working at
the prison.
According to the master plan,
the new addition will be located ,
north of the main cell blocks. It .
will be shaped like a large sextagon with the mess halls, shops '
and recreation facilities located
in the center.
“The new structure will be like
a satellite to the main prison,”
Warden Webb explained. “It will 1
use the same medical, heating, I
and administrative facilities.”
1
California state prison at Sole- 1
dad was opened in December, I
1951.
I

Merry-Go-Round----------------------

Meany Challenges Record
Of the 83rd Congress
Drew Pecarson
(This guest column during Drew Pearson’s
[vacation is contributed by George Meany,
[president of the American Federation of
\Labor.)
.

By GEORGE MEANY
ABOR DAY, 1954, finds the American trade
union movement more closely united than
at any time in the last 19 years.
One of the main reasons for this construc
tive development is the highly successful oper
ation thus far of the no-raiding agreement be
tween the AFL and the CIO. After three
months, not a single case has been referred to
the impartial umpire. The unions in both
camps participating in the agreement have
been quietly getting together and settling their
organization differences without much fuss.
We’ve still got our fingers crossed, but if the
new era of good feeling keeps growing at the
present rate, actual labor unity in America
may be closer than most observers anticipate.
There are many significant reasons for
this, aside from the no-raiding pact. Outside
pressures—economic, political and interna
tional—have served to weld the once hostile
divisions of American labor into virtual alli
ance on all major issues.
All of labor is deeply disturbed by the slip
page in our national economy. Adjusting the
official figures to the realities, there are now
about 5,000,000 unemployed in the Nation.
This means considerable unnecessary suffer
ing to the families on the lower rungs of the
economic ladder, whom labor must protect.
It means a tremendous deficit in purchasing
power. It means, in the long run, reduced in1 come for business and farmers.
Labor has pleaded in vain with Congress
and the Administration for corrective action.
We find that big business is running the works
in Washington—and doing a poor job. The
views of labor are given little, if any, consider
ation.
■
/
This conclusion is amply confirmed by the
record of the 83d Congress. Labor challenges
President Eisenhower’s praise of that record.
We can find no satisfaction in giveaways
of the Nation’s oil and atomic resources to
private exploitation.
Our people will derive no nourishment from
/•'Ot "rumbs they get under the new tax-revision

law, which grants huge benefits to corpora
tions and wealthy stock investors.
The complete failure to fulfill campaign
pledges to remove the “union-busting” provi
sions of the Taft-Hartley Act is aggravated
even further by new administrative rulings
of the Eisenhower-appointed majority on the
National Labor Relations Board which make
the law more oppressive to labor.
It is of great concern to us that Congress
did nothing to improve the standards of unem
ployment compensation, that it failed to raise
the minimum wage, that it completely neg
lected the urgent need for Federal aid to edu
cation, that it dodged the responsibility of en
acting fair employ
ment practice legisla
tion and that it passed
an inadequate hous
ing law. Only in the
new improvements to
the Social Security
Act did Congress
earn a passing grade.
All liberals are per
turbed by the back
ward trend in govern
mental policy, by. the
complacent acceptance of “second best”
conditions, by the
shrinkage in our ho
rizons for future
Ceorge Meany
progress.
Finally, we are shocked by the collapse of
the effectiveness of American foreign policy.
The AFL and the CIO are jointly engaged
with the free labor movements of other lands
in the fight against Communism. Through the
International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions we have helped to prevent the Kremlin
from gaining further conquest by subversion
of workers anywhere in the free world.
Today we find that our allies in the free
world have lost confidence in the firmness, of
American leadership in international affairs.
They are even succumbing to the fatal illusion
of “peaceful coexistence” with Communism.
Occasionally, people ask us what advantage
would be gained by a merger between the AFL
and CIO. The answer is simple. Labor is strong
only when it is united.
(Copyright. 1954)

(Peter Schwartz photo.)

DIRS. ELIAS HOUCK (right) new president of the Carpenters’
Auxiliary receives the gavel from MRS. SAMUEL MAXWELL,
retiring president.
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The House Public Works Committee, on Tuesday, June 18th,
has chanqcd the Beautification Act as Folíolo.
•
'
•
Z *•

I.

IX,,

They have eliminated the 10% penalty against
highv/ay funds allocated to the state.

They have added a section to 131(d),
“Whenever the state authority or
bona tide local zoning authority has
made a determination of customary use,
such determination will be accepted in
lieu of controls by agreement in the
zoned and unzencd commercial ano indus^
trial areas within the geographical
jurisdiction of such authority.'

«

jFFe

<&
•/
They have elinimated the clause, Section 131(d),
’ v/hich requires that ,
•’A state who has entered info an
agreement shall maintain control
under the stricter provisions of
the tv:o acts.”

IV.

They have a.ddsd a section reading,

“No sign, display, or device shall be
required to be removed if ’the Federal
share of the just compensation to be
paid upon rezr.oval of such sign, cisplay,
or device is not availcvble to make
such pay-ttint.”

The Federally
Subsidized

Automobile

The story of the automobile in California has been told many times and
in many ways—with jeers, hurrahs, lamentations, and awe. And well it
might. No single force has made a more destructive impact on the state's
land and landscape than the auto-freeway combination. In 1967,
Californians will travel almost 100 billion vehicle miles in more than 11
million vehicles. These figures are expected to double by 1980.
The motor vehicle has polluted our air, made possible the slurban
sprawl which has ruined so much of our once-beautiful countryside,
consumed more of our income than housing, overrun downtown areas,
killed more of us than have died in all our country's wars, and yet we ask
and plan for more. The State Division of Highways is spending close to
$1 billion a year in an attempt to meet the demand for freeways, but the
demand continues to outstrip the supply.
It is abundantly clear that somewhere along the line we are going to
have to turn to other modes of transportation if we are to avoid paving
most of our cities for motor vehicle traffic. (In Los Angeles, about 60
percent of the land surface is dedicated to the automobile in freeways,
streets, driveways, parking lots, garages, gas stations, etc.). But little has
been done to date.
STATE AND FEDERAL HIGHWAYS

California has under construction a 12,500-mile freeway network,
including 2,165 miles of interstate routes which are 90 percent financed
by the federal government.
About 4,300 miles of the network are completed or under
construction. When the entire network is completed in 1980, the total
cost will be more than $11 billion.
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Congress specifically delegated detailed routing and planning oí
interstate routes to the states. The Federal Bureau of Public Roads, now
under the new Department of Transportation, must decide what cities
are to be connected by interstate routes but it cannot dictate the specific
location. However, it does have the authority to withhold funds
wherever a route does not meet with its approval.
Once a state highway agency and the federal highway administrator
sign an agreement to build a section of the system, the state must
proceed within two years to let contracts for construction or the federal
funds lapse. This threat causes the state to build highways as quickly and
cheaply as possible which frequently results in selection of the
straightest but not necessarily the best route.
The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1966 contains a provision that the
Bureau of Public Roads must "use maximum effort to preserve federal,
state and local government parklands and historic sites." To give states
time to adjust their advance planning to this directive, the bureau is
directed to withhold approval after July 1, 1968, for federally financed
highways through parks unless all alternatives have been explored and
unless plans provide for minimum damage to the park.
The federal highway administrator has authority to establish design
standards for the Interstate Highway program. He has, however, adopted
the standards formulated by the American Association of Highway
Officials. The organization lists "pleasing appearance" as one of the
program s goals, but spells out only technical details relating to such
engineering factors as access, grades, lane width and rights of way.
The Bureau of Public Roads leaves esthetic considerations to the
individual states, and in California's case, the State Highway Commission
and the Division of Highways bear this responsibility. The net result is
that highway construction is determined almost entirely by engineering
considerations. Although California law for 20 years has permitted the
Division of Highways to maintain scenic and recreational values, the
division has in effect failed to act. The roadside rest and scenic turnout
programs recently adopted are piddling affairs.
The seven-man State Highway Commission is made up of six members
appointed by the governor, and the Transportation Agency administrator,
who serves as chairman. The commission depends entirely on the
Division of Highways for professional advice, having no staff of its own.
The division has 17,000 employees. It is under the Department of Public
Works, which is in turn under the Transportation Agency administrator.
The Division of Highways is in a highly advantageous position to get
any route it wants adopted by the commission. The division originates
route studies, and once it recommends a particular route, the
consideration of other routes is effectively foreclosed. Selection of a
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nonrecommended route places the commission in the position oi
overruling its own staff.
The division's influence in this regard reaches down to the grass-roots
level through its district offices. A program of projects and priorities
looking seven to ten years ahead is maintained by the district
engineer's staff. District programs tend to reflect the desires of local
economic interests. For the past 30 years, the State Chamber of
Commerce has had an influential role in the selection of routes and
priorities. Its 105-member highway committee screens recommendations
from local chambers and submits its recommendations to the State
Highway Commission at budget-making time. In most cases, they are
followed.
The only real voice a local government has in determining where or
if a freeway is to be built is a negative one. It can refuse to close off
local streets for a route or design which it opposes. Menlo Park and
Santa Barbara used this method to block the highway builders, but
most communities yield to the threat of losing huge state and federal
highway funds to other areas if they don't accept what the Division of
Highways wants.
The division uses a variety of other effective tactics to get its way. One
is to build the freeway up to the city limits. Public and private pressure
then mounts to allow completion of the route through the city. Property
owners threatened with condemnation along the proposed route want
their money. Many local businessmen want the dollars that they think a
freeway would bring. South Pasadena and Santa Barbara are currently
caught in this vise.
Divide-and-conquer is another technique, wherein hearings are
conducted one at a time on segments of the proposed freeway. This
strategy prevents opposition along the entire route from mounting a
united protest.
By proposing several alternate routes, the division can also fragment
opposition. The division can then choose the route it wants, and
opponents who live along the alternate routes will concur in self defense.
In making its decisions, the Highway Commission receives competent
advice from highway engineers but none from experts in urban planning,
open space conservation, esthetics or other forms of transportation.
Since the commission has no staff to review the recommendations of
the division, it is, in effect, the prisoner of the division and knows only
what the division wants it to know.
The state's "Little Hoover Commission" has forwarded
recommendations to the governor calling for major reorganization of
the Highway Commission. A number of proposals have great merit:
strengthening the commission by making it less dependent on the
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division, furnishing it with independent technical consultants, creating a
new advisory transportation commission to study all the state's
transportation problems and to develop a state transportation plan,
eliminating the transportation administrator from the commission and
providing for an election of a chairman from among its members.

AIRPORTS

From a planning standpoint, California is still back in the Flying Jenny
era when it comes to the matter of airports. With each airport built come
high-speed access roads, water, sewers, and public services which in turn
invite housing tracts, industry, motels and shopping centers. Despite the
impact each airport has on a wide section of the landscape, neither the
State of California nor the federal government has met its responsibility
to see that development is compatible with the land and that
development will not eventually diminish the value of the airport itself.
Although all of the state's major airports serve metropolitan regions,
airport planning and administration are left to individual cities and
counties in the absence of regional governments.
-—ftre-Division of Aeronautics exists in the State"Department of Public
Works, but its influence in the jet age is next to nil. The division's only
visible function is to administer a small revolving fund created in 1966
through the enactment of a two-cent fuel tax. This fund amounts to a
pittance in relation to the total expenditures on airport development in
California. The division also licenses airports meeting certain minimum
safety standards. The division has no responsibility for developing a
statewide airport plan connected with a state plan of development and
for that matter, neither does anyone else.
yhe division could exercise some responsibility for the state interest in
airport planning and construction if the Legislature chose to have federal
airport aid channeled through the division, but this has not been done.
AH of the money granted in California has gone directly to cities and
counties, bypassing state and regional government and thus
perpetuating hit-or-miss local development. Airport planning in
California is in fact the best example of the complete breakdownof
planningatall levels of government. At no level is any serious attentio n
paid to how the location and construction of an airport will affect future
surface transportation needs or regional development in general.^
The Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) does require that airports it heIps
financially conform to its national airport plan. But this plan itself has
major shortcomings. For the most part, it is a compilation of
single-purpose state and local airport schemes.
Airports in California's metropolitan areas service entire regions, yet
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not a single one has been planned, constructed, financed and managed
by a regional agency.
Since World War II, the FAA has poured $81 million into California s
airports with the bulk of the money going to San Francisco, Los Angeles
and Oakland. In excess of $5 million of federal money has been granted
to the Sacramento County Airport now under construction. All of these
airports serve entire regions, but none of the grants were conditioned on
the requirement that the airport be developed according to a regional

land-use plan.
Because of lack of comprehensive airport planning, the state has
lost many small airfields which handle much of the private air traffic.
Like many farmers, the airport owners, both public and private,
succumbed to the developer's dollar. From a high of 63 airports iri-lhe
Los Angeles area, the number has dropped to nine, and while there were
once 17 airports between San Jose and the San Francisco Bay Bridge,

now there are two.
It took the City of Los Angeles five years of effort to establish
peripheral building limits for the International and Van Nuys airports.
Local government has yet to establish compatible land-use controls
around the two airports. The zoning immediately around the
International Airport was handed over to the cities of Inglewood and
El Segundo, and Inglewood responded by recently passing an ordinance
to permit high-rise construction on the air approach to the airport.
Every major airport in California has become a focus for intensive
development. All of them are trying to operate without sufficient
protected air space and are all now surrounded by urban encroachment.
This poses one of the jet age's biggest problems: when housing,
shopping centers and motels are allowed to crowd around airports, the
public cries about the noise nuisance. At the very time the San Francisco
Airport was under suit for $3.4 million by residents of the City of Millbrae
for noise damage, the city continued to grant building permits for
additional residential units in the noise-affected area.

In spite ot the failure of Millbrae, San Bruno and South San Francisco
to adopt a uniform zoning ordinance to control land use next to the
airport, the federal government continues to pour taxpayers' money into
this threatened facility.
The problem will become more acute in just a few years with the
dawning of the supersonic transport era. The FAA is busy underwriting
the development of a supersonic transport at a cost of about $1.5
billion. But it is not at the same time planning the location and size of
airports to handle these huge planes to guarantee that they will serve and
not destroy the regions in which they are located. With their longer
runway demands and noise generation, the new giants are going to have
to land and take off at airports outside metropolitan areas.
Some sort of shuttle by vertical takeoff plane, helicopter or high-speed
train must be devised to connect these new terminals with the city.
Belatedly, the federal government has notified San Jose that its airport
can be expanded no further until a joint plan to serve the entire Bay Area
is worked out among San Jose, Oakland and San Francisco airport
authorities.
Federal subsidies for airports, a most vital sector of our statewide
transportation system, have been made without regard to other parts of
the system, in a single-purpose uncoordinated fashion. Airports have
been located without coordination with freeway and transit facilities.
No federal, state or local agency has the responsibility for moving traffic
in and out of the Los Angeles International Airport, the biggest in the
state- Subsidies by the federal government for airports have not been
conditione-d on regional planning and administration, even though all
major airportsJn California serve entire regions?Before putting miflions
oLd&ljars into fhC-Bay-Area &ap.td.Transit system7the~govef iiiiieilt shouldhave insisted that the system be extended to connect with the
*
San Francisco International Airport.^

HARBORS AND INLAND WATERWAYS
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, as we have already noted and
commented upon, is the principal agency responsible for development of
harbors and improvement of inland waterways for navigation. The
corps' business is keeping busy. In cooperation with cities, counties,
special districts, the state and private interests, it has built or is building
31 harbors stretching from San Diego to Crescent City. Twenty of them
are deepwater ports kept navigable by the corps' dredging. These 20
include the inland, freshwater ports of Sacramento and Stockton. The
corps also maintains, deepens and widens inland streams for boat and
barge transportation.
Federal funds for harbors are usually obtained through the pork-barrel
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Rivers and Harbors Bill rammed through Congress in the waning days
of a session to put members in good standing with the folks back home.
The Sacramento port is a good example of the unsound way in which
the system, if it can be called that, operates. A lengthy campaign by
civic leaders to obtain a prestige plum from Congress finally resulted in
construction of the port and the digging of a deep-water channel to
connect Sacramento to the glamorous world of shipping.
To justify its existence, the port must draw freight from Stockton and
San Francisco Bay ports. If it does not succeed, taxpayers of Sacramento
and Yolo counties will be stuck with a white elephant. If it does
succeed, taxpayers in the competing areas will be saddled with the
need for bigger port subsidies.
The corps deals unilaterally with local interests, special single-purpose
districts, cities, counties and the state in harbor development. Again,
there is no interrelating of shipping to othgr forms of transportation or to
total regional needs at the regional, state or federal level or among_
all three.
In its grants, the federal government has the leverage to correct this
deficiency but it has not been used.

RAIL TRANSIT
America's romance with the rails badly needs updating if it is to come
close to matching the public's love affair with automobiles. If passenger
trains are ever again to be anything more than museum curiosities, they
must become fast, frequent, attractive and exciting. There is no reason
that a train ride should not be once again an easy-to-arrange, restful,
pleasant social experience—an adventure rather than an ordeal.
The federal government has begun a $90 million program to place
160 mph trains on the heavily populated eastern seaboard between
Washington and Boston. In spite of Southern Pacific's contention, in
trying to remove the Lark between San Francisco and Los Angeles, that
"trains can't compete with the airplane," it seems certain that
mode rnized intercity rail travel has a place in California'sfuture.

However, the Interstate Commerce Commission has almost always
granted abandonment of train services, both interregional and
metropolitan, at the request of private carriers. Bold and positive
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programs for improving service, reducing rates and adjusting taxes or
furnishing subsidies to continue these vital transportation services have
not been required.
In transporting people within the metropolitan area, there are
compelling reasons why the train must play a major role. A freeway can
move only 2,400 persons an hour past a given point, but a train system
can move 30,000 or more. With high hopes the San Francisco Bay Area
took a bold step ahead in this field. Its new 75-mile rail system under
construction by the Bay Area Rapid Transit District will serve San
Francisco, Alameda and Contra Costa counties. The system is being
financed by a $792 million bond issue narrowly approved by voters in
1962, plus state and federal grants which push the total expenditure to
$1.5 billion.
Federal grants totaling $35 million have already been obtained for the
BART system from the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
About $8 million of this was for the "test track" at Concord, where
equipment is being tried out for use on transit systems throughout the
nation.
Although presumably working to build a system which will attract
great numbers of commuters, BART has been the target of the same kind
of criticism often leveled at freeway builders. The district's two
architectural consultants resigned in 1966, revealing that many of their
proposals to make the system attractive and an asset to the urban
environment were being ignored by the engineers.
Officials of HUD have carefully stayed aloof from this dispute,
maintaining that they have no right to interfere in local affairs. Like the
Bu_reau of Public Roads,HUD uses fine words about beauty b u t fa I te rs
when it comes down to cases.
' -----------ls_the federal government going to repeat the mistakes of the
Interstate Highway Program in its allocati^TTgrants^f^TT^d transit?

h_must not fail to require as a condition of its transiTg^nts th^TtET^r
rMiystems enhance the environment according to regionaHanduse
and development plans.
~
—•
Furthermore, unjessjhe.rapid transit system isphnnpd as part of a
total system to carry people from homelo destinffioE with a minimum
of scrambling from buses to trains to taxicabs, the motoris't will not"
willingly give up his'automobile.~ThLs far federal agencies Ue\nt
brought to bear the pressure to assure that the new rail lines mesh with
other transportation facilities such as bus feeder lines and airports.
Nagging pessimism over the question of whether Southern California
will give up its addiction to the automobile as a means of transportation
has for many years delayed progress on a rapid transit system
for that area.
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The Southern California Rapid Transit District, which covers only Los
Angeles County, finally obtained a $3.9 million appropriation of state
tidelands oil money for preliminary engineering on a new transit system.
According to present plans, the district will submit an $800 million bond
issue to voters in 1968 to finance the first stage of the system.
But dependence on already heavily burdened local taxpayers for
transforming the nation's urban transportation systems puts
two-and-a-half strikes against rapid transit at the outset.
The federal government spent $4.4 billion nationally in 1966 to bujhd
and maintain the nation's highways;,$984 million on airway facilities,
airports and domestic airmail subsidies, and $250 million on inland,

waterways.
Rapidlxansit is still in the minor leagues from the federal support
standpoint, even with the urban transportation acts of 1964 and 1966 to
give it a boost. These acts appropriated $375 million over a three-year
period in grants and matching money for research and plannirig,of
transit systems for the whole natjon.
By contrast, California alone receives about $300 million each year m.
federal aid for roads. Freeways will continue to win the competition.with
rapid transit as long as they cost "nothing," while the great part of_the

cost of rapid transit must be borne by the local property oyvnej.

TRANSPORTATION STUDIES
As a condition of receiving further federal highway funds, Congress
required in 1962 that metropolitan areas have comprehensive
transportation plans under way by 1965.
The plans must take into consideration economic factors affecting
development, population projections, financial resources, social factors,

and other community values.
The 1962 act resulted in the launching of 12 different transportation
studies in California. The largest are those in the Los Angeles and San
Francisco metropolitan areas. Others are being prepared in San Diego,
Sacramento, Stockton, Fresno, Bakersfield, Santa Barbara, Salinas,
Eureka, Modesto, and Santa Cruz.

The Los Angeles Regional Transportation Study (LARTS) was
actually begun in I960 and modified later to meet federal requirements.
It encompasses urban areas in Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino and Ventura counties.
Technical work is performed by the State Division of Highways, with
the assistance of an advisory committee consisting of representatives
from local agencies. This committee in turn appointed a planning group
headed by the Los Angeles County regional planning director to make
a land-use inventory ol the 9,000 square miles within the study area.
The Bay Area Transportation Study (BATS) was established by the
Legislature in 1963. The $4 million study, which is due in 1968, is being
conducted by a professional staff working under the Bay Area
Transportation Study Commission. The commission, which consists of
two representatives from each city and county in the nine-county region,
is required to coordinate its studies with the Association of Bay Area
Governments' regional planning program.
Without prejudging the results, it should be noted that the men
chosen to lead these studies have, in the past, been closely identified with
the pure freeway solution to our transportation problems.
WHAT CAN BE DONE?

We see no change for the better in the California freeway situation
until the basic reforms recommended by the "Little Hoover Commission"
have been adopted. But this alone is not enough.
First, the pure engineering and narrow economic approach to
freeway location and design and our totally unbalanced addiction to the
freeway solution must give way to methods more sensitive to
environmental quality.
In locating freeways, the State Division of Highways is required by a
1956 law to take into account "community values." But it has failed
abysmally to give more than lip service to these values.
The division must be forced, perhaps under federal pressure,
to devise new methods to measure the true costs to the public
of such freeway-spawned phenomena as air pollution, loss of
agricultural,land, loss of parklands, loss of historic sites and structures,
loss of taxable land, loss of life and health, loss of time waiting in traffic,
additional police needs, mental health problems, and all other costs now
so blithely ignored in the narrow economic analyses which are
conducted, by and large, to justify the straightest route between
two points.
If the State Department of Water Resources can put a dollar price on
the_enjoyment of a day of recreationjhat can be used in itTeconomic
studies, certainly the Division of Highways, with the help of computer
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technology, can devise dollar values for the whole array of a
community's costs not now evaluated. These costs could then be fed
into a co mputer along with other costs to be ba lance d against^ t h e
“driver benefit" equation in order to determine the true cost of
freeway construction.
The computer must be programmed to include all these costs. Only
when the total bill is added up can we expect cost-conscious engineers
to be convinced that some of the nearly $1 billion in state and federal
funds spent annually for California highways must be diverted for the
development of other forms of transportation.
Second, in viewing the perplexing transportation problems which we
can anticipate, we should not lose sight of the fact that under current
programs, the state and local governments are required to put up only
ejght percent of the cost of metropolitan freeways, but virtually 100
percent of alternative solutions. Until financing for nonfreeway transit
can be put on a parity with freeways, the other solutions will have tough
sledding.
Over the long haul, it is nonsense to attempt to finance each element
of an areawide transportation system on a self-sustaining, pay-as-you-go
basis. The spillover of benefits to the freeway user by creation of any
other mode of transportation that reduces the number of cars on a
freeway during peak hours is obvious. It is logical to throw all user
tolls in one basket and pay the difference out of general taxation,
justified by community and metropolitan benefits from an integrated
system.
The excesses of the highway bureaucracy spring from the fact that
under terms of the State Constitution, gas tax monies are automatically,
without legislative and administrative review, given to the highway
builders for their own purposes. But the federal government is not under
such constitutional restraint. It can and should change the rules of the
game by insisting that regional transportation plans (which are now
required as preconditions for highway and other grants) should be part
of total regional development plans—backed up by regional
governments which can carry them out;
Once the regions, in accordance with state policy, have developed
transportation plans, all federal transportation money, including that for
highways, should be pooled with regional money to develop and
maintain this system. This will, we emphasize, require establishment
of genuine regional governments for urban areas. Just as highway
construction cannot proceed independently of rapid transit,
transportation must be dealt with by a multipurpose agency also
responsible for such functions as fighting smog, providing refuse
disposal and preserving open space.
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The Idaho Highway Board told an Eastern Idaho delegation
□ NOTE AND SEE ME ABOUT THIS
j^l'-FOR YOUR INFORMATION
Tuesday it hopes that after 1972 a four-lane freeway can be
authorized from McCammon to connect with Interstate 80 in
I
| PLEASE ANSWER
| | FOR YOUR COMMENTS
Wyoming. The delegation urged the board to give priority to
I
I PREPARE REPLY FOR MY SIGNATURE | | SIGNATURE
construction of the Fish Creek
Alexandria cutoff which would
□ take APPROPRIATE ACTION
I I INVESTIGATE AND REPORT
reduce by 12 miles the distance
COMMENTS:
between Lava Hot Springs and
Soda Springs on U.S. 30.
Board Chairman R. Doyle
Symms said the cutoff is in the
five-year construction program
of the Highway Department, but
nothing can be done this year.
Before the board adjourned its
March meeting and set April
15-16 for its next session, it also:
No change will he made in
Scales Authorized
its policy to require cities to
—Agreed to build four new maintain beautification of
permanent weigh scales in north interchanges
within
their
Idaho in a continued effort to boundaries, the Idaho High
enforce overweight loading by way Board Tuesday advised
logging trucks.
Boise Mayor Jay Arnyx and
•Told representatives of the city councilmen.
Outdoor Advertising Industry
City Councilman William
the department’s legal division Onweiler, spokesman for the
* GPO : 1967 0-262-225
will meet with them to deter Boise delegation, told the
mine if changes should be made hoard it would cost the city
in rules and regulations govern $10,000 a year to maintain
ing the state’s anti-billboard law landscaping of the interstate
enacted by the last legislature interchanges in the Boise
to conform with the federal high area. He said he believed it
way beautification act. En was the responsibility of the
forcement of the rules was post state to provide such main
poned for 90 days.
tenance, “instead of adding to
—Advised Ollie Arbclbidc, ex the load of the already
ecutivc secretary of the Idaho overburdened property tax
Motor Transport Association it payer.”
will hold additional hearings to Amyx said the council felt
determine which roads in Idaho that since Boise is the state
should he open to travel by capital and the exchanges
"triple bottom" truck combina should he beautified to pre
tions on a permit basis. Such sent a “proper picture” to vis
combinations can be.QS feet long. itors, that the state should
Cutoff Supported
pay for the maintenance.
C. A. Smith of Lava Hot
Board Chairman R. Doyle
Springs, spokesman for the East Symms said that since the
ern Idaho delegation, told the federal government pays 92
cresting these experts attendboard there was "great need” per cent of the cost, the High
y of Weed Science now under
for the Fish Creek cutoff to way Department will land
icy arc, from left, Dr. K. C.
eliminate the “ancient highway” scape interchanges to the spe
rcrsiiy of Arizona, president*
now extending from Lava Hot cifications of the cities, includ
> Sausalito, Calif., and Robert
Springs to Alexandria by way ing installation of sprinkler
Idaho extension agronomist.
of Bancroft. He said the con systems. But, he said, by
struction of the cutoff was "im earlier agreement with the As
portant to the economy of East sociation of Idaho Cities, the
ern Idaho."
cities must pay the cost of
Board Member C. Ed Flandro, maintenance.
Pocatello, told the delegation it
Symms said that 50 per
Idaho is one of only two would take “from eight to 10 cent of the state highway user
states which have not yet de years to build the cutoff with revenue now goes for main
veloped separate divisions of the present availability of pri tenance purposes, which arc
not
matched
with
slate government specifically mary highway funds.” He said are
concerned with problems of the lie believed there was a good federal funds, and the board
Idaho Public Utilities Commis elderly, Mrs, Helen Thomson, chance a route roughly follow did not believe it could add
sion, who will be speaking in past president, told the Boise ing present U.S. 30 from Mc the landscaping maintenance
his capacity as newly elected Council on Aging Tuesday night. Cammon to the Idaho-Wyoming costs of all the Idaho cities.
Board member C. Ed Flan
chairman of the Idaho Task “In spite of the fact that Ada border would be designated as a
Force for Education.
County has almost 10,000 citi freeway after completion of the dro said “The people in the
automobile arc entitled to
zens over 65, there still is no interstate system in 1972.
To Determine Needs
He said, “If that is done the
'ihe latter group was set up formal program for these peo cutoff could be completed in a good highways as the first
consideration of their high
by the State Department of Ed ple other than what volunteer couple of years.”
way user taxes.”
ucation to determine needs of workers provide,” she added.
Freeway Sought
Symms told the Boise dele
Idaho public schools and make City recreation programs arc Symrns pointed out that Idaho
gation that if they wanted to
recommendations to the 1969 confined to young people.
and Wyoming both arc seeking reduce their maintenance
Services Wanted
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authorized from McCammon to connect with Interstate 80 in
Wyoming. The delegation urged the board to give priority to
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Board Chairman R. Doyle
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of the Highway Department, but
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Motor Transport Association it payer.”
will hold additional hearings to Amyx said the council felt
determine which roads in Idaho that since Boise is the state
should be open to travel by capital and the exchanges
“triple bottom” truck combina should be beautified to pre
tions on a permit basis. Such sent a “proper picture” to vis
combinations can be 98 feet long. itors, that the state should
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Landscape architects should
County children we I 1 NOTE AND SEE ME ABOUT THIS
F7for your information
be included with engineers in
nized against measl
[’ I FOR YOUR COMMENTS
the early stages of highway
the Mop Up Meas I I PLEASE ANSWER
paign Sunday, re¡ □ PREPARE REPLY FOR MY SIGNATURE | | SIGNATURE
planning and design, in the
Multnomah County □ take appropriate action
□investigate and report
opinion of Fred Farr, highway
Society.
beautification coordinator for
But Dr. Clinton S COMMENTS:
the Federal Highway Adminis
president of the soc
the campaign could
tration.
fied as only a parti;
Help of these scenic experts,
since 8,000 vaccinat
he said, could put highways in
the goal.
a proper esthetic setting with
More than 200 \
out destruction of natural re
including physicians
sources and beauty, for a na
their time to give
tion that does most of its
There was a nomin
sightseeing from automobile
of 50 cents per vs
windows.
and members of th
society dug into the
FARR LED a panel discus
to make up a $3,000 d
sion of landscape architects,
McGill said it is
engineers and planners from
that 18,000 children i ' GPO . 1959 0 — 499871
federal agencies and five
USCOMM-DC 789-P
mah County were ui
Northwest states, on the sub
against eight-day measles ¡day night by the State board |
ject of “The Highway and Its
prior to the clinic, “Hard”¡of Education. Members of the. tion is announced. Presuma- Environment,” a Wednesday
measles can cause a number board are expected to discuss bly, someone will be named affair in Portland’s Public
of dangerous side effects in the situation at that time.
who is willing to run for the Service Building under spon
children, including mental re
office in the fall
sorship of the Federal High
10130 SW 62nd Ave., was pinned in auto tardation and deafness.
HIS RESIGNATION will Dr., Walter Blake, executive way Administration.
mean
that
the
office
will
be
up
and had to be removed by Portland Fire
“I am pleased that 5,000 did
Department. Accident occured in north turn out, and if we saved one for election this fall in the gen director of the Council for While Farr admitted he is
Oregon Education, has indi- not very optimistic about
bound lane and blocked north and east life or prevented a single child eral election.
cated that he probably will funds for the Highway BeauGov.
Tom
McCall
is
expect

from suffering some of these
bound trafic for more than an hour.
____ office. He was de- tification Act (“This is an
consequences, the campaign ed to name a successor to Dr. _run for the
election year and there are
Minear soon after his resigna- feated by Minear in 1966.
was a success,” McGill said.
bound to be some retrench
ments.”) he said the federalstate partnership effort to en
hance roadsides should go on
undiminished.

Thorough reworking of the
Multnomah County and City of
Portland bail bond practices
is urged by a Portland City
Club committee which has
been studying the situation for
several months and came up
with its recommendations Wed
nesday.
The present system of bail
in Oregon “is to a large ex
tent tradition-bound and chan
neled in approach,” the com
mittee found, adding that
“there are numerous ways in
which the system can be im
proved, both within the exist
ing framework and by the
adoption of alternatives.”
THE CITY CLUB group
stabbed at one legislative
group in saying, “. . . all the
responsible governmental and
judicial agencies, with the ap
parent exception of the ma
jority of Oregon’s Senate
Judiciary Committee, are re AMBULANCE CREW REMOVES body of
ceptive to proposed changes 47-year-old man killed Tuesday night in
and would gladly implement one-car accident on west end of Marquam
any programs established to
better deal with the Bridge. Car veered out of control and
slammed into concrete abutment broad
problems.”
Bail has been misused, the side. Body of man, Robert J. Burke of
committee says, in its applica
tion to assure the appearance
of the accused person at the POLITICAL ROUNDUP
time set for trial “because our
judicial system has not devel
oped adequate means for se
curing preventive detention of
Loretta Nellie Freidhoff, 73, Mary in 1925. Throughout! JEANNETTE D. VREELAND “OBVIOUSLY you can’t
dangerous or potentially dan
of 3422 SE 8th Ave., died most of her life she taught Funeral services were held protect all that you see, and I
primary grades in local paro- Tuesday at Peake Memorial don’t advocate planting all
Tuesday in a local hospital.
gerous persons.”
Among disadvantages of the
Born in San Francisco, Mrs. chial schools staffed by the Chapel for Jeannette (Pat) roadsides with pansies,” Farr
present bail and pre-trial con
Friedhoff had been a Port Sisters of St. Mary of Oregon. Vreeland, 51, of Milwaukie, asserted, “but one thing we
land-Sellwood area resident Her last assignment was at who died Friday at a local don’t have to tolerate is mile
finement system, it found that
did not campaign there and
By DOUG McKEAN
A
47-year-old
Portland
man
after mile of neon signs,
since 1907. She was a house St. John the Baptist School in hospital.
incarceration is not consistent
“clearly shows that the nation
Journal Political Editor
Mrs. Vreeland was born at pizza parlors and junk yards.”
Milwaukie.
was
killed
in
a
one-car
acci
with the presumption of inno Oregon supporters of Sen. sees in Gov. Reagan new lead
wife.
dent on the west end of the Survivors include her hus Surviving are four brothers, Chicago, Ill., and came to Of concern is not just the
cence. Jailing of the accused Eugene McCarthy for the ership for positive action.”
Henry and Herman, both of Oregon in 1947.
frequently results in loss of Democratic presidential nomi Eva Bushman, a Portland Marquam Bridge Tuesday band, George V.; three sons, Stayton,
Herbert of Aumsville She was a member of the highway right-of-way, but also
John W. and Joseph G., both
job and placement of depend nation hailed the Wisconsin State College senior, has been night.
and Clemens of Mill City, and Concordia Lutheran Church the “highway corridor . . .
ents on public welfare. It also primary election vote as named chairman of Youth fori Robert J. Burke of 10130 SW of Portland, and Robert J. of three
sisters, Mrs. L.C. Van and of the Geological Society what the motorist sees ... his
62nd
Ave.
was
pronounced
Washington, D.C.; one daugh
reduces the accused’s ability “another turning point in his Reagan in Multnomah, Wash
cone of vision.”
Handle
of Lincoln City, Mrs. of the Oregon Country.
dead
on
arrival
at
Emanuel
ter, Ann Marie Chapman,
to pay legal counsel of his presidential campaign” and ington and Clackamas CountThe 1965 Highway Beautifi
Surviving
are
her
husband,
Ann
Tewalt
of
Salem
and
Mrs.
Hospital after his car went out Portland; five sisters, Mrs.
own choice, or to assist in said “McCarthy’s strength ies.
William Schlegelmilch of Lin Paul; two daughters, Susan cation Act is designed to
of
control
on
an
approach
to
Irene
Sherrett
of
Vallejo,
preparation of his defense, can no longer be denied.”
IN WASHINGTON, John M.
Gail Vreeland and Sandra Lyn promote scenic enhancement
coln, Neb.
causes the accused to mingle McCarthy received about 57 Bailey, Democratic national the bridge and slammed Calif., Mrs. Alice Sherrett of
Vreeland,
both of Milwaukie, of highways by landscaping
broadside
into
a
concrete
San Francisco, Mrs. Helen EARL J. TRESKO
with seasoned or convivted per cent of the Democratic chairman, has announced can
and a sister, Irma C. Holman and rest areas, to screen or
McDowell and Mrs. Gertrude
criminals and increases the vote and won 49 of the state’s cellation of regional party abutment.
relocate junk yards within
A witness said Burke’s 1960 Parker, both of Portland, and Requiem mass will be said iof Milwaukie.
liklihood of alienation of the 59 convention delegates.
conferences scheduled for convertible
Vault interment was at 1,000 feet of federal highways,
at
11
a.m.
Thursday
at
St.
was
northbound
in
Mrs.
Florence
Davidson
of
accused from society.
BLAINE WHIPPLE, co- Portland on April 26 and 27
center lane of the bridge Bremerton, Wash.; two broth John Church for Earl John Willamette National Ceme and to exert “reasonable con
AMONG CHANGES suggest- chairman of “Oregonians for and Newark, N.J., on April 5 the
trol” over outdoor advertising,
approach when it suddenly ers, George Milson and Tresko, 48, who died Sunday tery.
McCarthy,” said the Wiscon and 6.
ted are:
veered
across
the
inside
lane,
Farr explained.
at
his
Milwaukie
home.
MARY
MARTHA
BREYNE
Gerald
Sherrett,
both
of
Port

A
spokesman
for
Bailey
said
—Empowering police offic sin vote — up from the 42 per
out a section of guard land. Also surviving are 16 Mr. Tresko was born at St. Mary Martha Breyne, 77, of
ADVERTISEMENT
ers to issue a citation or sum cent McCarthy received in that because of the “fluid” tore
rail and slammed into the grandchildren.
Cloud, Minn., and had been a Milwaukie, died Monday at
mons in lieu of arrest in cer New Hampshire — “removes presidential nomination situa abutment.
The Rosary will be recited Milwaukie resident for the her home.
all doubt about the broad-bas tion, “we thought it would be
tain offenses.
at 7 p.m. Thursday at the past 32 years.
Born in Aerselle, Belgium,
—Allowing release from ed appeal Sen. McCarthy gen fairer to everyone to hold off
Chapel of McGinnis & Wil He was an employe of the!]y[rs greyne came to the Unitcustody at the police station erates among the American the meetings.”
helm. Requiem Mass will be L. L. Jones Monument Co. Heled states in 1912 and settled in
Rod Davis, candidate for
house in cases where an ar electorate.”
was a member of the BPOE Rock Island, Ill. She resided
Friday at 9:30 a.m.
rest is made for a violation McCarthy will be in Oregon i the Republican nomination,
Interment will be at Mt. Lodge No. 2032 and of the there until 1933 when she mov
which could be covered by the April 8 and 9 and has schedul House seat No. 1, East Cen
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land State College, heard the States face a “drastic short
forecasts from spokesmen for age” of dentists, mainly be City To Review of Sandy and Virgil of Lincoln cretary of state.
S.E. 74th & FOSTER RD.
City, Ore., and three grand Mr. Montgomery died in a
Oregon dentists, Oregon cause more Americans are be
Longview hospital Sunday.
___________ PHONE 771-5896___________
Inspectors’ Pay children.
Technical Institute and the ginning to get dental care for
Dr. Otto C. Page, a Port Dental School as OTI asked themselves and their children.
Interment will be in Lincoln He was assistant secretary
of state for 23 years and was
land specialist in diabetes, has permission to train dental “About 70 per cent of The City of Portland is tak Memorial Park in Portland.
• CLOSE COUPLED TOILETS . . ................ 51795
business manager of the
been elected secretary-trea-| hygienists,
Americans still get no dental ing a long look at the wage
surer of the American Society' Dr. Louis Terkla, dean of care,” he said. “But the pic scale it has set for building SISTER M. CLEMENTINE Spokane Indians baseball club
• 18” ROUND STEEL LAVS
$1195
inspectors and is evaluating a Solemn Requiem mass has in the late 1930 and early
of Internal Medicine.
J the University of Oregon Den ture is changing fast.
WITH HOODEE RIM......................................
II
The decision was announced tai School, said the school has “We are short 100 hygienists request for more office space been said at St. Mary of the 1940s.
For
the
past
10
years,
he
Valley
convent
chapel
for
Sis

• 24” VANITY CABINETS WITH
$<>/
<JT95
in Boston at the annual meet a capacity of only 33 students in Oregon now. What will hap- and personnel in the bureau of
SINK & FAUCET & DRAIN...................
ter Mary Clementine Gescher, had worked for International
ing of the 10,000 member or in the dental hygienist course pen fjve years from now? The buildings.
Paper Co. He came to Long
ganization.
and it has about 140 applica-¡American Dental Association City commissioner Stanley 61, who died Wednesday.
view in 1965 as assistant con
Dr. Page was elected presi tions a year.
• MEDICINE CABINETS 16”x26”................
forecasts a shortage of den W. Earl told fellow commis Sister Mary Clementine was troller for the firm’s Long-Bell
dent last year of the staff at
born
in
Sublimity.
sioners
Tuesday
that
currently
tists, too, and we need to use
Good Samaritan Hospital. He HE FORECAST that OTI more auxiliary personnel.”
there are tv/o openings for in She was admitted into the Division.
• «uan» y nú i j1
Twn i itmambb»
• SBBBB7:% J -anraRr 7: V l -Tnrífv-J -n. A jHKbBiSI•
novitiate of the Sisters of St. Burial will be in Salem.
earned his medical degree at will be “flooded” with applica
spectors.
the Boston University School tions. He said Lane Communi PARKS LIKENED the si
• íriu TV Lid 'Yi M'l in'l'J '§-‘1 i S is I f'l' E&BgSlb r rVBfiwra»*
'•
fa /TTj'NjB •
of Medicine, and was a resi ty College at Eugene had 70 tuation to that in the U.S.
•
H LH114 3 M11J ■ f
T J. 11
a
dent at the New England Dea applications for a class of 16 armed forces before World
*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
coness Hospital and the Tufts- dental hygienists which will War II, when what had been a
New England Medical Center. meet next fall for the first small professional army sud
WHITE TOILET
$485 *”£AST1RON
CCc
denly became the framework,
SEATS........................
I
SOIL PIPE.............. JJft.
leaders and teachers of a big
4" PLASTIC
<*«>e
SOO GAL. STEEL
$?T95
army.
DRAINPIPE.... A* ft.
SEPTIC TANK ..
Wf
for Out-of-Town Patients (Portlanders, too)

Vaccine

Sought

Accident
Obituary: Friedhoff Requiem Set
Wisconsin Results
On Bridge
Make9 Em All Happy Kills Man

DI-GEL" STOPS
INDIGESTION’S
“DOUBLE TROUBLE”

Hearing
Due On UP

OTI Seeks To Train
Dental Hygienists

A-BOY

SUPPLY CO.
& BUILDERS OUTLET

Doctor Wins
Society Post

Second Suspect Jailed
In Beating Of Deputy

FAST SERVICE

YOU NEED NO APPOINTMENT

BANKER TO SPEAK

Darryl R. Francis, president1,
A second man has been ar-ltry, 7447 SE 72nd Ave. Cramp- of the Federal Reserve Bank
rested and charged with as- ton said he fought with rhe of St. Louis and a member ofi
sault with intent to kill in the men and struck one with the United States Open Mar
Feb. 17 beating of Steven enough force to break his ket Committee, will speak at
the University of Portlandj
Crampton, 24, a Multnomah flashlight.
County sheriff’s deputy.
He said he was knocked out Thursday morning. He will
Erwin Wayne Spears, 39, of by several blows to the back talk on “Balance of Pay
ments, the Dollar and Gold”
Salem, is being held in Rocky of the head.
at the Portland City Club at
Butte jail in lieu of $25,000 bail.
Spears was arrested Tuesday THE MEN FORCED the of noon Friday at the Benson
in Salem by a police officer ficer to crawl into a cooler in Hotel.
who stopped him for driving a the rear of the store, but he
an inside handle in
car with an expired license discovered
the
refrigeration
unit and was
plate.
able
to
free
himself.
A PRELIMINARY hearing
for Spears is set for Monday Crampton was hospitalized
in District Court in Portland. overnight for observation then
Jack Truxall, 42, of Salem, released. He said the burglars
was arrested Feb. 29 in stole his service revolver.
Multnomah
County
Salem. He has been bound The
over to the grand jury on a sheriff’s office offered a $500 B A J k 1 I 1 I I II I 1
charge of assault with intent reward for information lead
to kill and also is being held ing to the arrest of the cul
prits and the Plaid Pantry
under $25,000 bail.
Deputy Crampton was beat store offered $200 reward. A
en unconscious with a tire spokesman in the sheriff’s ofiron after he surprised two fice said the rewards have not
burglars inside the Plaid Pan- yet been made.

SAVE YOUR CASH

• G.E. BREAKER BOX, COMPLETE
WITH COVER & 20 BREAKERS.............

PAY NOTHING DOWN on approved credit. . .
then stretch small equal payments up to 24
months if you wish. No interest or carrying
charges. All Dental Insurance plans accepted.

• BUILT-IN
511Q
DISHWASHER .
BA7»
• S2GAL.ELECT
$4 A 9 5
WATER HEATER
• EYE LEVEL
$1TQ
30” STOVE . .
147»

IMMEDIATE*

DENTAL PLATES

BS00

BÍMMB

• PLASTIC COATED ELECT WIRE
14.2 W/GROUND (in 250'Rolls)................ ft.

FAST

Weekdays
Weekday5 ’ til
ti □

PARK

' at any downtown Park ntnup_

ANESTHETICS
FOR SLEEP

• 1500 WATT 220 VOLT WALL
$1195
HEATERS....................................
SI

Sodium Pentothal, gas or
local anesthetic when proper

♦Just come in before TO a.m. and we will
try to deliver your denture by 5 p.m.

CA8-9309
103 JD
xmu
ESTIMATES GLADLY: Ask for Di Goodman

«30 INCH ELECT SHQ
RANGE..............
I AT*
• 21”x32” double
$095
WHITE SINKS .. .
©
• CEILING VENT
$095
FANS....................
©

• 2000 WATT BASEBOARD
$1795
HEATER....................................
■/

SERVICE
... YOU NEED NO APPOINTMENT

..,DcthItWashington
510 S.
tu i
- W*
J 5th5 . Saturday til

$7095

J

A-BOY

SUPPLY & BLURS. OUTLET

S.E. 74th & FOSTER RD. 771-5894
"WELOVE TO BEAT COMPETITION"

; Institute
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Model Cities Set For Action

Director

To Speak
Dr. W. Grey Walter, direc
tor of physiology in Great
Britain’s Burden Neurological
Institute, will head a list of
featured speakers at a threeday medical conference begin
ning Thursday at the Hilton
Hotel.
The conference is being
sponsored jointly by the West
ern Institute on Epilepsy and
the North Pacific Society of
Pshychiatry and Neurology
Other visiting speakers will
Include Dr. Jon Christian
Baastrup of Copenhagen, Den
mark; Dr. Leon Oettinger, pe
diatric neurologist from San
Marino, Calif; Dr. Madison H.
Thomas, professor of psychia
try at the University of Utah;
HOT DOGS, potato chips were served to about 300 men,
CURIOUS baby elephant explored coat worn by Ed ZimDr. Richard D. Walter, chief of women at opening of Packwood for U.S. Senator head
brick, leader of jazz band which helped open F. F.
EEG Laboratories at UCLA;
Montgomery campaign headquarters in downtown Port
and Dr. Philip T. White, pro quarters. Mrs. Roger Klahn, office manager, tries hot dog
land. Elephant, only nine months old, symbolized GOP
fessor of neurology at Mar before picture of Republican candidate, flanked by names
of backers.
at opening, while band made itself heard three blocks
quette University.
away over rumbling downtown traffic. Montgomery seeks
Dr. Paul Blachly, professor
nomination for secretary of state.
of psychiatry at the Universi
ty of Oregon Medical School,
will, speak on “Suicide Among
Physicians,” and Dr. Roy
Swank, also of UOMS, will
discuss “Low Fat Diet and
Multiple Sclerosis.” Dr. High school principals need tion leader. He can represent talk by saying that the trends
Joseph Treleaven, a Salem to stay out of the power strug
the educational values of the in society generally are “from
psychiatrist, will speak on
gle
developing
in
school
sy

community and the boys and simplicity to complexity, from
“Bureaucracy and Hospital
unity to fragmentation and
stems
and
help
save
the
day
girls.
Psychiatry.
for education, according to “He must be an interpreter from paternalism to consensu
Dean Keith Goldhammer of so that whatever decisions are al governance.
the Oregon State University made, people will understand So it is that in the schools
MAYOR RESIGNS
school of education.
consequences for educa we see a shift from profes
FALLS CITY (UPI) - Goldhammer was speaking the
sional relations to power rela
tion.
”
Mayor Vernon Murphy resign to several score principals at
tions,” he said.
ed at a City Council meeting Portland State College at the Goldhammer told the prici- “The most dramatic change
pals,
“
If
we
learn
how
to
use
Monday because of poor first of four regional meetings
in education has been in the
health. Council President Wil on the high school principal’s the professional abilities and teaching profession, from a
knowledge of teachers, society dominated, n o n-a s s e r tive,
lard Hartch was named to the job.
will benefit through a greatly
post.
prepared group of peo
“We are faced with a power improved educational poorly
ple to well prepared men and
struggle in the schools be program.”
who no longer accept
tween the school boards, top At the same time the dean women
WANTED
role of scared hired hands.
administrators and the teach declared, “Our present strife the“We
administrators need to
Silver Certificates
ers,” said Goldhammer.
arises from our failure to use look on teacher militancy as
Any Quantity
“The principal cannot repre teachers’ competence ade an opportunity to use the su
sent either ‘management’ or quately in the decision-making perior skill and training of
COLUMBIA COIN CO.
‘labor’.
process.”
teachers to improve the edu
407 S.W. Washington
“But he must be an educa Goldhammer opened his cational program.”

Principals Urged To Avoid Power Struggle

offer ,;üOlíh
o„/y Through
Saturday^

“Model Cities in Portland Board members were as Smith, Rev. Mell Stead.
has turned a corner tonight signed to working committees The board members will
and now is ready to begin the as folfows:
schedule meetings of their re
job of planning we are com EMPLOYMENT and eco spective committees within
missioned to do,” Paul J. nomic development — Vernon the next week or 10 days,
Schulze, program coordinator, C. Butler, John R. Gustafson, Schulze said.
told the Citizens’ Planning Mrs. Howard Wolfe, Herb
Board Tuesday night at Boise Simpson, Rev. Edgar Jackson, “Although it has taken us
three and a half months to get
School.
Tom Wilson.
The board had just allocated Education — Robert Coch to this place since the an
that Portland was
responsibility among its mem ran, Dean Gisvold, Mrs. nouncement
selected
as
of the Model
bers for calling the first meet Bobbie G. Nunn, Harry Ward. Cities, the one
organization has
ings of the working commit Health, social and legal ser been necessary
and will en
tees which will do the actual vices — Norman Schroeder, able citizens to express
their
planning in seven interest James Thompson, Rev. David wishes as we plan the features
areas. Citizens of the Model H. Weed.
Cities target area are invited | Public safety — Mrs. Treva a city needs to provide a full
to join any of the committees;Barker, Matt Dishman, Peter and happy life for its people,”
he said.
in which they have special in-jwolmut.
terest
I CITIZENS participation —
—------------------------------------ 1 Mrs. Elaine Cogan, Mrs.
Helen Rawlins, Mrs. Luther
Building Design Strong.
FOR DIAMONDS
— Frank E. BrawnAND FÍNE jewelry .
Deadline Given er,Housing
Rev. John Jackson, Otto For nearly 58 years H.H. Vines,.
Rutherford, Mrs. Rozelle Yee. Jeweler has been constantly
SALEM (UPI) - Architects Physical environment — searching for fine jewels
will have until June 15 to en James K. Neill, W. Leonard precious gems and fine jew
elry. Will pay the highest poster a competition for design of
ADVERTISEMENT
sible cash price. _______ ' '
a new Supreme Court building,
the Capital Planning Commis Helps Solve 3 Biggest
WE SELL OUR DIAMONDS
sion was told.
AND FINE JEWELRY AT
THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
Howard Grimms of the FALSE TEETH
Finance Department said the Worries and Problems
Remember you can always
proposed new structure will
A little FASTEETH sprinkled on
do better at
occupy a two-block site on the your dentures does all this: ( 1) Helps
false teeth more firmly in place;
Capitol Mall and will have un hold
H.H. Vines,
(2) Holds them more comfortably;
derground parking for 400 (3) Lets you bite up to 35% harder
Jewelers
without
discomfort.
FASTEETH
cars.
Powder is alkaline (non-acid). Won’t
Since 19IO
Four finalists will be select sour. No gummy, gooey, pasty taste.
that fit are essential to
239
S.W.
Washington
ed and the winner announced. Dentures
health. See your dentist regularly.
Corner 3rd
Get FASTEETH at all drug counters.
Dec. 15.

SEARCHINC

fiOODfYEAH

4-PLY NYLON CORD
New 19B8‘MARATH0N"tire with wrap-around tread.;;
BlackwaUs regularly s
Buy Now-and Save!

• Extra mileage Tufsyn lubber
• 8,000 gripping edges

• New, modern, wrap-around,
tread

Gigantic 3-DAY Money Saving Sale

FINE NYLON CARPET
Including The Famous

Open Week Days
9:30 AM to 9 PM

DU PONT
'501' NYLON

$
row

Continuous Filament Nylons,
Textures, Tweeds, Solid Colors
and Many More in Full Rolls!

CHOICE
While
Quantity
lasts

* Nylon Fiber Listed Above Refers to the Pile.

•
•
•
•
•

30 Sq. Yds. Installed Wall-to-Wall

O1ITE

t
ff ff

jffl

NtO SdN

27“ x 54

INDOOR - OUTDOOR
CARPET
Sizes 9x12' to 12'x20'
3', 6', 9' and 12' Widths

Comp. $5,

Sq. Yd

Choice of Popular Colors!

USE OUR RAIN CHECK
PROGRAM. Because of an
expected heavy demand
for Marathon tires, we
may run out of some sizes
during this offer, but we
will be happy to order your
size tire at the advertised
price shown in price box
and issue you a rain
check for future delivery
of the merchandise.

5

Avocado Tweed
Gold/Olive Tweed
Moss Tweed
Cocoa
Blue Green Tweed

• Sandalwood

ff

No limit on month*. No limit on mile*. No limit as to roads. No limit at to
speed. For the entire life of the tread. ■ ALL NEW GOODYEAR AUTO TIRES
ARE GUARANTEED against delecta in workmanship and materials and
normal road hazards, except repairable punctures. This guarantee does not
extend to auto tires used on trucks, or racing tires and tiras stamped
‘Second,* ‘Blemish* or *NA.‘ ■ IF A GOODYEAR TIRE FAILS UNDER THIS

SAMPLES
Finest Quality,
Most Beautiful
Samples We've
Offered at ... .

!1”
_
■

EA.

Every Color Imagineable!

50;
Useful for Throw Rugs and many
other purposes, in unusually big
selection of colors!

6.00x13
6.50 x 13
7.75x14
7.75x15
8.25x14
8.15x15
8.55x14
8.45x15
8.85/9.00x15

Now

Plus
Fed. Ex. Tax
No Trade-in
Needed

$12.20 $ 10.95
$15.00 $ 13.50

$1.58
$1.81
$ 17.15 $ 15.44 14" $2.19
15" $2.21
$19.45 $ 17.50 14" $2.35
15" $2.36
14" $2.56
$21.60 $ 19.44
15" $2.54
$26.05 $23.44
$2.81

GUARANTEE any of more than 10,000 Goodyear dealers in the United States
and Canada will, at our option, either repair or make allowance on a com
parable new tire based on original tread design depth remaining and Good
year's printed “Predetermined Price for Adjustment” current at time of
adjustment, which price will fairly represent the actual retail selling price
of the comparable tire at time of adjustment.

BUY NOW ON • EASY TERMS • FREE MOUNTING!

• Gold Tweed
• Mist Green
• Olive
• Avocado
• Roman Gold
• Cherry Tweed

SAMPLES

Was

NO GIMMICKS’NO DEALS • JUST LOW PRICES FOR THESE GOODYEAR QUALITY TIRES

PRICE BREAK SPECIAL

Auto Floor Mat

APRIL BRAKE SERVICE SPECIAL

A Goodyear exclusive
of deluxe quality!

Regularly

51.19

5 219
62" Long Fits door to door

We remove front wheels, clean
front wheel bearings, inspect
grease seals, add brake fluid, ad
just brakes all 4 wheels, and test.

Cut off strip on each end to permit
use in smaller cars. Choice of 6
colors.

____

.

770

Any tl. S. auto without self-adjusting brakes.
U. S. autos with self-adjusting brakes—Reg. $3.19 — during April $2.77. Add parts
if needed.

Front floor mat with, crest design.

36"x18"- 3O"x18" and
27”x18” CARPET

Deluxe Carpet

Blackwall
Tubeless Size

GOODYEAR NATION-WIDE ’NO LIMIT’ GUARANTEE"

In These Colors

more satisfactory carpet.

... COMPLETE WITH PAD. Finest Tackless Installation.
30 Sq. Yards is enough for average size livingroom and
hall. Special this week at only............................................

.1

sq. m.

EVERY CARPET GUARANTEED FIRST QUALITY OR YOUR MONEY RE
FUNDED. Du Pont "501" Nylon carries a 10-year Wear Guarantee,
and is known as the strongest and longest wearing carpet fiber in
the industry. You can't carpet your floors with a more beautiful or

Sale Price ....

Ex. Sat. to 6 PM

nationally known

other

and

6.50x13 blackwall
tubeless plus $1.81
Fed. Ex. Tax
No trade-in needed

__________ _____________

_________________________________________

COMPLETE SERVICE DEPARTMENT
BRAKES . SHOCKS • ALIGNMENT
AIL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME • FREE PICK UR AND DELIVERY

NO MONEY DOWN! INSTANT CREDIT! Use Oil Co. Credit Cord or BankAmericard!

DI I AC ñ

John
Rollins BU VI wc.

=
SUNDAY

Noon to 6 p.m.

WESTSIDE

EASTSIDE

EASTPORT

MIDWAY-DIVISION

811? S.L FOSTER RD. (V2 Block West of 82nd on Foster Road) Phone 777-3963

S.W. 10th & STARK ST.
Phone 227-2443

S.E. 11th & SANDY BLVD.
Phone 227-2443

S.E. 82nd & BOISE ST.
Phone 775-4341

S.E. 121st & DIVISION

Northwest's Largest Remnant and Mill-Ends Carpet Center

Mon. thru Fri.—7:45 AM to 5 PM
Sat.—8:00 AM to 12 NOON

Mon. thru Fri.—8:00 AM to 5:30 PM
Sat.—8:00 AM to Í 2 NOON

Mon. thru Fri.—9:30 AM to 8 PM
Sat.—8:00 AM to 5:00 PM

Mon. thru Fri.—9:30 AM to 8 PM
Sat.—8:00 AM to 5:00 PM

Phone 761-6163

o
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October 7, 1957

Mr. J. T. Chaffee
Division of beaches and Parks
210 Olivier Street
Monterey, California

Dear Mr. Chaffee:
in line with our telephone conversation of October
4th ana your request for the names of the Legis
lators who took the helicopter trip to Hearst Castle
and Hunter Liggett filitaiy Reservation on Wednesday
October 2nd, I am attaching a list of the names here
with.

Very truly yours,

FRED S • FARR

ay__________________
Secretary
/rw
Att.

/ /Senator Stanley Arnold, Lassen, Modoc, Plumas Counties.
A.
Mr. John/Bohn, Consultant to the Joint Legislative Com
mittee on the Administration of Justice.
j Senator James E. Busch, Mendocino, Lake Counties.

y Y Judge Thomas W. Caldecott, Judge of the Superior Court,
Alameda County.
y ¿/Senator James A. Cobey, Madera, Merced Counties.
y ^Senator Nathan F. Coombs, Napa, Yolo Counties.

y>Assemblyman George G. Crawford, San Diego.
/^/Assemblyman Robert W. Crown, Alameda.

¿/Senator ^arl D. Desmond, Sacramento County.
/Senator Fred S. Farr, Monterey County.
/Mr. Goscoe 0. Farley, Executive Director, Joint Judiciary
Committee on Administration of Justice.
/^Assemblyman Richard T. Hanna, Grange County.

Assemblyman S. C. Masterson, Contra Costa County.
/^Senator Edwin J. Regan, Shasta, Trinity Counties.

/^Senator Richard Richards, Los Angeles County.

/

Judge Richard M. Sims, Juuge of the Municipal Court, San Rafael,

yx Mr. Thomas E. Stanton, Jr., Chairman Law Revision Commission.

/¿^Assemblyman Bruce Sumner, Orange County.
X Mr. Bert Busch, Former State Senator, Lakeport.

U.S. Dept of Trans.

W-14

/

v4-67)

'

DATE

Fed. Hwy. Adm.

'3y 19 3 S’

TRANSMITTAL SLIP
REF.NO.OR ROOM,BLDG.

Q
REF. NO. OR ROOM, BLDG.
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ACTION
|

| NOTE AND FILE

□ PER OUR CONVERSATION

□ NOTE AND RETURN TO ME
1

| PLEASE answer

□ PREPARE reply for my signatu

□ take appropriate action
COMMENTS:

Em 4
Qc.

rMe<i

•

tely provided with statedirectional signs before
ter sign can be removed.
| | FOR YOUR INFORMATION
Travel Information Counst certify that the area
|
| FOR YOUR COMMENTS
en provided for, the see
| | SIGNATURE
ds.
□ INVESTIGATE AND REPORT
o date, the council hasn’t
d directional signs in the
boro area, the plaintiff
Is.
complaint is spelled out
iction against Cooley and
t Supervisor Robert
oi the Highway Departentered in Chancery
at Newfane.
matter has been turned
o the attorney general’s
for a hearing on Sept,
day after primary eleco Vermont.
tie made the complaint
ale Monday to reporters,
A GPO : 1967 0-262-225
was looking over a clipo-m Boston about troubles
Vermont’s anti-bill'board
laws, once hailed as a model
of progressive legislation.
The headline of the article
said that Vermont’s new law
was proving to have more holes
than Swiés cheese.
One loophole already apparent
is that enforcement has to go
through the attorney general's
office instead of through the
secretary of slate’s office as an
administrative order.
Vermont’s old billboard law.
now repealed, regulated the size
of signs and the distance they
could be placed from the
highway.
It
hardlv
controlled
the
proliferation of ugly signs in the
state, but the few teeth it did
have were capable of biting.
The sign being disputed in
Brattleboro measures 8 by 20
feet.
Cooley said there was an
agreement with the owners
before the new legislation was
passed to take it down.
But apparently the owners
don’t see any reason to ac
commodate the state now — at
least until directional signs are
certified.
□ PER YOUR REQUEST

I RETURN WITH MORE DETAILS

O NOTE and see me about this
I

noval

| FOR YOUR APPROVAL

|

'//7‘ET A-c

\ uuic/Viasc
X_.
60

3\

1/

Sign Removal
Is

Enjoined

Temporary Injunction to
Bar Secretary Cooley in
Billboard Action.
(Vermont

Press

MONTPELIER

-

Bureau)
Vermont’s

beleaguered outdoor advertising
law
passed
bv
the
1968
Legislature suffered another
embarrassment Monday when
Secretary of State Harry H.
Coo’.ev disclosed he’s been serv
ed with a temporary injunction
against removing an 11-year-old
sign just north of Brattleboro
on Route 5.
The owners of the sign,
Theater Mc-tel Inc., contend
that because cf a loophole in
the new law. their sign can’t
be declared illegal and remov
ed.
The loophole:
Section 22 of the iaw requires
that a particular area must be

OiAjitzuW ViM I

rl. •?. W-'iC/baSc.

adequately provided with stateowned directional signs before
any other sign can be removed.
The Travel Information Coun
cil must certify that the area
has been provided for, the sec
tion adds.
But to date, the council hasn’t
certified directional signs in the
Brattleboro area, the plaintiff
contends.
The complaint is spelled out
in an action against Cooley and
District Supervisor Robert
Munn of the Highway Depart
ment, entered in Chancery
Court at Newfane.
The matter has been turned
over to the attorney general’s
office for a hearing on Sept.
11, the day after primary elec
tions in Vermont.
As he made the complaint
available Monday to reporters,
Cooley was looking over a clip
ping from Boston about troubles
facing Vermont’s anti-bill'board
laws, once hailed as a model
of progressive legislation.
The headline of the article
said that Vermont’s new law
was proving to have more holes
than Swiás cheese.
One loophole already apparent
is that enforcement has to go
through the attorney general’s
office instead of through the
secretary of slate’s office as an
administrative order.
Vermont’s old billboard law,
now repealed, regulated the size
of signs and the distance they
could be placed from the
highway.
It
hardlv
controlled
the
proliferation of ugly signs in the
state, but the few teeth it did
have were capable of biting.
The sign being disputed in
Brattleboro measures 8 by 20
feet.
Cooley said there was an
agreement with the owners
before the new legislation was
passed to take it down.
But apparently the owners
don’t see any reason to ac
commodate the state now — at
least until directional signs are
certified.
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NL=Night Letter
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VLT=Int’l Victory Ltr.
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Phone: Monterey 2-0313 - 2-1403

J. STUART NEARY

634 SOUTH SPRING STREET, LOS ANGELES 14, CALIFORNIA

May 4, 1955

Mr. Fred Farr
P. 0. Box 2906
Carmel, California
Dear Fred:
May Gifford just told me that she had talked
with Mrs. Haskins and had been informed that you
had been elected to the State Senate by a landslide
vote. I hasten to extend to you and Janet my
sincere congratulations and best wishes for the
success I know that you will have.

Give my best personal regards to Janet and
if you have a little time, drop me a line and
tell me about it.
Again, congratulations and best wishes.

Sincerely,

JSN :D

GORDON GRAY
W. P. CARY (1882-1943)
WALTER AMES
FRANK A. FRYE, JR.
JOHN M. CRANSTON
JAMES W. ARCHER
JOSEPHINE IRVING
FRANK J. KOCKRITZ.JR.
WARD W. WADDELL, JR.
STERLING HUTCHESON
DONALD G. SMEDLEY
ALFRED LORD
ALFRED S. WILKINS
THOMAS C. ACKER MAN, JR.
EUGENE L. FREELAND
R. REAVES ELLEDGE.JR.

LAW OFFICES

Gray, Cary, Ames & Frye
BANK OF AMERICA BUILDING

SAN DIEGO I, CALIFORNIA

May 9, 1955

Fred S. Farr, Esq.
Farr & Millard
Bank of Carmel
Carmel, California

Dear Fred:
Susie and I have heard the good news
of your election to the State Senate.
I think
you should feel proud, particularly as you
beat the former Republican Speaker of the
Assembly, who I suspect was strongly out to
win.
I know it is gratifying to you
and Janet to realize in this manner upon your
hard work and efforts.
I do wish you had been
running on the Republican ticket, but, none
the less, I feel confident you will do a good
job in the Senate.

Susan joins in sending congratula
tions and best wishes to you and the family.
Sincerely,

/IGuoufe-.

FJK:mr

Frank J. Kockritz, Jr.

Tel. BElmont 3-7323

